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Protecting your installation:
dependability, optimization and profitability

The protection plan for electrical installations and networks must:
c guarantee the safety of people and property
c improve continuity of service
c contribute to the performance of your electrical installation

Protection units enable the operator to:
c measure electrical values
c manage data according to his requirements
c monitor and control power equipment

Furthermore, digital protection units are integrated 
in centralized monitoring and control systems enabling:
c optimized installation telecontrol
c maintenance management

Protection units are adaptable to developments in the electrical network 
and in particular the upgrading of existing installations.

Electrical network 
protection is an 
objective of prime 
importance to all 
installation managers 
in the Power
distribution utilities.

Sepam unit managed 
from a control center

Sepam unit 
on MV equipment

The protection units must be easy to choose, install and operate. 
Activated when incidents occur on the electrical network or in the 
installations, the dependability and availability of these units must be 
tested and proven in the field.

Energy
Power distribution utilities

HV / MV substationHV substation



Sepam:
a wide range of applications

The Sepam range comprises protection, monitoring and control units of 
various capacities adapted to all types of applications, essential in 
producing protection plans. These features mean that Sepam is 
ready-to-use and does not require any additional engineering studies. 
Each Sepam provides an optimal solution in terms of functional features, 
performance and price. The protection functions have very wide setting 
ranges as well as all types of curves and can therefore be tailored to
each protection plan.

c Sepam 2000 for the most demanding applications.
c Sepam 1000 for applications without local automatic control or remote 
control.
c Sepam 100 for single protection applications.

Lines
Sub-stations

Busbars

Capacitors

Transformers

Sepam 100 Sepam 1000 Sepam 2000 S26 Sepam 2000 S36 Sepam 2000 S46



S i m p l i c i t y

■ all protection, 
monitoring and 
c o n t rol functions in 
a single unit,
■ simplified 
selection with a 
c o m p rehensive 
catalogue of 
ready-to-use units,
■ reduced installation 
time using 
c o n n e c t o r- t e rminal 
b l o c k s ,
■ a single sensor for 
several functions,
■ simple keyboard 
selection of all types 
of tripping curves 
and settings,
■ reduced 
commissioning tests.

Sepam:
much more than a simple relay,
a multifunctional protection unit

Maintenance 
a s s i s t a n c e

■ number of device 
switching operations,
■ number of breaks 
with faults,
■ cumulated value 
of currents broken 
by the circuit bre a k e r,
■ communications 
event log.

Easy operation

■ display of real 
magnitudes of 
m e a s u red values,
■ display of values 
related to protection 
o p e r a t i o n ,
■ operational value 
display (trip current), 
■ display of operating 
messages adapted to 
each application
■ viewing of 
oscillograph data.

Availability

■ s i m p l i f i e d
m a i n t e n a n c e
o p e r a t i o n s ,
■ "watch dog" 
s u rveillance providing 
instant warning 
of any internal failure 
or loss in auxiliary 
s u p p l y,
■ fully disconnectable 
equipment, with a 
removable cartridge 
containing the 
automatic controls 
and settings that 
enables quick 
maintenance and 
restoring of serv i c e ,
■ p e rmanent 
self-monitoring of the 
Sepam's integrity 
enabling diagnosis in 
case of malfunctioning,

reduced preventative 
maintenance and 
i n c reased availability.

Adaptability

■ all types of Merlin 
Gerin electrical 
sensors (standard or 
s p e c i a l i z e d ) ,
■ adaptable for 
special applications, 
t h rough the creation of
"customised" logic 
d i a g r a m s ,
■ availability of 
n u m e rous additional 
logic inputs and 
o u t p u t s ,
■ can be integrated 
into a monitoring and 
c o n t rol system using 
its communication 
f e a t u res and its truly 
open-ended protocols 
(Modbus; IEC870),
■ modification of 
settings on an 
individual or global 
basis according to 
operating conditions.

Safety

■ reduced fault 
elimination time using
logical selectivity,
■ p e rmanent 
s u rveillance of the 
c i rcuit breaker tripping
c i rcuit's integrity,
■ g reat resistance to 
e l e c t romagnetic 
d i s t u r b a n c e s ,
■ high sensitivity for 
detecting earthing 
f a u l t s ,
■ p a s s w o rd - c o n t ro l l e d
access to settings.



Schneider is your partner:
for the success of your network 
protection solutions

Sepam:
offering you real advantages

c Your solution based on a comprehensive range of applications.

c Each Sepam is an application integrating all required functions.

c Sepam provides the monitoring and control system interface through its 
communication capacities.

c Sepam optimizes the profitability of your investments since it is 
adaptable to your current and future needs.

Much more than a 
simple protection
relay, the Sepam 
multifunctional 
protection unit 
enables optimization 
of your solutions 
throughout the 
development of your 
electrical installation.

New and existing 

installations

Dedicated multifu
nctional

protection units

Local and/or re
mote 

monitoring and control

More than just 

a protection re
lay

c Sepam is the fruit of the Schneider Group's expertise and experience 
over more than 30 years in the protection business.
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Services:
for optimized performance 
of your installation protection plan 

Personalized service to meet your needs

Producing an electrical installation, defining a protection, monitoring and 
control architecture not only relies on correct analysis of the requirements, 
but also on a techno-economic compromise whose optimal result is based 
on experience.

To help you in your decision-making or to validate your solutions, Schneider
has an organization of skilled professionals who have acquired a 
wide-range of experience, through being faced with very diverse situations.

These professionals are at your disposal to assist you in:
c preliminary studies and studies on the protection plan for your network,
c customized Sepam units for your application,
c technician training,
c trials and commissioning.

These professionals, working closely with you, benefit from the on-going 
training and support of a world-wide group of experts and comprehensive 
investigative resources which enable them to respond to all kinds of 
situations and provide the solution suited to your exact requirements:
c the Kirchhoff protection testing facilities,
c Selena EMTP network simulation software, 
c design calculation software (short-circuit current, dynamic stability, etc.).

Upgrading your electrical installations

Sepam's features make it particularly competitive when upgrading a
protection plan or developing a telecontrol system.
It can easily be integrated into an existing installation since it can be
adapted to all types of sensors and its adaptational flexibility enables it
to be incorporated into all types of control schemes.

Our teams are at your disposal to study upgrading options for your 
installations and go even further to enhance performance in terms of 
availability, optimization and profitability.

Training for operators 
on Sepam protection units.

Network selectivity study 
with Selena software.



Protection
and control

Sepam range
Sepam 2000
Sepam 1000
Sepam 100



2 Sepam range

Sepam concept

Electromagnetic compatibility testing is performed
in an anechoic chamber.

Kirchhoff protection testing laboratory.

Mastery of digital techniques
As a result of the success of the first Sepam unit, Merlin Gerin developed
a new range: Sepam 1000+ and Sepam 2000.This range is more comprehensive,
more effective and fully appropriate for the control of electrical substations in public
and industrial distribution systems. All protection and control devices must:
c supply optimal service under the best security and availability conditions,
c ensure dependable operation in the highly disturbed electrical substation
environment.

To achieve these objectives, the development of this new range called
for substantial implementation of expertise and enhanced investigations
in the following main areas:
c electrical phenomena, transient operation,
c signal processing,
c protection algorithms,
c electromagnetic compatibility (EMC),
c dependability, reliability,
c communication networks.

During the design phase, dependability studies (FMECA (1)) were carried out
to determine the hardware and software architectures, considerably improving
availability and operating security.

All the studies were performed in accordance with a stringent quality plan.
A large number of qualification tests were performed, in a dedicated protection
testing laboratory (Kirchhoff laboratory).
The protection functions are tested in the laboratory by simulating the phenomena
(EMTP (2)) as they appear in electrical networks.

Major advantages
The use of digital techniques provides protection and control devices with major
advantages:

Availability
The use of extensive self-testing and self-diagnosis procedures allows wide-range
monitoring of the device.
The user is continuously informed of Sepam’s operating condition.
He can therefore take immediate and efficient action in the event of a failure.
The risk of running an installation with faulty protection is substantially lowered.
Periodic testing is no longer essential.

Global cost reduction
The integration in a Sepam of all the functions needed for the protection and
control of a system offers substantial advantages such as more rational operation,
optimized performance and better service for a reduced overall cost.
Reduction in the cost of:
c design: by the choice of units that are ready to use, without requiring detailed
engineering work,
c installation: by the integration of auxiliary relays, measuring instruments
and annunciation devices,
c commissioning: by simple installation and testing,
c operation: by remote control and improved access to more complete information,
c maintenance: by the reduction of preventive maintenance.

Dependability
Extensive dependability and reliability calculations have been carried out
on Sepam. They show that the failure rate, and therefore the risk of misoperation,
is minimized with an integrated Sepam type solution.

Simplicity
Sepam requires only simple parameter setting (calibration of the current
and voltage transformers, and general information on the network).

Flexibility
The flexibility of Sepam 2000’s built-in PLC makes it suitable for all possible
control logic schemes.

(1) FMECA: Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis.
(2) EMTP: Electromagnetic Transient Program.
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A complete range
All applications
The Sepam range is a set of protection and control units which have the capacity
to fullfil all types of applications:
c substations,
c busbars,
c transformers,
c motors,
c capacitors,
c generators,
c measure and control.
Each Sepam is an optimized solution in terms of functions, performance and price.

All functions
Each Sepam includes all the protection, metering, control, monitoring
and annunciation functions required for its assigned application.
The functions have very wide setting ranges, all types of curves, and can therefore
fit into any protection system.
The choice of functions offered in each Sepam is the result of the engineering,
experience and expertise of Merlin Gerin specialists who are confronted daily with
the  challenge of developing electrical equipment projects.
In addition, the so-called “logic discrimination” function makes it possible to
further lower the tripping time when a fault occurs, whatever the time discrimination
intervals and the type of curve (definite time or IDMT).
This principle makes it possible to incorporate economical busbar protection,
or to set a  shorter protection time delay upstream than downstream,
and still maintain tripping discrimination.
It means that Sepam can meet the protection and control needs of low voltage
networks and high voltage networks up to 220 kV as efficiently as required.

Industrial range
The design of all the types of Sepam for each application is based
on two hardware units: Sepam 1000+ series and Sepam 2000 series.
The hardware manufacturing process is ISO9001 certified and includes a burn-in
cycle. Sepam’s robust and its outstanding electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) allow
it to be used in highly disturbed environments without requiring any particular
precautions.

Sepam in a climatic burn-in chamber.

A complete range:
Sepam 100, Sepam 1000+ and Sepam 2000.
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Sepam 2000

Standard Sepam 2000 is delivered with its connectors.

Presentation
Sepam 2000 is focused on performance.
It can be used for the most demanding  applications.

Sepam 2000 has a large control and monitoring capacity, provided by its built-in
PLC and interface for communication with a centralized control system.
The built-in PLC considerably cuts down on the use of auxiliary relays and the
associated wiring.

Each Sepam 2000 is supplied with its standard control and annunciation program,
which allows it to be used without any additional engineering work or programming.
The available data as well as Sepam 2000’s remote control capacity enable it to be
integrated in an energy management system. Sepam 2000 reports to the control
room, so the user is immediately informed of any situation. Having this information
at his disposal, he can take the appropriate measures without leaving the control
room.

Each Sepam 2000 is designed to meet all the application needs and includes
all the necessary functions, ready for use.
Simply choose the appropriate Sepam 2000 from the selection tables showing
the functions available for each application (1) :
c substations,
c busbars,
c transformers,
c motors,
c capacitors,
c generators.

Example :
An incomer in a substation with multiple supply sources, in a high impedance
earthed system, should be equipped with:
c definite time or IDMT phase overcurrent and earth fault protection,
c directional overcurrent and, sometimes, directional earth fault protection
for discrimination between parallel incomers.
c an undervoltage relay to control supply source changeover.
c all the measurements and accumulated energy readings needed to operate
the substation. For this application, the S03 type Sepam 2000 could be chosen,
including the standard control and monitoring functions, such as trip circuit
supervision and logic discrimination.

(1) for public distribution application, please consult us.

Standard (S36) Sepam 2000
and compact (S26) Sepam 2000.
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Simple setting with the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

Description
Sepam 2000 replaces measuring instruments such
as ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters,
energy meters, etc.
It displays alarm and operating messages related to
the protection functions and control logic systems,
thereby eliminating the many indicating lamps found
on previous installations.
The front face includes:
c a lighted alphanumerical display, legible from a
distance of several meters,
c  keys to select the measurement to be displayed
and to acknowledge messages. As a security feature,
these keys do not give access to the protection
settings,
c 3 lights:
v “trip” (tripping by the protective relay),
v “circuit breaker open”,
v “circuit breaker closed”,
c a green light indicating the presence
of “auxiliary power supply”,
c a red light signalling malfunctions and relay fail-safe
position (watchdog),
c a door for access to:
v to the serial connection inlet,
v  the cartridge slot.
The cartridge contains the different programs required
for Sepam 2000 operation.

Installation and connection
Sepam 2000 is delivered with its connectors.
The connectors are individually disconnectable
screw-on terminals.
All types of Sepam can be installed by making
a simple rectangular cut-out in the mounting support.
Some types of Sepam 2000 also come in a compact
version (S26).

Control logic and annunciation
Each type of Sepam 2000 is equiped with a built-in PLC with at least 10 logic
inputs and 6 logic outputs (which can be extended to 26 inputs and 14 outputs).
This flexibility is provided for standard network management automation functions
such as logic discrimination, reclosing, load shedding, etc.
Customized process control programs may also be developed on Sepam
(see “for customized applications” document).

Operation
Sepam 2000 is simple to consult and set thanks to the serial link on the front of the
device.
The settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
The TSM 2001 pocket terminal is equiped with a keyboard, a 4-line display
(20-character per line) and a menu system.
It is easy to read measurements, enter settings, modify operating conditions
and review maintenance information such as “fault current”, “number of c.b.
operations”, etc.
Access to the protection function settings is protected by a password.
Sepam 2000 stores the parameters and the settings in its non volatile memory.
In the event of an auxiliary power supply failure, they are saved and retrieved
as soon as the power is restored.

Disturbance recording
Sepam 2000 has a high performing disturbance recording function. It is used to
record analog signals (current/voltage) and logic states during a time interval which
includes the disturbance. Sepam 2000 also has a graphical wave form recovery
software package for the analysis and use of the data (SFT 2826).

Communication
Sepam 2000 offers the option of a high performing communication module.
(Jbus/Modbus or other) * for connection to a remote control and monitoring device.
This option provides:
c measurement of electrical variables
c annunciation,
c switchgear control
c reading and modification of settings
c network diagnosis by :
v event logging
v graphical wave form display.

(*) please consult us.
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Sepam 2000
substations and busbars

functions ANSI Sepam types
code substations busbars

S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 B01 B02 B03 B04 B07 B12
protections
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
undervoltage 27 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2/2* 2
positive sequence undervoltage 27D 2 2
remanent undervoltage 27R 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1/1* 1
overvoltage 59 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2/2* 2
neutral voltage displacement 59N 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1 1 1
reverse real power 32P 1 1 1
underfrequency 81L 2 2 2 2 2 4
overfrequency 81H 2 2 2 2 2 2
rate of change of frequency 81R 2 2
synchronism check 25 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltages (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c c c/c** c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase rotation c c
residual current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
recloser 79 c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
earth fault trip counter c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR TR XR

compact S26 LX LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT

number of standard ESTOR boards 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 3

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, “4” means: 4 separate overcurrent protection devices.
* available function with 2 sets of sensors.
** phase-to-neutral voltage measurement only available on second set of sensors with a single VT.

Selection table
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functions ANSI Sepam types (2)

code T01 T02 T03 T04 T05 T06 T07 T09 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18 T19
protections
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

51N(G)
neutral voltage displacement 59N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67 1 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
tank earth leakage (3)(4) 50/51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
neutral (3) 50N/ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

51N
undervoltage 27 1 1 1 1
remanent undervoltage 27R 1 1 1 1
overvoltage 59 2 2 2 2
restricted earth fault (4) 64REF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c/c* c c c/c* c/c* c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c c c/c* c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltages (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
mpeak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
(±Wh, ±VArh)
tripping currents c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
(I1, I2, I3, Io)
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c/c* c c c/c* c/c* c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c c c/c* c
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Buchholz thermal relay c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of gas, pressure
and temperature levels (DGPT/PTC)
inter-tripping (1) c c c c c c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR XR KR YR XR LR LR XR XR XR LR LR XR LR XR XR LR XR
compact S26 LX LT LX LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT
Sepam equiped with 6 RTDs type T21 T22 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27 T29 T30 T31 T32 T33 T34 T35 T36 T37 T38 T39
standard S36 ZR SR KZ ZR SR LS LS SR SR SR LS LS SR LS SR SR LS SR
compact S26 LS LS
number of standard ESTOR boards 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2

Selection table

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, “4” means: 4 separate overcurrent protection devices.
(1) inter-tripping: this is related to neutral voltage displacement, tank earth leakage, neutral protection functions and Buchholz tripping, gas detector tripping, pressure
detector functions.
(2) for transformers needing temperature captors, please contact us. for differential protection, please see Sepam D01, for restrictive earth fault protection, please see
Sepam 100 LD.
(3) types of Sepam with tank earth leakage and neutral can’t be connected to CSP sensors.
(4) the tank earth leakage and restricted earth fault protections are exclusive. The choice is made parameter setting. See other connection schemes for restricted
earth fault.
* available function with 2 sets of sensors.

Sepam 2000
transformer
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Sepam 2000
motor

functions ANSI Sepam types (1)

code M02 M03 M04 M05 M06 M07 M08 M09 M11 M14 M15 M16
M20 M21 M22 M23

protections
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase overcurrent 50/51 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
negative sequence / unbalance 46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
locked rotor/excessive starting time 48/51LR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase undercurrent 37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
starts per hour 66 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
positive sequence undervoltage 27D 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
direction of rotation 47 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1
reverse real power 32P 1 1 1
reactive overpower 32Q/40 1 1 1
temperature set points 38/49T 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

12 12 12 12
motor differential 87M 1 1 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltages (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c
start inhibit time delay / c c c c c c c c c c c c
number of starts before inhibition
temperature c c c c c c c
phase rotation c c c c c c c c c c
unbalance ratio / unbalance current c c c c c c c c c c c c
starting time and current c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual voltage c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
differential current c c c c
and through current
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c
load shedding c c c c c c c c c c c c
restart c c c c c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
running hours counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR XR XR ZR LR LS LS SR SR LS XR SR

SS SS SS SS
compact S26 LX LT LT LS(2) LT
number of standard ESTOR boards 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Selection table

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, “2” means: 2 separate overcurrent protection devices.
(1) for motor transformer block please consult us.
(2) except for M20.
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Sepam 2000
generators

Selection table
functions ANSI Sepam types (1) generator -

transformer unit
code G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G17 G18 G00 G15 G16

G12 G13
protections
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4/2 * 4/2 *
image thermique 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
voltage restrained overcurrent 50V/51V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
negative sequence / unbalance 46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/50N(G) 2 2
neutral 50G/51G 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4
undervoltage (1) 27 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 *** 2 *** 2 2 2
overvoltage (1) 59 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
neutral voltage displacement (1) 59N/64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67N 1 1 1
reverse real power 32P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
reactive overpower 32Q/40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
underfrequency (1) 81L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
overfrequency (1) 81H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
temperature (6 /12 RTDs) 38/49T 6/12 6 6/12 6 6 6
restricted earth fault 64REF 1 1 1 1 1
generator differential 87G 1 1
synchronism check 25 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c/c*
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c/c** c/c** c c c c c c c c c
real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
true rms current (l rms) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
temperature c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c c c c c c c c c c/c* c/c*
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
differential and through currents c c
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c
Buchholz, thermique, DGPT, PTC c c c
groupe stop c c c c c c c c c c c c
field loss c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged connectors (DPC) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
running hours counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c
VT monitoring c c
Sepam models
standard S36 XR SR/ TR TS XR SR/ XR SR LR LS LR LS

SS SS
compact S26 LT LT
number of standard ESTOR boards 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
The figures in the columns represent the number of units of the functions.
Example: for phase overcurrent protection , ‘4’ signifies: 4 separate phase overcurrent protection units.
(1) these functions may be performed by a Sepam 1000+ type B20.
(2) for differential protection, a Sepam 100 LD may also be used.
(3) generator protections may not be connected to specific CSP sensors (sensor connection length).
(*) function available with 2 sets of sensors.
(**) phase to neutral voltage measurement available with second set of sensors only with a single VT.
(***) U21 and U32 only.
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Sepam 2000
capacitors

functions ANSI Sepam types
code C01 C02 C03 C04 C06 C08

protection
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1

phase overcurrent 50/51 2 2 2 2 2 2

earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 2 2 2 2 2 2

neutral to neutral unbalance:
single-bank capacitor 50N/51N 2 2

three-bank capacitor 50/51 3*2 3*2

undervoltage 27 1 1

overvoltage 59 2 2

metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c/c* c/c*

peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c
voltages (U12, U23, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c
power factor c c c c
frequency c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VARh) c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, I0) c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c
residual current c c/c* c c/c* c c
residual voltage c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c
and number of breaks

control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c
delay capacitor re-energizing c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c
detection of plugged connectors (DPC) 74 c c c c c c
operation counter c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c
external protection tripping c c c c c c
VT monitoring c c
unbalance c c c c
bank control c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR KR XR LR LR LR

compact S26 LX LT

number of standard ESTOR boards 1 1 1 1 1 3

Selection table

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, “2” means: 2 separate overcurrent protection devices.
* available function with 2 sets of sensors.
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functions Sepam types
R01 R02 R03 R04 R06 R07 R08 R09

metering (1)

phase current (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c
peak demand current (I1, I2, I3) ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
real / reactive power (P, Q) ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
peak demand real / reactive power ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
power factor ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
frequency ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
real and reactive energy ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
(± Wh, ± VARh)

memorization of ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
tripping currents (Io, I1, I2, I3)

temperature (6 RTDs) ccccc ccccc
temperature (12 RTDs) ccccc
true rms current ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
residual current ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
residual voltage ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
low level analog input (2)

number of channels 8 8

control and monitoring
resetting to zero of I phase, W, VAr and ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
"I TRIP" peak demand currents

outputs 10 14 14 10 38 38 38 38

inputs 18 26 26 18 48 48 48 48

                     maximum capacity (3) 18 26 26 18 112 112 112 112

temperature 6 RTDs (2 settings) ccccc ccccc
                    12 RTDs (2 settings) ccccc
detection of plugged connectors ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
watchdog ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
Sepam models
S36 XR XR SR SS

S26 LT

S46 RR XR NR ZR

number of standard  ESTOR or ETOR/STOR boards
2  3 3 2 3 3 3 3

Selection table

(1) direct connection to CT and VT.
(2) connection to converters with format: 0-20, 4-20, 0-10, ±10 mA. Choice may be parameterized on front panel (serial link).
(3) by adding ETOR boards with 16 logical inputs.

Sepam 2000
metering and control
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Sepam 2000
transformer differential protection

Sepam 2000 D22 transformer differential protection is designed for:
c double-winding transformers (1),
c transformer and motor units,
c transformer and generator units.

Sepam 2000 D22 provides fast protection against faults which occur
in the protected zone:
c phase-to-phase faults,
c phase-to-earth faults,
c faults between winding turns.

Sepam 2000 D22 includes:
c percentage differential function,
c restricted earth fault protection,
c high set point function for violent faults,
c 2 processing functions, thermostat and Buchholz, for the transformer,
neutral coil or on-load tap changer.

Sepam 2000 D22 does not require an adaptation or resetting transformer.

(1) please consult us for 3-winding version.

protections ANSI code D22

transformer differential 87T 1
biased characteristic
high set

restricted earth fault 64REF 1
biased characteristic

metering

I1 and I1’ currents and phase shift c
I2 and I2’ currents and phase shift
I3 and I3’ currents and phase shift

residual current Io’ c
differential currents Id1, Id2, Id3 c
through currents It1, It2, It3 c
tripping currents: c
differential: trip Id1, trip Id2, trip Id3
through: trip It1, trip It2, trip It3

control and monitoring

latching/acknowledgment 86 c
annunciation 30 c
detection of plugged connectors 74 c
Buchholz and thermostat c
auxiliary 1, auxiliary 2 c
fault trip counter c
Sepam 2000 model

S36 CR

Sepam 2000 D22.
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Example of a personalized message.

Example of a customized scheme developed using Logipam (1).

Sepam 2000
customization

In addition to the protection and metering functions, Sepam 2000 also includes
control logic and annunciation.
This standard control logic may be adapted to most usuals schemes by a simple
parametring at commissioning stage.
This enables optimized cabling and more dependable operation.
(Diagrams are specified to take into account the most frequent needs).

In order to offer greater flexibility to adapt to your installations, functions can be
modified and new control and annunciation functions can be added by
programming in an electrican’s language (Logipam (1)).
Programming can be done on site.

Built-in PLC
c up to 26 logic inputs and 14 output relays
(by 8-input / 4-output modules),
c 24, 48, 127, 220 Vdc power supply,
c 512 internal relays,
c 24 event counters,
c 60 timers,
c 64 personalized 11-character messages that can be programmed regarding
events,
c 128 bistable relays,
c 64 internal relays that can be set via the pocket terminal.
c 96 internal relays that can be set by via communication.

Remote monitoring and control via communication
c setting of protection functions and control logic time delays (remote setting),
c measurement readout (remote metering),
c logic input and output relay readout (remote indication),
c remote control of 96 internal relays (remote control),
c self-testing results readout (remote diagnosis).

The Logipam software package has a simulation function for functional testing
of the control logic scheme before programming of the Sepam cartridge.

(1) LogipamTM: scheme programming software package for Sepam 2000 (please consult us).
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Sepam 1000+

reset

0 off I onSF6extI > 51Tripon Io >> 51NIo > 51N

Sepam 1000+ is a simple, reliable range of protection and metering units designed
for the operation of machines and the electrical distribution networks of industrial
installations and utility substations for all levels of voltage.

This protection unit suited to each application requirement, providing an optimum
cost/function ratio.

The Sepam 1000+ range includes different types
of units for different applications:
c Sepam 1000+ S20: substation (incomers and feeders) protection,
c Sepam 1000+ T20: transformer protection,
c Sepam 1000+ M20: motor protection,
c Sepam 1000+ B20: voltage metering and protection functions for busbars.

Presentation
Protections
Complete 3 phase (RMS current measurement) and earth fault protection unit,
including 4 relays divided into 2 groups of 2 relays with a choice of tripping curves,
with switching from one group to the other controlled by a logic input or remote
control.
c Earth fault protection insensitivity to transformer closing.
c Detection of phase unbalance.
c RMS thermal protection which takes into account external operating temperature
and ventilation operating rates.

Logic discrimination
Sepam 1000+ utilizes logic discrimination, which ensures fast, selective overcurrent
protection tripping without requiring the use of time intervals between upstream
and downstream protection devices.

Communication
Totally compatible with Jbus/Modbus communication standard IEC870-5-103,... .
Includes all the accessories and connectors necessary for a ready-to-use
communication link.

Diagnosis function
The unit takes into account 3 levels of diagnostic information for better operation:
c network diagnosis (tripping current, unbalance ratio, disturbance recording…),
c switchgear diagnosis (cumulative breaking current, operating time),
c diagnosis of the protection unit and additional modules (self-testing results,
watchdog,…).

Control logic and monitoring
The unit includes programmed logic blocks to avoid the use of additional external
auxiliary relays, indication lights and corresponding wiring.

User machine interface
The front panel of Sepam 1000+ gives a choice of 2 levels of User-Machnie interface
suited to every operating need:
c standard UMI
This UMI offers a low-cost solution for installations that do no require local operation
(run from a remote control and monitoring system).
c fixed advanced UMI
In addition to the standard UMI functions, this version provides:
c a “graphic” LCD display for the display of measurements, parameter/protection
settings and alarm and operating messages.
c a 9-key keypad with two modes of use:
c IHM Expert
This UMI is available as a complement to the Standard or Advanced UMI on the
screen of a PC equipped with the SFT2841 software package and connected to
the RS232 link on the front panel of the Sepam 1000+.

User interface: standard UMI.

Example of user interface screen on PC: expert UMI.

Sepam 1000+ equipped with user interface: advanced UMI.
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functions type of Sepam
substation transformer motor busbar

protection ANSI code S20 T20 M20 B20
phase overcurrent (1) 50/51 4 4 4
earth fault (or neutral) (1) 50N/51N 4 4 4
unbalance / negative sequence 46 1 1 1
thermal overload 49 RMS 2 2
phase undercurrent 37 1
excessive starting time, locked rotor 48/51LR 1
starts per hour 66 1
positive sequence undervoltage 27D/47 2
remanent undervoltage 27R 1
phase-to-phase undervoltage 27 2
phase-to-phase overvoltage 59 2
neutral voltage displacement 59N 2
overfrequency 81H 1
underfrequency 81L 2
recloser (4 cycles) 79 v
thermostat / Buchholz v
temperature monitoring (2) 38/49T v v
metering
phase current I1, I2, I3 RMS c c c
residual current Io c c c
average current I1, I2, I3 c c c
peak demand phase current IM1, IM2, IM3 c c c
line voltage U21, U32, U13 c
phase voltage V1, V2, V3 c
residual voltage Vo c
positive sequence voltage Vd / rotation direction c
frequency c
temperature measurement (2) v v
network diagnosis
tripping current I1, I2, I3, Io c c c
unbalance ratio / negative sequence current c c c
running hours counter c c
thermal capacity used c c
remaining operating time before c c
overload tripping
waiting time after overload tripping c c
starting current and time c
start inhibit time delay, c
number of starts before inhibition
disturbance recording c c c c
switchgear diagnosis
cumulative breaking square current c c c
trip circuit supervision v v v
number of operations v v v
operating time v v v
charging time v v v
self-diagnosis
watchdog c c c c
output relay test (3) v v v v
control and monitoring
circuit breaker / contactor control (4) v v v
trip circuit supervision v v v
logic discrimination v v v
4 addressable logic outputs c c c c
additional modules
MET 148 module – 8 temperature sensor outputs v v
MSA 141 module – 1 low level analog output v v v v
MES 108 module – (4 I/4 O) or MES 114 module – (10 I/4 O) v v v v
ACE 949 module – RS485 communication interface v v v v
c standard, v according to parameter setting and MES 108 or MES 114 input/output module options.
(1) 4 relays with the possibility of logic discrimination or switching from one 2-relay group of settings to another 2-relay group.
(2) with MET 148 sensor option, 2 set points per sensor.
(3) with advanced UMI option only.
(4) for shunt trip unit or undervoltage release coil according to parameter setting.

Selection table

Sepam 1000+
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I

O

local

remote

I

O

local

remote

Example:
Sepam 100 MI X03
Circuit breaker and isolating
switch annunciation
and control.

Example:
Sepam 100 MI X02
Outgoing or incoming feeder
circuit breaker annunciation
and control.

Presentation
Sepam 100 is a series of modules which fit the Sepam range.
These modules can be installed on their own or combined with Sepam 1000+

or Sepam 2000.

Sepam 100 includes:

c on front panel: orders, settings and informations,
c on rear panel: connectors.

The Sepam 100 series includes several types:
c Sepam 100 LA provides DT phase and residual current protection without
requiring an auxiliary power supply. Combined with Sepam 1000+ or 2000,
this module provides “reflex” protection, operating in redundancy, in the event
of a failure in the main protection chain (auxiliary power suply, tripping, etc).

c Sepam 100 RT processes the information received from the transformer
thermostat and Buchholz contacts. It provides annunciation, tripping and circuit
breaker lockout (this information is stored in the event of an auxiliary power
failure), trip circuit supervision...,
c Sepam 100 LD provides high impedance differential protection,
c Sepam 100 MI modules are used for control and annunciation of the protection
of circuit breaker and isolating switches.
(a large number of mimic diagram schemes are available).

Sepam 100

Most frequently used complementary modules:
Sepam100 LA, Sepam100 RT.
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Sensors

CSP sensor.

Installation of CSH core balance CTs.

Standard current sensors
Sepam is adapted for all types of phase and residual current sensors:
standard 1A or 5A  with rated currents from 10A to 6.25 kA.

CSP current sensors
The CSP type current sensors, designed by Merlin Gerin, operate according
to the Rogowski coil principle. The CSP sensors incorporate a special coiling
technique and have no magnetic core. This provides them with the following
properties:
c no saturation: linear response,
c no hysterisis or remanence: transient phenomena are accurately reproduced,
without any wave form deformation.

CSP type current sensors are used with Sepam 2000.

The CSP-Sepam 2000 assembly forms a coherent protection and metering chain,
which results in the following advantages: simplification of current sensor
specifications,(choice among only 4 sensors),

CSP sensors rated current

CSP 3110 (1) 30 to 300 A

CSP 3310 (1) 160 to 1600 A

CSP 3410 (1) 500 to 2500 A

(1) rated insulation 24 kV.

CSH core balance CTs
The CSH 120 and CSH 200 core balance CTs, designed by Merlin Gerin,
provide more sensitive protection by direct metering of earth fault current.

The only difference between the two core balance CTs is their diameter.
Both can be connected to either of Sepam’s input ratings: 2 A or 30 A.

Characteristics

CSH core balance CTs inner diameter

CSH 120 120 mm

CSH 200 200 mm

Characteristics

ACE 990 interface
Sepam can be adapted to earth fault core balance CTs with a transformation ratio
between 1/50 and 1/1500.
Earth fault current is measured by the ACE 990 interface.
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Dimensions and weights

201

20

222

mounting latches (x2)

e = 3 mm max

300

Side view (S26 - S36 - S46)

Characteristics

Sepam 2000

Sepam A (mm)

S46 429

S36 338

S26 250

Cut-out

202

A

Compact Sepam 2000 (S26)

weight: approx. 7 kg

222

264

Standard Sepam 2000 (S36)

weight: approx. 9 kg

222

352

440

222

Standard Sepam 2000 (S46)

weight: approx. 11 kg
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Electrical characteristics

analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics

electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Characteristics (cont’d)

Weight = approx. 1.2 kg without option.
Weight = approx. 1.7 kg with option.

98

222

31

mounting latch

198

Flush mounting on front panel shown with advanced
UMI and optional MES 114 module.

Top view Side view

160176

Sepam 1000+

cutout

Mounting sheet thickness < 3 mm.

202

162

Electrical characteristics

analog inputs

current transformer (1) 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
1 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

input for RCD (2)

type of RCD Pt 100 Ni 100 / 120

isolation from earth no no

logic inputs

voltage (2) 24 to 250 Vdc -20/+10% (from 19.2 to 275 Vdc)

consumption 3 mA typical

logic outputs (O&, O2, O11 contacts) (2)

voltage DC 24 / 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

AC (47.5 to 63 Hz) 100 to 240 Vac

continuous rating 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

breaking resistive load 8 / 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A
capacity L/R load < 20 ms 6 / 2 A 0.5 A 0.2 A

L/R load < 40 ms 4 / 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A

resistive load 8 A

load p.f. > 0.3 5 A

logic outputs (O3, O4, O12, O13, O14 contacts) (2)

voltage DC 24 / 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

AC (47.5 to 63 Hz) 100 to 240 Vac

continuous rating 2 A 2 A 2 A

breaking L/R load < 20 ms 2 / 1 A 0.5 A 0.15 A
capacity load p.f. > 0.3 1 A

power supply (2)

range deactivated cons. (3) max. cons. (3) inrush current

24 Vdc -20% +50 % (19.2 to 36 Vdc) 3 to 6 W 7 to 11 W < 10 A for 10 ms

48 / 250 Vdc -20% +10 % 2 to 4.5 W 6 to 8 W < 10 A for 10 ms

110 / 240 Vac -20% +10 % (47.5 to 63 Hz) 3 to 9 VA 9 to 15 VA < 15 A for
first half-period

analog output

current 4 - 20 mA, 0 - 20 mA, 0 - 10 mA

load impedance < 600 Ω (wiring included) (2)

accuracy 0.5%
(1) wiring: maximum core section ≤ 6 mm2 (≥ AWG 10) and ring lug terminal ø 4 mm.
(2) wiring: 1 wire maximum core section 0.2 to 2.5 mm2 (≥ AWG 24-12) or 2 wires maximum core section 0.2 to 1mm2 (≥ AWG 24-16).
(3) according to configuration.
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Environmental characteristics

isolation

dielectric withstand at power frequency IEC 60255-5 2 kVrms – 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

electromagnetic compatibility

fast transient bursts IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 level IV

1 MHZ damped oscillating wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

immunity to radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class X 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 level III 10 V/m

immunity to conducted RF disturbances IEC 61000-4-6 level III 10 V

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III 6 kV / 8 kV (contact / air)
IEC 61000-4-2 level III

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022 / CISPR 22 class B on aux. supply (4)

disturbing field emission EN 55022 / CISPR 22 class A (5)

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 52 on front panel
other sides closed
(except for rear IP20)

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class II

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class II

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class II

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire 630°C
climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-1 and 2 0°C to +55°C
(-25°C to +70°C) (3)

storage IEC 60068-1 and 2 -25°C to +70°C
damp heat IEC 60068-2-3 93% RH at 40°C,

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

(1) except for communication 1 kVrms.
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode.
(3) option.
(4) generic EN 50081-1 standard.
(5) generic EN 50081-2 standard.
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201

20

222

mounting latch

88 84 max

e = 3 mm max

A

Electrical characteristics Sepam 100 RT

logic inputs

24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

power consumption 10 mA 5 mA 4 mA

typical filtering time 5 ms

logic outputs (relays)

breaking capacity (1) 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

contact O1 7 A 4 A 0,7 A 0.3 A

contacts O2 to O5 3.4 A 2 A 0.3 A 0.15 A

making capacity 8 A

permissible steady state current 8 A

number of operations under full load 10 000

response time typical 15 ms
(inputs to outputs) max. 25 ms

power supply

range typical consumption maxi consumption inrush current

24/30 Vdc ± 20% 2.5 W 6,5 W < 10 A during 10 ms

48/127 Vdc ± 20% 3.5 W 7.5 W < 10 A during 10 ms

220/250 Vdc - 20%, + 10% 4 W 9 W < 10 A during 10 ms

222

88

Weight : 2.5 kg

Sepam 100

Characteristics (cont’d)

Sepam A (mm)

100 LD 175

100 RT 175

100 MI 55

86 max

202

Cutout

Electrical characteristics Sepam 100 MI

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 V 48/127 V

max. consumption per input 35 mA 34 mA

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 V 48/127 V

permissible rated current 8 A

breaking DC resistive load 4 A 0.3 A
capacity AC resistive load 8 A 8 A

number of on-load operations 10 000 10 000

power supply

auxiliary power source 24 to 30 V –20% +10%
DC or AC current (50 ou 60 Hz) 48 to 127 V–20% +10%

consumption 24 to 30 V: 7.7 VA max. (at 33 V)
48 V: 4 VA
110 V: 18 VA
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Environmental characteristics

climatic

operation IEC 60068-2 -10 °C to +70 °C (1)

storage IEC 60068-2 -25 °C to +70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 93 % to +40 °C
corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 (2) on front

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

isolement électrique

power frequency IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn

1.2/50 µs impulse wave resistance IEC 60255-5 5 kV

electromagnetic

radiation IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III

one-way transients IEC 61000-4-5

1MHz  damped oscillating wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 60255-22-4 class IV

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) -5° to +55°C for Sepam 100LD and Sepam 100LA.
(2) IP41 for Sepam 100LD.

Electrical characteristics Sepam 100 LD

analog inputs (with plate)

constant current 10 In

3 sec. current 500 In

logic input (remote reset)

voltage 24/250 Vdc 127/240 Vac

maximum power consumption 3.5 W 3.7 VA

logic outputs

constant current 8 A

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 127 Vdc/Vac 220 Vdc/Vac

breaking capacity resistive dc load 7 A 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A
(contact 01) resistive ac load 8 A 8 A

breaking capacity resistive dc load 3.4 A 2 A 0.3 A 0.15 A
(contacts 02 à 05) resistive ac load 4 A 4 A

power supply

range consumption when inactive max. consumption inrush current

24/30 Vdc ±20 % 2.5 W 6 W < 10 A for 10 ms

48/125 Vdc ±20 % 3 W 6 W < 10 A for 10 ms

220/250 Vdc -20 %, +10 % 4 W 8 W < 10 A for 10 ms

100/127 Vac -20 % +10 % 6 VA 10 VA < 15 A for 10 ms

220/240 Vac -20 % +10 % 12 VA 16 VA < 15 A for 10 ms

operating frequency 47.5 to 63 Hz

Sepam 100
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Training your technicians.

Example of a network coordination study.

Tailor-made service
Developing an electrical installation and designing a control-monitoring
architecture depend not only on making an efficient analysis of the requirements
but also on finding a technical and economic compromise which is the fruit
of experience.

Merlin Gerin has an organization of skilled staff to help you make choices
and confirm solutions. This team has acquired irreplaceable experience by being
confronted with a wide variety of situations.

They are at your disposal for:

c preliminary network studies and coordination studies,
c studies of the architecture of your control monitoring system,
c Sepam customization to suit your application,
c testing and start-up,,
c future installation upgrading and maintenance,
c training of your technicians.

These people, who are close by, benefit from training and ongoing support by
a group of experts as well as outstanding investigation resources (1) which make it
possible for them to deal with all types of situations and provide the right answer
for your needs.

Retrofit
Sepam’s customization feature makes it especially competitive for retrofit
operations or for up grading to include a supervision  system. Sepam can be
integrated within an existing installation thanks to its flexibility. Adaptation to any
type of sensors programmability, allowing any kind of control scheme.
Our service teams are at your disposal to design with your technician
the necessary adaptation to make your equipment more efficient.

Services

(1) Kirchhoff protection testing laboratory. MORGAT and EMTP network simulation software
Calculation software (short-circuit current, dynamic stability, etc).
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Motor protection and control consists of performing
the metering, protection, control and monitoring
functions required for operation.

Sepam 2000 provides all these functions globally.
All the equipment and mechanisms that are generally
found in a MV cubicle control cabinet are replaced
by a single device which performs:
c protection,
c metering,
c control and monitoring using protection functions
and logic inputs to activate the trip outputs, closing
outputs, etc. and annunciation.

Advantages
c Indication of phase and earth fault current values at the time of breaking provides
the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes and seriousness
of the fault,
c The high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology functions in electrical substations, without the need
for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined fail-
safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c Terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance,
� The optional communication function can be used for remote setting, remote
metering, remote annunciation and remote control via a 2 wire link with a remote
control and monotoring system for centralised operations.
c Setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
v a direct readout is given for primary current and voltage and for the metering
function, simple testing by injection guarantees the coherency of all settings.
c Each Sepam 2000 is designed to meet all the application needs and includes all
the necessary functions ready for use (protection functions, metering, control logic
and communication).
The control logic may be adapted to most usuals schemes by a simple
parametring. This allows a better safety and optimization of wiring.

The wide setting ranges provide for the most widely varied cases.
Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000. It comes in two models
with different widths:
v standard S36,
v compact S26 (for certain types).
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1A or 5A current transformers or linear CSP sensors (Rogowski coil
principle),
v voltage transformers,
v temperature probes (RTDs),
v control and annunciation units (start/stop pushbutton, device position, etc),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization (1)

Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam 2000's internal PLC can be
customized. The number of inputs and outputs can be increased by adding
extension boards (please contact us for further information).

Sepam 2000
Compact S26.

Sepam 2000
Standard S36.

(1) Please refer to document
Sepam 2000 customized application.
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Selection table

functions ANSI Sepam types (1)

code M02 M03 M04 M05 M06 M07 M08 M09 M11 M14 M15 M16
M20 M21 M22 M23

protection
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase overcurrent 50/51 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
negative sequence/unbalance 46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
locked rotor/excessive starting time 48/51LR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase undercurrent 37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
starts per hour 66 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
positive sequence undervoltage 27D 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
direction of rotation 47 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1
reverse real power 32P 1 1 1
reactive overpower 32Q/40 1 1 1
temperature set points 38/49T 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

12 12 12 12
motor differential 87M 1 1 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltages (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c
start inhibit time delay / c c c c c c c c c c c c
number of starts before inhibition
temperature c c c c c c c
phase rotation c c c c c c c c c c
unbalance ratio / unbalance current c c c c c c c c c c c c
starting time and current c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual voltage c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
differential current and through current c c c c
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c
load shedding c c c c c c c c c c c c
restart c c c c c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
running hours counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturb. recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR XR XR ZR LR LS LS SR SR LS XR SR

SS SS SS SS
compact S26 LX LT LT LS (2) LT
number of standard ESTOR boards 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Sepam 2000 motors

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
Example: for phase overcurrent protection, “2” means 2 separate phase overcurrent protection devices.
(1) for motor transformers, please consult us.
(2) except for M20.
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Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.
It gives a direct readout of values, together
with the related units, A, V, W...
All the values needed for operation and used
for commissioning are available locally and in
the control room.

Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases.
The average current measurement is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5,
10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltages
Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real / reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value,
used to find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value
is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the power factor, with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power absorbed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21 voltage
input).

Accumulated real / reactive energy
The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive energy
values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.
These values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurements of the 3 phase currents and the residual current that were stored
at the time that Sepam 2000 gave the tripping order. Used to find the fault current
(fault analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker
(maintenance assistance).
The "clear" button is pressed for zero reset.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after a fault
recorder triggering order is given.

Thermal capacity used
Measurement of the relative thermal capacity used (with respect to the nominal
thermal capacity) on account of the load.

Start inhibit time delay / number of starts before inhibition
According to the state of  the "starts per hour" protection function, indication of:
c the remaining time during which starting is inhibited,
c the number of starts authorized before inhibition of starting.

Temperature
Temperature measurement in °C for each RTD.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial link and/or display) and via the communication
system.
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functions ranges accuracy (4)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280.106

MVArh ±1%

tripping currents (1) phase: 0 to 24 In ±5%

earth: 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

true rms current (2) 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to rank 21

disturbance recording (5) record 86 periods 12 samples
duration per period

time before 1 to 85 periods
triggering
event

thermal capacity used (6) 0 to 999% ±2%

temperature (1) -50° to 250°C ±1°C
phase rotation (2) anticlockwise, clockwise

unbalance ratio (unbalance current) (2) 0 to 100% of Ib ±5%

starting time (2) 0 to 999 s ±5%

starting current (2) 0 to 24 In ±5%

residual current (6) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (6) 0 to 1.5 Un ±5%

cumulative breaking current (6) 0 to 9999 (kA)2 +10%

number of breaks (6) 0 to 99999

differential current and through current (2) 0 to 24 In ±5%

Characteristics

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via
the communication system.

(2) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive
(4) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.
(5) transfer of records to the front panel of Sepam 2000 using the SFT2801 software program

and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
(6) measurement accessed on front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the

communication system.

Reminder:
Rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters
that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds to the motor power rating, adjustable from 0.4 to 1.3 In.
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

Measurements used
for commissioning
and maintenance

Phase rotation
Connection check, which gives the direction of phase
rotation: “anticlockwise” or “clockwise”.

Unbalance ratio / unbalance current
Assistance in determining settings by giving
the unbalance ratio measured as a percentage
(negative sequence / absorbed current).

Starting time and current
Used to check the starting time and current to adjust
overcurrent protection setting.

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c the residual current used for the earth fault
protection function,
c the residual voltage used for the directional earth
fault protection function.

Cumulative breaking current
and number of breaks
Used for breaking device maintenance.

Differential current and through current
Used to check the current sensor connections.
Used to determine the cause of tripping.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording record
using the SFT 2826 PC software program.
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Protection

Thermal overload (ANSI 49) F431*
Protection of equipment against thermal damage
caused by overloads. Thermal overload is calculated
according to a mathematical model, with 2 time
constants (T1 and T2), taking into account the effect
of negative sequence current by means
of an adjustable weighting coefficient.
The function comprises:
c an adjustable alarm setting,
c an adjustable trip setting.

Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011, F012*
Three-phase equipment protection against
phase-to-phase (short-circuit) faults.
The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse or ultra inverse.
Recommendations:
c set higher than starting current,
c instantaneous operation if the equipment
is controlled by a circuit breaker or contactor only.
c time delayed operation if the equipment
is controlled by a contactor-fuse combination so that
the fuse blows before the contactor when the fault
current is greater than the contactor's breaking
capacity.

Earth fault (ANSI 50N/51N or 50G/51G) F081, F082*
Connection and equipment earth fault protection.
The following types of time delay settings are available:
definite, standard inverse, very inverse, extremely
inverse or ultra inverse.

When earth fault current is detected by taking the
sum of the 3 phase CTs, a harmonic 2 restraint is
used to do away with transformer closing related
tripping.

Recommendations:
c connection to special-purpose CSH core balance
CT for greater sensitivity,
c definite time operation.

Negative sequence / unbalance (ANSI 46) F451*
Protection of equipment against overheating caused
by an unbalanced power supply, phase inversion or
phase break, and against low levels of overcurrent
between 2 phases.
Recommendation:
c use IDMT curves.

Locked rotor / excessive starting time
(ANSI 48/51LR) F441*
Protection of motors that are liable to start
with overloads or insufficient supply voltage
and/or that drive loads that are liable to become
locked (e.g. crusher).
Locked rotor protection function is only confirmed
after a time delay that corresponds to the normal
starting time.

Phase undercurrent (ANSI 37) F221*
Pump protection against the consequences of priming
loss. This protection detects delayed undercurrent
corresponding to motor no-load operation which
is typical of a loss of pump priming.

Starts per hour (ANSI 66) F421*
Protection against overheating caused by too frequent starts.
Checking of:
c the number of starts per hour,
c the number of consecutive warm starts (detected by the thermal
overload protection),
c the number of consecutive cold starts.
The protection inhibits motor energizing for a preset time period when the
permissible limits are reached.

Positive sequence undervoltage (ANSI 27D) F381, F382*
Protection which prevents motor malfunctioning due to insufficient or unbalanced
supply voltage.

Direction of rotation (ANSI 47) F381*
Protection which prevents the changing of direction of motor rotation following
a power supply modification.

Directional earth fault (ANSI 67N) F501*
Highly sensitive earth fault protection for motor feeders supplied by long cables
characterized by high capacitive current.

Reverse real power (ANSI 32P)
Protection of a synchronous motor against operation as a generator when driven
by its load.
It is based on the "real overpower" F531* function.

Reactive overpower (ANSI 32Q/40) F541*
Protection of a synchronous motor against field loss which causes
overconsumption of reactive power and leads to the loss of synchronism.

Temperature monitoring (RTDs) (ANSI 38/49T) F461...F466, F471...F476*
Protection which detects abnormal overheating of motors (bearings and/or
windings) equipped with Pt 100 type platinum resistive temperature devices:
c 1 alarm setting,
c 1 tripping setting.
The RTD cabling is continuously monitored.

Motor differential (ANSI 87M) F621*
Fast, sensitive motor protection against internal faults due to damaged insulation.
The protection is based on the principle of percentage differentials. It includes
starting current restraint to sustain stability in spite of its high level of sensitivity.

Current sensor sizing
c The current sensors should be sized so as not to be saturated by the current
values which they are required to measure with accuracy (at least 5 In):
c For differential protection:
the current transformers should be of the 5P20 type.

The power rating must be chosen so that the wiring resistance (Rw) is less than the
rated load of the current transformer (VACT), i.e.:
VACT > Rw . In2

In: CT rated current at the secondary of the CT.

* Fxxx function identification for protection setting.
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functions Fxxx (1) settings time delays
thermal overload F431

negative sequence/unbalance coefficient: 0; 2.25; 4.5; 9
time constants: heating T1: 5 to 120 mn

cooling (motor stopped) T2: 5 to 600 mn
warm state: 50% to 200% of nominal thermal capacity used
tripping: 50% to 200% of nominal thermal capacity used

phase overcurrent F011-F012
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s
IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is
earth fault F081-F082 type of sensor
definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s

0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no
negative sequence / unbalance F451
definite time 0.1 to 5 Ib t: 0.1 to 655 s
IDMT 0.1 to 0.5 Ib t: 0.1 to 1 s at 5 Ib
locked rotor/excessive starting time F441

0.5 to 5 Ib starting time ST: 0.5 to 655 s
time delay LT: 0.05 to 655 s

phase undercurrent F221
0.05 to 1 Ib t: 0.05 to 655 s

starts per hour F421
1 to 60 per hour time between starts:
1 to 60 consecutive cold starts 0.5 to 655 s
1 to 60 consecutive warm starts

positive sequence undervoltage F381-F382
30% to 100% of Vn  (Vn = Un/e) t: 0.05 to 655 s

directional earth fault F501 characteristic angle 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°,
60°, 90° and - 45°

definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

reverse real power F531
1% to 120% of Sn (Sn = e x Un x In) t: 0.1 to 655 s

reactive overpower F541
5% to 120% of Sn (Sn = e x Un x In) t: 0.1 to 655 s

temperature set points F461 to F466, F471 to F476
0 °C to  180 °C

percentage motor differential F621
5% to 50% In (with min. 1 A)

Reminder: rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating). Ib is the current which corresponds to the motor power rating, adjustable from 0.4 to 1.3 In.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings. Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves:

- inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.

(3) with CSH 30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 i n i 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

Setting ranges
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Control and monitoring

Open / close control
Used to control breaking devices equiped
with different types of opening and closing coils:
c circuit breaker with shunt-trip or undervoltage
release coil,
c latching contactor with shunt-trip coil,
c contactor with impulse or latched order control.

Parameter setting via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821), allows the
logic to be adapted to suit the equipment being used
(by default, the logic is adapted for control of a circuit
breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

The opening order (via input I13) differs according
to the programmed type of control:
c normally open contact for shunt trip coil (circuit
breaker or contactor with latched order control),
c normally closed contact for undervoltage release
coil (circuit breaker or contactor with impulse
or permanent order control).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker or the
contactor according to operating conditions.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display of messages.

Load shedding
Causes a shutdown as a result of an external order
or a drop in network supply voltage
(except for M02, M05 and M20).

Restart
Staggers motor restarts after a brief voltage drop
so as to avoid overloading the network.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick, selective tripping of the phase
overcurrent and earth fault protection relays, whether
definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT,
very inverse VIT, extremely inverse EIT or ultra
inverse UIT).
The function triggers the transmission of a "blocking
input" signal whenever one of the protection settings
is exceeded. Blocking input signal transmission can
be used by the Sepam 2000 Logic discrimination
function for substation, generator, transformer and
busbar connection applications.

Trip circuit supervision and discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects tripping (by shunt-trip coil) circuit faults.
Can be used when the Sepam 2000 and the tripping auxiliary power sources have
the same voltage rating.
If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the tripping circuit is
not supervised since it is fail-safe.
This function can also detect position information discrepancies (neither open
nor closed or simultaneously open and closed) in the different control schemes.
The connection of inputs I1, I2 and trip output O1 on the ESB board must be
respected (see other connection schemes).

Detection of plugged connectors (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged
in (the DPC terminals must be connected: see connection schemes).

Operation counter (1)

Counts the number of closing operations made by the breaking device, thereby
facilitating equipment maintenance.

Running hours counter (1)

Determines the time during which the breaking device (contactor or circuit breaker)
is in the “in service-closed” position, i.e. the number of hours of operation
(0 to 65535 hours).

Phase fault trip counter (1)

Counts the number of operations for which breaking performances were required,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

Disturbance recording triggering
Triggers recording of electrical signals and logical states by:
c voluntary local or remote action,
c instantaneous overcurrent, earth fault and motor differential protections,
c protection tripping order.

(1) counter reading is via serial link on the front panel of Sepam 2000, and via Jbus/Modbus
communication.
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functions commands annunciation

trip inhibit lock transmit BI (1) alarm fault trip device fault messages (1)

O1 closing out O14 O11 O12 O13

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault (sensitive E/F) c c c c c EARTH FAULT

negative sequence / unbalance c c c c UNBALANCE

locked rotor / c c c c LOCK. ROTOR
excessive starting time LONG START

phase undercurrent c c c c U/CURRENT

starts per hour c STARTS/HOUR

positive sequence undervoltage c c LOAD SHED

direction of rotation c ROTATION

directional earth fault c c c c DIR. E/F

reverse real power c c c c REVERSE P.

reactive overpower c c c c FIELD LOSS

temperature alarm c c RTD
RTD X (1...12) (2)

temperature tripping c c c c RTD
RTD X (1...12) (2)

motor differential c c c c MOTOR DIFF.

external protection trip c c c c EXT. TRIP

RTD fault c RTD FAULT

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

load shedding c c LOAD SHED.

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

Operation

(1) on Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version).
(2) 6 or 12 according to type of Sepam 2000.
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functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2 KP3

circuit breaker with shunt trip coil 0 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1 0

contactor with impulse control 1 1 0

contactor with latched control 1 1 1

load shedding / restart adjustable time delays

external load shedding order time delay (input I12) T4

maximum duration of voltage sag allowing restart T8

time delay for restart staggering T9

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

"external protection trip" (I15) by normally open contact KP4   = 0

by normally closed contact KP4   = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

The parameters are set using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821).
The KP50 to KP52 parameters are of the impulse type.

Set up

Control and monitoring (cont'd)
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.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

Functional and connection schemes

M02 type

(1)

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N
46
51LR
37
66

M

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

1

4A

5A
(1)

CSH

Standard S36YR or compact S26LX
Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

(1)
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.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

M03, M04, M15 types

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT
Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

M

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

5A
(1)

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

27D
47

32P
40

67N
M03

49
50
51
50N
51N
46
51LR
37
66

M04

1

3A
(1)

4A
(1)

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

(1)
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M05, M20 types

Standard S36ZR or compact S26LS
Sepam 2000 (M05) and S36SS.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N
46
51LR
37
66

M

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

5A
(1)

21

1

8A SONDE 38
49T
M20

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

RTD

38
49T

1

4A
(1)

CSH

N.B. 1:
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

N.B. 2:
The 6 additional RTDs are connected
to connector 8A

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

(1)
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

M06 type

Standard S36LR Sepam 2000.

*

*
1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

27D
47

87M

67N

49
50
51
50N
51N
46
51LR
37
66

M

1
4

5
2

6
3

3A

ECM3B

1

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:
This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.
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M07, M08, M14 types

Standard S36LS Sepam 2000.

*

*
1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

27D
47

87M

67N

49
50
51
50N
51N
46
51LR
37
66

M

1
4

5
2

6
3

3A

ECM3B

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

RTD

38
49T

32P
40M07
M08

1 CT+CSH30

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:
This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.
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M09, M11, M16,
M21, M22, M23 types

Standard S36SR Sepam 2000 and S36SS.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N
46
51LR
37
66

M

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

21

1

8A SONDE 38
49T
M21
M22
M23

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

RTD

38
49T

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

27D
47

32P
40

67N
M09
M21 M11

M22

1

CSH

N.B. 1:
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

N.B. 2:
The six additional RTDs are connected to connector 8A
only for the SS model.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)
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Other connection schemes

Phase and residual voltage

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Connection of a voltage transformer
(does not allow implementation of the
positive sequence undervoltage, direction
of rotation and directional earth fault
protections, or phase rotation and residual
voltage measurement).

V-connection of 2 voltage transformers
(does not allow implementation of the
directional earth fault protection function
or residual voltage measurement).
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Phase current

A

ECAcable CCA 601

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

Connection of 2 current transformers.Connection of special-purpose CSP sensors
according to type of Sepam 2000.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

For connection of 1 A transformers make
5 turns at the CSH 30 primary

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

Other connection schemes (cont'd)

with sensors other than CSH 120 or CSH 200

(*) The core balance CT-ACE 990 and ACE 990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

2A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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Examples of connections

Logic input and output boards

Circuit breaker or latching contactor tripping
by a shunt-trip coil.

Circuit breaker tripping by an undervoltage
release coil.

Tripping by undervoltage release coil of a
contactor with impulse or latched order control.

ESTOR board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

terminals data connected to ESTOR board

19 I18 remote control enable: enables closing
and acknowledgment control via the serial link:
contact closed for enable

18 I17 "drawn out" position: contact closed for drawn out

17 I16 pole pressure: contact closed for breaking pole fault

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally closed or normally
open contact according to set up

15 I14 start: NO contact

14 I13 stop: NO contact for shunt-trip coil,
NC contact for undervoltage release coil

13 common

12 O14 transmit blocking input (BI)
11

10 O13 device fault (pressure fault or control fault)
9

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 RTD alarm or RTD fault
5

4 I12 load shedding: normally open contact
3

2 I11 earthing switch: contact open for earthing switch open
1

* if opening control via input I13 is not used (direct control outside Sepam 2000):
- for a shunt trip coil, I13 = 0 permanently,
- for an undervoltage release coil, I13 = 1 permanently.
N.B. The inputs are potential-free and the supply source is external.

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

9

8

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6 contactor
coil

open

CDG

A

l2

l1

4

3

2

1

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

ESB board
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remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

running hours counter C3

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset KTS5
(after fault)

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

earth fault KTS16

thermal overload KTS17

negative sequence/unbalance KTS18

excessive starting time KTS19

locked rotor KTS20

phase undercurrent KTS21

directional earth fault KTS22

starts per hour KTS23

reverse real power KTS24

reactive overpower KTS25

RTD alarm KTS26

RTD trip KTS27

RTD fault KTS28

motor differential KTS29

load shedding or positive KTS30
sequence undervoltage

restart KTS31

transmit "blocking input" KTS32

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

Communication

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
communication system.

MERLIN GERIN

Communication table
remote measurements

phase currents

peak demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capacitive network

temperatures (RTDs)

accumulated real energy

accumulated reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

start inhibit time delay

number of starts before inhibition

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points, time delays,
angles...

control logic time delays

remote control orders

ÒstopÓ KTC33

ÒstartÓ KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

peak demand phase currents KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping currents KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance KTC51
recording triggering

manual disturbance recording triggering KTC52

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.

Introduction
The communication option can be used to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring and control system
equiped with a master communication channel.

Sepam can be equiped with different communication options:
c Jbus/Modbus, master-slave protocol with RS485 type 2-wire physical link (300 to 38400 baud rate).
c FIPIO, FIP ISIS (please consult us).
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

Ò  Ó marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Installation

Dimensions
and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x2)

Standard Sepam (S36) Cut-out

weight: 9 kg

352

222

Sepam 2000 (S36) rear face
with standard connectors.

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

weight: 7 kg

e = 3 mm max

338

202

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

¯4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 cable: (length: 5.5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature sensors screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.
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Sepam 2000
Sepam type (1) .............................................................................................

Standard S36 ...........................................................................................................

Compact S26 ...........................................................................................................

Quantity .......................................................................................................
(1) example: M02

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

..................................................................................... CSP ...................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120 ................
..................................................................................... CSH 200 ................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

adapter core balance CT ............................................. ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

Ordering information

quantity
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Protection and control of substation links (feeders or
incomers, cables or lines) and of busbar connections
consists of performing the metering, protection,
control and monitoring functions required for
operation.

Sepam 2000 provides all these functions globally.
All the equipment and mechanisms that are generally
found in a MV cubicle control cabinet are replaced by
a single device which performs:
c protection,
c metering,
c control and monitoring using protection functions
and logic inputs to activate the trip outputs, closing
outputs, etc. and annunciation.

Advantages
c indication of phase and earth fault values at the time of breaking provides
the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes and seriousness
of faults,
c the high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology-based functions in electrical substations,
without the need for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance,
c the operational communication functions can be used for remote setting, remote
metering, remote annunciation and remote control via a wire link with a supervisor
for remote monitoring,
c Setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
c each Sepam 2000 is design to meet all the application needs and includes
all the necessary functions ready for use (protection functions, metering,
control logic and communication).

This control logic may be adapted to most usuals schemes by a simple
parametring. This allows a better safety and optimization of wiring.

Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000.
It comes in two models with different widths:
v S36 (standard),
v S26 (compact for certain types).
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1A or 5A current transformers or linear CSP sensors (Rogowski coil
principle),
v voltage transformers,
v control and annunciation units (start/stop push button, device position, etc.),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization
Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam 2000's internal PLC can be
customized. The number of inputs and outputs can be increased by adding
extension boards (please contact us for further information).

Sepam 2000
compact S26.

Sepam 2000
standard S36.

(1) Please refer to document
Sepam 2000 customized application.
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functions ANSI Sepam types
code substations busbars

S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 B01 B02 B12 B03 B04 B07

protection
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
undervoltage 27 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2/2*

positive sequence undervoltage 27D 2 2
remanent undervoltage 27R 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1/1*
overvoltage 59 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2/2*
neutral voltage displacement 59N 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1 1 1
reverse real power 32P 1 1 1
underfrequency 81L 2 2 2 2 4 2
overfrequency 81H 2 2 2 2 2 2
rate of change of frequency 81R 2 2
synchronism check 25 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c/c**
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase rotation c c
residual current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
recloser 79 c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
VT monitoring c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
earth fault trip counter c c c c c
disturb. recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR XR YR XR XR XR XR TR

compact S26 LX LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LX LX LT LT LT

number of standard ESTOR boards 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 3

Selection table

Sepam 2000 substation/busbars

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, "4" means: 4 separate overcurrent protection devices.
* available function  with 2 sets off sensor.
** phase-to-neutral voltage measurement only available on second set of sensors with a single VT.
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Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.
It gives a direct readout of values,
together with the related units, A, V, W...

All the values needed for operation and used
for commissioning are available locally
and in the control room.

Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases.
The average current measurement is computed periodically (adjustable period:
5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes). The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltages
Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real / reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value,
used to find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value
is computed  periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the power factor., with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power conveyed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21
voltage input).

Accumulated real / reactive energy
The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive energy
values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.

These values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurements of the 3 phase currents and the residual current that were stored
at the time that Sepam gave the tripping order. Used to find the fault current
(fault analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker
(maintenance assistance).
The "clear" button is pressed for zero reset.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after a fault
recorder triggering order is given.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial link and/or display) and via the communication system.
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functions ranges accuracy (4)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MVArh ±1%

tripping currents (1) phase: 0 to 24 In ±5%

earth: 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

true rms current (2) 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to rank 21

disturbance recording (5) record 86 periods 12 samples
duration per period

time before 1 to 85 periods
triggering
event

phase rotation (2) anticlockwise, clockwise

residual current (6) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (6) 0 to 1.5 Un ±5%

cumulative breaking current (6) 0 to 9999 (kA)2 +10%

number of breaks (6) 0 to 99999

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via
the communication system.
(2) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive
(4) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.
(5) transfer of records to the front panel of Sepam 2000 using the SFT2801 software program
and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
(6) measurement accessed on front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the
communication system.

Reminder:
Rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters
that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

CharacteristicsMeasurements used
for commissioning
and maintenance

Phase rotation
Connection check, which gives the direction of phase
rotation: “anticlockwise” or “clockwise”.

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c the residual current used for the earth fault
protection function,
c the residual voltage used for the neutral voltage
displacement and the directional earth fault protection
functions.

Cumulative breaking current
Used for breaking device maintenance.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording record
using the SFT 2826 PC software program.
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Protection

Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011 to F014*
Three-phase protection against phase-to-phase
faults. The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse and ultra inverse.

Earth fault (ANSI 50N/51N or 50G/51G) F081, F082*
Connection and equipment earth fault protection.
The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse or ultra inverse.

Residual current detection can be provided by:
c the three phase current transformers,
in which case a harmonic 2 restraint is used to do
away with transformer closing related tripping.
c a current transformer (1or 5 A), combined with
a CSH30 interposing ring CT,
c a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter, this method being the most
accurate one.
The two ratings available (2 and 30 A), provide a very
wide setting range.
c a different core balance CT, associated with the
ACE 990 interface.

Undervoltage (ANSI 27) F321, F322, F341,
F342, F361, F362* (1)

F241, F242, F331, F332, F371, F372* (1) (2)

Protection used either for automated functions
(changover, load shedding) or for the protection
of several motors against undervoltage.
This function checks for undervoltage in each
of the line to line voltages measured.

Synchro-check (ANSI 25) F181*
Authorizes the closing of the breaking device,
only if the two circuits have voltage, frequency
and phase gaps within the planned limits. Allows the
choice of an operating mode with voltage absent.

Positive sequence undervoltage
(ANSI 27D) F381, F382*
Protection of several motors against malfunctioning
due to insufficient or unbalanced supply voltage.

Remanent undervoltage
(ANSI 27R) F351*, F251* (2)

Monitoring of the clearing of voltage sustained by
rotating machines after the opening of the circuit in an
automatic changeover function. This protection is
used to prevent transient electrical and mechanical
phenomena that are caused by fast resupply of power
to motors. It monitors line to line voltage U21.

Overvoltage (ANSI 59) F301, F302*,
F311*(2), F312*(2)

Protection against abnormally high voltage and
checking that there is sufficient voltage for power
supply changeover. This protection monitors system
voltage U21 and U’21.

Neutral voltage displacement (ANSI 59N) F391*
Detection of insulation faults in ungrounded systems
by measurement of neutral voltage displacement.
This protection function is generally used for
transformer incomers or busbars.

Directional overcurrent (ANI 67) F521*
Incomer protection, which provides quick, selective
protection against upstream faults when there are
several parallel power supply sources in the network.

Directional earth fault (ANSI 67N) F501*
This protection function has several uses:
c highly sensitive earth fault protection for substation feeders supplied by long
cables (high capacitive current),
c quick, selective detection of upstream earth faults when there are several parallel
substation feeders in the network.

Reverse real power (ANSI 32P)
Protection against the transferring of power between 2 sources, e.g. to prevent an
autonomous means of energy generation from ouputting into the normal energy
distributor power supply source.
It is based on the "real overpower" F531* function.

Underfrequency (ANSI 81L) F561, F562, F563, F564*
Detection of variances with respect to the rated frequency, in order to maintain
high quality power supply.
This protection can be used for overall tripping or for load shedding.

Overfrequency (ANSI 81H) F571, F572*
Protection against abnormally high frequency.

Rate of change of frequency (ANSI 81R) F581, F582*
This protection, used with uncoupling and load shedding, calculates the frequency
variation speed and compares it to a set point. It is insensitive to transient voltage
disturbances, and therefore more stable than phase jump protection, while
detecting moderate frequency variations faster than underfrequency and
overfrequency protection.
c Uncoupling
In installations which include autonomous generating facilities linked to an energy
distributor, frequency derivative protection is used to detect the loss of the link and
open the incomer circuit breaker, in order to:
v protect the AC generators from recovery of the link without synchronism
checking,
v and avoid supplying loads outside the installation while the main network is
down.
c Load shedding
Two philosophies are proposed:
v according to the first one, the frequency derivative protection is used as
underfrequency protection. It allows faster load shedding when there is a slow
frequency sag.
v according to the second one, it is used to inhibit load shedding in the event
of a sudden frequency drop, indicating a problem that cannot be solved by load
shedding.

* Fxxx function identification used for protection setting using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.
(1) F322, F342, F362, F242, F332, F372 correspond to the second undervoltage
function device.
(2) corresponds to the second voltage board.

Current sensor sizing
The current sensors used should be such that they will not be saturated by the
current values which they are required to measure, with accuracy (at least 5 In):
c for definite time functions (DT):
1.5 times the setting current,
c for IDMT functions (SIT, VIT, EIT and UIT):
1.5 times the greatest working value in the curve.

secondary CT power and resistance resistance
current In accuracy class (1) CT secondary RCT wiring RW

1 A 2.5 VA 5P            20 < 3 Ω 0.075 Ω
5 A 7.5 VA 5P 20 < 0.2 Ω 0.075 Ω
(1) determination in accordance with class X allows the sensor current to be optimized
with RCT secondary winding resistance,

R
W

wiring resistance.

Practical solution when setting information is lacking
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Reminder: rated current In, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.

(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves: SIT: standard inverse, VIT: very inverse, EIT: extremely inverse, UIT: ultra inverse, LTI: long time inverse.
(3) with CSH 30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 i n i 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

functions Fxxx (1) settings time delays
phase overcurrent F011-F012-F013-F014
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s
IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is
earth fault F081-F082-F083-F084 type of sensor
definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s

0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no
undervoltage F321-F322-F341-F342-F361-F362-F241-F242-F331-F332-F371-F372

5% to 100% ofe Un t: 0.05 to 655 s
synchro-check F181
voltage gap 3 to 30% Un
frequency gap 0.05 to 0.5 Hz
phase gap 5 to 80 degrees
voltage present 0.8 to 1.1 Un
voltage absent 0.1 to 0.7 Un
Usync1 absent, Usync2 present mode 1
Usync2 absent, Usync1 present mode 2
(Usync1 absent , Usyn2 present) mode 3
or (Usync2 absent , Usyn1 present)
(Usync1 absent, Usync2 present) mode 4
or (Usync2 absent, Usync1 present)
or (Usync1 and Usync2 absent)
anticipation for closing ta: 0 to 0.5 s
positive sequence undervoltage F381-F382

30% to 100% of Vn (Vn = Un/√3) t: 0.05 to 655 s
remanent undervoltage F351-F251

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s
overvoltage F301-F302-F311-F312

50% to 150% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s
neutral voltage displacement F391

2% to 80% of Un if VT: Un/e t: 0.05 to 655 s
% to 60% of Un if VT:: Un/e/100/3

directional overcurrent F521 characteristic angle 30°, 45°, 60°
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s
IDMT 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is
directional earth fault F501 characteristic angle 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°,

60°, 90° and - 45°
definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s

0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

reverse real power F531
1% to 120% of Sn (Sn = √3 x Un x In) t: 0.1 to 655 s

underfrequency F561-F562
45 Hz to 60 Hz t: 0.1 to 655 s

overfrequency F571-F572
50 Hz to 65 Hz t: 0.1 to 655 s

frequency derivative F581-F582
0.1 to 10 Hz/s t: 0.1 to 655 s

Setting ranges
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Control and monitoring

Open / close control
Used to control breaking devices equiped
with different types of opening and closing coils:
c circuit breaker with shunt-trip or undervoltage
release coil,
c latching contactor with shunt-trip coil,

Parameter setting via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821), allows the
logic to be adapted to suit the equipment being used
(by default, the logic is adapted for control of a circuit
breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

The closing order (via input I13) differs according
to the programmed type of control:
c normally open contact for shunt trip coil (circuit
breaker or contactor with latched order control),
c normally closed contact for undervoltage release
coil (circuit breaker).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker or the
contactor according to operating conditions.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display of messages.

Recloser (ANSI 79)
Designed mainly for overhead lines, used to clear
transient and semi-permanent faults, limiting user
service interruptions as much as possible. It consists
of resupplying power to the circuit that has been
interrupted by the protection after a time delay
required for isolation to be restored with the power off.
The number and type of reclosing cycles are variable
and can be adjusted by changing the settings.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick, selective tripping of the phase
overcurrent and earth fault protection relays, whether
definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT,
very inverse VIT, extremely inverse EIT or ultra
inverse UIT). The function triggers the transmission
of a "blocking input" signal whenever one of the
protection settings is exceeded. Blocking input signal
transmission can be used by the Sepam 2000 Logic
discrimination function for substation, generator,
transformer and busbar connection applications.

Trip circuit supervision and discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects tripping (by shunt-trip coil) circuit faults.
Can be used when the Sepam 2000 and the tripping auxiliary power sources have
the same voltage rating.

If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the tripping circuit is
not supervised since it is fail-safe. This function can also detect position
information discrepancies (neither open nor closed or simultaneously open and
closed) in the different control schemes.

The connection of inputs I1, I2 and trip output O1 on the ESB board must be done
according to § other connection schemes.

Detection of plugged connectors (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit date one or more connectors are not plugged
in (the DPC terminals must be connected: see connection schemes).

VT monitoring
Indicates the absence of the voltage needed for synchro-check following the
opening of the LV circuit breaker or the metting of striker fuses or the
disconnection of the VTs.

Operation counter (1)

Counts the number of closing operations made by the breaking device, thereby
facilitating equipment maintenance.

Phase fault trip counter (1)

Counts the number of operations for which breaking performances were required,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

Earth fault trip counter (1)

Counts the number of earth fault reclosing operations.

Disturbance recording triggering
Triggers recording of electrical signals and logic states by:
c volontary local or remote action,
c instantaneous phase overcurrent, earth fault and directional protections,
c protection tripping order.

(1) counter reading is via serial link on the front panel of Sepam 2000, and via Jbus/Modbus
communication.
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functions commands outputs annunciation

trip inhibit lock trans. O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 fault device messages (1)

closing out BL trip fault
O1 O14 O12 O13

phase overcurrent c c (2) c (2) c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c (2) c (2) c c EARTH FAULT
(sensitive E/F)

undervoltage c UNDERVOLT.1
setting 1

undervoltage c UNDERVOLT.2
setting 2

positive sequence c UNDERVOLT.1
undervoltage setting 1

positive sequence c UNDERVOLT.2
undervoltage setting 2

remanent undervoltage c
overvoltage c OVERVOLT. 1
setting 1

overvoltage c OVERVOLT. 2
setting 2

neutral voltage displacement c c N VOLT DISP

recloser in progress c
directional overcurrent c c c c DIR. O/C

directional earth fault c c c c DIR. E/F

reverse real power c c c c REVERSE P.

underfrequency c c UNDERFREQ.1
setting 1

underfrequency c c UNDERFREQ.2
setting 2

overfrequency c OVERFREQ. 1
setting 1

overfrequency c OVERFREQ. 2
setting 2

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL?

detection of plugged connectors CONNECTOR

Operation substation except S09 / busbars except B07 and B12

(1) on the Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language versions).
(2) unless the recloser function is activated.
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Control and monitoring (cont'd)

functions commands outputs annunciation

trip inhibit lock trans. O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 fault device messages (1)

closing out BL trip fault
O1 O14 O12 O13

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c EARTH FAULT
(sensitive E/F)

undervoltage c c c c UNDERVOLT

overvoltage c OVERVOLT.1
setting 1

overvoltage c c c c OVERVOLT.2
setting 2

neutral voltage c c c c N VOLT DISP
displacement

directional c c c c DIR.O/C
overcurrent

directional c c c c DIR E/F
earth fault

reverse c (2) c (2) c (2) c (3) c (2) REVERSE P.
real power

underfrequency c c c c UNDERFREQ.1
setting 1

underfrequency c c c c UNDERFREQ.2
setting 2

overfrequency c c c c OVERFREQ.1
setting 1

overfrequency c c c c OVERFREQ.2
setting 2

frequency derivative c c c c DF/DT S1
setting 1

frequency derivative c c c c DF/DT S2
setting 2

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

Operation substation S09 (uncoupling)

(1) on the Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language versions).
(2) and (3) exclusive according to choice of KP36.
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functions commands annunciation

trip inhibit lock out transmit. fault device messages (1)

O1 closing BI O14 trip O12 fault O13

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c EARTH FAULT

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
trip

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

VT monitoring BUS 1 or 2 VT

Operation : busbars B07

functions outputs annunciation

O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 O31 O32 O33 messages (1)

undervoltage setting 1 busbar 1 c U/VOLT.1 B1

undervoltage setting 2 busbar 1 c U/VOLT.2 B1

undervoltage setting 1 busbar 2 c U/VOLT.1 B2

undervoltage setting 2 busbar 2 c U/VOLT.2 B2

remanent undervoltage busbar 1 c
remanent undervoltage busbar 2 c
overvoltage setting 1 busbar 1 c O/VOLT.1 B1

overvoltage setting 2 busbar 1 c O/VOLT.2 B1

overvoltage setting 1 busbar 2 c O/VOLT.1 B2

overvoltage setting 2 busbar 2 c O/VOLT.2 B2

neutral voltage displacement busbar 1 c N VOLT DISP

underfrequency setting 1 busbar 1 c UNDERFREQ.1

underfrequency setting 2 busbar 1 c UNDERFREQ.2

overfrequency setting 1 busbar 1 c OVERFREQ.1

overfrequency  setting 2 busbar 1 c OVERFREQ.2

synchro-check c SYNCHRO
.(1) on Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version).
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functions commands annunciation

trip inhibit lock out transmit. fault device messages (1)

O1 closing BI O14 trip O12 fault O13

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c EARTH FAULT

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
trip

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

Operation: busbars B12 (load shedding)

functions outputs annunciation

O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 O31 O32 O33 O34 messages (1)

undervoltage setting 1 c UNDERVOLT.1

undervoltage setting 2 c UNDERVOLT.2

positive sequence undervoltage setting 1 c UNDERVOLT.1

positive sequence undervoltage setting 2 c UNDERVOLT.2

remanent undervoltage c
overvoltage setting 1 c OVERVOLT.1

overvoltage setting 2 c OVERVOLT.2

neutral voltage displacement c (2) N.VOLT.DISP

underfrequency setting 1 c UNDERFREQ.1

underfrequency setting 2 c UNDERFREQ.2

underfrequency setting 3 c UNDERFREQ.3

underfrequency setting 4 c UNDERFREQ.4

overfrequency setting 1 c OVERFREQ.1

overfrequency setting 2 c OVERFREQ.2

frequency derivative setting 1 c  (3)(4) c (4) c (4) c (4) DF/DT 1

frequency derivative setting 2 c (3) DF/DT 2
.
(1) on the Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version)
(2) latching type.
(3) and (4) two configurations possible according to choice of KP33.

KP33 = 0 (3) KP33 = 1 (4)

use load shedding in all cases underfrequency load shedding only
frequency derivative may be used frequency derivative may be used to inhibit load shedding
to load shed faster than with underfrequency when there is a sudden frequency drop (cases in which
alone when thre is a moderate frequency sag the problem encountered cannot be solved by load shedding)

O31 output UNDERFREQ.1 or DF/DT 1 UNDERFREQ.1 and not DF/DT 1
O32 output UNDERFREQ.2 or DF/DT 2 UNDERFREQ.2 and not DF/DT 1
O33 output UNDERFREQ.3 UNDERFREQ.3 and not DF/DT 1
O34 output UNDERFREQ.4 UNDERFREQ.4 and not DF/DT 1

Control and monitoring (cont'd)
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functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

recloser

regarding recloser parameter setting, refer to the "functions" manual

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

resetting to zero of phase and earth fault trip counters KP20 = 1

synchro-check

operating mode with voltage absent acknowledgment KP35 = 1

no acknowledgement KP35 = 0

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

other

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

"external protection trip" (I15) by normally open contact KP4 = 0

by normally closed contact KP4 = 1

I (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

type of load shedding underfreq. or dF/dT KP33 = 0

underfreq. and not dF/dT KP33 = 1

use of reverse P with tripping (O1) KP36 = 1

with indication (O11) KP36 = 0

Set up

The parameters are set using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821).
The KP50 to KP52 parameters are of the impulse type.



14 Substation / busbars

Functional and connection schemes

S01 type

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

50
51
50N
51N

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

1

(1)

4A
(1)

5A

CSH

Standard S36YR
or compact S26LX Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)
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S02, S03, S04, S05, S06, S07,
S08 types

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT Sepam 2000.

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

S02
S03
S06
S07
S08

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

50
51
50N
51N

81H
81L
S07
S08

27
27R
59
S02
S03
S06
S07
S08

67N
S03
S04
S05
S06
S08

32P
S03
S05

67
S03
S05
S08

3A
(1)

4A
(1)

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

S09 type
This type is designed for uncoupling
with large AC generators coupled to the network.
The S03 and S05 types may be used for uncoupling
with small AC generators.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)
S02
S03
S06
S07
S08

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

50
51
50N
51N

4A
(1)

CSH

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

27
59
59N
81H
81L
81R

32P
67
67N

3A
(1)

réseau

groupes

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT,
Sepam 2000.

network

generators
––––––––>

––
–>
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B01 type

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

50
51
50N
51N

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

1

(1)

4A
(1)

5A

L1

L2

L3

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36YR
or compact S26LX Sepam 2000.

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

B02, B03, B04 types L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

B02
B04

3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

50
51
50N
51N

27
27R
59
B02
B04

59N 27D
81H
81L
B02

3A
(1)

4A
(1)

4A

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36XR
or compact S26LT Sepam 2000.

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)
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B07 type L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

50
51
50N
51N

27
27R
59
59N
81H
81L

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

25
27
27R
59

4A

3A

U sync 2

U sync 1

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

21

1

8AESTOR3
N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36TR Sepam 2000.

busbars
voltage 1

busbars
voltage 2
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

B12 types (load shedding)
This type offers 4 load shedding settings, coordinated
by underfrequency (81L) and frequency derivative
(81R) protections.

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

50
51
50N
51N

27
27D
27R
59
59N
81H
81L
81R

4A
(1)

4A

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

21

1

8AESTOR3

Standard S36XR Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Other connection schemes

Phase and residual voltage

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Connection of a voltage transformer (does not
allow implementation of the positive sequence
undervoltage, neutral voltage displacement
and directional earth fault protection functions,
or phase rotation and residual voltage
measurement).

V-connection of 2 voltage transformers
(does not allow implementation of the neutral
voltage displacement and directional earth
fault protection functions, or residual voltage
measurement).

c Correspondance des connexions primaires
et secondaires (ex : P1, S1)
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1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

A

ECACCA 601 cable

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

Phase current

Connection of 2 current transformers.Connection of special-purpose CSP sensors
according to type of Sepam 2000.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

For connection of 1 A transformers make
5 turns at the CSH30 primary

Other connection schemes (cont'd)

with sensors other than CSH 120 or CSH 200

(*) The core balance CT-ACE 990 and ACE 990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

2A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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ESTOR1 board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

Terminals data connected to ESTOR1 board

19 I18 remote control enable: enables closing and
acknowledgment control via the serial link:
contact closed for enable

18 I17 "drawn out" position: contact closed for drawn out

17 I16 pole pressure: contact closed for breaking pole fault

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally closed
or normally open contact according to set up

15 I14 close: NO contact

14 I13 open: NO contact for shunt trip coil
NC contact for undervoltage release coil *

13 common

12 O14 transmit "blocking input" (BI)
11

10 O13 device fault (pressure fault or control fault)
9

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 neutral voltage displacement (1)

5 recloser in progress (2)

reverse real power (if KP36 = 0) (3)

4 I12 receive "blocking input" (BI)
3 inhibit recloser (2)

2 I11 earthing switch: contact open for earthing switch open
1

* If control by input I13 is not used (direct control outside Sepam 2000):
c for a shunt trip coil, I13 = 0 permanently,
c for an undervoltage release coil, I13 = 1 permanently.
(1) for «busbar» type.
(2) for «substation» S01, S02, S04, S06, S07 types.
(3) for «substation» S09 type.

Logic input and output boards

Tripping of a circuit breaker or latching contactor
by a shunt-trip coil.

Tripping of a circuit breaker by an undervoltage
release coil.

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

ESB board

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

9

8

A
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Other connection schemes (cont'd)

ESTOR2 board
S09 type

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 reserved

18 I27 reserved

17 I26 reserved

16 I25 reserved

15 I24 reserved

14 I23 reserved

13 common

12 O24 overvoltage, alarm setting
11

10 O23 reserved
9

8 O22 reserved
7

6 O21 reserved
5

4 I22 reserved
3

2 I21 reserved for external synchronization
1

Logic input and output boards

ESTOR2 board
S02, S03, S06, S07, S08, B02, B04, B12 types

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

N.B. the inputs are potential free and require an external power supply source.

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 reserved

18 I27 reserved

17 I26 reserved

16 I25 reserved

15 I24 reserved

14 I23 reserved

13 common

12 O24 overvoltage
11 overfrequency (1) (2)

10 O23 underfrequency (2)

9

8 O22 remanent undervoltage
7

6 O21 undervoltage
5 positive sequence undervoltage (1)

4 I22 reserved
3

2 I21 reserved for external synchronization
1

(1) for B02 and B12 types.
(2) for B02, S07 and S08 types.

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A
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ESTOR3 board
B07 type

terminals connected data ESTOR3 board

19 I38 reserved

18 I37 reserved

17 I36 reserved

16 I35 reserved

15 I34 reserved

14 I33 reserved

13 common

12 O34 reserved
11

10 O33 synchronization
9

8 O32 overvoltage busbar 2
7

6 O31 overvoltage, overfrequency busbar 1
5

4 I32 reserved
3

2 I31 “Busbar 2 VT” circuit closed (contact closed)
1

Logic input and output boards

ESTOR2 board
B07 type

N.B. the inputs are potential free and require an external power supply source.

terminals connected data ESTOR2 board

19 I28 reserved

18 I27 reserved

17 I26 reserved

16 I25 reserved

15 I24 reserved

14 I23 reserved

13 common

12 O24 remanent undervoltage busbar 2
11

10 O23 remanent undervoltage busbar 1
9

8 O22 undervoltage busbar 2
7

6 O21 undervoltage, underfrequency busbar 1
5

4 I22 “Busbar 1 VT” circuit closed (contact closed)
3

2 I21 reserved for external synchronization
1

The “busbar 1 VTs” are connected to the first voltage board.
The “busbar 2 VTs” are connected to the second voltage board.

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O31

7

4

3

2

1

l32

l31

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O32

O33

O34

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l33

l34
l35

l36

l37

l38

A
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ESTOR3 board
B12 type

terminals connected data ESTOR3 board

19 I38 reserved

18 I37 reserved

17 I36 reserved

16 I35 reserved

15 I34 reserved

14 I33 reserved

13 common

12 O34 underfrequency setting 4,
11 rate of change of frequency setting 1 (1)

10 O33 underfrequency setting 3,
9 rate of change of frequency setting 1 (1)

8 O32 underfrequency setting 2,
7 rate of change of frequency setting 1 or 2 (1)

6 O31 underfrequency setting 1,
5 rate of change of frequency setting 1 (1)

4 I32 reserved
3

2 I31 reserved
1
(1) according to KP33.

Logic input and output boards

Other connection schemes (cont'd)

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O31

7

4

3

2

1

l32

l31

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O32

O33

O34

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l33

l34
l35

l36

l37

l38

A
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remote indications address

logic input status

logic ouput status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

earth fault trip counter C3

successful reclosing counter (1) C4

recloser: cycle 1 counter (1) C5

recloser: cycle 2 counter (1) C6

recloser: cycle 3 counter (1) C7

recloser: cycle 4 counter (1) C8

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

earth fault KTS16

undervoltage KTS17

directional overcurrent KTS18

directional earth fault KTS19

reverse real power KTS20

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS22

recloser in service (1) KTS23
maximum de tension résiduelle (2)

real cycle 1 (1) KTS24

real cycle 2 (1) KTS25

real cycle 3 (1) KTS26

real cycle 4 (1) KTS27

cycle in progress (1) KTS28

final trip (1) KTS29

Communication

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
system communication.

MERLIN GERIN

Communication table
Sepam substation

close by recloser (1) KTS30

succesfull reclosing (1) KTS31

transmit "blocking input" KTS32

underfrequency setting 1 KTS33

underfrequency setting 2 KTS34

overfrequency setting 1 KTS35

overfrequency setting 2 KTS36

frequency derivative setting 1 KTS40

frequency derivative setting 2 KTS41

disturbance recording inhibited KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

remote measurements

phase currents

peak demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capacitive network

accumulated real energy

accumulated reactive energy

tripping currents

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
(1) concern recloser function.
(2) for S09 type.

Introduction
The communication option can be used to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring and control system
equipped with a master communication channel.

Sepam can be equiped with different communication options:
c Jbus/Modbus, master-slave protocol with RS485 type 2-wire physical link (300 to 38400 baud rate).
c FIPIO high speed field bus (1 MB), for connection to compatible PLC, Telemecanique 7
serie and April 1000 serie,
c FIP ISIS (please consult us).
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Communication (cont'd)

remote control orders address

“open” KTC33

“close” KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

peak demand phase currents KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping currents KTC38
zero reset (clear)

recloser on (1) KTC40

recloser off (1) KTC41

activation cycle 1 (1) KTC42

activation cycle 2 (1) KTC43

activation cycle 3 (1) KTC44

activation cycle 4 (1) KTC45

desactivation cycle 1 (1) KTC46

desactivation cycle 2 (1) KTC47

desactivation cycle 4 (1) KTC48

desactivation cycle 3 (1) KTC49

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

The data above is available via the optional
communication link.
(1) concern recloser function.
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Communication table
Sepam busbar
remote indications address
all types

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

control fault: tripping or matching KTS1

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control discrepancy KTS3

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

earth fault KTS16

inhibition disturbance recoding KTS50

remote setting inactive KTS51

remote indications address
B01, B02, B03 and B04 types

undervoltage setting 1 KTS17

undervoltage, setting 2 KTS18

positive sequence undervoltage, setting 1 KTS19

positive sequence undervoltage, setting 2 KTS20

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS22

neutral voltage displacement KTS23

underfrequency, setting 1 KTS24

underfrequency, setting 2 KTS25

overfrequency, setting 1 KTS26

overfrequency, setting 2 KTS27

transmit "blocking input" KTS32

remote indications B07 type address

undervoltage setting 1 busbar 1 KTS17

undervoltage setting 2 busbar 1 KTS18

overvoltage setting 1 busbar 1 KTS21

overvoltage setting 2 busbar 1 KTS22

neutral voltage displacement busbar 1 KTS23

underfrequency setting 1 busbar 1 KTS24

underfrequency setting 2 busbar 1 KTS25

overfrequency setting 1 busbar 1 KTS26

overfrequency setting 2 busbar 1 KTS27

transmit blocking input KTS32

synchronization KTS33

undervoltage setting 1 busbar 2 KTS40

undervoltage setting 2 busbar 2 KTS41

overvoltage setting 1 busbar 2 KTS42

overvoltage setting 2 busbar 2 KTS43

remanent undervoltage busbar 1 KTS44

remanent undervoltage busbar 2 KTS45

remote indications B12 type address

undervoltage setting 1 KTS17

undervoltage, setting 2 KTS18

positive sequence undervoltage, setting 1 KTS19

positive sequence undervoltage, setting 2 KTS20

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS22

neutral voltage displacement KTS23

underfrequency, setting 1 KTS24

underfrequency, setting 2 KTS25

underfrequency, setting 3 KTS26

underfrequency, setting 4 KTS27

overfrequency, setting 1 KTS28

overfrequency, setting 2 KTS29

dérivée de fréquence seuil 1 KTS30

dérivée de fréquence seuil 12 KTS31

remote measurements

phase currents

peak demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capacitive network

accumulated real energy

accumulated reactive energy

tripping currents

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

remote control orders address

“open” KTC33

“close” KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

peak demand phase currents KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping currents KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

The data above is available via the optional
communication link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Installation

Dimensions
and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x2)

Standard Sepam (S36) Cut-out

weight: 9 kg

352

222

Sepam 2000 (S36) rear face
with standard connectors.

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

weight: 7 kg

e = 3 mm max

338

202

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 cable: (length: 5.5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature sensors screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.
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Ordering information

Sepam 2000
Sepam type (1) .............................................................................................

Standard S36 ...........................................................................................................

Compact S26 ...........................................................................................................

Quantity .......................................................................................................
(1) example: B12

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

..................................................................................... CSP ...................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120 ................
..................................................................................... CSH 200 ................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

adapter core balance CT ............................................. ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

quantity
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Presentation

Contents

Transformer protection and control consists
of performing the metering, protection, control
and monitoring functions required for operation.

Sepam 2000 provides all these functions globally.
All the equipment and mechanisms that are generally
found in a MV cubicle control cabinet are replaced by
a single device which performs:
c protection,
c metering,
c control and monitoring using protection functions
and logic inputs to activate the trip outputs, closing
outputs, etc. and annunciation.

Advantages
c indication of phase and earth fault current values at the time of breaking provides
the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes and seriousness
of faults,
c the high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology-based functions in electrical substations, without the
need for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance,
c The optional communication functions can be used for remote setting,
remote metering, remote annunciation and remote control via a two-wire link
with a supervisor for centralized management.
c setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, usinge the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at one using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
v direct readout of primary current and voltage and simple testing of the metering
function by injection guarantee the coherency of all settings,
c each Sepam 2000 is design to meet all the application needs and includes all
the necessary functions ready for use (protection functions, metering, control logic
and communication).

This control logic may be adapted to most usuals schemes by a simple
parametring. This allows a better safety and optimization of wiring. Installation in
the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000.
It comes in two models with different widths:
v standard S36,
v compact S26 ( for certain types).
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1A or 5A current transformers or linear CSP sensors
(Rogowski coil principle),
v voltage transformers,
v control and annunciation units (open / close pushbutton),
v cubicle annunciation contacts (breaker position "open/closed", "drawn out"),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization (1)

Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam 2000's internal PLC can be
customized. The number of inputs and outputs can be increased by adding
extension boards (please contact us for further information).

S26 compact
Sepam 2000.

S36 standard
Sepam 2000.

(1) Please refer to document
Sepam 2000 customized application.
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Selection table

functions ANSI Sepam types (2)

code T01 T02 T03 T04 T05 T06 T07 T09 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18 T19
protection
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

51N(G)
neutral voltage displacement 59N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67 1 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
tank earth leakage (3)(4) 50/51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
neutral (3) 50N/ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

51N
undervoltage 27 1 1 1 1
undervoltage remanent 27R 1 1 1 1
overvoltage 59 2 2 2 2
restricted earth fault (4) 64REF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c/c* c c c/c* c/c* c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c c c/c* c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
real/ reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real/ reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real/ reactive energy c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
(±Wh, ±VArh)
tripping currents c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
(I1, I2, I3, Io)
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c/c* c c c/c* c/c* c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c c c/c* c
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Buchholz thermal relay c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of gas, pressure
and temperature level (DGPT/ PTC)
inter-tripping (1) c c c c c c c c c c c
logic discriminition 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR XR KR YR XR LR LR XR XR XR LR LR XR LR XR XR LR XR
compact S26 LX LT LX LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT
number of standard ESTOR boards 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2

Sepam 2000 transformer without RTDs

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
Example: for phase overcurrent protection, “4” means 4 separate phase overcurrent protection devices.
(1) inter-tripping: this is related to neutral voltage displacement, tank earth leakage, neutral protection functions and Buchholz tripping, gas detector tripping,
pressure detector functions.
(2) for transformers which require RTDs, see the chart on the next page. For differential protection, see Sepam 2000 D22 and Sepam 100LD.
(3) types of Sepam 2000 with tank earth leakage and neutral can’t be connected to CSP sensors.
(4) the tank earth leakage and restricted earth fault protections are exclusive. The choice is made by parameter setting. See other connection schemes
for restricted earth fault.
* available function on 2 sets of sensors.
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Selection table (cont'd)

functions ANSI Sepam types (2)

code T21 T22 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27 T29 T30 T31 T32 T33 T34 T35 T36 T37 T38 T39
protection
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

51N(G)
neutral voltage displacement 59N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67 1 1 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
tank earth leakage (3)(4) 50/51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
neutral (3) 50N/ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

51N
undervoltage 27 1 1 1 1
undervoltage remanent 27R 1 1 1 1
overvoltage 59 2 2 2 2
temperature set point (6 RTDs) 38/49T 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
restricted earth fault (4) 64REF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c/c* c c c/c* c/c* c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c c c/c* c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
real/ reactive power (P, Q) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real/ reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real/ reactive energy c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
(±Wh, ±VArh)
tripping currents c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
(I1, I2, I3, Io)
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
temperature (6 RTDs) c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c/c* c c c/c* c/c* c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c c c/c* c
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Buchholz thermal relay c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of gas, pressure
and temperature level (DGPT/ PTC)
inter-tripping (1) c c c c c c c c c c c
logic discriminition 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 ZR SR KZ ZR SR LS LS SR SR SR LS LS SR LS SR SR LS SR
compact S26 LS LS
number of standard ESTOR boards 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2

Sepam 2000 transformer with RTDs

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
Example: for phase overcurrent protection, “4” means 4 separate phase overcurrent protection devices.
(1) inter-tripping: this is related to neutral voltage displacement, tank earth leakage, neutral protection functions and Buchholz tripping, gas detector tripping,
pressure detector functions.
(2) for differential protection, see Sepam 2000 D22 and Sepam 100LD.
(3) types of Sepam 2000 with tank earth leakage and neutral can’t be connected to CSP sensors.
(4) the tank earth leakage and restricted earth fault protections are exclusive. The choice is made by parameter setting. See other connection schemes
for restricted earth fault.
* available function on 2 sets of sensors.
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Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.
It gives a direct readout of values,
together with the related units, A, V, W...
All the values needed for operation and used
for commissioning are available locally
and in the control room.

Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases.
The average current measurement is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5,
10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).

The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltages
Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real / reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value,
 used to find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value
is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the power factor, with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power absorbed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21 voltage
input).

Thermal capacity used
Measurement of the relative thermal capacity used (with respect to the nominal
thermal capacity) on account of the load.

Real and reactive energy
The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive energy
values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.

The accumulated values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurements of the 3 phase currents and the residual current that were stored
at the time that Sepam 2000 gave the tripping order. Used to find the fault current
(fault analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker
(maintenance assistance). The "clear" button is pressed for zero reset.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after a fault
recorder triggering order is given.

Temperature
Measurement of the temperatures of each Pt100 RTD in °C.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial links and/or display) and via the communication system.
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functions ranges accuracy (4)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0,5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0,5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0,5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0,01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0,02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MVArh ±1%

tripping currents (1) phase 0 to 24 In ±5%

earth 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

true rms current (2) 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to rank 21

disturbance recording (5) record 86 periods 12 samples
duration per period

time before 1 to 85 periods
triggering
event

thermal capacity used (6) 0 to 999% ±2%

temperature (1) -50 ° to 250 °C ±1 °C
residual current (6) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (6) 0 to 1.5 Un ±5%

cumulative breaking current (6) 0 to 9999 (kA)2 ±10%

number of breaks (6) 0 to 99999

Characteristics

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via
the communication system.
(2) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive
(4) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.
(5) transfer of records to the front panel of Sepam 2000 using the SFT2801 software program
and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
(6) measurement accessed on front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the
communication system.

Reminder:
Rated current In, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set
at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ino is the core balance CT rating.
Un is the rated phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

Metering (cont'd)

Measurements used
for commissioning
and maintenance

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c the residual current used for the earth fault
protection function,
c the residual voltage used for the neutral voltage
displacement and the directional earth fault protection
functions.

Cumulative breaking current
and number of breaks
Used for breaking device maintenance.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording
record using the SFT 2826 PC software program.
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Protection

Thermal overload (ANSI 49) F431*
Protection of equipment against thermal damage
caused by overloads. Thermal overload is calculated
according to a mathematical model, with 2 time
constants (T1 and T2), taking into account harmonics
up to rank 21st and the effect of negative sequence
current by means of an adjustable weighting
coefficient.

The function comprises:
c an adjustable alarm setting,
c an adjustable trip setting.

Recommendations (for transformer protection):
c use the same setting for T1 and T2
(heating and cooling time constants),
c set the negative sequence/unbalance
coeffecient to zero.

Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011 to F014*
Three-phase connection and equipment protection
against phase-to-phase faults.
The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse or ultra inverse.

Earth fault
(ANSI 50N/51N or 50G/51G) F081 to F084*
Connection and equipment earth fault protection.
The following types of time delay can be:
definite, standard inverse, very inverse, extremely
inverse or ultra inverse.
Residual current detection can be provided by:
c the three phase current transformers ,
in which case a harmonic 2 restraint is used to do
away with transformer closing related tripping.
c a current transformer (1or 5A), combined with a
CSH30 interposing ring CT,
c a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter, this method being the most
accurate one.
The two ratings available (2 and 30A), provide a very
wide setting range,
c a diferent core balance CT, associated with an
adapter ACE990.

Neutral voltage displacement (ANSI 59N) F391*
Detection of insulation faults in ungrounded systems
by measurement of neutral voltage displacement.
This protection function is generally used for
transformer incomers or busbars.

Directional overcurrent (ANSI 67) F521*
Incomer protection, which provides quick, selective
protection against upstream faults when there are
several parallel transformer incomers in the network.

Directional earth fault (ANSI 67N) F501*
This protection function has several uses:
c highly sensitive earth fault protection for transformer
feeders supplied by long cables characterized by high
capacitive current,
c quick, selective detection of upstream earth faults
when there are several parallel transformers in the
network.

Tank earth leakage (ANSI 50/51) F021*
Quick, selective detection of earth leakage current in transformer primary and
secondary windings.
This overcurrent protection is combined with a current sensor installed on the tank
earthing connection.
It requires isolation of the transformer tank.

Thermostat, Buchholz
Transformer protection against temperature rise and internal fault from contacts
delivered by integrated devices.

Neutral (ANSI 50/51N) F091, F092*
Overload protection of neutral earthing impedance and sensitive overall network
protection against earth faults.
This overcurrent protection is combined with a current sensor installed
on the neutral earthing connection.
This protection can be made insensitive to harmonic 2.

Undervoltage (ANSI 27) F321, F341, F361
Protection used either for automated functions (changeover, load shedding)
or for the protection of several motors against undervoltage.
This protection monitors each of the line to line voltages measured.

Remanent undervoltage (ANSI 27R) F351*
Monitoring of the clearing of voltage sustained by rotating machines after
the opening of the circuit.
This protection is used with automatic changeover functions to prevent transient
electrical and mechanical phenomena that are caused by fast resupply of power
to motors. It monitors line to line voltage U21.

Overvoltage (ANSI 59) F301, F302*
Protection against abnormally high voltage and checking that there is sufficient
voltage for power supply changeover.
This protection monitors line to line voltage U21.

Temperature monitoring (RTDs) (ANSI 36/49T) F461...F466*
Protection which detects abnormal temperature rise in transformers equipped
with Pt100 type platinum resistor RTDs.
The protection manages 2 independent, adjustable set points for each RTD:
c 1 alarm setting,
c 1 tripping setting.
The RTD cabling is continuously monitored.

Restricted earth fault (ANSI 64REF) F651*
Protection against phase-to-earth faults in three-phase windings with earthed
neutral.

Current sensor sizing
The current sensors used should be such that they will not be saturated by the
current values which they are required to measure, with accuracy (at least 5 In):
c  For overcurrent protections:
v Definite time:
The saturation current must be 1.5 times greater than the protection setting value.
v IDMT:
The saturation current must be 1.5 times greater than the highest working value in
the curve.

* Fxxx function identification used for protection setting.

secondary CT power and resistance resistance
current In accuracy class (1) CT secondary RCT wiring RW

1 A 2.5 VA 5P 20 < 3 Ω 0.075 Ω
5 A 7.5 VA 5P 20 < 0.2 Ω 0.075 Ω
(1) determination in accordance with class X allows the sensor current to be optimized
with R

CT
secondary winding resistance,

RW wiring resistance.

Practical solution when setting information is lacking

c For restricted earth protection:
The current transformers must be of the 5P20 type. The power rating must be
chosen so that the wiring resistance (Rw) is less than the rated load of the current
transformer (VACT), i.e.: VACT > Rw .In2.
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Setting ranges
functions Fxxx (1) settings time delays

thermal overload F431

negative sequence/unbalance coefficient: 0 ; 2.25 ; 4.5 ; 9

time constants: heating T1: 5 to 120 mn

cooling T2: 5 to 600 mn

alarm: 50% to 200% of nominal thermal capacity used

tripping: 50% to 200% of nominal thermal capacity used

phase overcurrent F011-F012-F013-F014

definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

earth fault F081-F082-F083-F084 type of sensor

definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no
neutral voltage displacement F391

2% to 80% of Un if VT: Un/e/100/e t : 0,05 to 655 s
5% to 80% of Un if VT: Un/e/100/3

directional overcurrent F521 characteristic angle 30°,45°, 60°
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

directional earth fault F501 characteristic angle 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° and - 45°
definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s

0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

tank earth leakage F021

definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

Reminder: rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds with the rated power of the transformer.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino is the residual current sensor rating.
Rated thermal a capacity use corresponds to a steady current egal to Ib.
(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves:
- inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.
(3) with CSH 30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 i n i 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

Protection (cont'd)
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functions Fxxx (1) settings time delays

neutral F091-F092 type of sensors

definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no

undervoltage F321-F341-F361

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

remanent undervoltage F351

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

overvoltage F301-F302

50% to 150% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

temperature set point (RTDs) F461 à F466

0 °C to 180 °C
restricted earth fault F651

0.05 In to 0.8 In if In > 20 A
0.1 In to 0.8 In if In < 20 A

Reminder: rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds with the rated power of the transformer.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino is the residual current sensor rating.
(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves:
- inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.
(3) with CSH 30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 i n i 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

Setting ranges (cont'd)
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Control and monitoring

Open / close control
Used to control breaking devices equiped with
different types of opening and closing coils:
c circuit breaker with shunt-trip or undervoltage
release coil,
c latching contactor with shunt-trip coil.
Parameter setting via the TSM2001 pocket terminal,
or PC softwares SFT 2801 or SFT 2821, allows the
logic to be adapted to suit the equipment being used
(by default, the logic is adapted for control of a circuit
breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

The opening order (via input I13) differs according
to the programmed type of control:
c normally open contact for shunt trip coil (circuit
breaker or contactor with latched order control),
c normally closed contact for undervoltage release
coil (circuit breaker).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker or the
contactor according to operating conditions.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display of messages.

Thermostat, Buchholz
Alarm, and tripping from contacts delivered by
integrated devices.

Intertripping
Used for intertripping of the Sepams upstream and
downstream from the transformer when faults are
detected by the protections:
c neutral voltage displacement,
c tank earth leakage,
c neutral,
and by external devices:
c Buchholz,
c gas and pressure detector.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick, selective tripping of the phase overcurrent and earth fault protection
relays, whether definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT,
extremely inverse EIT or ultra inverse UIT). The function triggers the transmission
of a "blocking input" signal whenever one of the protection settings is exceeded.

Blocking input signal transmission can be used by the Sepam Logic discrimination
function for substation, alternator, transformer and busbar connection applications.

Trip circuit supervision and discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects tripping (by shunt-trip coil) circuit faults. Can be used when the
Sepam 2000 and the tripping auxiliary power sources have the same voltage rating.

If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the tripping circuit is
not supervised since it is fail-safe. This function can also detect position
information discrepancies (neither open nor closed or simultaneously open and
closed) in the different control schemes. The connection of inputs I1, I2 and trip
output O1 on the ESB board must be respected (see other connection schemes).

Detection of plugged connectors (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged in
(the DPC terminals must be connected: see connection schemes).

Three-pole undervoltage protection function (ANSI 27)
Three-pole undervoltage protection function is a "or"  between the single-pole
undervoltage protection functions: U13 undervoltage or U21 undervoltage or U32
undervoltage.

Operation counter (1)

Counts the number of closing operations made by the breaking device, thereby
facilitating equipment maintenance.

Phase fault trip counter (1)

Counts the number of operations for which breaking performances were required,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

Disturbance recording triggering
Triggers recording of electrical signals and logical states by:
c voluntary local or remote action,
c instantaneous overcurrent, earth fault, directional phase overcurrent, directional
earth fault, tank earth leakage, neutral and restricted earth fault protections,
c protection tripping order.

(1) counter reading is via serial link on the front panel of Sepam 2000, and via Jbus/Modbus
communication.
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functions commands outputs annunciation

trip inhibit lock trans. alarm fault device messages (*)
closing out BI trip fault

O1 O14 O21 O22 O23 O24 O11 O12 O13

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL
tripping

thermal overload c THERMAL
alarm

phase overcurrent c c c c c LOW O/C
settings 1 and 3

phase overcurrent c c c c c HIGH O/C
settings 2 and 4

earth fault c c c c c EARTH FAULT
(sensitive E/F)

neutral voltage c c c c c N VOLT DISP
displacement

directional overcurrent c c c c DIR. O/C

directional earth fault c c c c DIR. E/F

tank earth leakage c c c c c FRAME LEAK

neutral setting 1 c c c c c NEUTR. O/C1

neutral setting 2 c c c c c NEUTR. O/C2

undervoltage c UNDERVOLT.

remanent undervoltage c
overvoltage setting 1 c OVERVOLT.1

overvoltage setting 2 c OVERVOLT.2

temperature alarm c c RTD
(RTDs 1 to 6) (1…6)

 temperature tripping c c c c RTD
(RTDs 1 à 6) (1…6)

restricted earth fault c c c c c      REF

Buchholz alarm c c c BUCHHOLZ

Buchholz tripping c c c c c BUCHHOLZ

thermostat alarm c c c TR. TEMP.

thermostat tripping c c c c TR. TEMP.

gas detector alarm c c c TR. GAS

gas detector tripping c c c c c TR. GAS

pressure detector c c c c c TR PRESSURE

PTC sensor alarm c c c TR. TEMP

PTC sensor tripping c c c c TR. TEMP

PTC sensor auxiliary c PTC FAULT
voltage detected

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

Pt100 RTD fault c RTD FAULT

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors

Operation

* on Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version).
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functions parameters

open/close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

Buchholz/ thermostat/ DGPT/ external protection logic inputs

inputs I23 to I28 excited, normally open contact KP5 = 0
if fault detection by Buchholz/ thermostat/ DGPT normally closed contact KP5 = 1

input I23,detection of gas or drop in level tripping KP6 = 0
alarm KP6 = 1

input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0
normally closed contact KP4 = 1

protection

tank earth leakage KP7 = 0

restricted earth fault KP7 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

blocking input pilot wire test KP18 = 1

The parameters are set using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or PC SFT 2801 or SFT 2821 software.
The KP50 to KP52 parameters are of the impulse type.

Set up

Control and monitoring (cont'd)
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Functional and connection schemes

T01, T04, T21, T24 types
incomer

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T21
T24

ECM
5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

1

4

5
2

6
3

2B

49
50
51
50N
51N

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A
(1)

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

1

4A
(1)

T01
T21

CSH

Standard S36YR or compact S26LX (T01, T04),
S36ZR or S26LS (T21, T24), Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

(1)

.AÉÉ

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

T01, T04, T21, T24 types
feeder

Standard S36YR or compact S26LX (T01, T04),
S36ZR or S26LS (T21, T24), Sepam 2000.

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

49
50
51
50N
51N

4A
(1)

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T21
T24

T01
T21

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

(1)

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

.AÉÉ

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000
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T02, T05, T09, T10,T11,
T14, T22, T25, T29,
T30, T31, T34 types
incomer

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ECM
5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T22
T25
T29
T30
T31
T34

27
27R
59
T09
T10
T29
T30

49
50
51
50N
51N

59N
T02
T05
T10
T11
T14
T22
T25
T30
T31
T34

67
T02
T05
T10
T22
T25
T30

67N
T02
T05
T10
T22
T25
T301

4A
(1)

3A
(1)

T02
T09
T10
T14
T22
T29
T30
T34

1

4

5
2

6
3

2B

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT (T02, T05,
T09, T10, T11, T14),
S36SR (T22, T25, T29, T30, T31, T34),
Sepam 2000.

(1)

.AÉÉ

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000
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T09, T11, T16, T17, T19,
T29, T31, T36, T37, T39 types
feeder

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T29
T31
T36
T37
T39

49
50
51
50N
51N

59N
T11
T19
T31
T39

27
27R
59
T09
T19
T29
T39

67N
T16
T17
T19
T36
T37
T39

3A
(1)

T09
T17
T19
T29
T37
T39

4A
(1)

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT
(T09, T11, T16, T17, T19),
S36SR (T29, T31, T36, T37, T39), Sepam 2000.

.AÉÉ

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000
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T03, T23 types
 incomer

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

1
4

5
2

6
3

3A

DPC

ECM3B 50
51
50N
51N

5
6

4
3
2
1

30 A
2 A

ECM
5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

49
50
51
50N
51N

*

*

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T23

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

2B

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36KR (T03), S36KZ (T23),
Sepam 2000.

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:
Only standard sensors (T) connected to connector 2B
may be replaced by CSP sensors, which are connected
to connectors 2L1, 2L2 and 2L3
(see other connection schemes).
The sensors connected to 3B must be
of the standard type (T).
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T03, T23 types
feeder

1
4

5
2

6
3

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

3A

DPC

ECM3B 50
51
50N
51N

5
6

4
3
2
1

30 A
2 A

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B 49
50
51
50N
51N

DPC

30 A
2 A

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T23

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

*

*

CSH

CSHN.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36KR (T03), S36KZ (T23),
Sepam 2000.

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:
Only standard sensors (T) connected to connector 2B
may be replaced by CSP sensors, which are connected
to connectors 2L1, 2L2 and 2L3
(see other connection schemes).
The sensors connected to 3B must be
of the standard type (T).

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)
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T06, T07, T12, T13,
T15, T18, T26, T27,
T32, T33, T35, T38 types
incomer

*

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

1
4

5
2

6
3

3A

DPC

ECM3B 50
51
50N
51N

5
6

4
3
2
1

30 A
2 A

ECM
5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

49
50
51
50N
51N

*

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T26
T27
T32
T33
T35
T38

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

27
27R
59
T18
T38

67
67N
T06
T13
T26
T33

1

59N
T06
T12
T13
T15
T18
T26
T32
T33
T35
T38

T06
T15
T18
T26
T35
T38

1

4

5
2

6
3

2B

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36LR (T06, T07, T12, T13, T15, T18),
or S36LS (T26, T27, T32, T33, T35, T38),
Sepam 2000.

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:
Only standard sensors (T) connected to connector 2B
may be replaced by CSP sensors, which are connected
to connectors 2L1, 2L2 and 2L3
(see other connection schemes).
The sensors connected to 3B must be
of the standard type (T).
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T06, T07, T13, T15, T18,
T26, T27, T33, T35, T38 types
feeder

1
4

5
2

6
3

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

3A

DPC

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2
1

30 A
2 A

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

DPC

30 A
2 A

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
T26
T27
T33
T35
T38

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

*

*

50
51
50N
51N

49
50
51
50N
51N

27
27R
59
T18
T38

59N
T06
T13
T15
T18
T26
T33
T35
T38

67
67N
T06
T13
T26
T33

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

T06
T15
T18
T26
T35
T38

CSH

CSHN.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36LR (T06, T07, T13, T15, T18),
S36LS (T26, T27, T33, T35, T38),
Sepam 2000.

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:
Only standard sensors (T) connected to connector 2B
may be replaced by CSP sensors, which are connected
to connectors 2L1, 2L2 and 2L3
(see other connection schemes).
The sensors connected to 3B must be
of the standard type (T).

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)
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Other connection schemes

Phase and residual voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

Connection of a voltage transformer
(does not allow implementation of the neutral
voltage displacement and directional earth
fault protection functions or residual voltage
measurement).

V - connection of 2 voltage transformers
(does not allow implementation of the neutral
voltage displacement and directional earth
fault protection functions or residual voltage
measurement).
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Phase current

A

ECAcable CCA 601

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

Connection of 2 current transformers.Connection of special-purpose CSP sensors
according to type of Sepam 2000.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

For connection of 1 A transformers make
5 turns at the CSH30 primary

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

Other connection schemes (cont'd)

with sensors other than CSH 120 or CSH 200

(*) The core balance CT-ACE 990 and ACE 990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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L1

L2

L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

3A

DPC

ECM3B 50N
51N
64REF

5
6

4
3
2
1

30 A
2 A

ECM
5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

1

4

5
2

6
3

2B

49
50
51
50N
51N

1

CSH

CSH

Connection for restricted
earth fault
T03, T06, T07, T12, T13, T15,
T18, T23, T26, T27, T32, T33,
T35, T38 types
incomer
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Other connection schemes (cont’d)

ESTOR1 board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

terminals data connected to ESTOR1 board

19 I18 remote control enable: enables closing
and acknowledgment control via the serial link:
contact closed for enable.

18 I17 “drawn out” position: contact closed for drawn out.

17 I16 pole pressure: contact closed for breaking pole fault.

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally closed
or normally open contact according to set up.

15 I14 close: NO contact

14 I13 Stop: NO contact for shunt-trip coil,
NC contact for undervoltage release coil*.

13 common

12 O14 transmit bloking input (BI)
11

10 O13 device fault
9 (pressure fault or control fault)

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 alarm: thermal overload, Buchholz, thermostat,
5 gas detector, PTC sensor.

4 I12 receive bloking input (BI)
3

2 I11 earthing switch: contact open for earthing swith open.
1

* If opening control via input I13 is not used (direct control outside Sepam 2000):
- for a shunt trip coil, I13 = 0 permanently.
- for an undervoltage release coil, I13 = 1 permanently.

N.B. : The inputs potential-free and the supply source is external.

Circuit breaker or latching contactor tripping
by a shunt-trip coil.

Circuit breaker tripping by an undervoltage
release coil.

ESB board

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

Logic input and output boards

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

9

8

A

closing
coil

tripping
coil

open
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ESTOR2 board terminal data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 Buchholz: tripping

18 I27 Buchholz: alarm

17 I26 thermostat: tripping

16 I25 thermostat: alarm

15 I24 Detector Gas Pressure: pressure

14 I23 DGP: gas, level

13 common

12 O24 overvoltage
11

10 O23 inter-tripping
9

8 O22 remanent undervoltage
7

6 O21 undervoltage
5

4 I22 PTC sensor auxiliary voltage detected
3

2 I21 reserved for external synchro
1

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

N.B: The inputs are potential-free and require on external power supply source.
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remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control discrepancy KTS3

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent low set KTS15

phase overcurrent high set KTS16

earth fault KTS17

thermal overload KTS18

neutral voltage displacement KTS19

directional overcurrent KTS20

directional earth fault KTS21

tank earth leakage KTS22

neutral, setting 1 KTS23

neutral, setting 2 KTS24

undervoltage KTS25

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS26

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS27

temperature alarm KTS28

temperature tripping KTS29

DGPT2: gas release KTS30
Buchholz: alarm.
PTC sensor: aux. voltage detected
RTD fault

DGPT2: pressure KTS31
Buchholz: tripping

transmit blocking input KTS32

restricted earth fault KTS37

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

Communication

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
system communication.

MERLIN GERIN

Communication table
remote measurements

phase currents

peak demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (cos ϕ)

inductive or capacitive network

accumulated real energy

accumulated reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

control logic time delays

remote control orders address

"open" KTC33

"close" KTC34

fault KTC35
acknowledgement (reset)

peak demand phase currents KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping currents KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance KTC51
recording triggering

manual disturbance KTC52
recording triggering

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.

Introduction
The communication option can be used to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring and control system
equiped with a master communication channel.

Sepam can be equiped with different communications option:
c Jbus/Modbus, master-slave protocole with RS485 with 2-wire physical link (300 to 38400 baud rate).
c FIPIO, FIP ISIS (please consult us).
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Installation

Dimensions
and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x2)

Standard Sepam (S36) Cut-out

weight: 9 kg

352

222

Sepam 2000 (S36) rear face
with standard connectors.

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

weight: 7 kg

e = 3 mm max

338

202

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 cable: (length: 5.5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature sensors screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.
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Sepam 2000
Sepam type (1) .............................................................................................

Standard S36 ...........................................................................................................

Compact S26 ...........................................................................................................

Quantity .......................................................................................................
(1) example: T02

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

..................................................................................... CSP ...................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801 ..............
+ SFT 2821

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120 ................
..................................................................................... CSH 200 ................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

adapter core balance CT ............................................. ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

Ordering information

quantity
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Sepam 2000 D02.

Advantages
c Complete protection against internal transformer faults,
c Restricted earth fault differential protection included,
c Processing of transformer and neutral coil Buchholz thermostat data,
c Does not require transformer adaptation or resetting,
c Measurements:
v Primary and secondary currents and their relative phase shifts,
v Residual and through currents.
c Memorization of residual and restrained current at the time of the fault,
c Test position,
c High level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use digital
technology in electrical substations, without the need for any particular
precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position when failures occur, preventing random operation,
c Terminal blocks which may be individually disconnected while energized
to facilitate maintenance,
c Optional communication function which allows remote annunciation
and remote control via a two-wire link with a remote control and monitoring
system for centralized control,
c ISO 9001 certified design and manufacturing processes.

Sepam 2000 D02 transformer differential protection
is designed for:
c Double-winding transformers,
c Transformer and motor units,
c Transformer and generator units.

Sepam 2000 D02 provides fast protection against
faults which occur in the protected zone:
c Phase-to-phase faults,
c Phase-to-earth faults,
c Faults between winding turns.
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Functions protections ANSI code

differential 87T
percentage characteristic
high set

restricted earth fault 64 REF
percentage characteristic

metering (1) ranges accuracy

I1 and I’1 currents and phase shift 0 to 24 In (2) ± 1% at In
I2 and I’2 currents and phase shift 0 to 359° ± 3° at In
I3 and I’3 currents and phase shift

residual current Io’ 0 to 10 Ino (2) ± 1% at Ino

differential currents: Id1, Id2, Id3 0 to 24 In ± 10%

through currents: It1, It2, It3

tripping currents: 0 to 24 In ± 10%
differential: trip Id1, trip Id2, trip Id3
through: trip It1, trip It2, trip It3

control and monitoring ANSI code

latching/acknowledgment 86

annunciation 30

detection of plugged connectors 74

Buchholz and thermostat

auxiliary 1, auxiliary 2

fault trip counter

Sepam 2000 model

standard S35 CR
(1) : the measurements are displayed directly in the appropriate units A, kA… and correspond
to primary values, which may be accessed using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.
(2) : In, Ino are general parameters which are set when Sepam 2000 is commissioned.

Protections

Board of general parameters status menu
rated frequency

setting 50 or 60 Hz

Phase CT - protection primary - 2B connector

CT rating (In) 10 to 6250 A
transformer rated current (Ib) 0.4 to 1.3 In, expressed in amps

Phase CT’ - protection secondary - 3B connector

CT rating (In’) 10 to 6250 A
transformer rated current (Ib’) 0.4 to 1.3 In, expressed in amps

Io sensor - secondary protection

sensor selection:
3I sum
CSH 120 or CSH 200 Ino 2 A or 30 A (0.1 I’n ≤ Ino ≤ 2 I’n)
core balance CT
CT + CSH 30 Ino 1 to 6250 A (0.1 I’n ≤ Ino ≤ 2 I’n)

The protection phase current is the current measured by the 2B connector.
It is generally the current on the HV side of the transformer.

The protection secondary phase current is the current measured
by the 3B connector. It is usually the current on the LV side of the transformer.

The secondary Io current is:
c  The current in the neutral point earthing connection measured
by the 3A connector,
c  The sum of the 3 tertiary phase currents measured by the 3B connector.

General parameters
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Protections (cont'd)

ANSI code 87 T

function number F601

The protection adjusts the primary and secondary current phase and module
according to the parameterized transformer connection. It then compares the
adjusted I and I’ currents, phase by phase. It is activated if the difference between
the currents Id = I - I’ for at least one phase is greater than the operation set point.

The set point is defined by the operation characteristic below.

The percentage characteristic ensures protection stability in the event
of external faults.

The stability of the percentage set point is also ensured by harmonics
2 to 5 restraint.
This restraint prevents unwanted tripping when:
c  The transformer switches,
c  An asymmetrical fault occurs outside the zone, causing saturation of the current
transformers,
c  The transformer is supplied by excessive voltage (overfluxing).87T

I1 I'1

–> –>

Percentage operation characteristics

Transformer,
differential protection

Ib = transformer rated current.

The transformer differential protection has a high set point with the operation
characteristic defined below.

It ensures the detection of violent internal faults and is not submitted to harmonics 2
to 5 restraint.

High set point operation characteristics

Id =  I - I’
= differential current

–> –>

It =  I +I’

= through current

–> –>

2

Ib = transformer rated current.

0,1

0 1 2 3 4

Id/Ib

It/Ib

5 6

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8
Id / It = 50 %

Id / It = 15 %

tripping

setting zone

no tripping

0 3

Id / Ib

It / Ib

8

3

6

8

9

12

12

tripping

setting zone

no tripping
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Schematic diagram

Settings and characteristics
coupling and vector group

setting (reference: primary protection) Yy0 - Yy6
Yd1 - Yd3 - Yd5 - Yd7 - Yd9 - Yd11
Dy1 - Dy3 - Dy5 - Dy7 - Dy9 - Dy11
Yd1+Go - Yd3+Go - Yd5+Go
Yd7+Go - Yd9+Go - Yd11+Go (1)

high set Id>>

setting 3 to 8 Ib expressed as a multiple of Ib

resolution 0.1 Ib

accuracy (2) + 0%, - 15%

percentage characteristic Id/It

setting 15% to 50%

resolution 1%

accuracy (2) ± 1%

% pick-up (86 ± 10)%

minimum operating setting

fixed value 0.3 Ib

accuracy (2) ± 1%

% pick-up (90 ± 7)%

harmonic 2 restraint

fixed value (13 ± 1)% Id

harmonic 5 restraint

fixed value (14 ± 1)% Id

time characteristics

operating time for Id < Id >> 35 ms typical (40 ms max.)
for Id > Id >> 30 ms typical (35 ms max.)

response time < 40 ms

outputs available for control logic

differential protection tripping F591/4
high set tripping F591/5
differential protection in test position F591/6

(1) : for Yd or YNd transformer with artificial neutral point on d side, situated inside
the protected zone.
(2) : in reference conditions (IEC 255-13).

Id > Id >>

F591/5

phase 1

test mode

Id > (0.3 Ib)

&
≥ 1

I1

I'1

m
od

ul
e 

an
d 

ph
as

e 
ad

ju
st

m
en

t

Id

It

Id(H2)

Id(H5) > 0.14Id(H5)
Id

> 0.13Id(H2)
Id

(Id
It

Id
It

> (%

high set

phase 3
high set
phase 2
high set
phase 1

tripping
phase 3

tripping

phase 2

tripping
phase 1

≥ 1

I2

I'2

I3

I'3

K861 F591/6

F591/4

phase 2

phase 3

≥ 1
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Restricted earth fault protection is available on the secondary side of the
protection. It detects phase-to-earth faults in the transformer winding connected
to the secondary side of the protection, with greater sensitivity than that
of the differential protection.

It may be used when the secondary neutral point is earthed inside
the protected zone.

Principle:
This protection is based on the differential principle.

The differential current is the difference between the neutral point current
and the sum of the three phase currents

Ido =  I1 + I2 + I3 - I neutral .

There is no stabilization resistance.
Stability with respect to external faults is ensured by a percentage characteristic.
The restraint value used is the residual current:

Io =  I1 + I2 + I3 .

This operating principle is suitable for networks for which the earth fault current
in the protected zone is greater than the residual current measured. This means
that the function may not be used in compensated neutral systems.

–> –> –>

–> –> –>

I1

In 64 REF

I2
I3

Operation characteristic:

Schematic diagram

Protections (cont'd)

Setting range and characteristics
Iso setting

setting 0.05 In to 0.8 In if In ≥ 20 A
0.1 In to 0.8 In if In < 20 A
expressed in amps

accuracy (1) ± 5 %

% pick-up (93 ± 5) %

percentage characteristic Ido/Io

fixed value 105 %

accuracy (1) ± 4 %

time characteristics

operating time 30 ms typical (40 ms max.)
response time < 40 ms

outputs available for control logic

restricted earth fault tripping (secondary) F651/1
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 255-13).

Restricted earth fault
protection

ANSI code 64 REF

function number F651

Io - I neutral

Io
> 1.05

&

I neutral

I1

I2

I3

Io

F651/1

Io - I neutral   > Iso

F661/1

Ido

Io
= 1.05

Ido / ln

Io / ln
0.05

0.8
Iso

In: phase CT rating

Iso setting zone
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In'

secondary

primary

In

secondary source

NO

YES

this CT is only included
in certain applications

transformer
output

2 to 14
MVA

15 to 39
MVA

≥ 40
MVA

differential protection
high set point

8 Ib 5 Ib 3 Ib

Isat 10 Ib' 10 Ib' 10 Ib'

Isat 30 Ib 24 Ib 16 Ib

Isat 20 Ib' 20 Ib' 16 Ib'

Isat 30 Ib' 24 Ib' 16 Ib'

Ib: transformer rated secondary current

Ib': transformer rated primary current

secondary

primary

Isat 17 Ib'

Isat 17 Ib

Ib : courant nominal primaire du transformateur 3 Ib

Ib' transformer rated secondary current

In'

In

differential protection
high set point

Determination of sensors

Correct operation of the protection is linked to correct sizing of the current
transformers. The CTs are defined as class X.
The knee-point voltage Vk is given by the following relation:
Vk = Isat . (Rct + Rf) . n2/n1
Isat: saturation current indicated below.
Rct: CT internal resistance,
Rf: CT load resistance,
n2/n1: ratio of the number of turns.

Another Sepam 2000 may be series-connected with the Sepam 2000 D02
on the same winding of the current sensor.

CSP type sensors shall not be used with Sepam 2000 D02.

Tranformer alone

Example:
transformer: 10 MVA - Dyn
primary: 63 kV - Ib = 92 A
secondary: 20 kV - Ib’ = 289 A
no secondary source

primary CT: 100/1 A
20 m of 2.5 mm2 wiring
Rf: (2 X 20 m) X (8/1000 Ω) = 0.3 Ω
determination of Vk:
Isat = 30 Ib
Vk = 30 x 92 x (Rct + 0.3) x 1/100
Vk = 28 (Rct + 0.3)

Transformer group unit

secondary CT: 400/1 A
200 m of 4 mm2 wiring
Rf: (2 x 200 m) x (5/1000 Ω) = 2 Ω
determination of Vk:
Isat = 20 Ib'
Vk = 20 x 289 x (Rct + 2) x 1/400
Vk = 14.5 (Rct + 2)
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0 off

lamp test W/ϕϕ reset

on trip

Wh clear alarm

test

D  I  F  F  .

Latching / acknowledgment (ANSI 86)
Memorizes tripping orders (latching) and requires user action to be put back
into service (reset).

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Informs the user by means of a message which appears on the display unit.
c  Alarme :
v  Buchholz,
v  Thermostat,
v  Auxiliary 1,
v  Auxiliary 2.
c  Fault detection:
v  Biased differential,
v  High set,
v  Restricted earth fault,
v  Buchholz,
v  Thermostat,
v  Auxiliary 1,
v  Auxiliary 2.
c  Inhibition of differential protection:
v  Operating mode: test connection, inhibition of outputs.

Detection of plugged connectors (DPC)
(ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged
in (the DPC connections must be made: see connection diagrams).

Buchholz and thermostat
Processes faults detected by the Buchholz and thermostat devices integrated
in the equipment: alarm, tripping and indication.

Auxiliary 1, auxiliary 2
Processes faults detected by the auxiliary devices, such as Buccholz
or thermostats integrated in the on-load tap changer and neutral earthing:
alarm, tripping and indication.

Fault trip counter
Counts the number of trips due to faults detected by the protections or other
devices (Buchholz, auxiliary 1, auxiliary 2) to facilitate equipment maintenance.

Parameterization of control logic
The TSM 2001 pocket terminal is used for parameter setting (parameter heading
in the “Control logic” menu).

Control and monitoring
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Sepam 2000 D02 control logic

(*) see operating mode description (p.10).

Outputs O1 and O2 are dedicated to the tripping of transformer primary
and secondary breaking devices.

Outputs O12 and O13 are dedicated to tripping indication.

Time delay T1 is used to calibrate the minimum operating duration of outputs
O1 and O12 associated with primary tripping.
Time delay T2 is used to calibrate the minimum operating duration of outputs
O2 and O13 associated with secondary tripping.

Parameter KP13 = 1 latches outputs O1 - O2 - O21 - O12 - O13 - O22.

Acknowledgment is carried out by pressing "reset".

Output O11 is dedicated to alarms. It is not a latching relay.

Output O14 is dedicated to transformer differential function indication.
It is not a latching relay.

Input I18, associated with the Buchholz device, triggers primary and secondary
tripping.

Input I16, associated with the thermostat device, triggers secondary tripping.

Parameter KP10 affects secondary tripping logic (downstream) via inputs I2
and I14 associated with the auxiliary 1 and auxiliary 2 devices:
c  Primary tripping if KP10 = 0,
c  Primary and secondary tripping if KP10 = 1.

The "trip" indicator needs to be reset, whatever the parameter setting.

output O13
indication

KP13
&

T20

≥1

1

0reset

output O2
secondary
tripping

output O12
indication

KP13
&

T10

≥1

1

0reset

output O1
primary
tripping

restricted earth fault

differential

(I13) auxiliary 2 alarm

(I1) auxiliary 1 alarm

(I15) thermostat alarm
KP5

KP5

KP7

KP8

=1

=1

=1

=1

≥1

≥1

KP5

KP7
=1

KP8
=1

KP5
=1

KP10
≥1&

&

=1

≥1

≥1

≥1

1

reset 0

≥1

≥1

(I18) Buchholz tripping

(I2) auxiliary 1 tripping

(I14) auxiliary 2 tripping

(I17) Buchholz alarm

(I16) thermostat tripping

tripping inhibition (*)

output O14
protection
indication

output O11
grouping
of alarms

trip indicator

&

tripping
inhibition (*)

tripping
inhibition (*)

&
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Test mode
The test mode is designed to simplify the injection of currents for testing
the differential protection.

The KP6 parameter is used for the test mode.

The changeover to test mode automatically parameterizes a Dd0 coupling
and a rated transformer current Ib = In and Ib’ = In’ and invalidates the switching
of the O1 - O2 - O12 - O13 outputs. Upon the return to normal mode (KP6 = 0),
the initial parameter settings are recovered and the outputs become active again.

switching from normal mode to test mode: KP6 = 1

switching to test mode automatic outputs:O1 - O2 - O12 - O13
(whatever the value inhibition inoperative
of KP9) O11 - O14

operative
“test” indicator ON
message : TEST COUPL.

test mode: KP6 = 1

KP9 0 –> 1 –> 0 cancels outputs: all operative
or inhibition “test” indicator blinking
KP9 1 –> 0 message : TEST COUPL.

return to normal mode: KP6 = 0

KP9 = 0 no outputs: all operative
inhibition indicator OFF

message: - - - - - -
reset of annunciation and latched contacts

KP9 = 1 inhibition outputs: O1 - O2 - O12 - O13
inoperative
O11 - O14
operative

“test” indicator ON
message : INHIBIT
reset of annunciation and latched contacts

Operating mode
According to the setting of the KP parameters, the protection may be in one
of the four operating states shown opposite.

Output inhibition
It is useful to be able to inhibit the tripping outputs, in particular for testing,
while the electrical network is operating normally.

The KP9 parameter is used for Inhibition. It disables the switching of outputs
O1 - O2 - O12 - O13.

Output O14 (protection indication) remains valid, allowing protection operation
to be checked.

KP6 = 0 KP9 = 0 no inhibition outputs: all operative
indicator off
message: - - - - - -

KP9 = 1 inhibition outputs: O1 - O2 - O12 - O13
inoperative
O11 - O14
operative

"test" indicator on
message: INHIBIT

Control and monitoring (cont'd)

normal
protection
testing & tripping
inhibited

KP6

KP6 and KP9

KP9 KP9 KP9 KP9

KP6

KP6
and KP9

KP6
and KP9

tripping
inhibition

protection testing
& tripping active
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functions control indication

O1 O2 O11 O12 O13 O14 message indicators
primary secondary

differential c c c c c DIFF. trip.

high setting c c c c c HIGH SETTING trip.

restricted earth fault c c c c c REF trip.

Buchholz alarm c BUCHHOLZ

Buchholz tripping c c c c BUCHHOLZ trip.

thermostat alarm c TR.TEMP

thermostat tripping c c TR.TEMP trip.

auxiliary 1 alarm c AUX .1

auxiliary 1 tripping c c  (1) c c  (1) AUX .1 trip.

auxiliary 2 alarm c AUX .2

auxiliary 2 tripping c c  (1) c c  (1) AUX .2 trip.

inhibition INHIBIT test

plugged connectors CONNECTOR
(1) according to parameter setting.

Operation

functions parameter

inputs I15 - I16 - I17 - I18 activated normally closed contact KP5 = 0
if fault detected by Buchholz / thermostat devices normally open contact KP5 = 1

inputs I1 - I2 activated normally closed contact KP7 = 0
if fault detected by auxiliary 1 device normally open contact KP7 = 1

inputs I13 - I14 activated normally closed contact KP8 = 0
if fault detected by auxiliary 2 device normally open contact KP8 = 1

Aux 1 (I2) and Aux 2 (I14) trigger primary (upstream) tripping KP10 = 0
Aux 1 (I2) and Aux 2 (I14) trigger primary and secondary tripping KP10 = 1

latching of outputs associated with tripping O1 - O2 - O12 - O13 KP13 = 1

switching to test mode KP6 = 1

inhibition of differential protection KP9 = 1

resetting of fault trip counter KP20 = 1

Parameter setting
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Set the following using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal:
c  General characteristics,
c  Control logic parameters,
c  Differential protection settings:
v  Coupling and vector group.

The choice of coupling does not depend on earthing
of the neutral point.
Example: for a YNd11 transformer with an earthed
neutral point, choose the Yd11 setting.
v  Id>> set point expressed as a multiple of Ib.
Set a value greater than or equal to the transformer
peak making current.
v  Percentage set point expressed as a %.
Set a value greater than the amplitude of the on-load
tap changer variation.
The 999% setting may be used to inhibit
the protection. All the outputs are set to zero.
c  Restricted earth fault protection setting:
v  Set point Iso expressed in amps.
The 999 A setting may be used to inhibit
the protection. All the outputs are set to zero.

Set SW1 to “core balance CT or CT” by default.
On the secondary protection board (3B connector),
set SW1 to “31 sum” only in the following case:
c  Yd or YNd transformer,
c  Artificial neutral point on d side, situated inside
the protected zone,
c  Neutral point current is not measured.

Commissioning

Commissioning, settings
Check:
c  Connections,
c  Settings of microswitches SW1 and SW2:
v  Measurement of phase currents,

1 A secondary

c

c

c

c

c

c

v  Measurement of Io current,

3I sum

SW2

SW1

c

c

c

c

c

c

5 A secondary

c

c

c

c

core balance CT or CT
default setting
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

L1

L2

L3

ECMD

Functional and connection schemes

Sepam 2000 D02.

primary

secondary

The transformer primary or secondary neutral points
may or may not be earthed.

Neutral point current measurement is advisable
for better phase-to-earth fault detection sensitivity
by means of the restricted earth fault protection.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1)

Yy

YNyn

YNy

Yyn

Yd

YNd

Dy

Dyn
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

5
6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

TC+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

L1

L2

L3

64
REF

3A

Sepam 2000 D02.

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT

primary

secondary

Connection of a 5 A current
transformer via a CSH30
interposing ring CT.

Yd

YNd

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
TC + CSH30

3A

5 turns

The transformer primary or secondary neutral points
may or may not be earthed.

Neutral point current measurement is advisable
for better phase-to-earth fault detection sensitivity
by means of the restricted earth fault protection.

Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B

L1

L2

L3

87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

ECMD

Sepam 2000 D02.

Transformer and motor unit.
Transformer and generator unit.

primary

secondary

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

Yy

YNy

Yyn

Yd

YNd

Dy

Dyn
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Connections

ESB board
(2 inputs and 2 outputs)

Connection of logical inputs/outputs

terminals connected data

19
18
17
16 watchdog
15
14

13
12
11 O2 secondary tripping (downstream)
10

9
8 O1 primary tripping (upstream)
7
6

4 I2 auxiliary 1 tripping
3

2 I1 auxiliary 1 alarm
1

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

A

ESTOR boards
(8 inputs and 4 outputs)

terminals connected data

19 I18 Buchholz tripping

18 I17 Buchholz alarm

17 I16 thermostat tripping

16 I15 thermostat alarm

15 I14 auxiliary 2 tripping

14 I13 auxiliary 2 alarm

13 common

12 O14 differential or restricted earth fault indication
11

10 O13 secondary tripping indication (downstream) 02
9

8 O12 primary tripping indication (upstream) 01
7

6 O11 alarm: thermostat or Buchholz
5

4 I12 remote control authorized
3

2 I11 reserved for communication synchronization
1

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A
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Communication

remote indications label

auxiliary 1 alarm I1

auxiliary 1 tripping I2

communication synchronization I11

remote control authorized I12

auxiliary 2 alarm I13

auxiliary 2 tripping I14

thermostat alarm I15

thermostat tripping I16

Buchholz alarm I17

Buchholz tripping I18

primary tripping (upstream) O1

secondary tripping (downstream) O2

alarms round up O11

indication of primary tripping O12

indication of secondary tripping O13

differential transformer indication O14

fault trip counter C2

Sepam not reset (after default) KTS5

remote control validation report KTS14

differential KTS15

differential high set KTS16

Buccholz alarm KTS17

Buchholz tripping KTS18

thermostat alarm KTS19

thermostat tripping KTS20

auxiliary 1 alarm KTS21

auxiliary 1 tripping KTS22

auxiliary 2 alarm KTS23

auxiliary 2 tripping KTS24

restricted earth fault KTS25

inhibition KTS30

test KTS31

remote control orders label

acknowledgment of messages KTC35

List of Sepam 2000
data available

Introduction
The communication (1) option can be used
to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring
and control system equipped with a communication
channel.
Three types of communication are available:
c  Jbus (Modbus subassembly) master-slave
protocol with an RS485 type physical link in 2-wire
mode (300 to 38400 baud speed),
c  FIPIO: field network compatible
with Groupe Schneider PLCs,
c  FIP ISIS: field network compatible with
the ISIS 2000 substation offering (1 MBit speed).

Remote reading of settings
The Jbus communication option can be used
for remote reading of the following information:
c  General characteristics,
c  Protection settings,
c  Status and settings of all control logic resources (1).

Time-tagging
Each communication option can be used
for accurate dating of all remote indications (1).

(1) see "communication" manual.
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer CT1 A < 0.001 VA
ratings of 10 A to 6250 A CT 5 A < 0.025 VA

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 V 48/127 V 220/250 V

consumption 10 mA 10 mA 4 mA

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A

breaking capacity: DC resistive load 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A

AC resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption when de-activated 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

"     " marking on our products guarantees their conformity to European directives.

Environmental characteristics
dielectric

power frequency IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 min

climatic

operation IEC 60068-2 - 5 °C to 55 °C
storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to 70 °C

dry heat IEC 60068-2 95 % to 40 °C
effect or corrosion IEC 60654-4 class 1

mechanical

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class 1

shocks IEC 60255-21-2 class 1

fire IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic

radiation IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III

electrical

1.50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 60255-22-4 class IV

energetic transients IEC 1000-4-5
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Installation

Dimensions and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting latches (x2)

Sepam 2000 D02

weight: 9 kg

Connections
type wiring / cabling

current transformer screw for Ø4 eye lug < 6 mm2

CSH core balance CTs screw < 2.5 mm2

logic inputs screw < 2.5 mm2

logic outputs screw < 2.5 mm2

power supply screw < 2.5 mm2

Jbus communication 9-pin sub-D connector

e = 3 mm max

Cut-out

352 338

222 202
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Schneider Electric SA
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Sepam 2000
S35 CR D02 ..............................................................................................................

Ordering information

Communication .................................. without .......................................................

.............................................................. Jbus ...........................................................

.............................................................. FIPIO .........................................................

.............................................................. FIP ISIS .....................................................

Working language ............................... French .......................................................

.............................................................. English ......................................................

.............................................................. Spanish .....................................................

.............................................................. Italian .........................................................

Auxiliary power supply ...................... 24/30 Vdc ..................................................

.............................................................. 48/127 Vdc ................................................

.............................................................. 220/250 Vdc ..............................................

Option

Accessories
Pocket terminal ........................................... TSM 2001 ................................

Core balance CTs ....................................... CSH 120 ..................................
.................................................................... CSH 200 ..................................

Interposing ring CT for residual

current input ................................................ CSH 30 ....................................

Jbus communication
c  Jbus network connection box .................. CCA 609 ..................................
c  interface box RS485/RS232 .................... ACE 909 ..................................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

quantity

quantity
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Presentation
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Sepam 2000 D22.

Advantages
c Complete protection against internal transformer faults,
c Restricted earth fault protection included,
c Processing of transformer and neutral coil, Buchholz and thermostat data,
c Simple implementation due to the use of neural networks,
v Simplified sizing of current sensors,
v Few settings,
v No matching transformers required,
c Measurement:
v Primary, secondary currents and phase shifts,
v Residual currents,
v Differential and through currents,
v Memorization of differential and through current at the time of the fault,
c Test position,
c Disturbance recording,
c High level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use digital
technology in electrical substations, without the need for any particular
precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position when failures occur, preventing random operation,
c Terminal blocks which may be individually disconnected while energized
to facilitate maintenance,
c Setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
c The optional communication functions can be used for remote setting of
protections, remote metering, remote annunciation and remote control via
a two-wire link with a supervisor for centralized management,
c ISO 9001 certified design and manufacturing processes.

The Sepam 2000 D22 differential protection is
designed to protect a two-ended zone which includes
a transformer, an auto-transformer or
a generator-transformer unit.
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protection ANSI code Sepam type

D22

biased differential 87T c
restricted earth fault (winding 2) 64 REF c
metering

phase currents I c
phase currents I’ c
phase shift between I and I’ c
residual current Io c
residual current Io’ c
differential currents: Id1, Id2, Id3 c
through currents: It1, It2, It3 c
tripping currents differential: trip Id1, trip Id2, trip Id3 c

through: trip It1, trip It2, trip It3 c
disturbance recording c
control and monitoring ANSI code

latching/acknowledgment 86 c
annunciation 30 c
Buchholz and thermostat c
auxiliary 1 c
auxiliary 2 c
detection of plugged connector (DPC) c
fault trip counter c
disturbance recording triggering c
Sepam 2000 model

S36 CR

number of ESTOR boards 1

Functions
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Presentation (cont'd)

Status menu
heading name command selection

frequency Fn data+, data- 50Hz or 60Hz

phase CT ratio In, In' numeric keys 10A to 6250A
windings 1 and 2

Io sensor type of data+, data- CT + CSH30
windings 1 and 2 measurement

Ino, Ino', numeric keys 1A to 6250A

numerical index index' numeric keys 0 to 11 (1)

of vector group
(versus winding 1)

rated power S numeric keys 1MVA to 999MVA
of the transformer

rated voltage Un, Un' numeric keys 220V to 800kV

remote reading function, parameters unit

rated frequency D5h Fn Hz

phase CT D0h, D9h rated current In, In' A
windings 1 and 2

Io sensor D2h, DBh type of measurement index (2)

windings 1 and 2 Ino, Ino A

transformer DEh numerical index
of vector groups
(versus winding 1)
power MVA
voltage (winding 1) V
voltage (winding 2) V

-(1) :whatever the star or delta connections of the windings.
(2) : meaning of the index 2 : TC + CSH30,

other value : not used.

General parameters

Definitions The terms winding 1 and winding 2 are used like that :

c winding 1 refers to the circuit that has the highest voltage Un;
the corresponding currents are connected to connectors 2A and 2B,

c winding 2 refers to the circuit that has voltage Un' less than or equal to Un;
the corresponding currents are connected to connectors 3A and 3B.

By extension, this definition also applies to an auto-transformer for which 2
windings are partially combined but which have different voltage levels.

U, I

U', I'

winding 1

winding 2

U, I

U', I'

winding 1

winding 2

example : U= 66 kV, U'= 11 kV example : U=20 kV, U'= 15 kV

The zone protected by Sepam 2000 D22 is the zone between the current sensors
connected to connectors 2A and 2B, at one end, and the sensors connected to
connectors 3A and 3B at the other end.
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ANSI code 87 T

function number F601

This protection adjusts the current phase and module of each winding according to
the parameterized transformer connection. It then compares the adjusted currents,
phase by phase. It is activated if the difference in currents Id for at least one phase
is greater than the operation set point.

The set point is defined by the operation characteristic below.

Protection stability with respect to external faults is also ensured by the biased
characteristic and by the 2nd and 5th harmonics neural network restraint which
analyzes the percentage as well as the differential and through currents.
This restraint prevents unwanted tripping when:
c the transformer is switched on,
c an asymmetrical fault occurs outside the zone, causing saturation of the current
transformers,
c the transformer is supplied by excessive voltage (overfluxing).

Ib = transformer rated current.

Calculated as :

Operation characteristics
This characteristic is given without harmonic 2 et 5.

Schematic diagram

0 2 4 6 8

Id/Ib

It/Ib

10

1

0,3

2

3

4
Id / It = 50 %

Id / It = 15 %

tripping

setting zone

no tripping

phase 2

tripping

F601/1

phase 1

test mode

phase 3

tripping

phase 1

tripping

K861

F601/2

phase 2
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It
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Id(H2)
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&
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F601/4

F601/3

F601/6

≥ 1

87T

I1 I1'

Protection

Setting range and characteristics
bias characteristic Id/It

setting 15% to 50%
resolution 1%
accuracy (1) 1%
% drop-out (90 ±3)%

min. setting

value 0,3Ib
accuracy ± 5%
% drop-out (90 ± 3)%

time characteristics

operating time < 35 ms
reset time < 35 ms

outputs available for control logic

phase 1 tripping F601/1
phase 2 tripping F601/2
phase 3 tripping F601/3
phase 1, 2 or 3 tripping F601/4
test mode F601/6

remote reading, remote setting

function n° 60h
parameter setting  Id/It unit : %
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).

Differential protection

Ib =    S

e Un

Id =  I - I'

    = differential current
 adjusted      adjusted

–> –>

It = max ( I           ,     I'  )

    = through current
 adjusted     adjusted

–> –>
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Restricted earth fault
protection

ANSI code 64 REF

function number F651

Operation characteristic: Characteristics

Ido

Io
= 1,05

Ido / ln

Io / ln
0.05

0.8
Iso

In: phase CT rating

Iso setting zone

I1

I neutral 64 REF

I2
I3

Protection (cont'd)

Restricted earth fault protection detects phase-to-earth faults in a winding
of a transformer, with an earthed neutral.

It offers the advantage of having greater sensitivity than differential protection.

The function is based on a comparison of the residual current Io (Io = I1 + I2 + I3)
and the neutral current Ineutral.

It picks up if the module of the difference Io-Ineutral is greater than the operating
set point. This set point is defined by, first, a minimum Iso set point and, secondly,
by a percentage type tripping characteristic with a slope of 1.05 and an Ino
restraint current characteristic in normal conditions (see curve).

Iro = I1 + I2 + I3

The sensitivity of the protection is determined by the phase current sensors
with a minimum Iso set point of 5% In.

The protected zone is between the phase CTs and the neutral CT.

Stability with external faults

When an external fault is detected, the restraint current becomes equal to:

2* (I1 + I2 + I3) + Io/3  ;

This makes the protection insensitive to current transformer saturation
without inhibiting its operation.

–> –> –> –>

–> –> –>–>

–> –> –>

Schematic diagram

Core balance CT CSH 2A

F651/1

Ineutral

SW1
CT + CSH 30

&

Ido > Iso

Iro = 2* I1 + I2 + I3 +

Iro =  I1 + I2 + I3

Ineutral
3

external
fault

détection

I1 + I2 + I3

Core balance CT CSH 30A

> 105 %
Ido
Iro

Ido =  I1 + I2 + I3 – Ineutral

Iso setting

setting 0.05 In to 0.8 In if In u 20 A
0.1 In to 0.8 In if In < 20 A

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5% or ±0,5% In

% drop-out (93 ± 5)%

min. reverse difference min. 0.4% In

biased characteristic Ido/Io

fixed value 1,05

accuracy (1) ±2%

time characteristics

operating time < 40 ms (30 ms typical)

memory time < 25 ms

reset time < 40 ms

outputs available for control logic

instantaneous F651/1

remote reading, remote setting

function n° F651 65h

parameter threshold Iso unit : 1A
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).
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Measurements used for commissioning
and maintenance
Used to check current transformer connection and for testing.

Phase current
Measurement of current for each of the three phases of each winding.
Measurement of phase shift with respect to the primary current for each
of the phases.

Residual current
Measurement of Io current for each winding.

Differential and through current
Display of the differential and through currents for each of the three phases,
calculated by the differential protection, expressed in primary rms amps.

Tripping currents
Display of the value of the differential and through currents for each of the three
phases, which was stored when the differential protection gave the tripping order,
expressed in primary rms amps.

Metering

Characteristics
functions ranges accuracy (1)

phase currents 0 to 24 In ± 0.5% at In
phase shift 0 to 359° ± 3° at In

residual current Io 0 to 10 Ino ± 5%

differential currents Id1, Id2, Id3 0 to 24 In ± 5%
through currents It1, It2, It3 0 to 24 In ± 5%

tripping currents:
differential: trip Id1, trip Id2, trip Id3 0 to 24 In ± 5%
through: trip It1, trip It2, trip It3 0 to 24 In ± 5%
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).

The measurements are available directly in the appropriate units (A, kA) on Sepam
via the console.
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Disturbance recording

Operation
Used to record analog signal and logical states.

Record storage is triggered by a triggering event:
c tripping of differential protection,
c tripping of restricted earth fault protection,
c local manual triggering,
c remote manual triggering.

The duration of the signal recorded before the
triggering event may be set using the pocket terminal
via the oscillography item in the status menu.

The date of record storage may also be accessed via
the pocket terminal in the oscillography item of the
status menu and via the communication link (refer to
“Jbus/Modbus communication” document). This date
corresponds to the date of the triggering event.

The stored event begins before the triggering event
and continues afterwards.

The record includes of the following informations:
c values sampled from the different signals,
c the date,
c the characteristics of the recorded channels.

The files are recorded in FIFO (First In First Out) type
shift storage: the oldest record is erased when a new
record is triggered.

Transfer
Files may be transferred locally or remotely:
c locally: using a PC which is connected to the
console connector and has the SFT2801 software
package (version later than 9802),
c remotely: using a software package specific
to the remote monitoring and control system.

Display
The signals are displayed from a record by means
of the SFT2826 software package.

Characteristics
record duration the duration before the triggering event

may be set from 1 to 85 periods.

record content set-up file : date and channel characteristics,
data file : 12 values per period/recorded signal

analog signals recorded all currents connected to the acquisition boards

logical states recorded tripping outputs O1 and O2,
differential and restricted earth fault operation
digital inputs, I11 to I18

number of records stored 2

file format COMTRADE IEEE C37.111 - 1997
IEC 60255-24

Principle

Restitution
Record signals may be restituted using the SFT 2826 software program.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording record
using the SFT 2826 PC software program.

triggering event

time

stored record
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0 off

lamp test W/ϕ reset

on trip

Wh clear alarm

test

D  I  F  F  .

Control and monitoring

Latching / acknowledgment (ANSI 86)
Memorizes tripping orders (latching) and requires user action to be put back into
service (reset).

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Informs the user by means of a message which appears on the display unit.
c Alarms :
v Buchholz,
v Thermostat,
v Auxiliary 1,
v Auxiliary 2.
c Fault detection:
v Differential,
v Secondary restricted earth fault,
v Buchholz,
v Thermostat,
v Auxiliary 1,
v Auxiliary 2.
c Inhibition of differential protection:
v Operating mode: test connection, inhibition of outputs.

Detection of plugged connectors (DPC)
(ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged in
(the DPC connections must be made: see connection diagrams).

Buchholz and thermostat
Processes faults detected by the Buchholz and thermostat devices integrated
in the equipment: alarm, tripping and indication.

Auxiliary 1, auxiliary 2
Processes faults detected by the auxiliary devices, such as Buchholz or
thermostats or integrated in the on-load tap changer and neutral earthing:
alarm, tripping and indication.

Fault trip counter
Counts the number of trips due to faults detected by the protections or other
devices (Buchholz, auxiliary 1, auxiliary 2) to facilitate equipment maintenance.

Disturbance recorder triggering
Triggers the recording of electrical signals and logical states :
c manualy by local or remote action,
c automatically by differential and restricted earth fault protections,
The triggering may be locked in order to transfert the disturbance recorded from
Sepam 2000 to a PC.
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Control and monitoring (cont'd)

Sepam 2000 D22 program logic

restricted earth fault

differential

(I13) auxiliary 2 alarm

(I1) auxiliary 1 alarm

(I15) thermostat alarm
KP5

KP5

KP7

KP8

=1

=1

=1

=1

≥1

≥1

KP5

KP7
=1

KP8
=1

KP5
=1

KP10
≥1&

&

=1

≥1

≥1

≥1

1

reset key 0

≥1

≥1

(I18) Buchholz tripping

(I2) auxiliary 1 tripping

(I14) auxiliary 2 tripping

(I17) Buchholz alarm

(I16) thermostat tripping

tripping inhibition (1)

output O14
protection
indication

output O11
grouping
of alarms

trip indicator

&

&

&

&

output O12
indication

KP13
&

≥1

1

0reset key

output O1
tripping
(winding 1)&

≥1

&

KP1

T10

KP1
≥1

&

output O13
indication

KP13
&

≥1

1

0reset key

output O2
tripping
(winding 2)&

≥1

&

KP2

T20

KP2
≥1

&

I12 : remote
control authorized
KTC35

I12 : remote
control authorized
KTC35

(1) see "Installation - Use - Commissionning" manual for operating mode description.

Outputs O1 and O2 are dedicated to the tripping of transformer windings 1 and 2
breaking devices.

Outputs O12 and O13 are dedicated to tripping indication.

Time delay T1 is used to calibrate the minimum operating duration of outputs
O1 and O12 associated with winding 1 tripping.
Time delay T2 is used to calibrate the minimum operating duration of outputs
O2 and O13 associated with winding 2 tripping.

Parameter KP13 = 1 latches outputs O1 - O2 - O12 - O13.

Acknowledgment is carried out by pressing “reset”.

Output O11 is dedicated to alarms. It is not a latching relay.

Output O14 is dedicated to transformer differential function indication.
It is not a latching relay.

Input I18, associated with the Buchholz device, triggers windings 1 and 2 tripping.

Input I16, associated with the thermostat device, triggers winding 2 tripping.

Parameter KP10 affects winding 2 tripping logic via inputs I2
and I14 associated with the auxiliary 1 and auxiliary 2 devices:
c Winding 1 tripping if KP10 = 0,
c Windings 1 and 2 tripping if KP10 = 1.

The "trip" indicator needs to be reset, whatever the parameter setting.
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normal
protection
testing and
tripping inhibited

tripping
inhibition

protection
testing and
tripping active

Operating mode
Several operating modes are available to facilitate maintenance and
commissioning operations.

c normal
The protection functions operate on tripping and signalling contacts according to
the settings.
This mode is the normal operation mode.

c tripping inhibition
The protection functions operate on signalling contacts according to the settings.
The tripping output contacts are inhibited.
This mode is designed to test Sepam 2000 when the protected equipment is still
on duty.

c test mode and tripping inhibited
The protection functions operate on signalling contacts according to the
"test mode settings" (1).
The tripping contacts are inhibited.
This mode is designed to facilate the test of Sepam when the protected equipment
is still on duty.

c test mode and tripping active
The protection functions operate on tripping and signalling contacts according to
the "test mode settings" (1).
This mode is designed to facilate the test of Sepam 2000 including actuators and
wiring. The protected equipment is not on duty.

The change from one mode to the other is obtained by means of KP6 and KP9
parameter settings (1).

(1) see "Installation - Use - Commissioning" manual.
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Operation
functions control indication

O1 O2 O11 O12 O13 O14 message
winding 1 winding 2

differential c c c c c DIFF.

restricted earth fault c c c c c REF

Buchholz alarm c BUCHHOLZ

Buchholz tripping c c c c BUCHHOLZ

thermostat alarm c TR.TEMP

thermostat tripping c (1) c c TR.TEMP

auxiliary 1 alarm c AUX .1

auxiliary 1 tripping c c (1) c c (1) AUX .1

auxiliary 2 alarm c AUX .2

auxiliary 2 tripping c c (1) c c (1) AUX .2

detection of plugged connectors CONNECTOR
(1) according to parameter setting.

Parameter setting
Parameters KP can be set by means of the console.

functions parameter

tripping control

winding 1 with shunt trip coil KP1 = 0

winding 1 with undervoltage release coil KP1 = 1

winding 2 with shunt trip coil KP2 = 0

winding 2 with undervoltage release coil KP2 = 1

operating functions

inputs I15 - I16 - I17 - I18 activated normally closed contact KP5 = 0

if fault detected by Buchholz / thermostat devices normally open contact KP5 = 1

inputs I1 - I2 activated normally closed contact KP7 = 0

if fault detected by auxiliary 1 device normally open contact KP7 = 1

inputs I13 - I14 activated normally closed contact KP8 = 0

if fault detected by auxiliary 2 device normally open contact KP8 = 1

Aux 1 (I2) and Aux 2 (I14) activate winding 1 (upstream) tripping KP10 = 0
Aux 1 (I2) and Aux 2 (I14) activate windings 1 and 2 tripping KP10 = 1

latching of outputs associated with tripping O1 - O2 - O12 - O13 KP13 = 1

operating mode

switching to test mode KP6 = 1

inhibition of differential and restricted earth fault tripping KP9 = 1

counter

resetting of fault trip counter KP20 = 1

disturbance recording

lock triggering KP50 = 1

automatic unlock and triggering KP51 = 1

manual unlock and triggering KP52 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

Control and monitoring (cont'd)
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Implementation

Implementation, settings
Check:
c Connections,
c Settings of microswitches SW1 and SW2:
v Measurement of phase currents,

1 A secondary

c
c
c
c
c
c

v Measurement of Io current,

SW2

SW1

For each transformer winding:
c Set SW1 to “CT + CSH30”,

Set the following using the console:
c General parameters,
c Control logic parameters,
c Differential protection percentage set point,
(set a value greater than the amplitude of on-load
tap changer variation).
The 999% setting may be used to inhibit
the protection.
All the outputs are set to zero.
c The Iso setting of the restricted earth fault protection.
The 999 % setting may be used to inhibit
the protection.
All outputs are set to zero.

Determination
of current sensors
c For transformer differential protection:
v The current transformers (CT) used shall be of the
5P20 type.

v The phase CT rating should comply with the
following rules:

S is the transformer power set in the status menu
of the relay.
In and In’ are the ratings of the winding 1 and 2 phase
current transformers respectively.
Un and Un’ are the winding 1 and 2 voltages
respectively.

c For restricted earth fault protection:
v Stability with external faults is ensured if the phase
CT saturation current is greater than 2.4 times the
phase-to-earth fault current and 1.6 times the 3-phase
fault current.
Sensitivity to internal faults is ensured if the neutral
CT saturation current is greater than twice the phase-
to-earth fault current.
v The neutral point CT rating should comply with the
following rule.

0.1 In' i neutral point CT rating i 2 In'

In’ is the rating of the winding 2 phase current
transformers.

c
c
c
c
c
c

5 A secondary

c
c

CT + CSH30

2.5 .
S

e Un
u In u 0.1 . S

e Un

2.5 .
S

e Un'
u In' u 0.1 . S

e Un'
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

ECMD

L1 L2 L3

Functional and connection schemes

Sepam 2000 D22.

The transformer neutral points may or may not be
earthed.

No neutral point CT is necessary for proper operation
of the differential protection.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■  Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1)

Yy

YNyn

YNy

Yyn

Yd

YNd

Dy

Dyn
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

L1 L2 L3

64
REF5

6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

CT+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

3A

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■  Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1)

winding 1

winding 2

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT.

Sepam 2000 D22.

Connection
of a 5 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing
ring CT.

Dyn
Yyn
YNyn

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
CT + CSH30

3A

5 turns

The transformer winding 1 neutral point may or may
not be earthed.

The winding 2 neutral point current measurement is
necessary for restricted earth fault protection.
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

5
6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

CT+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

L1 L2 L3

64
REF

3A

Sepam 2000 D22.

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT

winding 1

winding 2

Connection of a 5 A current
transformer via a CSH30
interposing ring CT.

Yd

YNd

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■  Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
CT + CSH30

3A

5 turns

The transformer winding 1 neutral points may or may
not be earthed.

The winding 2 neutral point current measurement is
necessary for restricted earth fault protection.
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B

L1

L2

L3

87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

ECMD

Sepam 2000 D22.

Generator-transformer unit.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■  Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

Yy

YNy

Yyn

Yd

YNd

Dy

Dyn
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Connections

ESB board

Connection of logical inputs/outputs

terminals connected data

19
18
17
16 watchdog (CDG)
15
14

13
12
11 O2 secondary tripping
10

9
8 O1 primary tripping
7
6

4 I2 auxiliary 1 tripping
3

2 I1 auxiliary 1 alarm
1

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

A

ESTOR board ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A terminals connected data

19 I18 Buchholz tripping

18 I17 Buchholz alarm

17 I16 thermostat tripping

16 I15 thermostat alarm

15 I14 auxiliary 2 tripping

14 I13 auxiliary 2 alarm

13 common

12 O14 transformer differential
11 or restricted earth fault indication

10 O13 indication of winding 2 tripping
9

8 O12 indication of winding 1 tripping
7

6 O11 alarm: thermostat or Buchholz or auxiliary 1 or auxiliary 2
5

4 I12 remote control authorized
3

2 I11 reserved for communication synchronization
1

DPC : detection of
plugged connectors
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Introduction
The communication option can be used
to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring
and control system equipped with a communication
channel.
Sepam can be equipped with the Jbus/Modbus
communication option. It is a master-slave protocol
with RS485 and with 2-wire physical link (300 to
38400 baud rate).

Remote reading of settings
The Jbus/Modbus communication option can be used
for remote reading of the following information:
c General characteristics,
c Protection settings,
c Status and settings of all control logic resources.

Remote setting
The Jbus/Modbus communication option can be used
for remote modification of the following parameters:
c Protection settings,
c Control logic time delay set points.

Time-tagging
The communication option can be used
for accurate dating of all remote indications (1).

Communication

(1) see “communication” manual.

remote indications adresses

logic input status

logic output status

fault trip counter C2

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

remote control validation report KTS14

differential KTS15

Buccholz alarm KTS17

Buchholz tripping KTS18

thermostat alarm KTS19

thermostat tripping KTS20

auxiliary 1 alarm KTS21

auxiliary 1 tripping KTS22

auxiliary 2 alarm KTS23

auxiliary 2 tripping KTS24

restricted earth fault KTS25

inhibition KTS30

test KTS31

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50
(lock triggering)

remote setting inhibited KTS51

remote control orders label

acknowledgment of messages KTC35

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50
lock triggering

automatic unlock and triggering KTC51
of disturbance recording

manual unlock and triggering KTC52
of disturbance recording

remote reading - remote setting

parameters (reading only)

protections settings

control delay settings

List of available data
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Sepam 2000 D22 rear face
with standard connectors.

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 adapter
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.

Dimensions and weights

weight: 9 kg

Cut-out

352 338

222 202

201

20 300

222

mounting latches (x2)

e = 3 mm max

Installation
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time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.

Sepam 2000
Standard D22 ..............................................................................................

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

quantity
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Generator protection and control consists
of performing the metering, protection, control
and monitoring functions required for operation.

Sepam 2000 provides all these functions globally.
All the equipment and mechanisms that are generally
found in a MV cubicle control cabinet are replaced
by a single device which performs:
c protection,
c metering,
c control and monitoring using protection functions
and logic inputs to activate the trip outputs, closing
outputs, etc. and annunciation.

Advantages
c Indication of phase and earth fault current values at the time of breaking
provides the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes and
seriousness of the fault,
c The high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology functions in electrical substations, without the need
for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c Terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance,
c The optional communication functions can be used for remote setting,
remote metering, remote annunciation and remote control via a two-wire link with
a supervisor for centralized management.
c Setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
v a direct readout is given for primary current and voltage and for the metering
function, simple testing by injection guarantees the coherency of all settings.
c Each Sepam 2000 is design to meet all the application needs and includes all
the necessary functions ready for use (protection functions, metering, control logic
and communication).

This control logic may be adapted to most usuals schemes by a simple
parametring. This allows a better safety and optimization of wiring.
Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000.
It comes in two models with different widths:
v S36 (standard),
v S26 (compact for certain types),
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1A or 5A current transformers,
v voltage transformers,
v temperature sensors
v control and annunciation units (start/stop pushbutton, device position, etc),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization (1)

Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam 2000's internal PLC can be
customized. The number of inputs and outputs can be increased by adding
extension boards (please contact us for further information).

Sepam 2000
compact S26.

Sepam 2000
standard S36.

(1) Please refer to document
Sepam 2000 customized application.
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Selection table

Sepam 2000 generators

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, "4"  means 4 separate overcurrent protection devices.
(1) these functions can be performed by  Sepam 1000+ B20 type.
(2) for differential protection use Sepam 100 LD.
(3) the generator protection can’t be connected to CSP sensors.
(*) function available with 2 sets of sensors.
(**) phase-to-neutral voltage measurement available with second set of sensors only with a single T.
(***) U21 and U32 only.

functions ANSI Sepam types (2) (3) generator-
code transfomer unit

G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G17 G18 G00 G15 G16
G12 G13

protections
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4/2* 4/2*
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
voltage restrained overcurrent 50V/51V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
negative sequence/ unbalance 46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
earth fault 50N/51N (G) 2 2
neutral 50G/51G 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4
undervoltage (1) 27 2 2 2 2 2 2 2*** 2*** 2 2*** 2***
overvoltage (1) 59 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
neutral voltage displacement (1) 59N/64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
directional overcurrent 67 1 1 1
directional earth fault 67N 1 1 1
reverse real power 32P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
field loss (reverse reactive power) 32Q/40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
underfrequency (1) 81L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
overfrequency (1) 81H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
temperature set points (RTDs 1/12) 38/49T 6/12 6 6/12 6 6 6
restricted earth fault 64REF 1 1 1 1 1
biased differential 87G 1 1
synchronism check 25 1 1
metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c/c* c/c* c c/c* c/c*
peak demands phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
voltages (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c/c** c/c** c c c c c c c c c
real / reactive power (P,Q) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
peak demand real/ reactive power c c c c c c c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c c c c c c c c
accumulated real/ reactive energy (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c c c c c c c c
temperature c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c c c c c c c c c c/c* c/c*
residual voltage c c c c c c c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current and number of breaks c c c c c c c c c c c c
differential and through currents c c
control and monitoring
open/ close c c c c c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c c c c c c c
Buchholz, thermal, DGPT, PTC c c c
generator shutdown logic c c c c c c c c c c c c
de-energizing logic c c c c c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged connectors (DPC) c c c c c c c c c c c c c
operation counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
running hours counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording triggering c c c c c c c c c c c c c
VT monitoring c c
Sepam models
standard S36 XR SR/ TR TS XR SR/ XR SR LR LS LR LS

SS SS
compact S26 LT LT
number of standard ESTOR boards 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.
It gives a direct readout of values, together
with the related units, A, V, W...
All the values needed for operation and used
for commissioning are available locally and in
the control room.

Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases.
The average current measurement is computed periodically
(adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes). The “clear” button is pressed
for zero reset.

Voltages
Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real / reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value,
used to find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value
is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the power factor, with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power absorbed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21
voltage input).

Thermal capacity used
Measurement of the relative thermal capacity used (with respect to the nominal
thermal capacity) on account of the load.

Accumulated real / reactive energy
The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive energy
values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.

These values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurements of the 3 phase currents and the residual current that were stored
at the time that Sepam 2000 gave the tripping order. Used to find the fault current
(fault analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker
(maintenance assistance). The "clear" button is pressed for zero reset.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21.

Temperature
Temperature measurement in °C for each RTD.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after a fault
recorder triggering order is given.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial link and/or display) and via the communication
system.
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Measurements used
for commissioning
and maintenance

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c the residual current used for the earth fault
protection function,
c the residual voltage used for the directional earth
fault protection function.

Cumulative breaking current and number
of breaks
Used for breaking device maintenance.

functions ranges accuracy (4)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MVArh ±1%

tripping currents (1) phase: 0 to 24 In ±5%

earth: 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

true rms current (2) 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to rank 21

disturbance recording (5) record 86 periods 12 samples
duration per period

time before 1 to 85 periods
triggering
event

thermal capacity used (6) 0 to 999% ±2%

temperature (1) -50° to 250°C ±1°C

residual current (6) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (6) 0 to 1.5 Un ±5%

cumulative breaking current (6) 0 to 9999 (kA)2 +10%

number of breaks (6) 0 to 99999

Characteristics

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via
the communication system.

(2) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive
(4) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.
(5) transfer of records to the front panel of Sepam 2000 using the SFT2801 software program

and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
(6) measurement accessed on front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the

communication system.

Reminder:
Rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters
that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds to the motor power rating, adjustable from 0.4 to 1.3 In.
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording record
using the SFT 2826 PC software program.
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Practical solution when setting information is lacking

Protection

Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011 to F014*
Three-phase equipment protection against phase-to-
phase (short-circuit) faults. The following types of
time delay settings are available definite, standard
inverse, very inverse, extremely inverse or
ultra inverse.

Thermal overload (ANSI 49) F431*
Protection of generator against thermal damage
caused by overloads. Thermal overload is calculated
according to a mathematical model, with 2 time
constants (T1 and T2), taking into account harmonics
up to rank 21 st and the effect of negative sequence
current by means of an adjustable weighting
coefficient.
The function comprises:
c an adjustable alarm setting,
c an adjustable trip setting.

Voltage restrained overcurrent
(ANSI 50V/51V) F191*
Three-phase protection against alternator phase
faults. Its characteristics are suitable for the weak
current supplied by the alternator when a short-circuit
occurs.

Negative sequence / unbalance (ANSI 46) F451*
Protection of equipment against overheating caused
by an unbalanced power supply, phase inversion or
phase break, and against low levels of overcurrent
between 2 phases.
Recommendation:
c use IDMT curves.

Earth fault (neutral)
(ANSI 51N or 51G) F061 to F064, F071, F072,
F091, F092*
The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse or ultra inverse.
Residual current detection can be provided by:
c the three phase current transformers,
in which case a harmonic 2 restraint is used to do
away with transformer closing related tripping.
c a current transformer (1or 5A), combined with
a CSH30 interposing ring CT,
c a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter, this method being the most
accurate one. The two ratings available (2 and 30A),
provide a very wide setting range.
c a different core balance CT, associated with the
ACE 990 interface.

Undervoltage (ANSI 27) F321, F322, F341, F342,
F361, F362*
Protection used either for automated functions
(changeover, load shedding) or for the protection of
several motors against undervoltage. This function
checks for undervoltage in each of the system
voltages measured.

Overvoltage (ANSI 59) F301, F302*
Protection against abnormally high voltage and
checking that there is sufficient voltage for power
supply changeover. This protection monitors system
voltage U21

Neutral voltage displacement
(ANSI 59N/64) F391*
Detection of insulation faults in ungrounded systems
by measurement of neutral voltage displacement.

Directional overcurrent (ANSI 67) F521*
Incomer protection, which provides quick, selective protection against upstream
faults when there are several parallel power supply sources in the network.

Directional earth fault (ANSI 67N) F501*
This protection provides quick, selective detection of earth faults at the generator
end when there are several incomers in parallel, each of which has an earthing
system.

Reverse real power (ANSI 32P) F531*
Protection against the transferring of power between 2 sources, e.g. to prevent an
autonomous means of energy generation from ouputting into the normal energy
distributor power supply source.It is based on the "real overpower" F531* function.

Field loss (reverse reactive power) (ANSI 32Q/40) F541*
Protection of a synchronous machine against de-energizing which causes
excessive consumption of reactive power.

Underfrequency(ANSI 81L) F561*
Detection of variances with respect to the rated frequency, in order to maintain
high quality power supply. This protection can be used for overall tripping or for
load shedding.

Overfrequency (ANSI 81H) F571*
Protection against abnormally high frequency.

Temperature monitoring (RTDs) (ANSI 38/49T) F461... F466, F471... F476*
Protection which detects abnormal overheating of generators (bearings and/or
windings) equiped with Pt 100 type platinum resistive temperature devices:
c 1 alarm setting,
c 1 trip setting.
The RTD cabling is continuously monitored.

Restricted earth fault (ANSI 64REF) F651*
Protection against phase-to-earth faults in three-phase windings with earthed
neutral.

Biased differential (ANSI 87G) F621*
Fast, sensitive motor protection against internal faults due to damaged insulation.
The protection is based on the principle of percentage differentials. It includes
starting current restraint to sustain stability in spite of its high level of sensibility.

Synchro-check (ANSI 25) F181*
Authorizes the closing of the breaking device, only if the two circuits have voltage,
frequency and phase gaps within the planned limits. The choice of an operating
mode with voltage absent allows the generator to be coupled with a de-energized
installation.

*Fxxx function identification used for protection setting using the TSM 2001
pocket terminal.

Current sensor sizing
The current sensors used should be such that they will not be saturated by the
current values which they are required to measure, with accuracy (at least 5 In):
c for definite time functions (DT):
1.5 times the setting current,
c for IDMT functions (SIT, VIT, EIT and UIT):
1.5 times the greatest working value in the curve.

secondary CT power and resistance resistance
current In accuracy class (1) CT secondary RCT wiring RW

1 A 2.5 VA 5P 20 < 3 Ω 0.075 Ω

5 A 7.5 VA 5P 20 < 0.2 Ω 0.075 Ω
(1) determination in accordance with class X allows the sensor current to be optimized

with RCT secondary winding resistance,
R

W
wiring resistance.

c For restricted earth protection:
The current transformers must be of the 5P20 type. The power rating must be
chosen so that the wiring resistance (Rw) is less than the rated load of the current
transformer (VACT), i.e.: VACT > Rw .In2.
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functions Fxxx (1) setting time delays
phase overcurrent F011-F012-F013-F014
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s
IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is
thermal overload F431

negative sequence/unbalance coefficient: 0; 2.25; 4.5; 9
time constants: heating T1: 5 to 120 mn

cooling T2: 5 to 600 mn
warm state: 50% to 200% of nominal thermal capacity used
tripping: 50% to 200% of nominal thermal capacity used

voltage restrained overcurrent F191
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s
IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is
negative sequence / unbalance F451
definite time 0.1 to 5 Ib t: 0.1 to 655 s
IDMT 0.1 to 0.5 Ib t: 0.1 to 1 s at 5 Ib
earth fault F061-F062-F063-F064 type of sensor

F071-F072-F091-F092
definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t : 0,05 to 655 s

0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT(4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no
undervoltage F321-F322-F341-F342-F361-F362

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s
overvoltage F301-F302

50% to 150% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s
neutral voltage displacement F391

2% to 80% of Un if VT: Un/√3/100/√3 t: 0.05 to 655 s
5% to 80% of Un if VT: Un/√3/100/3

underfrequency F561
45Hz to 50 Hz (55 to 60 Hz) t: 0.1 to 655 s

overfrequency F571
50Hz to 55 Hz (60 to 65 Hz) t: 0.1 to 655 s

directional earth fault F521 characteristic angle 30°, 45°, 60°
definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s
IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is
directional earth fault F501 characteristic angle 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° et -45°
definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s

0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves:

- inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.

(3) with CSH 30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 i n i 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

Setting ranges
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functions Fxxx (1) setting time delays
reverse real power F531

1 % to 120% of Sn (Sn = √3 Un x In) t: 0.1 to 655 s
reactive reverse power F541

5% to 120% of Sn (Sn = √3 Un x In) t: 0.1 to 655 s
temperature monitoring (RTDs) F461 to F466, F471 to F476

0 °C to 180 °C
restricted earth fault F641-F651

0.05 to 0.8 In if In u 20 A
0.1 to 0.8 In if In < 20 A

biased differential F621
5 to 50 % with min. 1 A

synchro-check F181
voltage gap 3 to 30% Un
frequency gap 0.005 to 0.5 Hz
phase gap 5 to 80 degrees
voltage present 0.8 to 1.1 Un
voltage absent 0.1 to 0.7 Un
Usync1 absent, Usync2 present mode 1
Usync2 absent, Usync1 present mode 2
(Usync1 absent, Usync2 present) mode 3
or (Usync2 absent, Usync1 present)
(Usync1 absent, Usync2 present) mode 4
or (Usync2 absent, Usync1 present)
or (Usync1 and Usync2 absent)
anticipation ta: 0 to 0.5 s

Setting ranges (cont’d)

Reminder: rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds to the rated power of the generator.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Rated thermal a capacity use : corresponds to a steady current egal to Ib.
(1) function identification for protection setting.

Protection (cont’d)
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Control and monitoring

Open / close control
Used to control breaking devices equiped with
different types of opening and closing coils:
c circuit breaker with shunt-trip or undervoltage
release coil,
c latching contactor with shunt-trip coil,
c contactor with impulse control.

Parameter setting via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821), allows the
logic to be adapted to suit the equipment being used
(by default, the logic is adapted for control of a circuit
breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

The opening order (via input I13) differs according
to the programmed type of control:
c normally open contact for shunt trip coil (circuit
breaker or contactor with latched order control),
c normally closed contact for undervoltage release
coil (circuit breaker and contactor with impulse
control).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker or the
contactor according to operating conditions.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display of messages.

Thermostat, Buchholz, DGPT, sondes PTC
Traitement des défauts détectés avec les dispositifs
intégrés dans l’équipement : alarme, déclenchement
et signalisation (utilisation avec les groupes-blocs).

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick, selective tripping of the phase
overcurrent and earth fault protection relays, whether
definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT,
very inverse VIT, extremely inverse EIT or ultra
inverse UIT). The function triggers the transmission
of a "blocking input" signal whenever one of the
protection settings is exceeded.

Blocking input signal transmission can be used by the
Sepam 2000 Logic discrimination function for
substation, generator, transformer and busbar
connection applications.

Load shedding request
Allows the closing of an output contact following the
detection of undervoltage or underfrequency caused
by a generator overload. This data may be used by
the Sepam motor “load shedding” function.

Trip circuit supervision and discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects tripping (by shunt-trip coil) circuit faults. Can be used when the
Sepam 2000 and the tripping auxiliary power sources have the same
voltage rating.

If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the tripping circuit is
not supervised since it is fail-safe. This function can also detect position
information discrepancies (neither open nor closed or simultaneously open and
closed) in the different control schemes.

The connection of inputs I1, I2 and trip output O1 on the ESB board must be done
according to § other connection schemes.

Group stop
Orders the shutdown of the drive when internal faults occur.

De-excitation
Orders the de-excitation and stopping of the group. The stopping is initiated by
internal fault or external trip order. De-excitation is initiated by internal fault
detection, external de-excitation order.

Detection of plugged connectors (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged in
(the DPC terminals must be connected: see connection schemes).

Operation counter (1)

Counts the number of closing operations made by the breaking device,
thereby  facilitating equipment maintenance.

Running hours counter (1)

Determines the time during which the breaking device (contactor or circuit breaker)
is in the “in service-closed” position, i.e. the number of hours of operation
(0 to 65535 hours).

Phase fault trip counter (1)

Counts the number of operations for which breaking performances were required,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

Disturbance recording triggering
Triggers recording of electrical signals and logical states by:
c voluntary local or remote action,
c instantaneous overcurrent, earth fault and directional protections,
c protection tripping order.

VT monitoring
Indicates the absence of the voltage needed for synchro-check following the
opening of the LV circuit breaker or the melting of striker fuses or the disconnection
of the VTs.

(1) counters reading is via serial link on the front panel of Sepam 2000, and via Jbus/Modbus
communication.
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functions commands outputs annunciation

trip inhibit lock alarm fault device messages (1)

closing out trip fault
O1 O14 O21 O22 O23 O24 O11 O12 O13

phase overcurrent c c c c (3) c (3) c OVERCURRENT

thermal c c c c THERMAL
overload (trip)

thermal overload c THERMAL
(alarm)

voltage restrained c c c c (3) c (3) c O/C V REST
overcurrent

negative sequence/ c c c c UNBALANCE
unbalance

neutral c c c c (3) c (3) c EARTH FAULT

earth fault c c c c (3) c (3) c E/F’

directional overcurrent c c c c (3) c (3) c DIR. O/C

directional earth fault c c c c (3) c (3) c DIR. E/F

restricted earth fault c c c c c c REF

biased differential c c c c c c GENE DIFF

undervoltage (5) c (2) (4) c (2) (4) c (2) (4) c (4) c (2) (4) UNDERVOLT. X

overvoltage (5) c (2) c (2) c (2) c (2) c c (2) OVERVOLT. X

neutral voltage c (2) c (2) c (3) c c (3) c (2) N VOLT DISP
displacement

underfrequency (5) c (2) (4) c (2) (4) c (4) c 2) (4) UNDERFREQ.

overfrequency c (2) (4) c (2) (4) c (4) c (2) (4) OVERFREQ.

reverse real power c (7) c (7) c (7) c (7) c (7) REVERSE P

field loss c (7) c (7) c (7) c (7) c (7) FIELD LOSS
(reverse reactive power)

temperature alarm c c RTD x
(RTD)

temperature c c c c RTD x
tripping (RTD)

RTD fault c RTD FAULT

transformer alarm c c c TRANSFO

transformer tripping c c c c TRANSFO

PTC sensor aux. voltage c PTC FAULT

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
trip

group stop c c c c c EXT. STOP

de-excitation c c c c DE-EXCIT.

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

synchro-check (5) c (2)(3) ANGLE GAP (6)

FREQ. GAP (6)

VOLTAGE GAP (6)

STOP SYNC. (6)

VT monitoring (5) c c U. SYNC1 FAIL
U. SYNC2 FAIL

trip circuit c c c ? CONTROL ?
supervision

detection of plugged connectors (DPC) CONNECTOR
(1) on Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version).
(2) depending on set up.
(3) if breaker open.
(4) if breaker closed.
(5) for types of Sepam equiped with these functions.
(6) appear after a synchronized closing request that has failed.
(7) only to deactivate, according to set-up, reverse real and reactive power protection in medium-size generator-transformer unit applications.
“xx” number of the RTD (from 1 to 12 according to the type of Sepam).

Operation of all Sepam 2000 types (except for G00)

Control and monitoring (cont’d)
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functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

contactor with impulse control 1 1

external protection input logic

"external protection trip" (I15) by NO contact KP4 = 0

by NC contact KP4 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1

other

tripping by undervoltage threshold 1 KP5 = 1

by undervoltage threshold 2 KP6 = 1

by overvoltage threshold 1 KP7 = 1

by overvoltage threshold 2 KP8 = 1

by neutral voltage displacement KP9 = 1

by underfrequency KP10 = 1

by overfrequency KP11 = 1

latching undervoltage threshold 1 KP13 = 1

undervoltage threshold 2 KP14 = 1

overvoltage threshold 1 KP15 = 1

overvoltage threshold 2 KP16 = 1

field loss by overvoltage threshold 1 KP7 = 1

by overvoltage threshold 2 KP8 = 1

group stop by reverse real power KP12 = 1

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

BI (Blocking Input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

synchro-check (Sepam 2000 G03 and G04 types)

synchro-check with KP34 = 0

without KP34 = 1

operating mode with voltage acknowledgment KP35 = 1

no acknowledgment KP35 = 0

transformeur monitoring (Sepam 2000 G15 and G16 types)

transformers sensors by NO contact KP35 = 0

by NC contact KP35 = 1

use of Sepam 2000 G01, G02 and G12  types with G00 (generators-transformer units)

desactivation of reverse real and reactive power KP33 = 1

Set up of all Sepam 2000 types (except for G00)
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Control and monitoring (cont’d)

functions commands outputs
lock out transmit messages (1)

BI
O14 O1 O2 O11 O12 O13 O21 O22 023 024

phase overcurrent c c OVER CURRENT
directional overcurrent c c c DIR. O/C
neutral c c EARTH FAULT
directional earth fault c c c DIR E/F
restricted earth fault c c REF
undervoltage c (1) c UNDERVOLT.x
overvoltage c (1) c c (2) c (2) OVERVOLT.x
underfrequency c (1) c (2) c (2) UNDERFREQ.
overfrequency c c OVERFREQ.
neutral voltage displacement c c N VOLT DISP
reverse real power c c REVERSE P.
field loss c c FIELD LOSS
(reverse reactive power)
Buchholz alarm c c (2) BUCHHOLZ
Buchholz tripping c c (2) BUCHHOLZ
thermostat alarm c c (2) TR. TEMP
PTC alarm
thermostat tripping c c (2) TR. TEMP
PTC tripping
gas detector c c (2) TR. GAS
alarm (KP6 = 1)
gas detector c c (2) TR. GAS
trippingt (KP6 = 0)
pressure detector c c (2) TRPRESSURE
PTC sensor auxiliary c (2) RTD FAULT
voltage
detection of pluged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

(1) according to set-up (protection latching).
(2) according to set-up (assignment of outputs: according to G00-A or new assignment).

Operation of Sepam 2000 type G00
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functions paramètres

Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT logic inputs

transformer sensors by NO contact KP5 = 0

by NC contact KP5 = 1

input I23, detection of gas or drop in level tripping KP6 = 0

alarm KP6 = 1

latching

underfrequency KP10 = 1

undervoltage, setting 1 KP13 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP14 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP15 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP16 = 1

assignment of inputs / outputs

outputs 021 to 024 without transformer failures O21 undervoltage KP33 = 0
O22 overfrequency
O23 underfrequency
O24 overvoltage

outputs 021 to 024 with transformer failures O21 undervoltage OR underfrequency KP33 = 1
O22 overvoltage OR overfrequency
O23 Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT with alarm
O24 Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT with tripping

input I18 : remote control enable enable if I18 = 1 KP34 = 1

(acknowledgment, remote setting) enable regardless of position of I18 KP34 = 0

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting desable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

The parameters are set using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or the SFT 2801 or SFT 2821 PC software program. The KP50 to KP62 parameters are of the
impulse type.

Set up of Sepam 2000 type G00
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.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

Functional and connection schemes

G01, G02 and G12 types

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

3A
(1)

1

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
G02
G12

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

4A
(1)

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

12

7

8A SONDE 38
49T

49
50
51
50G
51G
46

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

50V
51V
32P
32Q
40

G12

*

G

59N

CSH

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT (G01)
or S36SR (G02) or S36SS (G12)
Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

* This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.

(1)
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

G03 and G04 types

Standard S36TR (G03) or S36 TS(G04)
Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.
(1) the busbar VT (U.SYNC1) and the generator VT
(U.SYNC2) are connected to the same phase.

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (e.g.: P1, S1).

* This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

12

7

8A SONDE 38
49T
G04

*

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8 25Usync 1

G

3A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8 32P

32Q
40

27
59
59N
64
81

Usync 2

49
50
51
50G
51G
46

50V
51V

CSH
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

G05, G06, G07, G08
and G13 types

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
G06
G13

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

12

7

8A SONDE 38
49T

49
50
51
50G
51G
46
64REF

50V
51V
32P
32Q
40

G13

27
59
59N
64
81H
81L

G

*

67
67N
G07
G08

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Standard S36XR (G05) or S36SR (G06)
or S36SS (G13) Sepam 2000.

* This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.
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G17 and G18 types

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

(1) the busbar VT (U.SYNC1) and the generator VT
(U.SYNC2) are connected to the same phase.

* This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.

Standard S36LR (G17) or S36LS (G18)
Sepam 2000.

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

27
59
59N
64
81H
81L

G

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
G18

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2

3A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

50G
51G

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

2A

49
50
51
46

*

87G

*

CSH

50V
51V
32P
32Q
40

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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G15 and G16 types

Protection of small generator-transformer units

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

50V
51V
32P
32Q
40

27
59
59N
64
81H
81L

G
*

*

CSH

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2

3A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

49
50
51
50G
51G
46

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

3A

50
51
50N
51N

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE8A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

38
49T
G16

Standard S36LR (G15) or S36LS (G16)
Sepam 2000.

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

(1) the busbar VT (U.SYNC1) and the generator VT
(U.SYNC2) are connected to the same phase.

* This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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G00 type

To be combined with G01, G02 or G12 types to
protect medium-size generator-transformer units.

Compact S26LT Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

3A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

ESB 4A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

5AESTOR1

21

1

6AESTOR2

67
67N
32P
32Q
40

27
59
59N
64
81H
81L

G

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

50
51
50G
51G
64REF

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Sepam 2000
combination of G00 and G01
types or G02 or G12 type

Protection of medium generator-transformer units

CE40, ESB and ESTOR boards
not shown.

* This scheme does not allow CSP sensors to be used.
** protections inhibited by set-up

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

L1

L2

L3

3A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

67
67N
32P
32Q
40

27
59
59N
64
81H
81L

G

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

50
51
50G
51G
64REF

*

CSH

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A
1

49
50
51
50G
51G
46

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

59N

*

G00

G01
G02
G12

3U/Vo 32P**
32Q**
51V

4A

3A
(1)

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)
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Other connection schemes

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Connection of a voltage transformer
(does not allow implementation of the neutral
voltage displacement and directional earth
fault protection functions and residual
voltage measurement).

V-connection of 2 voltage transformers
(does not allow implementation of the neutral
voltage displacement and directional earth
fault protection functions and residual
voltage measurement).

Phase and residual voltage

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

c Correspondence between primary and secondary
connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Other connection schemes (cont’d)

Phase current

A

ECACCA 601 cable

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

Connection of special-purpose CSP sensors
according to type of Sepam 2000.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

For connection of 1 A transformers make
5 turns at the CSH 30 primary

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

with sensors other than CSH 120 or CSH 200

(*) The core balance CT-ACE 990 and ACE 990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

2A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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Examples of connections

Logic input and output boards
for all types (except for G00)

Circuit breaker or latching contactor tripping by
a shunt-trip coil.

Circuit breaker tripping by an undervoltage
release coil.

Tripping by undervoltage release coil
of a contactor with impulse control.

ESB board terminals data connected to ESB board

19
18
17
16 watchdog
15
14

13
12 O2 directional earth fault
11 OR neutral
10 OR restricted earth fault

9
8 O1 directional overcurrent
7 OR phase overcurrent
6

4 l2 not used
3

2 l1 not used
1

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

ESB board

G00 type

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

A

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

9

8

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6 contactor
coil

open

CDG

A

l2

l1

4

3

2

1
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Examples of connections (cont’d)

Logic input and output boards
for G01, G02 and G12 types

ESTOR2 board

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

terminals data connected to ESTOR1 board

19 I18 remote control enable: enables closing
and acknowledgment control via the serial link:
contact closed for "enable"

18 I17 "drawn out" position: contact closed for "drawn out"

17 I16 pole pressure:  contact closed for  "breaking pole fault"

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally closed or normally
open contact according to set up

15 I14 close: NO contact

14 I13 open: NO contact for shunt trip coil
NC contact for undervoltage release coil (1)

13 common

12 O14 de-excitation
11

10 O13 device fault (pressure fault or control fault)
9

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 alarm: thermal overload, PTC sensor
5

4 I12 receive "blocking input" (BI)
3

2 I11 earthing switch:
1 contact open for earthing switch open

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 not used

18 I27 not used

17 I26 not used

16 I25 external control de-energizing N/O contact

15 I24 coupling enabled (contact closed for enable) (2)

14 I23 external control generator shutdown

13 common

12 O24 group stop
11

10 O23 not used
9

8 O22 not used
7

6 O21 not used
5

4 I22 emergency stop (contact closed in normal operation)
3

2 I21 reserved for external communication synchro.
1

(1) If control by input I13 is not used:
- for a shunt trip coil, I13 = 0 permanently,
- for an undervoltage release coil, I13 = 1 permanently.
(2) parameterizable.

ESTOR1 board

or

or (1)

(3)

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A
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N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

Logic input and output boards
for G03 to G08, G13, G15, G16,
G17 and G18 types

terminals data connected to ESTOR1 board

19 I18 remote control enable: enables closing
and acknowledgment control via the serial link:
contact closed for "enable"

18 I17 "drawn out" position: contact closed for "drawn out"

17 I16 pole pressure:  contact closed for  "breaking pole fault"

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally closed or normally
open contact according to set up

15 I14 close: NO contact

14 I13 open: NO contact for shunt trip coil
NC contact for undervoltage release coil (1)

13 common

12 O14 de-excitation
11

10 O13 device fault (pressure fault or control fault)
9

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 alarm: thermal overload, PTC sensor
5

4 I12 receive "blocking input" (BI)
3

2 I11 earthing switch:
1 contact open for earthing switch open

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 checking of PTC sensor box auxiliary voltage (1)

18 I27 “Generator VT” circuit closed (contact closed) (2)

transformer sensors: tripping (1)

17 I26 “Busbar VT” circuit closed (contact closed) (2)

transformer sensors : alarm (1)

16 I25 external control de-energizing N/O contact

15 I24 coupling enabled (contact closed for enable)

14 I23 external control generator shutdown

13 common

12 O24 group stop
11

10 O23 neutral voltage displacement
9

8 O22 overvoltage, overfrequency
7

6 O21 undervoltage, underfrequency
5

4 I22 primary stop (contact closed in normal operation)
3

2 I21 reserved for external communication synchro
1
(1) G15 and G16 types only (NO or NC contact according to set-up).
(2) G03 and G04 types only.

ESTOR2 board

ESTOR1 board

(1)

(3)

(2)

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

or

or
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N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

Logic input and output boards
for Sepam 2000 G00 type

terminals data connected to ESTOR1 board

19 I18 remote control enable

18 I17 not used

17 I16 not used

16 I15 not used

15 I14 not used

14 I13 not used

13 common

12 O14 receive "blocking input" (BI)
11

10 O13 neutral voltage displacement
9

8 O12 field loss (reverse reactive power)
7

6 O11 real reverse power
5

4 I12 receive BI (blocking input)
3

2 I11 not used
1

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 Buchholz tripping

18 I27 Buchholz alarm

17 I26 thermostat tripping

16 I25 thermostat alarm

15 I24 DGP, pressure

14 I23 DGP : gas, level

13 common

12 O24 (1) overvoltage (settings 1 and 2)
11 OR Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT tripping

10 O23 (1) underfrequency
9 OR Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT alarm

8 O22 (1) overfrequency
7 OR overfrequency

OR overvoltage (settings 1 and 2)

6 O21 (1) undervoltage (settings 1 and 2)
5 OR underfrequency

OU undervoltage (settings 1 and 2)

4 I22 PTC  sensors (auxiliary voltage)
3

2 I21 reserved for external communication synchro
1

(1) according to KP33 set-up.

ESTOR2 board

ESTOR1 board

Examples of connections (cont’d)

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A
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remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

running hours counter C3

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

thermal overload KTS16

voltage restrained overcurrent KTS17

negative sequence/unbalance KTS18

neutral KTS19

neutral voltage displacement KTS24

reverse real power (1) KTS27

field loss (reverse reactive power) (1) KTS28

temperature alarm KTS29

temperature trip KTS30

RTD fault KTS31

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

Communication

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
system communication.

MERLIN GERIN

Communication table
G01, G02 and G12 types

remote measurements

phase current

max. demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capactive network

temperature (RTDs)

real energy

reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote control orders address

priority «stop» (latched) (1) KTC1

group stop (latched) (1) KTC2

«opening» KTC33

«closing» KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

max. demand phase current KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

priority stop (latching) KTC54

priority stop (unlatching) KTC55

Introduction
The communication option can be used to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring and control system
equipped with a master communication channel.

Sepam can be equiped with different communication options:
c Jbus/Modbus, master-slave protocol with RS485 type 2-wire physical link (300 to 38400 baud rate).
c FIPIO, FIP ISIS (please consult us).

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.

(1) except when used with G00 (generator-transformer unit).
(2) remote control order set to 1 and to 0 by communication
not available with FIP option.
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Communication (cont’d)

remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

running hours counter C3

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

thermal overload KTS16

voltage restrained overcurrent KTS17

negative sequence/unbalance KTS18

neutral KTS19

undervoltage, setting 1 KTS20

undervoltage, setting 2 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS22

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS23

neutral voltage displacement KTS24

underfrequency KTS25

overfrequency KTS26

reverse real power KTS27

field loss KTS28
(reverse reactive power)

temperature alarm KTS29

temperature trip KTS30

RTD fault KTS31

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

synchro-check active KTS52

synchronism KTS53

use of voltage KTS54
absent mode

angle gap KTS55

frequency gap KTS56

voltage gap KTS57

stop synchronization KTS58

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

Communication table
G03 and G04 types

remote measurements

phase current

max. demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capactive network

temperature (RTDs)

real energy

reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote control orders address

priority “stop” (latched) (1) KTC1

group stop (latched) (1) KTC2

“opening” KTC33

“closing” KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

max. demand phase current KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

priority stop (latching) KTC54

priority stop (unlatching) KTC55

use with voltage absent mode KTC56

use without voltage absent mode KTC57

closing enabled without KTC58
use of synchro-check

monitoring of closing KTC59
with synchro-check

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.
(1) remote control order set to 1 and to 0 by communication
not available with FIP option.
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remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

running hours counter C3

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

thermal overload KTS16

voltage restrained overcurrent KTS17

negative sequence/unbalance KTS18

neutral KTS19

undervoltage, setting 1 KTS20

undervoltage, setting 2 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS22

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS23

neutral voltage displacement KTS24

underfrequency KTS25

overfrequency KTS26

reverse real power KTS27

field loss KTS28
(reverse reactive power)

temperature alarm KTS29

temperature trip KTS30

RTD fault KTS31

directional overcurrent KTS33 (2)

directional earth fault KTS34 (2)

machine differential KTS36 (2)

restricted earth fault KTS37

inhibition disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

Communication table
G05, G06, G07, G08 and G13
types

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

remote measurements

phase current

max. demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capactive network

temperature (RTDs)

real energy

reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote control orders address

priority “stop” (latched) (1) KTC1

group stop (latched) (1) KTC2

“opening” KTC33

“closing” KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

max. demand phase current KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

priority stop (latching) KTC54

priority stop (unlatching) KTC55

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.
(1) remote control order set to 1 and to 0 by communication
not available with FIP option.
(2) only for types which include this protection function.
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Communication (cont’d)

remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

running hours counter C3

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

thermal overload KTS16

voltage restrained overcurrent KTS17

negative sequence/unbalance KTS18

neutral KTS19

undervoltage, setting 1 KTS20

undervoltage, setting 2 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS22

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS23

neutral voltage displacement KTS24

underfrequency KTS25

overfrequency KTS26

reverse real power KTS27

field loss KTS28
(reverse reactive power)

temperature alarm KTS29

temperature trip KTS30

temperature sensor fault KTS31
+ PTC auxiliary voltage

transformer sensors alarm KTS33

transformer sensors tripping KTS34

additional overcurrent protection KTS35

biased differential KTS36

earth fault KTS40

inhibition disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

Communication table
G15, G16, G17 and G18 types

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

remote measurements

phase current

max. demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capactive network

temperature (RTDs)

real energy

reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote control orders address

priority “stop” (latched) (1) KTC1

group stop (latched) (1) KTC2

“opening” KTC33

“closing” KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

max. demand phase current KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

priority stop (latching) KTC54

priority stop (unlatching) KTC55

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.
(1) remote control order set to 1 and to 0 by communication
not available with FIP option.
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Communication table
G00 type
remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

neutral KTS19

undervoltage, setting 1 KTS20

undervoltage, setting 2 KTS21

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS22

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS23

neutral voltage displacement KTS24

underfrequency KTS25

overfrequency KTS26

reverse real power KTS27

field loss KTS28
(reverse reactive power)

directional overcurrent KTS29

directional earth fault KTS30

send blocking input KTS32

temperature alarm (DGPT2, PTC) KTS33

alarms (gas, Buchholz, PTC O/V) KTS34

tripping (pressure, Buchholz) KTS35

temperature tripping (DGPT2, PTC) KTS36

restricted earth fault KTS37

inhibition disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

remote measurements

phase current

max. demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capactive network

real energy

reactive energy

tripping currents

residual current

residual voltage

remote control orders address

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

max. demand phase current KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.
(1) remote control order set to 1 and to 0 by communication
not available with FIP option.
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C

damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C
56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Installation

Dimensions
and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x2)

Standard Sepam (S36) Cut-out

weight: 9 kg

352

222

Sepam 2000 (S36) rear face
with standard connectors.

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

weight: 7 kg

e = 3 mm max

338

202

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 cable: (length: 5.5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature sensors screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.
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Ordering information

PCRED398023EN  /1
ART.88630

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.

Schneider Electric Postal address
F-38050 Grenoble cedex 9
Tel: 33 (0)4 76 57 60 60
Telex: merge 320842 F
http://www.schneider-electric.com

As standards, specifications and designs change from
time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

12 / 1999

Rcs Nanterre B 954 503 439

Sepam 2000
Sepam type (1) .............................................................................................

Standard S36 ...........................................................................................................

Compact S26 ...........................................................................................................

Quantity ........................................................................................................
(1) example: G02

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

..................................................................................... CSP ...................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120................
..................................................................................... CSH 200................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

adapter core balance CT ............................................. ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

quantity
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Presentation

Contents

Capacitor protection and control consists
of performing the metering, protection, control
and monitoring functions required for operation.
Sepam 2000 provides all these functions globally.
All the equipment and mechanisms that are generally
found in a MV cubicle control cabinet are replaced
by a single device which performs:
c protection,
c metering,
c control and monitoring using protection functions
and logic inputs to activate the trip outputs, closing
outputs, etc and annunciation.

Sepam 2000
Compact S26.

Sepam 2000
Standard S36.

Advantages
c Indication of phase and earth fault current values at the time of breaking
provides the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes
and seriousness of faults,
c The high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology-based functions in electrical substations,
without the need for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c Terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance,
c The optional communication functions can be used for remote setting,
remote metering, remote annunciation and remote control via a two-wire link
with a supervisor for centralized management.
c Setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
v direct readout of primary current and voltage and simple testing of the metering
function by injection guarantee the coherency of all settings,
c The wide setting ranges provide for the most widely varied cases.
c Each Sepam 2000 is design to meet all the application needs and includes
all the necessary functions ready for use (protection functions, metering,
control logic and communication).

This control logic may be adapted to most usuals schemes by a simple
parametring. This allows a better safety and optimization of wiring.

Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000.
It comes in two models with different widths:
v S36 (standard),
v S26 (compact for certain types).
c Cabling is limited to:
v standard 1A or 5A current transformers or linear CSP sensors
(Rogowski coil principle),
v voltage transformers,
v control and annunciation units (open / close pushbutton),
v cubicle annunciation contacts (breaker position "open/closed", "drawn out"),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization (1)

Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam 2000's internal PLC can be
customized. The number of inputs and outputs can be increased by adding
extension boards (please contact us for further information).

(1) Please refer to document
Sepam 2000 customized application.
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Selection table

functions ANSI Sepam types
code C01 C02 C03 C04 C06 C08

protection
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1 1

phase overcurrent 50/51 2 2 2 2 2 2

earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 2 2 2 2 2 2

neutral to neutral unbalance:
single-capacitor bank 50N/51N 2 2

3-capacitor bank 50/51 3x2 3x2

undervoltage 27 1 1

overvoltage 59 2 2

metering
phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c/c* c/c*

peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c c c c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c c c c
peak demand real and reactive power c c
power factor c c c c
frequency c c c c
accumulated real / reactive energy (±Wh, ±VARh) c c c c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c
true rms current c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c c
residual current c c/c* c c/c* c c
residual voltage c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c
and number of breaks

control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c
delay capacitor re-energizing c c c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c c c c c
detection of plugged 74 c c c c c c
connectors (DPC)

operation counter c c c c c c
running hours counter c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c
external protection tripping c c c c c c
VT supervision c c
unbalance c c c c
capacitor control c
disturb. recording triggering c c c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 YR KR XR LR LR LR

compact S26 LX LT

number of standard ESTOR boards 1 1 1 1 1 3

Sepam 2000 capacitors

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar function devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, "2" means 2 separate 3-phase protection relays.
* function available with 2 sets of sensors.
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Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.
It gives a direct readout of values, together with the
related units, A, V, W...
All the values needed for operation and used for
commissioning are available locally and in the control
room.

Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases. The average
current measurement is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30
or 60 minutes). The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltages
Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real and reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real (or reactive) power value. The average
value is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the power factor., with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power absorbed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21 voltage
input).

Accumulated real / reactive energy
The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive energy
values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.
These values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurement of the 3 phase currents and the residual current that were stored
at the time that Sepam 2000 gave the tripping order. Used to find the fault current
(fault analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker (maintenance
assistance). The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after a fault
recorder triggering order is given.

Thermal capacity used
Measurement of the relative thermal capacity used (with respect to the nominal
thermal capacity) on account of the load.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial link and/or display) and via the communication system.
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functions ranges accuracy (4)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MVArh ±1%

tripping currents (1) phase 0 to 24 In ±5%

earth 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

true rms current (2) 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to rank 21

disturbance recording (5) record 86 periods 12 samples
duration per period

time before 1 to 85 periods
triggering
event

thermal capacity used (6) 0 to 999% ±2%

residual current (6) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (6) 0 to 1,5 Un ±5%

cumulative breaking current (6) 0 to 9999 (kA)2 ±10%

number of breaks (6) 0 to 99999

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via
the communication system.
(2) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive
(4) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.
(5) transfer of records to the front panel of Sepam 2000 using the SFT2801 software program
and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
(6) measurement accessed on front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the
communication system.

Reminder:
Rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters
that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds to the motor power rating, adjustable from 0.4 to 1.3 In.
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

CharacteristicsMeasurements used
for commissioning
and maintenance

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c residual current used for the earth fault protection
function,
c residual voltage.

Neutral to neutral unbalance current
Used for the setting of the corresponding protection.

Cumulative breaking current
and number of breaks
Used for breaking device maintenance.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording
record using the SFT 2826 PC software program.
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Protection

Thermal overload (ANSI 49) F431*
Protection of equipment against thermal damage
caused by overloads. Thermal overload is calculated
according to a mathematical model, with 2 time
constants (T1 and T2), taking into account harmonics
up to rank 21st and the effect of negative sequence
current by means of an adjustable weighting
coefficient.

The function comprises:
c an adjustable alarm setting,
c an adjustable trip setting.

Advice on use
c same setting for T1 and T2 (heating up and cooling
down time constants respectively),
c inverse time constant set to zero («none»).

Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011, F012*
Three-phase connection and equipment protection
against phase-to-phase faults. The following types
of time delay settings are available: definite, standard
inverse, very inverse, extremely inverse or ultra
inverse.

Earth fault (ANSI 50N/51N or 50G/51G) F081, F082*
Connection and equipment earth fault protection.
The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse or ultra inverse.

Residual current detection can be provided by:
c the three phase current transformers,
in which case a harmonic 2 restraint is used to do
away with transformer closing related tripping.
c a current transformer (1or 5 A), combined with
a CSH30 interposing ring CT,
c a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter, this method being the most
accurate one.
The two ratings available (2 and 30 A), provide a very
wide setting range.
c a different core balance CT, associated with the
ACE 990 interface.

Advice on use: no harmonic 2 restraint.

Current sensor sizing
The current sensors used should be such that they will not be saturated by the
current values which they are required to measure, with accuracy (at least 5 In):
c for definite time functions (DT):
1.5 times the setting current,
c for IDMT functions (SIT, VIT, EIT and UIT):
1.5 times the greatest working value in the curve.

Neutral to neutral unbalance current
Detection of an unbalance current between the two neutral points of a bank
of capacitors mounted in a double star arrangement. This current indicates that
the elements of the bank are deteriorated:
c single-capacitor bank (ANSI 50N/51N) F091, F092*.
This function applies to a single capacitor.
c 3-capacitor bank (ANSI 50/51) F111, F112, F121, F122, F131, F132*.
This function applies to a bank made up of three capacitors at the most:
v F111, F112: capacitor 1,
v F121, F122: capacitor 2,
v F131, F132: capacitor 3.

Advice on use:
c definite time operation,
c no harmonic 2 restraint.

Undervoltage (ANSI 27) F321, F341, F361*
Detects the loss of voltage in the network and triggers the opening of the circuit
breaker and inhibition of closing until the voltage returns to the normal level.
This prevents the capacitor from entering into resonance at one of the frequencies
contained in the transformer inrush current when the network is re-energized.

Overvoltage (ANSI 59) F281, F282, F301, F302*
Protection against abnormally high voltage.
This protection monitors the phase-to-phase voltages U32 and U21.

* Fxxx: function identification used for protection setting.

secondary CT power and resistance resistance
current In accuracy class (1) CT secondary RCT wiring RW

1 A 2.5 VA 5P            20 < 3 Ω 0.075 Ω
5 A 7.5 VA 5P 20 < 0.2 Ω 0.075 Ω
(1) determination in accordance with class X allows the sensor current to be optimized
with R

CT
secondary winding resistance,

R
W

wiring resistance.

Practical solution when setting information is lacking
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functions Fxxx (1) settings time delays

thermal overload F431

negative sequence factor 0 ; 2.25 ; 4.5 ; 9

heating up time constant T1: 5 to 120 mn

cooling down time constant T2: 5 to 600 mn

alarm 50% to 200% of rated thermal capacity used

trip 50% to 200% of rated thermal capacity used

phase overcurrent F011-F012

definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

earth fault F081-F082 type of sensor

definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no
neutral to neutral unbal. current F091-F092 type of sensor
single-capacitor bank

definite time 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core. bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 30 A CSH core. bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT (3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no
neutral to neutral unbal. current F111-F112-F121-F122-F131-F132
3-capacitor bank

definite time 0.03 to 2 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

undervoltage F321-F341-F361

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

overvoltage F281-F282-F301-F302

50% to 150% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

Reminder: rated current In, basis current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ib is the current which corresponds with the rated power of the transformer.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino is the residual current sensor rating.
Rated thermal a capacity use corresponds to a steady current egal to Ib.
(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves:
- inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.
(3) with CSH 30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 i n i 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

Setting ranges
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Control and monitoring

Open / close control
Used to control breaking devices equiped with
different types of opening and closing coils:
c circuit breaker with shunt-trip or undervoltage
release coil,
c latching contactor with shunt-trip coil.

Parameter setting via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821), allows the
logic to be adapted to suit the equipment being used
(by default, the logic is adapted for control of a circuit
breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

The opening order (via input I13) differs according
to the programmed type of control:
c normally open contact for shunt trip coil (circuit
breaker or contactor with latched order control),
c normally closed contact for undervoltage release
coil (circuit breaker).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker
or the contactor according to operating conditions.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display of messages.

Delay capacitor re-energizing
Delays circuit breaker closing, to take the capacitor
discharge into account, in order to avoid high inrush
currents.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick, selective tripping of the phase
overcurrent and earth fault protection relays, whether
definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very
inverse VIT, extremely inverse EIT or ultra inverse
time UIT).
The function triggers the transmission of a "blocking
input" signal whenever one of the protection settings
is exceeded.

Blocking input signal transmission can be used by the
Sepam 2000 Logic discrimination function for
substation, generator, transformer and busbar
connection applications.

Trip circuit supervision and discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects tripping (by shunt-trip coil) circuit faults. Can be used when the Sepam
and the tripping auxiliary power sources have the same voltage rating.

If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the tripping circuit
is not supervised since it is fail-safe.

This function can also detect position information discrepancies (neither open nor
closed or simultaneously open and closed) in the different control schemes.
The connection of inputs I1, I2 and trip output O1 on the ESB board must be
respected (see other connection schemes).

Detection of plugged connectors (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged in
(the DPC terminals must be connected: see connection schemes).

Operation counter (1)

Counts the number of closing operations performed by the breaking device,
in order to facilitate equipment maintenance.

Running hours counter (1)

Determines the time during which the equipment is supplied
(1 counter per capacitor, 0 to 60000 hours).

Phase fault trip counter (1)

Counts the number of operations for which breaking performances were required,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

External protection tripping
Used for tripping of the circuit breaker by a protection external to the Sepam 2000.

VT supervision
Used to indicate the loss of VT secondary voltages following the opening of the LV
circuit beaker or the melting of striker fuses.

Unbalance
Treats unbalance faults by actuating:
c the capacitor switches for Sepam type C08,
c the circuit breaker for Sepam types C02, C04 and C06.

Capacitor control
This function is used to open and close each capacitor switch manually
or by means of an external automation device (varmeter regulator).

Disturbance recording triggering
Initiates the recording of electrical signals and logic states by:
c intentional local or remote action,
c instantaneous phase overcurrent and earth fault protections,
c protection tripping order.

(1) counter reading is via serial link on the front panel of
Sepam 2000, and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
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functions commands annunciation

trip inhibit lock transmit alarm fault trip device fault messages (1)

closing out BI
O1 O14 O11 O12 O13

thermal overload (alarm) c THERMAL

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL
(tripping)

phase c c c c c OVERCURRENT
overcurrent

earth fault c c c c c EARTH FAULT
(sensitive E/F)

neutral to neutral unbalance, c UNBAL. ALARM
alarm (single capacitor)

neutral to neutral unbalance, c c c c UNBAL. TRIP
tripping (single capacitor)

undervoltage c c c c UNDERVOLT.

overvoltage c c c c OVERVOLT.1
setting 1

overvoltage c c c c OVERVOLT.2
setting 2

delay capacitor c DISCHARGE X(2)

re-energizing

external c c c c EXT. TRIP
protection trip

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ?CONTROL?

detection of plugged connectors (DPC) CONNECTOR

VT monitoring VT

Operation

(1) on Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version).
(2) with x = capacitor number, if there are several of them.

functions commands annunciation

close trip close trip close trip alarm device messages (1)

switch 1 switch 1 switch 2 switch 2 switch 3 switch 3 fault
O21 O22 O31 O32 O33 O34 O11 O24

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.AL1
capacitor 1 alarm

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.AL2
capacitor 2 alarm

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.AL3
capacitor 3 alarm

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.TRIP1
capacitor 1 trip

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.TRIP2
capacitor 2 trip

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.TRIP3
capacitor 3 trip

varmeter control c c c c c c
cap. 1 switch c ?CONTROL1?
control supervision

cap. 2 switch c ?CONTROL2?
control supervision

cap. 3 switch c ?CONTROL3?
control supervision
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functions parameters
open/close control KP1 KP2
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0
latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1
external protection logic input
input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact: KP4 = 0

normally closed contact: KP4 = 1
counters
reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1
reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1
reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1
remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0
remote setting disable KP38 = 1
choice of number of capacitors
3 capacitors KP36 = 0 and KP37 = 0
2 capacitors KP36 = 0 and KP37 = 1
1 capacitor KP36 = 1 and KP37 = 1
switch open/close control
capacitor 1 switch closing KP54 = 1
capacitor 1 switch opening KP55 = 1
capacitor 2 switch closing KP56 = 1
capacitor 2 switch opening KP57 = 1
capacitor 3 switch closing KP58 = 1
capacitor 3 switch opening KP59 = 1
capacitor control
manual control KP60 = 1
automatic control KP61 = 1
disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1
automatic triggering KP51 = 1
manual triggering KP52 = 1
other
display of parameterized control scheme KP17 = 1
BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

Set up

The KP49 to KP61 contacts are of the impulse type.

Control and monitoring (cont’d)
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1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

1

(1)

4A
(1)

5A

CSH

Functional and connection schemes

C01 type

Standard S36YR or compact S26LX,
Sepam 2000.

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

(1)
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

C02 type

Standard S36KR Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20
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17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2

3A

30 A

DPC

2 A

50N
51N

1

CSH

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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C03 type

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT,
Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

1

(1)

4A
(1)

5A

3A
(1)

CSH

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

(1)
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

C04 type

Standard S36LR Sepam 2000.

1
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3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG
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17
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13
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11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

49
50
51
50N
51N

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

6A

DPC

O11

l12

l11

O12

O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2

3A

30 A

DPC

2 A

50N
51N

1

CSH

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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l12
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O13

O14

l13
l14
l15
l16
l17
l18

ESTOR

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2

3A

30 A

DPC

2 A

50
51

1

capacitor 1
unbalance CT

capacitor 2
unbalance CT

capacitor 3
unbalance CT

capacitor 1
unbalance CT

capacitor 2
unbalance CT

capacitor 3
unbalance CT

27
59

*

*

*

CSH

C06 type

Standard S36LR Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:

The sensors connected to 3B must be
of the standard type (CT).

Only standard sensors (CT 1 A/5 A) connected
to connector 2B may be replaced by CSP sensors,
which are connected to connectors 2L1, 2L2 and 2L3
(see other connection schemes).
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51
50N
51N
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4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM3B

5
6

4
3
2

3A

30 A

DPC

2 A

50
51

1

capacitor 1
unbalance CT

capacitor 2
unbalance CT

capacitor 3
unbalance CT

capacitor 1
unbalance CT

capacitor 2
unbalance CT

capacitor 3
unbalance CT

27
59

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

21

1

8AESTOR3

*

*

*

CSH

C08 type

Standard S36LR Sepam 2000.

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

* Use of special-purpose CSP sensors:

The sensors connected to 3B must be
of the standard type (CT).

Only standard sensors (CT 1 A/5 A) connected
to connector 2B may be replaced by CSP sensors,
which are connected to connectors 2L1, 2L2 and 2L3
(see other connection schemes).
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Other connection schemes

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Connection of a voltage transformer. V-connection of 2 voltage transformers.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

Phase and residual voltage
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Phase current

A

ECAcable CCA 601

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

Connection of 2 current transformers.Connection of special-purpose CSP sensors
according to type of Sepam 2000.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

For connection of 1 A transformers make
5 turns at the CSH 30 primary

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

Other connection schemes (cont'd)

with sensors other than CSH 120 or CSH 200

(*) The core balance CT-ACE 990 and ACE 990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

2A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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Connection

terminals connected data ESTOR1 board

19 I18 remote control enabled (allows closing and
acknowledgment commands via the serial link):
contact closed for enable

18 I17 “drawn out” position: contact closed for drawn out

17 I16 pole pressure: contact closed for breaking pole fault

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally closed or normally
open contact according to set up

15 I14 close: NO contact

14 I13 open: NO contact for shunt trip coil
NC contact for undervoltage release coil (1)

13 common

12 O14 transmit blocking input (BI)
11

10 O13 device fault (pressure fault or control fault)
9

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 thermal overload and neutral to neutral unbalance:
5 alarm

4 I12 VT circuit: contact closed for voltage present (2)

3

2 I11 earthing switch:
1 contact open for earthing switch open
(1) if opening control by input I13 is not used (direct control outside Sepam 2000):
- for a shunt trip coil, I13 = 0 permanently,
- for an undervoltage release coil, I13 = 1 permanently.
(2) for C06 and C08.

N.B. the inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

Logic input and output boards

Circuit breaker or latching contactor tripping
by a shunt-trip coil.

Circuit breaker tripping by an undervoltage release coil.

ESTOR1 board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

ESB board

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

tripping
coil

open

closing
coil

CDG

9

8

A
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Logic input and output boards

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board

19 I28 capacitor 3 switch closed:
contact closed when switch closed (O/O)

18 I27 capacitor 3 switch open:
contact closed when switch open (C/O)

17 I26 capacitor 2 switch closed:
contact closed when switch closed (O/O)

16 I25 capacitor 2 switch open:
contact closed when switch open (C/O)

15 I24 capacitor 1 switch closed:
contact closed when switch closed (O/O)

14 I23 capacitor 1 switch open:
contact closed when switch open (C/O)

13 common

12 O24 capacitor switch failure.
11

10 O23 reserved
9

8 O22 capacitor 1 switch opening order
7

6 O21 capacitor 1 switch closing order
5

4 I22 reserved
3

2 I21 reserved for external communication synchronization

terminals data connected to ESTOR3 board

19 I38 capacitor 3 switch varmeter control,
contact closed for closing

18 I37 capacitor 2 switch varmeter control,
contact closed for closing

17 I36 capacitor 1 switch varmeter control,
contact closed for closing

16 I35 automatic capacitor control: N/O contact

15 I34 manual capacitor control: N/O contact

14 I33 reserved

13

12 O34 capacitor 3 switch opening order
11

10 O33 capacitor 3 switch closing order
9

8 O32 capacitor 2 switch opening order
7

6 O31 capacitor 2 switch closing order
5

4 I32 reserved
3

2 I31 external lockout of capacitor control
1

ESTOR2 board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

ESTOR3 board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O31

7

4

3

2

1

l32

l31

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O32

O33

O34

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l33

l34
l35

l36

l37

l38

A

Connection (cont’d)
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Communication

Introduction
The communication option can be used to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring and control system
equiped with a communication channel.

Sepam can be equiped with different communications option:
c Jbus/Modbus, master-slave protocole with RS485 with 2-wire physical link (300 to 38400 baud rate).
c FIPIO, FIP ISIS (please consult us).

remote indications addresses

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

capacitor 1 running hours counter C4

capacitor 2 running hours counter C5

capacitor 3 running hours counter C6

control fault: KTS1
tripping or matching

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

external protection tripping KTS4

Sepam not reset KTS5
(after fault)

device closed KTS10

device drawn out KTS11

breaking pole fault KTS12

earthing switch closed KTS13

remote control enable KTS14

phase overcurrent KTS15

earth fault KTS16

neutral to neutral unbalance KTS17
tripping

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
system communication.

delay capacitor re-energizing KTS18

neutral to neutral unbalance KTS19
alarm

thermal overload, alarm KTS20

thermal overload, tripping KTS21

overvoltage, setting 1 KTS22

overvoltage, setting 2 KTS23

transmit blocking input KTS32

capacitor 1 remote control failure KTS33

capacitor 2 remote control failure KTS34

Capacitor 3 remote control failure KTS35

undervoltage KTS40

position discrepancy/ KTS43
capacitor 1 remote control

position discrepancy/ KTS44
capacitor 2 remote control

position discrepancy/ KTS45
capacitor 3 remote control

capacitor 1 discharge KTS46

capacitor 2 discharge KTS47

capacitor 3 discharge KTS48

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

capacitor 1 alarm KTS54

capacitor 2 alarm KTS55

capacitor 3 alarm KTS56

capacitor 1 failure KTS57

capacitor 2 failure KTS58

capacitor 3 failure KTS59

capacitor 1 switch KTS60
control failure

capacitor 2 switch KTS61
control failure

capacitor 3 switch KTS62
control failure

manual capacitor control KTS63

automatic capacitor control KTS64

Communication table

MERLIN GERIN
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The data above is available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.

remote measurements

phase currents

max. demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capacitive network

accumulated real energy

accumulated reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

remote readout-remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

program logic time delays

remote control orders addresses

"open" KTC33

"close" KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

peak demand phase currents KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance recording KTC51
triggering

manual disturbance recording KTC52
triggering

capacitor 1 switch closing order KTC54

capacitor 1 switch opening order KTC55

capacitor 2 switch closing order KTC56

capacitor 2 switch opening order KTC57

capacitor 3 switch closing order KTC58

capacitor 3 switch opening order KTC59

manual capacitor control activation KTC60

automatic capacitor control activation KTC61

Communication (cont’d)
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Installation

Dimensions
and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x2)

Standard Sepam (S36) Cut-out

weight: 9 kg

352

222

Sepam 2000 (S36) rear face
with standard connectors.

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

weight: 7 kg

e = 3 mm max

338

202

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 cable: (length: 5.5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature probes screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.
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Sepam 2000
Sepam type (1) .............................................................................................

Standard S36 ...........................................................................................................

Compact S26 ...........................................................................................................

Quantity .......................................................................................................
(1) example: C02

Options
Communication .......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ...................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ...............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian .................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

..................................................................................... CSP ...................................

Auxiliary power supply .............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 ..............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120 ................
..................................................................................... CSH 200 ................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

Adapter core balance CT ............................................ ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ........................................ CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box ...................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors .................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 .................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

Ordering information

quantity
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Sepam 2000 / S26, S36 and S46.

Presentation

Contents page

presentation 2
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other connection schemes 15
communication 20
characteristics 22
installation 23
ordering information 24

Sepam 2000 metering and control provide:
c the measurements required for operation, obtained
by current and voltage transformers,
c annunciation of logic input status,
c device control via relay outputs.
c remote monitoring and remote control
from a central computer.

(1) except S46.
(2) please refer to document Sepam 2000 customized
application.

Advantages
c The optional communication function is used for remote setting, remote metering,
remote annunciation and remote control via a two-wire link with a central computer
to obtain a remote monitoring and control system.
The settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading) (1).
Sepam may also be used for remote acquisition and control of the processed data,
c The high level of immunity against electromagnetic disturbances (interference)
makes it possible to use advanced digital- technology functions in electrical
substations, without the need for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing quickly sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c Terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance.
c Each Sepam 2000 is design to meet all the application needs and includes all
the necessary functions ready for use (protection functions, metering,
control logic and communication).

The control logic is adapted to suit the usual diagrams.

This allows a better safety.

The Sepam 2000 range may be used to handle a great variety of situtations.

Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000.
It comes in 3 models with different widths:
v S26,
v S36,
v S46.
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1 A or 5 A current transformers,
v voltage transformers,
v control and annunciation units (start/stop pushbutton, device position, etc.),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization (2)

Customization consists of changing or adding new control and annunciation
functions by programming in an electrician's language.

This flexibility can be used to create special control and monitoring schemes
which include specific process control functions such as:
v load shedding,
v load restoring,
v lockout,
v transfer,
v energy management,
v etc…
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Selection table

functions types of Sepam

R01 R02 R03 R04 R06 R07 R08 R09

metering (1)

phase current (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c
peak demand current (I1, I2, I3) ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
real / reactive power (P, Q) ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
peak demand real / ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
reactive power

power factor ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
frequency ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
real and reactive energy ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
(± Wh, ± VArh)

memorization of ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
tripping currents (Io, I1, I2, I3)

temperature (6 RTDs) ccccc ccccc
temperature (12 RTDs) ccccc
true rms current ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
residual current ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
residual voltage ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
low level analog input (2)

number of channels 8 8

control and monitoring

resetting to zero of peak demand ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
currents , W, VAr and "I TRIP"

outputs 10 14 14 10 38 38 38 38

inputs 18 26 26 18 48 48 48 48

maximum capacity (3) 18 26 26 18 112 112 112 112

temperature 6 RTDs (2 settings) ccccc ccccc
12 RTDs (2 settings) ccccc

detection of plugged connectors ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
watchdog ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc
Sepam models

S36 XR XR SR SS

S26 LT

S46 RR XR NR ZR

number of standard ESTOR or ETOR/STOR boards

2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3

Sepam 2000 metering and control

(1) direct connection to CT and VT.
(2) connection to converters with format: 0-20, 4-20, 0-10, ±10 mA. Choice parameterizable via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
or via the SFT 2801 PC software program.
(3) by the addition of a 16 input boards.
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Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.

It gives a direct readout of values, together
with the related units, A, V, W...

All the values needed for operation and used
for commissioning are available locally and
in the control room.

Measurements needed for operation
Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases.
The average current measurement is computed periodically
(adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltages
Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real / reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value,
used to find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value
is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the power factor, with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power conveyed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21
voltage input).

Accumulated real / reactive energy
The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive
energy values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.

These values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Trip currents (I TRIP)
Reading of the 3 phase currents and earth current that were memorized
at the time an input was activated. The input is selected by parameter setting.
The "clear" key is pressed or the communication module used for resetting.

Temperature
Temperature measurements in °C on each RTD. Each RTD is assigned
two settings which trigger remote annunciation when the temperature limits,
setting 1 and setting 2, are exceeded.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21.

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor connections by giving
the measurement of:
c residual current,
c residual voltage.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial link and/or display) and via the communication system.
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functions ranges accuracy (5)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280.106 MVArh ±1%

memorized currents (1) phase 0 to 24 In ±5%
earth 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

temperature (1) -50 °C to +250 °C ±1 °C

true rms current (2) 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to rank 21

residual current (4) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (4) 0 to 1.5 Un ±5%

Characteristics

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via the communication system.
(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive.
(4) measurement accessed on front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the communication system.
(5) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.

Reminder:
Rated current In, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
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Customized control logic

Example of a customized scheme produced using Logipam.

Access to integraded PLC data status
via SFT 2801 software on PC.

Sepam 2000 integrated PLC
Sepam 2000 “metering and control” has a modular, integrated PLC which includes:
c logic input and output interfaces,
c cartridge containing the control logic program.

Customized scheme programming is carried out using:
c Logipam SFT 2805 process control programming software (1),
c PER type Sepam 2000 cartridge programmer (1),
c documentation.

Logic inputs and output resources available.
c logic inputs (according to model).
c output relays (according to model).
c 3 indicators on the front of Sepam 2000.

Logipam
Resources available for relay language programming (2)

c 64 different messages on the 11 character alphanumerical display.
c internal process control relays:
v 512 relays (K1 to K512) with an unlimited number of internal NO/NC contacts,
v 60 time delays (T1 to T60),
v 24 event counters (C1 to C24),
v 128 bistable relays (B1 to B128).
c Internal relays for communication:
v 96 remote controllable relays (KTC1 to KTC96),
v 64 contacts for remote signiling  (KTS1 to KTS64).
c Relays associated with the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or the SFT 2801 PC
software program:
v 64 relays that can be switched via the keyboard (KP1 to KP64).

(1): please, consult us.
(2): refer to the Logipam documentation.
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Access to built-in PLC information using
the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

Logipam simulator
The Logipam simulator function is used for functional testing of the diagrams
during the design phase.
Simulation is carried out by:
c fictitious activation of logic inputs,
c activation of internal relays,
c continuous or step by step running of logic sequences.

The simulation results are observed by:
c fictitious activation of logic outputs,
c display of messages,
c lighting up of indicators,
c incrementation of counters.

The simulator is high-performing and easy to use, making it a very effective tool.
The schemes that are tested in this way are more reliable and substantial
adjustement time is saved.

Example of simulation produced using Logipam.
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Standard control and monitoring

Logic input
The status of each input is available in the
communication table for use by the central computer.

Input status changes are dated to allow
for chronological sorting by the computer.

Input status changes may trigger current readings.

Logic output
Each output can be controlled by the central
computer, by impulse or latched orders.

Synchronization input (1)

Input I21 (I413 for S46) is used to synchronize
Sepam  with an external clock.

Tripping current
Some inputs may be parameter set so as to trigger
the reading of the current value when  input status
changes (see parameter setting table).

Detection of plugged connectors (DPC)
(ANSI 74)
Indication on the display that one or more connectors
are missing (the DPC must be connected:
see connection schemes).

(1) Please refer to the document
Sepam 2000 communication.

Operation

functions kP parameters

activation by input I1 KP1 = 1

activation by input I2 KP2 = 1

activation by input I11 KP3 = 1

activation by input I12 KP4 = 1

activation by input I13 KP5 = 1

activation by input I14 KP6 = 1

activation by input I15 KP7 = 1

activation by input I16 KP8 = 1

activation by input I17 KP9 = 1

activation by input I18 KP10 = 1

activation by input I22 KP11 = 1

activation by input I23 KP12 = 1

activation by input I24 KP13 = 1

activation by input I25 KP14 = 1

activation by input I26 KP15 = 1

activation by input I27 KP16 = 1

“trip current” (TRIP I)
parameter setting function (3)

functions messages  (2)

Pt100 RTDs fault DEF. SONDE

detection of plugged connectors (DPC) CONNECTOR

(3) Sepam 2000 S26 and S36.

(2) on Sepam 2000 display unit.
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Functional and connection schemes

R01, R02 types

Standard S36XR or compact S26LT,
Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

21

1

5AESB

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

21

1

8AESTOR3

3A
(1)

1

4A
(1)

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5A
(1)

6A
(1)

R02

CSH

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)
Sepam 2000

(1)

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

R03 type

Standard S36SR Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

3A

21

1

5AESB

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

21

1

8AESTOR3

1

CSH

N.B.

Refer to the “other connection schemes”
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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R04 type

Standard S36SS Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE1

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

DPC
SONDE221

1

8A

3A

21

1

5AESB

21

1

6AESTOR1

21

1

7AESTOR2

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

1

CSH

N.B.

Refer to the “other connection schemes”
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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R06 type

N.B.

Refer to the “other connection schemes”
section regarding other arrangements.

(1) optional modules.
(2) module including the watchdog.

S46 RR Sepam 2000.

21

1

4ASBW
(2)

21

1

5ASTOR1

21

1

6ASTOR2

21

1

7ASTOR321

1

14A ETOR7
(1)

21

1

13A ETOR6
(1)

21

1

12A ETOR5
(1)

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

21

1

10A ETOR3

21

1

9A ETOR2

21

1

8A ETOR1

21

1

14A ETOR7
(1)

21

1

13A ETOR6
(1)

21

1

12A ETOR5
(1)

21

1

11A ETOR4
(1)

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

.A…… terminal number
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1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

3A 3V+V

1
6

2
3
4
5

7
8

DPC

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

21

1

4ASBW
(2)

21

1

5ASTOR1

21

1

6ASTOR2

21

1

7ASTOR3

21

1

8AETOR1

21

1

9AETOR2

21

1

10AETOR3

21

1

14A ETOR7
(1)

21

1

13A ETOR6
(1)

21

1

12A ETOR5
(1)

21

1

11A ETOR4
(1)

R07 type

Sepam 2000 S46 XR.

(1) optional modules.
(2) module including the watchdog.

.A…… terminal number

N.B.

Refer to the “other connection schemes”
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

R08, R09 types

Sepam 2000 S46 NR (R08)
Sepam 2000 S46 ZR (R09).

(1) optional modules.
(2) module including the watchdog.

21

1

14A ETOR7
(1)

21

1

13A ETOR6
(1)

21

1

12A ETOR5
(1)

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDE3A

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

21

1

4ASBW
(2)

21

1

5ASTOR1

21

1

6ASTOR2

21

1

7ASTOR3

21

1

8AETOR1

21

1

9AETOR2

21

1

10AETOR3

21

1

14A ETOR7
(1)

21

1

13A ETOR6
(1)

21

1

12A ETOR5
(1)

21 EANA2A

n°1
2
1

3
4
5

7
6

8
9

10

12
11

13
14
15

17
16

18
19
20

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

n°2

n°3

n°4

n°5

n°6

n°7

n°8

converters /
transducers

21

1

11AETOR4
(1)

R09

.A…… terminal number

N.B.

Refer to the “other connection schemes”
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
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Other connection schemes

Phase and residual voltage
(Sepam S36, S26)

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Phase voltage
(Sepam S36, S26)

Connection of a voltage transformer. V-connection of 2 voltage transformers
(does not allow residual voltage measurement).

Phase voltage (Sepam S46)

Phase 1 connection. Phase 2 connection. Phase 3 connection.

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A
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1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

Phase current
Connection of special-purpose CSP sensors
according to type of Sepam S26 and S36
(consult us).

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

Other connection schemes (cont’d)

For connection of 1 A transformers
make 5 turns at the CSH 30 primary

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1). Connection of 2 current transformers.

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

with sensors other than CSH 120 or CSH 200

(*) The core balance CT-ACE 990 and ACE 990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

2A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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Logic input
and output boards

ESB board
R01, R02, R03, R04 types

ESTOR1 board
R01, R02, R03, R04 types

ESTOR2 board
R01, R02, R03, R04 types

ESTOR3 board
R02, R03 types

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.
(1) For further information, refer to Jbus/Modbus communication  manual.

reserved for
communication
synchro (1)

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

input with
common
connection

relay
output

input without
common
connection

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O31

7

4

3

2

1

l32

l31

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O33

O34

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l33

l34
l35

l36

l37

l38

A

input with
common
connection

relay
output

input without
common
connection

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

input with
common
connection

relay
output

input without
common
connection

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

A

output

input without
common
connection
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Logic output boards
(STOR1 to STOR3)

Logic input boards
(ETOR1 to ETOR7)

Groups of 4 inputs with a common point.

N.B:
Detection of Plugged Connectors (DPC) does not
require any wiring.
CDG: watchdog.

N.B:
c The inputs are potential-free and require
an external power supply source,
c Inputs I413 or I501 are reserved
for external synchronization of the Jbus option
(see Jbus/Modbus communication manual),
c Detection of Plugged Connectors (DPC)
does not require any wiring.

O303

O302

O301

O304

O305

O306

O307

O308

O310

STOR

O309

21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

O203

O202

O201

O204

O205

O206

O207

O208

O210

STOR

O209

21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

O103

O102

O101

O104

O105

O106

O107

O108

O110

STOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

O109

O003

O002

O001

O004

O005

O006

O007

O008

CDG

SBW
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

optional modules

I101

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I102
I103
I104

I105
I106
I107
I108

I109
I110
I111
I112

I113
I114
I115
I116

I201

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I202
I203
I204

I205
I206
I207
I208

I209
I210
I211
I212

I213
I214
I215
I216

I301

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I302
I303
I304

I305
I306
I307
I308

I309
I310
I311
I312

I313
I314
I315
I316

I401

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I402
I403
I404

I405
I406
I407
I408

I409
I410
I411
I412

I413
I414
I415
I416

I501

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I502
I503
I504

I505
I506
I507
I508

I509
I510
I511
I512

I513
I514
I515
I516

I601

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I602
I603
I604

I605
I606
I607
I608

I609
I610
I611
I612

I613
I614
I615
I616

I701

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I702
I703
I704

I705
I706
I707
I708

I709
I710
I711
I712

I713
I714
I715
I716

Other connection schemes (cont’d)

STOR1 board STOR2 board STOR3 board

ETOR1 board ETOR2 board

ETOR4 board ETOR5 board

ETOR3 board

ETOR6 board ETOR7 board
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Standard analog input board

N.B. The Detection of Plugged Connectors (DPC)
function does not require any wiring.

c 8 identical inputs,
c a grounding terminal common to 2 channels,

21 EANA

Eana1
Ref E1

1

3
4

Ref E2

Ref E3
6

8
+ E4
Ref E4

Ref E5
+ E5

13
+ E6
Ref E6

Ref E7
16

18
19
20

Eana2

Eana3

Eana4

Eana5

Eana6

Eana7

Eana8

earth / GND

earth / GND

earth / GND

earth / GND

Ref E8
+ E8

17
+ E7

15
14

12
11

10
9

7
+ E3

5
+E2

2
+E1

Temperature device boards
DPC20

21

19
18

17
16

SONDEA

n°12

15
14
13

n°11

12
11
10

n°10

9
8
7

n°9

6
5
4

n°8

3
2
1

n°7

Pt100

DPC20
21

19
18

17
16

SONDEA

n°6

15
14
13

n°5

12
11
10

n°4

9
8
7

n°3

6
5
4

n°2

3
2
1

n°1

Pt100

RTD1 board RTD2 board
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Introduction
The communication option can be used to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring
and control system equiped with a master communication channel.

Sepam can be equiped with different communication options:
c Jbus/Modbus, master-slave protocol with RS485 type 2-wire physical link (300 to 38400 baud rate).
c FIPIO, FIP ISIS (please consult us).

Communication

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
communication system.

remote indications (according to Sepam model)

logic input status

logic output status (1)

setting 1 RTD n°1 KTS1

setting 1 RTD n°2 KTS2

setting 1 RTD n°3 KTS3

setting 1 RTD n°4 KTS4

setting 1 RTD n°5 KTS5

setting 1 RTD n°6 KTS6

setting 1 RTD n°7 KTS7

setting 1 RTD n°8 KTS8

setting 1 RTD n°9 KTS9

setting 1 RTD n°10 KTS10

setting 1 RTD n°11 KTS11

setting 1 RTD n°12 KTS12

setting 2 RTD n°1 KTS13

setting 2 RTD n°2 KTS14

setting 2 RTD n°3 KTS15

setting 2 RTD n°4 KTS16

setting 2 RTD n°5 KTS17

setting 2 RTD n°6 KTS18

setting 2 RTD n°7 KTS19

setting 2 RTD n°8 KTS20

setting 2 RTD n°9 KTS21

setting 2 RTD n°10 KTS22

setting 2 RTD n°11 KTS23

setting 2 RTD n°12 KTS24

RTD fault n°1 to 6 KTS25

RTD fault n°7 to 12 KTS26

remote measurements
(according to Sepam model)

phase currents

peak demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capacitive network

accumulated real energy

accumulated reactive energy

temperatures (RTDs)

residual current

residual voltage

remote control orders (for Sepam model S26,S36)

latched

output O1 KTC1

output O2 KTC2

output O11 KTC3

output O12 KTC4

output O13 KTC5

output O14 KTC6

output O21 KTC7

output O22 KTC8

output O23 KTC9

output O24 KTC10

output O31 KTC11

output O32 KTC12

output O33 KTC13

output O34 KTC14

MERLIN GERIN Communication table

The data above are available via the optional communication
link.
The measurements available depend on the type of
Sepam 2000.

(1) for Sepam model S26, S36.
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remote control orders
(for Sepam model S26,S36) (cont’d)

impulse

activation output O1 KTC33

deactivation output O1 KTC34

activation output O2 KTC35

deactivation output O2 KTC36

activation output O11 KTC37

deactivation output O11 KTC38

activation output O12 KTC39

deactivation output O12 KTC40

activation output O13 KTC41

deactivation output O13 KTC42

activation output O14 KTC43

deactivation output O14 KTC44

activation output O21 KTC45

deactivation output O21 KTC46

activation output O22 KTC47

deactivation output O22 KTC48

activation output O23 KTC49

deactivation output O23 KTC50

activation output O24 KTC51

deactivation output O24 KTC52

activation output O31 KTC53

deactivation output O31 KTC54

activation output O32 KTC55

deactivation output O32 KTC56

activation output O33 KTC57

deactivation output O33 KTC58

activation output O34 KTC59

deactivation output O34 KTC60

message acknowledgment KTC61

peak demand phase currents KTC62
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC63
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC64
zero reset

remote control orders for Sepam model S46

latched

output O001 KTC1

output O002 KTC2

output O003 KTC3

output O004 KTC4

output O005 KTC5

output O006 KTC6

output O007 KTC7

output O008 KTC8

output O101 KTC9

output O102 KTC10

output O103 KTC11

output O104 KTC12

output O105 KTC13

output O106 KTC14

output O107 KTC15

output O108 KTC16

output O109 KTC17

output O110 KTC18

impulse

activation output O201 KTC33

deactivation output O201 KTC34

activation output O202 KTC35

deactivation output O202 KTC36

activation output O203 KTC37

deactivation output O203 KTC38

activation output O204 KTC39

deactivation output O204 KTC40

activation output O205 KTC41

deactivation output O205 KTC42

activation output O206 KTC43

deactivation output O206 KTC44

activation output O207 KTC45

deactivation output O207 KTC46

activation output O208 KTC47

deactivation output O208 KTC48

activation output O209 KTC49

deactivation output O209 KTC50

activation output O210 KTC51

deactivation output O210 KTC52

activation output O301 KTC53

deactivation output O301 KTC54

activation output O302 KTC55

deactivation output O302 KTC56

activation output O303 KTC57

deactivation output O303 KTC58

activation output O304 KTC59

deactivation output O304 KTC60

activation output O305 KTC61

deactivation output O305 KTC62

activation output O306 KTC63

deactivation output O306 KTC64

activation output O307 KTC65

deactivation output O307 KTC66

activation output O308 KTC67

deactivation output O308 KTC68

activation output O309 KTC69

deactivation output O309 KTC70

activation output O310 KTC71

deactivation output O310 KTC72

message acknowledgment KTC73

peak demand
phase current zero reset (clear) KTC74

peak demand W and VAr
zero reset (clear) KTC75
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs
current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA
voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings
DC current inputs standard range inputs 0-20, 4-20, 0-10, ±10 mA

impedance ≤ 300 Ω
accuracy (à 25 °C) ±0,3 % full scale

RTD inputs type Pt100 according IEC 60751
current injected 4 mA
consumption < 0,1 VA

logic inputs
voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc
consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA
auxiliary power supply
DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc
typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W
logic outputs (relays)
voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc
rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A
making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A
breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A

DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation
dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand
operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I
mechanical robustness
degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face
vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I
shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I
earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I
fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire
electromagnetic compatibility
radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m
electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III

IEC 61000-4-2 class III
damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III
5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV

IEC 61000-4-4 class IV
1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)

1 kV common mode (42 Ω)
conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary

power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B  (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Installation

Dimensions and weights

A

222

B

202

model S26 S36 S46

A 264 352 440

B 250 338 429

weight (kg) 7 9 12

482

266

AMT 819 plate used to mount on a 19’’ rack

Sepam 2000 (S46) rear face
with standard connectors.

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x2)

Cut-out

e = 3 mm max

Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSH core balance CTs BNC connector CCA 601 (1) cable (length : 5,5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature probes screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.

Sepam 2000 (S36) rear face
with standard connectors.
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Sepam 2000
Sepam type

S26 ..................R01

S36 ..................R01 R02 R03 R04

S46 ..................R06 R07 R08 R09

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc (1) ......................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................
(1) For Sepam model S26, S36.

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120................
..................................................................................... CSH 200................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

Adapter core balance CT ............................................ ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

quantity

Ordering information

quantity
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Sepam 2000 SX is used for incomer and feeder
protection and metering. Combined with the
communication option, it can provide remote control,
annunciation and metering.

Advantages
c indication of phase and earth fault values at the time of breaking provides
the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes and seriousness
of faults,
c the high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology-based functions in electrical substations,
without the need for any particular precautions,
c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation,
c terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance,
c The optional communication function may be used for remote setting, remote
metering, remote indication and remote control by means of a two-wire link
with a remote control and monitoring system for centralized operation,
c setting and testing are extremely simple:
v the settings may be made on the front panel (serial link):
- one by one, using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, or the SFT2801 PC software
program,
- all at once using the SFT2821 PC software program (downloading),
v direct readout of primary current and voltage and simple testing of the metering
function by injection guarantee the coherency of all settings.

The wide setting ranges provide for the most widely varied cases.

Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000 S26 (compact),
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1A or 5A current transformers or linear CSP type sensors
(Rogowski coil principle),
v voltage transformers (SX2 version),
v actuators (trip and closing coils).

Customization (1)

Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam 2000's internal PLC
can be customized. Sepam 2000 SX does not allow for extension of the logic
inputs and outputs. For applications which require more logic inputs/outputs,
use Sepam 2000 type S01 or S02.

Sepam 2000 S26 compact.

(1) Please refer to document Sepam 2000 customized
application.
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functions ANSI Sepam types

code SX1 SX2

protection

phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4

earth fault (sensitive E/F) 50N/51N(G) 4 4

metering

phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c
peak demand phase currents (I1, I2, I3) c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13, V1, V2, V3) c
real / reactive power (P, Q) c
peak demand real / reactive power c
power factor c
fréquency c
accumulated real / reactive energy (± Wh, ± VArh) c
tripping currents (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c
true rms current c c
disturbance recording c c
residual current c c
residual voltage c
cumulative breaking current c c
and number of breaks

control and monitoring (1)

open / close c c
lockout relay 86 c c
inhibit closing 69 c c
annunciation 30 c c
logic discrimination 68 c c
trip circuit supervision 74 c c
detection of plugged connectors (DPC) 74 c c
operation counter c c
phase fault trip counter c c
disturbance recording triggering c c
Sepam models

compact S26 LX LT

Selection table

Sepam 2000 substation

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
For example, for phase overcurrent protection, “4” means: 4 separate overcurrent protection
devices.
(1) according to parameter setting.
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Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand currents
Measurement of the greatest average current value on the 3 phases.
The average current measurement is computed periodically (adjustable period:
5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltages (4)

Measurement of the circuit phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltages.

Real / reactive power (4)

Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced
and unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real / reactive power (4)

Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value,
used to find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value
is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.) (4)

Measurement of the p.f., with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive),
of the power conveyed.

Frequency (4)

Measurement of frequency (based on positive sequence voltage or the U21 voltage
input).

Accumulated real / reactive energy (4)

The alphanumerical display unit shows the 4 accumulated real / reactive energy
values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy,
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.

These values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurements of the 3 phase currents and the residual current that were stored
at the time that Sepam 2000 gave the tripping order. Used to find
the fault current (fault analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker
(maintenance assistance). The "clear" button is pressed for zero reset.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21st.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after
a disturbance recorder triggering order is given.

Metering

Sepam 2000 is an accurate metering device.

It gives a direct readout of values,
together with the related units, A, V, W...

All the values needed for operation and used
for commissioning are available locally
and in the control room.

Measurements accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000
(serial link and/or display) and via the communication system.
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functions ranges accuracy (5)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In ±0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 1.5 Un ±0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW ±1%

peak demand reactive power(1) 0 to 999 MVAr ±1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter (1) 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz

accumulated real energy (1) 0 to 280 x 106 MWh ±1%

accumulated reactive energy (1) 0 to 280 x 106 MVArh ±1%

tripping currents  (1) phase 0 to 24 In ±5%

earth 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

true rms current 0 to 4 In ±1%
up to harmonic 21

disturbance recording (5) record 86 periods 12 samples
duration per periods

time before 1 to 85 periods
triggering
event

residual current (7) 0 to 10 Ino ±5%

residual voltage (7) 0 to 1.5 Un ±5%

cumulative breaking current (7) 0 to 9999 (kA)2 ±10%

number of breaks (7) 0 to 99999

CharacteristicsMeasurements used
for commissioning
and maintenance

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c the residual current used for the earth fault
protection function,
c the residual voltage used for the neutral voltage
displacement and the directional earth fault protection
functions.

Cumulative breaking current
Used for breaking device maintenance.

manque le 5 et 6

(1) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (display and serial link) and via
the communication system.

(2) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link).
(3) capacitive or inductive
(4) Sepam SX2.
(5) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-6.
(6) transfer of records to the front panel of Sepam 2000 using the SFT 2801 software program

and via Jbus/Modbus communication.
(7) measurement accessed on the front panel of Sepam 2000 (serial link) and via the

communication system.

Reminder:
Rated current In, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the
time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

Example of the processing of a disturbance recording record
using the PC SFT 2826 software program.
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Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011 to F014*
Three-phase protection against phase-to-phase
faults. The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse,very inverse,
extremely inverse or ultra inverse.

Earth fault (ANSI 50N/51N or 50G/51G) F081 to
F084*
The following types of time delay can be:
definite, standard inverse, very inverse, extremely
inverse or ultra inverse. Residual current detection
can be provided by:
c the three phase current transformers ;
in this case, a harmonic 2 restraint is used to do away
with tripping triggered by transformer closing.
c a current transformer (1 or 5 A), combined with a
CSH 30 interposing ring CT,
c a CSH 120 or CSH 200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter,
this method being the most accurate one.
The two ratings available (2 and 30 A), provide a very
wide setting range.
c with another core balance CT, associated with the
ACE 990.

*Fxxx function identification used for protection setting.

Current sensor sizing
The current sensors used should be such that they will not be saturated by the
current values which they are required to measure, with accuracy (at least 5 In):
c for definite time functions (DT):
1.5 times the setting current,
c for IDMT functions (SIT, VIT, EIT and UIT):
1.5 times the greatest working value in the curve.

secondary CT. Power wiring resitance
current and accuracy maximum wiring 2.5 VA power

class resistance increase
by step of

1 A 2.5 VA 5P 20 0.075 Ω 2.5 Ω
5 A 7.5 VA 5P 20 0.075 Ω 0.075 Ω

Protection

functions Fxxx(1) settings time delays

phase overcurrent F011-F012-F013-F014

definite time DT 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

earth fault F081-F082-F083-F084 type of sensor

definite time DT 0.05 to 10 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 10 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT(3)

0.05 to 10 Ino core balance CT (4)

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In sum of 3 phase currents t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
standard inverse, very inverse, 0.1 to 2 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
extremely inverse, ultra inverse 1.5 to 30 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A

0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT(3)

0.05 to 1 Ino core balance CT (4)

harmonic 2 restraint taken yes
into account no

Reminder: rated current In, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam 2000 commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino is the core balance CT current rating.
(1) function identification for protection setting.
(2) IDMT curves:

- inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.

(3) with CSH30 interposing ring CT.
(4) core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 ≤ n ≤ 1500) with ACE 990 interface.

Setting ranges
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Control and monitoring (1)

Open / close control
Used to control breaking devices equipped
with different types of opening and closing coils:
c circuit breaker with shunt-trip or undervoltage
release coil,
c latching contactor with shunt-trip coil,

Parameter setting via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
or PC softwares (SFT 2801 or SFT 2821), allows the
logic to be adapted to suit the equipment being used
(by default, the logic is adapted for control of a circuit
breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker
or the contactor according to operating conditions.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display
of messages.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick, selective tripping of the phase
overcurrent and earth fault protection relays, whether
definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT,
very inverse VIT, extremely inverse EIT or ultra
inverse UIT).

The function triggers the transmission
of a "blocking input" signal whenever one
of the protection settings is exceeded.

Blocking input signal transmission can be used by the
Sepam 2000 Logic discrimination function for
substation, alternator, transformer and busbar
connection applications.

Trip circuit supervision and discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects tripping (by shunt-trip coil) circuit faults.
Can be used when the Sepam 2000 and the tripping auxiliary power sources have
the same voltage rating.

If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the tripping circuit
is not supervised since it is fail-safe. This function can also detect position
information discrepancies (neither open nor closed or simultaneously open
and closed) in the different control schemes.

The connection of inputs I1, I2 and trip output O1 on the ESB board must be done
according to § other connection schemes.

Detection of plugged connectors (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged
in (the detector itself must be connected: see connection schemes).

Operation counter (2)

Counts the number of closing operations made by the breaking device,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

Phase fault trip counter (2)

Counts the number of operations for which breaking performances were required,
thereby facilitating equipment maintenance.

Disturbance recording triggering
Triggers recording of electrical signals and logical states by:
c voluntary local or remote action,
c instantaneous overcurrent and earth fault protections,
c protection tripping order.

(1) according to parameter setting.
(2) counter reading is via serial link on the front panel of Sepam 2000, and via Jbus/Modbus

communication.
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functions parameters

open/close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with trippy by shunt-trip coil 0 1

inputs

I1 = closed, I2 = open KP3 = 0

I1 = closed, I2 = receipt of blocking input KP3 = 1

outputs

O1 = opening, O2 = closing KP4 = 0

O1 = opening, O2 = transmission of blocking input KP4 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

Parameter setting

Control and monitoring (cont'd) (1)

(1) configuration according.
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Functional and connection schemes

SX1 type

Compact S26LX Sepam 2000.

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 4A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

50
51
50N
51N

1

CSH

c Correspondence between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

SX2 type

Compact S26LT Sepam 2000.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ESB 4A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

50
51
50N
51N

3A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

1

CSH

N.B.
Refer to the "other connection schemes"
section regarding other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

c Correspondance between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).
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Other connection schemes

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Connection of a voltage transformer
(does not allow residual voltage
to be measured).

V-connection of 2 voltage transformers
(does not allow residual voltage
to be measured).

Phase and residual voltage

Broken-delta connection of voltage transformers to measure residual voltage.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A
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Phase current

A

ECACCA 601 cable

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

Connection of 2 current transformers.Connection of CSP specific sensors.
c Correspondance between primary
and secondary connection (i.e.: P1, S1).

Residual current
with CT 1A or 5A

For connection of 1 A transformers make
5 turns at the CSH30 primary

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

CT + CSH 30

CSH30

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
CT + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

Other connection schemes (cont'd)

with sensors other than CSH 120 and CSH 200.

(*) The core balance CT-ACE990 and ACE990-Sepam 2000 connections depend on the
transformer ratio of the core balance CT and the current to be measured.

ACE  990

L1 L2 L3

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

DPC

2A

*

*

1/n

50 ≤ n ≤ 1500
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Examples of connections (1)

ESB logic input and output boards

Tripping of a circuit breaker or latching contactor
by a shunt-trip coil (2) (3).
KP1 = 0 KP3 = 0 KP4 = 0

Tripping of a circuit breaker by an undervoltage
release coil.
KP1 = 1 KP3 = 0 KP4 = 0

Tripping of a circuit breaker or latching contactor
by a shunt-trip coil and receipt of a blocking
input.
KP1 = 0 KP3 = 1 KP4 = 0

Tripping of a circuit breaker or latching contactor
by a shunt-trip coil and transmission of a blocking
input (2).
KP1 = 0 KP3 = 0 KP4 = 1

Tripping of a circuit breaker by an undervoltage
release coil and transmission of a blocking input.
KP1 = 1 KP3 = 0 KP4 = 1

Tripping of a circuit breaker or latching contactor
by a shunt-trip coil and receipt of a blocking
input.
KP1 = 0 KP3 = 1 KP4 = 1

(1) according to parameter setting.
(2) with monitoring of trip circuit.
(3) default parameter setting.

N.B.  The inputs are potential-free and there is an external power supply source.
BI: Blocking input.

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

opening

stop

closing

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

opening

stop

closing

CDG

9

8

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6 opening

closing

CDG

A

l2

l1

BI recept
4

3

2

1

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6 opening

CDG

A

l2

l1

BI recept
4

3

2

1

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

opening

stop

CDG

9

8

AESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

opening

stop

BI transmission

CDG

A

BI transmission BI transmission
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Introduction
Sepam 2000 SX can communicate with a remote monitoring and control system,
equipped with a communication channel.

Several communication options are available:
c Jbus/Modbus master-slave protocol, RS 485 type physical link in 2-wire mode
(rate of 300 to 38400 bauds),
c FIPIO (please consult us),
c FIP ISIS (please consult us).

remote indications address

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

control fault: KTS1
tripping (or matching) (2)

remote control open/close fault KTS2

position/remote control KTS3
discrepancy

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS5

device closed KTS10

phase overcurrent KTS15

earth fault KTS16

transmit "blocking input" (2) KTS32

inhibited disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

remote measurements

phase current

peak demand phase currents

phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral voltage (1)

frequency (1)

real power (1)

reactive power (1)

peak demand real power (1)

peak demand reactive power (1)

power factor (P.f.) (1)

inductive or capactive network (1)

real energy (1)

reactive energy (1)

tripping currents

residual current

residual voltage

cumulative breaking current

number of trips

Communication

Sepam 2000 / remote
monitoring and control
system communication.

MERLIN GERIN

Sepam SX
communication table

remote reading - remote setting

protection function curves, set points,
time delays, angles...

control logic time delays

remote control orders address

“open” KTC33

“close” KTC34

fault acknowledgment (reset) KTC35

peak demand phase current KTC36
zero reset (clear)

peak demand W and VAr KTC37
zero reset (clear)

tripping current KTC38
zero reset (clear)

inhibition disturbance recording KTC50

automatic disturbance KTC51
recording triggering

manual disturbance KTC52
recording triggering

The data above is available via the communication link.
The measurements available depend on the type of 
Sepam 2000.
(1) related to Sepam 2000 SX2.
(2) according to parameter setting.
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

typical consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

400 ms overload 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

making capacity 15 A 15 A 15 A 15 A

breaking capacity : DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0,8 A 0,3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A

Environmental characteristics
electric insulation

dielectric withstand IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-2- 1 and 2 - 5 °C to + 55 °C
IEC 60068-2-14 - 5 °C to + 55 °C

storage IEC 60068-2 - 25 °C to + 70 °C
damp heat IEC 60068-2 -3 93% RH at 40 °C

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

corrosion influence IEC 60654-4 class I

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class I

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class I

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic compatibility

radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 class III 10 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III
IEC 61000-4-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns electrical fast transients/burst IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 class IV

1.2/50µs - 8/20µs surge immunity IEC 61000-4-5 class III 2 kV differential mode (42 Ω)
1 kV common mode (42 Ω)

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B with auxiliary
power supply (3)

radiated field emission EN 55022/CISPR22 class B (4)

“  ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
(1) except for communication 1.4 kVdc and auxiliary power supply 2.8 kVdc
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode
(3) EN 50081-1 generic standard
(4) EN 50081-2 generic standard
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Connections
type wiring / accessories type

cabling reference
current transformers screw for i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

Ø4 eye lug
CSH core balance CTs, screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSH 30 and ACE 990 adapters
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 cable: (length: 5.5 m)

with two BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature probes screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)
communication connector with two 9-pin sub-D

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam 2000.

Installation

Dimensions and weights

201

20 300

222

mounting latches (x2)

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

e = 3 mm max

Sepam 2000 (S26)
rear face with standard
connectors.
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Sepam 2000
Sepam type (1) ................................................................................................................................................................

quantity .........................................................................................................
(1) example : SX1

Options
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories
Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting softwares with PC connection kit .................... SFT 2801
+ SFT 2821 ..............

Core balance CTs ........................................................ CSH 120 ................
..................................................................................... CSH 200 ................

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

Adapter core balance CT ............................................ ACE 990 ................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................
c interfaces box RS485/RS232 ................................... ACE 909 ................

FIP communication (refer to Telemecanique documentation).

Ordering information

quantity
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Sepam 2000
standard applications
Each Sepam 2000 is designed to fulfil all the
requirements of a given application and includes
all the necessary functions, ready for use. Simply
choose the appropriate Sepam 2000 from the list
of standard types for:
c substations,
c busbars,
c transformers,
c motors,
c capacitors,
c generators.
c …

In addition to the protection and metering functions,
Sepam 2000 also includes control logic
and annunciation.
The standard control logic is adapted to suit
the usual schemes by simple parameter setting
at the time of commissioning.
This allows optimized cabling and ensures more
dependable operation (the schemes have been
rigorously tested and specified to meet the most
frequent needs).

Customized Sepam 2000
In order to make your facilities more flexible and adaptable, it is possible
to customize a Sepam 2000 for a particular application.
Customization may be carried out at several different levels:
c Sepam 2000 for customized applications (1).
This is a Sepam 2000 S26 or S36 which includes:
v protection functions chosen from a functions library
(within the limits of the microprocessor’s capacity),
v a specific control scheme.
c Sepam 2000 with customized control logic (2).
This is a Sepam 2000:
v chosen from the standard types which include the protection and metering
functions necessary for each application: motor, transformer, busbars, capacitor, etc…
v in which the standard control scheme is replaced by special programming,
v for which the interface capacity can be adapted by adding
input and output boards.

Avantages
This capacity makes Sepam 2000 especially suitable for:
c the creation of your own protection and control unit (user standard).
This solution enables optimization of the functions on the same site
(simple management, commissioning, maintenance) or the most cost-effective
adaptation for a particular application that would otherwise have required several
devices,
c adaptation for an existing installation for revamping needs.
c adaptation to the control command and visualization of specific part of equipment.

(1) please consult us.
(2) with Logipam.

Sepam 2000 S26, S36 and S46.

Presentation
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Sepam 2000 for customized application

Principle
A Sepam 2000 customized applicaton needs to define:
c a Sepam 2000 model (hardware configuration)
adapted to meet the needs of:
v the connections of current and voltage sensors,
v the logic inputs and outputs,
v RTD inputs.

c an association of metering and protection functions
chosen from the list of functions (1). These ones are
factory-loaded into the Sepam 2000 removed cartridge.
c an internal logic scheme customized with software
SFT 2805 (2), and programed into the Sepam 2000
cartridge with the programmer PER 2901 (2).

L1
L2
L3

I / O
50 51 51N

67 67N 32P

27 59 81

…

…

…

I U …

Metering

Protection

Control

fault

Sepam 2000

Q

(1) depending on the microprocessor capacity.
(2) please consult us.

Sepam 2000 model boards / slots
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

compact S26 LT CE40 ECM or ECA 3U / V0 ESB ESTOR1 ESTOR2

LX c c c c c
LS c c SONDE c c c
XT c 3U / V0 c c c

standard S36 LS c ECM or  ECA(*) ECM or ECA(*) 3U / V0 ESB ESTOR1 ESTOR2 SONDE1

LR c c c c c c c ESTOR3

KZ c c c c c c SONDE1

KR c c c c c c ESTOR3

ZR c c SONDE1 c c c c
SS c c c 3U / V0 c c c SONDE2

SR c c c c c c c ESTOR3

TR c c 3U / V0 c c c c c
TS c c c c c c c SONDE1

XR c c c c c c c
YR c c c c c c
CR c ECMD ECMD c c c ESTOR3

CC c c c ECMD c c c c
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

S46 RR CE40 - - SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

NR CE40 EANA - SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

XR CE40 ECM 3V +V SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

ZR CE40 EANA Sonde SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

Sepam models table

(*) authorized combinations:

slot 2 slot 3

ECM ECM

ECA ECM

ECA ECA

CE40 : power supply.
ECM / ECMD : current inputs board (I1, I2, I3, Io) for CT.
ECA : current inputs board (I1, I2, I3) for CSP sensors.
3U / V0 : voltage inputs board (U21, U32, U13, Vo).
ESB / ESTOR : digitale inputs and outputs boards.
3V +V: board with 4 voltage inputs (V1, V2, V3, VN),
SONDE: temperature sensor input board,
ESB: board with 2 logic inputs and 2 logic outputs,
SBW: board with 8 logic outputs,
EANA: board with 8 analog inputs,
ESTOR: board with 8 logic inputs / 4 logic outputs,
ETOR: board with 16 logic inputs,
STOR: board with 10 logic outputs.
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List of functions available
(please refer to the Sepam 2000
metering and protection functions documentation).

metering functions

phase currents

peak demand phase currents

tripping currents

residual current

phase voltages and phase-to-phase voltages

frequency

real/reactive powers and power factor

peak demand real/reactive power

accumulated real/reactive energy

temperatures

residual voltage (1)

starting current and time (1)

cumulative breaking current and number of breaks (1)

true rms current (1)

differential current and through current (1)

disturbance recording (1)

(1) no available function with Sepam S46.

protection functions (1) ANSI code

phase overcurrent 50-51

voltage restrained overcurrent 50V-51V

earth fault 50N-51N

resistive earth 50G-51G

directional overcurrent 67

directional earth fault 67N

directional earth fault (compensated) 67NC

thermal overload 49

negative sequence/unbalance 46

excessive starting time and locked rotor 51LR

number of starts 66

phase undercurrent 37

phase-to-phase undervoltage 27

remanent undervoltage 27

direct undervoltage and phase rotation 27D-47

neutral voltage displacement 59
phase-to-phase overvoltage

residual overvoltage 59N

underfrequency 81L

overfrequency 81H

rate of change of frequency 81R

real overpower 32P

reactive overpower 32Q

temperature monitoring 49T-38

motor/generator differential 87M-87G

real underpower 37P

reverse overvoltage 47

breaker failure 50BF + 62

synchro check 25

restricted earth protection 64REF

percentage single-phase overcurrent 50-51
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Sepam 2000 with customized control logic

Sepam 2000 with built-in programmable
logic controller
Sepam 2000 has a built-in, modular PLC which comprises:
c logic input and output interfaces,
c cartridge containing the control logic program.

Customized schemes are programmed with:
c process control programming software, Logipam SFT 2805 (1),
c Sepam 2000 cartridge programmer PER type (1),
c documentation.

Available resources: logic inputs and outputs for S26, S36:
c logic inputs:
v I1-I2 (ESB),
v I11…I18 (ESTOR 1),
v I21…I28 (ESTOR 2),
v I31…I38 (ESTOR 3), (S36)
c output relays:
v 01-02 (ESB),
v 011…014 (ESTOR 1),
v 021…024 (ESTOR 2),
v 031…034 (ESTOR 3), (S36)
v 3 lights on the front face of Sepam 2000 : (ON, OFF, TRIP).

Available resources: logic inputs and outputs for S46:
c logic inputs:
v I101 to I116 (ETOR1),
v I201 to I216 (ETOR2),
v I301 to I316 (ETOR3),
v I401 to I416 (ETOR4),
v I501 to I516 (ETOR5),
v I601 to I616 (ETOR6),
v I701 to I716 (ETOR7),
c logic outputs:
v O001 to O008 (SBW),
v O101 to O110 (STOR1),
v O201 to O210 (STOR2),
v O301 to O310 (STOR3),
v 3 indicators on the front of Sepam 2000 : (LS1 yellow, LS2 green, LS3 red).

Logipam
Resources available for programming in relay language (2)

c 64 different messages on the 11-character alphanumerical display,
c internal process control relays:
v 512 relays (k1 to k512) with an unlimited number of internal NO / NC contacts,
v 60 time delays (T1 to T60),
v 24 event counters (C1 to C24),
v 128 bistable relays (B1 to B128).
c internal relays for communication:
v 96 remote controllable relays (KTC1 to KTC96),
v 64 contacts for remote signiling (KTS1 to KTS64).
c relays associated with the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
or SFT 2801 / SFT 2821 softwares:
v 64 relays which can be switched via the keyboard (KP1 to KP64).

Example a customized scheme produced using logipam.

(1) please consult us.
(2) refer to Logipam documentation.

Access to integrated PLC data status via SFT 2801
software on PC or using TSM 2001 pocket terminal.
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Access to integrated PLC data status via SFT 2801
software on PC or using TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

Logipam simulator
The Logipam simulator function is used for functional testing of the diagrams during
the design phase. Simulation is carried out by:
c fictitious activation of logic inputs,
c activation of internal relays,
c continuous or step by step running of logic sequences.

The simulation results are observed by:
c fictitious activation of logic outputs,
c display of messages,
c lighting up of indicators,
c incrementation of counters.

The simulator is high-performing and easy to use, making it a very effective tool.
The schemes that are tested in this way are more reliable and substantial
adjustment time is saved.

Example of simulation produced using Logipam.
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Logic input and output boards

Logic input and output boards
Each Sepam 2000 is supplied with a standard hardware configuration
(refer to “functional and connection schemes” in the technical manuals for Sepam
2000 motor, transformer, busbars, capacitors etc…).

Connection schemes
Sepam 2000 S26, S36

ESB board ESTOR board
(2 inputs and 2 outputs) (8 inputs and 4 outputs)

(1) The connection should be made on terminals 20 and 21 to take into account the presence
of the plugged connector in the control scheme.
Notes:
c the inputs are galvanically isolated and potential-free and require an external
power supply source.
c the input I11 or I21, (chosen by setting) is reserved for external synchronization
of the Modbus/Jbus communication option (see Modbus/Jbus communication manual).

Logic input and output boards with connections.
Each terminal has a number reference which includes
the slot location number in Sepam 2000 (1 to 8 from right to
left).

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

AESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

A

"watchdog"
contacts

contacts dedicated
to breaking
device control

inputs with no
common point

(1)

inputs with a
common point

normaly open
output contacts
with no common
point

inputs with no
common point

(1)
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Sepam 2000 S46

Logic outputs boards Logic inputs boards
(from 3 to 7 boards)
(groups of 4 inputs with a common point)

Notes :
c the inputs are galvanically isolated and potential-free and require an external power
supply source,
c the input I413 or I501 (chosen by setting) is reserved for external synchronization
of the Modbus/Jbus communication option (see Modbus/Jbus communication manual),
c detection of Plugged Connectors (DPC) does not require any wiring.

Rear face of Sepam S46 with connections.

O103

O102

O101

O104

O105

O106

O107

O108

O110

STOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

O109

O003

O002

O001

O004

O005

O006

O007

O008

CDG

SBW
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1
I101

ETOR
21
20
19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

I102
I103
I104

I105
I106
I107
I108

I109
I110
I111
I112

I113
I114
I115
I116

DPCDPC DPC
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Communication

All Sepam 2000s may be equipped with the communication option in order
to connect Sepam 2000s to a remote monitoring and control system or central
computer equipped with a communication channel.
There are several communication option choices (please consult us).

The following data may be accessed via the communication link:
c reading of measurements,
c reading/writing of logical data (1),
c protection function settings,
c time-tagging,
c disturbance recording file.

Please refer to the Sepam 2000 communication documentation.

(1) These ressources must be programmed in the internal logic scheme.Communication between
Sepam 2000 and the remote
monitoring and control
system.

MERLIN GERIN
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Customized service
Developing electrical installations and designing monitoring and control architectures
involve not only making an efficient analysis of the requirements, but also finding
a technical and economic compromise which is the fruit of experience.

Merlin Gerin has an organization of skilled staff to help you make your choices
and confirm solutions. This team has acquired irreplaceable experience
by being confronted with a wide variety of situations.

They are at your disposal for:
c preliminary network studies and coordination studies, studies of the architecture of
your monitoring and control system,
c Sepam 2000 customized to suit your application,
c testing and start-up,
c future installation upgrading and maintenance,
c training of your technicians.

These people, who are close by, benefit from training and ongoing support
by a group of experts, as well as outstanding investigation resources (1), which make
it possible for them to deal with all types of situations and provide the right answer
for your needs.

Service

(1) Kirchhoff protection testing laboratory.
EMTP, MORGAT network simulation software Calculation software
(short-circuit current, dynamic stability, etc.).

Training your technicians.

Example of a network coordination study.
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Sepam 2000  S36.

Sepam 2000  S26.

Presentation

Contents page

presentation 2
selection table 3
metering 4
protection 6
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functionnal and connection schemes 11
other connection schemes 15
raccordement des entrées/sorties logiques 17
communication (option) 18
characteristics 19
installation 20
ordering information 24

Advantages
c Indication of phase and earth fault values at the time of breaking provides
the operator with useful assistance in determining the causes and seriousness
of faults.
c The high level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use
advanced digital technology-based functions in electrical substations, without the
need for any particular precautions.
c Sepam 2000 ’s continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined fail-
safe position whenever a failure occurs, thereby preventing random operation.
c Terminals that are individually disconnectable while energized allow easy
maintenance.
c The communication function option can be used for remote metering, remote
setting, remote annunciation and remote control via a two-wire link with a central
computer for centralized control.
c Setting and testing are extremely simple: direct readout of primary current and
voltage and simple testing of the metering function by injection guarantee the
coherency of all settings.
c The distance recording function alarms up to 12 analog signals and 32 logical
signals to be recorded.
c Each Sepam is designed to meet all the application needs and includes all the
necessary functions ready for use (protection, metering, program logic and
annunciation).

The program logic can be adapted for the usual schemes by simple parameter
setting at the time of commissioning.
This allows optimization of cables and more dependable operation (the schemes
have been qualified and specified to take into account the most frequent needs).
The extended setting ranges provide for the widest variety of cases.

Installation in the switchboard is simplified:
c just one device to install, the Sepam 2000 . It comes in 2 models, with different
widths:
v S36 (standard),
v S26 (compact for certain types).
c cabling is limited to:
v standard 1 A or 5 A current transformers or linear CSP sensors (Rogowski coils),
v voltage transformers,
v control and annunciation units (open/close push-button, device position...),
v actuators (tripping and closing coils).

Customization
Standard control and monitoring carried out in Sepam ’s internal PLC can be
customized. The number of inputs and outputs can be increased by adding
extension boards (please contact us for further information).

HV

MV

The protection and control of overhead feeders and
underground feeders consists of performing the
metering, protection, control and monitoring functions
required for operation.

Sepam 2000  provides all these functions globally.
All the equipment and mechanisms that are generally
found in a MV cubicle control cabinet are replaced
by a single device which performs:
n protection ,
n metering ,
n control and monitoring  implementing protections
and logic inputs to activate tripping and closing
outputs and the display of annunciation.
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Selection table

functions ANSI types of Sepam
code overhead underground

A61 A62 A63 A64 U61 U62 U63 U64
protection
thermal overload 49 1 1 1 1
phase overcurrent 50/51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
earth fault 50N/51N(G) 4 4 4 4 4 4
undervoltage 27 1 1 1 1 1 1
remanent undervoltage 27R 1 1
overvoltage 59 2 2 2 2
directionnal earthfault 67N 1 1
directionnal earthfault for 67NC 1 1
compensed neutral
underfrequency 81 4 4 4 4
recloser 79 c c c c
metering
phase current (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c
max. demand phase current (I1, I2, I3) c c c c c c c c
voltage (U21, U32, U13) c c c c c c c
real / reactive power  (P, Q) c c c c c c c
peak demand real / reactive power c c c c c c c
power factor c c c c c c c
frequency c c c c c c c
real / reactive energy  (±Wh, ±VArh) c c c c c c c
tripping current (I1, I2, I3, Io) c c c c c c c c
residual current c c c c c c c c
disturbance recording c c c c c c c c
thermal capacity used c c c c
residual current c c c c c c c c
residual voltage c c c c c c c
cumulative breaking current c c c c c c c c
and number of breaks
control and monitoring
open / close c c c c c c c c
lockout relay 86 c c c c c c c c
inhibit closing 69 c c c c c c c c
load shedding c c c c
logic discrimination 68 c c c c c c c c
annunciation 30 c c c c c c c c
CB control monitoring 74 c c c c c c c c
external protection tripping c c c c c c c c
VT supervision c c
external disturbance recorder triggering c c c c c c c c
Sepam disturbance recorder triggering c c c c c c c c
power supply monitoring c c c c c c c c
detection of plugged connectors (DPC) c c c c c c c c
operation counter c c c c c c c c
phase fault trip counter c c c c c c c c
reclosing cycle counter c c c c
Sepam models
standard S36 XR XR XR YR XR XR
compact S26 LT LT
standard number of logic I/O boards 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

The figures in the columns represent the number of similar protection devices.
Example: for phase overcurrent protection, “4” means 4 separate 3-phase protection devices.
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Metering

Measurements needed for operation

Currents
Measurement of the current for each of the 3 phases of the circuit.

Peak demand current
Measurement of the greatest average current value in the 3 phases, used to find
the current demand during peak load periods.

The average current measurement is computed periodically (adjustable period: 5,
10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes). The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Voltage
Measurement of the 3 phase-to-phase voltages of the circuit.

Real / reactive power
Measurement of the real and reactive power, with the sign, in balanced and
unbalanced 3-phase networks.

Peak demand real/reactive power
Measurement of the greatest average real power (and reactive power) value, to
find the power absorbed during peak load periods. The average value is computed
periodically (adjustable period: 5, 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes). The “clear” button is
pressed for zero reset.

Power factor (p.f.)
Measurement of the p.f. with the sign and type (capacitive or inductive) of the
power conveyed.

Frequency
Measurement of frequency (based on the U21 voltage input).

Real and reactive energy
The alphanumeric display unit shows the 4 accumulated energy values:
c real energy consumed,
c reverse real energy
c reactive energy consumed,
c reverse reactive energy.
The accumulated energy values are saved in the event of a power failure.

Tripping currents
Measurement of the 3 phase currents and earth current that were stored at the
time that Sepam gave the tripping order. Used to find the fault current (fault
analysis) and assess the level of wear of the breaker (maintenance assistance).
The “clear” button is pressed for zero reset.

Thermal capacity used
Measurement of the relative thermal capacity used (with respect to the nominal
thermal capacity) on account of the load.

True rms current
Measurement of the rms value of phase 1 current up to 4XIn, taking into account:
c fundamental,
c harmonics up to rank 21st.

Disturbance recording
Recording of electrical signals and logical information before and after a fault
recorder triggering order is given.

Measurements available on the Sepam display unit and via
SFT 2801 software.

Sepam 2000  is an accurante metering device.

It gives a direct readout of values, together with
the related units, A, V, W...

All the values needed for operation and used for
commissioning are available locally and in the control
room.

Measurements available on the Sepam display unit and on
the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.
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functions ranges accuracy (4)

ammeter (1) 0 to 24 In +0.5%

peak demand current (1) 0 to 24 In +0.5%

voltmeter (1) 0 to 375 kV +0.5%

wattmeter (1) 0 to 999 MW +1%

varmeter (1) 0 to 999 MVAR +1%

peak demand real power (1) 0 to 999 MW +1%

peak demand reactive power (1) 0 to 999 MVAR +1%

power factor (1) (3) -1 to +1 0.01

frequency meter 45 to 65 Hz +0.02 Hz

real energy (1) 0 to 280 X 106 MWh +1.5%

reactive energy (1) 0 to 280 X 106 MWh +1.5%

tripping currents (1) phase 0 to 24 In +5%

earth 0 to 10 Ino +5%

true rms current 0 to 4 In +1%
up to rank 21

st

disturbance recording 12 samples per period

thermal capacity used (2) 0 to 999% +2%

residual current (2) 0 to 10 Ino +5%

residual voltage (2) 0 to 1.5 Un +5%

cumulative breaking current (2) 0 to 9999 (kA)
2

+10%

number of breaks (2) 0 to 99999

(1) measurement available on the Sepam display unit or the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.
(2) measurement available on the pocket terminal only.
(3) capacitive or inductive.
(4) typical accuracy with nominal values according to IEC 60255-4 (via communication).
(5) transfer of records with SFT 2801 software.
use of records with SFT 2826 software

Reminder:
The rated current In, rated voltage Un and residual current Ino are general parameters that
are set at the time of Sepam commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Ino  is the residual current sensor rated current.
Un is the rated phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.

CharacteristicsMeasurements used for
commissioning and
maintenance

Residual current / residual voltage
Used to check the current and voltage sensor
connections by giving the measurement of:
c the residual current used for the earth fault
protection function,
c residual voltage.

Cumulative breaking current and number
of breaks
Used for breaking device maintenance.
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Protection

Directional earth fault (ANSI 67N) F501*
Highly sensitive earth fault protection for long feeders characterized by high
capacitive current.

Directional earth fault for compensated neutral (ANSI 67NC) F481*
Earth fault protection for feeders in networks in which the neutral is earthed by a
compensation coil.

Undervoltage (ANSI 27) F321, F322, F341*, F361*
Protection used against undervoltage. This function checks for undervoltage in
each of the phase-to-phase voltages measured.

Remanent undervoltage (ANSI 27R) F351*
Monitoring of the clearing of voltage sustained by the power production supply
after the opening of the circuit.
This protection is used to prevent reclosing in energized lines.
It monitors phase-to-phase voltage U21.

Overvoltage (ANSI 59) F301, F302*
Protection against abnormally high voltage. The protection checks phase-to-phase
voltage U21.

Underfrequency (ANSI 81) F561, F562, F563, F564*
Detection of variances with respect to rated frequency, used with load shedding.

Recloser (ANSI 79)
Please refer to “Control and monitoring”.

Current sensor sizing
The current sensors should be such that they will not be saturated by the current
values which they are required to measure (at least 5 In):
c for definite time functions (DT):
1.5 times the setting current,
c for IDMT functions (SIT, VIT, EIT and UIT):
1.5 times the greatest working value in the curve.

Thermal overload (ANSI 49) F431*
Protection of cables against thermal damage caused
by overloads. Thermal capacity used is calculated
according to a mathematical model, with 2 time
constants (T1 and T2), taking into account harmonics
up to rank 21 and the effect of negative sequence
current by means of an adjustable weighting factor.
The function comprises:
c an adjustable alarm setting,
c an adjustable trip setting.

Advice for use:
c same setting for T1 and T2 (heating up and cooling
down time constants respectively),
c an inverse time constant set to zero (“none”).

Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51) F011 to F014*
Three-phase protection against phase-to-phase
faults. The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse and ultra inverse.

Earth fault
(ANSI 50N/51N or 50G/51G) F081 to F084*
Earth fault protection.

The following types of time delay settings are
available: definite, standard inverse, very inverse,
extremely inverse and ultra inverse.

Earth fault current may be detected by:
c three phase current transformers,
c current transformers (1 A or 5 A) combined with a
CSH30 interposing ring CT.
c a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter, this method being the most
accurate one. The two ratings available (2 and 30 A)
provide a very wide setting range.

*Fxxx: function identification for protection setting using
the pocket terminal.
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functions Fxxx (1) settings time delays

thermal overload F431

negative sequence factor : none (0) ; low (2.5) ; average (4.5) ; hight (9)

time constant : heating up T1 : 5 to 120 mn

cooling down when shut T2 : 5 to 600 mn

alarm: 50% to 200% of rated thermal capacity used

trip: 50% to 200% of rated thermal capacity used

déclenchement : 50% à 200% de l’échauffement nominal

phase overcurrent F011-F012-F013-F014

definite time 0.3 to 24 In t: 0.05 to 655 s

IDMT (2) 0.3 to 2.4 In t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

earth fault F081-F082-F083-F084 type of sensor

definite time 0.05 to 10 In ∑3 Iph t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT

IDMT (2) 0.05 to 1 In ∑3 Iph t: 0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.05 to Ino CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT

undervoltage F321-F341-F361

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

remanent undervoltage F351

5% to 100% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

overvoltage F301-F302

50% to 150% of Un t: 0.05 to 655 s

directional earth fault F501 characteristic angle type of sensor
0°, 15°, 30°, 45°,
60°, 90° and -45°

definite time 0.05 to 10 In ∑3 Iph t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT

directional earth fault F481 type of sensor
for compensated neutral

definite time 0.05 to 10 In ∑3 Iph t: 0.05 to 655 s
0.1 to 20 A CSH core bal. CT, 2 A
1.5 to 300 A CSH core bal. CT, 30 A
0.05 to 1 Ino 1 A or 5 A CT

memory time Tmem: 0.05 to 655 s

underfrequency F561

45 Hz to 50 Hz t: 0.1 to 655 s
(55 to 60 Hz)

Setting range

(1) function identification for protection setting using the pocket terminal.
(2) IDMT curves:
- standard inverse: SIT,
- very inverse: VIT,
- extremely inverse: EIT,
- ultra inverse: UIT,
- long time inverse: LTI.

Reminder: rated current In, base current Ib, rated voltage Un and current Ino are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam commissioning.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating).
Un is the phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.
Ino  is the core balance CT current rating.
Ib is the current which corresponds to the rated power through the feeder.
Rated thermal capacity used corresponds to a continuous current equal to Ib.
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Control and monitoring

Open / close control
Used for local and remote control of circuit breakers
equiped with shunt-trip or undervoltage release coils.

Parameter setting via the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
allows the logic to be adopted to suit the equipment
being used (by default, the logic is adapted for control
of the circuit breaker with a shunt-trip coil).

The opening order (via input I13) differs according to
the programmed type of control :
c normally open contact for shunt trip coil (circuit
breaker or contactor with latched order control),
c normally closed contact for undervoltage release
coil (circuit breaker).

Lockout relay (ANSI 86)
Stores tripping orders (lockout) and requires user
action to be put back into operation (reset).

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Inhibits the closing of the circuit breaker according to
operating conditions.

Load shedding
Triggers opening of the circuit breaker when there is a
drop in frequency.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
Enables quick and selective tripping of the phase
overcurrent and earth fault protection relays, whether
definite time (DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very
inverse VIT, extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse UIT).
c the function prohibits tripping of the protections if a
blocking input (BI) signal is received from a
downstream Sepam.
c it triggers the transmission of a blocking input (BI)
signal whenever one of the protection settings is
exceeded. The transmission of a blocking input may
be used by the Logic Discrimination function of the
Sepams located upstream.

The function provides simple, effective, high-
performing busbar protection.

Recloser (ANSI 79)
Designed for overhead lines, used to clear transient
and semi-permanent faults, limiting user service
interruptions as much as possible. The function
consists of resupplying power to the circuit that has
been interrupted by the protection after a time delay
required for isolation to be restored with power off.
The number and type of reclosing cycles may be
adjusted by changing the settings.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Keeps the user informed by the display of messages.

CB control monitoring:
trip circuit, discrepancy (ANSI 74)
Detects trip circuit faults (shunt-trip coil). The function can only be used if the
Sepam and trip circuit auxiliary power sources have the same voltage rating.
If the equipment contains an undervoltage release coil only, the trip circuit is not
supervised since it is fail-safe.
This function can also detect position information discrepancies (neither open nor
closed or simultaneously open and closed) in the different control schemes.
This function can also detect all control open and closed not executed.
The connection scheme of inputs I1, I2 and trip output O1 on the ESB board must
be complied with (see logic input/output connection schemes).

External protection tripping
Allows the breaker to be tripped by a protection outside the Sepam.

VT supervision
Used to indicate the loss of VT secondary voltages following the opening of the LV
circuit beaker or the melting of striker fuses.

External disturbance recording triggering
Used to start up external disturbance recording whenever an overcurrent or earth
fault is detected.

Sepam disturbance recording triggering
Triggers recording of electrical signals and logical states by:
c voluntary local or remote action,
c instantaneous overcurrent and earth fault and directional protections,
c protection tripping order.

Power supply monitoring
Detects all losses of auxiliary power supply or Sepam failures (watchdog).

Detection of plugged connectors (DPC) (ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged in (the
DPC connections must be made: see connection schemes).

Operation counter (1)

Counts the number of closing operations performed by the breaking device, in
order to facilitate equipment maintenance.

Fault trip counter (1)

Counts separately the number of opening operations by phase fault protections
and by earth fault protections.

Reclosing ycle counters
Count the number of reclosing operations by type of cycle.

(1) the counters are read on the pocket terminal.
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Operation

(1) on Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language version).
(2) if recloser off or if trip definitive.

functions trip inhibit lock fault device trans. ext. dist messages (1)

closing out trip fault BI rec. trig

O1 O11 O12 O13 O14 O21 O22 O23 O24

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL
(tripping)

thermal overload c THERMAL
(alarm)

phase c c (2) c (2) c c c OVERCURRENT
overcurrent

earth fault c c (2) c (2) c c c EARTH FAULT

undervoltage c UNDERVOLTAGE

overvoltage c OVERVOLT. 1
OVERVOLT. 2

directional c c (2) c (2) c c c DIR. E/F
earth fault

directional earth fault c c (2) c (2) c c c DIR. E/F
for compensated neutral

underfrequency c c c c c UNDERFREQ.1
setting 1

underfrequency c c c c c UNDERFREQ.2
setting 2

underfrequency c c c c c UNDERFREQ.3
setting 3

underfrequency c c c c c UNDERFREQ.4
setting 4

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

pole c c c PRESSURE
pressure

trip circuit c c c ?CONTROL?
supervision

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)
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Control and monitoring (cont’d)

function parameters
open / close control
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil KP1 = 0
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil KP1 = 1
display of parameterized control scheme KP17 = 1
external protection trip (I15)
triggering by NO contact KP4 = 0

by NC contact KP4 = 1
logic discrimination
receive shunt-trip blocking input BI KP9 = 0
receive undervoltage release blocking input BI (fail-safe) KP9 = 1
transmit shunt-trip blocking input BI KP10 =0
transmit undervoltage release blocking input BI (fail-safe) KP10 =1
pilot wire test KP18 = 1
recloser
recloser on KP19 = 1
recloser off KP20 = 1
cycle 1 on KP21 = 1
cycle 1 off KP22 = 1
cycle 2 on KP23 = 1
cycle 2 off KP24 = 1
cycle 3 on KP25 = 1
cycle 3 off KP26 = 1
cycle 4 on KP27 = 1
cycle 4 off KP28 = 1
activation cycle 1 by time-delayed protection KP11 = 0
activation cycle 1 by instantaneous protection KP11 = 1
activation cycle 2 by time-delayed protection KP12 = 0
activation cycle 2 by instantaneous protection KP12 = 1
activation cycle 3 by time-delayed protection KP13 = 0
activation cycle 3 by instantaneous protection KP13 = 1
activation cycle 4 by time-delayed protection KP14 = 0
activation cycle 4 by instantaneous protection KP14 = 1
final tripping by time-delayed protection KP15 =0
final tripping by instantaneous protection KP15 = 1
activation recloser by directional earth fault for compensated neutral KP6 = 1
inhibition recloser by input I12 KP16 = 1
checking line voltage absent by input I24 KP7 = 0
checking line voltage absent by undervoltage KP7 = 1
remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0
remote setting disable KP38 = 1
disturbance recording
storage KP50 = 1
automatic triggering KP51 = 1
manual triggering KP52 = 1
counters
resetting of operation counter C1 KP53 = 1
resetting of fault counters C2 and C3 KP49 = 1
resetting of reclosing cycle counters C4, C5, C6, C7 and C8 KP54 = 1
load shedding
load shedding by underfrequency setting 1 KP55 = 1
load shedding by underfrequency setting 2 KP56 = 1
load shedding by underfrequency setting 3 KP57 = 1
load shedding by underfrequency setting 4 KP58 = 1
no load shedding (priority) KP59 = 1

set up
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Funtionnal and connection schemes

Standard S36XR Sepam 2000.

A61 type

■ Correspondence between primary and secondary
connections (e.g. P1, S1)

N.B.
Refer to the “other connection schemes” section regarding
other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors
CDG: watchdog

1
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5
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6
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P2
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S2
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2
1
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50N
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1
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1
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O1

l2

l1

CDG
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20
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5
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14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

7
8

DPC

4A

30 A
2 A
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Funtionnal and connection schemes (cont’d)

Standard S36YR Sepam 2000.

U61 type

1
4

5
2

6
3

P1

P2

S1

S2

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

DPC

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

49
50
51
50N
51N

21

1

7AESTOR2

21

1

6AESTOR1

ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

30 A
2 A

■ Correspondence between primary and secondary
connections (e.g. P1, S1)

N.B.
Refer to the “other connection schemes” section regarding
other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors
CDG: watchdog
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A62, A63, U62, U63 types

Standard S36XR Sepam 2000.

1
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5
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6
3

P1

P2
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S2

5
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4
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2
1
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L2

L3
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1
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1
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ESB 5A
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O2

O1

l2

l1
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16
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11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

7
8

DPC

4A

30 A
2 A

27
59
81

49

67N

U62
U63

A63
U63

27R

A62
A63

*

■ Correspondence between primary and secondary
connections (e.g. P1, S1)

N.B.
Refer to the “other connection schemes” section regarding
other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors
CDG: watchdog
* applications A62, A63 provides VTs on the cable side
for use of the 27R protection.
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Funtionnal and connection schemes (cont’d)

A64, U64 types

Standard S26LT Sepam 2000.
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2
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2
3

1

5
6

4
3
2
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7
8
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3A

30 A
2 A

27

49

67NC

U64

■ Correspondence between primary and secondary
connections (e.g. P1, S1)

N.B.
Refer to the “other connection schemes” section regarding
other arrangements.
DPC: detection of plugged connectors
CDG: watchdog
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Other connection schemes

c Correspondence between primary and
secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

Phase voltage

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Connection of a voltage transformer (does
not allow implementation of protections:
positive sequence undervoltage, neutral
voltage displacement and directional earth
fault, or measurements: phase rotation and
residual voltage).

V-connection of 2 voltage transformers (does
not allow implementation of neutral voltage
displacement and directional earth fault
protection, or residual voltage
measurement).

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Phase and residual voltage

Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for residual voltage measurement.

5
6

4
3
2
1

3U/Vo

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

A

Residual current
(recommended wiring)

For connection of 1 A transformers, make 5
turns around the CSH30 primary.

1
4

5
2

6
3

5
6

4
3
2
1

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM2B

L1 L2 L3

TC + CSH 30

CSH30

5
6

4
3
2
1

ECM

30 A

DPC
P1

P2

S2

S1 2 A
TC + CSH30

5 turns

A

1

CSH30

Phase current

A

ECACCA 601 cable

L3

L2

L1

L1 L2 L3

2L1

2L2

2L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECMB

L1 L2 L3

Connection of 2 current transformers.Connection of specific sensors CSP.
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Other connection schemes (cont’d)

Tripping of a circuit breaker by shunt-trip coil. Tripping of a circuit breaker by undervoltage
release coil.

N.B. : The inputs are potential-free and require an external power supply source.

ESB board

Logic inputs and outputs boards

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

opening

stop

closing

CDG

A ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1 7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

opening

stop

closing

CDG

9

8

A
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Connection of logic inputs/outputs

Logic inputs and outputs boards

ESTOR1 board terminals data connected to ESTOR1 board

19 I18 enable remote control: allows closing and acknowledgment
orders to be sent via the serial link: contact closed for
enable

18 I17 “drawn out” position: contact closed for drawn out

17 I16 pole pressure: contact closed for breaking pole fault

16 I15 external protection tripping: normally open or normally
closed contact according to parameter setting

15 I14 close: normally open contact

14 I13 open: normally open contact for shunt-trip coil, normally
closed contact for undervoltage release coil

13 common

12 O14 transmit BI (blocking input)
11

10 O13 breaker failure (pressure fault or control fault)
9

8 O12 fault tripping
7

6 O11 cycle in progress (recloser) (1)

5 thermal alarm (2)

4 I12 receive BI (blocking input) if KP16=0 inhibit recloser
3 (normally open contact) if KP16=1

2 I11 reserved
1

N.B. The inputs are potential-free and require an external
power supply source..

terminals data connected to ESTOR2 board
19 I28 reserved
18 I27 reserved
17 I26 reserved
16 I25 “line VT” circuit closed (contact closed) (3)

15 I24 line voltage present (3)

14 I23 earthing switch: contact open for earthing switch open
13 common
12 O24 overvoltage
11
10 O23 external disturbance recorder triggering
9
8 O22 underfrequency
7
6 O21 undervoltage
5
4 I22 fault acknowledgment
3
2 I21 reserved for external communication synchro
1

ESTOR2 board

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

A

* if open control via input I13 is not used (direct control outside Sepam):
c for shunt-trip coil, I13=0 continuously
c for undervoltage release coil, I13=1 continuously

(1) A61, A62, A63, A64 applications
(2) U61, U62, U63, U64 applications
(3) A62, A63 applications
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Communication (option)

remote indications addresses

logic input status

logic output status

operation counter C1

phase fault trip counter C2

earth fault trip counter C3

successful reclosing counter C4

cycle 1 counter (reclosing) C5

cycle 2 counter (reclosing) C6

cycle 3 counter (reclosing) C7

cycle 4 counter (reclosing) C8

control fault : tripping or matching KTS1

instantaneous phase overcurrent KTS2

time-delayed phase overcurrent KTS3

instantaneous earth fault KTS4

time-delayed earth fault KTS5

undervoltage KTS6

remanent undervoltage KTS7

instantaneous directional earth fault KTS8

time-delayed directional earth fault KTS9

overvoltage setting 1 KTS10

external protection tripping KTS11

overvoltage setting 2 KTS12

thermal overload alarm KTS13

thermal overload tripping KTS14

no executed order KTS15

position/remote control discrepancy KTS16

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS17

breaking pole fault KTS20

SSL fault reception KTS22

recloser on KTS23

cycle 1 active KTS24

cycle 2 active KTS25

cycle 3 active KTS26

cycle 4 active KTS27

cycle in progress KTS28

final tripping KTS29

closing by recloser KTS30

successful reclosing KTS31

transmit blocking input KTS32

priority feeder KTS33

choice of underfrequency load shedding KTS34
setting 1

choice of underfrequency load shedding KTS35
setting 2

choice of underfrequency load shedding KTS36
setting 3

choice of underfrequency load shedding KTS37
setting 4

feeder disconnected KTS38

disturbance recording storage KTS50

remote setting disable KTS51

Communication table remote measurements

phase current I

max. demand phase currents

system voltage

frequency

real power

reactive power

peak demand real power

peak demand reactive power

power factor (p.f.)

inductive or capacitive network

real energy

reactive energy

tripping currents

thermal capacity used

remote control orders addresses

open KTC33

close KTC34

fault acknowledgment KTC35

max. demand phase current reset KTC36
(CLEAR)

peak demand W and VAR reset KTC37
(CLEAR)

tripping current reset (CLEAR) KTC38

recloser on KTC40

recloser off KTC41

activation cycle 1 KTC42

deactivation cycle 1 KTC43

activation cycle 2 KTC44

deactivation cycle 2 KTC45

activation cycle 3 KTC46

deactivation cycle 3 KTC47

activation cycle 4 KTC48

deactivation cycle 4 KTC49

disturbance recording storage KTC50

automatic disturbance recording triggering KTC51

manual disturbance recording triggering KTC52

underfrequency load shedding setting 1 KTC53

underfrequency load shedding setting 2 KTC54

underfrequency load shedding setting 3 KTC55

underfrequency load shedding setting 4 KTC56

priority feeder KTC57

remote reading - remote setting

protection function curves, set points, time delays,
angles...

program logic time delays
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Characteristics

analog inputs

current transformer 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
10 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kW
220 V to 250 kV ratings

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 10 mA 10 mA 4 mA

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A

breaking capacity: DC resistive load 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A

AC resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption when de-activated 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

Electrical characteristics

dielectric

power frequency IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 min

climatic

operation IEC 6068-2 -5°C to 55°C
storage IEC 6068-2 -25°C to 70°C
damp heat IEC 6068-2 95% at 40°C

effect of corrosion IEC 60654-4 class 1

mechanical

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 on front panel

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class 1

shocks IEC 60255-21-2 class 1

fire IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic

radiation IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III

electrical

1.2/50 ms impulse wave IEC 60255-5 5 kV

1 MHz damped oscillating wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 60255-22-4 class IV

Environmental characteristics

“ “ marking on our products guarantees their compliance with European directives.
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Installation

Dimensions and weights

Standard Sepam (S36) Cut-out

weight: 9 kg

Sepam (S36) rear face with
standard connectors

(1) accessories supplied with Sepam.

Connections

352 338

222 202

201

20 300

222

mounting latches (x2)

e = 3 mm max

Compact Sepam (S26) Cut-out

250

202222

264

weight: 7 kg

type wiring accessories
reference type

current transformers screw for Ø 4 < 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector
eye lug

CSH sensors screw < 2.5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
CSP sensors BNC connector CCA 601 (1) cable (length: 5.5 m)

with 2 BNC connectors
voltage transformers screw < 2.5 mm2 CCA 608 (1) connector
temperature probes screw < 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw < 2.5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw < 2.5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus communication 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)

connector with 2 9-pin sub-D
connectors

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box
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Sepam 2000
Sepam type  (1) .............................................................................................

Standard S36........ ..................................................................................................

Compact S26................. .........................................................................................

Quantity .......................................................................................................
(1) example : A61

Options
Communication ......................................................... none ..................................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Current sensors ......................................................... 1 A/5 A CT .........................

..................................................................................... CSP ...................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories quantity

Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801 ..............

Disturbance recording
record processing software ......................................... SFT 2826 ..............

Core balance CTl ......................................................... CSH 120 ................

..................................................................................... CSH 200 ................

Interposing ring CT for residual current
input ............................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

Jbus/Modbus communication
c 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................
c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................
c cable (length: 3 m) with two 9-pin
sub-D connectors ........................................................ CCA 602 ................
c RS485/RS232 interface box .................................... ACE 909 ................

Ordering information

07 / 1998
PCRED397090EN
ART.87386

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.

Schneider Electric SA Postal address
F-38050 Grenoble cedex 9
Tel: 33 (0)4 76 57 60 60
Telex: merge 320842 F
http://www.schneider-electric.com

As standards, specifications and designs change from
time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric SA
Design, production: Idra
Printing:Rcs Nanterre B 954 503 439
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Presentation
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Sepam 2000 D21-D31.

Advantagesc Complete protection against internal transformer faults,c Restricted earth fault protection included,c Simple implementation due to the use of neural networks,v Simplified sizing of current sensors,v Few settings,v No matching transformers required,c Measurement:v Currents and phase shifts,v Residual currents,v Differential and through currents,v Memorization of differential and through current at the time of the fault,c Test position,c Disturbance recording,c High level of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) makes it possible to use digital
technology in electrical substations, without the need for any particular
precautions,c Sepam 2000's continuous self-testing sets the device in a predetermined
fail-safe position when failures occur, preventing random operation,c Terminal blocks which may be individually disconnected while energized
to facilitate maintenance,c The optional communication functions can be used for remote setting, remote
metering, remote annunciation and remote control via a two-wire link with a
supervisor for centralized management,c ISO 9001 certified design and manufacturing processes.

The Sepam 2000 D21 and D31 differential protections
are designed to protect a zone which includes
a transformer, an auto-transformer or a
generator-transformer unit, of a HV/MV substation.

Type D21 for two-ended zones,
Type D31 for three-ended zones.
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protection ANSI code Sepam type

D21 D31

biased differential 87T c c
restricted earth fault (winding 2) 64 REF c c
restricted earth fault (winding 3) 64 REF c
metering

phase currents I (winding 1) c c
phase currents I’ (winding 2) c c
phase currents I” (winding 3) c
phase shift between I and I’ c c
phase shift between I and I” c
residual current Io c c
residual current Io’ c c
residual current Io” c
differential currents: Id1, Id2, Id3 c c
through currents: It1, It2, It3 c c
tripping currents differential: trip Id1, trip Id2, trip Id3 c c

through: trip It1, trip It2, trip It3 c c
disturbance recording c c
control and monitoring ANSI code

latching/acknowledgment 86 c c
annunciation 30 c c
breaker failure activation c c
circuit breaker closing order locking c c
detection of plugged connector (DPC) c c
fault trip counter c c
Sepam 2000 model

S36 CR CC

number of ESTOR boards 2 3

Functions
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Presentation (cont'd)

Status menu
heading name command selection

frequency Fn data+, data- 50Hz or 60Hz

phase CT ratio In, In', In'' (1) numeric keys 10A to 6250A
windings 1, 2 and 3 (1)

Io sensor type of data+, data- CT + CSH30
windings 1, 2 and 3 (1) measurement

Ino, Ino', Ino'' (1) numeric keys 1A to 6250A

numerical index index' numeric keys 0 to 11 (2)

of vector group index'' (1)

(versus winding 1)

power S (3) numeric keys 1MVA to 999MVA

rated voltage Un, Un', Un'' numeric keys 220V to 800kV

remote reading function, parameters unit

rated frequency D5h Fn Hz

phase CT D0h, D9h, DAh (1) rated current In, In', In'' (1) A
windings 1, 2 and 3 (1)

Io sensor D2h, DBh, DFh (1) type of measurement index (4)

windings 1, 2 and 3 (1) Ino, Ino', Ino'' (1) A

transformer DEh numerical index
of vector groups
(versus winding 1)
power MVA
voltage (winding 1) V
voltage (winding 2) V
voltage (winding 3) V

(1) : for Sepam 2000 D31.
(2) : whatever the star or delta connections of the windings.
(3) : for two-winding transformer, S is the rated power,

for a three-winding transformer, S is the power of the most powerfull winding.
(4) : meaning of the index 2 : TC + CSH30,

other value : not used.

General parameters

The terms winding 1, winding 2 and winding 3 are used like that :c winding 1 refers to the circuit that has the highest voltage Un;
the corresponding currents are connected to connectors 2A and 2B,c winding 2 refers to the circuit that has voltage Un' less than or equal to Un;
the corresponding currents are connected to connectors 3A and 3B,c winding 3 refers to the circuit that has voltage Un' less than or equal to Un' for
Sepam D31;
the corresponding currents are connected to connectors 4A and 4B.

By extension, this definition also applies to an auto-transformer for which 2
windings are partially combined but which have different voltage levels.

U, I

U', I'
winding 2

U'', I''
winding 3

winding 1 U, I

U', I'
winding 2

U'', I''
winding 3

winding 1

example : U=132 kV, U'= 33 kV, U''= 11 kV example : U=20 kV, U'= 15 kV, U''= 6 kV

The zone protected by Sepam 2000 D21 is the zone between the current sensors
connected to connectors 2A and 2B, at one end, and the sensors connected to
connectors 3A and 3B at the other end.

The zone protected by Sepam 2000 D31 is the zone between the current sensors
connected to connectors 2A and 2B, the sensors connected to connectors 3A and
3B and the sensors connected to connectors 4A and 4B.

Definitions
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ANSI code 87 T

function number F601

This protection adjusts the current phase and module of each winding according to
the parameterized transformer connection. It then compares the adjusted currents,
phase by phase. It is activated if the difference in currents Id for at least one phase
is greater than the operation set point.

The set point is defined by the operation characteristic below.

Protection stability with respect to external faults is also ensured by the biased
characteristic and by the 2nd and 5th harmonics neural network restraint which
analyzes the percentage as well as the differential and through currents.
This restraint prevents unwanted tripping when:c the transformer is switched on,c an asymmetrical fault occurs outside the zone, causing saturation of the current
transformers,c the transformer is supplied by excessive voltage (overfluxing).

Ib = transformer rated current.

Calculated as: Ib =

Id =  Iadjusted - I'adjusted - I"adjusted
= differential current

–> –>

It = max (  Iadjusted  ,  I'adjusted  ,  I"adjusted )

Sepam 2000 D31 :

–> –>

–>

–>

Id =  Iadjusted - I'adjusted
= differential current

–> –>

It = max (  Iadjusted  ,  I'adjusted )

Sepam 2000 D21 :

–> –>

= through current

= through current

Percentage operation characteristics

Schematic diagram

0 2 4 6 8

Id/Ib

It/Ib
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1
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Id / It = 50 %

Id / It = 15 %

tripping

setting zone

no tripping

phase 2
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phase 1

test mode
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phase 1
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phase 2
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F601/4

F601/3

F601/6

≥ 1

87T

I1'

I1"

I1

87T

I1 I1'

(1) Sepam 2000 D31.

e Un
S

Protection

Setting range and characteristics
bias characteristic Id/It

setting 15% to 50%
resolution 1%
accuracy (1) 1%
% pick-up (86 ± 10)%

time characteristics

operating time < 35 ms
recovery time < 35 ms

outputs available for control logic

phase 1 tripping F601/1
phase 2 tripping F601/2
phase 3 tripping F601/3
phase 1, 2 or 3 tripping F601/4
test mode F601/6

remote reading, remote setting

function n° 60h
parameter setting Id/It unit : %
(1) : in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).

Differential protection
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Restricted earth fault
protection

The restricted earth fault protection detects phase-to-earth faults in the transformer
winding with greater sensitivity than the differential protection.

It may be used when the neutral point of the protected winding is earthed.

This protection is based on a biased differential principle.

Differential current is the difference between the current flowing in the neutral point
and the sum of the 3 phase currents

Ido =  I1 + I2 + I3 - I neutral .

The protection operates without any stabilization resistance.
Stability with respect to external faults is ensured by a biased characteristic.
The restraint value used is the residual current:

Io =  I1 + I2 + I3 .

This operating principle is suitable for networks for which the earth fault current in
the protected zone is greater than the measured residual current. This means that
the function should not be used in compensated neutral systems.

For Sepam 2000 D21, the protection is available on winding 2.

For Sepam 2000 D31, the protections are available on windings 2 and 3.

ANSI code 64 REF

function number F651-F661

Operation characteristic:

Schematic diagram

–> –>

–> –> –>

Setting range and characteristics
Iso setting

setting 0.05 In to 0.8 In if In > 20 A
0.1 In to 0.8 In if In < 20 A
expressed in amps

accuracy (1) ± 5 %

% pick-up (93 ± 5) %

biased characteristic Ido/Io

fixed value 105 %

accuracy (1) ± 4 %

time characteristics

operating time 30 ms typical (40 ms max.)
recovery time < 40 ms

outputs available for control logic

restricted earth fault tripping winding 2 F651/1

restricted earth fault tripping winding 3 (2) F661/1

remote reading, remote setting

function n° F651 65h
F661 66h

parameter threshold Iso unit : 0.1 xA
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).
(2) for Sepam 2000 D31.

Ido

Io
= 1,05

Ido / ln

Io / ln
0.05

0.8
Iso

In: phase CT rating

Iso setting zone

Io - I neutral

Io
> 1.05

&

I neutral

I1

I2

I3

Io

F651/1

Io - I neutral   > Iso

F661/1

–> –>

–> –>

–>

–>

I1

I neutral 64 REF

I2
I3

Protection (cont'd)

–>
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Measurements used for commissioning
and maintenance
Used to check current transformer connection and for testing.

Phase current
Measurement of current for each of the three phases of each winding.
Measurement of phase shift with respect to the primary current for each
of the phases.

Residual current
Measurement of Io current for each winding.

Differential and through current
Display of the differential and through currents for each of the three phases,
calculated by the differential protection, expressed in primary rms amps.

Tripping currents
Display of the value of the differential and through currents for each of the three
phases, which was stored when the differential protection gave the tripping order,
expressed in primary rms amps.

Metering

Characteristics
functions ranges accuracy (1)

phase currents 0 to 24 In ± 0.5% at In
phase shift 0 to 359° ± 3° at In

residual current Io 0 to 10 Ino ± 5%

differential currents Id1, Id2, Id3 0 to 24 In ± 5%
through currents It1, It2, It3 0 to 24 In ± 5%

tripping currents:
differential: trip Id1, trip Id2, trip Id3 0 to 24 In ± 5%
through: trip It1, trip It2, trip It3 0 to 24 In ± 5%
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).

The measurements are available directly in the appropriate units (A, kA) on the
Sepam via the console.
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Disturbance recording

Operation
Used to record analog signals and logical states.

The stored event begins before the triggering event
and continues afterwards.

The record includes the following data :c values sampled from the different signals,c the date,c the characteristics of the recorded channels.

The files are recorded in FIFO (First In First Out) type
shift storage: the oldest record is erased when a new
record is triggered.

Transfer
Files may be transferred locally or remotely:c locally: using a PC which is connected to the
console connector and has the SFT2801 software
package (version later than 9802),c remotely: using a software package specific
to the remote monitoring and control system.

Display
The signals are displayed from a record by means
of the SFT2826 software package.

Characteristics
record duration 24 periods before triggering event

62 periods after triggering event

record content set-up file : date and channel characteristics,
data file : 12 values per period/recorded signal

analog signals recorded all currents connected to the acquisition boards

logical states recorded tripping outputs O11, O21, O31 (1)

differential operation
restricted earth fault operation
tripping order locking (winding 1), I17
acknowledgment, I22

number of records stored 2

file format COMTRADE IEEE C37.111 - 1997
IEC 60255-24

(1) Sepam 2000 D31.
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0 off

lamp test W/ϕ reset

on trip

Wh clear alarm

test

D  I  F  F  .

Control and monitoring

Tripping control
Controls the circuit breaker of each transformer winding.

The circuit breakers of windings 2 and 3 (1) may be controled by shunt trip coil or by
undervoltage coil.
(1) Sepam 2000 D31.

Latching / acknowledgment (ANSI 86)
Memorizes tripping orders (latching) and requires user action to be put back into
service (reset).

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Informs the user by means of a message which appears on the display unit.c Fault detection:v Differential,v Restricted earth fault (winding 2),v Restricted earth fault (winding 3) (1),c Inhibition of differential protection:v Operating mode: test connection, inhibition of outputs.
(1) Sepam 2000 D31.

Detection of plugged connectors (DPC)
(ANSI 74)
Indication on the display unit that one or more connectors are not plugged
in (the DPC connections must be made: see connection diagrams).

Fault trip counter
Counts the number of trips due to faults detected by the protections to facilitate
equipment maintenance.

Disturbance recorder triggering
Triggers the recording of electrical signals and logical states :c manualy by local or remote action,c automatically by differential and restricted earth fault protections,
The triggering may be locked in order to transfert the recorded disturbance from
Sepam 2000 to a PC.
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Control logic

Control and monitoring (cont'd)

differential

reset key

I22 : acknowledgment by logical input

trip indicator

≥1

restricted earth fault 1

restricted earth fault 2 
(1)

tripping inhibition 
(2)

KTC35 : acknowledgment by remote control

1

0

1

0

1

0

&

1

≥1
0

&

≥1

O22

O23

O33
(1)

O11

O12

O13

O21

O31
(1)

O14

O24

O34
(1)

O1

O2

≥1

KP2

KP3

tripping order
(winding 1)

I17 : tripping order locking
(winding 1)

&

KP2

&

KP3

&

&

tripping order
(winding 2)

tripping order
(winding 3)

closing order locking
(winding 1)

breaker failure
(50BF) initiation

closing order locking
(winding 2)

closing order locking
(winding 3)

tripping signalling

Outputs O11, O12 and O13 are dedicated to the
tripping of winding 1 (especialy for HV circuit
breakers).

Outputs O21 and O31 (1) are dedicated to the tripping
of winding 2 and 3 (1). These outputs may be adapted
to a shunt trip coil or an undervoltage release coil by
means of KP2 and KP3 (1) parameters.

Output O1 is dedicated to initiate a breaker failure
function located outside the Sepam D21 or D31.

(1) Sepam 2000 D31.
(2) see "Installation - Use - Commissionning" manual for
operating mode description
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Operating mode
Several operating modes are available to facilitate maintenance and
commissioning operations.c normal
The protection functions operate on tripping and signalling contacts according to
the settings.
This mode is the normal operation mode.c tripping inhibition
The protection functions operate on signalling contacts according to the settings.
The tripping output contacts are inhibited.
This mode is designed to test Sepam 2000 when the protected equipment is still
on duty.c test mode and tripping inhibited
The protection functions operate on signalling contacts according to the
"test mode settings" (1).
The tripping contacts are inhibited.
This mode is designed to facilate the test of Sepam when the protected equipment
is still on duty.c test mode and tripping active
The protection functions operate on tripping and signalling contacts according to
the "test mode settings" (1).
This mode is designed to facilate the test of Sepam 2000 including actuators and
wiring. The protected equipment is not on duty.

The change from one mode to the other is obtained by means of KP6 and KP9
parameter settings (1).

(1) see "Installation - Use - Commissioning" manual.

normal
protection
testing and
tripping inhibited

tripping
inhibition

protection
testing and
tripping active
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Control and monitoring (cont'd)

Operation
Sepam 2000 D21

functions control indication message

O11 O12 O13 O21 O1 O2 O22 O23 O14 O24 trip

differential c c c c c c c c c c DIFF.

restricted earth fault 1 c c c c c c c c c c REF
winding 2

detection of plugged connector (DPC) CONNECTOR

Sepam 2000 D31

functions control indication message

O11 O12 O13 O21 O31 O1 O2 O22 O23 O33 O14 O24 O34 trip

differential c c c c c c c c c c c c DIFF.

restricted earth fault 1 c c c c c c c c c c c c REF 1
winding 2

restricted earth fault 2 c c c c c c c c c c c c REF 2
winding 3

detection of plugged connector (DPC) CONNECTOR

Parameter setting
Parameters KP can be set by means of the console.

functions parameter

tripping control

winding 2 with shunt-trip coil KP2 = 0

winding 2 with undervoltage release coil KP2 = 1

winding 3 with shunt-trip coil (1) KP3 = 0

winding 3 with undervoltage release coil (1) KP3 = 1

operating mode

switching to test mode KP6 = 1

inhibition of differential and restricted earth fault tripping KP9 = 1

disturbance recording

lock triggering KP50 = 1

automatic unlock and triggering KP51 = 1

manual unlock and triggering KP52 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

counter

resetting of fault trip counter KP20 = 1
(1) Sepam 2000 D31.
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Implementation

Implementation, settings
Check:c Connections,c Settings of microswitches SW1 and SW2:v Measurement of phase currents,

1 A secondaryccccccv Measurement of Io current,

SW2

SW1

For each transformer winding:c Set SW1 to “CT + CSH30”,

Set the following using the console:c General parameters,c Control logic parameters,c Differential protection percentage set point,
(set a value greater than the amplitude of on-load
tap changer variation).
The 999% setting may be used to inhibit
the protection.
All the outputs are set to zero.c The Iso setting of the restricted earth fault protection.
The 999 % setting may be used to inhibit
the protection.
All outputs are set to zero.

Determination
of current sensorsc The current transformers (CT) used shall be of the
5P20 type.c The phase CT rating should comply with the
following rule:

"S" is the transformer power set in the status menu.
2 winding transf ormer : S is the rated power.
3 winding transformer : S is power value of the most powerful
winding.c The neutral point CT rating should comply with the
following rule.

0.1 In i neutral point CT rating i 2 In

with In = phase CT rating of the same transformer
winding.

cccccc
5 A secondary

ccCT + CSH30

2.5 .
Se Un

u In u 0.1 . Se Un
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Functional and connection schemes

Sepam 2000 model S36CR

D21 type
Two winding transformer.

No neutral point CT is necessary for proper operation
of the differential protection.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1)

Yy

YNyn

YNy

Yyn

Yd

YNd

Dy

Dyn

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

L1 L2 L3

ECMD

L1 L2 L3

21

1

7AESTOR
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

64
REF5

6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

TC+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

3A

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

21

1

7AESTOR

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1)

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT.

Sepam 2000 model S36CR

Connection
of a 5 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing
ring CT.

Dyn
Yyn
YNyn

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
TC + CSH30

3A

5 turns

D21 type
Two winding transformer (neutral point earthed on the
transformer).

The neutral point current measurement is necessary
for restricted earth fault protection.
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

5
6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

TC+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

64
REF

3A

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

21

1

7AESTOR

Sepam 2000 model S36CR

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT

Connection of a 5 A current
transformer via a CSH30
interposing ring CT.

Yd

YNd

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
TC + CSH30

3A

5 turns

D21 type
Two winding transformer (neutral point earthed via a
3 phase earthing coil inside the protected zone).

The neutral point current measurement is necessary
for restricted earth fault protection.
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1
4

5
2

6
3

2B 87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

ECMD

ECMD

21

1

7AESTOR

L1

L2

L3

L1 L2 L3

Sepam 2000 model S36CR.

D21 type
Generator-transformer unit.

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

Yy

YNy

Yyn

Yd

YNd

Dy

Dyn
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1

4

5
2

6
3

P1 S1
3B ECMD

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B ECMD

1
4

5
2

6
3

4B ECMD

21

1

7AESTOR

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

21

1

8AESTOR

Sepam 2000 model S36CC

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

D31 type
Two winding transformer with 2 current
measurements on one side.

No neutral point CT is necessary for proper operation
of the differential protection.
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L1 L2 L3

87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B ECMD

1
4

5
2

6
3

4B ECMD

21

1

7AESTOR

L1 L2 L3

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

5
6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

TC+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

3A

21

1

8AESTOR

64
REF

Sepam 2000 model S36CC
DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

D31 type
Two winding transformer with 2 current
measurements on one side (neutral point of the
winding 2 earthed).

The neutral point current measurement is necessary
for restricted earth fault protection.

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT.

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
TC + CSH30

3A

5 turns

Connection of a 5 A current
transformer via a CSH30
interposing ring CT.
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Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)

87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B ECMD

21

1

7AESTOR

1

4

5
2

6
3

4B ECMD

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B ECMD

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

21

1

8AESTOR

Sepam 2000 model S36CC

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

D31 type
Three winding transformer.

No neutral point CT is necessary for proper operation
of the differential protection.
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D31 type
Three winding transformer (neutral point of the
windings 2 and 3 are earthed).

The neutral point current measurements are
necessary of restricted earth fault protections (see the
relevant scheme).

87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B ECMD

21

1

7AESTOR

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B

64
REF5

6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

TC+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

3A

L1 L2 L3

1

4

5
2

6
3

4B

5
6

4

3
2
1

30 A

DPC

2 A

TC+CSH30

ECMD

1

2

4A

21

1

8AESTOR

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

64
REF

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

Connection of a 1 A current transformer
via a CSH30 interposing ring CT.

1

2 5
6

4
3
2
1

ECMD

30 A

DPC

2 A
TC + CSH30

3A

5 turns

Sepam 2000 model S36CC

Connection of a 5 A
current transformer
via a CSH30
interposing ring CT.

Connection of a 5 A
current transformer
via a CSH30
interposing ring CT.
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87T ESB 5A

DPC

O2

O1

l2

l1

CDG

21
20

19

17
16

13
12
11

5

10

14
15

18

7
6

4

2

9
8

3

1

21

1

6AESTOR

CE40 1B

1A 4

2
3

1

1
4

5
2

6
3

2B ECMD

21

1

7AESTOR

1

4

5
2

6
3

3B ECMD

1

4

5
2

6
3

4B ECMD

21

1

8AESTOR

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

L1 L2 L3

Sepam 2000 model S36CC

DPC: detection of plugged connectors.
CDG: watchdog.

■ Correspondence between primary
and secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1).

D31 type
Three winding auto-transformer.

Functional and connection schemes (cont'd)
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ESTOR1 board terminals connected data

19 I18 reserved

18 I17 tripping order locking (winding 1)

17 I16 reserved

16 I15 reserved

15 I14 reserved

14 I13 reserved

13 common

12 O14 closing order locking (winding 1)
11

10 O13 tripping order (winding 1)
9

8 O12 tripping order (winding 1)
7

6 O11 tripping order (winding 1)
5

4 I12 reserved
3

2 I11 reserved
1

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O11

7

4

3

2

1

l12

l11

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O12

O13

O14

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

Connections

ESB board

Connection of logical inputs/outputs

terminals connected data

19
18
17
16 watchdog (CDG)
15
14

13
12
11 O2 differential and restricted earth fault signalling
10

9
8 O1 breaker failure activation
7
6

4 I2 reserved
3

2 I1 reserved
1

ESB

DPC
21

20

19

17

16

13

12

11

5

O2

10

14

15

18

O1

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

l2

l1

CDG

A

DPC : detection of
plugged connectors
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terminals connected data

19 I28 reserved

18 I27 reserved

17 I26 reserved

16 I25 reserved

15 I24 reserved

14 I23 reserved

13 common

12 O24 closing order locking (winding 2)
11

10 O23 restricted earth fault signalling (winding 2)
9

8 O22 differential signalling
7

6 O21 tripping order (winding 2)
5

4 I22 acknowledgment
3

2 I21 reserved for communication synchronization
1

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O21

7

4

3

2

1

l22

l21

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O22

O23

O24

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l23

l24
l25

l26

l27

l28

AESTOR2 board

terminals connected data

19 I38 reserved

18 I37 reserved

17 I36 reserved

16 I35 reserved

15 I34 reserved

14 I33 reserved

13 common

12 O34 closing order locking (winding 3)
11

10 O33 restricted earth fault signalling (winding 3)
9

8 O32 reserved
7

6 O31 tripping order (winding 3)
5

4 I32 reserved
3

2 I31 reserved
1

ESTOR

DPC
21

20

O31

7

4

3

2

1

l32

l31

8

5

6

10

9

12

11

O32

O33

O34

13

19

17

16

18

14

15

l33

l34
l35

l36

l37

l38

AESTOR3 board (1)

(1) Sepam 2000 D31.

Connection of logical inputs/outputs (cont'd)
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Introduction
The communication option can be used
to connect Sepam 2000 to a remote monitoring
and control system equipped with a communication
channel.
Sepam can be equipped with the Jbus/Modbus
communication option. It is a master-slave protocol
with RS485 and with 2-wire physical link (300 to
38400 baud rate).

Remote reading of settings
The Jbus/Modbus communication option can be used
for remote reading of the following information:c General parameters,c Protection settings,c Status and settings of all control logic resources.

Remote setting
The Jbus/Modbus communication option can be used
for remote modification of the following parameters:c Protection settings,c Control logic time delay set points.

Time-tagging
The communication option can be used
for accurate dating of all remote indications (1).

Communication

(1) see “communication” manual.

remote indications adresses

logic input status

logic output status

fault trip counter C2

differential KTS1

restricted earth fault (winding 2) KTS2

restricted earth fault (winding 3) (1) KTS3

inhibition KTS30

test KTS31

Sepam not reset (after fault) KTS36

lock triggering of disturbance recording KTS50

remote setting inhibited KTS51

remote control orders label

acknowledgment of messages KTC35

lock triggering of disturbance recording KTC50

automatic unlock and triggering KTC51
of disturbance recording

manual unlock and triggering KTC52
of disturbance recording

remote reading - remote setting

parameters (reading only)

protections settings

control delays settings
(1) Sepam 2000 D31.

List of available data
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Characteristics

Electrical characteristics
analog inputs

current transformer CT1 A < 0.001 VA
ratings of 10 A to 6250 A CT 5 A < 0.025 VA

logic inputs

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 10 mA 10 mA 4 mA

logic outputs (relays)

voltage 24/48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

rated current 8 A 8 A 8 A

breaking capacity: DC resistive load 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A

AC resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A

auxiliary power supply

DC voltage 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

standby consumption 18 W 19.5 W 21 W

Environmental characteristics
dielectric

power frequency IEC 60255-5 2 kV - 1 min

climatic

operation IEC 6068-2 - 5 °C to 55 °C
storage IEC 6068-2 - 25 °C to 70 °C

dry heat IEC 6068-2 95 % to 40 °C
effect of corrosion IEC 60654-4 class 1

mechanical

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class 1

shocks IEC 60255-21-2 class 1

fire IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire

electromagnetic

radiation IEC 60255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III

electrical

1.50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 60255-5 5 kV

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 60255-22-4 class IV

"  " marking on our products guarantees their conformity to european directives.
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Connections
type wiring accessories

reference type
current transformers screw i 6 mm2 CCA 660 (1) connector

for Ø4 eye lug
CSH interposing ring CTs screw i 2,5 mm2 CCA 606 (1) connector
logic inputs/outputs screw i 2,5 mm2 CCA 621 (1) connector
power supply screw i 2,5 mm2 CCA 604 (1) connector
Jbus/Modbus communication 9-pin sub-D CCA 602 cable (length: 3 m)

connector with two 9-pin
sub-D connectors

CCA 619 9-pin sub-D
connector box

(1) accessory supplied with Sepam.

Installation

Dimensions and weights

weight: 9 kg

Cut-out

352 338

222 202

201

20 300

222

mounting latches (x2)

e = 3 mm max

Sepam 2000 D21 rear face
with standard connectors.

Sepam 2000 D31 rear face
with standard connectors.
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Sepam 2000 quantity

Sepam type

D21 ..............................................................................................................

D31 ..............................................................................................................

Option
Communication ......................................................... without ...............................

..................................................................................... Jbus/Modbus .....................

Working language ..................................................... French ...............................

..................................................................................... English ..............................

..................................................................................... Spanish .............................

..................................................................................... Italian ................................

Auxiliary power supply ............................................. 24/30 Vdc ..........................

..................................................................................... 48/127 Vdc ........................

..................................................................................... 220/250 Vdc ......................

Accessories quantity

Pocket terminal ............................................................ TSM 2001 .............

Setting software with PC connection kit ..................... SFT 2801 ..............

Sofware package to display
disturbance record ....................................................... SFT2826 ...............

Interposing ring CT for residual
current input ................................................................. CSH 30 ..................

Jbus/Modbus communicationc 9-pin sub-D connector box ....................................... CCA 619 ................c Jbus/Modbus network connection box .................... CCA 609 ................c cable (length: 3m)
with two 9-pin sub-D connectors ................................. CCA 602 ................c interface box RS485/RS232 .................................... ACE 909 ................

Ordering information

Schneider Electric SA

01 / 1999

Postal address
F-38050 Grenoble cedex 9
Tel : 33 (0)4 76 57 60 60
Telex : merge 320842 F
http://www.schneider-electric.com

Rcs Nanterre B 954 503 439

As standards, specifications and designs change from
time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric SA
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.

PCRED398062EN
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1Metering functions
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Notation
c Sepam 2000 may include several current signal acquisition boards or several
voltage signal acquisition boards.

The currents, voltages and frequency related to the first acquisition board
are noted I for current, V for phase voltages, U for system voltages and
F for frequency.

The currents, voltages and frequency related to the second acquisition board
are noted I’ for current, V’ for phase voltages, U’ for system voltages and
F’ for frequency.

Example :
metering function: phase current
v I1, I2 and I3 are the currents connected to the first current acquisition board,
v I’1, I’2 and I’3 are the currents connected to the second current acquisition
board.

c Sepam 2000 may include several times the same function:
v X is the identification number of a function which uses the signals acquired
by the first acquisition board,
v Y is the identification number of a function which uses the signals acquired
by the second acquisition board.

Example :
protection function: phase overcurrent
v F01X, 1 i X i 6 means that F011, F012, F013, F014, F015 and F016
are the 6 modules which perform the overcurrent function for phases I1, I2 and I3
acquired by the first current acquisition board.
v F02Y, 1 i Y i 2 means that F021, F022,  are the 2 modules which perform
the overcurrent function for phases I’1, I’2 and I’3 acquired by the second current
acquisition board.

c In the rest of the document, the term “pocket terminal” refers to any terminal
that can be connected to 9-pin sub-D plug on the front of Sepam 2000, namely:
v TSM 2001 or PC equipped with the SFT 2801 software program for
measurement display,
v TSM 2001 or PC equipped with either the SFT 2801 or SFT 2821 software
program for protection setting.
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Phase current

Operation

This function gives the phase current rms values:
c I1 : phase 1 current,
c I2 : phase 2 current,
c I3 : phase 3 current,
c I1’ : phase 1 current,
c I2’ : phase 2 current,
c I3’ : phase 3 current.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the A key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
I phase heading,
c the communication link.

measurement range 0.015 In to 24 In (1)

unit A or kA

accuracy (2) ±0.5% or ±1 digit

display unit and pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

refresh interval 1 second (typical)

Accuracy according to the measurement range

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents in the
circuits that are connected to the following connectors:

Characteristics

(1) In rated current set in the status menu.
(2) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

sensor connector

TC 3B

CSP 3L1, 3L2, 3L3

xIn

%

1

0,5

0

2

1,5

2,5

0,80,10 0,2 1,51,2

Measurement of currents I1, I2, I3

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

Measurement of currents I1’, I2’, I3’
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Maximum demand phase currents

Operation
This function gives the greatest average rms current
value for each phase that has been obtained since
the last reset.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.
The average is refreshed after each “integration
interval”.
The integration interval is set using the pocket
terminal, status menu, max. demand interv.
heading, IM1, IM2, IM3.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the A key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
max. current demand heading,
c the communication link.

Resetting to zero:
c press the clear key on the display unit when a max.
demand current is displayed,
c press the clear key on the pocket terminal
when a max. demand is displayed,
c via program logic coil K851.

The value is saved in the event of a power
supply failure.

measurement range 0.015 In to 24 In (1)

unit A or kA

accuracy (2) ±0.5% or ±1 digit

resolution 0.1 A

display unit and pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

integration interval 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 minutes

Characteristics

(1) In rated current set in the status menu.
(2) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents in the
circuits that are connected to following connectors:

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3
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measurement range (2) phase current 0.015 In to 24 In (1)

residual current 0.015 to 10 Ino (1)

accuracy ±5% or ±1 digit

display unit and pocket 3 significant digits
terminal format

resolution 0.1 A

unit A or kA

Tripping currents

Operation
This function gives the rms value of currents
at the prospective tripping time:
c TRIP1: phase 1 current,
c TRIP2: phase 2 current,
c TRIP3: phase 3 current,
c TRIP0: residual current.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Characteristics

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the A key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
tripping current heading,
c the communication link.

Resetting to zero:
c press the clear key on the display unit when a TRIP
value is displayed,
c press the clear key on the pocket terminal
when a TRIP value is displayed,
c the communication link,
c via program logic coil K856.

The value is saved in the event of a power
supply failure.

tT0

30 ms

K855

TRIP 1I

This measurement is defined as the maximum rms value
measured during an interval of 30 ms following activation
of the K855 coil.

Phase current

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

Residual current

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSH 2A

CT + CSH30 2A

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

(1) In, Ino rated current set in the status menu.
(2) the display unit indicates > when the current is greater than the measurement range.

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents in the
circuits that are connected to following connectors:
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Residual current

Operation
This operation gives the residual current rms value

(I1 + I2 + I3):
c Io: residual current on connector 2,
c Io’: residual current on connector 3,
c Io”: residual current on connector 4.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
These measurements may be accessed via:
c the pocket terminal, add. reading menu, I residual,
I’ residual, I” residual heading,
c the communication link.

Characteristics
measurement range

connection to 3 phase CTs: 0.05 In to 10 In (1)

connection to core balance CT

2 A rating input 0.1 to 20 A

30 A rating input 1.5 to 300 A

connection to 1 CT
with CSH30 interposing ring CT 0.015 to 10 Ino (1)

connection to core balance CT
with ACE 990 interface 0.015 to 10 Ino (1)

unit A or kA

accuracy (2) ±5% or ±1 digit

display unit and pocket 3 significant digits
terminal format

resolution 0.1 A

refresh interval 1 second (typical)
(1) In, Ino rated current set in the status menu.
(2) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

* available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

–> –> –>

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents in the
circuits that are connected to the following
connectors, according to the settings of the related
SW1 microswitches:

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

CSH 2A

CT + CSH30 2A

core bal. CT + ACE 990 2A

Measurement of current Io

sensor connector

CT 3B

CSP 3L1, 3L2, 3L3

CSH 3A

CT + CSH30 3A

core bal. CT + ACE 990 3A

Measurement of current Io’

sensor connector

CT 3B

CSH 4A

CT + CSH30 4A

core bal. CT + ACE 990 4A

Measurement of current Io”
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Phase-neutral and phase-to-phase voltages

xUn

%

1

0.5

0

2

1.5

2.5

0.80.10 0.2 1.5

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

CharacteristicsOperation
This function gives the rms value of:
c phase-to-neutral and phase-to-phase voltages
on connector 3 or 4 according to the Sepam model:
v U21 voltage between phases 2 and 1,
v U32 voltage between phases 3 and 2,
v U13 voltage between phases 1 and 3,
v V1 phase 1 phase-to-neutral voltage,
v V2 phase 2 phase-to-neutral voltage,
v V3 phase 3 phase-to-neutral voltage.
c phase-to-neutral and phase-to-phase voltages
on connector 4 of Sepam 2000 S26 and S46:
v U21' voltage between phases 2 and 1,
v U32' voltage between phases 3 and 2,
v U13' voltage between phases 1 and 3,
v V1' phase 1 phase-to-neutral voltage,
v V2' phase 2 phase-to-neutral voltage,
v V3' phase 3 phase-to-neutral voltage.

For Sepam S26, only the U21 and U22 voltages are
measured and the U13 voltage is obtained by taking
the vector sum. The phase-to-neutral voltages are
obtained by the vector sum, taking into account the
residual voltage.

For Sepam S36, all the phase-to-phase voltages are
measured. The phase-to-neutral voltages are
obtained by the vector sum, taking into account the
residual voltage.

For Sepam S46, the phase-to-phase voltages are
calculated according to the phase-to-neutral voltages
V1, V2 and V3.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the V key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
U and V phase reading,
c the communication link.

If there is only one sensor (phase-to-neutral or phase-
to-phase voltage), the function gives only the rms
values of one phase-to-phase voltage U and one
phase-to-neutral voltage V.

(1) Un nominal rating set in the status menu.
(2) at Un in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(3) Vn nominal rating set in the status menu.

Accuracy according to the measurement range.

Measurement of voltages V1', V2', V3', U21', U32', U13'

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

If there is only one sensor (phase-to-neutral or phase-
to-phase voltage), the voltage signal is connected
to terminals 4 and 5 of the connector, whatever
the phase.

Sensors
This measurement is related to the voltages in the
circuits that are connected to the following connectors:

Measurement of voltages V1, V2, V3, U21, U32, U13

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

S46 3 A

measurement range
phase-to-phase voltages 0.015 Un to 1.5 Un (1)

phase-to-neutral voltages S26/S36** 0.015 Un to 1.5 Un (1)

S46 0.015 Vn to 1.5 Vn (3)

unit V or kV

accuracy (2) ±0.5% or ±1 digit

display unit and pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

resolution 1 V

refresh interval 1 second (typical)
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Characteristics

Frequency

Operation
This function gives the frequency value.

Frequency is measured via the following:
c U21, if only one phase-to-phase voltage is wired
to the Sepam 2000,
c positive sequence voltage, if the Sepam 2000
includes U21 and U32 measurements, in which case
the number of phase-to-phase voltage set in the VT
ratio heading of the status menu should be 3U,
c based on phase-to-neutral voltage for
the Sepam S46.

Frequency is not measured if:
c the voltage U21 or V is less than 38 V on the VT
secondary windings (when VT number is other
than 3U),
c the voltage U21 or V is less than 20 V on the VT
secondary windings (when VT number is equal
to 3U),
c the frequency is outside the measurement range.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the V/Hz key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
frequency heading,
c the communication link.

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents in the
circuits that are connected to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

S46 3A

(1) at Un in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

rated frequency 50 Hz, 60 Hz

measurement range 50 Hz 45 Hz to 55 Hz

60 Hz 55 Hz to 65 Hz

accuracy (1) ±0.02 Hz

display unit and pocket terminal format 4 significant digits

resolution 0,01 Hz

refresh interval 1 second (typical)
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Real/reactive power and power factor

Operation
This function gives the power and power factor
values:
c P real power = eU.I.cos ϕ,
c Q reactive power = eU.I.sin ϕ,
c power factor (pf. or cos ϕ).
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Real and reactive power
This function measures the real and reactive power in
3-wire 3-phase arrangements by means of the
“two wattmeter” method. The powers are obtained
from phase-to-phase voltage U21 and U32 and phase
currents I1 and I3.

Whether the system is balanced or unbalanced,
the power is calculated as follows:
P = U21.I1.cos(U21,I1) - U32.I3.cos(U32,I3)
Q = U21.I1.sin(U21,I1) - U32.I3.sin(U32,I3).

When only one voltage is connected, U21 or V, P
and Q are calculated assuming that the
phase-to-phase voltage is balanced.
The sign of the measurement indicates the direction
of the flow of power.
According to standard practice, it is considered that:
c for the outgoing circuit (1):
v power consumed by the feeder is positive,
v power supplied to the busbar is negative.

(1) choice to be made using the pocket terminal, status menu,
power flow sense.

where I = phase current,

V = phase-to-neutral voltage,

ϕ = delay of I with respect to V.

The + and - signs and IND (inductive) and CAP (capacitive) indications give
the direction of power flow and the type of load.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the W key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu, power & power factor heading,
c the communication link.

Please note:
the direction information is in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

c for the incoming circuit (1):
v power supplied to the busbar is positive,
v power consumed by the incomer is negative.

– + direction of flow

– +
direction of flow

Pf. = +0.8IND

Pf. = +0.8CAP

I

I

V

ϕ

ϕ

-CAP +IND

-IND +CAP

Q

P
3

4 1

2

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

inverse

(1)

3A

normal

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)*
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)*
Sepam 2000

(1)

Power factor  (PF)
The power factor is defined by:

It expresses the phase unbalance between the phase
currents and phase voltages.

Please note: refer to the installation document for other arrangements.
* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.

pf. = P/√(P2 + Q2)
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* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.

power real reactive

range (2) 1.5% Sn to 999 MW 1.5% Sn to 999 MVAr
with Sn = e. Un . In

accuracy (1) ±1% or ±1 digit (see curves)

display unit and 3 significant digits
pocket terminal format

resolution 1 W 1 VAr

refresh interval < 0.5 seconds

related logic contacts K831 = 1 if P > 0 K832 = 1 if Q > 0
K831 = 0 if P < 0 K832 = 0 if Q < 0

Pf.

range -1 to 1 IND/CAP

accuracy (1) 0.01

display unit and 3 significant digits
pocket terminal format

refresh interval < 0.5 seconds (typical)

related logic contacts K833 = 1, if the system is inductive
K833 = 0, if the system is capacitive
K834 = 1, if Pf. u 0
K834 = 0, if Pf. < 0

(1) at In, Un and at p.f. > 0.8, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6)
(2) resolution 1 W, 1 VAr.

cos ϕ0

0.01

0

0.05

0.1

0.2 0.6 1.00,40.4 0.8

%

Accuracy of the Pf. measurement.

xIn0
0

5

0.8 1.20.1

%

0

1

0.5

0

2

1.5

2.5

0.2 1.5

3

Real power function accuracy according to the current
measurement range for Pf. > 0.8.

Characteristics

Sensors
These measurements are related to the circuits
connected to the following connectors:

CT current voltage
Sepam connector connector

S36* 2B 4A (1)

S26* 2B 3A

S46 2B 3A

CSP current voltage
Sepam connector connector

S36* 2L1,2L2, 2L3 4A (1)

S26* 2L1,2L2, 2L3 3A
(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

cos ϕ0
0

4

0.94

%

0

1

0

3

2

0.6 0.98

5

0.8

Reactive power function accuracy according to the current
measurement range for Pf. and for current between 0.8 In
and 1.2 In.

Reactive power function accuracy according to the current
measurement range for Pf. < 0,6.

xIn0
0

5

1.20.1

%

0

1

0.5

0

2

1.5

2.5

0.2 1.5

3

0,5 0.8
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Maximum demand real and reactive power

Operation
This function gives the greatest average real or
reactive power value obtained since the last reset.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

The time it takes to calculate the average, which
is also called the integration interval, is set using
the pocket terminal, status menu, max. demand
interv. heading.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the W key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu, max. power
demand heading,
c the communication link.

The peak demand values are saved in the event
of a DC power failure.

Resetting to zero:
c press the clear key on the pocket terminal if peak
demands are displayed,
c press the clear key on the display unit if at least
one peak demand is displayed,
c set the control logic coil K852 to 1.

power real reactive

range 1.5% Sn to 999 MW 1.5% Sn to 999 MVAr (1)

accuracy see power measurements

display unit and 3 significant digits
pocket terminal format

integration interval 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 minutes
(1) Sn = e Un.In.

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Sensors
These measurements are related to the circuits
connected to the following connectors:

CT current voltage
Sepam connector connector

S36* 2B 4A (1)

S26* 2B 3A

S46 2B 3A

CSP current voltage
Sepam connector connector

S36* 2L1, 2L2, 2L3 4A (1)

S26* 2L1, 2L2, 2L3 3A

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.

Characteristics
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Accumulated real/reactive energy

Operation
This function gives the real and reactive energy
values:
c accumulated energy conveyed in one direction,
c accumulated energy conveyed in the other
direction.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

The accumulated energy values are saved
in the event of a power failure.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the Wh key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
energy meter heading,
c the communication link.

To reset the accumulated energy values to zero,
the cartridge needs to be reprogrammed.

Characteristics

power real reactive

counting capacity 2.8 x 108 MWh 2.8 x 108 MVArh (2)

display capacity:
pocket terminal 2.8 x 108 MWh 2.8 x 108 MVArh
display unit 99999.99 MWh 99999.99 MVArh

resolution 0.01 MWh

accuracy (1) ±1% or ±1 digit
(1) at In, Un and at Pf. > 0.8, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6)
(2) Sn = e Un.In.

Sensors
These measurements are related to the circuits
connected to the following connectors:

CT current voltage
Sepam connector connector

S36* 2B 4A (1)

S26* 2B 3A

S46 2B 3A

CSP current voltage
Sepam connector connector

S36* 2L1, 2L2, 2L3 4A (1)

S26* 2L1, 2L2, 2L3 3A

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
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Accuracy derating according to wiring
c Connection in 3-wire mode: the error ∆t is
proportional to the length of the wire and inversely
proportional to the wire cross-section:

v ±2.1°C/km for a cross-section of 0.93 mm2,
v ±1°C/km for a cross-section of 1.92 mm2,

c Connection in 2-wire mode: wiring resistance
compensation is not ensured in this mode. This
creates the following error:

Sensors
These measurements are related to the RTDs
connected to the following connectors:

Sepam connector connector

S26* LS 3A —

S36* LS — 8A
S36* KZ — 8A

S36* SS 3A 8A

S36* SR 3A —

S36* ZR 3A —

S36TS — 8A

S46 ZR 3A —

S46 ZM 3A —

Temperature

Operation
This function gives the temperature value measured
by RTDs (Pt100 platinum probe, 100 Ω at 0 °C)
in accordance with the IEC 751 and DIN 43760
standards.

Each RTD channel gives one measurement:
tx = RTD temperature.

The function also indicates RTD faults
(RTD disconnected or shorted):
c *//* in the case of a disconnected RTD
(or a temperature greater than 302 °C ±27 °C),
c **** in the case of a shorted RTD (or a temperature
less than -70 °C ±10 °C).

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the display unit by pressing the Wh key,
c the pocket terminal, metering menu,
temperature and add. temperature heading.
c the communication link.

Characteristics
range -50°C to 250°C
accuracy ±1°C
resolution 1°C
refresh interval 3 seconds (typical)

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.

I (km)

S (mm2)
∆t (°C) = 2 x

I (km)

S (mm2)
∆t (°C) = 100 x
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Residual voltage

Operation
This function gives residual voltage value

(V1 + V2 + V3). It is measured by taking the internal
sum of the 3 phase voltages or by a star / open
delta VT.
Vo = residual voltage
Vo’ = residual voltage.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
This measurement may be accessed via:
c the pocket terminal, add. reading menu,
V residual, V’ residual heading,
c the communication link.

Characteristics

measurement range 0.015 Un to e Un

unit V or kV

accuracy ±5% or ±1 digit

display unit and pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

resolution 1 V

refresh interval 1 second (typical)

Measurement of voltage Vo’

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models

Sensors
This function is related to the voltages connected
to the following connectors:

Measurement of voltage Vo

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

–> –> –>
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Starting current and time

Operation
This function indicates the value of a current peak
(Imax) and its duration (Tstart). It is based on
measurement of the fundamental component.

Current measurement with a quick refresh interval
(Istart) enables the user to view current development
during the starting phase.

The function is used especially for motor protection
commissioning: it indicates the starting time and
maximum rms value of the starting current.

The time Tstart is measured when the greatest
of the three phase currents is greater than 1.2Ib.

Istart current is displayed whenever one of the three
phase currents is greater than 1.2 Ib.

The Imax current value changes when the greatest
of the three phase currents is greater than 1.2Ib.

Readout
The starting time and current measurements may be
accessed via the pocket terminal:
c add. reading menu, start current and time heading.

Istart

range 1.2 Ib to 24 In (1)

unit A or kA

accuracy ±5% or ±1 digit

pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

sampling interval 50 ms (typical)

resolution 0.1 A or 1 digit

refresh interval 0.2 seconds (typical)

Tstart

range 0.05 to 555 seconds

accuracy ±10% or 100 ms

pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

sampling interval 50 ms (typical)

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

refresh interval 0.2 seconds (typical)
(1) Ib = base current.

t

I start

I start

I

1.2Ib
Ib

Imax

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents in the
circuits that are connected to the following
connectors:

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3
Measurement of starting duration and current.

Characteristics
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Operation
This function indicates the cumulative number
of breaking operations and the cumulative breaking
current in square kiloamperes (kA)2 for five current
ranges.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

The current ranges are:
c 0 < I < 2In
c 2In < I < 5In
c 5In < I < 10In
c 10In < I < 24In
c I > 24In

The function also provides the total number of breaks
and the cumulative total of breaking current in (kA)2.

Refer to switchgear documentation for use
of this information.
The function is activated by the control logic
K855 coil.

Each value is saved in the event
of a DC power failure.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed:
c via the pocket terminal, add. reading menu,
break. nb and (kA)2 heading.
c the communication link.

The cumulative values are reset by the clear button
on the pocket terminal, in parameter setting mode,
if the function is displayed.

Characteristics

number of breaks

range 0 to 99999

(kA)2

range 0 to 9999 (kA)2

unit primary (kA)2

resolution primary 0.0001 (kA)2

pocket terminal format significant digits

accuracy (1) ±10%
(1) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Cumulative breaking current and number of breaks

Sensors
This measurement is related to the currents
 in the circuits that are connected to the following
connectors:

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

** available as of version 9940 SFT2800.
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True rms current

Operation
This function gives the greatest of the following
measurements:
c rms value of the fundamental component of phase 1
current up to 24 In
c rms value of phase 1 current up to 4 In, taking into
account:
v fundamental component,
v harmonics.

Readout
This measurement may be accessed via:
c the pocket terminal, add. reading menu,
Irms heading.

Characteristics
true rms current I1 rms

measurement range 0.015 In to 24 In

unit primary A or kA

accuracy (1) ±1% or ±1 digit at Fn
±3% or ±1 digit for F < 1kHz

pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

taking into account harmonics from 1st to 21st

resolution 0.1 A or 1 digit

refresh interval 1 second (typical)
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Sensors
This function is related to the current of phase 1
connected to the following connectors:

sensor connector

CT 2B

CSP 2L1
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Differential current and through current

Operation
This function gives the rms value of the following
currents:
c differential currents Id of the 3 phases:
v Id1 = I1 - I1’
v Id2 = I2 - I2’
v Id3 = I3 - I3’.

c through currents It of the 3 phases:
v It1 = I1 + I1’

2
v It2 = I1 + I1’

2
v It3 = I1 + I1’

2

It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component. When combined with motor generator
differential protection (ANSI code 87M/87G,
function n° F621), this function gives the values
of the differential currents and through currents
for the 3 phases, measured and stored when
the motor differential protection trips:
v Trip Id1, Trip Id2, Trip Id3,
v Trip It1, Trip It2, Trip It3.

Storage of the values is activated by the control
logic K855 coil.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:
c the pocket terminal, add. reading menu,
Idiff./Ithrough heading.

The Trip Id and Trip It measurements are reset by:
c the clear button on the pocket terminal,
c the control logic K856 coil.

Id and It

measurement range 0.015 In to 24 In (1)

unit A or kA

accuracy (2) ±5% or ±1 digit

pocket terminal format 3 significant digits

resolution 0.1 A or 1 digit

refresh interval 1 second (typical)
(1) In nominal rating set in the status menu.
(2) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Sensors
These measurements are related to the differential
currents Id and through currents It of the I and I’
currents connected to the following connectors:

sensor connector

current I current I’

CT 2B 3B

Characteristics
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triggering event (K865)

time

stored record

Disturbance recording

Operation
This function is used to record analog signals
and logical states.

Record storage is initiated by the activation
of the K865 coil by a triggering event.

The stored record begins before the triggering
event and continues afterwards.

The duration of the signal recording before the
triggering event may be adjusted via the pocket
terminal, status menu, disturbance recording
heading.

The record storage date may also bee accessed
via the pocket terminal, status menu, disturbance
recording heading and via the communication link
(refer to “Jbus/Modbus communication”
documentation). The date corresponds to the date
of the triggering event.

The record comprises the following information:
c values samples from the different signals,
c date,
c characteristics of the recorded channels.

The files are recorded in FIFO (First In First Out)
shift storage: the oldest record is erased when a new
record is triggered.

Transfer
Files may be transferred locally or remotely:
c locally: using a PC which is connected to the pocket
terminal connector and includes the SFT 2801
software package (version more recent than 9802),
c remotely: using a software package specific to the
remote monitoring and control system.

Display
The signals can be displayed from a record by means
of the SFT 2826 software package.

Characteristics

Sensors
The disturbance recording function is related to the analog signals connected to
the following connectors:

current sensor connector 2 connector 3 connector 4

1 A or 5 A CT 2B 3B 4B

CSH or 2A 3A 4A
CT + CSH30 or
core bal. CT
+ ACE 990

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3 3L1, 3L2, 3L3 —

voltage Sepam connector 2 connector 3 connector 4

S36 — — 4A

S26 — 3A —

S36TR
and S36TS — 3A 4A

record duration 86 periods

time before adjustable from 1 to 85 periods*
triggering event

record content set-up file:
date, channel characteristics,
measuring transformer ratio
data file:
12 values per period/recorded signal

analog signals recorded 4 to 12 according to the number of acquisition boards:
4 signals per current acquisition board
4 signals per voltage acquisition board for S36
3 signals per voltage acquisition board for S26
(U21, U32, Vo)

logical states recorded 16 logic inputs I11 to I18, I21 to I28
16 logic data items defined by program logic
(Kfr1 to Kfr16)

number of stored records
2

file format COMTRADE IEEE C37.111 - 1997
IEC 60255 - 24

Principle

* value set to 6 periods for SFT2800 versions earlier than 9940.
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chapter / page

function n° ANSI code protection functions 2/1

F01X, F02Y 50/51 phase overcurrent 2/2

F19X, F20Y 50V-51V voltage restrained overcurrent 2/4

F52X 67 directional over current 2/6

F06X, FF40X 50N-51N earth fault 2/10
F08X, F09Y 50G-51G

F50X 67N directional earth fault 2/13

F48X 67NC directional earth fault for 2/16
compensated neutral systems

F101 50G-51G resistive earth fault 2/19

F431 49 thermal overload 2/21

F45X 46 negative sequence / unbalance 2/30

F421 66 starts per hour 2/34

F221 37 phase undercurrent 2/37

F441 51LR excessive starting time and locked rotor 2/38

F32X, F33Y, 27 system undervoltage 2/40
F34X, F24Y,
F36X, F37Y

F35X, F25Y 27R remanent undervoltage 2/42

F38X 27D - 47 positive sequence undervoltage 2/43
and phase rotation direction check

F28X, F29Y, 59 system overvoltage 2/44
F30X, F31Y

F39X, F41Y 59N neutral voltage displacement 2/45

F40X 47 negative sequence overvoltage 2/46

F58X 81R rate of change of frequency protection 2/47

F56X 81L underfrequency 2/50

F57X 81H overfrequency 2/51

F531 32P real overpower 2/52

F541 32Q reactive overpower 2/54

F551 37P real underpower 2/56

F171, F181 25 synchro-check 2/58

F03X, F04X, 50-51 percentage-based single-phase 2/61
F05X, F11Y, overcurrent
F12Y, F13Y

F981 50BF + 62 breaker failure protection 2/62

F621 87G-87M motor-generator differential 2/64

F641, F651 64REF restricted earth fault protection 2/66
F661

F46X, F47Y 49T- 38 temperature monitoring 2/68

Contents
Protection functions
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Operation
Phase overcurrent protection is three-pole.

It picks up when one, two or three of the currents
reaches the set point. It is time-delayed.
The time delay may be definite (definite DT) or IDMT
(standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT or LTI (1),
extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse time UIT).
See curves in appendix.
(1) The very inverse time VIT delay setting range may be used
to create LTI curves.

Logic data K859 = 1 may be used to inhibit start
up of the time delay.
(regarding use, refer to “start-up of time delays”
in appendix).

Definite time protection
Is is the set point expressed in Amps,
and T is the protection time delay.

ANSI code 50-51

function n° F01X for phase overcurrent
I1, I2, I3 1 ≤ X ≤ 6

F02Y for phase overcurrent
I1’, I2’, I3’ 1 ≤ Y ≤ 2

Phase overcurrent

IDMT protection
IDMT protection operates in accordance with the IEC
60255-3 and BS 142 standards.

Is is the vertical asymptote of the curve, and T is the operation time delay for 10 Is.

The curve is defined according to the following equations:

c standard inverse time SIT

c very inverse time VIT or LTI

c extremely inverse time EIT

c ultra inverse time UIT

The function also takes into account current variations during the time delay
interval.

For currents with a very large amplitude, the protection has a definite time
characteristic:
c if I > 20 Is, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 20 Is,
c if I > 24 In, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 24 In.

Block diagram

I

t

Is

T

1.2 I/Is

t

1

T

10 20

K859

F01X/2
            (F02Y/2)

F01X/1
            (F02Y/1)

I1

I2

I3

I > Is 0t

Definite time protection principle.

IDMT protection principle.

315

(I/Is)2.5-1
t = . T

80

(I/Is)2-1
t = . T

0.808

13.5

(I/Is)-1
t = . T

1.5

0.14

(I/Is)0.02-1
t = . T

2.97
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curve

setting definite, inverse, very inv., ext. Inv., ultra inv.

Is set point

setting definite time 0.3 In i Is i 24 In expressed in amps

IDMT 0.3 In i Is i 2.4 In expressed in amps

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio 93.5% ±5%

T time delay

setting definite time 50 ms i T i 655 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 12.5 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) definite time ±2% or +25 ms

IDMT class 5 or +25 ms

±12.5% at 2 Is
±7.5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 5 Is
±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 10 Is
±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 20 Is

characteristic times

instantaneous < 40 ms to 2 Is
tripping time 30 ms (typical)

time-delayed tripping time according to time delay

memory time 20 ms < t < 55 ms

fault recognition time < 25 ms

reset time < 70 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F01X/1, F02Y/1    1 i X i 6    1 i Y i 2

time-delayed F01X/2, F02Y/2    1 i X i 6    1 i Y i 2

remote reading and remote setting (2)

function code F01, F02 01h and 02h

identification number X, Y (3)

parameters curve unit: 0..4 (4)

(order of parameters) Is set point unit: A

T time delay unit: 10 x ms

Characteristics

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam.
(4) meaning of curve index:

0: definite time,
1: inverse time,
2: very inverse time,
3: extremely inverse time,
4: ultra inverse time.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW2 associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c type of time delay,
v definite time DT,
v IDMT: standard inverse time SIT,
very inverse time VIT, extremely inverse time EIT,
ultra inverse time UIT.
c Is current: Is is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the
protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay:
v DT: T is the operation time delay,
v SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT: T is the operation time delay
at 10 Is.

Sensors
Phase overcurrent I1, I2, I3 protection is related
to the currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

1 A or 5 A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

Phase overcurrent I1’, I2’, I3’ protection is related
to the currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

1 A or 5 A CT 3B

CSP 3L1, 3L2, 3L3

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Voltage restrained overcurrent

Logic data K859 = 1 may be used to inhibit start up of the time delay
(regarding use, refer to “start-up of time delays” in appendix).

Definite time protection
Is is the set point expressed in Amps, and T is the protection time delay.

IDMT protection
IDMT protection operates in accordance with the IEC 60255-3 and BS 142
standards.

Is is the vertical asymptote of the curve, and T is the operation time delay for 10 Is.

Block diagram

I > KIs
0t

F19X/2
I1

I3

I2

F19X/1

U21

U13

U32
K

K859

Operation
Voltage restrained overcurrent protection
is three-phase.

It picks up when one, two or three of the currents
reaches the voltage-adjusted set point Is*. It is time-
delayed. The time delay may be definite (definite DT)
or IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT or
LTI (1), extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse time UIT).
See curves in appendix.

The set point is adjusted in accordance with the
lowest measured system voltage.

The adjusted set point Is* is defined by the following
equation:

U

0.2

0.2Un 0.8Un

1

K = Is*
Is

Operation set point adjusted according to voltage.
(1) The very inverse time VIT delay setting range may be used
to create LTI curves.

ANSI code 50V-51V

function n° F19X for voltage
restrained overcurrent
I1, I2, I3 1 i X i 2
F20Y for voltage
restrained overcurrent
I1', I2', I3' 1 i Y i 2

Is* = 4x U
Un

- 0.2  x Is
3
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Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current and voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

The number of voltages set up in the status menu,
VT ratio heading must be different from V.

Set the following:
c type of time delay,
v definite time DT,
v IDMT: standard inverse time SIT,
very inverse time VIT, extremely inverse time EIT,
ultra inverse time UIT.
c Is current: Is is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the
protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay:
v DT: T is the operation time delay,
v SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT: T is the operation time delay
at 10 Is.

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Sensors
Voltage restrained overcurrent protection is related
to the currents and voltages connected to the
following connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

voltage sensor connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
* * function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

curve

setting definite, inverse, very inv., ext. Inv., ultra inv.

Is set point

setting definite time 0.5 In i Is i 24 In expressed in amps

IDMT 0.5 In i Is i 2.4 In expressed in amps

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5) %

T time delay

setting definite time 50 ms i T i 655 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 12.5 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) definite time ±2% or ±25 ms

IDMT class 5 or +25 ms (for U > 0.8 Un):

±12.5% at 2 Is
±7.5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 5 Is
±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 10 Is
±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 20 Is

characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time < 50 ms for I > 3 Is

time-delayed tripping time according to time delay

memory time 50 ms < t < 95 ms

fault recognition time < 25 ms

reset time < 60 ms < t < 110 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F19X/1   1 i X i 2 F20Y/1 1 i Y i 2

time-delayed F19X/2   1 i X i 2 F20Y/2 1 i Y i 2

remote reading and remote setting** (1)

function code F19, F20 19h and 20h

identification number X (2)

parameters curve unit: 0..4 (3)

(order of parameters) Is set point unit: A

T time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(2) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam.
(3) meaning of curve index:

0: definite time,
1: inverse time,
2: very inverse time,
3: extremely inverse time,
4: ultra inverse time.

(4) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Characteristics
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Operation

Principle
This protection is three-phase. It includes a phase
overcurrent function combined with direction
detection. It picks up when the phase overcurrent
function in the chosen direction (normal or inverse)
is activated for at least one of the 3 phases.
It is time-delayed. The time delay may be definite
(definite DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT,
very inverse VIT or LTI (1), extremely inverse EIT,
ultra inverse time UIT). See phase overcurrent
protection curves in appendix.
(1) The very inverse time VIT delay setting range may be used
to create LTI curves.

Logic data K859 = 1 (K860) may be used to inhibit
start up of the time delay (normal zone) and
K860 = 1 may be used to inhibit start up of
the time delay (inverse zone)
(regarding use, refer to “start-up of time delays”
in appendix).

The direction of the current is determined
by the phase current measurement in relation
to a polarization value.

The polarization value is the system voltage
in quadrature with the current for cos ϕ = 1
(90° connection angle).

The current vector plane of a phase is divided into
2 half-planes which correspond to the normal zone
and the inverse zone. The characteristic angle θ is
the angle of the line perpendicular to the boundary
line between the 2 zones and the polarization value.

The protection is operational whenever the
polarization voltage value is greater than 1.5% of Un.

ANSI code 67

function n° F52X*     1 ≤ X ≤ 2

Directional phase overcurrent

Operating principle

U21

90°

I3

V3

V2

V1
U13

90°

I2
V2

V3

V1

U32

90°

I1

V1

V2V

U13

θ = 30°

 ϕ1
I1

U32

normal
zone

inverse
zone

θ = 45°

I1

U32

normal
zone

inverse
zone

 ϕ1

θ = 60°

I1

U32

 ϕ1

normal
zone

inverse
zone

θ = 30°

U13 normal
zone

inverse
zone

 ϕ2 I2

θ = 60°

I2

U13

ϕ2

normal
zone

inverse
zone

 θ = 30°

U21

normal
zone

inverse
zone

 ϕ3

I3

θ = 45°

I3

U21

normal
zone

inverse
zone

 ϕ3

θ = 60°

I3

U21

 ϕ3

normal
zone

inverse
zone

θ = 45°U13

inverse
zone

 ϕ2
I2

normal
zone

* for versions earlier than version 9802 SFT2800,
the function number is F51X and the protection is 2-phase
(phases L1 and L3).
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Measurement of phase shift with respect to the
polarization value
In order to facilitate commissioning, phase shifts ϕ1,
ϕ2 and ϕ3 between currents I1, I2 and I3 and the
corresponding polarization values U32, U13 and U21
may be measured using the pocket terminal
or via the communication link (Jbus/Modbus)*.

Block diagram

IDMT protection
IDMT protection operates in accordance with the IEC 60255-3
and BS 142 standards.

Is is the vertical asymptote of the curve, and T is the operation time delay for 10 Is.

U21

 ϕ3

I3
 ϕ1

I1

U32
U13

 ϕ2

I2

I

t

Is

T

1.2 I/Is

t

1

T

10 20

U32

I1

I2

U13

I3

U21

0t

K859

0t

K859

≥1 F52X/1
instantaneous
normal zone

≥1

&

&

&

≥1

0t

K859

&

0t

K860

≥1

0t

K860

0t

K860

≥1

&

&

&

≥1

F52X/3
instantaneous
inverse zone

F52X/2

F52X/5

time delay
normal zone

F52X/4

F52X/6

time delay
inverse zone

&

θ - 90° < ϕ1 < θ + 90°

θ + 90° < ϕ1 < θ + 270°
ϕ1

θ - 90° < ϕ2 < θ + 90°

θ + 90° < ϕ2 < θ + 270°
ϕ2

I >

θ - 90° < ϕ3 < θ + 90°

θ + 90° < ϕ3 < θ + 270°
ϕ3 &

&

&

&

I >

I >

* available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

Definite time protection
Iso is the set point expressed in amps and T is the protection time delay.
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CharacteristicsCommissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current and voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c type of time delay,
v definite time DT,
v IDMT: standard inverse time SIT,
very inverse time VIT, extremely inverse time EIT,
ultra inverse time UIT.
c Is current: Is is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the
protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay:
v DT: T is the operation time delay,
v SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:
T is the operation time delay at 10 Is,
c characteristic angle θ.

Please note
When several directional phase overcurrent
protections are included in the same Sepam,
the characteristic angle setting applies to all of them.

The normal and inverse directions correspond
to the diagram below:

Protection detection direction

curve

setting definite, std. inv., very inv., ext. inv, ultra inv.

characteristic angle θ
setting (2) 30°, 45°, 60°
acccuracy (1) ±5%

Is set point

setting definite time 0.3In i Is i 24In expressed in amps

IDMT 0.3In i Is i 2.4In expressed in amps

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

T time delay

setting definite time 50 ms i T i 655 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 12.5 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy(1) definite time ±2% or +25 ms

IDMT class 5 or +25 ms

±12.5% at 2Is

±7.5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 5 Is

±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 10 Is

±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 20 Is

ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 measurement

measurement range 0° to 359°
accuracy (1) 3° at In, Un

resolution 1°
characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time 50 ms < t < 70 ms
60 ms typical

time delayed tripping time according to time delay

memory time 20 ms < t < 55 ms

fault recognition time 35 ms < t < 53 ms

reset time 30 ms < t < 70 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F52X/1 for normal zone         1 i X i 2
F52X/3 for inverse zone

time-delayed F52X/2 for normal zone 1 i X i 2
F52X/5 for normal zone (2 out of 3 phases)
F52X/4 for inverse zone
F52X/6 for inverse zone (2 out of 3 phases)

remote reading and remote setting* (3)

function code F52 52h

identification number X (4)

parameters curve unit: 0..4 (5)

(order of parameters) Is set point unit: A

T time delay unit: 10 x ms

characteristic angle unit: degree
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) setting is common to both relays.
(3) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(4) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam.
(5) meaning of curve index:
0: definite time,
1: inverse time,
2: very inverse time,
3: extremely inverse time,
4: ultra inverse time.

inverse normal

Directional phase overcurrent (cont’d)

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Example of use
When the current sensors are connected
(see diagram) with the index (e.g. P1) on the busbar
side, the normal direction corresponds to the standard
uses of the directional phase overcurrent protection.

Sensors
Directional phase overcurrent protection is related to
the currents and voltages connected to the following
connectors:

direction of
tripping

direction of
no tripping

load

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

voltage Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

Direction data are in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

Note: refer to the installation document for other arrangements.

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

(1)

3A

.A……

.A

(1) terminal number for
compact (S26)*
Sepam 2000

terminal number for
standard (S36)*
Sepam 2000
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Operation
Earth fault protection is single-pole.

It picks up when earth fault current reaches the
operation set point.
It is time-delayed. The time delay may be definite
(definite DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT,
very inverse VIT or LTI (1), extremely inverse EIT,
ultra inverse time UIT) see phase current protection
curves in appendix.
The F08X and F09X functions include a harmonic 2
restraint element which ensures protection stability
during transformer energizing.

This element is calculated according to the phase
currents.

It can be enabled or disable by protection setting.
(1) The very inverse time VIT delay setting range may be used
to create LTI curves.

Logic data K859 = 1 may be used to inhibit
start up of the time delay
(regarding use, refer to “start-up of time delays”
in appendix).

Definite time protection
Iso is the set point expressed in Amps,
and T is the protection time delay.

ANSI code 50N-51N or 50G-51G

function n° F06X, F08X for earth fault Io
1 i X i 4

F07Y, F09Y for earth fault Io’
1 i Y i 2

Earth fault

Iso is the vertical asymptote of the curve,
and T is the operation time delay for 10 Iso.

The curve is defined according to the following equations:
c standard inverse time SIT

c very inverse time VIT or LTI

c extremely inverse time EIT

c ultra inverse time UIT

The function also takes into account current variations during the time delay
interval.

For currents with a very large amplitude, the protection has a definite time
characteristic:
c si I > 20 Iso, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 20 Iso,
c si I > 10 Ino, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 10 Ino.

Io

t

Iso

T

1.2 Io/Iso

t

1

T

10

IDMT protection principle.

IDMT protection
IDMT protection operates in accordance with the
IEC 60255-3 and BS 142 standards.

Definite time protection principle.

Block diagram for functions F06X and F07Y

Block diagram for functions F08X and F09Y

F06X/2
F07Y/2

F06X/1
F07Y/1

I1

I2

I3

SW1

K859

Io > Iso
0t

CT + CSH 30

2 A core bal.
CSH

30 A core bal.
CSH

core bal. CT

+ ACE 990

F08X/2
F09Y/2

F08X/1
F09Y/1

I0 > Is0

I1

I2

I3

CT + CSH30

2 A core bal.
CSH
30 A core bal.
CSH

K859

Io > Iso
0t

harmonic 2
restraint*

&

core bal. CT

+ ACE 990

* available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

0.14

(Io/Iso)0.02-1
t = . T

2.97

13.5

(Io/Iso)-1
t = . T

1.5

80

(Io/Iso)2-1
t = . T

0.808

315

(Io/Iso)2.5-1
t = . T
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Characteristics

curve

setting definite, inverse, very inv., ext. Inv., ultra inv.

Iso set point

definite time setting 0.05 Ino i Iso i 10 Ino (1) expressed in amps

using CT sum 0.05 In to 10 In

with CSH core bal. CT 0.1 A to 20 A
2 A rating input

with CSH core bal. CT 1.5 A to 300 A
30 A rating input

with CT + CSH30 0.05 In i Iso i 10 In (0.1 A min.)

with core bal. CT + ACE 990 0.05 Ino i Iso i 10 Ino (1) (0.1 A min.)

IDMT 0.05 Ino i Iso i Ino (1) expressed in amps

using CT sum 0.5 In at In

with CSH core bal. CT 0.1 A to 20 A
2 A rating input

with CSH core bal. CT 1.5 A to 30 A
30 A rating input

CT + CSH30 0.05 In i Iso i 1 In (0.1 A min.)

with core bal. CT + ACE 990 0.05 Ino i Iso i Ino (1) (0.1 A min.)

resolution 0.1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (2 ) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)% for Iso > 0.1 Ino

T time delay

setting definite time 50 ms i T i 655 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 12.5 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (2)definite time ±2% or +25 ms

IDMT class 5 or +25 ms:

±12.5% at 2 Is

±7.5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 5 Is

±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 10 Iso

±5%, or from 0 to +25 ms at 20 Iso

taking into account
of harmonic 2 restraint F08X, F09Y

setting yes / no

characteristic times F08X, F09Y F06X, F07Y

instantaneous < 40 ms < 85 ms
tripping time 30 ms (typical) 50 ms (typical)

instantaneous < 4 ms < 85 ms
tripping time 30 ms (typical) 50 ms (typical)

time-delayed tripping time according to time delay

memory time < 30 ms < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 30 ms < 65 ms

reset time < 45 ms < 85 ms

outputs available for control logic

instantaneous F06X/1, F07Y/1      1 i X i 4      1 i Y i 2
F08X/1, F09Y/1

time-delayed F06X/2, F07Y/2      1 i X i 4      1 i Y i 2
F08X/2, F09Y/2

(1) Ino = In if the sum of the three phase currents is used for the measurement
Ino = sensor rating if the measurement is taken by a CSH core balance CT.
Ino = In of the CT if the measurement is taken by a 1A or 5A current transformer.
Ino = core balance CT rating if the measurement is taken by a core balance CT other than CSH.
(2) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Commissioning, setting
Earth fault current is measured:
c by a CSH core balance CT through which 3 phase
conductors pass and which directly detects the sum
of the 3 currents. This solution is the most accurate
one,
c by a 1A or 5A current transformer, using a CSH30
interposing ring CT which acts as an adapter.
c by a core balance CT with a ratio
of 1/n (50 i n i 1500) using the ACE 990 interface.
c by the phase CTs. The measurement is obtained
by taking the internal vector sum of the three phase
currents.

It becomes falsified when the CTs are saturated.
Saturation may be due either to overcurrent or to the
presence of a DC component in a transformer inrush
current or in a phase-to-phase fault current.

Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c type of time delay,
v definite time DT,
v IDMT: standard inverse time SIT,
very inverse time VIT, extremely inverse time EIT,
ultra inverse time UIT.
c Iso current: Iso is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the
protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay:
v DT: T is the operation time delay,
v SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT: T is the operation time delay
at 10 Iso.
c taking into account of harmonic 2 restraint.

Sensors
Earth fault Io protection is related to the currents
connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSH 2A

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

CT + CSH30 2A

core bal. CT + ACE 990 2A

Earth fault Io’ protection is related to the currents
connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 3B

CSH 3A

CSP 3L1, 3L2, 3L3

CT + CSH30 3A

core bal. CT + ACE 990 3A
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remote reading and remote setting* (1)

function code F06, F07 06h and 07h

identification number X, Y (2)

parameters curve unit: 0..4 (3)

(order of parameters) Iso set point unit: 0.1 x A

T time delay unit: 10 x ms

function code F08, F09 08h and 09h

identification number X, Y (2)

parameters curve unit: 0..4 (3)

(order of parameters) Iso set point unit: 0.1 x A

T time delay unit: 10 x ms

taking into account
of harmonic 2 restraint unit: 0 or 1 (4)

Earth fault (cont’d)

(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(2) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam.
(3) meaning of curve index:
0: definite time,
1: inverse time,
2: very inverse time,
3: extremely inverse time,
4: ultra inverse time.
(4) 0: no

1: yes

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 67N

function n° F50X 1 i X i 2

Operation

Principle
This protection is single-pole.
It includes an earth fault function combined
with direction detection.
It picks up when the earth fault function in the chosen
direction (normal or inverse) is activated.
It is time delayed.
The time delay is definite (definite time).

Logic data K859 = 1 (K860) may be used to inhibit
start up of the time delay (normal zone) and K860
= 1 may be used to inhibit start up of the time
delay (inverse zone)
(regarding use, refer to “start-up of time delays”
in appendix).

The direction of the current is determined
by the phase measurement in relation to the residual
voltage.

The function determines the projection Ipo of current
Io on the characteristic line, the position of which
is set by the setting of the characteristic angle θo in
relation to the residual voltage.

The Ipo value is compared with the Iso set point;
the protection picks up in the following direction:
c normal if Ipo i -Iso
c inverse if Ipo i +Iso

When the characteristic angle θo = 0°, the function is
activated when the phase shift between Io and Vo is:
c u 104° or i +256° in the normal direction,
c u -76° or i +76° in the inverse direction,
whatever the value of Io.

This protection is operational whenever the
polarization voltage value is greater than 2.6% of Un.

This protection is appropriate for high  impendance
earthed and ungrounded systems. It is not
appropriate for compensated neutral systems
(earthed  by a Petersen coil).

Block diagram

Directional earth fault

Measurement of Io phase shift with respect to Vo
In order to facilitate commissioning, the phase shift ϕo between the earth fault
current Io and the residual voltage Vo may be measured:
c using the pocket terminal,
c via the communication link (Jbus/Modbus*).

Protection operation zones Operation with a characteristic angle equal
to 0°

normal zone

inverse zone

Vo

Iso

Ipo

Io

θo-Iso

 normal zone  inverse zone

Ipo

Io

Iso

Vo

-Iso

ϕo

Io

Vo

F50X/2

V1

I1

I2

I3

V2

V3

Vo

F50X/1

F50X/3

F50X/4

 inverse zone

  normal zone

K860

K859

0t

0t

ϕo

Io Io cos (ϕo-θo)<-Iso

Io cos (ϕo-θo)>Iso

core bal. CT

+ ACE 990

CT

+ CSH30

2 A core bal.

CSH

30 A core bal.

CSH

Definite time protection
Iso is the set point expressed in amps
and T is the protection time delay.

Definite time protection principle.

Ipo

t

Iso

T

* available as of version 9940 SFT2800.
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Characteristics

Directional earth fault (cont’d)

characteristic angle θo

setting (3) 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, -45°
accuracy (1) ±5°
Iso set point

setting 0.05 Ino i Iso i 10 Ino (2) expressed
in amps

using CT sum 0.05 In to 10 In

with CSH core bal. CT
2 A rating 0.1 A to 20 A

with CSH core bal. CT
30 A rating 1.5 A to 300 A

with CT + CSH30 0.05 In i Iso i 10 In (0.1 A min)

with core bal. CT
+ ACE 990 0.05 Ino i Iso i 10 Ino (2) (0.1 A min.)

resolution 0.1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

T time delay

setting 50 ms i T i 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or -10 ms to 25 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

ϕo measurement

measurement range 0° to 359°
accuracy (1) ±2°
resolution 1°
characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time 20 ms < t < 65 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time time < 40 ms

fault recognition time < 40 ms

reset time < 40 ms

outputs available for control logic

instantaneous F50X/1 for normal zone 1 i X i 2
F50X/3 for inverse zone

time delayed F50X/2 for normal zone 1 i X i 2

F50X/4 for inverse zone

remote reading, remote setting* (4)

function code F50 50h

identification number X (5)

parameters Iso set point unit : 0.1 x A

(order of parameters) characteristic angle unit : degree

T time delay unit : 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) Ino = In if the sum of the three phase currents is used for the measurement.
Ino = sensor rating if the measurement is taken by a CSH core balance CT.
Ino = In of the CT is the measurement is taken by a 1 A or 5 A current transformer.
Ino = core balance CT rating if the measurement is taken by a core balance CT other than CSH.
(3) this setting is common to both modules.
(4) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(5) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam 2000.

Commissioning, setting
Earth fault current is measured:
c by a CSH core balance CT through which 3 phase
conductors pass and which directly detects the sum
of the 3 currents. This solution is the most accurate
one,
c by a 1A or 5A current transformer, using a CSH30
interposing ring CT which acts as an adapter.
c by the phase CTs. The measurement is obtained
by taking the internal vector sum of the three phase
currents.
c by a core balance CT with a ratio
of 1/n (50 i n i 1500) using the ACE 990 interface.

It becomes falsified when the CTs are saturated.
Saturation may be due either to overcurrent or to the
presence of a DC component in a transformer inrush
current or in a phase-to-phase fault current.

Residual voltage is measured by:
c 3 voltage transformers. The measurement
is obtained by taking the internal vector sum
of the three phase voltages,
c 3 voltage transformers with secondary windings
connected in an open delta arrangement.

Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW1 associated
with the current and voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following using the pocket terminal:
c Iso current: Iso is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the
protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c characteristic angle θo,
c T time delay: T is the operation time delay.

The θo setting depends essentially on the earthing
system:
v ungrounded: the earth fault current is capacitive.
The recommended setting is θo = 90°,
v resistive neutral: the protection should only detect
resistive earth fault current and should not be
sensitive to capacitive current. The recommended
setting is θo = 0°,
v solidly grounded: the earth fault current is only
limited by the cable and source induction coils.
The recommended setting is θo = -45°.

Please note:
When several directional earth fault protections are
included in the same Sepam 2000, the characteristic
angle setting is common.

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Protection detection direction
The normal and inverse directions correspond to the
diagram below.

Sensors
Directional earth fault protection is related to the
currents and voltages connected to the following
connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSH 2A

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

CT + CSH30 2A

core bal. CT + ACE 990 2A

tvoltage Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

Special uses
IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very  inverse VIT
or LTI, extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse UIT)
earth fault protection may be obtained by combining:
c directional earth fault protection
(using the instantaneous output relay and the
appropriate set point and characteristic angle
settings),
c IDMT earth fault protection.

Direction data are in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

inverse normal

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

inverse

5
6 2A

DPC
4
3

2
1

30 A
2 A

.A……

.A

terminal number for
compact (S26)*
Sepam 2000

terminal number for
standard (S36)*
Sepam 2000

(1)

(1)

3A

normal

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9745 SFT 2800.

Note: refer to the installation document for other arrangements.
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Directional earth fault for compensated neutral systems

ANSI code 67NC

function n° F48X 1 i X i 2*

Operation

Principle
This protection is single-pole.
It picks up when the active component of the earth
fault current is greater than a set point in the chosen
direction (normal or inverse).
It is time delayed. The time delay is definite
(definite time).
It is characterized by its capacity to detect very short,
repetitive faults during the time delay
(recurring faults).
The function determines the projection Ipo of current
Io on the residual voltage  Vo axis.

The Ipo value is compared with the Iso set point:
the protection picks up in the following direction:
c normal if Ipo i -Iso,
c inverse if Ipo u +Iso and if the earth fault vector
is in a sector that can be adjusted with respect to the
residual voltage.

This sector makes it possible to obtain a highly
sensitive and stable function.
This protection is operational whenever the residual

voltage value (V1+V2+V3) is greater than the set
point Vso.
This protection is appropriate for compensated
neutral systems (earthed by a Petersen coil).

Measurement of Io phase shift with respect to Vo
In order to facilitate commissioning, the phase shift ϕo between the earth fault
current Io and the residual voltage Vo may be measured:
c using the pocket terminal,
c via the communication link (Jbus/Modbus)*.

 normal zone  inverse zone

Ipo

Io

Iso

Vo

-Iso

ϕo

Io

Vo

Protection operation zones

* available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

Block diagram

F481/1

V1

I1

I2

I3

V2

V3

Vo

F481/2

normal zone
0t

ϕo

Io Io cos (ϕo-θo)<-Iso

Io cos (ϕo-θo)>Iso

t0

V0 > Vs0

F481/3

F481/4

 inverse zone
0t

&

t0

&

F481/5

t mem

core bal. CT

+ ACE 990

CT

+ CSH30

2 A core bal.

CSH

30 A core bal.

CSH

–> –>–>

Protection detection direction
The normal and inverse directions correspond
to the diagram below.

inverse normal
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Characteristics
Iso set point

setting 0.05Ino i Iso i 10Ino (2) expressed in amps

using CT sum 0.05In to 10In

with CSH core bal. CT
2 A rating 0.1 A to 20 A

with CSH core bal. CT
30 A rating 1.5 A to 300 A

with CT + CSH30 0,05 In i Iso i 10 In (0.1 A min)

with core bal. CT
+ ACE 990 0.05 Ino i Iso i 10 Ino (2) (0.1 A min.)

resolution 0.1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

sector

setting ±83°, ±86°
accuracy (1) ±2°
Vso set point

value 0.02Un i Vso i 0.8Un expressed in volts

accuracy ±2% or 0.005Un

T time delay and Tmem/ memory time

setting 50 ms i T i 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or +25 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

ϕ measurement

measurement range 0° to 359°
accuracy (1) ±2°
resolution 1°
characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time < 65 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time Tmem

fault recognition time 10 ms < t < 40 ms

reset time < Tmem + 35 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F48X/1 for normal zone 1 i X i 2
F48X/3 for inverse zone

time delayed F48X/2 for normal zone 1 i X i 2
F48X/4 for inverse zone

Vo u Vso F48X/5 1 i X i 2

remote reading, remote setting* (3)

function code F48 48h

identification number 1

parameters Iso set point unit : 0.1 x A

(order of parameters) tripping sector unit: index (4)

Vso set point unit: V

T time delay unit: 10 x ms

memory time unit: 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) Ino = In if the sum of the three phase currents is used for the measurement.
Ino = sensor rating if the measurement is taken by a CSH core balance CT.
Ino = In of the CT is the measurement is taken by a 1 A or 5 A current transformer.
Ino = core balance CT rating if the measurement is taken by a core balance CT other than CSH.
(3) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(4) meaning of tripping index: 0: ±83° angle 2: ±86° angle.

Commissioning, setting
Earth fault current is measured:
c by a CSH core balance CT through which 3 phase
conductors pass and which directly detects the sum
of the 3 currents.
This solution is the most accurate one,
c by a 1A or 5A current transformer, using a CSH30
interposing ring CT which acts as an adapter.
c by a core balance CT with a ratio
of 1/n (50 i n i 1500) using the ACE 990 interface.
c by the phase CTs. The measurement is obtained
by taking the internal vector sum of the three phase
currents. It becomes falsified when the CTs are
saturated. Saturation may be due either to
overcurrent or to the presence of a DC component in
a transformer inrush current or in a phase-to-phase
fault current.

Residual voltage is measured by:
c 3 voltage transformers. The measurement is
obtained by taking the internal vector sum of the three
phase voltages,
c 3 voltage transformers with secondary windings
connected in an open delta arrangement.

Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW1 associated
with the current and voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Iso current:
Iso is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit
the protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c sector:
v 83° by default,
v 86° for precision sensors.
c Vso residual voltage:
Vso is set in rms, volts or kilovolts.

Recommended setting: the Vso setting must be
greater than the residual voltage detected when there
are no earth faults, due to system dissymmetry and
measuring chain inaccuracy,
c T time delay
T is the operation time delay,
c Tmem time delay
Tmem is the time for which the set point overrun
information is memorized after the fault has
disappeared.
Recommended setting: in the range of  250 ms.

* available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Directional earth fault for compensated neutral systems (cont’d)

Sensors
Directional earth fault protection is related to the
currents and voltages connected to the following
connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSH 2A

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

CT + CSH30 2A

core bal. CT
+ ACE 990 2A

voltage Sepam connector

S36 4A

S26* 3A

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

inverse

5
6 2A

DPC
4
3

2
1

30 A
2 A

normal

3A

* S25 for earlier versions
(limited to systems with rated frequency 50 Hz).

Direction data are in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

Note: refer to the installation document for other arrangements.
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Resistive earth fault

Operation
The resistive earth fault function is single-pole.
It picks up when earth fault current (measured by
a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT connected to
the 30 A rating input) reaches the operation set point.
It is time-delayed. The time delay is definite
(see curve) and takes into account variations in earth
fault current during the time delay interval.

Protection operation may be inhibited by logic
information input. The protection has a set point
of 15 A. The function is characterized by its very high
level of sensitivity and its capacity to discriminate
between a faulty feeder and fault-free feeders through
which capacitive earth fault current is flowing.

Definite time protection
Iso is the set point expressed in Amps, and T is the
time delay for Io u 200 A. The operation times are
defined by the following curves.

ANSI code 50G-51G

function n° F101

Resistive earth fault curves

Block diagram

t(s)

Io
(A)

0.1

1

10

100

1000

0.1 1 10 100 1000

T = 0.8s

T = 1s

Io

F101/1

K857

Io > Iso

&

ot

Io > 15A

CSH core
bal. CT
30A rating

F101/2

F101/3
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Resistive earth fault (cont’d)

Commissioning, setting
Earth fault current is measured by a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT
connected to the 30 A rating (terminals 3 and 4).

Settings
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c  Iso current: Iso is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay: T is the operation time delay for Io > 200 A.

Special uses
The resistive earth fault function is used in public
distribution networks.

The EPATR-B curve defined by Electricité de France
corresponds to the time delay setting T = 0.8 s
according to the following chart:

Io time delay (s) Io time delay(s)
(A) t=1s t=0.8s (A) t=1s t=0.8s

0.6 153.24 122.59 14.0 13.38 10.70

0.7 137.40 109.92 15.0 12.50 10.00

0.8 125.00 100.00 16.0 11.74 9.39

0.9 115.00 92.00 17.0 11.06 8.85

1.0 106.74 85.39 18.0 10.46 8.37

1.1 99.76 79.81 19.0 9.93 7.94

1.2 93.81 75.05 20.0 9.44 7.55

1.3 88.64 70.91 25.0 7.60 6.08

1.4 84.11 67.29 30.0 6.36 5.09

1.5 80.10 64.08 35.0 5.48 4.38

1.6 76.53 61.22 40.0 4.80 3.84

1.7 73.30 58.64 45.0 4.29 3.43

1.8 70.40 56.32 50.0 3.86 3.09

1.9 67.75 54.20 55.0 3.53 2.82

2.0 65.34 52.27 60.0 3.24 2.59

2.5 55.79 44.63 65.0 2.99 2.39

3.0 49.04 39.23 70.0 2.79 2.23

3.5 43.96 35.17 75.0 2.60 2.08

4.0 40.00 32.00 80.0 2.44 1.95

4.5 36.80 29.44 85.0 2.30 1.84

5.0 34.15 27.32 90.0 2.18 1.74

5.5 31.93 25.54 95.0 2.06 1.65

6.0 30.01 24.01 100.0 1.96 1.57

6.5 28.25 22.60 110.0 1.79 1.43

7.0 26.29 21.03 120.0 1.65 1.32

7.5 24.58 19.66 130.0 1.53 1.22

8.0 23.08 18.46 140.0 1.41 1.13

8.5 21.75 17.40 150.0 1.33 1.06

9.0 20.58 16.46 160.0 1.24 0.99

9.5 19.51 15.61 170.0 1.18 0.94

10.0 18.56 14.85 180.0 1.11 0.89

11.0 16.91 13.53 190.0 1.05 0.84

12.0 15.54 12.43 200.0 1.00 0.80

13.0 14.38 11.50 >200 1.00 0.80

Sensors
Resistive earth fault protection is related to the
currents connected to the following connector:

current sensor connector

CSH120 or 2A
CSH200

Characteristics
Is set point

setting 0.6 A i Iso i 5 A

resolution 0.1 A

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)% for Io u 1.5 A

15 A set point

setting fixed

accuracy (1) ±5%

return variance 1 A

T time delay

setting 500 ms i T i 1 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±10%

characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time < 50 ms

time-delayed tripping time see curve

memory time < 30 ms

fault recognition time < 30 ms

reset time < 45 ms

inhibition input relay

K857 1 = inhibition

0 = validation

outputs available for control logic

instantaneous F101/1

time-delayed F101/2

Io ≥ 15A F101/3

remote reading and remote setting* (2)

function code F10 10h

identification number 1

parameters Iso set point unit: 0.1 x A

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 49

function n° F431

Operation
This function simulates the heat rise in the protected
equipment using the current measurements taken on
two (I1 and I3) or three phases.It complies with the
IEC 60255-8 standard.

It monitors the heat rise and compares it with 2 set
points OL1 and OL2:
c according to the application, the first detection
set point is designed for alarm signaling
(transformers, generators, capacitors) or detection
of hot status which is used by the starts per hour
function (motors),
c the second set point is designed for protection.
The heat rise measurement may be accessed
via the via the pocket terminal or the communication
link (Jbus/Modbus) even if the function is disabled.

Taking into account of harmonics
Heat rise in equipment depends on the form of the
current flowing through it. Measurement of the rms
value of phase 1 current, which integrates
the influence of harmonics up to number 21,
takes into account the wave form to calculate heat
rise in balanced three-phase loads.

Taking into account of negative sequence current
Negative sequence current is a significant factor
in calculating heat rise in rotating machines.
The rotating field that corresponds to the negative
sequence current creates a double frequency rotating
current that causes major losses.
This is why the thermal overload function takes
into account the following equivalent current:
Ieq2 = I2 + K.Ii2

I is the greatest of the following values:
I1, I2, I3 et I1rms
Ii is the current negative sequence.
Adjust is the negative sequence factor
(weighting coefficient).

Thermal overload

Influence of the time constant
The time constant depends on the equipment's thermal characteristics.
It takes heat release and cooling into account.

For a non-ventilated rotating machine, cooling is more effective when the machine
is running than when it is stopped due to the ventilation caused by rotation.

c Equipment running and stopping are calculated according to the current value:
v running if I > 0.015Ib,
v stopped if I < 0.015Ib.

Two time constants can be set:
c T1: heat rise time constant: concerns equipment that is running.
The T1 thermal time constant is the time needed for the equipment under rated
load to reach 0.63 times the rated heat rise (obtained after an infinite time).
c T2: cooling time constant: concerns equipment that is stopped.
The T2 time constant is the time needed after stopping for the initial heat rise
in the protected equipment to drop to 0.36 times the rated heat rise.

Operation curve
The protection gives a tripping order when the heat rise heating calculated
according to the measurement of an equivalent current Ieq is greater than
the OL set point.

The highest permissible continuous current is I = Ib e.

The protection tripping time is set for the time constant T.

The heat rise calculated depends on the current absorbed and the previous heat
rise status.
c The cold curve defines the protection tripping time according to a heat rise
of 100%.
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Thermal overload (cont’d)

Cold curves:
t/T1 = f(OL, I/Ib)
The following charts provide the numerical values
of the cold curves.

Example of chart use
For an operation set point OL of 115% with a time
constant T1 of 15 mn, what is the operation time
when cold at 2.6 Ib?

Using the cold curve chart:
c read at the intersection of row
OL =115 and column I/Ib = 2.6 the value t/T1 = 0.1865
c calculate the operation time t = 0.1865 x T
i.e. t = 0.1865 x 15 x 60 = 167.8s

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

1.00 10.00 100.00

I/Ib

t/T1

125%

150%

200%

50%

75%

100%

Block diagram

F431/1

F431/2

I1
I2
I3
Irms

Ii
negative

sequence

I

x K

calculation
of equivalent
current Ieq

E>OL1

E>OL2

heat rise
leq
Ib

2
Ek = Ek - 1+ . ∆t

T
- Ek - 1

. ∆t
T
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Cold curves

I/Ib 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80

OL (%)

50 0.6931 0.6042 0.5331 0.4749 0.4265 0.3857 0.3508 0.3207 0.2945 0.2716 0.2513 0.2333 0.2173 0.2029 0.1900 0.1782 0.1676

55 0.7985 0.6909 0.6061 0.5376 0.4812 0.4339 0.3937 0.3592 0.3294 0.3033 0.2803 0.2600 0.2419 0.2257 0.2111 0.1980 0.1860

60 0.9163 0.7857 0.6849 0.6046 0.5390 0.4845 0.4386 0.3993 0.3655 0.3360 0.3102 0.2873 0.2671 0.2490 0.2327 0.2181 0.2048

65 1.0498 0.8905 0.7704 0.6763 0.6004 0.5379 0.4855 0.4411 0.4029 0.3698 0.3409 0.3155 0.2929 0.2728 0.2548 0.2386 0.2239

70 1.2040 1.0076 0.8640 0.7535 0.6657 0.5942 0.5348 0.4847 0.4418 0.4049 0.3727 0.3444 0.3194 0.2972 0.2774 0.2595 0.2434

75 1.3863 1.1403 0.9671 0.8373 0.7357 0.6539 0.5866 0.5302 0.4823 0.4412 0.4055 0.3742 0.3467 0.3222 0.3005 0.2809 0.2633

80 1.6094 1.2933 1.0822 0.9287 0.8109 0.7174 0.6413 0.5780 0.5245 0.4788 0.4394 0.4049 0.3747 0.3479 0.3241 0.3028 0.2836

85 1.8971 1.4739 1.2123 1.0292 0.8923 0.7853 0.6991 0.6281 0.5686 0.5180 0.4745 0.4366 0.4035 0.3743 0.3483 0.3251 0.3043

90 2.3026 1.6946 1.3618 1.1411 0.9808 0.8580 0.7605 0.6809 0.6147 0;5587 0.5108 0.4694 0.4332 0.4013 0.3731 0.3480 0.3254

95 1.9782 1.5377 1.2670 1.0780 0.9365 0.8258 0.7366 0.6630 0.6012 0.5486 0.5032 0.4638 0.4292 0.3986 0.3714 0.3470

100 2.3755 1.7513 1.4112 1.1856 1.0217 0.8958 0.7956 0.7138 0.6455 0.5878 0.5383 0.4953 0.4578 0.4247 0.3953 0.3691

105 3.0445 2.0232 1.5796 1.3063 1.1147 0.9710 0.8583 0.7673 0.6920 0.6286 0.5746 0.5279 0.4872 0.4515 0.4199 0.3917

110 2.3979 1.7824 1.4435 1.2174 1.0524 0.9252 0.8238 0.7406 0.6712 0.6122 0.5616 0.5176 0.4790 0.4450 0.4148

115 3.0040 2.0369 1.6025 1.3318 1.1409 0.9970 0.8837 0.7918 0.7156 0.6514 0.5964 0.5489 0.5074 0.4708 0.4384

120 2.3792 1.7918 1.4610 1.2381 1.0742 0.9474 0.8457 0.7621 0.6921 0.6325 0.5812 0.5365 0.4973 0.4626

125 2.9037 2.0254 1.6094 1.3457 1.1580 1.0154 0.9027 0.8109 0.7346 0.6700 0.6146 0.5666 0.5245 0.4874

130 2.3308 1.7838 1.4663 1.2493 1.0885 0.9632 0.8622 0.7789 0.7089 0.6491 0.5975 0.5525 0.5129

135 2.7726 1.9951 1.6035 1.3499 1.1672 1.0275 0.9163 0.8253 0.7494 0.6849 0.6295 0.5813 0.5390

140 2.2634 1.7626 1.4618 1.2528 1.0962 0.9734 0.8740 0.7916 0.7220 0.6625 0.6109 0.5658

145 2.6311 1.9518 1.5877 1.3463 1.1701 1.0341 0.9252 0.8356 0.7606 0.6966 0.6414 0.5934

150 3.2189 2.1855 1.7319 1.4495 1.2498 1.0986 0.9791 0.8817 0.8007 0.7320 0.6729 0.6217

155 2.4908 1.9003 1.5645 1.3364 1.1676 1.0361 0.9301 0.8424 0.7686 0.7055 0.6508

160 2.9327 2.1030 1.6946 1.4313 1.2417 1.0965 0.9808 0.8860 0.8066 0.7391 0.6809

165 2.3576 1.8441 1.5361 1.3218 1.1609 1.0343 0.9316 0.8461 0.7739 0.7118

170 2.6999 2.0200 1.6532 1.4088 1.2296 1.0908 0.9793 0.8873 0.8099 0.7438

175 3.2244 2.2336 1.7858 1.5041 1.3035 1.1507 1.0294 0.9302 0;8473 0.7768

180 2.5055 1.9388 1.6094 1.3832 1.2144 1.0822 0.9751 0.8861 0.8109

185 2.8802 2.1195 1.7272 1.4698 1.2825 1.1379 1.0220 0.9265 0.8463

190 3.4864 2.3401 1.8608 1.5647 1.3555 1.1970 1.0713 0.9687 0.8829

195 2.6237 2.0149 1.6695 1.4343 1.2597 1.1231 1.0126 0.9209

200 3.0210 2.1972 1.7866 1.5198 1.3266 1.1778 1.0586 0.9605
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Thermal overload (cont’d)

I/Ib 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.40 4.60
OL (%)

50 0.1579 0.1491 0.1410 0.1335 0.1090 0.0908 0.0768 0.0659 0.0572 0.0501 0.0442 0.0393 0.0352 0.0317 0.0288 0.0262 0.0239

55 0.1752 0.1653 0.1562 0.1479 0.1206 0.1004 0.0849 0.0727 0.0631 0.0552 0.0487 0.0434 0.0388 0.0350 0.0317 0.0288 0.0263

60 0.1927 0.1818 0.1717 0.1625 0.1324 0.1100 0.0929 0.0796 0.069 0.0604 0.0533 0.0474 0.0424 0.0382 0.0346 0.0315 0.0288

65 0.2106 0.1985 0.1875 0.1773 0.1442 0.1197 0.1011 0.0865 0.075 0.0656 0.0579 0.0515 0.0461 0.0415 0.0375 0.0342 0.0312

70 0.2288 0.2156 0.2035 0.1924 0.1562 0.1296 0.1093 0.0935 0.081 0.0708 0.0625 0.0555 0.0497 0.0447 0.0405 0.0368 0.0336

75 0.2474 0.2329 0.2197 0.2076 0.1684 0.1395 0.1176 0.1006 0.087 0.0761 0.0671 0.0596 0.0533 0.0480 0.0434 0.0395 0.0361

80 0.2662 0.2505 0.2362 0.2231 0.1807 0.1495 0.1260 0.1076 0.0931 0.0813 0.0717 0.0637 0.0570 0.0513 0.0464 0.0422 0.0385

85 0.2855 0.2685 0.2530 0.2389 0.1931 0.1597 0.1344 0.1148 0.0992 0.0867 0.0764 0.0678 0.0607 0.0546 0.0494 0.0449 0.0410

90 0.3051 0.2868 0.2701 0.2549 0.2057 0.1699 0.1429 0.1219 0.1054 0.092 0.0811 0.0720 0.0644 0.0579 0.0524 0.0476 0.0435

95 0.3251 0.3054 0.2875 0.2712 0.2185 0.1802 0.1514 0.1292 0.1116 0.0974 0.0858 0.0761 0.0681 0.0612 0.0554 0.0503 0.0459

100 0.3456 0.3244 0.3051 0.2877 0.2314 0.1907 0.1601 0.1365 0.1178 0.1028 0.0905 0.0803 0.0718 0.0645 0.0584 0.0530 0.0484

105 0.3664 0.3437 0.3231 0.3045 0.2445 0.2012 0.1688 0.1438 0.1241 0.1082 0.0952 0.0845 0.0755 0.0679 0.0614 0.0558 0.0509

110 0.3877 0.3634 0.3415 0.3216 0.2578 0.2119 0.1776 0.1512 0.1304 0.1136 0.1000 0.0887 0.0792 0.0712 0.0644 0.0585 0.0534

115 0.4095 0.3835 0.3602 0.3390 0.2713 0.2227 0.1865 0.1586 0.1367 0.1191 0.1048 0.0929 0.0830 0.0746 0.0674 0.0612 0.0559

120 0.4317 0.4041 0.3792 0.3567 0.2849 0.2336 0.1954 0.1661 0.1431 0.1246 0.1096 0.0972 0.0868 0.0780 0.0705 0.0640 0.0584

125 0.4545 0.4250 0.3986 0.3747 0.2988 0.2446 0.2045 0.1737 0.1495 0.1302 0.1144 0.1014 0.0905 0.0813 0.0735 0.0667 0.0609

130 0.4778 0.4465 0.4184 0.3930 0.3128 0.2558 0.2136 0.1813 0.156 0.1358 0.1193 0.1057 0.0943 0.0847 0.0766 0.0695 0.0634

135 0.5016 0.4683 0.4386 0.4117 0.3270 0.2671 0.2228 0.1890 0.1625 0.1414 0.1242 0.1100 0.0982 0.0881 0.0796 0.0723 0.0659

140 0.5260 0.4907 0.4591 0.4308 0.3414 0.2785 0.2321 0.1967 0.1691 0.147 0.1291 0.1143 0.1020 0.0916 0.0827 0.0751 0.0685

145 0.5511 0.5136 0.4802 0.4502 0.3561 0.2900 0.2414 0.2045 0.1757 0.1527 0.1340 0.1187 0.1058 0.0950 0.0858 0.0778 0.0710

150 0.5767 0.5370 0.5017 0.4700 0.3709 0.3017 0.2509 0.2124 0.1823 0.1584 0.1390 0.1230 0.1097 0.0984 0.0889 0.0806 0.0735

155 0.6031 0.5610 0.5236 0.4902 0.3860 0.3135 0.2604 0.2203 0.189 0.1641 0.1440 0.1274 0.1136 0.1019 0.0920 0.0834 0.0761

160 0.6302 0.5856 0.5461 0.5108 0.4013 0.3254 0.2701 0.2283 0.1957 0.1699 0.1490 0.1318 0.1174 0.1054 0.0951 0.0863 0.0786

165 0.6580 0.6108 0.5690 0.5319 0.4169 0.3375 0.2798 0.2363 0.2025 0.1757 0.1540 0.1362 0.1213 0.1088 0.0982 0.0891 0.0812

170 0.6866 0.6366 0.5925 0.5534 0.4327 0.3498 0.2897 0.2444 0.2094 0.1815 0.1591 0.1406 0.1253 0.1123 0.1013 0.0919 0.0838

175 0.7161 0.6631 0.6166 0.5754 0.4487 0.3621 0.2996 0.2526 0.2162 0.1874 0.1641 0.1451 0.1292 0.1158 0.1045 0.0947 0.0863

180 0.7464 0.6904 0.6413 0.5978 0.4651 0.3747 0.3096 0.2608 0.2231 0.1933 0.1693 0.1495 0.1331 0.1193 0.1076 0.0976 0.0889

185 0.7777 0.7184 0.6665 0.6208 0.4816 0.3874 0.3197 0.2691 0.2301 0.1993 0.1744 0.1540 0.1371 0.1229 0.1108 0.1004 0.0915

190 0.8100 0.7472 0.6925 0.6444 0.4985 0.4003 0.3300 0.2775 0.2371 0.2052 0.1796 0.1585 0.1411 0.1264 0.1140 0.1033 0.0941

195 0.8434 0.7769 0.7191 0.6685 0.5157 0.4133 0.3403 0.2860 0.2442 0.2113 0.1847 0.1631 0.1451 0.1300 0.1171 0.1062 0.0967

200 0.8780 0.8075 0.7465 0.6931 0.5331 0.4265 0.3508 0.2945 0.2513 0.2173 0.1900 0.1676 0.1491 0.1335 0.1203 0.1090 0.0993

Cold curves



2/25Protection functions

Cold curves

I/Ib 4.80 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00
OL (%)

50 0.0219 0.0202 0.0167 0.0140 0.0119 0.0103 0.0089 0.0078 0.0069 0.0062 0.0056 0.0050 0.0032 0.0022 0.0016 0.0013

55 0.0242 0.0222 0.0183 0.0154 0.0131 0.0113 0.0098 0.0086 0.0076 0.0068 0.0061 0.0055 0.0035 0.0024 0.0018 0.0014

60 0.0264 0.0243 0.0200 0.0168 0.0143 0.0123 0.0107 0.0094 0.0083 0.0074 0.0067 0.0060 0.0038 0.0027 0.0020 0.0015

65 0.0286 0.0263 0.0217 0.0182 0.0155 0.0134 0.0116 0.0102 0.0090 0.0081 0.0072 0.0065 0.0042 0.0029 0.0021 0.0016

70 0.0309 0.0284 0.0234 0.0196 0.0167 0.0144 0.0125 0.0110 0.0097 0.0087 0.0078 0.0070 0.0045 0.0031 0.0023 0.0018

75 0.0331 0.0305 0.0251 0.0211 0.0179 0.0154 0.0134 0.0118 0.0104 0.0093 0.0083 0.0075 0.0048 0.0033 0.0025 0.0019

80 0.0353 0.0325 0.0268 0.0225 0.0191 0.0165 0.0143 0.0126 0.0111 0.0099 0.0089 0.0080 0.0051 0.0036 0.0026 0.0020

85 0.0376 0.0346 0.0285 0.0239 0.0203 0.0175 0.0152 0.0134 0.0118 0.0105 0.0095 0.0085 0.0055 0.0038 0.0028 0.0021

90 0.0398 0.0367 0.0302 0.0253 0.0215 0.0185 0.0161 0.0142 0.0125 0.0112 0.0100 0.0090 0.0058 0.0040 0.0029 0.0023

95 0.0421 0.0387 0.0319 0.0267 0.0227 0.0196 0.0170 0.0150 0.0132 0.0118 0.0106 0.0095 0.0061 0.0042 0.0031 0.0024

100 0.0444 0.0408 0.0336 0.0282 0.0240 0.0206 0.0179 0.0157 0.0139 0.0124 0.0111 0.0101 0.0064 0.0045 0.0033 0.0025

105 0.0466 0.0429 0.0353 0.0296 0.0252 0.0217 0.0188 0.0165 0.0146 0.0130 0.0117 0.0106 0.0067 0.0047 0.0034 0.0026

110 0.0489 0.0450 0.0370 0.0310 0.0264 0.0227 0.0197 0.0173 0.0153 0.0137 0.0123 0.0111 0.0071 0.0049 0.0036 0.0028

115 0.0512 0.0471 0.0388 0.0325 0.0276 0.0237 0.0207 0.0181 0.0160 0.0143 0.0128 0.0116 0.0074 0.0051 0.0038 0.0029

120 0.0535 0.0492 0.0405 0.0339 0.0288 0.0248 0.0216 0.0189 0.0167 0.0149 0.0134 0.0121 0.0077 0.0053 0.0039 0.0030

125 0.0558 0.0513 0.0422 0.0353 0.0300 0.0258 0.0225 0.0197 0.0175 0.0156 0.0139 0.0126 0.0080 0.0056 0.0041 0.0031

130 0.0581 0.0534 0.0439 0.0368 0.0313 0.0269 0.0234 0.0205 0.0182 0.0162 0.0145 0.0131 0.0084 0.0058 0.0043 0.0033

135 0.0604 0.0555 0.0457 0.0382 0.0325 0.0279 0.0243 0.0213 0.0189 0.0168 0.0151 0.0136 0.0087 0.0060 0.0044 0.0034

140 0.0627 0.0576 0.0474 0.0397 0.0337 0.0290 0.0252 0.0221 0.0196 0.0174 0.0156 0.0141 0.0090 0.0062 0.0046 0.0035

145 0.0650 0.0598 0.0491 0.0411 0.0349 0.0300 0.0261 0.0229 0.0203 0.0181 0.0162 0.0146 0.0093 0.0065 0.0047 0.0036

150 0.0673 0.0619 0.0509 0.0426 0.0361 0.0311 0.0270 0.0237 0.0210 0.0187 0.0168 0.0151 0.0096 0.0067 0.0049 0.0038

155 0.0696 0.0640 0.0526 0.0440 0.0374 0.0321 0.0279 0.0245 0.0217 0.0193 0.0173 0.0156 0.0100 0.0069 0.0051 0.0039

160 0.0720 0.0661 0.0543 0.0455 0.0386 0.0332 0.0289 0.0253 0.0224 0.0200 0.0179 0.0161 0.0103 0.0071 0.0052 0.0040

165 0.0743 0.0683 0.0561 0.0469 0.0398 0.0343 0.0298 0.0261 0.0231 0.0206 0.0185 0.0166 0.0106 0.0074 0.0054 0.0041

170 0.0766 0.0704 0.0578 0.0484 0.0411 0.0353 0.0307 0.0269 0.0238 0.0212 0.0190 0.0171 0.0109 0.0076 0.0056 0.0043

175 0.0790 0.0726 0.0596 0.0498 0.0423 0.0364 0.0316 0.0277 0.0245 0.0218 0.0196 0.0177 0.0113 0.0078 0.0057 0.0044

180 0.0813 0.0747 0.0613 0.0513 0.0435 0.0374 0.0325 0.0285 0.0252 0.0225 0.0201 0.0182 0.0116 0.0080 0.0059 0.0045

185 0.0837 0.0769 0.0631 0.0528 0.0448 0.0385 0.0334 0.0293 0.0259 0.0231 0.0207 0.0187 0.0119 0.0083 0.0061 0.0046

190 0.0861 0.0790 0.0649 0.0542 0.0460 0.0395 0.0344 0.0301 0.0266 0.0237 0.0213 0.0192 0.0122 0.0085 0.0062 0.0048

195 0.0884 0.0812 0.0666 0.0557 0.0473 0.0406 0.0353 0.0309 0.0274 0.0244 0.0218 0.0197 0.0126 0.0087 0.0064 0.0049

200 0.0908 0.0834 0.0684 0.0572 0.0485 0.0417 0.0362 0.0317 0.0281 0.0250 0.0224 0.0202 0.0129 0.0089 0.0066 0.0050



2/26 Protection functions

Thermal overload (cont’d)

Hot curves:
t/T1 = f(OL, I/Ib)
The following charts provide the numerical values
of the hot curves.

Example of chart use
For an operation set point OL of 115% with a time
constant T1 of 15 mn, what is the operation time when
hot at 2.6 Ib?

Using the hot curve chart:
c read at the intersection of row OL = 115 and column
I/Ib = 2.6 the value t/T1 = 0.0264,
c calculate the operation time t = 0.0264 x T1
i.e. t = 0.0264 x 15 x 60 = 23.7s

I/Ib

t/T1

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

1,00 10.00 100.00

125%

115%

200%

175%

150%
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I/Ib 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
OL (%)

105 0.6690 0.2719 0.1685 0.1206 0.0931 0.0752 0.0627 0.0535 0.0464 0.0408 0.0363 0.0326 0.0295 0.0268 0.0245 0.0226

110 3.7136 0.6466 0.3712 0.2578 0.1957 0.1566 0.1296 0.1100 0.0951 0.0834 0.0740 0.0662 0.0598 0.0544 0.0497 0.0457

115 1.2528 0.6257 0.4169 0.3102 0.2451 0.2013 0.1699 0.1462 0.1278 0.1131 0.1011 0.0911 0.0827 0.0755 0.0693

120 3.0445 0.9680 0.6061 0.4394 0.3423 0.2786 0.2336 0.2002 0.1744 0.1539 0.1372 0.1234 0.1118 0.1020 0.0935

125 1.4925 0.8398 0.5878 0.4499 0.3623 0.3017 0.2572 0.2231 0.1963 0.1747 0.1568 0.1419 0.1292 0.1183

130 2.6626 1.1451 0.7621 0.5705 0.4537 0.3747 0.3176 0.2744 0.2407 0.2136 0.1914 0.1728 0.1572 0.1438

135 1.5870 0.9734 0.7077 0.5543 0.4535 0.3819 0.3285 0.2871 0.2541 0.2271 0.2048 0.1860 0.1699

140 2.3979 1.2417 0.8668 0.6662 0.5390 0.4507 0.3857 0.3358 0.2963 0.2643 0.2378 0.2156 0.1967

145 1.6094 1.0561 0.7921 0.6325 0.5245 0.4463 0.3869 0.3403 0.3028 0.2719 0.2461 0.2243

150 2.1972 1.2897 0.9362 0.7357 0.6042 0.5108 0.4408 0.3864 0.3429 0.3073 0.2776 0.2526

155 3.8067 1.5950 1.1047 0.8508 0.6909 0.5798 0.4978 0.4347 0.3846 0.3439 0.3102 0.2817

160 2.0369 1.3074 0.9808 0.7857 0.6539 0.5583 0.4855 0.4282 0.3819 0.3438 0.3118

165 2.8478 1.5620 1.1304 0.8905 0.7340 0.6226 0.5390 0.4738 0.4215 0.3786 0.3427

170 1.9042 1.3063 1.0076 0.8210 0.6914 0.5955 0.5215 0.4626 0.4146 0.3747

175 2.4288 1.5198 1.1403 0.9163 0.7652 0.6554 0.5717 0.5055 0.4520 0.4077

180 3.5988 1.7918 1.2933 1.0217 0.8449 0.7191 0.6244 0.5504 0.4908 0.4418

185 2.1665 1.4739 1.1394 0.9316 0.7872 0.6802 0.5974 0.5312 0.4772

190 2.7726 1.6946 1.2730 1.0264 0.8602 0.7392 0.6466 0.5733 0.5138

195 4.5643 1.9782 1.4271 1.1312 0.9390 0.8019 0.6985 0.6173 0.5518

200 2.3755 1.6094 1.2483 1.0245 0.8688 0.7531 0.6633 0.5914

I/Ib 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.40 4.60
OL (%)

105 0.0209 0.0193 0.0180 0.0168 0.0131 0.0106 0.0087 0.0073 0.0063 0.0054 0.0047 0.0042 0.0037 0.0033 0.0030 0.0027 0.0025

110 0.0422 0.0391 0.0363 0.0339 0.0264 0.0212 0.0175 0.0147 0.0126 0.0109 0.0095 0.0084 0.0075 0.0067 0.0060 0.0055 0.0050

115 0.0639 0.0592 0.0550 0.0513 0.0398 0.0320 0.0264 0.0222 0.0189 0.0164 0.0143 0.0126 0.0112 0.0101 0.0091 0.0082 0.0075

120 0.0862 0.0797 0.0740 0.0690 0.0535 0.0429 0.0353 0.0297 0.0253 0.0219 0.0191 0.0169 0.0150 0.0134 0.0121 0.0110 0.0100

125 0.1089 0.1007 0.0934 0.0870 0.0673 0.0540 0.0444 0.0372 0.0317 0.0274 0.0240 0.0211 0.0188 0.0168 0.0151 0.0137 0.0125

130 0.1322 0.1221 0.1132 0.1054 0.0813 0.0651 0.0535 0.0449 0.0382 0.0330 0.0288 0.0254 0.0226 0.0202 0.0182 0.0165 0.0150

135 0.1560 0.1440 0.1334 0.1241 0.0956 0.0764 0.0627 0.0525 0.0447 0.0386 0.0337 0.0297 0.0264 0.0236 0.0213 0.0192 0.0175

140 0.1805 0.1664 0.1540 0.1431 0.1100 0.0878 0.0720 0.0603 0.0513 0.0443 0.0386 0.0340 0.0302 0.0270 0.0243 0.0220 0.0200

145 0.2055 0.1892 0.1750 0.1625 0.1246 0.0993 0.0813 0.0681 0.0579 0.0499 0.0435 0.0384 0.0341 0.0305 0.0274 0.0248 0.0226

150 0.2312 0.2127 0.1965 0.1823 0.1395 0.1110 0.0908 0.0759 0.0645 0.0556 0.0485 0.0427 0.0379 0.0339 0.0305 0.0276 0.0251

155 0.2575 0.2366 0.2185 0.2025 0.1546 0.1228 0.1004 0.0838 0.0712 0.0614 0.0535 0.0471 0.0418 0.0374 0.0336 0.0304 0.0277

160 0.2846 0.2612 0.2409 0.2231 0.1699 0.1347 0.1100 0.0918 0.0780 0.0671 0.0585 0.0515 0.0457 0.0408 0.0367 0.0332 0.0302

165 0.3124 0.2864 0.2639 0.2442 0.1855 0.1468 0.1197 0.0999 0.0847 0.0729 0.0635 0.0559 0.0496 0.0443 0.0398 0.0360 0.0328

170 0.3410 0.3122 0.2874 0.2657 0.2012 0.1591 0.1296 0.1080 0.0916 0.0788 0.0686 0.0603 0.0535 0.0478 0.0430 0.0389 0.0353

175 0.3705 0.3388 0.3115 0.2877 0.2173 0.1715 0.1395 0.1161 0.0984 0.0847 0.0737 0.0648 0.0574 0.0513 0.0461 0.0417 0.0379

180 0.4008 0.3660 0.3361 0.3102 0.2336 0.1840 0.1495 0.1244 0.1054 0.0906 0.0788 0.0692 0.0614 0.0548 0.0493 0.0446 0.0405

185 0.4321 0.3940 0.3614 0.3331 0.2502 0.1967 0.1597 0.1327 0.1123 0.0965 0.0839 0.0737 0.0653 0.0583 0.0524 0.0474 0.0431

190 0.4644 0.4229 0.3873 0.3567 0.2671 0.2096 0.1699 0.1411 0.1193 0.1025 0.0891 0.0782 0.0693 0.0619 0.0556 0.0503 0.0457

195 0.4978 0.4525 0.4140 0.3808 0.2842 0.2226 0.1802 0.1495 0.1264 0.1085 0.0943 0.0828 0.0733 0.0654 0.0588 0.0531 0.0483

200 0.5324 0.4831 0.4413 0.4055 0.3017 0.2358 0.1907 0.1581 0.1335 0.1145 0.0995 0.0873 0.0773 0.0690 0.0620 0.0560 0.0509

Hot curves
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Thermal overload (cont’d)

I/Ib 4.80 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00
OL (%)

105 0.0023 0.0021 0.0017 0.0014 0.0012 0.0010 0.0009 0.0008 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001

110 0.0045 0.0042 0.0034 0.0029 0.0024 0.0021 0.0018 0.0016 0.0014 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003

115 0.0068 0.0063 0.0051 0.0043 0.0036 0.0031 0.0027 0.0024 0.0021 0.0019 0.0017 0.0015 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004

120 0.0091 0.0084 0.0069 0.0057 0.0049 0.0042 0.0036 0.0032 0.0028 0.0025 0.0022 0.0020 0.0013 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005

125 0.0114 0.0105 0.0086 0.0072 0.0061 0.0052 0.0045 0.0040 0.0035 0.0031 0.0028 0.0025 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006

130 0.0137 0.0126 0.0103 0.0086 0.0073 0.0063 0.0054 0.0048 0.0042 0.0038 0.0034 0.0030 0.0019 0.0013 0.0010 0.0008

135 0.0160 0.0147 0.0120 0.0101 0.0085 0.0073 0.0064 0.0056 0.0049 0.0044 0.0039 0.0035 0.0023 0.0016 0.0011 0.0009

140 0.0183 0.0168 0.0138 0.0115 0.0097 0.0084 0.0073 0.0064 0.0056 0.0050 0.0045 0.0040 0.0026 0.0018 0.0013 0.0010

145 0.0206 0.0189 0.0155 0.0129 0.0110 0.0094 0.0082 0.0072 0.0063 0.0056 0.0051 0.0046 0.0029 0.0020 0.0015 0.0011

150 0.0229 0.0211 0.0172 0.0144 0.0122 0.0105 0.0091 0.0080 0.0070 0.0063 0.0056 0.0051 0.0032 0.0022 0.0016 0.0013

155 0.0253 0.0232 0.0190 0.0158 0.0134 0.0115 0.0100 0.0088 0.0077 0.0069 0.0062 0.0056 0.0035 0.0025 0.0018 0.0014

160 0.0276 0.0253 0.0207 0.0173 0.0147 0.0126 0.0109 0.0096 0.0085 0.0075 0.0067 0.0061 0.0039 0.0027 0.0020 0.0015

165 0.0299 0.0275 0.0225 0.0187 0.0159 0.0136 0.0118 0.0104 0.0092 0.0082 0.0073 0.0066 0.0042 0.0029 0.0021 0.0016

170 0.0323 0.0296 0.0242 0.0202 0.0171 0.0147 0.0128 0.0112 0.0099 0.0088 0.0079 0.0071 0.0045 0.0031 0.0023 0.0018

175 0.0346 0.0317 0.0260 0.0217 0.0183 0.0157 0.0137 0.0120 0.0106 0.0094 0.0084 0.0076 0.0048 0.0034 0.0025 0.0019

180 0.0370 0.0339 0.0277 0.0231 0.0196 0.0168 0.0146 0.0128 0.0113 0.0101 0.0090 0.0081 0.0052 0.0036 0.0026 0.0020

185 0.0393 0.0361 0.0295 0.0246 0.0208 0.0179 0.0155 0.0136 0.0120 0.0107 0.0096 0.0086 0.0055 0.0038 0.0028 0.0021

190 0.0417 0.0382 0.0313 0.0261 0.0221 0.0189 0.0164 0.0144 0.0127 0.0113 0.0101 0.0091 0.0058 0.0040 0.0030 0.0023

195 0.0441 0.0404 0.0330 0.0275 0.0233 0.0200 0.0173 0.0152 0.0134 0.0119 0.0107 0.0096 0.0061 0.0043 0.0031 0.0024

200 0.0464 0.0426 0.0348 0.0290 0.0245 0.0211 0.0183 0.0160 0.0141 0.0126 0.0113 0.0102 0.0065 0.0045 0.0033 0.0025

Hot curves
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Characteristics
hot state detection set point OL1

setting 50 to 200%

resolution 1%

inhibition 999%

tripping set point OL2

setting 50 to 200%

resolution 1%

heat rise time constant T1

setting 5 mn to 120 mn

cooling time constant T2

setting 5 mn to 600 mn

accounting for harmonics

numbers 1 to 21

accounting for negative sequence factor adjust

setting none (0), low (2.25), average (4.5), high (9)

heat rise measurement heating

measurement range 0% to 999%

characteristic times

accuracy (4) 2%

outputs available for control logic

hot status set point reached F431/1

tripping set point reached F431/2

remote reading, remote setting* (1)

function code F43 43h

identification number 1

parameters hot state detection set point OL1 unit: % (2)

(order of parameters) tripping set point OL2 unit: % (2)

neg. sequence component factor adjust unit: index (3)

heat rise time constant T1 unit: mn

cooling time constant T2 unit: mn

Commissioning, settings
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c OL1 and OL2 set points as %.
The protection may be disabled by being set to 999%:
all the outputs are set to zero, but heat rise
is calculated and may be read on the pocket terminal
or via the communication link (Jbus/Modbus),
c time constants T1 and T2,
c negative sequence factor adjust.

T1 and T2 setting
For rotating machines, T1 < T2, since there is no
ventilation when the motor is stopped.
For transformers, capacitors or cables, T1 = T2.

Adjust setting
For motor, the adjust factor may have the following
values: 0 - 2,25 - 4,5 - 9.

For asynchronous motors the setting is determined
as follows:
c calculate k

Cn, Cd = rated and starting torque,
Ib, Id = rated and starting current
g = pole slipping
c choose the adjust value that is the closest to k.

For transformers, capacitors or cables, adjust = 0

Sensors
Thermal overload protection is related to the currents connected
to the following connectors::

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(2) rated heat rise percentage of the equipment to be protected when it is operating with its
rated load.
(3) meaning of negative sequence index:
0: adjust setting = 0
1: adjust setting = 2.25
2: adjust setting = 4.5
3: adjust setting = 9
(4) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-8).

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

k 2 x
Cd

Cb
x

1

g
Id

Ib

12=  

 . 

-







Cn
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ANSI code 46

function n° F45X 1 i X i 2

Negative sequence / unbalance

Operation
This functions is designed to protect equipment
against unbalances:
c it picks up when the negative sequence component
of phase currents is greater than the set point,
c it is time delayed. The time delay may be definite
or IDMT time (see curve).

Negative sequence current Ii is calculated
for the 3 phase currents:

Ii = 1
3

x I1 + a
2
I2 + aI3

When Sepam is connected to 2 phase current
sensors only, the negative sequence current is:

The function may be used to display the negative
sequence percentage on the pocket terminal.
It corresponds to the ratio Ii/Ib expressed
as a percentage
(Ib: equipment basis current set in the status menu).

Definite time delay
For Ii > Is, the time delay is definite (independent of Ii)
and equal to T.

Ii = 1

3
x I1 - a

2
I3

IDMT time delay
For Ii > Is, the time delay depends on the value of Ii/Ib.
T corresponds to the time delay for Ii/Ib  = 5.

The tripping curve is defined according to the following equations:
c for Is/Ib ≤ Ii/Ib ≤ 0.5

c for 0.5 ≤ Ii/Ib ≤ 5

c for Ii/Ib > 5

t = T

The function takes into account negative sequence current variations during
the time delay.

The negative sequence measurement expressed as a percentage of the basis
current may be accessed via the pocket terminal.
It is available even if the protection is disabled.

Block diagram

Ii

t

Is

T

Ii

t

Is 5Ib

F45X/2

F45X/1

I1

I2

I3

Ii > Is
0t

Definite time protection principle.

IDMT protection principle.

with a = e
j
2π
3

with a = e
j
2π
3

–> –> –>

t =
3.19

(Ii/Ib) 1.5
.T

t =
4.64

(Ii/Ib) 0.96
.T
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curve

setting definite, IDMT

Is set point

setting definite time 10% Ib i Is i 500% Ib

IDMT 10% Ib i Is i 50% Ib

resolution 1%

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 %Ib

T time delay

setting definite time 100 ms i T i 655 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 1 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) definite time ±2% or ±25 ms

IDMT ±5 ou ±35 ms :

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

current unbalance % measurement (Ii)

measurement range 1%Ib to 999%Ib

accuracy (1) ±5% at In

resolution 1%

characteristic times

instantaneous < 85 ms
tripping time

time delayed
tripping time according to time delay

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time 90 ms < t < 120 ms

return time < 45 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F45X/1 1 i X i 2

time delayed F45X/2 1 i X i 2

remote reading, remote setting* (1)

function code F45 45h

identification number X (2)

parameters curve unit: 0..1 (3)

(order of parameters) Is set point unit: % (4)

T time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(2) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam.
(3) meaning of curve index:

0: definite time,
1: IDMT.

(4) percentage of basis current of load Ib.
(5) under reference conditions (IEC 60255.6)

Characteristics
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Negative sequence / unbalance (cont’d)

IDMT tripping curve

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 3

I/Ib

0.3 0.7 2 5 7 10 20

0.001
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0.005
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0.05

0.1

0.2

0.5
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2

5

10

20

50

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

t(s)

max.curve (T=1s)

min.curve (T=0,1s)

Sensors
Negative sequence unbalance protection is related
to the currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3
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Ii (% Ib) K

10 99.95

15 54.50

20 35.44

25 25.38

30 19.32

33.33 16.51

35 15.34

40 12.56

45 10.53

50 9.00

55 8.21

57.7 7.84

60 7.55

65 7.00

70 6.52

75 6.11

80 5.74

85 5.42

90 5.13

95 4.87

100 4.64

110 4.24

120 3.90

130 3.61

140 3.37

150 3.15

160 2.96

170 2.80

180 2.65

190 2.52

200 2.40

Ii (% Ib) K

210 2.29

220 2.14

230 2.10

240 2.01

250 1.94

260 1.86

270 1.80

280 1.74

290 1.68

300 1.627

310 1.577

320 1.53

330 1.485

340 1.444

350 1.404

360 1.367

370 1.332

380 1.298

390 1.267

400 1.236

410 1.18

420 1.167

430 1.154

440 1.13

450 1.105

460 1.082

470 1.06

480 1.04

490 1.02

u 500 1

Commissioning, settings
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c type of time delay:
v definite time,
v IDMT;
c Is set point:
Is is set as a percent of the basis current Ib.
The 999% setting may be used to inhibit
the protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay:
v definite time: T is the operation time delay,
v IDMT: T is the operation time delay at 5Ib.

The negative sequence unbalance time delay setting
must be greater than the earth fault protection setting
so as to avoid unwanted tripping before the earth fault
protection in the presence of earth fault current.

Typical settings
c Generator:
v definite time,
v Is = 0.15 Ib.

c Motor controlled by contactor / fuse:
v IDMT,
v 0.3Ib < Is < 0.4 Ib,
v T > 5 s.

How does the user find out the tripping time
for different negative sequence current values
for a given curve?
Using the chart, the user finds the value of K that
corresponds to the desired negative sequence
current. The tripping time is equal to KT.

Example
Given a tripping curve with the setting  T = 0.5s
What will the tripping time be at 0.6Ib?
Using the chart, find the value of K  that corresponds
to 60% of Ib. It is
K = 7.55. The tripping time is: 0.5 x 7.55 = 3.755 s

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 66

function n° F421

Operation
This function is three-phase.
It picks up when the number of starts reaches
the following limits:
c maximum number of starts allowed per hour (Nstart),
c maximum allowed number of consecutive hot starts
(Hstart),
c maximum allowed number of consecutive cold
starts (Cstart).

Set the following:
c number of starts still allowed before the maximum,
if the protection has not picked up,
c waiting time before a start is allowed, if the
protection has picked up.

The information is saved in the event of an auxiliary
power failure.

Starting is detected when the absorbed current
becomes greater than 5% of Ib current after having
been lower during the time delay T.

Starts per hour

Example
Nstart = 5 and Hstart = 3
Consecutive starts are counted over an interval of 60/Nstart, i.e. 12 minutes.

The number of starts per hour is the number of starts
counted during the last 60 minutes.

The number of consecutive starts is the number
of starts counted during the last 60/Nstart minutes,
Nstart being the number of starts allowed per hour.

Motor hot status corresponds to overrunning
of the first set point of the thermal overload function.

It is posible to increment the number of starts by
a logic data input.

I

0.05Ib

t

T

start

F421/1

F421/2

F421/3

minutes
32 6 2 4 1 10 5

12

60

t

1 2 3 4 5

12

5

Detection of starting
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Block diagram

Characteristics

Nstart total number of starts

setting 1 to 60

resolution 1

Hsart and Cstart number of consecutive hot and cold starts

setting 1 to Nt

resolution 1

T time delay between starts

setting 500 ms i T i 655 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±25 ms

waiting time measurement

measurement range 1 mn to 60 mn

resolution 1 mn

accuracy (1) ±2 mn

N number of remaining starts measurement

measurement range 1 to 60

resolution 1

outputs available for program logic

total or consecutive starts F421/1

consecutive F421/2

total F421/3

lock-out between starts F421/4
in progress

remote reading, remote setting* (1)

function code F42 42h

identification number 1

parameters N start: total
(order of parameters) number of starts unit: 1..60

H start: number of
consecutive hot starts unit: 1..60

C start: number of
consecutive cold starts unit: 1..60

T time between starts unit: 10 x ms

F421/3

I>0,05Ib
I1
I2
I3 &

u 1

&

60 mn/
Nstart

60 mn

k1>Nstart

k2>Cstart

k3>Hstart

F421/1

F421/2

F421/4

F431/1

"Clear"

K853
60 mn/
Nstart

&

u 1
T0

u 1

(1) under reference conditions (IEC 60255-6)
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Starts per hour (cont’d)

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c N start: starts per hour, N start may be set to 999 to
disable the protection; all the outputs are set to zero,
c H start: number of consecutive hot starts,
c C start: number of consecutive cold starts,
c T: time delay between starts, which defines a
minimum shutdown time before another start will be
allowed and  counted.

The T time delay between starts has several possible
uses:
v to space out consecutive starts by a minimum time,
v to avoid counting a start during transient current
cancellation, e.g. changeover to synchronous
operation after asynchronous starting.

Sensors
The starts per hour protection is related to the
currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

Kxxx closing
output relay

F421/4

Kyyy K853

Kxxx  identifies the closing condition.
Diagram of use of lock-out between starts data

Kyyy  identifies reacceleration.
Diagram of use of user-set incrementation

Precaution
It is necessary to use the lock-out between starts in progress (F421/4) data
item in program logic in order for all the starts to be counted.

Special use
During reacceleration, the motor undergoes stress similar to starting stress without
the current having previously dropped to a value of less than 5% of Ib.

This logic data may be used to increment the start counters.
(1) under reference conditions (IEC 60255-6)
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Operation
This protection is single-phase:
c it picks up when phase 1 current is less than the set
point Is,
c it is inactive when the current is less than 1.5%
of In,
c it is insensitive to current drops (breaking)
due to circuit breaker tripping,
c it includes a definite time delay T.

ANSI code 37

function n° F221

Block diagram

Characteristics

Phase undercurrent

Operating principle.

Case of current sag.

Commissioning, settings
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Is current: Is is set as a percentage of service
current (Ib).
Setting Is to 999% Ib disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay

Is set point

setting 5%Ib i Is i 100%Ib by steps of 1%

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999%

drop out/pick-up ratio (106 ±5)% for Is > 0.1 In

T time delay

setting 50 ms i T i 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±25 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time < 50 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time 10 ms < t < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms

outputs available for control logic

instantaneous F221/1

time delayed F221/2

remote reading, remote setting* (2)

function number 22h

identification number 1

parameters Is set point unit: % (3)

(order of parameters) T time delay unit : 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) percentage of load basis current

Sensors
This protection is related to the CTs connected
to the following connector:

current sensor connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

t

T

0 0.015In Is I

instantaneous
time delayed

instantaneous
output

1.06Is
Is

0.015In

1.06Is
Is

0.015In

instantaneous
time delayed = 0

instantaneous
output = 0 <15ms

15ms

&
I < Is

F221/2
I1

    I >
0.015 In

0T
0

F221/1

Case of circuit breaker opening.

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 51LR

function n° F441

Excessive starting time and locked rotor

Case of excessive starting time

Case of normal starting

Case of a locked rotor

Operation
This function is three-phase.
It comprises two parts:
c excessive starting time: during starting, this protection picks up when one
of the 3 phase currents is greater than the set point Is for a longer time period
than the time delay ST (normal starting time),
c locked rotor: at the normal operating rate (post starting), this protection picks up
when one of the 3 phase currents is greater than the set point Is for a longer time
period than the time delay LT of the definite time type.

Starting is detected when the absorbed current is 5% greater than the Ib current.
The time delay ST which corresponds to the normal starting time may be
reinitialized by a logic data input for a particular use.

Block diagramST

F441/5

F441/4

F441/3

F441/2

F441/1

0.05Ib

Is

I

F441/5

F441/4

F441/3

F441/2

F441/1

0.05Ib

Is

ST

I

F441/5

F441/4

F441/3

F441/2

F441/1

0.05Ib

Is

ST LT

I

F441/5

I1
I2
I3

I>Is

&

I>0.05Ib 0ST

&

0LT

u1

F441/2

F441/3

F441/4

F441/1

K854

u1

&

Commissioning, settings
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Is set point: Is is set as a percentage of the operating currrent (Ib). The value of
Is must be between the operating current (Ib) value and the starting current value.

999 % Ib may be set to disable the protection: all the outputs are set to zero:
c ST time delay: ST corresponds to the normal starting time;
c LT time delay: LT is designed for reacceleration which is not detected
as being a restart.
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Case of excessive starting time followed by a locked rotor

F441/5

F441/4

F441/3

F441/2

F441/1

0,05Ib

Is

ST LT

I

Sensors
Excessive starting time and locked rotor protection
is related to the currents connected to the following
connectors:

current sensor connector

1 A or 5 A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

Characteristics
Is set point

setting 50% Ib i Is i 500% Ib

resolution 1%

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 %Ib

percentage of pick-up (93.5 ±5)%

ST and LT time delays

setting ST 500 ms i T i 655 s

LT 50 ms i T i 655 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±25 ms

characteristics times

excessive starting time < 40 ms
tripping time

locked rotor LT
tripping time

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time < 30 ms

reset time < 45 ms

outputs available for control logic

excessive starting time F441/1

ST time delay in progress F441/2

locked rotor F441/3

F441/1 or F441/3 F441/4

I greater than 5% Ib F441/5

remote reading, remote setting* (1)

function code F44 44h

identification number 1

parameters Is unit: % Ib (2)

(order of parameters) ST time delay unit: 10 x ms

LT time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(2) percentage of basis current of load Ib.
(3) under reference conditions (IEC 60255-6)

Kxxx identifies reacceleration

Kxxx K854

Special use

Reacceleration
During reacceleration, the motor absorbs current that is similar to starting current
(> Is) without the current having previously dropped to a value of 5% less than Ib.
A logic data input may be used to:
c reset the excessive starting time protection,
c set the locked rotor protection LT time delay to a low value.

Diagram of use
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ANSI code 27

function n° F32X(1) for U13 phase-to-phase
undervoltage 1 i X i 2
F34X for U21 phase-to-phase
undervoltage
F36X for U32 phase-to-phase
undervoltage
F33Y for U13' phase-to-phase
undervoltage 1 i Y i 2
F24Y for U21' phase-to-phase
undervoltage
F37Y for U32' phase-to-phase
undervoltage

Phase-to-phase undervoltage

Operation
This protection is single-phase:
c it picks up when the system voltage is less than
the set point Us,
c the protection includes a definite time delay,
c the set point and time delay are independent for
each single-phase function,
c if there is only one sensor, the F34X and F24Y
protections operate with system undervoltage (system
voltage setting):
v based on a single phase voltage signal, if the phase
VT ratio number parameter is V,
v based on a single system voltage signal,
if the phase VT ratio number parameter is 1U.

Block diagram

U < Us
0T F32X/2 or F33Y/2

F34X/2 or F24Y/2
F36X/2 or F37Y/2

U13 or U13’
U21 or U21’
U32 or U32’

F32X/1 or F33Y/1
F34X/1 or F24Y/1
F36X/1 or F37Y/1

If there is only one sensor (phase-to-neutral or phase-
to-phase voltage), the voltage signal is connected
to terminals 4 and 5 of the connector, whatever
the phase.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.

(1) function not available on S25.

U13, U21, U32 voltages

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A
(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

U13’, U21’, U32’ voltages

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connector:

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

status V 1U 3U

function n° undervoltage

F32, F33 U13, U13’ (1) (1) c
F34, F24 U21, U21’ c c c
F36, F37 U32, U32’ (1) (1) c
(1) it is impossible to set the protection, the protection is disabled and the corresponding
outputs are set to zero.

Set the following:
c Us set point:
Us is set in rms, volts or kilovolts. The 999 kV setting disables
the protection: all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay
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* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

Characteristics
Us set point

setting 5% Un to 100%Un

accuracy (1) ±1.5%Un to 0.5Un, ±5%Un to 0.05Un

resolution 1 Volt or 1 digit

drop out/pick-up ratio (103 ±25)% for Us > 0.1 Un

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time < 60 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F32X/1 1 i X i 2 F33Y/1 1 i Y i 2
F34X/1 F24Y/1
F36X/1 F37Y/1

time delayed F32X/2 1 i X i 2 F33Y/2 1 i Y i 2
F34X/2 F24Y/2
F36X/2 F37Y/2

remote reading, remote setting* (1)

function code F32, F33 32h and 33h

identification number X, Y (2)

parameters Us set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

function code F34, F24 34h and 24h

identification number X, Y (2)

parameters Us set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

function code F36, F37 36h and 37h

identification number X, Y (2)

parameters Us set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(2) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam.
(3) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
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ANSI code 27R

function n° F35X for remanent
undervoltage (U or V) 1 i X i 2
F25Y for remanent
undervoltage (U’ or V’) 1 i Y i 2

Operation
This protection is single-phase:
c it picks up when phase-to-phase voltage U21
is less than the set point Us,
c it includes a definite time delay,
c if there is only one sensor, the protection operates
as phase-to-phase undervoltage protection
(adjustable phase-to-phase voltage):
v via a single phase-to-neutral voltage signal if the
phase VT number set up is V,
v via a single phase-to-phase voltage signal if the
phase VT number set up is 1U.

Block diagram

Us set point

setting 5%Un to 100%Un

accuracy ±5%

drop out/pick-up ratio (104 ±3)% for Us > 0.1 Un

resolution 1 Volt or 1 digit

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output reponse time < 60 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F35X/1     1 i X i 2 F25Y/1     1 i Y i 2

time delayed F35X/2 F25Y/2

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F35, F25 35h and 25h

identification number X, Y (3)

parameters Us set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam.

Remanent undervoltage

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Us set point: Us is set in rms, volts or kilovolts.
The 999 kV setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the U21 input of the following connectors:

U21 voltage

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

U21’ voltage

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

Characteristics

U < Us
0T

F35X/2 or F25Y/2U21 or U21’

F35X/1 or F25Y/1

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Operation

Positive sequence undervoltage
This protection picks up when the positive sequence
component Vd of the three-phase system voltages
is less than the set point Vsd with:

c it includes a definite time delay T,
c it allows drops in motor electrical torque
to be detected.

Phase rotation direction
This protection also allows the phase rotation
direction to be detected.

The protection considers that the phase rotation
direction is inverse when the positive sequence
voltage is less than 10% of Un and when the system
voltage is greater than 80% of Un.

Positive sequence voltage measurement
This protection also indicates the positive sequence
voltage value on the pocket terminal.

The voltage is expressed in volts or kilovolts.
When the phase rotation direction is inverse
the following is displayed:
Vd = Inverse

Positive sequence undervoltage
and phase rotation direction check

ANSI code 27D - 47

function n° F38X 1 i X i 2

Block diagram

F38X/2

U32

U21 0T
Vd < Vsd

 Vd <
0.1Un

   U >
0.8 Un

F38X/1

F38X/3&

Vd = (1/3) [V1 + aV2 + a2V3]
–> –> –> –>

Vd = (1/3) [U21 - a2 U32]
–> –> –>

with a = e jV =
U

e
and

2π
3

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu. The number of voltages set up
in the phase VT heading of the status menu should be 3U. Otherwise it is
impossible to set the protection.

Set the following:
c Vsd voltage:
Vsd is set in rms, volts or kilovolts. The 999 kV setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay

Characteristics
Vsd set point

setting 30%Vn to 100%Vn

accuracy (1) ±2%

drop out/pick-up ratio (103 ±25)%

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or +50 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time < 80 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms

Vd measurement

measurement range 0 to 150% Vn (2)

accuracy ±5% at Vn

resolution 10 V or 1 digit

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F38X/1     1 i X i 2

time delayed F38X/2

inverse rotation direction detection F38X/3

remote reading, remote setting** (3)

function code F38 38h

identification number X (4)

parameters Vsd set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
Vn = Un / e
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) Vd = inverse displayed if the system is rotating backwards.
(3) the formats of remotely read data are defined in the manuals that describe each
communication protocol  (JBUS, FIP,...)
(4) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam.

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 59

function n° F28X for U32 overvoltage
F30X for U21 overvoltage

1 i X i 2
F29Y for U32' overvoltage
F31Y for U21' overvoltage

1 i Y i 2

Operation
This protection is single-phase:
c it picks up when the phase-to-phase voltage
is greater than the set point Us.
c the protection includes a definite time delay,
c the set point and time delay are independent for
each single-phase function,
c if there is only one sensor, the F30X and F31Y
protections operate with system overvoltage
(phase-to-phase voltage setting):
v based on a single phase-to-neutral voltage signal,
if the phase VT ratio number parameter is V,
v based on a single phase-to-phase voltage signal,
if the phase VT ratio number parameter is 1U.

Characteristics

Phase-to-phase overvoltage

Us set point

setting 5%Un to 150%Un

accuracy (1) ±1%

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

drop out/pick-up ratio 97% ±1%

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, or 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time < 60 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F28X/1     1 i X i 2 F29Y/1     1 i Y i 2
F30X/1 F31Y/1

time delayed F28X/2 F29Y/2
F30X/2 F31Y/2

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F28, F29 28h et 29h

identification number X, Y (3)

parameters Us set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

function code F30, F31 30h and 31h

identification number X, Y (3)

parameters Us set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam 2000.

Block diagram

U > Us
0T F28X/2 or F29Y/2

F30X/2 or F31Y/2
U32 ou U32’
U21 ou U21’

F28X/1 or F29Y/1
F30X/1 or F31Y/1

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connector:

U32, U21 voltages

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

U32’, U21’ voltages

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu

status V 1U 3U

function overvoltage
n°
F28, F29 U32, U32’ (1) (1) c
F30, F31 U21, U21’ c c c
(1) it is impossible to set the protection, the protection is
disabled and the corresponding outputs are set to zero.

Set the following:
c Us set point: Us is set in rms, volts or kilovolts.
The 999 kV setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

If there is only one sensor (phase-to-neutral
or phase-to-phase voltage), the voltage signal
is connected to terminals 4 and 5 of the connector,
whatever the phase.
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ANSI code 59N

function n° F39X for neutral voltage
displacement Vo 1 i X i 2
F41Y for neutral voltage
displacement Vo’ 1 i Y i 2

Operation
This protection picks up when the neutral voltage
Vo is greater than a set point Vso,

with Vo = V1 + V2 + V3,

c it includes a definite time delay T,
c neutral voltage is either calculated from the 3 phase
voltages or measured by an external VT.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Vso set point: Vso is set in rms, volts or kilovolts.
The 999 kV setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connectors:

Vo voltage

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

Vo’ voltage

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

→ → → →

Neutral voltage displacement

Vso set point

setting 2% Un to 80% Un if Vnso (2) = sum 3V
2% Un to 80% Un if Vnso (2) = Uns / e
5% Un to 80% Un if Vnso (2) = Uns / 3

accuracy (1) ±1% or 0.25% Un

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

drop out/pick-up ratio (97 ±1)%

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, or 25 ms at 2 Vso

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time < 85 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F39X/1  1 i X i 2 F41Y/1 1 i Y i 2

time delayed F39X/2 F41Y/2

remote reading, remote setting*(3)

function code F39, F41 39h and 41h

identification number X, Y (4)

parameters Vso set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) Vnso is one of the general parameters in the status menu.
(3) the formats of remotely read data are defined in the manuals that describe each
communication protocol.
(4) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam.

Vo > Vso
0T

F39X/2 or F41Y/2

V1 or V1’

V2 or V2’

V3 or V3’

SW1

external VT
F39X/1 or F41Y/1

Block diagram

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Characteristics

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Negative sequence overvoltage

ANSI code 47

function n° F40X 1 i X i 2

Operation
This function picks up when the negative sequence
of voltages (Vi) is greater than the setting (Vsi).

It includes a definite time T time delay.
The negative sequence voltage Vi is determined from
the three phase voltages:

Characteristics

This function is used to display the negative
sequence voltage on the pocket terminal.
The voltage is expressed in primary volts or kilovolts.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c general parameters in the status menu.

Access to the protection settings is impossible if the
Number setting accessible via the status menu is set
to V or 1U. The protection is inhibited in this case:
all the outputs are set to zero.

Set the following:
c Vsi set point: Vsi is set in rms, volts or kilovolts.
The 999 kV setting may be used to inhibit
the protection: all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay.

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

Block diagram

Vsi set point

setting 2%Vn to 80%Vn

accuracy (1) ±2% for Vi u 10% Un
±5% for Vi < 10% Un

drop out/pick-up ratio (97.5 ±2.5)% with Vsi > 10% Un

resolution 1 V ou 1 digit

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or 25 ms with 2 Vsi

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous
output response time < 85 ms

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 60 ms

reset time < 80 ms

Vi measurement

measurement range 0 to 150% Un

accuracy ±2% for Vi > 10% Un
±5% for Vi < 10% Un

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F40X/1     1 i X i 2

time delayed F40X/2

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F40 40h

identification number X (3)

parameters Vs set point unit: V

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Vi > Vsi
0T

F40X/2
U21

U32

F40X/1

Vn = Un / e
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection functions depends on the type of Sepam 2000.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT 2800.

Vi = (1/3) [V1 + a2V2 + aV3]
–> –> –> –>

Vi = (1/3) [U21 - a
 U32]

–> –> –>

with a = e j2π / 3
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Vd

U21

U32
> 0,5 Vn

F58X/4

F58X/1

> F min

F58X/3

F58X/2

< F max

0T

F &

dF/dt

- dFs/dt <

+ dFs/dt >

u1

F58X/6

F58X/5

(1) 3A connector for S36TR and S36TS models.

ANSI code 81R

function n° F58X 1 i X i 2

Operation
This protection picks up if the rate of change
of frequency (dF/dt) of the voltage DC component
is greater than the set point. It includes a definite
time delay T.

The protection operates if:
c the positive sequence voltage (Vd) is greater than
50% of the rated phase-to-neutral voltage (Vn),
c the system frequency measured is between 42.2 Hz
and 56.2 Hz for 50 Hz systems and between 51.3 Hz
and 67.8 Hz for 60 Hz systems,
c the value of the rate of change of frequency
monitored is greater than the preset limit.

The positive sequence voltage is obtained as follows:

3Vd = V1 + aV2 + a2V3

3Vd = U21 - a2U32 with a = e

Rate of change of frequency protection

dFs/dt set point

setting 0.1 to 10 Hz/s

accuracy (1) - 0.05 Hz/s, + 5% or
- 0.05 Hz/s, + 0.1 Hz/s

drop-out/pick-up ratio (93% ±5)%

resolution 0.01 Hz/s

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±40 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F58X/1 1 i X i 2

time delayed F58X/2

dF/dt u + dFs/dt F58X/3

dF/dt i - dFs/dt F58X/4

voltage inhibition F58X/5

frequency inhibition F58X/6

remote reading, remote setting (2)

function code F58 58h

identification number X

parameters dFs/dt set point unit: 0.01 Hz/s

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

Block diagram

Fmin = 42.4 Hz or 51.3 Hz according to the system rated frequency.
Fmax = 56.2 Hz or 67.8 Hz according to the system rated frequency.

Sensors
Sepam connector

S36 4A (1)

S26 3A

–> –> –>–>

2πj/3–> –>–>

or

Characteristics

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam 2000.
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Commissioning
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c dFs/dt set point:
dFs/dt is set in Hertz per second.

The 999 Hz/s setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

It is impossible to access the protection settings if the
Number setting in phase VT heading of the status
menu is set to V or 1U. If that is the case, the
protection is disabled: all the outputs are set to zero.

Application, setting
The rate of change of frequency protection
is a complement to the underfrequency and
overfrequency protections used to detect loss
of mains protection or load shedding.

The protection settings must be consistent with the
other frequency protections.

Loss of mains application
This function is used on the incomer of an installation
which includes a generator that can be run in parallel
with the mains.

Its role is to detect the loss of the mains, resulting in
isolated operation of the generator. If the power
through the mains prior to isolated generator
operation is not zero, the generator frequency varies.
The rate of change of frequency protection detects
this conditions more rapidly than a conventional
frequency protection would.

Other disturbances such as short-circuits, load
changes and switching can cause frequency changes.
The low set point may be temporarily reached during
such conditions so a time delay is necessary.

In order to maintain the frequency derivative
protection’s advantage of speed compared to
conventional frequency protections, a second, higher
set point with a short time delay may be added.
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overfrequency protection: Fs = 50.5 Hz    T = 0.1s

rate of change of frequency protection:
dFs/dt = 0.15 Hz/s    T = 0.5 s

rate of change of frequency protection:
dFs/dt = 0.15 Hz/s    T = 0.5 s

Comparison of an overfrequency protection and two rate of change of frequency protections
set points. The rate of change of frequency protection detects isolated generator operation
faster than a frequency protection does.

In fact, the rate of change of frequency is not constant. Often the rate of change
of frequency is the highest at the beginning of the disturbance and then decreases,
which extends the frequency protection tripping time but does not affect the
tripping time of the rate of change of frequency protection.

c Low set point

v If rules have been established by the utility, they should be followed.
v If no rules are given by the utility:
- If the maximum rate of change of frequency on the mains in normal conditions is
known, dFs/dt should be set above it.
- If no information on the mains is available, the low set point may be established
based on generator data. A good approximation of the rate of change of frequency
following a loss of mains accompanied by a load change ∆P is:

Typical inertia constant value:
0.5 i H i 1.5 for diesel and low rated generators (i 2 MVA)

2 i H i 5 for gas turbine and medium rated generators (i 40 MVA)

Examples

rated load 2 MVA 20 MVA

inertia constant 0.5 s 2 s

load variation 0.1 MVA 1 MVA

df/dt - 2.5 Hz/s - 0.6 Hz/s

df        ∆    P * Fn

dt      2 * Sn * H
= -

H =
1

2

J x Ω 2

  Sn

Rate of change of frequency protection (cont’d)

Overfrequency and underfrequency protections in loss of mains applications are
conventionally set to the fundamental frequency + 0.5 Hz or – 0.5 Hz. Based on
the assumption of a constant rate of change of frequency, the tripping times of the
rate of change of frequency protection and the underfrequency and overfrequency
protections may be shown on the same graph:

with Sn: Rated load
Fn: Rated frequency
H: inertia constant MW*s/MVA

with J = inertia moment
Ω = machine speed
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c Low set point time delay

For good protection stability in the event of short-circuits or transient disturbances,
the recommended time delay is 300 ms or more.
v If an automatic recloser is in service upstream from the installation, detection of
isolated generator operation and coupling circuit breaker opening should take
place during the recloser isolation time.

c High set point
The second set point may be chosen so that the rate of change of frequency
tripping curve remains below the underfrequency and overfrequency protection
curves.

If the frequency protections are set to Fn+/-0.5 Hz and if the low set point time
delay of the rate of change of frequency protection is T, the high set point could be
set to 0.5/T.

c High set point time delay
No particular recommendations.

c Recommendations on setting when no information is available

settings rated generator rated generator
2 - 10 MVA > 10 MVA

F581 dFs 0.5 Hz/s 0.2 Hz/s

T 500 ms 500 ms

F582 dFs 2.5 Hz/s 1 Hz/s

T 150 ms 150 ms

c Precautions for use:
At the time the generator is being coupled to the mains, power oscillations may
appear until the generator becomes fully synchronized.
The rate of change of frequency protection is sensitive to this phenomenon.

It is advisable to inhibit the protection for a few seconds after the closing
of the circuit breaker.

Load shedding application
The rate of change of frequency protection may also be used for load shedding
combined with underfrequency protections.

In such cases, it equips the installation’s busbar protection.

Two methods are available:
c acceleration of load shedding:
The rate of change of frequency protection commands load shedding. It acts faster
than an underfrequency protection does and the value measured (df/dt) is directly
proportional to the load to be shed.
c inhibition of load shedding:
The rate of change of frequency protection inhibits load shedding in the case of a
fast change in frequency. This method is used when it is considered that a strong
change in frequency is not due to an overload but to a production facility
insufficiency. Load shedding in those conditions is unnecessary.

When that is the case, the underfrequency protections must be time-delayed
in order to be sure that the rate of change of frequency protection inhibition order
will be conveyed before the tripping of the underfrequency protection
(underfrequency protection tripping time setting T = 0.2 s).

In both of these applications, only negative rates of change of frequency protection
are used.
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ANSI code 81

function n° F56X 1 i X i 4

Underfrequency

Operation
The protection may be supplied in different ways:
c by U21 and U32, if the phase VT ratio number
parameter is set to 3U. It picks up if the positive
sequence voltage frequency is less than the set point
Fs and if U21 voltage is greater than 20% (± 5%)
of Un,
c by a single voltage, phase-to-neutral or phase-to-
phase, if the phase VT ratio number parameter is set
to V or 1U.
It picks up if the frequency is less than the set point
Fs and if the voltage is greater than 35% (± 5%)
of Vn or Un respectively.

It includes a definite time delay T.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c lthe general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Fs set point: Fs is set in Hertz. The 999 Hz setting
disables the protection: all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

Characteristics
Fs set point

setting 45 to 50 Hz or 55 to 60 Hz

resolution 0.1 Hz

accuracy (1)

U21 and U32 measurement 0.1 Hz across the dynamic
range measurement

U21 measurement see curve

drop out - pick-up difference 0.2 Hz ± 0.1 Hz

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 655 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ± 2%, or  40 ms (see curve)

characteristic times (1)

instantaneous tripping time see curve

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F56X/1     1 i X i 4

time delayed F56X/2

U21 < U min F56X/3

remote reading, remote setting (2)

function code F56 56h

identification number X (3)

parameters Fs set point unit: 0,1 x Hz

(order of parameters) T time delay unit : 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) and df/dt < 3 Hz/s.
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam.
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(1) curve for a measurement taken from a single phase-to-
neutral or phase-to-phase voltage (U21).
(2) curve for a measurement taken on U21 and U32.

Time delay accuracy curve

Block diagram

Vd
F56X/2

U32

F < FsU21

F56X/1

F56X/3

0T
&

U > Un min (1)

Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

If there is only one sensor (phase-to-neutral or phase-
to-phase voltage), the voltage signal is connected
to terminals 4 and 5 of the connector, whatever
the phase.

(1) U min = 20% Un if phase VT number set up is equal to 3U,
35% Un if phase VT number set up is equal to 1U,
35% Un if phase VT number set up is equal to V.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 81

function n° F57X 1 ≤ X ≤ 2

Operation
The protection may be supplied in different ways:
c by U21 and U32, if the phase VT ratio number
parameter is set to 3U. It picks up if the positive
sequence voltage frequency is greater than the set
point Fs and if U21 voltage is greater than 20%
(+ 5%) of Un,
c by a single voltage, phase-to-neutral or phase-to-
phase, if the phase VT ratio number parameter is set
to V or 1U. It picks up if the frequency is greater than
the set point Fs
and if the voltage is greater than 35% (± 5%)
of Vn or Un respectively.

It includes a definite time delay T.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Fs set point: Fs is set in Hertz.
The 999 Hz setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

Characteristics

Overfrequency

Fs set point

setting 50 to 55 Hz or 60 to 65 Hz

resolution 0.1 Hz

accuracy (1)

U21 and U32 measurement 0.1 Hz across the dynamic range
measurement

U21 measurement see curve

pick-up-drop out difference 0.2 Hz ± 0.1 Hz

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ± 2%, or 40 ms (see curve)

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times (1)

instantaneous tripping time see curve

time delayed tripping time T

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F57X/1

time delayed F57X/2

U21 < U min F57X/3

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F57 57h

identification number X (3)

parameters Fs set point unit: 0.1 x Hz

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) and df/dt < 3 Hz/s.
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam 2000.

(1) curve for a measurement taken from a single
phase-to-neutral or phase-to-phase voltage (U21).
(2) curve for a measurement taken on U21 and U32.
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Sensors
This protection is related to the voltages of the VTs
connected to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

If there is only one sensor (phase-to-neutral or phase-
to-phase voltage), the voltage signal is connected
to terminals 4 and 5 of the connector, whatever
the phase.

Block diagram

F57X/2

U32

F > FsU21

F57X/1

F57X/3

0T
&

Vd

U > U min (1)

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT 2800.

(1) U min = 20% Un if phase VT number set up is equal to 3U,
35% Un if phase VT number set up is equal to 1U,
35% Un if phase VT number set up is equal to V.
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ANSI code 32P

function n° F531

Real overpower

Operation
This protection is designed for balanced
and unbalanced 3-wire, 3-phase systems
(non distributed neutral).

c It picks up when the real power flowing in one
direction or the other, depending on the use
(supplied or absorbed) is above the set point,
c It includes a definite time delay.

The function only operates when the following
condition is met: P > 3.1% Q which provides a high
level of sensitivity and stability in the event
of a short-circuit.

It is based on the "two wattmeter" method.

c The direction of power is in accordance
with parameter selection feeder or incomer
in the status menu.

Operating zone

Block diagram

Note: Refer to the installation document for other arrangements.

Direction data are in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

reverse power overpower

+Ps

P

-Ps

Q

reverse
power

overpower

Feeder

reverse
power

overpower

Incomer

F531/3

F531/4P < -Ps
0T

x

F531/1

F531/2P > Ps
0T

P

x

I1

U21

I3

U32

* or S35, S25 for earlier versions.

1
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5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

(1)

3A

.A……

.A

(1) terminal number
for compact (S26)*
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)*
Sepam 2000
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Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current and voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.
The Number parameter in the phase VT heading
should be se to 1U or 3U.

Set the following:
c Ps set point:
Ps is set in W, kW, MW or GW.
The 999 GW setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

It corresponds to the operation time for 3Ps.

As shown in the curve below, the operation time is not
always constant P < 3Ps, which improves the stability
of the function in the vicinity of the set point.
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(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Sensors
Real overpower protection is related to the currents
and voltages connected to the following connectors:

voltage Sepam connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

voltage Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

Characteristics
Ps set point

setting 1% Sn to 120%Sn expressed in W

accuracy (1) ±0.3% Sn between 1% Sn and 5% Sn
±5% Sn between 5% Sn and 40% Sn
±3% Sn between 40% Sn and 120% Sn

resolution 1 W or 1 digit

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

min. return variance 0.004Sn

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±5%, or 25 ms (see curve)

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time see curve

memory time < 115 ms

fault recognition time < 115 ms

reset time < 130 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F531/1 for real overpower
F531/3 for reverse real power

time delayed F531/2 for real overpower
F531/4 for reverse real power

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F53 53h

identification number 1

parameters Ps set point unit: W

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) with Pf. > 0.3.
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

Operation time t = f(P/Ps).
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Reactive overpower (cont’d)

ANSI code 32Q

function n° F541

Operation
This protection is designed for balanced
and unbalanced 3-wire, 3-phase systems
(non distributed neutral).

c It picks up when the real power flowing in one
direction or the other, depending on the use
(supplied or absorbed) is greater than the set point,
c It includes a definitie time delay.

The function only operates when the following
condition is met: Q > 3.1% P which provides a high
level of sensitivity and stability.

It is based on the "two wattmeter" method.

c The direction of power is in accordance with
parameter selection feeder or incomer in the status.

Operating zone

Block diagram

Note: refer to the installation document for other arrangements.

Direction data are in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

reverse power

overpower

-Qs

Qs

P

Q

reverse
power

overpower

Feeder

reverse
power

overpower

Incomer

F541/3

F541/4Q < -Qs
0T

F541/1

F541/2Q > Qs
0T

Q

I1

U21

I3

U32

x

x

1
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2
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3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
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4
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1

7
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DPC

(1)

3A

.A……

.A

(1) terminal number
for compact (S26)*
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)*
Sepam 2000

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
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Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW of the analog
acquisition boards,
c the general parameters in the status menu.
The Number parameter in the phase VT heading
should be se to 1U or 3U.

Set the following:
c Qs set point:
Qs is set in VAR, kVAR, MVAr or GVAr.
The 999 GVAr setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

It corresponds to the operation time for 3Qs.

As shown in the curve below, the operation time is not
always constant Q < 3Qs, which improves the stability
of the function in the vicinity of the set point. Characteristics

Qs set point

setting 5% to 120% Sn expressed in VAr

accuracy (1) ±5% Sn between 5% Sn and 40% Sn
±3% Sn between 40% Sn and 120% Sn

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

T time delay (at 3xQs)

setting 100 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±5%, or 25 ms (see curve)

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time see curve

memory time < 115 ms

fault recognition time < 115 ms

reset time < 130 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F541/1 for reactive overpower
F541/3 for for reverse reactive power

time delayed F541/2 for for reactive overpower
F541/4 for for reverse reactive power

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F54 54h

identification number 1

parameters Qs set point unit: VAr

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
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(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

Sensors
Reactive overpower protection is related to the
currents and voltages connected to the following
connectors:

voltage Sepam connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

voltage Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) with Pf. < 0.8.
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

Operation time t = f(Q/Qs).
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ANSI Code 37P

function n° F551

Real underpower

Operation
This protection is designed for balanced and
unbalanced 3-wire, 3-phase systems
(non distributed neutral).

c It picks up when the real power flowing in one
direction or the other, depending on the use
(supplied or absorbed), is below the set point,
c It includes a definite time delay.
It is based on the “two wattmeter” method.
c The direction of power is in accordance
with parameter selection incomer or feeder
in the status menu.

Operating zone.

Block diagram

Direction data are in accordance with the following wiring diagram:

-Ps +Ps

P

Q

underpower

feeder

underpower

incomer

F551/3

F551/4P > -Ps
0T

F551/1

F551/2P < Ps
0T

P

I1

U21

I3

U32

x

x

1
4

5
2

6
3

ECM2B

L1

L2

L3

4A 3U/Vo

5
6

4
3
2
1

7
8

DPC

inverse

(1)

3A

normal

.A……

.A

terminal number
for compact (S26)*
Sepam 2000

terminal number
for standard (S36)*
Sepam 2000

(1)

Note: refer to the installation document for other arrangements.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
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Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current and voltage inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.
The Number parameter in the phase VT heading
should be se to 1U or 3U.

Set the following:
c Ps set point:
Ps is set in W, kW, MW or GW.
The 999 GW setting disables the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.
c T time delay.

It corresponds to the operation time for 5Ps.

As shown in the curve below, the operation time is not
always constant for P < 5Ps, which improves the
stability of the function in the vicinity of the set point. Characteristics

Ps set points

setting 5% Sn to 100% Sn expressed in W

accuracy (1) ±5% Sn between 5% Sn and 40% Sn
±3% Sn between 40% Sn and 120% Sn

resolution 1 W or 1 digit

drop out/pick-up ratio (106 ±5)%

min. return variance 0.004Sn

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 655 s

accuracy (1) ±5%, or 25 ms (see curve)

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

instantaneous output response time see curve

memory time < 115 ms

fault recognition time < 115 ms

reset time < 130 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F551/1 P< + Ps

time delayed F551/2 P< + Ps

instantaneous F551/3 P> - Ps

time delayed F551/4 P> - Ps

remote reading, remote setting** (2)

function code F55 55h

identification number 1

parameters Ps set point unit: W

(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms
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Operation time curves when the real power goes from xPs
to 0.

Sensors
Real underpower protection is related to the currents
and voltages connected to the following connectors:

voltage Sepam connector

1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

voltage Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A
(1) 3A connector for S36*TR and S36TS models.

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) with Pf. > 0.3.
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Synchro-check

ANSI code 25

function n° F171 synchro-check on first voltage
acquisition board

F181 synchro-check on second
voltage acquisition board

Operation
The synchro-check function is single-phase.
It is designed to allow a circuit breaker to close
without the risk of dangerous coupling of two voltages
Usync 1 and Usync 2.

The voltages that are compared may be 2 phase-to-
phase voltages Uxy or two phase-to-neutral voltages Vx.

The relay picks up if the voltages compared are
equal, i.e., if the phase, frequency and amplitude
differences are within the set limits.

Block diagram

In addition, it comprises 4 operating modes which allow coupling in different cases
of voltage absence:
c mode 1 if voltage Usync 2 is present and voltage Usync1 is absent,
c mode 2 if voltage Usync 1 is present and voltage Usync 2 is absent,
c mode 3 if one of the two voltages is present and the other one is absent,
c mode 4 if one of the two voltages or both voltages are absent.

The presence of each of the 2 voltages is detected by comparing the voltage with
the high setting (Us high).

The absence of each of the 2 voltages is detected by comparison with the low
setting (Us low).

Anticipation*
It is possible to anticipate function action by a time Ta taking into account the
frequency difference and circuit breaker closing time in order for synchronism to be
reached at the time of coupling.

Measurements
The following measurements may be accessed via the pocket terminal:
c phase difference between voltages Usync 1 and Usync 2,
c amplitude of voltage Usync 1,
c amplitude of voltage Usync 2.

* available as version 9802 SFT2800.
** available as version 9940 SFT2800.

Usync 1

F171/1
F181/1

U < Us low

U < Us low

&

mode 2

mode 3

mode 1

mode 4

&

F171/3
F181/3

F171/2
F181/2

≥1

U > Us high

U > Us high

00.1s

∆U  < dUS

∆F  < dFS

Us highU >

U >

∆ϕ + 360 ∆F Ta  < dPhis

≥1

≥1

&

&

Us high

F171/4
F181/4

F171/5
F181/5

F171/6
F181/6

Usync 2

F172/1**
F182/1**

F172/2**
F182/2**
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Characteristics

dUs set point

range 3 to 30% of Un

resolution 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2.5% or 0.003 Un

dFs set point

range 0.05 to 0.5 Hz

resolution 0.01 Hz

accuracy (1) ±10 mHz

dPhi set point

range 5 to 80 degrees

resolution 1 degree

accuracy (1) ±2 degrees

Us high set point

range 0.8 Un to 1.1 Un

resolution 1 Volt or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±1%

drop out/pick-up ratio (93 ±5)%

Us low set point

range 0.1 Un to 0.7 Un

resolution 1 Volt or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±1% or ±0.003 Un

drop out/pick-up ratio (106 ±5)%

operating mode with voltage absent

Usync 1 absent and Usync 2 present mode 1

Usync 2 absent and Usync 1 present mode 2

(Usync 1 absent, and Usync 2 present) mode 3
or (Usync 2 absent, and Usync 1 present)

(Usync 1 absent, Usync 2 absent) mode 4
or (Usync 2 absent, Usync 1 present)
or (Usync 1 absent, Usync 2 present)

anticipation Ta

range 0 i T i 500 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times (1) dUs dFs dPhi

operation time < 120 ms < 190 ms < 120 ms

reset time < 120 ms < 190 ms < 40 ms

measurement of phase difference

measurement range 0 to 359 degrees

resolution 1 degree

accuracy (1) ±2 degrees

measurement of voltages Usync 1 and Usync 2

range 0 and 1.5 Un

resolution 1 Volt or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±1.5% at Un

outputs available for program logic

synchro-check F171/1, F181/1

power off checking F171/2, F181/2

enable coupling F171/3, F181/3

phase difference check F171/4, F181/4

frequency difference check F171/5, F181/5

voltage difference check F171/6, F181/6

Usync 1 < Us low (2) F172/1, F182/1

Usync 2 < Us low (2) F172/2, F182/2
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) available as of version 9940 SFT2800.
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Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with voltage inputs,
c general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c voltage difference dUs: dUs is set as an rms value
in volts or kilovolts.
The 999 kV setting may be used to inhibit
the protection: all the outputs are set to zero,
c frequency difference dFs: dFs is set in Hertz,
c phase difference dPhi: dPhi is set in degrees,
c voltage present Us high setting: Us high is set
in volts or kilovolts (phase-to-phase voltage),
c voltage absent Us low setting: Us low is set in volts
or kilovolts (phase-to-phase voltage),
c operating mode with voltage absent:
mode 1, mode 2, mode 3, mode 4.
c anticipation Ta: Ta is the anticipation time which
corresponds to the circuit breaker closing time.
Ta is set in ms.

Synchro-check (cont’d)

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.

Sensors
The F171 synchro-check protection is related
to the voltages of the VTs connected to the following
connector:

Sepam connector

S36* 4A (1)

S26* 3A

The F181 synchro-check protection is related
to the voltages of the VTs connected to the following
connector:

Sepam connector

S36*TR 4A

S36TS 4A

(1) 3A connector for the S36*TR and S36TS models.
(2) The Usync 1 and Usync 2 voltages connected should be
phase-to-phase voltages U21 if the Sepam includes other
functions related to voltages (voltage and power
measurements, voltage protections, directional protections).

A 3U/Vo

DPC
8
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2

1

Usync 1
Vx or
Uxy*

Usync 2
Vx or
Uxy*

A 3U/Vo

DPC
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Usync 1
Vx or
Uxy

Usync 2
Vx or
Uxy

remote reading, remote setting** (1)

function code F17, F18 17h and 18h

identification number 1

parameters dUs set point unit: V

(order of parameters) dFs set point unit: 0.01 x Hz

angle unit: degree

Us high set point unit: V

Us low set point unit: V

mode 0 : mode 1
2 : mode 2
4 : mode 3
6 : mode 4

anticipation Ta unit: x10 ms
(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals that describe each communication protocol.
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Percentage-based single-phase overcurrent

ANSI code 50-51

function n° F03X for phase overcurrent I1
F04X for phase overcurrent I2
F05X for phase overcurrent I3
1 i X i 2
F11Y for phase overcurrent I1’
F12Y for phase overcurrent I2’
F13Y for phase overcurrent I3’
1 i Y i 2

Block diagram

Is set point

setting 3% to 200% of 1 A or 5 A
(according to parameter setting)

resolution 1%

accuracy (1) +5%

inhibition 999%

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 655 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2% or 35 ms

measurement of single-phase current as % of In

measurement range 1% to 999% of 1 A or 5 A
(according to parameter setting)

accuracy (1) ±5 %

resolution 1%

characteristic times

instantaneous tripping time < 85 ms

time-delayed tripping time T

memory time < 65 ms

fault recognition time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms

outputs available for program logic

instantaneous F03X/1, F04X 1, F05X/1 1 i X i 2
F11Y/1 F12Y/1 F13Y/1 1 i Y i 2

time-delayed F03X/2, F04X/2, F05X/2 1 i X i 2
F11Y/2, F12Y/2, F13Y/2 1 i Y i 2

remote reading, remote setting* (2)

function code
F03X, F04X, F05X 03 h, 04 h, 05 h
F11Y, F12Y, F13Y 11 h, 12 h, 13 h

identification number X, Y (3)

parameters Is set point unit: %
(order of parameters) T time delay unit: 10 x ms

I > IsI2
(I2’)

F04X/2 (F12Y/2)

F04X/1 (F12Y/1)

0T

I > Is F03X/2 (F11Y/2)I1
(I1’)

F03X/1 (F11Y/1)

0T

I > IsI3
(I3’)

F05X/2 (F13Y/2)

F05X/1 (F13Y/1)

0T

Operation
This function includes 3 independent single-phase
overcurrent protections.

Each single-phase overcurrent protection picks up
when the related current reaches the operation set
point, expressed as a percentage of 1 A or 5 A
according to the parameter setting of the current
inputs.

It is time-delayed with a definite time delay (DT).
The set point and time delay are independent for
each single-phase function.

Current measurement
In order to facilitate commissioning of the function,
the values of the 3 single-phase currents may be
measured as a percentage of 1 A or 5 A using
the pocket terminal.

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW2 associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu
(rated frequency).

Set the following:
c Is set point: Is is set as a relative value,
% of 1 A or 5 A.
The 999% setting may be used to inhibit the protection:
all the outputs are set to 0.
c T time delay: T is the operation time delay.

Sensors
The percentage-based single-phase overcurrent
protection is related to the currents connected
to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

I1, I2, I3 1 A or 5 A CT 2B

I1’, I2’, I3’ 1 A or 5 A CT 3B

Characteristics

1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals that describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of function modules relays depends on the type of Sepam.

* function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Breaker failure protection

ANSI code 50BF + 62

function n° F981

Operation
This function is designed to protect against the failure
of a circuit breaker to open.
It is suited to circuit breakers with 3-pole control
or 1-pole control used in systems in which 3-phase
or single-phase reclosing is practised ‡ in which
3-phase or single-phase reclosing is used

The “Breaker failure protection” function picks up
when triggered by a tripping order from a protection:
c internal to Sepam 2000 (phase overcurrent,
directional overcurrent, ...) via logic data K858,
c external to Sepam 2000 via the logic inputs chosen
by setting:
v I 3ph for 3-pole action,
v I ph 1 for action on phase 1,
v I ph 2 for action on phase 2,
v I ph 3 for action on phase 3.

Block diagram

The function comprises 3 outputs:
c F981/1 picks up if the presence of current is detected in the phases,
after a 1-pole or 3-pole tripping order is received from a Sepam 2000 internal
protection or an external protection, taking into account the circuit breaker tripping
time (time delay T1).

This output is designed to initiate a 3-pole retripping order.
c F981/2 picks up if the presence of current is detected in the phases, after a 1-
pole or 3-pole tripping order is received from tripping of the adjacent circuit
breakers or an external protection, taking into account the circuit breaker tripping
time and retripping time (time delay T2). This output is designed to initiate
the adjacent circuit breakers tripping.
c F981/3 picks up if time delay T2 has elapsed after
a 1-pole or 3-pole tripping order is received from a Sepam 2000 internal protection
or an external protection.

This output associated with the circuit breaker position report is designed to trigger
an adjacent circuit breaker tripping order.

breaker position O/O

F981/2

adjacent
breaker trip

F981/3

current I1

K858

&

&

current I2

logic input I ph 2

&

&

current I3

logic input I ph 3

&

&

I > I S

I > I S

≥ 1

≥ 1

≥ 1

F981/1

F981/2

F981/3

I > I S

logic input I tri

logic input I ph 1

0T1

0T1

0T1

0T2

0T2

0T2

≥ 1

≥ 1

≥ 1

≥ 1
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Characteristics

Performance
The performance of this function is linked to current
detection memory time and time delay accuracy.

Example :
The function's fault clearance time is 200 ms,
given the following assumptions:
c operation time of line protection = 20 ms,
c operation time of circuit breaker = 60 ms,
c operation time of auxiliary tripping relay = 10 ms,

Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with current inputs,
c general parameters in status menu.

Set the following:
c Is set point: Is set as an rms value, in amps or
kiloamps. The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit
the protection: all the outputs are set to zero.
c time delays T1 and T2:
v T1 is the time after which an attempt to retrip may
be made if the function does not detect zero current
(if the breaker has not operated).
T1 should be greater than circuit breaker operating
time + memory time.
v T2 is the time after which the adjacent circuit
breaker tripping order may be given if the function
does not detect zero current (if the breaker has not
operated for retripping). T2 should be equal to 2 x T1.
c choice of logic input I 3ph used for 3-pole tripping
by protection external to Sepam 2000.
c choice of logic input I ph 1 used for 1-pole phase 1
tripping by protection external to Sepam 2000.
c choice of logic input I ph 2 used for 1-pole phase 2
tripping by protection external to Sepam.
c choice of logic input I ph 3 used for 1-pole phase 3
tripping by protection external to Sepam 2000.

Sensors
Protection against circuit breaker faults is related to
the currents connected to the following connectors:

sensor connector

TC 1A or 5A 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

Is set point

range 0.2 In to 2 In expressed in Amps

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (87.5 ±10)%

T1 and T2 time delays

range 50 ms to 65.5 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) 0 + 13 ms

I ph 1, I ph 2, I ph 3, I 3ph

logic inputs (2) I1 to 12  on ESB board
I11 to I18 on ESTOR 1 board
I21 to I28 on ESTOR 2 board
I31 to I38 on ESTOR 3 board

characteristic times

operation time  T1 < t < T1 + 13 ms T2 < t < T2 + 13 ms

memory time < 20 ms (10 ms typically)

outputs available for program logic

retrip. of circuit breaker with fault F981/1

tripping of adjacent circuit breakers F981/2

time delay setting reached F981/3

remote reading, remote setting* (3)

function code F98 98h

identification number 1

parameters Is set point unit: A

(order of parameters) T1 time delay unit: 10 x ms

T2 time delay unit: 10 x ms

ph 1 logic input (2)

ph 2 logic input (2)

ph 3 logic input (2)

3 phase logic input (2)

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) chosen according to model and ESTOR option.
(3) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(4) base 10 index of tripping input (XY):
X 0 = ESB board Y 1 = input 1 (ESB and ESTOR boards)

1 = ESTOR1 board 2 = input 2 (ESB and ESTOR boards)
2 = ESTOR2 board 3 = input 3 (ESTOR board)
3 = ESTOR3 board 4 = input 4 (ESTOR board)

5 = input 5 (ESTOR board)
6 = input 6 (ESTOR board)
7 = input 7 (ESTOR board)
8 = input 8 (ESTOR board)

20ms

60ms

20ms 13ms

10ms

60ms

T1=80ms

fault clearance

accuracy

max. memory time

fault

operating time

10ms

output relay

tripping relay
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detection of an external fault
or starting phase

Is

(xIn)

(xIn)r

100 %

It  =
I + I’

2

It  =  I – I’

Operation curve

ANSI code 87G - 87M

function n° F621

Moto-generator differential

Operation
Motor-generator differential protection is 3-phase.
It is based on phase by phase comparison of the
currents on either side of the windings of a generator
or motor.

I I'

Percentage-based differential
The protection picks up when the difference between

currents I - I’  for at least one phase is above the
operation set point.

The set point is defined by the curve opposite
(based characteristic curve). It has an adjustable
minimum value and depends on the through current.

The based characteristic curve comprises two
half-curves defined by the following inequations:

half-curve 1:

half-curve 2*:

Restraint element
The stability of the protection in the event of external faults, of the energizing
of transformers supplied by a machine or of machine starting, is ensured by means
of a tripping restraint when one of the following conditions is met on one of the
phases:
c detection of an external fault or a starting phase,
c detection of CT saturation,
c detection of transformer energizing.

Detection of an external fault or starting phase
At the time of starting or an external fault, the through current is much higher
than 1.5 In. As long as the CTs do not saturate, the differential current is low.
This transient state is detected by the following characteristic:

Since external faults may be followed by a brief high differential current, a restraint
time over 10 network periods is included so as to ensure protection stability
with this type of phenomenon.

Detection of CT saturation
The saturation of a CT may cause the appearance of a false differential current
and inadvertently trip the protection. This type of detection simply analyzes the
asymmetry of the signals and restrains tripping in the event of CT saturation.

Detection of transformer energizing*
This type of detection is carried out by ensuring that the harmonic 2 distortion
of the differential current is greater than 15%.

High set differential*
To avoid unwanted tripping at the time of starting, the protection stability can be
improved by cross-blocking and detection of external faults. To avoid any
protection delay in the event of high asymmetric faults, a high set differential,
which is not subject to restraints, is applied.

The characteristic of this set point is as follows:

It  = I + I’
2

Id x 2 – It x 2

32
> Is2

in which ≤  It x  ≤ rIn     and x = 1,

> 0.15      in which x = 1,Id xh2
Id x

> 100 %      in which x = 1, 2, 3Id x
It x

Id x  > 5,5 In and

–> –>

It x 2

32
> (0.05In)2–Id x 2

8

in which rIn <  It x     and x = 1, 2, 3

It x 2

32
< –(0.25In)2      in which  x = 1, 2, 3–Id x 2

2

* available as of version 9840 SFT2800.
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Commissioning, setting
Check:
c the connections,
c the positions of the microswitches SW associated
with the current inputs,
c the general parameters in the status menu.

Set the following:
c Is current:
Is is set in rms, amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit
the protection: all the outputs are set to 0.

Operation time depends on the differential current
value.
It is defined by the curve opposite and provides a high
level of function stability.

Sensors
The current transformers (CTs) must be of the 5P20
type.

The power rating should be chosen so that the wiring
resistance is greater than the rated load of the current
transformer, i.e.:

VACT > RW .In
2

R
W
: wiring resistance

In: CT secondary rated current
VACT: current transformer rated load

The motor-generator differential protection
is related to the currents connected to the following
connectors:

current sensor connectors

I1, I2, I3 1 A or 5 A CT 2B

I1', I2', I3' 1 A or 5 A CT 3B

40

60

80

100

t (in ms)

0 0.1 0.5 1 10

I - I'
  In

Operation time.

&

> 5,5 In

Id/It > 1

&

Id

It

≥ 1

≥ 1 F621/5

F621/4

F621/1

F621/2

F621/3

I1

I1’

I2
I2’

I3
I3’

≥ 1

≥ 1

Id

It

I1

I1’

élément
de

retenue

I2

I2’

I3

I3’

Id
Idh2

It

Block diagram

Characteristics
Is set point

setting 0.05In 0.5In expressed in amps

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5% Is or 0,4% In

inhibition 999 kA

drop out/pick-up ratio (93.5 ±5)%

characteristic times

operation time see curve

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time < 25 ms (for I - I’ > In)

reset time < 35 ms

outputs available for program logic

fault on phase 1 F621/1

fault on phase 2 F621/2

fault on phase 3 F621/3

fault on one phase F621/4

high set tripping** F621/5

remote reading, remote setting* (2)

function code F62 62h

identification number 1

parameters Is set point unit: A
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.

* available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
** available as of version 9940 SFT2800.
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ANSI code 64REF

function n° F641 for restricted earth fault
protection winding 1

F651 for restricted earth fault
protection winding 2

F661 for restricted earth fault
protection winding 3

Restricted earth fault protection

Operation
Restricted earth fault protection detects phase to
earth faults in earthed neutral three-phase windings.

The function is based on the comparison of residual

current Io (Io = I1 + I2 + I3) and neutral current I
neutral.

It is activated when the Io - Ineutral difference
is greater than the operation set point.

This set point is defined based on the minimum set
point Iso and also by a percentage-based tripping
curve with a slope of 1.05 and restraint current Iro
in normal conditions (see curve).

Iro = I1 + I2 + I3

The protection sensitivity is determined by the phase
current sensors with a minimum set point of 5% In.

The protected zone is between the phase CTs and
the neutral point.

External fault stability
When an external fault is detected, the restraint

current becomes 2* (I1 + I2 + I3) + Io/3 .

This makes it possible to make the protection
insensitive to current transformer saturation without
disabling it.

Curve

I neutral

I3

I2

I1

Sepam 2000

F641/1
F651/1
F661/1

Ineutral

SW1 &

Ido > Iso

Iro = 2* I1 + I2 + I3 +

Iro =  I1 + I2 + I3

Ineutral
3

external
fault

detection

I1 + I2 + I3

> 105 %
Ido
Iro

Ido =  I1 + I2 + I3 – Ineutral
2 A CSH core bal. CT

CT + CSH30

30 A CSH core bal. CT

Io - Ineutral

Io (x In)0

1

2

3

4

0 1 2 3

(x In)

0.8

0.05

Iso set point zone

In: phase CT rating.

–> –> –>–>

–> –> –> –>

–> –> –>

Block diagram
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Characteristics

Iso set point

range 0.05 In to 0.8 In for In u 20 A
0.1 In to 0.8 In for In < 20A

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5% or 5% In

drop out/pick-up ratio (93 ±5)%

minimum return variance min. 0.4% In

Io restraint-Ineutral/Io

fixed value 1.05

accuracy (1) ±2%

characteristic times

operation time < 40 ms

memory time < 25 ms

fault recognition time < 25 ms

reset time < 40 ms

outputs availaible for program logic

instantaneous F641/1, F651/1, F661/1

remote reading, remote setting* (1)

function code F64, F65, F66 64h, 65h and 66h

identification number 1

parameters Iso set point unit: 1 A
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-13).
(1) the data formats are defined in the manuals that describe each communication protocol.

Commissioning, setting
Neutral current is measured:
c by CSH sensor,
c by a 1A or 5A current transformer associated with a
CSH30.

Residual current is measured by the internal vector
sum of the 3 phase currents.

Check:
c the connections,
c the position of microswitch SW1:

c the position of microswitch SW2 for the use
of 1A or 5A CT or CSP sensor,
c general parameters in the status menu.

Set the Iso current:
c Iso is set as an rms value, in amps or kiloamps.
The 999 kA setting may be used to inhibit the
protection: all the outputs are set to zero.

Sensors
Restricted earth fault protection F641 is related
to the currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

I1, I2, I3 1A or 5A CT 2B

CSP 2L1, 2L2, 2L3

Ineutral CSH 2A

Io CT+CSH30 2A

Restricted earth fault protection F651 is related
to the currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

I1’, I2’, I3’ 1A or 5A CT 3B

CSP 3L1, 3L2, 3L3

Ineutral CSH 3A

Io’ CT+CSH30 3A

Restricted earth fault protection F651 is related
to the currents connected to the following connectors:

current sensor connector

I1”, I2”, I3” 1A or 5A CT 4B

CSP 4L1, 4L2, 4L3

Ineutral CSH 4A

Io” CT+CSH30 4A

In order to guarantee the accuracy and stability of the protection, the current
transformers must be of the 5P20 type.

The power rating should be chosen so that the wiring resistance is less than the
rated load of the current transformer, i.e.:

VACT > Rw In2

VACT: current transformer rated load

R
w
: wiring resistance

In: CT secondary rated current

In those conditions, correct operation is ensured in most applications.

To size class X CTs, the following rules must be followed:
c restricted earth fault protection on the transformer secondary circuit:

external fault stability is ensured if the phase CT saturation current is more than
2.4 times the phase-to-earth fault current and 1.6 times the 3-phase fault current.
Internal fault sensitivity is ensured if the neutral CT saturation current is more than
2 times the phase-to-earth fault current.
c restricted earth fault protection on the transformer primary circuit:
external fault stability is ensured if the phase CT saturation current is more than
2.4 times the protected transformer phase-to-earth fault current.
Internal fault sensitivity is ensured if the neutral CT saturation current is more than
2 times the protected transformer phase-to-earth fault current.
c restricted earth fault protection for generators:
external fault stability is ensured if the phase CT saturation current is more than 2
times the generator rated current.
Internal fault sensitivity is ensured if the neutral CT saturation current is more than
2 times the generator phase-to-earth fault current.
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Temperature monitoring

Operation
This protection is associated with RTDs
(Pt100 platinum probe 100 Ω at 0 °C)
in accordance with the IEC 60751
and DIN 43760 standards.

c It picks up when the monitored temperature
is greater than the set point Ts.
c It has two independent set points:
v alarm set point,
v tripping set point.

Self-calibration of each RTD channel takes place
once a minute.

c The protection detects if an RTD is shorted
or disconnected:
v RTD shorting is detected when the measured
temperature is less than -70 + 10 °C,
v RTD disconnection is detected when the measured
temperature is greater than 302° + 27 °C (minimum).
If an RTD fault is detected, the set point output relays
are disabled: the protection outputs are set to zero.

Commissioning, settings
It is preferable for temperature to be measured
in the 3-wire mode
(see Metering functions - temperature chapter).
The 2-wire mode is reserved for use on an
exceptional basis in installations which already exist
(see commissioning manuals).

Set the following:
c Ts1 and Ts2 set points.
Ts1 and Ts2 are set in degrees Celsius.
Setting 999°C inhibits the protection:
all the outputs are set to zero.

Sensors
The F46X protection is related to the RTDs connected
to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S26* LS 3A

S36* SR 3A

S36* SS 3A

S36* ZR 3A

S36* LS 8A

S36* KZ 8A

S36 TS 8A

S46 ZR 3A

S46 ZM 3A

ANSI code 49T - 38

function n° F46X for RTD monitoring
X is the RTD number 1 i X i 6
F47Y for additional RTD monitoring
Y is the RTD number 1 i Y i 6

Block diagram

Characteristics
Ts1 and Ts2 set points

setting 0 °C to 180 °C
accuracy (1) ±1.5 °C
resolution 1 °C
pick-up-drop out difference 3 °C + 0.5 °C
inhibition Ts1 = 999 °C
characteristic times

tripping time < 3 seconds

outputs available for program logic

set point overrun alarm F46X/1, F47Y/1
tripping F46X/2, F47Y/2

faulty RTD detection F46X/3, F47Y/3

remote reading and remote setting** (2)

function code F46, F47 46h et 47h

identification number X, Y (3)

parameters Ts1 set point unit: °C
(order of parameters) Ts2 set point unit: °C
(1) refer to the Metering functions - temperature chapter for information on accuracy derating
according to wiring cross-section.
(2) the data formats are defined in the manuals which describe each communication protocol.
(3) the number of protection function modules depends on the type of Sepam 2000.

The F47Y protection is related to the RTDs connected
to the following connector:

Sepam connector

S36* SS 8A

Pt 100

F46X/1, F47Y/1

F46X/2, F47Y/2

F46X/3, F47Y/3

T > Ts1

T > Ts2

 T < +300°

T > -70°
&

&

* S35, S25 for earlier versions.
** function available as of version 9802 SFT2800.
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Operation time depends on the type of protection
(phase current, earth fault current, ...).

Operation is represented by a characteristic curve:
c t = f(I) curve for the phase overcurrent function,
c t = f(Io) curve for the earth fault function.

The rest of the document is based on
t = f(I); the same reasoning may be extended to other
variables Io,…

The curve is defined by:
c the type (standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT
or LTI, extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse UIT),
c the Is setting current which corresponds to the
vertical asympote of the curve,
c the T time delay setting which corresponds to the
operation time for I = 10Is.

These 3 settings are made in the following
chronological order: type, Is current, T time delay.

Changing the T setting by x% changes all the
operation times in the curves by x%.

Examples of problems to be solved

Problem n°1
Knowing the type of IDMT time,
determine the Is and T settings.

Theoretically, Is is set to the maximum current that
may be permanent: it is generally the rated current
of the protected equipment (cable, transformer).

Time delay T is set to the operation point at 10Is
on the curve. This setting is determined taking into
account the constraints involved in discrimination
with the upstream and downstream protections.

The discrimination constraint leads to the definition
of point A on the operation curve (IA, tA),
e.g. the point that corresponds to the maximum fault
current affecting the downstream protection.

Problem n°2
Knowing the type of IDMT time, the Is current setting
and a point K (Ik, tk) on the operation curve,
determine the T time delay setting.

On the standard curve of the same type, read the
operation time tsk that corresponds to the relative
current

and the operation time Ts10 that corresponds to the
relative current

I
Is

= 10

IDMT protections

Another practical method:
The chart below gives the values of

k = ts
Ts10

  as a function of  
I

Is

In the column that corresponds to the type of time delay,

read the value in the line that corresponds to

The time delay setting to be used so that the operation curve passes through

the point K (Ik, tk) is:

Example
Data:
c type of time delay: standard inverse time (SIT)
c set point: Is
c a point K on the operation curve: K (3.2 Is; 4 s)

Question: What is the time delay T setting (operation time at 10Is)?

Chart reading: inverse column

line

k = 2.00

Answer: The time delay setting is  T = 4
2

= 2 s

Problem n°3
Knowing the settings of Is current and T time delay for a type of time delay
(standard inverse, very inverse, extremely inverse),
find the operation time for a current value of IA.
On the standard curve of the same read the operation time tsA that corresponds
to the relative current

and the operation time Ts10 that corresponds to the relative current

The operation time tA for current IA with the Is and T settings is

I/Is

ts

Ts10

1 Ik/Is 10

K

skt

kt

I/Is

ts

Ts10

1 IA/Is 10

tA

tsA

T

The time delay setting that should be made in order for the operation curve to pass
through the point K (I

k
, t

k
) is:

I

Is
= 3.2

Ik

Is

tk

tsk

T = Ts10 x

tsk

Ts10
k =

Ik

Is

tk

k
T =

T

Ts10
tA = tsA x

IA

Is

I

Is
= 10
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Another practical method: the chart below gives the

values of k = ts
Ts10

  as a function of  I
Is

In the column that corresponds to the type of time
delay, read the value

                 in the line that corresponds to

The operation time tA for current IA with the Is and T
settings is tA = kT

Example
Data:
c type of time delay: very inverse time (VIT)
c set point: Is
c time delay T = 0.8 s

Question: What is the operation time
for current IA = 6Is?

Chart reading: very inverse column

line

k = 1.80

Answer: The operation time for current IA is
t = 1.80 x 0.8 = 1.44s

I/Is std inv. very inv. ext. inv. ultra inv.
1.2 12.90 45.00 225.00 545.51
1.3 8.96 30.00 143.48 339.84
1.4 6.98 22.50 103.13 238.80
1.5 5.79 18.00 79.20 179.42
1.6 4.99 15.00 63.46 140.74
1.7 4.42 12.86 52.38 113.80
1.8 3.99 11.25 44.20 94.12
1.9 3.65 10.00 37.93 79.22
2.0 3.38 9.00 33.00 67.64
2.1 3.15 8.18 29.03 58.43
2.2 2.97 7.50 25.78 50.98
2.3 2.81 6.92 23.08 44.85
2.4 2.67 6.43 20.80 39.76
2.5 2.55 6.00 18.86 35.46
2.6 2.44 5.63 17.19 31.82
2.7 2.35 5.29 15.74 28.69
2.8 2.27 5.00 14.47 25.99
2.9 2.19 4.74 13.36 23.65
3.0 2.12 4.50 12.38 21.59
3.1 2.06 4.29 11.50 19.79
3.2 2.00 4.09 10.71 18.19
3.3 1.95 3.91 10.01 16.77
3.4 1.90 3.75 9.38 15.51
3.5 1.86 3.60 8.80 14.37
3.6 1.82 3.46 8.28 13.35
3.7 1.78 3.33 7.80 12.43
3.8 1.74 3.21 7.37 11.60
3.9 1.71 3.10 6.97 10.85
4.0 1.68 3.00 6.60 10.16
4.1 1.65 2.90 6.26 9.53
4.2 1.62 2.81 5.95 8.96
4.3 1.59 2.73 5.66 8.44
4.4 1.57 2.65 5.39 7.95
4.5 1.54 2.57 5.14 7.51
4.6 1.52 2.50 4.91 7.10
4.7 1.50 2.43 4.69 6.72
4.8 1.48 2.37 4.49 6.37
4.9 1.46 2.31 4.30 6.04
5.0 1.44 2.25 4.13 5.74
5.1 1.42 2.20 3.96 5.46
5.2 1.41 2.14 3.80 5.19
5.3 1.39 2.09 3.65 4.95
5.4 1.37 2.05 3.52 4.72
5.5 1.36 2.00 3.38 4.50
5.6 1.34 1.96 3.26 4.30
5.7 1.33 1.91 3.14 4.11
5.8 1.32 1.88 3.03 3.94
5.9 1.30 1.84 2.93 3.77
6.0 1.29 1.80 2.83 3.61
6.1 1.28 1.76 2.73 3.47
6.2 1.27 1.73 2.64 3.33
6.3 1.26 1.70 2.56 3.19
6.4 1.25 1.67 2.48 3.07
6.5 1.24 1.64 2.40 2.95

I/Is std inv. very inv. ext. inv. ultra inv.
6.6 1.23 1.61 2.33 2.84
6.7 1.22 1.58 2.26 2.73
6.8 1.21 1.55 2.19 2.63
6.9 1.20 1.53 2.12 2.54
7.0 1.19 1.50 2.06 2.45
7.1 1.18 1.48 2.00 2.36
7.2 1.17 1.45 1.95 2.28
7.3 1.16 1.43 1.89 2.20
7.4 1.15 1.41 1.84 2.13
7.5 1.15 1.38 1.79 2.06
7.6 1.14 1.36 1.74 1.99
7.7 1.13 1.34 1.70 1.93
7.8 1.12 1.32 1.65 1.86
7.9 1.12 1.30 1.61 1.81
8.0 1.11 1.29 1.57 1.75
8.1 1.10 1.27 1.53 1.70
8.2 1.10 1.25 1.49 1.64
8.3 1.09 1.23 1.46 1.60
8.4 1.08 1.22 1.42 1.55
8.5 1.08 1.20 1.39 1.50
8.6 1.07 1.18 1.36 1.46
8.7 1.07 1.17 1.33 1.42
8.8 1.06 1.15 1.30 1.38
8.9 1.05 1.14 1.27 1.34
9.0 1.05 1.13 1.24 1.30
9.1 1.04 1.11 1.21 1.27
9.2 1.04 1.10 1.18 1.23
9.3 1.03 1.08 1.16 1.20
9.4 1.03 1.07 1.13 1.17
9.5 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.14
9.6 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.11
9.7 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.08
9.8 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.05
9.9 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.02
10.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10.5 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.88
11.0 0.96 0.90 0.83 0.79
11.5 0.94 0.86 0.75 0.70
12.0 0.92 0.82 0.69 0.63
12.5 0.91 0.78 0.64 0.57
13.0 0.90 0.75 0.59 0.52
13.5 0.88 0.72 0.55 0.47
14.0 0.87 0.69 0.51 0.43
14.5 0.86 0.67 0.47 0.39
15.0 0.85 0.64 0.44 0.36
15.5 0.84 0.62 0.41 0.43
16.0 0.83 0.60 0.39 0.31
16.5 0.82 0.58 0.36 0.29
17.0 0.81 0.56 0.34 0.26
17.5 0.80 0.55 0.32 0.25
18.0 0.79 0.53 0.31 0.23
18.5 0.78 0.51 0.29 0.21
19.0 0.78 0.50 0.28 0.20
19.5 0.77 0.49 0.26 0.19
20.0 0.76 0.47 0.25 0.18

IA
Is

k = tsA
Ts10

I

Is
= 6
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IDTM protections (cont'd)

Inverse time curve SIT

I/Is
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Very inverse time curve VIT or LTI
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IDTM protections (cont'd)

Extremely inverse time curve EIT

I/Is
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Ultra inverse time curve UIT
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Start-up of time delays

Use of logical data K859
and K860

The operation is shown in the following diagram:

As an example, the related program logic sequence (used in the case of a recloser)
could be as follows:

T1 = adjustable reset time programmed by program logic.

fault
current value

T
internal
timer value

tripping

T reset
T reset

T reset

t

I

t

t

Fzz/instantaneous
breaker
open
position

T1

K859

Fyy/instantaneous

Fxx/instantaneous

Logical data K859 and K860 may be used to detect recurring faults.

They may be used to adjust the reset time of the internal timers.

Logical data K859 = 1 may be used to prevent the start-up of the time delays
of the following functions:
c phase overcurrent protection (F01X, F02Y) with 1 i X i 6 and 1 i Y i 2,
c voltage-restrained overcurrent protection (F19X, F20Y) with 1 i X, Y i 2,
c earth fault protection (F06X, F07X, F08X, F09Y) with 1 i X i 4 and 1 i Y i 2,
c directional overcurrent protection in normal zone (F52X) with 1 i X i 2,
c directional earth fault protection in normal zone (F50X) with 1 i X i 2,

Logical data K860 = 1 may be used to prevent the start-up of the time delays
of the following functions:
c directional earth fault protection in inverse zone (F50X) with 1 i X i 2,
c directional overcurrent protection in inverse zone (F52X) with 1 i X i 2.
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General parameter settings

The general parameters adapt the Sepam metering
and protection functions according to the electrical
values that are connected.

The parameters are accessible:
c in the "status" menu of the pocket terminal,
c remotely using the remote reading function.

General parameters chart
heading name function command selection
frequency Fn mains frequency data + and - 50 or 60 Hz

keys
phase CT, In CT ratings numeric adjustable
phase CT’ keys 10 A and 6250 A

rating or CSP data + and - setting between
keys 20 A and 5000 A

Ib basis current of the numeric 0.4 to 1.3In
equipment being protected keys in amperes

number number of current data + and - 2 sensors (I1-I3)
sensors keys 3 sensors (I1-I2-I3)

Io sensor, sensor type of residual data + and - c 3I sum (CT)
Io’ sensor current measurement keys c 3I sum 1 (CSP)
Io” sensor c 3I sum 2 (CSP)

c 2 A core bal. CT
c 30 A core bal. CT
c CT + CSH30
c core bal. CT
+ ACE 990

Ino CT rating with CT numeric setting between
+ CSH30 keys 1 A and 6250 A
core bal. CT sensitivity numeric setting between
with core bal. CT keys 1,0 A and 6250 A
+ ACE 990

max. interval max. demand data + and - adjustable: 5, 10,
interval integration period keys 15, 30, 60 mn
VT ratio, number number of VTs wired data + and - S26/36** S46
VT’ ratio keys V V1

1U V2
3U V3

V1-V2-V3
Unp rated VT primary numeric S26/S36***

voltage keys adjustable between
220 V and 250 kV
S46
adjustable between
220 V and 500 kV

Uns rated VT secondary data + and - 100, 110, 115,
voltage keys 120 V

Vnso type of residual voltage data + and - c sum of 3Vs
measurement keys c Uns/e

c Uns / 3
direction incomer reverses the sign of data + and - incomer (1)

of energy feeder power and energy keys cable –-> busbars
measurement feeder (1)

busbars –-> cable
transducer range EANA board input data + and - 0-20 mA

range keys 0-10 mA
4-20 mA
-10/+10 mA

disturbance pretrig time before numeric 1 to 85
recording**** triggering event keys periods
Jbus/Modbus bauds transmission data + and - 300, 600, 1200
communi- speed keys 2400, 4800, 9600
cation (2) 19200, 38400
bauds

station Sepam station numeric 1 to 255
number in network keys

parity transmission data + and - even, odd,
format keys no parity

Jbus/Modbus synchro type of data + and - by:
time- synchronization used keys c network
tagging (2) c logic inputs

I11 or I21
event data to be or not to be numeric 0 = not time-tagged

time-tagged keys 1 = time-tagged
I1, I2
I11 to I18
I21 to I28
I31 to I38
KTS1 to KTS32
KTS33 to KTS64

* for versions prior to SFT 2800 9802 (S25/S35), Ino is set
using the data + and - command.
** for versions prior to SFT 2800 9649, the values of the
“number” of VTs wired parameter are: U21, U21-U32, 3U.
For versions between SFT 2800 9649 and SFT 2800 9802,
the values of the «number» of VTs wired parameter are: V,
1U, 2U, 3U.
*** S25, S35 for earlier versions.
**** Available as of version 9940 SFT 2800.
Set to 6 network periods for SFT 2800
versions earlier than 9940. (1) + feederincomer +,

For the other parameters, refer to the user’s documentation.
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(1) meaning of the number of CTs index
2 : (I1 - I3)
3 : (I1 - I2 - I3)
(2) meaning of the number of the number of VTs wired index (base 10)
S26/S36 S46
1: V 1: V1
3: 1U 2: V2
7: 2U 4: V3
15: 3U 7: V1-V2-V3
(3) meaning of the Vnso index
0: Uns /e (gain = 1)
1: Uns / 3 (gain = 1/e)
2: 3V (sum of 3 phase-to-neutral voltages V1, V2, V3)
(4) meaning of type of Ino measurement index
0: 3I (sum of 3 phases I1, I2, I3)
1: by core balance CT
2: by CT + CHS30
3: core balance CT + ACE 990
(5) meaning of the index regarding the type of cubicle to detect the normal direction of current flow:
0: incomer
1: feeder
(6) meaning of EANA board input index
0: 0-20 mA
1: 0-10 mA
2: 4-20 mA
3: -10 +10 mA
(7) each parameter KP is coded in double word (value: 0 or 1).

Remote reading of parameters *
function function n° parameter unity

phase CT setting D0h rated primary current A
phase CT’ setting D9h load basis current A
phase CT” setting DAh number of CTs index (1)

phase VT setting D1h number of VTs wired index (2)

phase VT’ setting D8h rated primary voltage Unp V
rated secondary voltage Uns V
type of secondary for Vnso index (3)

E/F sensor setting Io D2h value of Ino A
Io’ DBh type of Ino measurement index (4)

Io’’ DFh

energy flow direction setting D4h type of cubicle index (5)

rated frequency setting D5h frequency Hz

transducer setting DDh EANA board input range index (6)

disturbance recording** DDh recording time before period
triggering event

program logic timer setting C3h set points T1 to T60 10 x ms

parameter setting C7h KP1 to KP16 and (7)

KP33 to KP48

* The data formats remotely read are defined in the manuals that describe each communication protocol.
**** Available as of version 9940 SFT2800.

heading name function command selection

IEC 870-5 bauds transmission speed data + and - 9600, 19200,
communication keys 38400 bauds

station Sepam station numeric keys 0 to 254
number in network

FIP station Sepam station numeric keys 1 to 62
communication number in network

FIP synchro type of synchronization data + and - by logic input
time-tagging used keys  I11 or I21

event data to be or not to be numeric keys 0 = not time-tagged
time-tagged 1 = time-tagged
I1, I2
I11 to I18
I21 to I28
I31 to I38
KTS1 to KTS32
KTS33 to KTS64

General parameter settings (cont’d)
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2 Control and monitoring functions

Definition of symbols

Bistable function
The bistables are used to store data (e.g. protection output latching).

This sheet gives the meaning of the symbols used
in the different block diagrams in the control and
monitoring function data sheets.

Logic functions

ccccc  "OR"

Equation: S = X + Y + Z

ccccc  "AND"

Equation: S = X.Y.Z

ccccc  exclusive "Or"

S = 1 if one and only 1 input is set to 1
(S = 1 if X + Y + Z = 1)

ccccc  Complement
These functions are capable of using
complementary data.

Equation: S = X ( S=1 if X=0 )

Time delays
Two types of time delays:
c "rising": delays the appearance of a data item
for a time T,
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c "falling": delays the disappearance of a data item for a time T.

Pulse processing
c “Rising”: creates a short pulse (1 cycle) each time a data item appears.

c “Falling”: creates a short pulse (1 cycle) each time a data item disappears.

Equation: B = S + R.B

Please note
The status of data stored by the bistables is saved in Sepam in the event
of power failures.

N.B. The disappearance of a data item may be caused by the loss of auxiliary
power.

X S

X

S

X S

X

S
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open / close control of circuit breakers with shunt-trip coil 1/4

open / close control of circuit breakers with undervoltage 1 /6
release coil

open / close control of latching contactors with shunt-trip coil 1 /8

open / close control of contactors with impulse orders 1 /10

open / close control contactors with latched orders 1 /12

trip circuit supervision 1 /14
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recloser 1 /27

group shutdown 1 /30
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load shedding request 1 /34

disturbance recording triggering 1 /35
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with undervoltage release coil 1 /38

capacitor control 1 /39

capacitor unbalance 1 /42

VT supervision 1 /45

Control and monitoring functions
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Open / close control

parameters display
KP1 KP2 KP3 message (***)

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coi (*) 0 0 0 SHUNT-TRIP

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0 0 U/V RELEASE

latching contactor with shunt-trip coil 0 1 0 LATCH CTRL

contactor with impulse orders (****) 1 1 0 IMP. CTRL

contactor with latched orders (**) 1 1 1 PERM. CTRL

other combinations ! ERROR !

Use
This function is used to control different types
of closing and trip coils.

Operation
Each of the control logic schemes is described in the
5 diagrams on the pages which follow.

They may comprise 6 main functions:
c grouping of protection outputs and input I15 (external
protection), with storage of tripping orders (latching).
User action is required to deactivate closing inhibition
(acknowledgement) after the storage of fault trip
orders.
Faults may be acknowledged:
v by pressing the reset key on the front of the
Sepam 2000,
v by the communication link, via remote control
KTC35, this type of acknowledgement requiring
activation of input I18 remote control enable.
c breaking device monitoring:
v tripping circuit fault or open / closed matching fault,
v pole pressure fault on I16 (SF6 pressure, vacuum).
Device faults are stored and inhibit closing.
Faults may be acknowledged:
v by pressing the reset key on the front of the
Sepam2000,
v by the communication link, via remote control
KTC35, this type of acknowledgement requiring
activation of input I18 remote control enable.

c management of tripping orders received from:
v the protections,
v input I13 (tripping order),
v the communication link, via remote control KTC33,
v the load shedding function (*).
Tripping orders systematically take priority over closing orders,
regardless of the source (local, remote, communication).
c inhibition of closing:
v after fault tripping (fault not acknowledged),
v in the case of a breaking device fault,
v when the phase rotation direction is incorrect (*),
v in the case of an overrun of the maximum number of starts (*),
v when the synchronism conditions are not met (**).
c management of closing orders received from:
v input I14 (closing order),
v the communication link, via remote control KTC34. This command requires
activation of input I18 remote control enable,
v the restart function (*).
c antipumping: this function prevents the processing of closing orders that
are present at the time closing inhibition is cancelled.
c Trip indicator: this indicator goes on when Sepam 2000 or external protections trip.

(*) for motor Sepam 2000 only.
(**) for Sepam 2000 which include the function.

A setting by the mean of a pocket terminal (TSM 2001 pocket terminal or SFT2801,
SFT2821 PC software programs) allows to adapt the program logic used to the
hardware.

If the set up does not match any of the combinations included in the chart below,
the message ! ERROR ! appears on the display unit.

The KP17 contact may be activated via the pocket terminal at any time in order to
display a message which indicates the control diagram set up.

(*) default set up
(**) control logic for motor applications only
(***) after activation of the  KP17 terminal contact
(****) program logic for motor and generator applications only.
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group stop or desexcitation (**)
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T16 = 200 ms

≥1

closing enabled by synchro-check (***)

(****)

t0

T5 = 200 ms
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T25 = 200 ms

(****)

input I26 : closing inhibition coming from G00 (**)

input l24: coupling enable (**)
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T6 = 200 ms
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restart (*)
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KTC34: closing

input I18: remote
control enable
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input I14: closing
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T26 = 200 ms

(****)

tripping protection
with latching

functions

Open / close control
of circuit breakers with shunt-trip coil

Block diagram

(*) motor Sepam only.
(**) generator Sepam only.
(***) Sepam with Òsynchro-checkÓ function only.
(****) for Sepam 2000 S09 and B07 types only.
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Special features
c Input I15 (external protection) control logic may be
set via the pocket terminal.

logic KP4

normally open contact 0
tripping if I15 = 1

normally closed contact 1
tripping if I15 = 0

(KP4 = 0 by default)

c T5 time delay:
used to calibrate the duration of the pulse on the trip
coil when an order is transmitted by the
telecommunication link.
c T6 time delay:
used to calibrate the duration of the pulse on the
closing coil when an order is transmitted by the
telecommunication link or when an order is transmitted
by the restart function (motor applications).
c T16 time delay:
used to confirm the information from the circuit breaker
pressure sensor (recommended setting
70 ms < T16 < 200 ms).
c T25 time delay:
it may be used to calibrate the tripping order
(recommended setting: 200 ms).
c T26 time delay:
it may be used to calibrate the tripping order
(recommended setting: 200 ms).

Please note
It is necessary to put the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
into Òparameter settingÓ mode, using the password, in
order to set the KPx contacts to 1, change the time
delay values and set the protections.

Commissioning
c Set the protections.
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the standard connection diagram
given in the application manual.
c Set KP1, KP2, KP3 to 0 (default set up).
c Set input I15 logic (external protection tripping): KP4 = 0 by default, normally open
contact set up.
c Set time delay T16 to 200 ms (default setting).
c Set time delays T5 and T6 to 200 ms if the communication link is used
(default setting).
c Set T6 to 200 ms if the restart function is used (default setting).

The settings are made:
c using the pocket terminal:
v KPx set up: parameter option in the program logic menu,
v time delay setting: timer option in the program logic menu,
v protection setting: Fx option in the protection menu.
c via the communication link: time delay and protection only.

For information on the commissioning of the protection functions and control and
monitoring functions (load shedding, restart, trip circuit supervision of closing by the
Òsynchro-checkÓ function), please refer to the corresponding function data sheets.
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Open / close control
of circuit breakers with undervoltage release coil

Block diagram

(*) motor Sepam only.
(**) generator Sepam only.
(***) Sepam with Òsynchro-checkÓ function only.
(****) for Sepam 2000 S09 and B07 types only.
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Special features
c Input I15 (external protection) control logic may be
set via the pocket terminal.

Commissioning
c Set the protections.
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the standard connection diagram
given in the application manual.
c Set KP1 to 1 (KP2 and KP3 are at 0, the default set up).
c Set input I15 logic (external protection tripping): KP4 = 0 by default, normally open
contact set up.
c Set T16 to 200 ms (default setting).
c Set time delays T5 and T6 to 200 ms if the communication link is used
(default setting).
c Set T6 to 200 ms if the restart function is used (default setting).

The settings are made:
c using the pocket terminal:
v KPx set up: parameter option in the program logic menu,
v time delay setting: timer option in the program logic menu,
v protection setting: Fx option in the protection menu.
c via the communication link: time delay and protection only.

For information on the commissioning of the protection functions and control and
monitoring functions (load shedding, restart, trip circuit supervision of closing by the
Òsynchro-checkÓ function), please refer to the corresponding function data sheets.

logic KP4

normally open contact 0
tripping if I15 = 1

normally closed contact 1
tripping if I15 = 0

(KP4 = 0 by default)

c T5 time delay:
used to calibrate the duration of the pulse on the trip
coil when an order is transmitted by the
telecommunication link.
c T6 time delay:
used to calibrate the duration of the pulse on the
closing coil when an order is transmitted by the
telecommunication link or when an order is transmitted
by the restart function (motor applications).
c T16 time delay:
used to confirm the information from the circuit breaker
pressure sensor (recommended setting
70 ms i T16 i 200 ms).
c T25 time delay:
it may be used to calibrate the tripping order
(recommended setting: 200 ms).
c T26 time delay:
it may be used to calibrate the tripping order
(recommended setting: 200 ms).

Please note
It is necessary to put the pocket terminal into
Òparameter settingÓ mode, using the password,
in order to set the KPx contacts to 1, change the time
delay values and set the protections.
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Open / close control
of latching contactors with shunt-trip coil

Block diagram

(*) motor Sepam only.
(**) generator Sepam only.
(***) Sepam with Òsynchro-checkÓ function only.
(***) for Sepam 2000 S09 and B07 types only.
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Special features
c Input I15 (external protection) control logic may be
set via the pocket terminal.

Commissioning
c Set the protections.
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the standard connection diagram
given in the application manual.
c Set KP2 to 1 (KP1 and KP3 are at 0, the default set up).
c Set input I15 logic (external protection tripping): KP4 = 0 by default, normally open
contact set up.
c Set time delays T2 and T16 to 200 ms (default setting).
c Set T5 to 200 ms if the communication is link is used (default setting).

The settings are made:
c using the pocket terminal:
v KPx set up: parameter option in the program logic menu,
v time delay setting: timer option in the program logic menu.
v protection setting: Fx option in the protection menu.
c via the communication link: time delay and protection only.

For information on the commissioning of the protection functions and control and
monitoring functions (load shedding, restart, trip circuit supervision of closing by the
Òsynchro-checkÓ function), please refer to the corresponding function data sheets.

logic KP4

normally open contact 0
tripping if I15 = 1

normally closed contact 1
tripping if I15 = 0

(KP4 = 0 by default)

c T2 time delay:
used to ensure a minimum duration of the closing order
before a tripping order is processed (closing on fault).
c T5 time delay:
used to calibrate the duration of the impulse on the trip
coil when an order is transmitted by the
telecommunication link.
c T16 time delay:
used to confirm the information from the contactor
pressure sensor (recommended setting
70 ms i T16 i 200 ms).
c T26 time delay:
it may be used to calibrate the tripping order
(recommended setting: 200 ms).

Please note
It is necessary to put the pocket terminal into
Òparameter settingÓ mode, using the password,
in order to set the KPx contacts to 1, change the time
delay values and set the protections.
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Open / close control
of contactors with impulse orders

Block diagram

(*) motor Sepam only.
(**) generator Sepam only.
(***) Sepam with Òsynchro-checkÓ function only.
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input I14: closing

tripping order or
closing inhibited
(output 01 set to 0)

breaking device fault
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Special features
c Input I15 (external protection) control logic may be
set via the pocket terminal.

Commissioning
c Set the protections.
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the standard connection scheme
given in the application manual.
c Set KP1 and KP2 to 1 (KP3 is at 0, the default set up).
c Set input I15 logic (tripping by external protection): KP4 = 0 by default, normally
open contact set up.
c Set time delays T2 and T16 to 200 ms (default setting).

The settings are made:
c using the ˆpocket terminal:
v KPx set up: parameter option in the program logic menu,
v time delay setting: timer option in the proram logic menu,
v protection setting: Fx option in the protection menu.
c via the communication link: time delay and protection only.

For information on the commissioning of the protection functions and control and
monitoring functions (load shedding, restart, trip circuit supervision of closing by the
Òsynchro-checkÓ function), please refer to the corresponding function data sheets.

logic KP4

normally open contact 0
tripping if I15 = 1

normally closed contact 1
tripping if I15 = 0

(KP4 = 0 by default)

c T2 time delay:
ensures a minimum duration of the closing order
before a tripping order is processed (closing on fault).
c T16 Time delay:
used to confirm the information from the contactor
pressure sensor (recommended setting
70 ms i T16 i 200 ms).

Please note
It is necessary to put the pocket terminal into
Òparameter settingÓ mode, using the password,
in order to set the KPx contacts to 1, change the time
delay values and set the protections.
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Block diagram

Open / close control
contactors with latched orders

input I14: closing / tripping
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input I15:
external protection

tripping protection
with latching

functions

open / closed
matching fault

input I16:
pressure fault

input I18:
remote control enable

KTC35: acknowledgement

"RESET key"

fault tripping

breaking device fault

protection F421: starts per hour

protection F381: rotation direction

input I1: closed

load shedding

KTC33: tripping

input I13 tripping

tripping order or
closing inhibited
(output O1 set to 0)

input I1: closed

min. closing
pulse duration
(200 ms)
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Special features
c Input I15 (external protection) control logic may be
set via the pocket terminal.

Commissioning
c Set the protections.
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the standard connection diagram
given in the application manual.
c Set KP1, KP2 and KP3 to 1.
c Set input I15 logic (external protection): KP4=0 by default, normally open contact
set up.
c Set time delay T2 and T16 to 200 ms (default setting).

The settings are made
c using the pocket terminal:
v KPx set up: parameter option in the program logic menu,
v time delay setting: timer option in the program logic menu,
v protection setting: Fx option in the protection menu.
c via the communication link: time delay and protection only.

For information on the commissioning of the protection functions and control and
monitoring functions (load shedding, restart, trip circuit supervision), please refer to
the corresponding function data sheets.

logic KP4

normally open contact 0
tripping if I15 = 1

normally closed contact 1
tripping if I15 = 0

(KP4 = 0 by default)

c T2 time delay:
used to ensure a minimum duration of the closing order
before a tripping order is processed (closing on fault).
c T16 time delay:
used to confirm the information fromthe contactor
pressure sensor (recommended setting
70 ms < T16 < 200 ms).

Please note
The latched order contactor control diagram does not
process close orders transmitted by:
c the restart function,
c the communication link.

The pulsing nature of those orders is not compatible
with the latched closing order on input I14.

If the restart function or the communication link is used,
it is preferable to use the impulse order contactor
control diagram.

It is necessary to put pocket terminal into “parameter
setting” mode using the password in order to set the
Ipx contacts to 1, change the time delay values and set
the protections.
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Trip circuit supervision

Application
Trip circuit supervision is designed for shunt-trip coil
circuits.
It is not designed for undervoltage release coil trip
circuits which do not require supervision since coil
circuit failures cause tripping.

Principle
Two inputs are used for the function in accordance with
the connection scheme shown below.

Block diagram

Operation
When the function detects a failure in the trip circuit:
c output O13 breaking device fault is activated,
c the message ? CONTROL ? appears on the display unit,
c remote indication KTS1 is transmitted by the communication link,
c closing control is inhibited.

Time delay T1 recovers open / close data when the device position changes.

Trip circuit supervision is combined with the open / closed matching supervision
function.

Commissioning
Ensure that:
c the device is equipped with a shunt-trip coil (see set up of the open / close control
function),
c the auxiliary control source voltage is the same as that of the Sepam 2000,
c inputs I1 and I2 and output O1 are connected in accordance with the scheme.

Order for supervision to be optimal, the wiring diagram should have the following
direct connections:
v terminal 8 - terminal 4,
v terminal 7 - terminal 1,
v terminal 4 - terminal 2,
v terminal x - terminal y.
c the T1 time delay is set to 200 ms by default. It may be increased to avoid
switching problems (recommended setting = 2 s).
The setting is made:
c using the pocket terminal (timer option in the program logic menu),
c via the communication link.

Testing
The function should detect a fault when:
c the power supply wire is disconnected from terminal 8,
c circuit breaker closed, the tripping wire is disconnected from terminal 7,
c circuit breaker open, the trip coil wire is disconnected from terminal 3.

The message ? CONTROL ? should appear on the display unit each time
a test is run.

Shunt-trip coil circuit connection for circuit breaker or latching
contactor.

c Normal circuit:
v device D closed, input I1 is excited, input I2
is not excited,
v device D open, input I1 is not excited, input I2
is excited.
c Faulty circuit:
inputs I1 and I2 are not excited:
v either the trip circuit has failed
(wire cut, coil burnt out),
v or the position contacts do not match
(not closed, not open).
Inputs I1 and I2 are excited simultaneously:
v either the trip circuit has failed
(shorted or grounded wire),
v or the position contacts do not match
(closed and open simultaneously).

? CONTROL ?
message

output O13

closing
inhibit

remote indication
KTS1

&

I1

I2

&

≥1
0t

T1 = 200 ms
1

0
reset

ESB A

I2

I1 1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9 +

-

y

x

D

O
1
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Open / close matching supervision

Application
Open / close matching supervision is designed for trip
circuit using undervoltage release coil. For shunt-trip
coil trip circuits, it is preferable to use connection of
inputs I1 and I2 for trip circuit supervision.

Principle
Two inputs are used for the position data matching
function in accordance with the connection scheme
shown below.

Operation
When the function detects a position discrepancy:
c output O13 breaking device fault is activated,
c the message ? CONTROL ? appears on the display unit,
c remote indication KTS1 is transmitted by the communication link,
c closing control is inhibited.

Time delay T1 overlaps open / closed data when the device position changes.

Commissioning
c Ensure that inputs I1 and I2 are connected in accordance with the scheme,
c the T1 time delay is set to 200 ms by default. It may be increased to avoid
switching problems (recommended setting = 2 s).

The setting is made:
c using the pocket terminal (timer option in the program logic menu),
c via the communication link.

Special case of impulse
order contactor diagrams
With this type of diagram, closing orders on output O1 are self-maintained by
contactor closed position feedback (see open / close control function).

Because of this, loss of the closed position causes the contactor to open and
activates the function in the same manner as position discrepancies:
c ? CONTROL ? message,
c closing inhibition,
c activation of output O13,
c activation of remote indication KTS1.

Undervoltage release coil trip circuit connection for circuit
breaker or contactor.

Position contact discrepancies are detected when
inputs I1 and I2 are not excited (neither closed nor
open), or are excited simultaneously
(closed and open).

Block diagram

? CONTROL ?
message

output O13

closing
inhibit

remote indication
KTS1

&

I1

I2

&

≥1
0t

T1 = 200 ms
1

0
reset

ESB A

I2

I1

5

4

3

2

1
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Logic discrimination

Use
This function is used to obtain:
c full tripping discrimination,
c a substantial reduction in delayed tripping of the
circuit breakers located nearest to the source
(drawback of the classical time-based discrimination
function).

This system applies to the definite time (DT) and IDMT
(standard inverse time SIT, very inverse time VIT,
extremely inverse time EIT and ultra inverse time UIT)
phase overcurrent and earth fault protections.

(*) Motor and capacitor Sepam 2000 include two items (set points 1 and 2).
They do not involve the receipt of blocking inputs since they are designed for loads.

Radial distribution with use of time-based discrimination
(td: tripping time, definite time curves).

Radial distribution with use of the Sepam 2000 logic
discrimination system.

When a fault occurs in a radial network, the fault current flows through the circuit
between the source and the location of the fault:
c the protections upstream from the fault are triggered,
c the protections downstream from the fault are not triggered,
c only the first protection upstream from the fault should trip.

Each Sepam 2000 is capable of transmitting and receiving blocking input (BI) orders
except for motor and capacitor Sepams which can only transmit blocking input
orders.
When a Sepam 2000 is triggered by a fault current:
c It transmits a blocking input order from output O14,
c It trips the associated circuit breaker if it does not receive a blocking input order on
input I12.

Transmission of the blocking input lasts for the time required to clear the fault. It is
interrupted after a time delay that takes into account the breaking device operating
time and the protection returning time.

Sepam 2000 includes several phase overcurrent and earth fault protection items
which provide multi-level protection (low set, high set,...).

All the items (set points 1 to 4)* are capable of transmitting blocking inputs.

The 2 items, set points 1 and 2, do not involve the receipt of a blocking input order
and are designed for use with time-based discrimination.

The 2 items, set points 3 and 4, involve the receipt of a blocking input and provide
fast selective operation.

This system makes it possible to minimize the duration of the fault, optimize
discrimination and guarantee safety in downgraded situations
(wiring or switchgear failures).

BI transmission

outputs O14
other

level "n"
Sepams

BI receipt

level "n + 1"
Sepam

level "n"
Sepam

O14

O14

I12

I12

+

-

td: X+0.6 s

td: X+0.3 s

td: X s

td: X+0.9 s

td: Xs

td: Xs

Bl order

td: Xs

td: Xs

With this type of system, the time delays should be set
with respect to the element to be protected without
considering the discrimination aspect.

Operating principle
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Block diagram: substation - busbar - transformer applications

Block diagram: generator application

≥1

≥1
t-d set point 2 (F012/2)
t-d set point 1 (F011/2)

earth fault (time)
t-d set point 1 (F061/2)
t-d set point 2 (F062/2)

overcurrent (time)

≥1earth fault (logic)
t-d set point 3 (F063/2)
t-d set point 4 (F064/2)

&

≥1

0t

T3 = 0,2

&

tripping

time delay settings
for time-based
discrimination

time delay settings
for logic-based
discrimination

input I12: BI receipt

BI transmission
(G00 type only)

inst. set point (F521/1)
dir. overcurrent

inst. set point (F501/1)
dir. earth fault

t-d set point (F521/2)
dir. overcurrent

dir. earth faultdir. earth
t-d set point (F501/2)

≥1

overcurrent (logic)

to BI transmission

output O14: BI transmission

inhibition of BI transmission
if fault not cleared

t-d set point 4 (F014/2)
t-d set point 3 (F013/2)

≥1 to BI transmission

inst. set point 2 (F012/1)
inst. set point 1 (F011/1)

inst. set point 3 (F013/1)

inst. set point 4 (F014/1)

inst. set point 1 (F081/1)
inst. set point 2 (F082/1)
inst. set point 3 (F083/1)
inst. set point 4 (F084/1)

overcurrent

earth fault

≥1
t-d set point 2 (F012/2)
t-d set point 1 (F011/2)

earth fault (time)
t-d set point 1 (F081/2)
t-d set point 2 (F082/2)

overcurrent (time)

≥1
t-d set point 4 (F014/2)
t-d set point 3 (F013/2)

earth fault (logic)
t-d set point 3 (F083/2)
t-d set point 4 (F084/2)

overcurrent (logic)

&

≥1

0t

T3 = 0,2 s

&

inhibition of BI transmission
if fault not cleared

tripping

time delay settings
for time-based
discrimination

time delay settings
for logic-based
discrimination

output O14: BI transmission

input I12: BI receipt

BI transmission
BI receipt
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Block diagram: motor - capacitor applications

Settings
Settings:
c using the pocket terminal:
v KPx parameter setting: parameter item in the program logic menu,
v time delay setting: timer item in the program logic menu,
v protection setting: F item in the protection menu.
c via the communication link: time delay and protection only.

Pilot wire testing
BI may be transmitted b y setting terminal contact KP18 to 1. The Sepam 2000 that
receive the BI will display the message RECEIVE BI. The KP18 contact
automatically returns to zero after it has been activated.

This terminal contact facilitates pilot wire testing.

Commissioning
c Connect the pilot wires between the I12 receive BI inputs of the level "n+1"
Sepam or Sepams and the O14 transmit BI outputs of the level "n" Sepams.
c Set time delay T3 to 200 ms.
c Set the phase overcurrent and earth fault protections.

The time delays for the items (set points 1 to 4) used are set according to the
following discrimination rules:

inhibition of BI transmission
if fault is not cleared

tripping

output O14: BI transmission

to BI transmission
inst. set point 2 (F012/1)

inst. set point 1 (F011/1)

earth fault

inst. set point 1 (F081/1)

inst. set point 2 (F082/1)

overcurrent

t-d set point 2 (F012/2)

t-d set point 1 (F011/2)

earth fault

t-d set point 1 (F081/2)

t-d set point 2 (F082/2)

overcurrent

≥1

≥1

0t

T3 = 0.2 s

&

Logic discrimination (cont’d)

function(**) discrimination

overcur.1 F011
overcur.2 F012 time-based

earth fault1 F081(*)
earth fault2 F082 time-based

overcur.3 F013
overcur.4 F014 logic

earth fault3 F083(*)
earth fault4 F084 logic

(*) For generator Sepam 2000, F06x replace F08x.
(**) The names of the protections correspond to the names sed in the pocket terminal.
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Operation counter
phase fault trip counter running

Operation counter

Application
This counter displays the number of closing operations
performed by the breaking device. This data gives an
indication of the degree of equipment mechanical
wear and facilitates equipment maintenance.

Operation

The event counter C1 increments with each rising edge
of input I1, the image of the closed position of the
breaking device.

Use
This counter is used via the pocket terminal:
c reading of the number of operations, value of counter
C1 (counter heading in the program logic menu),
c resetting to zero of the counter by setting internal
contact KP19 to 1 (parameter heading in the program
logic menu).
The contact KP19 automatically returns to zero after it
has been activated.
c The counter automatically returns to zero after it
reaches the value 65535.

Event counter C2 increments in the following situation:
c input I2=1, device open,
c input I17=0, device not drawn out,
c phase-to-phase short-circuit fault tripping (detection by a phase overcurrent
protection, time-delayed setting).

Use
This counter is used via the pocket terminal:
c reading of the number of phase fault trips, value of counter C2
(counter heading in the program logic menu),
c resetting to zero of the counter by setting internal contact KP20 to 1
(parameter heading in the program logic menu).
The contact KP20 automatically returns to zero after it has been activated.
c The counter automatically returns to zero after it reaches the value 65535.

Phase fault trip counter

Application
This counter displays the number of opening operations for which breaking
perfomances were required (phase-to-phase short-circuits, breaking of strong
currents). This data gives an indication of equipment electrical wear and facilitates
equipment maintenance.

Operation

KP19

counter C1

counting

reset

access to pocket terminal:
- reading of counter C1
- reset by contact KP19

input I1

dir. O/C tripping

&

input I2

O/C tripping

counter C2

counting

resetKP20

access to pocket terminal:
- reading of counter C2
- reset by contact KP20

input I17

≥1
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Use
The counters are used via the pocket terminal:
c reading of running hours counters, value of counters C3, C4, C5 and C6
(counter item in program logic menu).
c resetting of counters by setting parameter KP21 to 1 (parameter item in program
logic menu).
The contact KP21 automatically returns to zero after it has been activated.
c The counter automatically returns to zero after it reaches the value 65535.

The C3 counter gives the time during which the
breaking device is in the connected-closed position:
v input I1=1, device closed,
v input I17=0, device not connected.

c capacitor Sepam

Counters C4, C5 and C6 give the time during which
the capacitors are supplied with power (1 counter per
capacitor).

Application
This counter is used to find out the time during which
the equipment is supplied with power.

Operation
c motor Sepam

&

I1 input

I17 input

C3 counter

counting (h)

resetKP21

access via pocket terminal:
- reading of C3 counter
- reset via KP21 contact

C4 counterI24 input

access via pocket terminal:
- reading of C4, C5, C6 counter
- reset via KP21 contact

KP 21 counting
(reset)

C5 counterI26 input

KP 21 counting
(reset)

C6  counterI28 input

KP 21 counting
(reset)

capacitor 1

capacitor 2

capacitor 3

Hours counter
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≥1

0t

T4

logic input I12 load
shedding

pos. seq. U/V set point 1
(load shed. set point)

≥1

&

&

logic input I17 drawn

logic input I1

≥1 tripping

closing inhibit

LOAD SHED. message

KTS30 remote indication

pos. seq. U/V set point 2
(correct voltage)

logic input I17 drawn

Load shedding

Block diagram

T4: time delay of external load shedding order (I12)

Application
Motor load shedding is designed to unload the
electrical system in order for the voltage to remain
within an acceptable range.

Principle
Load shedding may be triggered by an order external
to the Sepam, or by the detection of a voltage drop by
Sepam itself.

Operation
When the device is in the "in service-closed" position,
two situations may occur:
c receipt of an order on input I12. Processing of this
order may be time delayed (T4),
c detection of a mains supply voltage drop (*) by time-
delayed set point 1 of the positive sequence
undervoltage protection (function F381).

Load shedding causes:
c tripping (motor shutdown),
c inhibition of closing while the load shedding order
persists,
c display of the LOAD SHED. message,
c activation of remote indication KTS30.

The load shedding order is maintained as long as one
of the following three data items is present:
c load shedding order on input I12,
c mains voltage is less than set point 1 of the positive
sequence undervoltage protection (*),
c mains voltage is less than set point 2 of the positive
sequence undervoltage protection. Set point 2 is also
used in the restart function (*).

In all cases, when the device is drawn out, closing due
to the presence of a load shedding order is inhibited.

Commissioning
Commissioning involves the 2 methods of activating load shedding:
c load shedding triggered by an external order: for this type of use, input I12
must be connected and time delay T4 must be set.
This setting is made:
v using the pocket terminal (timer option in the program logic menu),
v via the communication link.

Default setting: 200 ms.

c load shedding triggered by a mains voltage drop (*): for this type of use, time-
delayed set point 1 of the positive sequence undervoltage protection must be set
(function F381).
This setting is made:
v using the pocket terminal (F381 P SEQ U/V1 option in the protection menu),
v via the communication link.

When set point 1 is set the 999 kV, the load shedding operating mode is inhibited.

Set point 2 is adjusted in relation to the restart function.

(*) Operation is possible with Sepam 2000 which include positive sequence undervoltage
protection.
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Restart

Block diagram

Application
This function is used for automatic motor restart after
a shutdown brought about by a voltage sag
(load shedding).

Principle
The restart function is combined with the load shedding
function. It enables staggered restart of process motors
when the voltage sag that triggers load shedding is of
short duration.

Operation
After tripping caused by a voltage drop in the mains
power supply, detected by set point 1 of the positive
sequence overcurrent protection, 2 situations may
occur:
c the duration of the voltage drop is greater than time
delay T8; tripping is final. External action is required for
restart,
c the duration of the voltage drop is less than time
delay T8; a restart order is given. Time delay T9
enables motor restart orders to be staggered in order
to avoid overloading the network.

Restart enabling is detected after set point 2 of the
undervoltage protection (function F382) drops out.
This set point enables the return of voltage to be
detected regardless of the load shedding set point
(typical setting: 85% Un).

The restart order transmitted by this function fits into the open / close control
scheme.

For circuit breaker control schemes, a 200 ms pulse is obtained on the closing coil
by using time delay T6.

For contactors, the pulse on the closing coil is calibrated using time delay T2.

Please note
This function may not be activated with the control scheme for latched order
contactors (see open / close control function).

Commissioning
The restart function is available on Sepams that include positive sequence
undervoltage protection. The function is linked to the load shedding function.

Settings to be entered
c load shedding set point: time-delayed set point 1 of the positive sequence
undervoltage protection (F381) (typically: 30 to 70% Un),
c restart enable: instantaneous set point 2 of the positive sequence undervoltage
protection (F382) (typically: 85% Un),
c time delay T8: maximum voltage sag duration,
c time delay T9: restart staggering time delay (setting range: 0.05 s to 655 s, default
setting: 200 ms), the T9 setting must be greater than T the time delay between starts
of the "number of starts" protection (0.5 s by default),
c time delay T6 to 200 ms (for circuit breaker control diagrams only),
c To disable the restart function, inhibit set point 2 of the positive sequence
undervoltage protection (F382): set to 999 kV (default setting).

Settings
c via the pocket terminal:
v P SEQ U/V1 F381 and P SEQ U/V2 F382 headings in the protection menu
to set the set points,
v timer heading in the program logic menu for T6,T8 and T9.
c via the communication link.

pos. seq. U/V set point 2
(correct voltage)

≥1

&

0t

T8

&

&

≥1

&
0t

T9

t0

T6 = 200 ms

inst. pos. seq. U/V set point 1
(load shed. set point)

logic input I1 closed

logic input I17 drawn out

time-del. pos. seq. U/V set point 1
(load shed. set point)
inst. pos. seq. U/V  set point  2
(correct voltage)

(=1 if load shedding)

contactor diagram:
closing order

circuit breaker
diagram:
closing order T6:
pulse calibration

T8: maximum voltage sag duration enabling restart.
T9: restart staggering time delay.

t

Un
Us2

Us1

T

mains U

load shedding restart if T < T8
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Intertripping

Block diagram

Application
This function is used for intertripping of the
Sepam 2000 upstream and downstream from the
transformer when faults are detected by the
protections:
c neutral voltage displacement,
c tank earth leakage,
c neutral.

And by the monitoring devices:
c Buchholz,
c DGP.

Operation
This data triggers tripping of the breaking device linked to the Sepam and activation
of output O23.

Output O23 may be connected to input I15 of the Sepam used for intertripping.

A tripping order on input I15 is stored (lockout) and inhibits closing (see open / close
control function).

To deactivate inhibition, if the origin of the fault has disappeared, proceed as follows:
c acknowledge the fault on the Sepam which sends the intertripping order,
c acknowledge the fault on the Sepam which receives the intertripping order.

Faults are acknowledged by pressing the reset key on the front of the Sepam or via
remote control relay coil KTC35.

Note regarding commissioning
Input I15 logic may be set up via pocket terminal contact KP4:

logic KP4

normally open contact tripping if I15 = 1 0

normally closed contact tripping if I15 = 0 1

Normally open contact logic (default set up) must be used in order to use I15
for intertripping.

Commissioning
c Connect output O23 to input I15 of the Sepams involved in intertripping
in accordance with the diagram opposite.
c Ensure that pocket terminal contact KP4 is set to 0 (default set up)
using pocket terminal (parameter heading in the program logic menu).

Testing
c Activate an input linked to the Buchholz (I28) or DGPT (I24).
The associated Sepam triggers tripping (display of the message BUCHHOLZ
or TR PRESSURE and the TRIP indicator).
c The Sepam which receives intertripping data gives a tripping order
and the message EXT. TRIP should appear on the display unit.

Example of application: Buchholz, tank earth leakage, neutral
protections ensured by the downstream Sepam: intertripping
with the upstream Sepam.

O23

I15

+
-

external fault
input

intertripping
output

≥1 1

0

protection:

acknowledge.

tank earth leakage (F021)

neutral set point 1 (F091)

neutral set point 2 (F092)

monitoring devices:

DPG: gas detector (I23)
with parameter KP6 = 0 (*)

DGP: pressure detector (I24)

neutral voltage displ. (F391)

Buchholz tripping (I28)

(*) cf. "Buchholz thermostat  /DGPT/PTC relaying" function data sheet

tripping see "open / close"
control function

output 023: intertripping
(to input I15)
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Buchholz thermostat / DGPT / PTC relaying

Block diagram (except G15 and G16 types)

Block diagram (G15 and G16 types)

(*) for Sepam 2000 G00 type .
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reset
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alarm annunciationu1

input I28 : PTC sensor auxiliary voltage
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input I28: Buchholz tripping

input I26: thermostat tripping

input I24: DGP pressure detector

input I23: DGP gas detector

input I25: thermostat alarm

input I27: Buchholz alarm

input I22:  PTC sensor auxiliary voltage

tripping (output O1)
and closing inhibition

output O12:
fault tripping
annunciation
output O23:
intertripping

closing inhibition

output O11:
alarm annunciation
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input description display message remote indication

I22 PTC sensor box auxiliary voltage monitoring PTC FAULT KTS30

I23 DGP: level drop or gas detector TR. GAS KTS30
trip LED on if trip (KP6 = 0)

I24 DGP: pressure detector TR PRESSURE KTS31
trip LED on

I25 thermostat or PTC sensors: alarm TR. TEMP. KTS28 (KTS29 for G00 type)

I26 thermostat or PTC sensors: tripping TR. TEMP. KTS29 (KTS32 for G00 type)
trip LED on

transformer sensors : alarm TX AL/TRIP KTS33
(G15, G16 type only)

I27 Buchholz alarm BUCHHOLZ KTS30

transformer sensors : tripping TX AL/TRIP KTS34
(G15, G16 types only)

I28 Buchholz tripping BUCHHOLZ KTS31
trip LED on

checking of the PTC sensor box auxiliary voltage PTC OVERTEM KTS31
(G15, G16 types only)

Commissioning
c Connect the monitoring device outputs to the corresponding Sepam 2000 inputs.
c Set KP5 to 1 if the monitoring device outputs are normally closed contacts (KP35
for G00, G15 and G16 types).
c Set KP6 to 1 if DGPT gas detection should only trigger an alarm, rather than
tripping (KP36 for G00 type).

KP5, KP6, KP35 and KP6 may be accessed via the pocket terminal
(parameter heading in the control logic menu).

Application
This function provides relaying of the monitoring
devices for the different sorts of transformers:
c sealed, liquid-filled transformers, relaying of the
DGPT2 (Detection of Gas, Pressure, Temperature)
outputs,
c expansion-tank transformers with conservator,
relaying of the thermostat and Buchholz outputs,
c dry coated transformers, relaying of the PTC sensor
outputs and sensor box auxiliary voltage control
mechanism.
It is used in transformer applications, and in generator
applications protecting generator-transformer units
(G00, G15 and G16 types).

The block diagram above indicates the role of each of
the inputs assigned to the different monitoring devices:
c tripping of the breaking device linked to the Sepam,
c inhibition of closing; inhibition is active as long as the
fault is stored,
c storage of the fault (lockout); if the fault has
disappeared, acknowledgement is required to
deactivate storage and enable a closing order to be
transmitted; the user acknowledges by pressing the
reset key or via the communication link,
c activation of the alarm annunciation output (O11),
c activation of the fault tripping annunciation
output (O12),
c activation of the intertripping output (O23); this
output is used to give a tripping order to other
Sepam2000 (upstream or downstream from the
transformer).

Input I23 to I28 logic may be set up via pocket terminal contact KP5.

logic KP5 (KP35 for
G00, G15 and G16)

normally open contact tripping or alarm if Ixx = 1 0

normally closed contact tripping or alarm if Ixx = 0 1

with Ixx: I23 i Ixx i I28
KP5 = 0 by default, KP35 = 0 by default

The role of input I23 linked to DGPT2 gas detection or level drop may be set
via pocket terminal contact KP6. This input may be linked to a tripping or an
alarm action.

logic KP6 (KP36 for G00)

input I23 tripping 0

input I23 alarm 1

The following chart indicates, for each of the inputs:
c the message that appears on the display unit (the TRIP led goes ON if the related
fault causes tripping),
c remote indication (KTS) transmitted by the communication link.
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Delay capacitor re-energizing

Block diagram
For capacitors operated by a circuit breaker
(1 time delay).

Application
After tripping, this function is used to inhibit capacitor re-energizing for an adjustable
time period.
Time-delayed authorization of closing ensures that the capacitors are discharged
correctly before they are re-energized.

Operation
Time delay T7, T31, T32 or T33 is started up after the breaking device opens.
Reclosing is inhibited until the time delay runs out. The message DISCHARGE
appears on the display unit during the time that closing is inhibited.
After the message disappears, closing is enabled, provided it has not been inhibited
for other reasons (fault tripping, acknowledgement required).

Commissioning
Set the T7, T31, T32 or T33 time delay:
c using the pocket terminal: timer option in the program logic menu. Default
setting: 200 ms.
c via the communication link.

Testing
c Activate input I2, I23, I25 or I27 to 1 then 0 (breaking device in open position).
The message DISCHARGE should appear on the display unit during the T7, T31,
T32 or T33 setting period. Closing is inhibited while the message is displayed.

For capacitors operated by switches
(1 time delay per capacitor).

0t

T7

I2 input:
circuit breaker open

closing
enabled

0t

T31

I23 input:
capacitor 1 switch
open

closing
enabled

0t

T32

I25 input:
capacitor 2 switch
open

closing
enabled

0t

T33

I27 input:
capacitor 3 switch
open

closing
enabled
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Recloser

Application
Designed essentially for overhead lines, this function is
used to eliminate transient and semi-permanent faults,
thereby limiting interruptions of user service as much
as possible. It consists of resupplying the circuit that
has been interrupted by protection tripping after a time
delay required to restore isolation with the power off.

Main characteristics
c Local or remote start-up via the communication link.
c Recloser inhibition via a logic input.
c The number of reclosing cycles may be set
from 1 to 4.

This set up may be entered locally or remotely via the
communication link,

c Each cycle is associated with an adjustable isolation
period.
c Tripping associated with each cycle may be assigned
by the set up operation to the instantaneous or time-
delayed outputs of the phase overcurrent or earth fault
protections.
c The disengagement and inhibition time delays are
adjustable and independent.

Operation

Recloser initialization:
The recloser is ready to operate when all the following conditions are met:
c recloser in service, in local mode (KP6) or remote mode (KTC40),
c circuit breaker in service and closed,
c T15 inhibition time delay not running,
c none of the recloser inhibition conditions is true (see below).

Cycles:
If the recloser is in service, ready to operate,
and a fault appears, 2 situations may occur:
c fault not cleared:
v after the instantaneous or time-delayed protection has tripped, the isolation time
delay associated with
the first active cycle starts up. When it runs out, a closing order is given and this
order starts up the disengagement time delay. If the protection detects the fault
before the end of the time delay, a tripping order
is given and the next reclosing cycle is activated,
v if the fault persists after all the active cycles have taken place, a permanent
tripping order is given, the message DEFINITIVE appears on the display unit and
closing is inhibited until the user has acknowledged the fault.
c fault cleared:
v if, after a reclosing order, the fault does not appear after the disengaging time
delay has expired, the recloser initializes and the message SUCCESSFUL
appears on the display unit,
v if the fault appears after the disengagement time delay, a complete reclosing cycle
is started up again.

Closing on fault:
If the circuit breaker is closed when the fault occurs, or if the fault appears before the
end of the inihition time delay, the Sepam gives a permanent tripping order
(protection time-delayed contact), and SEQ OVER appears on the display unit.

Recloser inhibition conditions:
The recloser is inhibited when one of the following conditions appears:
c receipt of an opening order by input I13 or by the telecommunication link,
c receipt of a closing order by input I14 or by the telecommunication link,
c recloser disabled by KP6 (locally) or by KTC41 (remotely),
c receipt of an inhibition order on input I12,
c appearance of a fault related to the switchgear.

Inhibition lasts until one of the conditions is true.
If it appears during a reclosing cycle, 3 situations may occur:
c the circuit breaker is closed and the fault is cleared: the circuit breaker remains
closed,
c the circuit breaker is closed and a protection again detects the presence
of the fault: tripping is permanent,
c the circuit breaker is open: it remains pemanently open with inhibition of closing
until the fault has been acknowledged (reset).

Case of switchgear-related faults
3 types of faults may cause inhibition of closing:
c "pole pressure" fault on input I16 (display message: PRESSURE),
c fault linked to trip circuit supervision or position matching supervision
(display message: ? CONTROL ?),
c fault linked to the failure to execute an open or close command
(display message: ? CONTROL ?).

This type of supervision consists of checking that the position report (open / closed)
matches the open or close order given during a reclosing cycle.

Example

Closing feedback should appear throughout the duration of the closing pulse
(200ms, set by time delay T6).

These 3 types of faults are stored and result in inhibition of closing.
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Recloser (cont'd)

Commissioning

Enabling / disabling
The recloser may be enabled according to 2 modes:
c local mode: (input I18 = 0)
using the pocket terminal via terminal contact KP6.

KP6

1 enabled

0 disabled

c distance mode (input I18 = 1):
via remote control relays KTC40 and KTC41.

remote control

KTC40 disabled

KTC41 enabled

These are impulse remote control relays and the
recloser takes the status of the last remote control
order received.

c changing modes:
v remote->local:
the recloser takes the status set by KP6,
v local->remote:
the recloser takes the status of the last remote control
order received.

The enabled / disabled status is saved in the event of a
Sepam 2000 power supply failure.

Input I12: inhibit recloser
Input I12 enables the recloser to be inhibited.

input I12 reclosing status

0 cf. enabled /
disabled status

1 inhibited

If inhibition occurs while a reclosing cycle is in
progress, the recloser is immediately inhibited
(seeinhibition conditions).

After input I12 falls, the recloser is inhibited throughout
the duration of the inhibition time delay T15.

Input I12 is also used for the receipt of blocking inputs
(see Logic discrimination). Terminal contact KP16
makes it possible to inhibit I12 action related to the
receipt of BI orders.

KP16 role of I12

0 recloser and receipt of BI inhibition

1 recloser inhibition

c remote mode (input I18 = 1): via the following remote control relays.

cycle n° active inactive

1 KP7 = 1 KP7 = 0

2 KP8 = 1 KP8 = 0

3 KP9 = 1 KP9 = 0

4 KP10 = 1 KP10 = 0

cycle n° active inactive

1 KTC42 KTC46

2 KTC43 KTC47

3 KTC44 KTC48

4 KTC45 KTC49

cycle time-delayed instantaneous
n° tripping tripping

1 KP11 = 0 KP11 = 1

2 KP12 = 0 KP12 = 1

3 KP13 = 0 KP13 = 1

4 KP14 = 0 KP14 = 1

perm. KP15 = 0 KP15 = 1

Examples:
If KP12 = 1, tripping associated with reclosing cycle 2 will be instantaneous.
KP15 is associated with permanent tripping, in cases in which the fault has not been
cleared by the previous reclosing cycles.
The choice between time-delayed tripping and instantaneous tripping for each cycle
is saved in the event of a Sepam power failure.

Time delay setting
8 time delays must be set for recloser operation:

T5 tripping pulse

T6 closing pulse

T10 disengagement time delay

T11 cycle 1 isolation time delay

T12 cycle 2 isolation time delay

T13 cycle 3 isolation time delay

T14 cycle 4 isolation time delay

T15 inhibition time delay

Cycle set up
Reclosing cycles may be activated according to 2 modes:
c local mode (input18 = 0): using the pocket terminal via terminal contacts KP7, 8, 9
and 10.

These are impulse remote control relays and the recloser takes the status of the last
remote control order received. The active / inactive status of each cycle is saved in
the event of a Sepam 2000 power supply failure.

Choice of tripping: instantaneous or time-delayed
By default, the tripping order is given by the time-delayed contacts of the phase
current or earth fault protections. Set up using the terminal contacts, enables tripping
on the instantaneous contacts:

c T5 and T6: may be used to calibrate the duration of tripping or closing pulses on
outputs O1 and O2 (default settings: 0.2 s),
c T10: this time delay starts up after a closing order has been transmitted by the
recloser. If the fault occurs before time delay T10 runs out, the reclosers goes on
with the next cycle. If the fault does not appear during time delay T10, the fault is
presumed to have been cleared and the recloser is initialized again,
c T11, T12, T13, T14: these time delays set the duration of opening prior to a
reclosing order for each cycle,
c T15: after each intentional closing order is given via an input or the communication
link, the recloser is inhibited for the duration of time delay T15. If a fault occurs
during this time delay, tripping is permanent.
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Indications

Display messages
List of recloser-related messages:

OVERCURRENT time-delayed phase
overcurrent tripping

E/F time-delayed earth fault tripping

INST O/C instantaneous phase
overcurrent tripping

INST E/F instantaneous earth fault tripping

CYCLE 1 cycle 1 in progress

CYCLE 2 cycle 2 in progress

CYCLE 3 cycle 3 in progress

CYCLE 4 cycle 4 in progress

DEFINITIVE definitive tripping (fault not cleared)

SUCCESSFUL successful reclosing (fault cleared)

The message DEFINITIVE appears on the display unit
in the following 2 cases:
c permanent tripping at the end of the reclosing
sequence (fault not cleared),
c manual tripping order (via an input or via the
communication link) during the reclosing cycle.

Counters
List of event counters:

C1 operation counter

C2 phase fault tripping counter

C3 earth fault tripping counter

C4 successful reclosing counter

C5 cycle 1 counter

C6 cycle 2 counter

C7 cycle 3 counter

C8 cycle 4 counter

The counters may be reset to zero using the pocket
terminal via the following terminal contacts:

C1 KP19 = 1

C2 - C3 KP20 = 1

C4 to C8 KP22 = 1

These terminal contacts automatically return to zero
after they have been activated.

Telecommunication

Remote annunciation
List of remote indications related to the recloser:

KTS23 recloser enabled

KTS24 cycle 1 active

KTS25 cycle 2 active

KTS26 cycle 3 active

KTS27 cycle 4 active

KTS28 cycle in progress

KTS29 permanent tripping

KTS30 closing by recloser

KTS31 reclosing successful (fault cleared)

Remote annunciation status may be accessed using the pocket terminal under the
remote signaling heading of the program logic menu.

Remote control
List of remote control orders related to the recloser:

KTC40 enable

KTC41 disable

KTC42 activate cycle 1

KTC43 activate cycle 2

KTC44 activate cycle 3

KTC45 activate cycle 4

KTC46 deactivate cycle 1

KTC47 deactivate cycle 2

KTC48 deactivate cycle 3

KTC49 deactivate cycle 4

These remote control orders are processed if the
Sepam is in remote mode (input I18 = 1).
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Group shutdown

Block diagram

Application
This function, available in generator Sepam 2000 , is
used for generator shutdown:
c mechanical shutdown by stopping the drive,
c electrical shutdown by tripping.

Operation
Shutdown logic is activated by:
c shutdown order:
v priority shutdown,
v close control on inputI23,
v open control on inputI22,
v latched remote control KTC1 = 1,
v latched remote control KTC2 = 1 validated by remote
control enable on input I18.
c protection:
v real reverse power validated if KP12 = 1,
v overcurrent,
v earth fault,
v voltage restraint overcurrent,
v directional phase overcurrent,
v directional earth fault,
v overcurrent for internal faults.

commissioning
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the scheme in the Sepam 2000
generators manual.
c Set the different protections.
c Set parameter KP12 to 1 to use real reverse power in the function.

reset

circuit breaker open position input I2
&

≥1&

reverse active power

reset KP12

neutral voltage displacement

time delayed
contacts
not stored
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priority shutdown (unlatching): KTC55

priority shutdown (latching): KTC54

1

0

1

0

voltage restrained O/C

dir. earth fault

earth fault

dir. overcurrent

overcurrent

1

0

restraint earth fault

reset

1

0

generator differential

pr
ot

ec
tio

ns

024:
Group shutdown

tripping

shutdown input I23

shutdown by communication KTC2

shutdown input I22

shutdown by communication KTC1

remote control enable input I18
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De-excitation

Block diagram

Application
This function, available in generator Sepam 2000, may
be used to quickly cut off the power supply to an
internal fault when the generator is disconnected from
the mains.

Commissioning
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the
scheme in the Sepam 2000 generators manual.
c Set the different protections OVERVOLT. 1,
OVERVOLT 2, OVER/Q and N VOL DISP.
c Set parameters KP7, KP8 to 1 to use system
overvoltages and KP15, KP16 to 1 to memorize
system overvoltage action and maintain output O14
at1.

KP15

≥1

overvoltage
 threhold 1

&≥1
KP71

0
&

reset

KP16

overvoltage
 threhold 2

&≥1
KP8

&
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de-excitation input I25
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&
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voltage restraint overcurrent
dir. earth fault
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O14 de-excitation output

tripping

shutdown input I23

shutdown input I22

shutdown by remote control KTC1=1

shutdown by remote control KTC2=1

remote control enable I18

Operation
De-excitation logic is activated by:
c de-excitation order:
v close control on inputI25.
c shutdown order:
v priority shutdown,
v close control on inputI23,
v open order on inputI22,
v latched remote control KTC1 = 1,
v latched remote control KTC2 = 1 validated by remote control enable on I18.
c protection:
v phase overcurrent,
v earth fault,
v voltage restrained overcurrent,
v directionnal phase overcurrent,
v directionnal earth fault,
v neutral voltage displacement,
v restraint earth fault and and generator differential for internal faults,
v reactive overpower,
v overvoltage according to parameter setting
(KP7 = 1 for setting 1 and KP8 = 1 for setting 2).
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Synchro-check

Block diagram

Principle
This function monitors the voltages upstream and
downstream (or right / left) from a breaking device and
is involved in the ÒclosingÓ part of each Òopen / closeÓ
control function (circuit breaker / contactor).

Application
This checking function is used to monitor the coupling of two networks in certain
ÒgeneratorÓ Sepam 2000 and ÒbusbarÓ Sepam 2000. Synchronism may be carried
out by two measurement systems which may be adjusted in the synchronism
protection and checking function:
c measurement of gaps in voltage (dUs), frequency (dFs) and phase angle (dPhis),
c fulfilment of the conditions of the four voltage absent modes (mode 1, 2, 3 or 4)
selected (see protection functions documentation).

dPhi < dPhis
dF < dFs

&

0t

T10

&

&

≥ 1

&
1

0

≥1

≥1

&

KTC58 * 1

KTC59 * 0 &

&
> 1

KP34 *

≥1

&

&

F181/1dU < dUs

F181/2

KTC56 1

KTC57 0
&

&
KP35

≥1

≥1

0t

T10

T0

T8

I14 input: closing

I18 input: remote
control enable
KTC34

I1 input: closed

input Usync2 failure
input Usync1 failure
de-excitation *
group shutdown *
external shutdown *
KTC33
I13 input: opening
breaker failure (O13)

protection function
tripped (O12)

input I18 remote
control enable

input I18 remote
control enable

voltage absent mode

* ÒgeneratorÓ Sepam only.
** ÒBusbarÓ Sepam only.

O33 output Òsynchronization" indication **Ó

closing enabled
by "synchro-check" function
Òif 0 closing prohibitedÓ
Òif 1 closing enabledÓ

closing request
check by synchro-check

interruption
of closing request
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Operation
A closing request made locally or remotely by the user is maintained in Sepam2000
for a time T10 and triggers closing of the coupling device when the intended
synchronism conditions are met.

Special features
Sepam 2000 de-activates the closing request when a fault occurs or when an
intentional order interrupts the request.

The gap checking function is active by default but may be de-activated for
ÒgeneratorÓ Sepam 2000 by setting the KP34 parameter to 1 or by the remote
communication impulse contact KTC58 (reactivation is possible by setting KP34
back to 0 or via the KTC59 contact).

The checking by absent voltage mode is inactive by default but may be activated,
only when the gap checking function is activated, by setting the KP35 parameter to 1
or via the remote communication impulse contact KTC56 (de-activation is possible
via the KTC57 contact).
The synchro-check activation and de-activation functions are interlocked with the
position of the Òlocal/remoteÓ selector switch wired to input I18.
Local closing control via I14 is prohibited when the selector switch is in the remote
position.

Changeover of the selector switch from the local position to the remote position, for a
time of T10, triggers interruption of the request if synchro-check is not activated in
remote mode.

Monitoring of the voltages at either end of the breaking device is carried out via two
inputs with normally closed contacts which allow LV circuit breaker fault contacts or
striker fuse contacts or voltage transformer drawout contacts to be connected.

Annunciation management
Setting of the T8 time delay guarantees a minimum closing time for the O33
annunciation output in ÒbusbarÓ Sepam 2000.
A closing request triggers the appearance on the display unit of the blinking
message ÒSYNCHROÓ.

For generator Sepam 2000, should the closing request fail, the message ÒVOLTAGE
GAPÓ is displayed or when the value of the voltage gaps is within the set limit, the
messages ÒANGLE GAPÓ and ÒFREQ. GAPÓ are displayed.
Any interruption in the closing request triggers the appearance of the message
ÒSTOP SYNC.Ó, accompanied by the message which goes with the event that has
caused the interruption.

A voluntary shutdown via input I13 or via KTC33 during the closing request does not
generate any messages other than ÒSTOP SYNC.Ó.

The ÒTaÓ time delay may be used to anticipate the breaking device closing command
when the networks to be coupled are moving dynamically toward the synchronism
conditions.

The setting of ÒTaÓ depends on the coupling device closing time and the
characteristics of the networks to be coupled.

Commissioning
Use the pocket terminal or communication:
v set the time delay T10 (the default setting is 200 ms),
v set the synchro-check function parameters (F181: Syn. CheckÕ).

For the operating mode with voltage absent, see ÇMetering and protection functions
documentationÈ..
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Load shedding request

Block diagram

Application
This function, available in generator Sepam, may be
used to shed generator loads (e.g. motor, etc…).

Operation
If the circuit breaker is closed, the load shedding
request is activated by:
c undervoltage setting 1 or 2,
c underfrequency.

Commissioning
c Connect the inputs / outputs in accordance with the Sepam 2000 generators
manual.
c Set the different protections.
c Set parameters KP13 and/or KP14 to 1 to memorize undervoltage action
in the function.

≥1

KP14

1

0
&

reset

KP13

1

0
&

reset

&

UNDERVOLT 2

UNDERFREQ

UNDERVOLT 1

breaker closed position input I1

O21 Load shedding
request output
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Disturbance recording triggering

Block diagram

Chart of logic states recorded
function KFR1 KFR2 KFR3 KFR4 KFR5 KFR6

O1 c
O2 c
O12 c
O14 c
inst. O/C c
inst. E/F c

Application
This function is used to record electrical signals
(currents and voltages) and logic states (KFR).

Operation
Recording is started up by setting the K865 coil to 1.
This may be done:
c automatically, by the protective devices,
c locally, via parameter KP52 = 1,
c remotely, via remote control order KTC52 = 1.

Please note:
Simultaneous activation of contacts KP50, KP51, KP52
or remote control orders KTC50, KTC51, KTC52
triggers, in the same Sepam 2000 cycle, the
performance of each function linked to the contacts, in
increasing number order.
Example:
Simultaneous activation of KP50 and KP52 brings
about manual triggering of a record followed by a
return to the automatic position.
Simultaneous activation of KTC50, KTC51 and KTC52
brings about manual triggering of a record followed by
a return to the automatic position.

Commissioning
The record is transferred using the SFT2801 software.

c Set KP50 = 1 via the pocket terminal,
or
c set KTC50 = 1 via the communication link.

The “INHIB. OPG” message appears on the display unit. No new recording may take
place while this message is present.

At the end of the transfer of records:
c set KP51 = 1 via the pocket terminal,
or
c set KTC51 = 1 via the communication link.

The “INHIB. OPG” message disappears from the display unit.
The disturbance recording function is ready for a new record.

The settings are made:
c using the pocket terminal for the parameterization of KP50, KP51,
KP52 parameter item in the program logic menu,
c via the communication link for KTC50, KTC51 and KTC52.

inst. dir. earth fault

inst. dir. overcurrent

inst. voltage restraint O/C

inst. earth fault

inst. overcurrent

O12

KTC50
KP50*

“INHIB.OPG” message

KTS50≥ 1

≥ 1

K865&

1

0

KTC51
KP51*

≥ 1

≥ 1

KTC52
KP52* ≥ 1

≥ 1

automatical
control

manual control

unlocking of record protection

* the contacts that may be set to 1 by pocket terminal are of the impulse type.

protection of records

distrubance recording
triggering
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Capacitor switch open / closed matching supervision

Principle
The open / closed matching supervision function uses
2 inputs in accordance with the connection scheme
below:

Connection for tripping by undervoltage release coil.

A position switch discrepancy is detected when the 2
inputs Ix and Iy are not activated (not closed or open)
or are activated at the same time (closed and open).

Operation
When the function detects a position discrepancy:
c the capacitor switch failure output O24 is activated,
c the message “?CONTROLx?” appears on the
display unit,
c a remote indication KTS60, KTS61 or KTS62
is transmitted by the communication link,
c closing control is inhibited.

The T34, T35 and T36 time delays ensures the
recovery of the open / closed information when there is
a change in the position of the switching device.

Commissioning
c Ensure that the inputs are connected in accordance
with the scheme.
c By default, the T34, T35 and T36 time delays are set
to 200 ms. They should be extended to mask random
switching, recommended setting = 2 s.

The setting is made:
c using the pocket terminal
(time delay item in the program logic menu),
c via the communication link.

Block diagram

&

Ix

Iy

&

≥1
0t

Tx = 200 ms &reset
≥ 1

?CONTROLx?
message

O24 output

closing
inhibition

remote indication
KTSx

switch switch time delay remote message
input closed input open indication

capacitor 1 I23 I24 T34 KTS60 ?CONTROL 1?

capacitor 2 I25 I26 T35 KTS61 ?CONTROL 2?

capacitor 3 I27 I28 T36 KTS62 ?CONTROL 3?

ESTOR A

Iy

Ix

“open” position

“closed” position
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Open / close control
capacitor bank circuit breaker with shunt tripping

Principle

tripping order or
closing inhibited
(output O2 set to 0)

closing

capacitor tripping
intentional
(see capacitor control)

breaking device fault

fault tripping

tripping

capacitor tripping
by protection
(see capacitor control)

priority trip.

KTC34: closing

input I18: remote
control enable

input I14: closing
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input l27: capacitor 3 switch open

input l25: capacitor 2 switch open

input l23: capacitor 1 switch open

input l1: closed

input I13: tripping

KTC33: tripping
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input I2: open

input I15:
external protection

tripping protection
with latching

functions

input I18:
remote control enable

KTC35: acknowledgement

"RESET" key

trip circuit fault

input I16:
pressure fault
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T5 = 200 ms
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T6 = 200 ms
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Principle

Open / close control
capacitor bank circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil

capacitor tripping
by protection
(see capacitor control)

breaking device fault
(normally deactivated)

fault tripping
(normally deactivated)

tripping
(normally activated)

intentional
capacitor tripping
(see capacitor control)

KTC34: closing

input I18: remote
control enable

input I14: closing

tripping order or
closing inhibited
(output O2 set to 0)
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input I2: open

input I13: tripping
(normally activated)

KTC33: tripping
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input l27: capacitor 3 switch open

input l25: capacitor 2 switch open

input l23: capacitor 1 switch open

input l1: closed

input I15:
external protection

tripping protection
with latching

functions

input I18:
remote control enable

KTC35: acknowledgement

"RESET" key

discrepency fault
open/closed

input I16:
pressure fault
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O2
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T16 = 200 ms
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T6 = 200 ms
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priority trip.

closing
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KTC59

input I18

manual control

input I38: VAr control

automatic control

input I31: ext. inhibition

capacitor 3
unbalance

tripping by protection

KTC57

input I18

manual control

input I37: VAr control

automatic control

input I31: ext. inhibition

capacitor 2
unbalance

KTC55

KP55

&

≥1

&

&

≥1

&

input I18

manual control

input I36: VAr control

automatic control

input I31: ext. inhibition

capacitor 1
unbalance

intentional tripping

0 t

T25

O22

≥1

0t

T21

0 t

T26

O32

≥1

KP57

&

≥1

&
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&

0t

T22

0 t

T27

O34

≥1

KP59

&

≥1

&
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≥1

&

0t

T23

A

B

C

capacitor 3
tripping

capacitor 1
tripping

capacitor 2
tripping

Capacitor control

Block diagram
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Capacitor control (cont’d)

Block diagram

capacitor 1 closing

tripping

capacitor 2 closing

tripping

capacitor 3 closing

tripping

KTC58

input I18

manual control

input I38: VAr control

automatic control

I31
ext. inhibition

circuit breaker
closed

capacitor 3
control failure

KTC56

input I18

manual control

input I37: VAr control

automatic control

I31
ext. inhibition

circuit breaker
closed

capacitor 2
control failure

KTC54

input I18

manual control

input I36: VAr control

automatic control

I31
ext. inhibition

circuit breaker
closed

capacitor 1
control failure

0 t

T31

O21

KP54

≥1

&
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&

&

&

A

t 0

T28

≥1

0 t
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t 0

T29
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KP37

KP37

KP36
≥1
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& &

KP36

0 t

T33

O33

KP58

≥1

&

&

≥1

&

&

&

C

t 0

T30

≥1

&
KP37

KP36
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Application
This function may be used to control one, two or three
capacitor banks. It is linked to the capacitor feeder
circuit breaker. It may be set to automatic or manual
control mode:
c on location via the pocket terminal,
c remotely:
v via logic inputs,
v by remote control.

Manual control
The opening / closing of the capacitor switches
is controlled individually:
c on location (with pocket terminal),
c remotely:
v by remote control.

Automatic control is inhibited.
After each tripping operation, the T31, T32 and T33
time delays prohibit all closing. This locking out
ensures correct discharging of the capacitors prior
to re-energizing.

Automatic control
The opening / closing of the capacitor switches
is controlled via a varmeter-regulation automation
system.

Manual control is inhibited.

After each tripping operation, the T31, T32 and T33
time delays prohibit all closing. This locking out
ensures correct discharging of the capacitors before
re-energizing.

Operation
Capacitor control is interlocked with control of the capacitor feeder circuit breaker.

Intentional opening of the capacitor feeder circuit breaker
It causes staggered opening of the capacitor switches beforehand to prevent
breaking of capacitive current by the circuit breaker.

T21 capacitor 1 opening

T22 capacitor 2 opening

T23 capacitor 3 opening

T24 circuit breaker opening

Opening by capacitor feeder circuit breaker protection
The protections installed on the capacitor feeder trigger tripping of the circuit
breaker. The opening of the circuit breaker, via interlocking, triggers the
simultaneous opening of the capacitor switches. The switch opening order is only
sent on the condition hat the capacitor feeder circuit breaker is open.

Opening of a capacitor switch by unbalancced protection
The unbalance protection triggers the opening of the capacitor.

Closing of the capacitor feeder circuit breaker
In all cases, the circuit breaker closes with all the capacitor switches open. If opening
is carried out by the overcurrent or earth fault protection, it is necessary to unlock
closing by pressing the Sepam 2000 Reset button.

Closing of a capacitor switch
The capacitor unbalance protection must be of the latched type. If a capacitor switch
has been opened by the unbalance protection, the unbalance relay must be
unlocked locally.

Commissioning
Manual control / automatic
When the device is energized for the first time, capacitor control is in automatic
mode by default. Manual  / automatic mode may be chosen in three ways:
c on location (with pocket terminal):
v KP60 manual,
v KP61 automatic.
c remotely via logic inputs:
v I34 manual,
v I35 automatic.
c remotely by remote control:
v KTC 60 manual,
v KTC 61 automatic.

The orders may be of the impulse or latched type. If a power failure occurs.
Only the last order transmitted is acknowledged and stored.

Choice of the number of capacitors
When the device is energized for the first time, the choice is 3 capacitors by
default. The choice of one, two or three capacitors is made on location
(with pocket terminal);

KP36 = 0 and KP37 = 0 3 capacitors

KP36 = 0 and KP37 = 1 2 capacitors

KP36 = 1 and KP37 = 1 1 capacitor
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Closing / tripping of capacitor switches
These orders are enabled if the capacitor feeder circuit
breaker is closed, and logic input I31=0
(no external inhibition).

c Manual control
Orders may be given in two ways:
v on location (with pocket terminal)

KP54 capacitor 1 closing

KP55 capacitor 1 opening

KP56 capacitor 2 closing

KP57 capacitor 2 opening

KP58 capacitor 3 closing

KP59 capacitor 3 opening

v remotely by remote control

KTC54 capacitor 1 closing

KTC55 capacitor 1 opening

KTC56 capacitor 2 closing

KTC57 capacitor 2 opening

KTC58 capacitor 3 closing

KTC59 capacitor 3 opening

The remote control orders are acknowledged
if the Sepam is in remote mode (I18 input = 1).

The orders may be of the impulse or latched type.

Only the last order transmitted is acknowledged.

c Remote automatic control via logic inputs
(varmeter-regulation automation system)

I36=1 capacitor 1 closing

I36=0 capacitor 1 opening

I37=1 capacitor 2 closing

I37=0 capacitor 2 opening

I38=1 capacitor 3 closing

I38=0 capacitor 3 opening

These orders are of the latched type.

Time delay settings

item description recommended setting

T21 capacitor 1 opening 0.05 s

T22 capacitor 2 opening 0.5 s

T23 capacitor 3 opening 1 s

T24 circuit breaker opening 4 s

T25 capacitor 1 opening pulse 0.2 s

T26 capacitor 2 opening pulse 0.2 s

T27 capacitor 3 opening pulse 0.2 s

T28 capacitor 1 closing pulse 0.2 s

T29 capacitor 2 closing pulse 0.2 s

T30 capacitor 3 closing pulse 0.2 s

T31 capacitor 1 discharge time delay

T32 capacitor 2 discharge time delay

T33 capacitor 3 discharge time delay

Actions
Closing / tripping.

Outputs

O1 circuit breaker opening

O21 switch 1 closing

O22 switch 1 opening

O31 switch 2 closing

O32 switch 2 opening

O33 switch 3 closing

O34 switch 3 opening

Remote indications

item description storage reset

KTS63 manual capacitor control yes by change
of order

KTS64 Automatic capacitor control yes by change
of order

Capacitor control (cont’d)
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Capacitor unbalance

Block diagram

manual capacitor control

“RESET” button
output O22: capacitor 1 tripping

O/C I'1/S2 (F112)

message: UNBAL. TRIP1

KTS 57

output O32: capacitor 2 tripping

message: UNBAL. DECL2

KTS 58

output O34: capacitor 3 tripping

message: UNBAL. DECL3

KTS 59

manual capacitor control

“RESET” button

O/C I'2/S2 (F122)

manual capacitor control

“RESET” button

O/C I'3/S2 (F132)

message: UNBAL. AL3

KTS 56

O/C I'3/S1 (F131)

O/C I'1/S1 (F111)

message: UNBAL. AL1

output O11: alarm

input I18: remote control enable

KTS35: acknowledgment

KTS 54

message: UNBAL. AL2

KTS 55

O/C  I'2/S1 (F121)

"RESET" button

reset≥1

≥1

&

&

1

0

&

1

0

&

1

0
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Capacitor unbalance (cont’d)

Application
This function may be used to detect a through current
between two neutral points of capacitor banks
mounted in a double star arrangement.

Operation
Whenever a current reaches the first alarm set point:
c output O11 is activated,
c the message “UNBAL.AL1”, “UNBAL.AL2” or “UNBAL.AL3” appears on the display
unit,
c the remote indication KTS54, KTS55 or KTS56 is transmitted by the
communication sytem.

When the fault disappears, the message is automatically erased.

If the current reaches the second protection set point:
c a tripping order is given to the switch concerned (outputs O22, O32 or O34),
c the message “UNBAL.TRIP1”, “UNBAL.TRIP2” or “UNBAL.TRIP3” appears on the
display unit,
c the remote indication KTS57, KTS58 or KTS59 is transmitted by the
communication sytem.

Commissioning
Set the protections: F111, F112, F121, F122, F131, F132.

The settings are made:
c using the pocket terminal: Fxx item in the protection menu,
c via the communication link.
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VT supervision

Application
This function is used to supervise the LV circuit of
voltage transformers and correct protection function
action accordingly:
v undervoltage,
v remanent undervoltage,
v synchro-check.

Operation
The LV circuit is protected by a LV circuit breaker or by fuses.

The corresponding logic input (for example I22 for a Sepam 2000 B07 type) is equal
to 0 if the LV circuit breaker is open or if the fuses have blown.

In this case :
c appearance of a message on the display according to the type of Sepam 2000,
capacitor, generator or busbar (VT, USYNC1 FAIL, USYNC2 FAIL, BB1 VT or BB2
VT).
This message is automatically erased as soon as the logic input goes back to 1,
c inhibition of tripping by the undervoltage protection,
c inhibition of remanent undervoltage data,
c interruption of the closing request by the “synchro-check”.

Commissioning
Wire the LV circuit breaker auxiliary position contact (circuit breaker closed:
contact closed) or the fuse-melting contact (fuses OK: contact closed)
to the corresponding logic input.
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Remote control and remote annunciation

The standard Sepam 2000 control logic includes
communication tables. In the specific documents for
each application (motors, transformers,...), these tables
present the assignment of remote control and remote
annunciation relaycoils.

This function data file gives some information on the
use of the tables.

Remote annunciation
c Control fault: KTS1
KTS1 = 1 if trip circuit fault (coil burnt out or wire cut)
or position discrepancy fault occurs.
c Remote control open / close fault: KTS2
KTS2 = 1 if an open or close remote control order is not executed (discrepancy
between the remote control order and device position report).

Use of this remote annunciation requires time delays T5 and T6
to be set to 200 ms  (with pocket terminal, timer heading in the program menu)
or for communication).
c Position / remote control discrepancy: KTS3
KTS3 = 1 if the device's open / closed position does not match the last remote
control order that was transmitted. In such cases, the device was actuated by
command that was not transmitted by the communication link (local command,
protection tripping, process command...). Use of this remote annunciation requires
time delays T5 and T6 to be set to 200 ms (rubrique pocket terminal, timer heading
in the control logic menu) or for  communication).
c External protection tripping: KTS4
KTS4 = 1 if the Sepam has received a tripping order on input I15. This order is
stored in the Sepam (lockout) and the user must acknowledge in order to unlock
closing. Input I15 is used to connect the output of a protection relay external to the
Sepam or to connect an intertripping order.
c Sepam not reset: KTS5
KTS5 = 1 until the Sepam 2000 is reset (acknowledgement) after fault tripping or
inhibition of closing.
c Device closed: KTS10
KTS10 = 1 if the breaking device is closed (input I1 at 1).
c Device drawn out: KTS11
KTS11 = 1 if the breaking device is drawn out (input I17 at 1).
c Breaking pole fault: KTS12
KTS12 = 1 if there is a "pressure" fault in the breaking device (input I16 at 1).
c Earthing switch closed: KTS13
KTS13 = 1 if input I11 is at 1.
c Remote control enable: KTS14
KTS14 = 1 if input I18 remote control enable is at 1. This enabling relates to the
remote control closing order (KTC34) and acknowledgement order (KTC35). The
remote control opening order (KTC33) takes priority, it does not depend on input I18.
c KTS15 to 31: assigned to protection functions
Each Sepam 2000 protection function output  is assigned a remote annunciation
(latching outputs).
c Transmit "blocking input": KTS32
KTS32 = 1 if the Sepam 2000 send a blocking input (output O14 activated).
c Disturbance recording inhibition: KTS51.
c Remote setting inhibition: KTS51.

Remote control orders
c "Open": KTC33
Use of KTC33 may require time delay T5 to be set to 200 ms (see open / close
control function data sheet). KTC33 does not depend on the status of I18 remote
control enable.
c "Close": KTC34
Use of KTC34 may require time delay T6 to be set to 200 ms (see open / close
control function data sheet).
KTC34 is processed if input I18 remote control enable is at 1.
c Acknowledgement (reset): KTC35
KTC35 plays the same role as the Reset key on the front of the Sepam 2000,
KTC35 is processed if input I18 remote control enable is at 1.
c Peak demand phase current zero reset: KTC36 (equivalent to the Clear key).
c Peak demand W and VAr zero reset: KTC37 (equivalent to the Clear key).
c Tripping current zero reset: KTC38 (equivalent to the Clear key).
c Emmergency stop: KTC1
v KTC1 = 1 activate breaker tripping control, group stop and desexcitation,
v need to be reseted to 0 by the communication,
v reseted to 0 in case of DC failure.
c Group stop: KTC2
v KTC2 = 1 activate breaker tripping control, group stop and desexcitation,
v need to be reseted to 0 by the communication,
v reseted to 0 in case of DC failure.
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Function set-up summary chart

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

external protection logic inputs

input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0

normally closed contact KP4 = 1

recloser: enable / disable

with Sepam in local mode (input I18 = 0) disabled KP6 = 0

enabled KP6 = 1

recloser: recloser cycle set up

reclosing cycle 1 inactive KP7 = 0

active KP7 = 1

reclosing cycle 2 inactive KP8 = 0

active KP8 = 1

reclosing cycle 3 inactive KP9 = 0

active KP9 = 1

reclosing cycle 4 inactive KP10 = 0

active KP10 = 1

recloser: tripping set up

tripping linked to cycle 1 time-delayed KP11 = 0

instantaneous KP11 = 1

tripping linked to cycle 2 time-delayed KP12 = 0

instantaneous KP12 = 1

tripping linked to cycle 3 time-delayed KP13 = 0

instantaneous KP13 = 1

tripping linked to cycle 4 time-delayed KP14 = 0

instantaneous KP14 = 1

definitive tripping time-delayed KP15 = 0

instantaneous KP15 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reverse real power (Sepam 2000, S09 type)

reverse real power with tripping KP36 = 1

reverse real power with annunciation KP36 = 0

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

Sepam 2000: substation

Set up The parameters may be set using:
c TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
c SFT 2801 or SFT 2821 software.
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Function set-up summary chart (cont’d)

Sepam 2000: busbars

functions parameters
open / close control KP1 KP2
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0
atching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1
external protection logic inputs
input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0

normally closed contact KP4 = 1
counters
reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1
reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1
type of load shedding (Sepam 2000, B12 type)
underfrequency or dF/dt KP33 = 0
underfrequency AND NOT dF/dt KP33 = 1
synchro-check (Sepam 2000, B07 type)
acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 1
no acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 0
remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0
remote setting disable KP38 = 1
disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1
automatic triggering KP51 = 1
manual triggering KP52 = 1
other
display of program logic set up KP17 = 1
BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

The parameters are set using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

Sepam 2000: SX

functions parameters
open / close control KP1 KP2
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0
latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1
inputs
I1 = close, I2 = open KP3 = 0
I1 = close, I2 = receive blocking input KP3 = 1
outputs
O1 = open, O2 = close KP4 = 0
O1 = open, O2 = send blocking input KP4 = 1
counters
reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1
reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1
remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0
remote setting disable KP38 = 1
disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1
automatic triggering KP51 = 1
manual triggering KP52 = 1
other
display of program logic set up KP17 = 1
BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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Sepam 2000: transformers

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

external protection logic input

input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0

normally closed contact KP4 = 1

Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT / external protection logic inputs

inputs I23 to I28 excited, normally open contact KP5 = 0

if fault detection by Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT normally closed contact KP5 = 1

input I23, detection of gas or drop in level tripping KP6 = 0

alarm KP6 = 1

protection

tank frame leakage KP7 = 0

restricted earth fault KP7 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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Function set-up summary chart (cont’d)

Sepam 2000: generators (except for G00 type)

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

contactor with impulse control 1 1

transformer monitoring (Sepam 2000, G15 and G16 types)

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP4 = 0

normally open contact KP4 = 1

counters

rest to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1

other

tripping undervoltage, setting 1 KP5 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP6 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP7 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP8 = 1

neutral voltage displacement KP9 = 1

underfrequency KP10 = 1

overfrequency KP11 = 1

latching undervoltage, setting 1 KP13 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP14 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP15 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP16 = 1

de-energizing overvoltage, setting 1 KP7 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP8 = 1

shutdown reverse real power KP12 = 1

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

synchro-check (Sepam 2000, G03 and G04 types)

with synchro-check KP34 = 0

no synchro-check KP34 = 1

acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 1

no acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 0

transformer monitoring (Sepam 2000, G15 and G16 types)

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP35 = 0

normally open contact KP35 = 1

use of Sepam 2000, G01, G02 and G12 types with G00 (generator-transformer units)

disabling of reverse real and reactive power protections KP33 = 1
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Sepam 2000: generators, G00 type

functions parameters
Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT logic inputs
transformer sensors normally closed contact KP5 = 0

normally open contact KP5 = 1

input I23, detection of gas or drop in level tripping KP6 = 0

alarm KP6 = 1

latching
underfrequency KP10 = 1

undervoltage, setting 1 KP13 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP14 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP15 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP16 = 1

assignment of inputs / outputs
outputs O21 to O24 without transformer failure O21 undervoltage KP33 = 0

O22 overfrequency
O23 underfrequency
O24 overvoltage

outputs O21 to O24 with transformer failure O21 undervoltage OR underfrequency KP33 = 1
O22 overfrequency OR overfrequency
O23 Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT with alarm
O24 Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT with tripping

input I18: remote control enable enable if I18 = 1 KP34 = 1

(acknowledgment, remote setting) enable regardless of position of I18 KP34 = 0

remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

Sepam 2000: motors

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2 KP3

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1 0

contactor with impulse control 1 1 0

contactor with latched control 1 1 1

transformer monitoring

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP4 = 0

normally open contact KP4 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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Function set-up summary chart (cont’d)

Set up: capacitors

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

transformer monitoring

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP4 = 0

normally open contact KP4 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counters KP21 = 1

choice of number of capacitors KP36 KP37

3 capacitors 0 0

2 capacitors 0 1

1 capacitor 1 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

switch open / close control

capacitor 1 switch closing KP54 = 1

capacitor 1 switch opening KP55 = 1

capacitor 2 switch closing KP56 = 1

capacitor 2 switch opening KP57 = 1

capacitor 3 switch closing KP58 = 1

capacitor 3 switch opening KP59 = 1

capacitor control

manual control KP60 = 1

automatic control KP61 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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The parameters in the chart below serve as operating assistance.

They do not correspond to control and monitoring function parameter settings.

They automatically switch back to zero 30 seconds after they are set to 1.

parameter function

open / close control

KP17 = 1 display of program logic set up: display message
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil SHUNT-TRIP
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil U/V RELEASE
latching contactor LATCH CTRL
contactor with impulse orders IMP. CTRL
contactor with latched orders PERM. CTRL

logic discrimination

KP18 = 1 pilot wire testing: KP18 active if output O14 set to send blocking input
Sepam units which receive the blocking input display the message RECEIVE BI.
This contact facilitates pilot wire testing.

counters

KP19 = 1 reset to zero of operation counter (C1)

KP20 = 1 reset to zero of phase fault trip counter (C2)
and earth fault trip counter (C3 for substation Sepam)

KP21 = 1 motor and generator Sepam: reset to zero of running hours counter (C3)
capacitor Sepam: reset to zero of running hours counters (C4, C5, C6)

KP22 = 1 substation Sepam: reset to zero of specific recloser counters (C4 to C8)
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Function set-up summary chart (cont’d)

time delays function
trip circuit or open / closed matching supervision

T1 = 2 s (2) time delay for recovery of open/closed information upon changes in device position
open / close control

T2 = 0.2 s contactor diagram: tripping order duration
logic discrimination

T3 = 0.2 s inhibition of blocking input transmission after tripping
open / close control by telecommunication

T5 = 0.2 s duration of tripping order pulse transmitted via remote control
T6 = 0.2 s duration of closing order pulse transmitted via remote control

(T6 is also used by the restart function)
T16 = 0.2 s confirmation of pressure switch fault

Sepam 2000 : motor
T4 load shedding: external load shedding order time delay (input I12)
T6 = 0.2 s restart: duration of closing order pulse transmitted via a restart order
T8 restart: maximum duration of voltage sag enabling restart
T9 restart: restart staggering time delay

Sepam 2000 : capacitor
T7 after tripping, duration of reclosing inhibition

(allows correct discharging of capacitors prior to re-energizing)
T21 capacitor 1 opening time delay

(allows staggered opening of capacitor switches)
T22 capacitor 2 opening time delay

(allows staggered opening of capacitor switches)
T23 capacitor 3 opening time delay

(allows staggered opening of capacitor switches)
T24 circuit breaker opening time delay

(the breaker only opens after the straggered opening of the capacitors)
T25 duration of capacitor 1 tripping pulse
T26 duration of capacitor 2 tripping pulse
T27 duration of capacitor 3 tripping pulse
T28 duration of capacitor 1 closing pulse
T29 duration of capacitor 2 closing pulse
T30 duration of capacitor 3 closing pulse
T31 after tripping, duration of capacitor 1 inhibition
T32 after tripping, duration of capacitor 2 inhibition
T33 after tripping, duration of capacitor 3 inhibition
T34 time delay for recovery of capacitor 1 switch open/closed information
T35 time delay for recovery of capacitor 2 switch open/closed information
T36 time delay for recovery of capacitor 3 switch open/closed information

Sepam 2000 : busbars
T7 = 10 s time during which instantaneous dF/dt data is maintained

when load shedding with underfrequency only is chosen (KP33 = 1)
T8 maintain output O32 for synchro-check

(set the time delay to several secondes if the output is not used)
T10 maintain closing request for synchro-check
T24 duration of load shedding pulses on O31
T25 duration of load shedding pulses on O32
T26 duration of load shedding pulses on O33
T27 duration of load shedding pulses on O34

Sepam 2000 : substation
T4 = 1 s time delay after closing (used to display transient phenomena)
T25 = 0.2 s duration of tripping pulse
T26 = 0.2 s duration of closing pulse
T10 recloser function: disengaging time delay
T11 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 1
T12 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 2
T13 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 3
T14 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 4
T15 recloser function: inhibition time delay

Sepam 2000 : generator
T10 maintain closing request for synchro-check

Time delay settings The time delays are factory-set by default to 200 ms.
In the chart below, if the function is not used, setting of the related time delays
is unnecessary.

(1) This time delay may be increased to mask switching problems.
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Installation
Use conditions

Installation of Sepam 2000
Each Sepam 2000 comes in a single package
which contains:
c Sepam 2000,
c mounting accessories,
c connection accessories (connectors).

The other optional accessories come in a separate
package.

We recommend that you follow the instructions given
in this document for quick, correct installation of your
Sepam 2000:
c equipment identification,
c assembly,
c connection of current and voltage inputs, probes,
c microswitch setting,
c connection of power supply and earth,
c checking prior to commissioning.

Handling,
transport and storage

Sepam 2000 in its original packaging

Transport:
Sepam 2000 may be shipped to any destination
without taking any additional precautions by all usual
means of transport.

Handling:
Sepam 2000 may be handled without any particular
care and can even withstand being dropped by a
person handling it (person standing on floor).

Storage:
Sepam 2000 may be stored in closed premises
for several years. Periodic, yearly checking
of the environment and the packaging condition
is recommended.

Sepam 2000 installed in a cubicle

Transport:
Sepam 2000 may be transported by all usual means
of transport in the customary conditions used for
cubicles. Storage conditions should be taken into
consideration for a long period of transport.

Handling:
Should the Sepam 2000 fall out of a cubicle, check its
condition by visual inspection and energizing. If there
is any doubt, return the Sepam 2000 for checking in
the factory.

Storage:
Keep the cubicle protection packing for as long as
possible. Sepam 2000, like all electronic units, should
not be stored in a damp environment for more than a
month. Sepam 2000 should be energized as quickly
as possible. If this is not possible, the cubicle
reheating system should be activated.

Environment of the installed Sepam 2000

Operation in a damp environment
The temperature/relative humidity factors must compatible with the unit’s
environmental withstand characteristics.

If the use conditions are outside the normal zone, commissioning arrangements
should be made, such as air conditioning of the premises.

Operation in a polluted atmosphere
Sepam 2000 is designed to be used in a clean industrial environment as defined
by IEC 60654-4 class 1. A contaminated industrial atmosphere components
(such as the presence of chlorine, hydrofluoric acid, sulfur, solvents…)
may cause corrosion of the electronic components, in which case environmental
control arrangements should be made (such as closed, pressurized premises
with filtered air,…) for commissioning.

T (°C)

55

40

35 65 93 95
humidity (%)

normal  use zone
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Example of Sepam references:

S36 Sepam 2036

XR type

S substation

03 03

X no communication

(1) Example of labels on the right side panel.

(4) label on the right side of the cartridge.

Date VersionSepam réf. :

Proj réf. :

Drwg n° :

Cubicle ID :

Identification
of a non-standard
program logic
scheme

Installation
Equipment identification

series   model type variant communication number operating current auxiliary operating
of ESTOR language sensor supply temperature
boards

S26 LX B = Busbars 1 to 99 X = none 0 = 0 F = French C = CS A = 24/30Vdc N = -5/55°C

S36 LT C = Capacitor J = Jbus 1 = 1 A = English T = CT B = 48/125Vdc

LS G = Generator F = FIP ISIS 2 = 2 I = Italian C = 220/250Vdc

XT M = Motor O = FIP I/O 3 = 3 E = Spanish

KR S = Substation

KZ T = Transformer

ZR R = RTU

YR

XR

LR

SR

SS

TS

TR

CR

CC

Each Sepam is identified by a 14-character reference which describes its hardware
and functional composition in accordance with the chart below.

Identification of Sepam 2000

There are five labels for identifying Sepam 2000:
c two labels on the right side panel which give
the product’s hardware features (1),
c a label on the front of the cartridge which gives
the functional features (2),
c a label on the left side of the cartridge which
includes its references (3),
c a label on the right side of the cartridge
which may be used to note the references
of a non-standard program logic scheme (4).

serial n°

model

equipment reference
(Sepam, model and
application)

9641087

MERLIN GERIN

S36  XR  ***   X2*   TAN

origin : FRANCE

SEPAM 2036

(3) example of a label on the left side of the cartridge.

03143764FA-B0-01-9740208

(2) example of a label on the front side of the cartridge.

Sepam model

type of application

program logic diagram
reference

S36 : standard Sepam
XR : model
S03 : type

6 : Sepam S36
XR : model
S03 : type
A : English
A : rev. level

S36 XR S03

6 XR S03 AA
161 SF B

2 2 ESTOR boards

A English

T TC

A 24V

N -5/+55°C

MERLIN GERIN

S36 XR S03 X 2 A TAN 9641087

equipment upgrading
label

servicing datesboard name

spaces reserved for
after-sales servicing
operations
e.g. replacement
of an ECM board

spaces reserved for
equipment changes
e.g. addition of an
ESTOR board
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Installation
Equipment identification (cont’d)

Accessories supplied
with Sepam 2000
Each Sepam 2000 comes with the following
accessories.

CCA 604 connector
4-pin connector.
Connection of power supply:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 cable
(awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 608 connector (according to type of Sepam)
8-pin connector.
Connection of VTs:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 cable
(awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 660 or CCA 650 connector for connection
of 1 A or 5 A CTs:
c for 4 mm eye lugs,
c for max. 6 mm2 cable (awg 10),
or CCA 601 BNC/BNC cable,
length 5.5 m for connection to the CSP sensors.

CCA 606 connector
6-pin connector.
Connection of a core balance CT:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 cable
(awg 20 to awg 14).

2 Sepam mounting lugs

CCA 621 connector
21-pin connector.
Connection of logic inputs/outputs,
and RTDs:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 cable
(awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 602 cable
3 m long cable with connectors supplied with
Sepam2000 equiped with the Jbus communication
functions.
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Optional accessories

TSM 2001 pocket terminal
Used to make Sepam 2000 settings. It does not have
a battery since it is supplied with power by
the Sepam 2000.

AMT 819 plate
Used to mount Sepam 2000 on a 19" rack.

SFT 2801 / SFT 2821 kit
The SFT 2801 software tool installed on a PC
microcomputer may be used instead of the TSM 2001
pocket terminal.
c The SFT 2821 software tool installed on a PC may
be used to:
v prepare a protection setting file and transfer it to
Sepam 2000 via the pocket terminal connection,
v transfer to a PC, via the pocket terminal connection,
all the Sepam 2000 protection settings and store
them in a file.

These software tools are delivered together.

They comprise:
c three 3"1/2 diskettes,
c an instruction manual,
c a connection kit (ACE 900 interface + cord).

In the rest of the document, the term «pocket
terminal» refers to both the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
and the SFT 2801 kit.

ACE 900 adapter to be connected to the pocket terminal inlet.

AMT 820 shield
Used to block off the space between Sepam 2000
and the edge of the AMT 819 plate.

87

Communication accessories
Refer to the “RS485 communication network
connection guide”.

190,5

459

202

11,5

429

482

26,5

37,5 31,5

265,5
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B

202201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x 2)

C A

Installation
Assembly and wiring

Assembly
c Insert Sepam 2000 through the front of the cut-out.
Slide it into the cut-out until the front of Sepam 2000
is in contact with the mounting plate.

The 2 notches (1) at the base of the Sepam 2000
case allow it to hold by its own weight.
c Position the 2 lugs (2) in the holes on the top
of Sepam. Tighten the threaded studs of the lug.
c Make sure not to block the ventilation openings on
the top and bottom of Sepam 2000. Leave a space of
at least 5 cm above and below Sepam 2000.

Drilling diagram

(2)
(2)

(1)

Dimensions and drilling
Sepam 2000 is flush-mounted in a rectangular cut-out.
Maximum thickness of mounting plate: 3 mm.

Sepam A (mm) B (mm) C (mm)

S26 * 244 250 264

S36 * 332 338 352

* S25, S35 for earlier versions.
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Sepam 2000 components
slot 6 5 4 3 2 1

ESTOR2 (1) ESTOR1 ESB ECM(2) CE40

S26 model*

XT ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo _ CE40

LX ESTOR (4) ESTOR (4) ESB _ ECM CE40

LT ESTOR (4) ESTOR (4) ESB 3U/Vo ECM CE40

LS ESTOR ESTOR ESB SONDE ECM CE40

slot 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
ESTOR2 (1) (3) ESTOR1 ESB 3U/Vo ECM (2) CE40

S36 model*

XR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo _ ECM CE40

LR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo ECM ECM CE40

LS SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo ECM ECM CE40

SS SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo SONDE ECM CE40

SR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo SONDE ECM CE40

KR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB _ ECM ECM CE40

KZ SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB _ ECM ECM CE40

YR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB _ _ ECM CE40

ZR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB _ SONDE ECM CE40

TR ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo 3U/Vo ECM CE40

TS SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB 3U/Vo 3U/Vo ECM CE40

CR ESTOR (5) ESTOR (5) ESTOR ESB _ ECMD ECMD CE40

CC ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB ECMD ECMD ECMD CE40
(1) the ESTOR board may be installed, depending on the application,
(2) or ECA for CSP sensors
(3) option for ESTOR board
(4) for SX1 and SX2 applications ESTOR boards are not installed.
(5) except for S35 CR.

* S25, S35 for earlier versions.

The Sepam 2000 connections are made on the removable connectors located
on the rear of the device. All the connectors are screw-lockable.

Wiring of screw connectors:
c recommended wire fitting:
v Telemecanique DZ5CE0155 for 1.5 mm2,
v DZ5CE0253 for 2.5 mm2.
Stripped length with fitting: 17 mm.
Without fitting:
c stripped length: 10 to 12 mm,
c maximum 2 wires per terminal.
The 21-pin connectors must be connected correctly by hand before being locked
by the 2 screws (top/bottom).

Connection principle

SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB SONDE3U/V0

SW1

A

B

B

ECM CE40

1
2
3
4
5
6

+

B

(communication
option)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

CURRENT
INPUT

3

PROBES

4

VOLTAGE
INPUT

AAAAAAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

7

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

8

PROBES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

SW1

SW2

All the Sepam 2000 connection terminals are located on the rear of the device.

The Sepam 2000 boards are fitted into numbered slots on the back;
Sepam S26*: 1 to 6,
Sepam S36*: 1 to 8.
The connections are identified by adding different markings:
c slots 1 to 8,
c connectors A or B,
c terminals 1 to 21.
Example: 5 A16
slot n° 5, connector A, terminal 16.

Each connector is used for a specific functional
unit identified in the top right-hand corner according to the function:
c CE40: auxiliary supply and communication option,
c ECM: current sensor (CT) interface,
c ECA: current sensor (CSP) interface,
c 3U/Vo: voltage sensor interface,
c ESB: circuit breaker control interface,
c ESTOR: auxiliary control circuit interface,
c SONDE: Pt100 temperature sensor interface.
The relative position of the units depends on the Sepam 2000 model.
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SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB SONDE3U/V0

SW1

A

B

B

ECM CE40

1
2
3
4
5
6

+

B

(communication
option)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

CURRENT
INPUT

3

PROBES

4

VOLTAGE
INPUT

AAAAAAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

7

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

8

PROBES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

SW1

SW2

Selection of operating modes
(microswitches)
Sepam 2000 has several possible operating modes.
The operating mode is selected via microswitches
on the rear of the device. They must be set before
Sepam 2000 is put into service.

The microswitches must be switched while the
Sepam 2000 is de-energized.
The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660
or CCA 650(1) connector once it has been installed.

N.B. Sepam S36 and S35 models LR, LS, KR, KZ,
CR and CC have 2 or 3 inputs for connecting CTs.
Remember to set the microswitches for the 2 or 3
inputs.

for use on the 5 A
secondary circuit.

for measuring residual
current by the sum of the
currents.

SW1

SW2

SW2

SW1

for use on the 1 A
secondary circuit.

SW2

SW1

SW2

SW1

Installation
Use and connection of current inputs to CTs

Connection of 1 A or 5 A CTs
The current transformer (1 A or 5 A) secondary
circuits are connected to the CCA 660 or CCA 650(1)

connector ECM module.
This connector contains 3 core balance CT
primary-through adapters to ensure impedance
matching and isolation between the 1 A or 5 A circuits
and the Sepam 2000.
This connector may be disconnected with the power
on since disconnection does not open the CT
secondary circuits.

L1

Sepam current inputs

L2

L3

P1

P2

B4
B1

B5
B2

B6
B3

DPC

CCA 660
or CCA 650

ECM

1  2  3

(1) do not use for S26, S36 or S35 CR.

Microswitch setting

for measuring residual current:
c by a CSH core balance CT,
c by CT + CSH 30,
c by core balance CT + ACE 990,
c by CSH 30 via phase CT return
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c Plug the connector into the 9-point inlet on the rear
of the device. Item B of the ECM  module.

c Tighten the CT connector fastening screws
on the rear of Sepam 2000.

CCA 660 or CCA 650
connector
c Open the 2 side shields for access to the
connection terminals. The shields may be removed,
if necessary, to facilitate wiring.
If removed, replace them after wiring.
c Remove the bridging strap if necessary.
The strap links terminals 1, 2 and 3.
c Connect the wires using 4 mm eye lugs.
The connector accommodates wires with cross
sections of 1.5 to 6 mm2 (awg 16 to awg 10).
c Close the side shields.
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Installation
Use and connection of current inputs to CSPs

Connection of CSPs
The CSP sensors are connected by prefabricated
coaxial cables, part no. CCA 601, supplied with
Sepam 2000.

The cables are plugged into:
c Sepam 2000, in the BNC inlets on the rear of the
device, identified L1, L2 and L3 of the ECA modules,
c the CSP sensors, in the BNC outlet on each sensor,
c the 3 BNC outlets are not equipped with the
plugged detector detection system.

The CCA 601 cable shielding is earthed naturally
by the connection to Sepam 2000's BNC inlets.
Do not earth by another means.
The CSP sensors should be earthed via the earthing
screw on the side of the device.

L1 P1

P2

CCA 601 cable

L2

L3

ECA

1  2  3

CSP current sensors
CSP type current sensors operate according to the
Rogowski coil principle. They deliver to the secondary
circuit a voltage that is proportional to the derivative
of the primary current.

The CSP sensor – Sepam 2000 assembly forms a
consistent protection and metering system.

The CSP’s special coiling principle and the absence
of a magnetic core gives the sensors the following
properties:
- no saturation: linearity of the curve,
- no hysteresis or remanence: transient phenomena
are accurately restituted, without undergoing any
deformation.

This simplifies current sensor specification
and provides a wide dynamic operating range.

L1 P1

P2

ECA

CCA 601 cable CSP sensor

Detailed view of
a connection
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Accessories for CSP
current sensors
The use of specific CSP sensors requires the use
of suitable accessories for injecting current
and recording the current signals from the sensor
secondary circuits.

Accessory connection principle

1 – CSP phase sensor connected to Sepam by 5.5 m cable (CCA 601), the ends of which
are fitted with BNC type connectors (supplied with Sepam).

2 – Sepam phase current input with BNC type connection with a T-shaped connector
(delivered with CCA 603 box).

3 – optional CCA 603 connection box installed on front of cubicle and connected to Sepam
by 5.5 m cable A (supplied with CCA 603 box).

4 – ACE 907 injection interface connected to CCA 603 box by 1 m cable B
(supplied with ACE 907 interface).

5 – ACE 908 recording interface connected to CCA 603 box by cable D and to a recorder 6
by 1 m cable E with BNC end (cables supplied with ACE 908 interface).

7 – standard injection box delivering a 1 A current connected to ACE 907 interface by wires
with ø 4 mm fittings not supplied.

N.B. Do not use the ACE 907 interface with 100 A RCAF 1B sensors.

ACE 907

4 7Input
Output C

ACE 908

5

recorder

6Output

Input

E

B

D

ou

SEPAM

A

2

CCA 603

C
C

A
 6

01

1 CSP

phase

3
1 Amp
injection box

CCA 603 connection box (3-phase)
Box delivered with: three BNC T-connectors, three 1.5 m BNC cables,
weight: 200 g

6967.5 6967.567.5

42.5
23.6

44 46

mounting lug
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Installation
Use and connection of current inputs to CSPs (cont’d)

Common characteristics
of ACE 907 and ACE 908 interfaces

Current inputs
c Rated current: 1 A.
c Impedance i 1 Ω.
c Thermal withstand: 80 A 1 s.

Voltage outputs
c Impedance i 1 Ω.
c Load impedance u 30 kΩ.
c Short-circuits tolerated.

Connection

Connection

ACE 907 interface (3-phase)
Interface delivered in a case containing:
c ACE 907 interface,
c one 2 m mains supply cable,
c three 1 m BNC cables.

Voltage input
c Rated voltage: 40 mV.
c Input impedance u 100 kΩ.
c Response in 47 to 63 Hz frequency band
(25 to 100 Hz for ACE 908).
c Phase shift between input and output +90° ±1%
for ACE 907 (-90° +1% for ACE 908).
c Module between input and output +6 dB/octave
±2% for ACE 907 (- 6 dB/octave ±2% for ACE 908).
c Supply voltage: 127 or 230 volts ±15%
(250 mA time-delayed fuse).
c Operating frequency: 47 to 63 Hz.
c Operation: -10°C to + 55 °C.
c Storage: -25°C to +70 °C.
c No-load consumption: 2 watts.
c Weight: 1.5 kg.
c Dimensions :
v height 70 mm,
v width 170 mm,
v depth 260 mm.

170

70

260

L2

L1

L3

current
injection

115/230 VAC

input

L1

L2

L3

65
4

3
2

1

7
8
9

10
11

output

L2

L1

L3

115/230 VAC

input

L1

L2

L3

65
4

3
2

1

7
8
9

10
11

output

ACE 908 interface (3-phase)
Interface delivered in a case containing:
c ACE 908 interface,
c one 2 m mains supply cable,
c six 1 m BNC cables.
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Correspondence between sensor rating, Sepam 2000 SW2 microswitch setting
and the position of the “current sensor” selector switch.

CSP network rated current In (in Amps)
sensor
current range

30-300 A 30 36 45 60 75 90 120 150 180 225 300

160-1600 A 160 192 240 320 400 480 640 800 960 1200 1600

500-2500 A 500 600 750 1000 1250 1500 2000 2500

SW2
setting

selector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 10 11
switch setting

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1

Use of ACE 907 and AC 908
c Connect the interface as indicated in the connection
diagram.
c Set the “current sensor” selector switch to the
position that corresponds to the CSP sensor rating.

Example
c CSP 3110 sensor, 30-300 A rating.
c Rated current 90 A.

Set the selector switch to position 6.

ACE 907 or ACE 908 interface conversion characteristics

“current sensor” selector switch position

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

ACE 907

current input (A)

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

maximum permissible current (A)

24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 22 16

output voltage (mV)

40 48 60 80 100 120 160 200 240 300 400

ACE 908

input voltage (mV)

40 48 60 80 100 120 160 200 240 300 400

maximum permissible voltage (V)

 3,6 4,3 5,4 7,2 9 10,8 14,4 18 21,6 27 36

output voltage  (mV)

 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Example (“current sensor” = 6)
A 1 A current injected into the ACE 907 interface will be interpreted by Sepam
as a 90 A primary current.

For a 90 A primary current, the ACE 908 interface will deliver a 120 mV voltage
signal to the recorder.

Precaution
To eliminate possible measurement errors, due to ground currents
(interface or analyzer supply network ground different from Sepam ground),
it may be necessary to supply the ACE 908 interface and the measuring instrument
via an isolating transformer.
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Microswitch setting chart
Correspondence between sensor rating and SW1 and SW2 microswitch settings

Selection of operating modes
(microswitches)
The operating mode is selected by setting
microswitches on the rear of the device. They must
be set prior before Sepam 2000 is switched on, while
it is de-energized.

Set microswitches SW1 and SW2 in accordance with
the chart opposite. They are to be set according to:
c the CSP model used (30 A-300 A, 160 A-1600 A,
500 A-2500 A),
c the rated current of the protected installation,
c the earth fault current measurement method
(sum or core balance CT).

N.B.: when the rated current of the electrical
installation to be protected does not appear in
the chart, choose the column that corresponds to
the current rating immediately above.

Example of microswitch setting
This example indicates the microswitch setting
in the following case:
c network rated current: 160 A.
c CSP sensor used: model 160-1600 A.
c residual current measured by the sum of
the 3 phase currents.

0 1

SW2

SW1

1

6

7

12

13

18

1
2

phase 3

phase 2

phase 1

Installation
Use and connection of current inputs to CSPs (cont’d)

SOM 1 and SOM 2 are parameters to be set in the pocket terminal status menu.
In is a parameter to be in the pocket terminal status menu.

SOM1 SOM2

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

CSP network rated current In (in Amps)
sensor
current range

30-300 A 30 36 45 60 75 90 120 150 180 225 300

160-1600 A 160 192 240 320 400 480 640 800 960 1200 1600

500-2500 A 500 600 750 1000 1250 1500 2000 2500

SW2: phase current

SW1: residual current measured by the sum of the 3 phase currents

SW1: residual current measured by core balance CT

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
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Installation
Use and connection of split core balance CTs

PO, GO split core balance CTs
These core balance CTs are used when it is
impossible to dismantle the cables.

They are connected to the Sepam 2 A or 30 A rating
input.

c Transformation ratio 1/470.

dimensions (mm) weight (kg)
Ø H L B
PO
46 72 148 57 1.3
GO
110 78 224 76 3.2

L
(a) (b)

H

ø 5

B
L

Ø

Dimensions

Assembly of core balance CTs
c Install the core balance CT with the cables grouped
in the middle.

c If unwanted tripping occurs due to occasional
current surges or motor starts:
a) core balance CT ø = 2 x cable ø
b) magnetic sleeve - L = core balance CT ø.

Selection of operating mode
(microswitches)
c Set the corresponding Sepam 2000 switches SW1.
The switches concerned are found on the input
module.
They must be set while Sepam 2000 is de-energized.
The microswitches may be hidden by the CCA660
or CCA650 connector when it is installed.

SW1

SW2

Connection of split
core balance CTs
To measure residual current up to 20A,
connect the core balance CT to the “2A rating” input.
To measure residual current up to 300 A, connect
the core balance CT to the “30 A rating” input.

Cable shield earthing.

A

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECA/ECM

30 A rating

DPC

2 A rating
core bal. CT

S2

S1

P1

P2

1  2  3

REF
S2

S1

P1

P2

earthed metallic
cable shielding

1  2  3

core balance CT

for measuring residual current
by split core balance CTs
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Installation
Use and connection of CSH 120 and CSH 200 core balance CTs

Selection of operating mode
(microswitches)
c Set the SW1 microswitches on the Sepam 2000.

The microswitches concerned are found on the input
module. They should be switched while the Sepam
2000 is de-energized.

The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660 or
CCA 650 connector once it has been installed.

CSH 120 and CSH 200
core balance CTs
The specific CSH 120 and CSH 200 core balance
CTs are used for direct measurement of earth fault
current. The only difference between them is their
inner diameter and they operate with 2 input ratings:
c 2 A input rating:
settings from 0.1 A to 20 A,
c 30 A input rating:
settings from 1.5 to 300 A.

Due to the CSHs’ low voltage isolation,
they may only be used on cables.

Characteristics:
c inner diameter:
v CSH 120 : ø 120 mm,
v CSH 200 : ø 200 mm.
c accuracy: ±5%,
c transformer ratio: 1/470,
c maximum permissible current: 20kA-1 second,
c operating temperature: - 25 °C to +70 °C,
c storage temperature: - 40 °C to +85 °C,
c maximum metering current Imm .

This is a current value beyond which the Sepam
CSH core balance assembly saturates.

The user must therefore be careful not to set the
tripping threshold higher than Imm.

The maximum metering current depends on:
v chosen rating (2 A or 30 A core balance CT),
v core balance CT used (CSH 120 or CSH 200),
v wiring resistance Rw back and forth between the
core balance CT and Sepam 2000.

0.1 Ω 1 Ω

20 A

80 A

RW

Imm

2 Ω 10 Ω

100 A

300 A

30 A core
balance
CT rating

CSH 200

CSH 120

CSH 120
CSH 200

50 A

2 A core
balance
CT rating

The graph above gives the value of I
mm

 for Rw < 10 Ω.

This graph is used to choose the required core balance CT and wiring.

Example: the high setting of the earth fault protection is 80 A.

Therefore, the 30 A rating of Sepam 2000 is chosen (wiring to terminals 3 and 4
of the earth fault connector).

From the graph, it may be deduced that the CSH 120 and CSH 200 are suitable
regardless of the wiring resistance, within the limit of 10 Ω.

dimensions (mm) weight (kg)

A B C D E F G H J K L

CSH 120

120 164 26,5 44 190 76 52 40 166 62 35 0.6

CSH 200

200 256 28 46 274 120 90 60 257 104 37 1.4

SW1 for measuring residual current
by a CSH core balance CT.

SW2

C

D

K
B

L

ø 5 mounting

ø AF H

J

E

G
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Assembly
It is essential to mount the core balance C in the right
direction in order for the protections to operate
correctly. The assembly direction should be such that
the silk-screen printed side of the core balance CT
(P2 side) is at the cable end and the unmarked side
(P1 side) at the busbar end.

The core balance CT S2 terminal is always connected
to the A4 terminal of the 6-pin connector.

Wiring
The CSH 120 or CSH 200 core balance CT is
connected to the CCA 606 6-point connector
(item B) of the current input module.

Recommended cable:
c sheathed, shielded cable,
c min.cable cross-section 0.93 mm2 (awg 18),
c resistance per unit length < 100 milli ohms/m,
c min. dielectric strenght: 1000 V.
Connect the connection cable shielding in the
shortest manner possible to the Sepam2000 6-point
connector.
Flatten the connection cable shielding against
the metal frames of the cubicle.
The cable shielding is grounded in Sepam 2000.
Do not ground the cable by any other means.

In both cases, group the cables in the middle of the
core balance CT.

Non-conductive binding to hold the cable.

Remember to insert the 3 medium voltage
cable-shielding earthing cable through the core
balance CT.

Connection of CSH 120 and
CSH 200 core balance CTs
To measure residual current up to 20 A, connect the
core balance CT to the “2 A rating” input.

To measure residual current up to 300 A, connect the
core balance CT to the “30 A rating” input.

Cable shielding earthing.

A

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECA/ECM

30 A rating

DPC

2 A rating
core bal. CT

S2

S1

P1

P2

1  2  3

REF

S2

S1

P1

P2

earthed metallic
cable shielding

1  2  3

core bal.

Mounting directly on cable. Mounting on plate or rail.

Parallel cables
If it is impossible to insert the cables into a CSH 200
core balance CT, they may be connected in parallel.
c Install one core balance CT per set of cables
(max. 5).
c Comply with the energy flow direction.
c Loss of accuracy:
2 core balance CTs = - 10%
5 core balance CTs = - 25%.

Ph1
Ph2

Ph3

Ph1
Ph2

Ph3
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Installation
Use and connection of CSH 30 interposing ring CT

CSH interposing ring CT
The CSH 30 interposing ring CT is used as adaptor
when residual current is measured by a current
transformer with a secondary circuit (1 A or 5 A).

It acts as an adaptor between the CT and the
Sepam 2000 residual current input.

It should be connected to the CT input of the Sepam
2000 and installed near the corresponding Sepam
input (max. 2 m).

Characteristics
c inner diameter: 30 mm,
c accuracy: ± 5%,
c transformer ratio: 1/470,
c maximum permissible current: 20 kA-1 second,
c operating temperature: - 25°C to + 70°C,
c storage temperature: - 40°C to + 85°C,
c maximum metering current: 10 Ino.

Assembly
The CSH 30 interposing ring CT is mounted
on a symmetrical DIN rail. It may also be mounted
on a plate through the mounting holes provided on
its base.

Horizontal mounting on DIN rail.

Vertical mounting on DIN rail.

dimensions (mm) weight (kg)
A B C D E F
30 31 60 53 82 50 0.12

2 ø 4.5

E

D

C

B
8

F

5

ø A

2 ø 4.5

21

29

4

16

Wiring
The cable must be inserted into the CSH 30
interposing ring CT in the right direction in order
for the directional earth fault protection to operate
correctly: the cable coming from S2 of the CT must be
inserted through the P2 side of the CSH 30 core
balance CT.

The secondary winding of the CSH 30 is connected
to the CCA 606 6-pin connector.
Cable to be used:
c sheathed, shielded cable,
c min. cable cross-section 0.93 mm2 (awg 18)
(max. 2.5 mm2),
c resistance per unit length < 100 mΩ/m,
c min. dielectric strength: 1000 V.
Connect the CSH 30 interposing ring CT connection
cable shield in the shortest manner possible
(2 m maximum) to the Sepam 2000 6-pin connector.
Flatten the cable against the metal frames of the
cubicle. The connection cable shielding is grounded
in Sepam 2000. Do not ground the cable by any
other means.
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Connection
to CT with 1 A secondary
c plug into the CCA 606 connector,
c wind the transformer secondary wire around
the CSH 30 interposing ring CT 5 times.

Selection of operating mode
(microswitches)
c Set the SW1 microswitches on the Sepam 2000.

The microswitches concerned are found on the input
module. They should be switched while the Sepam
2000 is de-energized.

The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660 or
CCA 650 connector once it has been installed.

SW1 for measuring residual current
by a CSH core balance CT.

SW2

L1

Sepam
current inputs

L2

L3

P1

P2

B4
B1

B5
B2

B6
B3

DPC

CCA 660
or CCA 650

1  2  3

ECA/ECM

30 A rating

DPC

2 A rating
core bal. CT

REF

S2 S1
CSH 30
core bal. CT

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1 or 5
turns

Connection to neutral
of 3 CTs
c plug into the CCA 606 connector.
c wind the current transformer secondary neutral wire
around the CSH 30 interposing ring CT once
(CT with 5 A secondary) or 5 times
(CT with 1 A secondary).

Connection
to CT with 5 A secondary
c plug into the CCA 606 connector,
c wind the transformer secondary wire around
the CSH 30 interposing ring CT once.

P1

P2

DPC P1

P2

S2

S1

S1

S2

5 turns

CSH 30
core balance CT

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECA/ECM

30 A rating

DPC

2 A rating
core bal. CT

REF

1 A TC

1  2  3

P1

P2

P1

P2

S2

S1

1 turn

CSH 30
core balance CT

S1

S2

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECA/ECM

30 A rating

DPC

2 A rating
core bal. CT

1  2  3

REF

5 A TC
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Installation
Use and connection of ACE 990 interface

The ACE 990 is used to match the measurement of a
MV core balance CT with ratio 1/n (50 ≤ n ≤ 1500),
with that of the residual current input of Sepam 2000.

So as not to downgrade measurement accuracy, the
MV core balance CT must be able to supply sufficient
power. The value is given in the chart opposite.

Connection
To wire the ACE 990 interface correctly, the following
must be known:
c ratio of the core balance CT (1/n)
c core balance CT power,
c close approximation of Ino (1) rating, essential for
Sepam 2000 protection setting.
The chart opposite may be used to determine the
possible choices for the connection of the ACE 990
interface primary circuit to the Sepam 2000 earth
current input, as well as the Ino(1) setting.

The exact value of the rated Ino (1)  to be set is given
by the following formula:

Ino = k x number of core balance turns

where k is the factor defined in the chart opposite.

Example:

The core balance CT used has a ratio of 1/400 and
power rating of 2 VA.
If the earth fault protection settings are between 0.5 A
and 85 A, the rated Ino(1) used may be 10 A.

This value makes it possible to accurately measure
from 0.5 A to 100 A.

c Calculate the following ratio:

i.e. 10/400 = 0.025

c In the chart opposite, find the closest value of k.

A close value is k=0.02632.
It corresponds to core balance CTs that are supposed
to deliver at least 0.1 VA of power.

c In the chart opposite, find the wiring that
corresponds to the value of k.

The secondary circuit of the MV core balance CT
is wired to terminals E2 and E3 of the ACE 990.

The terminals S1 an S2 of the ACE990 should be
wired to terminals A2 and A4 of Sepam 2000
respectively.

c Calculate the value of Ino to be set:
Ino = 0.02632 x 400 = 10.5 A

This value of Ino may be used to monitor a current
between 0.5 A and 105 A.

(1) : this is the current value for which the earth fault
protection setting rage extends to between 5% and 1000%
of this value, at the most.

E5

E4

E3

E2

E1

S2

S1

ACE 990

A6

A5

A4

A3

ECA/ECM

A2

A1

REF

Example of wiring.

value of k ACE 990 Sepam 2000 Min. power delivered
input input by MV core balance CT

0.00578 E1 – E5 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.00676 E2 – E5 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.00885 E1 – E4 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.00909 E3 – E5 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.01136 E2 – E4 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.01445 E1 – E5 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.01587 E1 – E3 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.01667 E4 – E5 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.01689 E2 – E5 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.02000 E3 – E4 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.02212 E1 – E4 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.02273 E3 – E5 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.02632 E2 – E3 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.02841 E2 – E4 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.03968 E1 – E3 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.04000 E1 – E2 A2 - A4 0.1 VA

0.04167 E4 – E5 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.05000 E3 – E4 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.06579 E2 – E3 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.08671 E1 – E5 A3 - A4 2 VA

0.10000 E1 – E2 A1 - A4 0.4 VA

0.10135 E2 – E5 A3 - A4 2 VA

0.13274 E1 – E4 A3 - A4 2 VA

0.13636 E3 – E5 A3 - A4 2 VA

0.17045 E2 – E4 A3 - A4 3 VA

0.23810 E1 – E3 A3 - A4 4 VA

0.25000 E4 – E5 A3 - A4 4 VA

0.30000 E3 – E4 A3 - A4 4 VA

0.39474 E2 – E3 A3 - A4 6 VA

0.60000 E1 – E2 A3 - A4 10 VA

close approximation of Ino
number of turns
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Selection of operating mode (microswitches)
c Set the SW1 microswitches on the Sepam 2000.
The microswitches concerned are found on the input module. They should be
switched while the Sepam 2000 is de-energized.

The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660 or CCA 650 connector once it has
been installed.

SW1
for measuring residual current with core balance CT
connected to ACE 990 interface.

SW2

Assembly
The ACE 990 interface is mounted on a symmetrical DIN rail.

Wiring
Only one core balance CT may be connected to the ACE 990 interface.

The secondary of the MV core balance CT is connected to 2 of the 5 inputs
of the ACE 990 interface.

The output terminals of the ACE 990 are connected to the 6-pin connector,
CCA 606.

The core balance must be connected to the interface in the right direction in order
for the directional earth fault and restricted earth fault protections to operate
correctly.

The cable coming from the core balance terminal marked S1 should be connected
to the terminal with the lowest index.

Cables to be used:
Cables to be used:

c cable between core balance CT and ACE 990:
v wiring resistance less than 200mΩ/m,
v cross-section between 1.5 mm2 (awg 15) and 2.5 mm2 (awg 13)
c cable between ACE 990 and Sepam 2000:
v shielded and encased (max. length = 2 meters),
v cable cross-section between 0.93 mm2 (awg 18) and 2.5 mm2 (awg 13),
v resistance per unit of length less than 100 mΩ / m,
v minimum dielectric strength: 100 V.
Connect the ACE 990 connection cable shielding in the shortest manner possible
(max. 2 cm) to the 6-pin connector on the Sepam 2000.
Flatten the cable against the metallic frames of the cubicle.
The connection cable earthing is grounded in Sepam 2000.
Do not ground the cable by any other means.

Dimensions

Weight: 640 gr

ACE 990

77
20

S1 S2

E1 E2E3E4E5

50

11

72

25

46 99

11

MERLIN GERIN

c In the E/F sensor headings of the Status menu:
v Set the E/F sensor to “Core bal. CT+ACE990”.
v Set the Ino parameter as a multiple of 0.1 A according to the calculation
rule described earlier.

Characteristics
c Accuracy:
v amplitude: ± 1 %,
v phase: < 2°.
c Maximum permissible current: 20 kA, 1 s
(on primary of MV core balance CT with ratio 1/50
which does not saturate).
c Operating temperature: - 5 °C to + 55 °C.
c Storage temperature: - 25 °C to + 70 °C.
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SONDE ESTOR ESTOR ESB SONDE3U/V0

SW1

A

B

B

ECM CE40

1
2
3
4
5
6

+

B

(communication
option)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

CURRENT
INPUT

3

PROBES

4

VOLTAGE
INPUT

AAAAAAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

7

INPUTS AND
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8
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1
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4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

SW1

SW2

Installation
Connection of voltage inputs

Connection of 3 VTs
This arrangement does not allow residual voltage
to be measured by the sum of the 3 phase voltages.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
of the phase VT ratio heading in the Status menu
to 3U.

Connection of 3 VTs (residual
voltage measurement)
This arrangement enables Sepam 2000 to measure
system voltages and calculate the residual voltage
based on the VT secondary voltages.
It requires the use of 3 VTs with the primary between
phase and earth. Terminals 1 and 6 must be strapped
in order for Sepam to calculate the residual voltage.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
to 3U and the Vnso parameter of the phase VT ratio
heading in the Status men to 3V.

* S25, S35 for earlier versions.

This concerns the types of Sepam 2000s that have
voltage inputs.
Type S26* LT, XT.

S36* XR, LR, LS, SS, SR, TR, TS.
The phase and residual voltage transformers (VTs)
are connected to the CCA 608 8-pin connector
on the 3U/Vo module. Sepam 2000 can function
with 1, 2 or 3 VTs.
The residual voltage can be measured by two
methods:
c calculated by Sepam 2000 based on the phase
voltages,
c wired directly to Sepam 2000 from a transformer
with broken delta-star windings.
SW1 microswitch setting:
The microswitches must be set before
the Sepam 2000 is energized, according
to the chosen connection diagram.
N.B. Sepam 2000 S36 ou S35 TR and TS models
have two VT connection inputs. Remember to set
the microswitches for both inputs.

or

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

P2P1

S1 S2

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

V2

voltage inputs

SW1 microswitch setting

3U/V0

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

P2P1

S1 S2

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

V2

SW1 microswitch setting

voltage inputs

3U/V0
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Connection of 2 VTs
This arrangement does not allow residual voltage
to be measured by the sum method.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
of the phase VT ratio heading in the Status menu
to 3U.

Connection of 1 VT
This arrangement does not allow residual voltage
to be measured by the sum method.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
of the phase VT ratio heading in the Status menu to
the value indicated in the diagram opposite.

Connection of residual
voltage input
This arrangement is used to connect the residual
voltage measured outside Sepam 2000 via
a transformer with broken delta-star windings.
The connection is made on terminals A1 and A2
of the 8-pin connector.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Vnso parameter
to Uns/e or Uns/3 according to the type of VT used.

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

P2P1

S1 S2

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

V2

voltage inputs

SW1 microswitch setting

3U/V0

o

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

P2P1

S1 S2

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

Vo

voltage inputs
Number = 1U

SW1 microswitch setting

3U/Vo

o

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

P2P1

S1 S2

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

Vo

voltage inputs
Number = V

SW1 microswitch setting

3U/Vo

or

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

P2P1

S1 S2

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

V2

voltage inputs
Number = 3U

SW1 microswitch setting

3U/V0
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Connection
of 2 phase-to-phase voltages
(synchro-check function)
The connections are made so that the voltages
applied to inputs 5 and 4 (U sync 1) and 2 and
1 (U sync 2) correspond to the same phases.

example : U21

U21’

This arrangement allows Sepam 2000 to measure
voltage and power.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
to 1U.

Connection
of 2 phase-to-neutral
voltages
(synchro-check function)
The connections are made so that the voltages
applied to inputs 5 and 4 (U sync 1) and 2 and
1 (U sync 2) correspond to the same phases.
example : V1

V1’

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
to V.

Connection of 3 VTs or 2 VTs
in V arrangement
(synchro-check function)
The connections are made so that the voltages
applied to inputs 5 and 4 (U sync 1) and 2 and
1 (U sync 2) correspond to the same phases.

V1, V2, V3 or U21, U13 and U21.

This arrangement allows Sepam 2000 to measure
voltage and power.

Use the pocket terminal to set the Number parameter
to 3U.

Installation
Connection of voltage inputs (cont’d)

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

U sync 2

voltage inputs

SW1 microswitch setting

3U/V0

U sync 2

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

SW1

3U/V0

voltage inputs

microswitch setting

U sync 2

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

1

2

3

A7
A8

DPC

U21
U32
U13

SW1

3U/V0

voltage inputs

microswitch setting
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Connection of sensors
in 3-wire mode
The following wiring should be done when one of the
measurement channels is not being used.

Installation
Connection of Pt100 termperature sensors

e.g. channel 6 not used.

DPC

Pt100
n°5

A21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1

Pt100
n°4

Pt100
n°3

Pt100
n°2

Pt100
n°1

sensors

A17

A16

A18

This concerns the types of Sepam 2000 that have
inputs for Pt100 type temperature sensors.

The Pt100 sensors are connected to the CCA 621
21-pin connector on the SONDE module.

Connection of sensors in 2-wire mode
This connection mode should only be used when it is impossible to use the 3-wire
mode (e.g. existing cable) since it introduces a substantial measurement error.

The following wiring should be done when one of the measurement channels is not
being used.
Example: channel 6 not used.

A17

A16

A18

Wiring
It is preferable to use shielded cables. The use
of unshielded cables may cause measurement errors, the size of which depends
on the degree of electrical and magnetic disturbance in the cable surroundings.
Only connect the shielding at the Sepam 2000 end: connect the connection cable
shielding in the shortest manner possible to the corresponding terminals of the 21-
pin connector.
Do not connect the shielding at the temperature sensor end.
Recommended cross-sections according to distance :
c up to 100 m > 1 mm2, awg 16,
c up to 300 m > 1.5 mm2, awg 14,
c up to 1 km > 2.5 mm2, awg 12.

DPC

Pt100
n°5

A21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1

Pt100
n°4

Pt100
n°3

Pt100
n°2

Pt100
n°1

sensors
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Installation
Connection of power supply and logic inputs and outputs

Example : ESTOR 1 and ESB.

ESTOR

DPC
A21

A20

O11

A7

A4

A3

A2

A1

l12

l11

A8

A5

A6

A10

A9

A12

A11

O12

O13

O14

A13

A19

A17

A16

A18

A14

A15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

A

Connection of power supply
and earth
The Sepam 2000 power supply is connected
to the CCA 604 4-pin connector on the CE40 module
situated on the rear of the device.
The power supply input is protected against
accidental polarity inversion.

Safety:

The Sepam 2000 chassis must be
earthed via the grounding screw
situated on the right side panel
(rear view).

Use a braid or cable fitted with a 4 mm eye lug.
The eye lug fastening screw is already mounted on
Sepam when it is delivered.
(Should the screw be lost, never replace it by a screw
longer than 8 mm)

Connection of logic inputs
and outputs
The logical data are connected to the CCA 621
connector on the ESB and ESTOR modules.
Check that the voltage applied to the inputs
is compatible with the voltage indicated by a dot
on the sub-assembly.

Cabling should be done in accordance with the
diagram for your application.
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Installation
Connection of the Jbus/Modbus communication coupler

Sepam 2000 can be equiped, as an option, with a
communication coupler situated on the CE40 module.
Please refer to the “RS 485 network connection
guide” and “Sepam 2000, Jbus/Modbus
communication” documents for commissioning
instructions and the choice of accessories.
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Use - commissioning
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Status indicators 1 :
c green on indicator lamp shows that Sepam 2000 is energized,
c red trip indicator lamp: Sepam has tripped the circuit breaker after detecting a
fault. A related alarm message indicates the cause of tripping,
c red       indicator lamp shows internal Sepam faults. All the output relays are
dropped out (fail-safe position). (Refer to the chapter on maintenance),
c yellow I on indicator lamp and green O off indicator lamp show the position
of the circuit breaker:
v I = circuit breaker closed,
v O = circuit breaker open.

Use - commissioning
Description/use

Standard model: Sepam 2000 S36 or S35 (for all types).

Compact model: Sepam 2000 S26 or S25 (for certain types).

Your Sepam 2000 is a multifunction,
microprocessor-based device which includes
in the same case:
c control and monitoring of the associated circuit
breaker or contactor,
c measurement of electrical variables,
c display of operating messages,
c protection of the network and the drives it supplies.
Sepam 2000 may be equiped (as an option)
with a communication link with the remote monitoring
station. There are two models of Sepam.

Front face

1  status indicators
2  display
3  keys for access to measurement and alarm processing
4  cartridge
5  pocket terminal socket
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Cartridge 4
The cartridge contains the information required for Sepam operation, such as:
c settings,
c stored data,
c program and annunciation logic

Pocket terminal socket 5
This socket is used to connect the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or the ACE 900
interface to the SFT 2801 / SFT 2821 software (PC link).

Display 2
The display unit indicates:
c measurements,
c operating messages.

Keys for access to measurements and alarm
processing  3
c metering key
The measurements may be accessed by pressing
the A, V/Hz, W/ϕ, Wh/°C metering keys.
Each key provides access to a set of measurements
according to the ring method.

When a measurement is not available in a type
of Sepam, ----------- is displayed,
c clear key:
this key erases the stored value being displayed
(reset):
- max. current demand IM1, IM2, IM3,
- tripping currents TRIP1, TRIP2, TRIP3, TRIP0,
- peak demand power PM, QM,
c alarm processing key
v alarm key:
each time tripping or another event occurs, an alarm
message stored in a list of alarms is displayed.
The most recent message appears on the display.
This key provides access to step by step reading
of the list of stored alarm messages.
The previous message may be displayed by pressing
this key.
Display of: ----------- indicates the end of the list
of alarm messages.

v reset key:

The protections trigger circuit breaker tripping and display of the related
messages.
The red trip indicator lights up.
After the fault has been cleared, the user presses the reset key to acknowledge.
The trip indicator is extinguished, the list of alarms is erased and the device can
be closed. The reset key is disabled until the fault has been cleared.

Example: current measurement

I1

I2

I3

IM1

IM2

IM3

TRIP1

TRIP2

TRIP3

TRIP0

key
- A -
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P/Select:

  Add. reading

  Status

  About Sepam

Use - commissioning
Description/use (cont'd)

The TSM 2001 pocket terminal and the SFT 2801 software for PC operate in the
same way.

The pocket terminal provides access to all
the Sepam 2000 information, such as:
c current measurements,
c operating assistance messages,
c protection settings.

The pocket terminal is supplied with power by Sepam 2000 and does not require
any batteries; it can be connected with the power on.
The pocket terminal beeps when it is connected.
The main menu appears (if nothing is displayed, check the brightness adjustment
using the key).
The user may access the various items of information from three menu levels.
A menu may comprise several pages.
To access a menu, simply position the blinking cursor on the desired line and press
the enter  key.
The first line of the menu contains the name of the current menu or function.
Indication of P/ at the head of the menu indicates that the user has entered
the password.

Role of the keys:
c the pocket terminal beeps when the user presses a key that is disabled.
c the menu  key is used to display the previous menu,
c the ▲ and ▼ keys are used to move the c cursor one line up or down in a menu.
To move to the next screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor on the
last line and presses the ▼key.

To move to the previous screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor on
the second line and presses the ▲ key,
c the code  key is used to enter and exit the parameter setting mode,
c the numeric and . keys are used to enter settings and the password,
c the units  key is used to change setting unit multiplying factors (e.g. A, kA,...),
c the data+ and data-  keys are used to select values from preset data lists.
These lists are used when only a limited number of values may be used
for a parameter, e.g. network frequency value,
c the clear  key is used:
v to clear error messages,
v to call back a previous setting value during data input,
v to reset tripping currents and maximum demand readings to zero,
c the enter key is used to confirm a  menu selection or to confirm all the settings
for a function.

N.B. The first line always contains the name of the current menu or function.

P/Select:

  Metering

  Protection

  Program logic

TSM 2001 pocket terminal /
SFT 2801

2

1 4-line display

data entry keypad
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P/ADD. READING
   Residual I
   Residual V
   I and V start

P/I RESIDUAL CURRENT
I0  = 12.3 A

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Menu Menu Menu Menu Menu

Menu

Enter

Enter

Menu

Menu

Enter

P/I PHASE CURRENT
  I1      =   453 A
  I2      =   452 A
  I3      =   453 A

P/Select:
  Metering
  Protection
  Program logic

P/Select:
  Add. reading
  Status
  About Sepam

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   Logic input
   Logic output
   Monostable relay

P/STATUS
   Rated frequency
   Phase CT ratio
   E/F Sensor

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   M01PA001 CAT H NOL
   APPLICATION
   MOTOR

P/ABOUT...
   SFT 2800
   Program logic
   Communication

= 500 A
= 450 A
= I1-I2-I3

P/PHASE CT RATIO
   In
   Ib
   Number

P/PROTECTION
   50-51
   50N-51N
   49

F011
F081
F431

P/METERING
   Phase current
   System voltage
   Power & pwr factor

P/50-51
  Curve
  Is
  T

F011
= Definite
= 1,2 kA
= 300 ms

P/LOGIC OUTPUT
   01-02
   011-014
   021-024

= 10
= 0000
= 1010

Example of use of the SFT 2801 software with Sepam 2000.
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Press Menu key

to get

the main menu

Use - commissioning
Use (current operation)

Operation via the front face or pocket terminal

Energizing
Sepam is energized when operating normally.
In the event of re-energizing after a break in the
auxiliary power supply, Sepam 2000 automatically
restarts according to the following sequence,
which lasts about 5 s:
c green on and red       indicators light up,
c beep (if the pocket terminal is connected),
c extinction of the red indicator,
c resetting of watchdog contact,
c testing of display:

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 then ***********, then I1 = 0.0 A

c breaker position indicator lights up,
c display of the first message.
Sepam is then in operation. If the pocket terminal is connected, it displays:

Sepam 2000 performs the functions of a precision measurement and alarm
processing unit. The values are displayed directed with the related uit A, kA, etc.
The messages clearly worded. There are two ways of operating the device:
c via the front face (metering, annunication keys),
c via theTSM2001 pocket terminals (using menus).
Whenever a measurement is not available in the user's type of Sepam,
-----------is displayed.

functions key TSM menu desig. description range accuracy comments

phase current A metering I1 measurement of each 0 to 24In ±0.5% value depends on
I2 phase current associated CT
I3

maximum current A metering IM1 measurement of the 0 to 24In ±0.5% the value is
demand IM2 average current in periodically

IM3 the 3 phases recalculated.
Value set in Status
menu to 5, 10, 15, 30
or 60 mn
RESET: clear key

tripping A metering TRIP1 measurement of phase 0 to 24In ±5% RESET: clear key
current TRIP2 and earth currents at

TRIP3 the time of the tripping
TRIP0 order

voltage V/Hz metering V1,V2,V3 measurement of 0 to 1.5Un ±0.5% Value depends on
phase-neutral and associated VT

U21,U32,U13 phase-phase voltages

frequency V/Hz metering F measurement of 45 to 65 Hz ±0.02 Hz measured on
frequency input U21

real power W/ϕ metering P measurement of 0 to 999 MW ±1% positive or negative
real power

reactive W/ϕ metering Q measurement of 0 to 999 MVAr ±1% positive or negative
power reactive power

power factor W/ϕ metering PF measurement of -1 to +1 0.01 P sign inductive or
power factor capacitive

maximum real W/ϕ metering PM measurement of the 0 to 999 MW ±1% same remarks as
and reactive greatest average for maximum current
power demand W/ϕ metering QM power value 0 to 999 MVAr ±1% demand

real and reactive Wh/°C metering +MWH measurement of 0 to 99999.99 ±1% for the display
energy real energy consumed

Wh/°C metering +MVRH measurement of
reactive energy consumed

Wh/°C metering -MWH measurement of real 0 to 280x106 ±1% for the pocket
power supplied terminal

Wh/°C metering -MVRH measurement of reactive values are stored in
power supplied the event of a power

failure

temperatures Wh/°C metering T1, T2 measurement of -50° to 250°C ±1°C operates with Pt100
T3, T4 temperatures sensors
T5, T6

N.B. No values are displayed when the measurement is less than 1.5% of the rated value.
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Operation via the pocket terminal alone

function pocket terminal menu name description range accuracy

earth fault add. reading Io measurement of residual current 0 to 10Ino ±5%
residual current

residual voltage add. reading Vo measurement of residual voltage 0 to 1.5Un ±5%
residual voltage

start current add-reading Tstart start time 0 to 999 s ±5%

and time start current & time Imax maximum start current 0 to 24In ±5%

Istart instantaneous current if > 1.2Ib 0 to 24In ±5%

cumulative breaking add. reading number of breaking operation 5% In at 24 In ±10%
current Nb of operation in (kA)2 cumulative value of (kA)2

differentiel current add. reading Idiff I measuremnt of 0 to 24 In ±5%
and through current Idiff & Ithrough Ithrough differential and through currents

true rms current add. reading Irms measurement of true rms current 0 to 4 In +1%
Irms up to harmonic 21

phase rotation protection Vd measurement of positive seq. voltage 0 to 100% Vn ±5%
pos. seq. U/V1 indication of "inverse" if the network

is rotating backwards

number of starts protection Tblock blocked start time 0.5 to 655 s

nb. starts Nrest number of starts allowed 1 to 60/hour

thermal overload protection thermal E % heat rise 0 to 999% ±2%

unbalance ratio protection unbalance Ii negative current 0 to 1Ib ±5%

directional protection Phi 1 phase shift between I1 and U32 0° to 360° ±3° at In,Un

overcurrent directional O/C Phi 2 phase shift between I2 and U13 0° to 360° ±3° at In,Un

Phi 3 phase shift between I3 and U21 0° to 360° ±3° at In,Un

directional earth fault protection directional E/F Phi 0 phase shift between Io and Vo 0° to 360° ±3°
name description zero reset (1)

general counters for all types of application

C1 number of closing operations performed by the breaking device Kp19

C2 number of phase-to-phase short-circuit fault trips Kp20

counters for the motor - generator applications

C3 number of hours of motor running Kp21

C4 number of minutes associated with running hours counter C3

counters for the capacitor application with capacitor control

C4 capacitor 1 running hours counter Kp21

C5 capacitor 2 running hours counter Kp21

C6 capacitor 3 running hours counter Kp21

counters for the substation application with recloser function

C3 number of earth fault trips Kp20

C4 number of successful reclosing operations Kp22

C5 number of cycle 1s performed Kp22

C6 number of cycle 2s performed Kp22

C7 number of cycle 3s performed Kp22

C8 number of cycle 4s performed Kp22

(1) requires use of the password
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Clearing measurements
c maximum phase current demand.
To reset to zero:
v press clear on the pocket terminal if the maximum
current demand readings are displayed,
v press clear on the display if at least one maximum
demand is displayed,
c tripping current (phase or earth).
To reset to zero:
v press clear on the pocket terminal if all the tripping
currents are displayed,
v press clear on the display if at least one tripping
current is displayed,
c maximum real and reactive power demands.
To reset to zero:
v press clear on the  pocket terminal
if all the maximum demands  are displayed,
v press clear on the display if at least one maximum
power demand is displayed,

N.B.
Zero resetting of the maximum demand readings
allows calculations to be started for a new integration
interval.
c motor heat rise.
To reset to zero, press the clear key on the pocket
terminal if the heat rise measurement is displayed
and if the user is in parameter setting mode,
c number of starts.
To reset, press the clear key on the pocket terminal
if the blocked time is displayed and if the user
is in parameter setting mode.
The resetting of these functions alters the normal
operation of the protections (changes their prior
status).

Annunciation
When an event is detected by Sepam 2000,
an operating message appears on the display.
The messages are stored in a list of alarms and may
be reviewed in chronological order of appearance,
starting with the most recent, by pressing the
alarm key.

Beware:
pressing the reset key will erase the contents
of any list of alarms.

List of messages
(according to the type of Sepam).

Use - commissioning
Use (current operation) (cont’d)

message (1) type meaning

? CONTROL ? A tripping order discrepancy

? CONTROLX ? P capac capacitor x switch control supervision

RECEIVE BI A blocking input

EXT. TRIP A tripping by external protection

PRESSURE A breaking pole pressure fault

INST O/C A reclose instantaneous overcurrent

INST E/F A reclose instaneous earth fault

CYCLE 1 A reclose cycle 1 in progress

CYCLE 2 A reclose cycle 2 in progress

CYCLE 3 A reclose cycle 3 in progress

CYCLE 4 A reclose cycle 4 in progress

SUCCESSFUL A reclose successful reclosing (fault cleared)

DEFINITIVE A reclose definitive tripping (fault not cleared)

TR.GAS A gas detector (alarm or tripping)

DISCHARGE A time-delayed energizing

OPG INHIB A inhibition of disturbance recording

RESTART A staggering of restarts

TX AL/TRIP A transformer fault (alarm or tripping)

START INHIB A motor restart inhibited

CARTRIDGE M cartridge and Sepam not compatible

CONNECTOR M unplugged connector

MAINTENANCE M internal Sepam fault

M.CARTRIDGE M internal cartridge fault

RTD FAULT M PTC or PT100 sensor fault

LOCK. ROTOR P locked rotor

BUCHHOLZ P buchholz, alarm or tripping

LOAD SHED. P positive sequence undervoltage (or I12)

LONG START P excessive starting time

UNBALANCE P negative sequence / unbalance

UNBAL.ALARM P capac neutral to neutral unbalance, alarm

UNBAL.TRIP P capac neutral to neutral unbalance, tripping

UNBAL. ALARM 1 P neutral to neutral unbalance capacitor 1, alarm

UNBAL. ALARM 2 P neutral to neutral unbalance capacitor 2, alarm

UNBAL. ALARM 3 P neutral to neutral unbalance capacitor 3, alarm

UNBAL. TRIP 1 P neutral to neutral unbalance capacitor 1, tripping

UNBAL. TRIP 2 P neutral to neutral unbalance capacitor 2, tripping

UNBAL. TRIP 3 P neutral to neutral unbalance capacitor 3, tripping

LOM 1 P rate of change of frequency, setting 1

LOM 2 P rate of change of frequency, setting 2

GEN. DIFF. P generator differential

MOTOR DIFF. P motor differential

FIELD LOSS P reactive overpower (de-energizing)

FRAME LEAK P frame leak

OVERFREQ.1 P frequency too high, setting 1

OVERFREQ.2 P frequency too high, setting  2

OVERCURRENT P phase overcurrent

LOW O/C P phase overcurrent, settings 1 and 3

O/C V REST P voltage restrained overcurrent

DIR. O/C P directional phase overcurrent

type
A = automation (program logic)
P = protection
M = maintenance

(1) If your Sepam 2000 has been customzied, other messages
may appear.
Please refer to the information package provided
by your OEM.
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message (1) type meaning

FAULT SSL default SSL reception

HIGH O/C P phase overcurrent, settings 2 and 4

NEUTR. O/C1 P neutral overcurrent, setting 1

NEUTR. O/C2 P neutral overcurrent, setting  2

EARTH FAULT P earth fault

DIR. E/F P directional earth fault

OVERVOLT. 1 P overvoltage, setting  1

OVERVOLT. 2 P overvoltage, setting  2

O/VOLT.X By P overvoltage setting x busbar y

N VOLT DISP P neutral voltage displacement

EXT. STOP. A gen emergency generator shutdown

EXT. LOCK A gen coupling inhibited

E/F P earth fault current Io’

FIELD STOP A gen generator de-energizing order

FREQ. GAP A gen frequency variance greater than set point,
synchro-check protection

ANGLE GAP A gen angle variance greater than set point,
synchro-check protection

VOLTAGE GAP A gen voltage variance greater than set point,
synchro-check protection

SYNCHRO. A search for synchronism

STOP SYNC. A stopping of search for synchronism

U.SYN1 FAIL A VT circuit 1 open

U.SYN2 FAIL A VT circuit 2 open

UNDERFREQ.1 P frequency too low, setting 1

UNDERFREQ.2 P frequency too low, setting 2

UNDERFREQ.3 P frequency too low, setting 3

UNDERFREQ.4 P frequency too low, setting 4

U/CURRENT P phase undercurrent

UNDERVOLT. P undervoltage

UNDERVOLT.1 P undervoltage, setting 1

UNDERVOLT.2 P undervoltage, setting 2

UNDERVOLT’1 P undervoltage, setting 1

UNDERVOLT’2 P undervoltage, setting 2

U/VOLT.X By P undervoltage setting x busbar y

STARTS/HOUR P number of allowed starts reached

TR PRESSURE P transformer pressure fault

REF P restricted earth fault

REF’ P restricted earth fault

REVERSE P. P reverse real power

ROTATION P phase rotation direction fault

RTD XX P temperature fault (alarm or tripping) on RTD n°XX

THERMAL P thermal overload (alarm or tripping)

LATCH. CTRL P&T latching contactor

IMP. CTRL P&T contactor with impulse orders

PERM. CTRL P&T contactor with latched orders

U/V RELEASE P&T circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil

SHUNT-TRIP P&T circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil

! ERROR ! P&T error in command parameter setting
type
A = automation (program logic)
P = protection
P&T = control function parameter setting test
(1) If your Sepam 2000 has been customzied, other messages may appear.
Please refer to the information package provided by your OEM.
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning

Checking prior
to commissioning
These operations must be carried out before
Sepam 2000 is energized.

Checks:
c supply voltage

Ensure that the cubicle auxiliary supply voltage
matches Sepam 2000's operating voltage. It is
indicated on the rear of the device, beside the power
supply connector, by a dot in the voltage box,

Example
S26L X on the cartridge
label should match
S26LX on the Sepam
label.

(1) Refer to “Installation” chapter.
(2) All parameters and settings must be based on a network discrimination study that is to be
carried out prior to commissioning.
(3) This mode is automatically cancelled if no keys are pressed for about 1 minute. It may be
cancelled manually by pressing the Code key.

c earthing
Check that the Sepam 2000 chassis is earthed by
the ground nut situated on the Sepam side panel,
on the power supply side.
Check that the screw is tightened.
c cartridge
v Check that the cartridge is in its slot behind the front
wicket door. To do so, open the wicket door by pulling
on the notch situated on the left side panel.
The Sepam S36 or S35 has a shield on the right,
which resembles the memory cartridge wicket door.
This shield is not another wicket door.
Do not try to open it. Check that the cartridge has
been inserted correctly.
Check the tightening of the 2 threaded screws
by hand. Above all do not insert or remove
the cartridge when Sepam 2000 is energized,
v the cartridge has an identification label on the front.
The first 5 characters in the first line indicate
the Sepam 2000 model. Ensure that the type
of cartridge matches the Sepam model indicated
on the side of Sepam.

c connectors
Check that all the
connectors are correctly
connected to the rear
of the device and screw-
locked.
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c microswitches:
v they are set for a 5A secondary current transformer power supply,
v residual current measurement by the core balance CT,
v residual voltage measurement by the sum of the 3 voltages,
c protection:
v settings: 999 kA or kV
v time delays: 655 s
c program logic time delay:
v t = 200 ms,
v number of starts (motor protection):
v N = 999,
v time between starts = 0.5 s

Commissioning using the pocket terminal

Switch on the Sepam
After the Sepam 2000 has started up, check that no messages are present by
pressing the “alarm” key.

Checking mode
All the data may be accessed for checking purposes without the risk of changing
parameters or settings.

Parameter setting mode (2)

This mode is reserved for commissioning and maintenance.
The entry of a password is required. P\ appears at the top left of the screen (3).

Setting of microswitches on the rear of the device.
Check that the microswitches which define operating
modes and Sepam 2000 calibration operations were
correctly set at the time of installation (1).

The microswitches must be set with Sepam
de-energized.
If the microswitches are incorrectly set, the
measurements given by Sepam 2000 will be
erroneous and the protections will fail to trip at the
desired set points.

Default parameter setting
Factory-set parameter status:
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Parameter and setting errors
Changing a status parameter may put a protection
setting outside the tolerance range.
Sepam detects this problem and displays the
following message:

The user should then check and, if necessary, change
the protection settings. The PROTECTION line blinks
until the settings have been corrected.

Settings out of range.
A protection value may be out of range when it is set..
Sepam detects this and indicates the permissible
range of settings.

Status menu parameter chart
heading name function command selection
frequency Fn network frequency data + and - 50 or 60 Hz

keys
phase CT In CT rating numeric adjustable from
ratio keys 10 A to 6250 A
phase CT' Ib basis current of numeric 0.4 to 1.3In
ratio for CT equip. being protected keys in amps

number number of current data + and - 2 or 3 sensors
sensors keys

phase CT In CT rating (standard data + and - 30 values between
ratio for CSP values see table on keys 30 A and 2500 A

the next page)
Ib basis current of the numeric 0.4In to 1.3In

equipment being protected keys in amperes
number number of data + and - 2 or 3 sensors

current sensors keys
capteur Io sensor type of earth data + and - c sum of 3I
capteur Io’ fault current keys c 2 A core bal. CT

c tore 30 A
c 30 A core bal. CT
c core bal. CT
+ ACE 990

Ino CT rating with CT S26, S36 adjustable from
+ CSH 30 option numeric 1.0 A and 6250 A

keys
core bal. CT rating with S25, S35 56 values from
core bal. CT + data + and - 1 A to 6250 A
ACE 990 option keys

max. period max. demand integration data + and - adjustable from
interval period keys 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 mn
phase VT number number of VTs wirred data + and - S26-S36  S25-S35
phase VT’ keys V      U21

1U            U21-U32
3U            3U

Unp rated VT primary numeric adjustable from
voltage keys 220 V to 250 kV

Uns rated VT secondary data + and - 100, 110, 115,
voltage keys 120 V

Vnso type of residual data + and - c sum of 3Vs
voltage measurement keys c Uns / e

c Uns / 3
direction of incomer reverses the signs data + and - incomer:
energy feeder of power and energy keys cable --> busbars (1)

measurements feeder:
busbars --> cable (1)

disturbance pretrig number of periods numeric adjustable from
recording (4) before triggering keys 1 and 85 periods

event
communi- speed transmission speed data + and - 300, 600, 1200,
cation (2) keys 2400, 4800, 9600,

19200, 38400 bds
station Sepam station number numeric 1 to 255

in the network keys
parity transmission format data + and - even, odd,

keys without parity
time synchro type of synchronization data + and - via:
tagging (2) used keys - network

- inputs I11 or I21
events I1 I2 numeric

I11 to I18 keys
I21 to I28
I31 to I38
KTS1 to KTS32 by 8-bit words
KTS33 to KTS64 for S26, S36

only
password see corresponding

page
(1)

(2) for commissioning, refer to “communication” document.
(3) 0 = not time-tagged

1 = time-tagged.
All events are set to zero by default.
(4) available as of version 9940 of SFT 2800.

P\CT ratio

protection setting

out of range

press clear key

P\50N-51N    F081

Iso out of range

0.05Ino < Iso < Ino

Press clear key

Example: 50N, 51N earth protection.

All the parameters and settings are accessible in
3 menus:
v general parameters: status menu,
v protection : protection menu,
v operating parameters:
program logic menu,

General parameters
The general parameters are accessible
in the status menu;  they are to be set at the time
of commissioning, using the setting sheet
(see corresponding chapter) and must not be
modified during current operation.

+ feederincomer +,

(3)
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

Microswitch SW1 and SW2
settings
The microswitch settings must be coherent with the
choices made in the status, phase CT ratio
and VT ratio menus:

c current input for 1 A / 5 A CT
1 A secondary               5 A secondary

SW2 SW2

Protection
According to the type of Sepam 2000, the following functions are available:

Locked rotor / excessive starting time (48/51 LR)
Protection of motors that are liable to start with overloads or insufficient supply
voltage and/or drive loads that are liable to become locked (e.g. crusher). It is an
overcurrent protection that is only confirmed after a time delay which corresponds
to the normal start time.
Recommendation: use short, definite time.

Negative sequence / unablance (46)
Protection of equipment against overheating caused by an unbalanced power
supply, phase inversion or phase break, and against low levels of overcurrent
between 2 phases.
Recommendation: use IDMT curves.

Neutral unbalance (50/51)
Detection of unbalance current between the neutral points of double
star-connected capacitor banks; unbalance current indicates that components
of one of the capacitors are damaged.

Rate of change of frequency (81R)
Protection which calculates the rate of frequency variation and compares
it to a set point (used with uncoupling and load shedding).

Machine differential (87M-87G)
Fast, sensitive protection of motors and generators against internal faults
due to damaged insulation. The protection is based on the principle of percentage
differentials, i.e. starting current restraint to sustain stability in spite of its high level
of sensitivity.

Thermal overload (49)
Protetion of equipment against thermal damage caused by overloads. Thermal
overload is calculated according to a mathematical model, with 2 time constants,
taking into account the effect of negative sequence current by means of an
adjustable weighting coefficient:
This function includes:
v an adjustable setting to define equipment warm state (or alarm setting),
v an adjustable tripping setting

Starts per hour (66)
Protection against overheating caused by too frequent starts. Checking of:
v number of starts per hour,
v number of consecutive warm starts (detected by the thermal overload
protection),
v number of consecutive cold starts. The protection inhibits energizing
for a preset time period when the permissible limits are reached.

Tank frame leakage (50/51)
Quick, selective detection of earth leakage current in transformer primary and
secondary windings. This overcurrent protection is associated with a current
sensor installed on the frame earthing connection. It calls for isolation of the
transformer tank.

Phase overcurrent (50/51)
Three-phase connection and equipment protection against phase-to-phase faults.
The following types of time delay settings are available: definite, standard inverse,
very inverse, extremely inverse and ultra inverse.

Percentage type overcurrent (50/51 - 50N/51N)
Detection of an unbalance current flowing between the two neutral points
of double star mounted capacitor banks; this current indicates that the components
of one of the banks are damaged.

Directional overcurrent (67)
Incomer protection, which provides quick, selective protection against upstream
faults when there are several power supplies in parallel.

c connection voltage input
v residual voltage measurement by sum

SW1

v residual current measurement by sum of 3 currents

SW1 SW1

v no residual voltage measurement

SW1

v residual current measurement by core
balance CT

SW1 SW1

v residual voltage measurement by broken delta-star
transformer

SW1

c current input for CSP sensor

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1

current
sensor range
CSP

rated current of network

30-300 A 30 36 45 60 75 90 120 150 180 225 300

160-1600 A 160 192 240 320 400 480 640 800 960 1200 1600

500-2500 A 500 600 750 1000 1250 1500 2000 2500

SW2

v residual current measurement by sum of 3 currents

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1 0 1
SW1

Som1 Som2

v residual current measurement by core balance CT

SW1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
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Earth fault (50N/51N)
Protection against earth faults. The following types
of time delay settings are available: definite, standard
inverse, very inverse, extremely inverse and ultra
inverse.
Earth fault current detection can be provided by:
v three phase current transformers,
v a current transformer (1 A, 5 A), combined with
a CSH30 interposing ring CT,
v a CSH120 or CSH200 core balance CT, according
to the required diameter, this method being the most
accurate one.
The two ratings available (2 A and 30 A) provide
a very wide setting range,

Directional earth fault (67N)
This protection has several uses:
v highly sensitive earth fault protection of transformer
feeders supplied by long cables characterized by high
capacitive current,
v quick, selective detection of upstream earth faults
when there are several incomers in parallel.

Overvoltage (59)
Protection against abnormally high voltage and
checking that there is sufficient voltage of power
supply changeover. This protection monitors system
voltage U21.

Neutral voltage displacement (59N)
Detection of insulation faults in ungrounded systems
by measurement of neutral voltage displacement.
This protection is generally used for transformer
incomers or busbars.

Undercurrent (37)
Pump protection against the consequences of priming
loss. This protection detects delayed undercurrent
corresponding to motor no-load operation which is
typical of a loss of pump priming.

Underfrequency (81L)
Detection of variances with respect to the rated frequency, in order to maintain
high quality power supply. This protection can be used for overall tripping or for
load shedding.

Overfrequency (81H)
Protection against abnormally high frequency.

Undervoltage (27)
Protection used either for automated functions (changeover, load shedding)
or for the protection of several motors against undervoltage. This protection checks
for undervoltage in each of the phase-to-phase voltages measured.

Positive sequence undervoltage (27D)
Protection of several motors against malfunctioning due to insufficient
or unbalanced supply voltage.

Remanent undervoltage (27R)
Monitoring of the clearing of voltage sustained by rotating machines after the
opening of the circuit. This protection is used with automatic changeover functions
to prevent transient electrical and mechanical phenomena that are caused by fast
resupply of power to motors. It monitors system voltage U21.

Neutral (50N/51N)
Overload protection of neutral earthing impedance and sensitive overall network
protection against earth faults. This “earth fault” protection is associated with
a current sensor installed on the neutral earthing connection.

Reactive overpower (32Q/40)
Protection of synchronous drives against field loss which causes overconsumption
of reactive power and leads to the loss of synchronism.

Reverse real power (32P)
Protection of motors against operation as generators when driven by their loads or,
in the case of double sources, to avoid the output of one source into the other.
It is based on the real overpower function F531.

Direction of rotation (47)
Protection which prevents the changing of direction of motor rotation following
a power supply modification.

Temperature monitoring (38/49T)
Protection which detects abnormal overheating of equipment fitted
with Pt100 type platinum resistor type temperature sensors.
v 1 alarm setting,
v 1 tripping setting.
The cabling of each sensor is continuously monitored.

Voltage restrained overcurrent (51V)
Three-phase protection against alternator phase faults. Its characteristics are
suitable for the weak current suppied by the alternator when a short-circuit occurs.

Synchro-check (25)
Closing of the breaking device if the two circuits have voltage, frequency or phase
variances within the planned limits.

Restricted earth fault (64 REF)
Detection of phase to earth faults in the winding of the transformer connected to
the secondary end of the protection. This protection may be used when the
secondary neutral is earthed inside the protected zone.
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

display function ANSI pocket parameters commands setting limits
messages terminal

item

LOCK. ROTOR 48/51LR F441 Is setting numeric keys 0.5 to 5Ib
LONG START and units

ST long start numeric keys 0.5 s to 655 s
time delay and units

LT locked rotor numeric keys 0.05 s to 655 s
time delay and units

UNBALANCE 46 F451 curve choice of data + and - keys DT or IDMT
tripping curve

Is setting numeric keys DT:  0.1 to 5Ib
and units IDMT: 0.1 to 0.5Ib

T time delay numeric keys DT: 0.1 to 655 s
and units IDMT: 0.1 to 1s at 5Ib

LOAD SHED 27D F381 Vsd setting numeric keys 0.3 Vnp to Vnp
and units

F382 T time delay numeric keys 0.05 s to 655 s
and units

ROTATION direction of 47 Vd rotation direction metering (Vnp = Unp/V3)
rotation fault

LOM1 rate of change 81R F581 dFs/dt setting numeric keys 0.1 to 10 Hz/s
of frequency and units

LOM2 F582 T time delay numeric keys 0.1 to 655 s
and units

MOTOR DIFF. machine 87M F621 Is setting numeric keys 0.05 In to 0.5 In
differential and units (min.: 1A)

GEN. DIFF. 87G

FIELD LOSS reactive 32Q/40 F541 Qs setting numeric keys O.05 to 1.2 Sn
overpower and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.1 s to 655 s
and units

FRAME LEAK frame leak 50/51 F021 curve choice of data + and - keys DT, SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT
tripping curve

Is setting numeric keys DT: 0.3 to 24 In
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:

0.3 to 2.4 In

T time delay numeric keys DT: 0.05 to 655 s
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT, LIT:

0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

OVERCURRENT phase 50/51 F011 to curve choice of data + and - keys DT, SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT
or HIGH O/C overcurrent F014 tripping curve

Is setting numeric keys DT : 0,3 to 24 In
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT :

0.3 to 2.4 In

T time delay numeric keys DT : 0.05 to 655 s
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT :

0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

O/C V REST voltage restrained 50/51V F191 curve choice of data + and - keys DT, SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT
overcurrent tripping curve

Is setting numeric keys DT: 0.3 to 24 In
and units SIT, VIT, EIT,UIT:

0.3 to 2.4 In

T time delay numeric keys DT: 0.05 to 655 s
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:

0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

Protection function setting ranges

DT: definite time
SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT: IDMT (inverse)

UNDERVOLT.1
UNDERVOLT.2

locked rotor /
excessive starting
time

negative
sequence /
unbalance

positive
sequence
undervoltage

LOW O/C
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display function ansi pocket parameters commands setting limits
messages terminal

item

DIR. O/C directional 67 F511* curve choice of data + and - keys DT, SIT, VIT, EIT,UIT
overcurrent F521 tripping curve

Is setting numeric keys DT: 0.3 to 24In
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:

0.3 to 2.4In

T time delay numeric keys DT: 0.05 to 655 s
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:

0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Is

angle characteristic data + and - keys 30°, 45° or 60°
angle

Phi1 phase shift metring between I1 and U32
Phi2 between I2 and  U13
Phi3 between I3 and U21

EARTH FAULT earth fault 50N/51N curve choice of data + and - keys DT, SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT
50G/51G tripping curve

Iso setting numeric keys DT with:
and units Sum3I: 0.05 to 10In

CT+CSH 30: 0.05 to 10Ino
CSH 2A: 0.1 to 20 A
CSH 30A: 1.5 A to 300 A
Core bal. CT+ ACE 990:
0.05 to 10 Ino
SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT with:
Sum3I: 0.05 to In
CSH 30: 0.05 to 10Ino
CSH 2A:  0.1 to 2 A
CSH 30A: 1.5 A to 300 A
Core bal. CT + ACE 990:
0.05 to Ino

T time delay numeric keys DT: 50 ms to 655 s
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:

0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso

DIR. E/F directional 67N F501 Iso setting numeric keys Sum3I: 0.05 to 10In
earth fault and units CSH 30: 0.05 to 10Ino

CSH 2A: 0.1 to 20 A
CSH 30A: 1.5 A to 300 A
Core bal. CT + ACE 990:
0.05 to 10 Ino

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
and units

angle characteristic data + and - keys 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°,
angle 90°, -45°

Phi0 phase shift metering between Io and Vo

neutral 50N/51N F091 curve choice of data + and - keys DT, SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT
unbalance F092 tripping curve

F071 Iso setting numeric keys DT with:
F072 and units Sum3I: 0.05 to 10In

CT+CSH 30: 0.05 to 10 Ino
CSH 2A : 0.1 to 20 A
CSH 30A:1.5 A to 300 A
Core bal. CT + ACE 990:
0.05 to 10 Ino
SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT, with:
Sum3I: 0.05 to In
CT+CSH 30:1.5 A to 300 A
Core bal. CT + ACE 990:
0.05 to Ino
CSH 2A:  0.1 to 2 A
CSH 30A: 1.5 to 30 A

T time delay numeric keys DT: 50 ms to 655 s
and units SIT, VIT, EIT, UIT:

0.1 to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
RET** H2 restraint data + and - keys yes / no

OVERFREQ. 1 overfrequency 81H F571 Fs setting numeric keys for 50 Hz: 50 to 55 Hz
OVERFREQ. 2 F572 and units for 60 Hz: 60 to 65 Hz

T time delay numeric keys 0.1 to 655 s
and units

F061 to
F064
F081 to
F084

* for Sepam 2000 S25 and S35.
** for F081 to F084 and F091, F092 only.

NEUTR. O/C1
NEUTR. O/C2
or E/F IO’
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

display function ANSI pocket parameters commands setting limits
messages terminal

item

OVERVOLT. 1 overvoltage 59 F301 Us setting numeric keys 0.5 to 1.5Un
OVERVOLT. 2 F302 and units

F311

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
and units

N VOLT DISP neutral voltage 59N F391, F392 Vso setting numeric keys 0,02 to 0.8Un
displacement F411, F412 and units (VT: Un/e/100/e)

0.05 to 0.8Un
(VT: Un/e/100/3)

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
and units

U/CURRENT undercurrent 37 F221 Is setting numeric keys 0.05Ib to Ib
and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
and units

UNDERFREQ.1 underfrequency 81 F561 Fs setting numeric keys for 50 Hz: 45 to 50 Hz
UNDERFREQ.2 F562 and units for 60 Hz: 55 to 60 Hz

T time delay numeric keys 0.1 to 655 s
and units

UNDERVOLT.1 undervoltage 27 Us setting numeric keys 0.05 Unp to Unp
UNDERVOLT.2 and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
and units

remanent 27R F351, F352 Us setting numeric keys 0.05 Un to Un
undervoltage and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
and units

STARTS/HOUR checking of 66 F421 Nstart starts per numeric keys 1 to 60
number of hour and units
starts

H start number of warm numeric keys 1 to 60
starts per hour/Nstart and units

C start number of cold numeric keys 1 to 60
starts per hour/Nstart and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.5 s  to 655 s
and units

N.rest nb. of possible metering
or starts or
T.block blocking time

REVERSEP. reverse real 32P F531 Ps setting numeric keys 1% to 120% of Sn
power and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.1 to 655 s
and units

RTD XX temperature 38/49T F461 to Ts1 to temperature numeric keys 0°C to 180°C
monitoring F466 Ts2 settings and units

XX = 1 to 12 F471 to
F476

F241
F321, F322
F331, F332
F341, F342
F361, F362
F371, F372
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display function ANSI pocket parameters commands setting limits
messages terminal

item

THERMAL thermal overload 49 F431 OL1 alarm setting numeric keys 50% to 200%
(or hot state) and units

OL2 tripping numeric keys 50% to 200%
setting and units

Adjust unbalance data + and - keys without = 0, low = 2.25
factor average = 4.5, high = 9

T1 heat rise numeric keys 5 to 120 mn
time constant and units

T2 cooling numeric keys 5 to 600 mn
time constant and units

Heating heat rise metering

SYN CHECK synchronism 25 F171 dUs voltage variance numeric keys 0.03 to 0.3Un
check F181 setting and units

dFs frequency variancenumeric keys 0.05 to 0.5 Hz
setting and units

dPhi phase variance numeric keys 5 to 45 degrees
setting and units

Us high setting numeric keys 0.8 to 1.1 Un
and units

Us low setting numeric keys 0.1 to 0.7 Un
and units

mode operating data + and - keys mode 1 to 4
mode

dPhi phase shift metering
value

Usync1 voltage metering
and Usync2 values

REF restricted 64REF F641 Iso setting numeric keys 0.05 to 0.8 In
earth fault F651 and units

F661

BREAKER protection 50BF-62 F981 Is setting numeric keys 0.2 to 2 In
FAILURE against and units

circuit breaker T1 faulty CB numeric keys 0.05 to 65.5 s
failures retripping and units

time delay

T2 adjacent CB numeric keys 0.05 to 65.5 s
retripping and units
time delay

3-ph I, assignment data + and - keys Ioo-I1-I2
phase 1 I, of logic inputs I11 to I18
phase 2 I, to trip data I21 to I28 (1)

phase 3 I. I31 to I38 (1)

UNBAL.ALx 50/51 Is setting numeric keys 3 to 200% In,
UNBAL.TRIPx and units

T time delay numeric keys 0.05 to 655 s
value and units

x = capacitor
number

(1) according to the number of ESTOR logic input/output boards.
Refer to the document entitled "testing", ref. 3140746, regarding protection testing.
For further information on the protection function characteristics, .refer to the document entitled “Metering and protection functions”, ref. 3140747.

percentage
type
overcurrent

F111
F112
F121
F122
F131
F132
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

Program logic
and annunciation

Sepam 2000 comprises standard program logic for operation in the most
commonly used installations. The logic is adapted to suit each application diagram
by parameter setting at the time of commissioning.
If Sepam 2000 is customized, the parameters may serve a different purpose:
please refer to the information package supplied by your OEM.

Resource and program logic chart
function item item remarks

for S26, S36 for S25, S35

logic input status I1, I2 I1, I2 1 = input supplied
I11 to I38 I11 to I38 0 = input not supplied

output relay status O1, O2 O1, O2 1 = contact closed
O11 to O34 O11 to O34 0 = contact open

internal relay status K1 to K512 K1 to K256 1 = contact closed; 0 = contact open

stored bistable status B1 to B128 B1 to B32 1 = contact closed; 0 = contact open

counter contents C1 to C24 C1 to C16 read

time delay output status T1 to T60 T1 to T60 set between 50 ms and 655 s via numeric and units keys

parameters:
latched contacts KP1 to KP16 and KP1 to KP16 set to 1 or 0 via data + and - keys

KP33 to KP48 or numeric keys 0 and 1
latched contacts KP17 to KP32 KP17 to KP32
impulse contacts KP49 to KP64

remote control contacts
latched contacts KTC1 to KTC32 KTC1 to KTC32 contacts set to 1 or 0 via a remote
impulse contacts KTC33 to KTC96 KTC33 to KTC64 control and monitoring system

remote indication contacts KTS1 to KTS64 KTS1 to KTS32 contacts set to 1 or 0 for reading by the remote control and
monitoring system

alarm messages Bl1 to Bl16 not available reading of the last 16 automation activated messages
(even if erased from display)

Connection of logic inputs
ESB Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam (2)

ESTOR1 motors substations transfor- capacitors generators
busbars mers

I1 closed position c c c c c (2)

I2 open position c c c c c (2)

I11 earthing switch position: c c c c c (2)

contact open for earthing switch open

I12 load shedding: NO contact c
receive "blocking input" c c c
inhibit recloser c (1)

VT circuit: contact closed for power ON c
I13 opening order: NC contact for shunt trip coil, c c c c c (2)

NC contact for undervoltage release coil

I14 close: NO contact c c c c c (2)

I15 external protection tripping: NC or NC contact c c c c c (2)

according to set up

I16 pole pressure: contact closed for c c c c c (2)

"breaking pole fault"

I17 "drawn out" position: c c c c c (2)

contact closed for "drawn out"

I18 remote control enable: enables closing c c c c c
and acknowledgment: contact closed for enable

(1) for substation application with recloser
(2) except for G00

input I12 recloser status

0 enabled/disabled status

1 inhibited

Input I12 is used to inhibit the recloser If locking takes place while a reclosing cycle is in progress, reclosing is instantly
inhibited.

For further information on the control and annunciation functions, refer to the document entitled “Control and monitoring functions” Réf 3140748.
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ESTOR2 Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam
substations transformers capacitors generators
busbars

I21 reserved for external synchronization c c c c
of communication

I22 auxiliary voltage on, PTC sensors c c (3)

emergency stop (NC contact) c (1)

busbar VT circuit 1 c (2)

(contact closed for power on)

I23 DGP: gas, level c c (3)

external generator shutdown control c (1)

capacitor 1 switch open
contact closed when switch open (C/O)

I24 DGP: pressure c c (3)

coupling enabled (closed for enabled) c (1)

capacitor 1 switch closed c
contact closed when switch closed (O/O)

I25 thermostat: alarm c c (3)

external de-energizing control c (1)

capacitor 1 switch open c
contact closed when switch closed (C/O)

I26 thermostat: tripping c c (3)

busbar VT circuit c (5)

transformer failure (alarm) c (4)

capacitor 2 switch closed c
contact closed when switch closed (O/O)

I27 Buchholz: alarm c c (3)

generator VT circuit c (5)

transformer failure (tripping) c (4)

capacitor 3 switch open c
contact closed when switch closed (C/O)

I28 Buchholz: tripping c c (3)

capacitor 3 switch closed c
contact closed when switch closed (O/O)

PTC sensor auxiliary voltage present c (4)

(1) except for G00
(2) for B07
(3) for G00
(4) for G15, G16
(5) for G03, G04

ESTOR3 Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam (2)

substations transformers capacitors generators
busbars motors

I31 busbar VT circuit 2 c (2)

(contact closed for power on)

external disabling of capacitor control c
I34 manual capacitor control c
I35 automatic capacitor control c
I36 varmeter control of capacitor 1 switch, c

contact closed for closing

I37 varmeter control of capacitor 2 switch, c
contact closed for closing

I38 varmeter control of capacitor 3 switch, c
contact closed for closing
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

ESB Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam (2)

ESTOR1 motors substations transfor- capacitors generators
busbars mers

O1 open: NO or NC contact c c c c c (2)

according to set up

overcurrent or c (7)

directional overcurrent

O2 close: NO contact c c c c c (2)

neutral or directional earth fault c (7)

or restricted earth fault

O11 RTD alarm or RTD fault c c (2)

neutral voltage displacement c
reverse real power c c (7)

neutral unbalance alarm, thermal overeload c
cycle in progress c (1)

reverse real power c (5)

O12 fault tripping indication c c c c c (2)

field loss (reverse reactive power) c (7)

O13 device fault c c c c c (2)

(pressure fault or control fault)

neutral voltage displacement c (7)

O14 transmit "blocking input" c c c c c (7)

de-energizing c (2)

ESTOR2 Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam (2)

motors substations transfor- capacitors generators
busbars mers

O21 positive sequence undervoltage c (9)

undervoltage c (6) c c (10)

underfrequency c (10)

undervoltage, or underfrequency busbars 1 c (4)

closing order capacitor 1 switch c
O22 remanent undervoltage c (3)(3) c

overvoltage, or overfrequency c (10)

undervoltage busbars 2 c (4)

closing order capacitor 1 switch c
O23 underfrequency c (9)(11)

intertripping c
neutral voltage displacement c (2)

underfrequency or alarm: c (7)

thermal overload, Buchholz,
thermostat, gas detector, PTC sensors

remanent undervoltage busbars 1 c (4)

O24 overfrequency c (8)(9)(11)

overvoltage c (3) c
generator shutdown c (2)

overvoltage or tripping: c (7)

thermal overload, Buchholz,
thermostat, gas detector, PTC sensors

minimum de tension rémanente barres 2 c (4)

capacitor switch fault c
(7) for G00
(8) for B12
(9) for B02
(10) except for G01, GO2, G12
(11) for S07, S08

(1) substation applications with recloser
(2) except for G00
(3) except for B07
(4) for B07
(5) for S09
(6) except for S09

Connection of logic outputs
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ESTOR3 Sepam Sepam Sepam Sepam (1)

substations transfor- capacitors generators
busbars mers motors

O31 closing order capacitor 2 switch c
overvoltage, or overfrequency busbars 1 c (2)

underfrequency setting x / rate of change of frequency setting x c (3)

O32 opening order capacitor 2 switch c
overvoltage busbars 2 c (2)

underfrequency setting x / rate of change of frequency setting x c (3)

O33 closing order capacitor 3 switch c
synchronization c (2)

underfrequency setting x / rate of change of frequency setting x c (3)

O34 opening order capacitor 3 switch c
underfrequency setting x / rate of change of frequency setting x c (3)

(1) except for G00
(2) for B07
(3) for B12
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time delays function
trip circuit or open / closed matching supervision

T1 = 2 s (2) time delay for recovery of open/closed information upon changes in device position
open / close control

T2 = 0.2 s contactor diagram: tripping order duration
logic discrimination

T3 = 0.2 s inhibition of blocking input transmission after tripping
open / close control by telecommunication

T5 = 0.2 s duration of tripping order pulse transmitted via remote control
T6 = 0.2 s duration of closing order pulse transmitted via remote control

(T6 is also used by the restart function)
T16 = 0.2 s confirmation of pressure switch fault

Sepam 2000 : motor
T4 load shedding: external load shedding order time delay (input I12)
T6 = 0.2 s restart: duration of closing order pulse transmitted via a restart order
T8 restart: maximum duration of voltage sag enabling restart
T9 restart: restart staggering time delay

Sepam 2000 : capacitor
T7 after tripping, duration of reclosing inhibition

(allows correct discharging of capacitors prior to re-energizing)
T21 capacitor 1 opening time delay

(allows staggered opening of capacitor switches)
T22 capacitor 2 opening time delay

(allows staggered opening of capacitor switches)
T23 capacitor 3 opening time delay

(allows staggered opening of capacitor switches)
T24 circuit breaker opening time delay

(the breaker only opens after the straggered opening of the capacitors)
T25 duration of capacitor 1 tripping pulse
T26 duration of capacitor 2 tripping pulse
T27 duration of capacitor 3 tripping pulse
T28 duration of capacitor 1 closing pulse
T29 duration of capacitor 2 closing pulse
T30 duration of capacitor 3 closing pulse
T31 after tripping, duration of capacitor 1 inhibition
T32 after tripping, duration of capacitor 2 inhibition
T33 after tripping, duration of capacitor 3 inhibition
T34 time delay for recovery of capacitor 1 switch open/closed information
T35 time delay for recovery of capacitor 2 switch open/closed information
T36 time delay for recovery of capacitor 3 switch open/closed information

Sepam 2000 : busbars
T7 = 10 s time during which instantaneous dF/dt data is maintained

when load shedding with underfrequency only is chosen (KP33 = 1)
T8 maintain output O32 for synchro-check

(set the time delay to several secondes if the output is not used)
T10 maintain closing request for synchro-check
T24 duration of load shedding pulses on O31
T25 duration of load shedding pulses on O32
T26 duration of load shedding pulses on O33
T27 duration of load shedding pulses on O34

Sepam 2000 : substation
T4 = 1 s time delay after closing (used to display transient phenomena)
T25 = 0.2 s duration of tripping pulse
T26 = 0.2 s duration of closing pulse
T10 recloser function: disengaging time delay
T11 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 1
T12 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 2
T13 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 3
T14 recloser function: isolation time delay linked to cycle 4
T15 recloser function: inhibition time delay

Sepam 2000 : generator
T10 maintain closing request for synchro-check

Time delay settings

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

The time delays are factory-set by default to 200 ms.
In the chart below, if the function is not used, setting of the related time delays
is unnecessary.

(1) This time delay may be increased to mask switching problems.
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functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

external protection logic inputs

input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0

normally closed contact KP4 = 1

recloser: enable / disable

with Sepam in local mode (input I18 = 0) disabled KP6 = 0

enabled KP6 = 1

recloser: recloser cycle set up

reclosing cycle 1 inactive KP7 = 0

active KP7 = 1

reclosing cycle 2 inactive KP8 = 0

active KP8 = 1

reclosing cycle 3 inactive KP9 = 0

active KP9 = 1

reclosing cycle 4 inactive KP10 = 0

active KP10 = 1

recloser: tripping set up

tripping linked to cycle 1 time-delayed KP11 = 0

instantaneous KP11 = 1

tripping linked to cycle 2 time-delayed KP12 = 0

instantaneous KP12 = 1

tripping linked to cycle 3 time-delayed KP13 = 0

instantaneous KP13 = 1

tripping linked to cycle 4 time-delayed KP14 = 0

instantaneous KP14 = 1

definitive tripping time-delayed KP15 = 0

instantaneous KP15 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reverse real power (Sepam 2000, S09 type)

reverse real power with tripping KP36 = 1

reverse real power with annunciation KP36 = 0

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

Sepam 2000: substation

Set up The parameters may be set using:
c TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
c SFT 2801 or SFT 2821 software.
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

Sepam 2000: busbars

functions parameters
open / close control KP1 KP2
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0
atching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1
external protection logic inputs
input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0

normally closed contact KP4 = 1
counters
reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1
reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1
type of load shedding (Sepam 2000, B12 type)
underfrequency or dF/dt KP33 = 0
underfrequency AND NOT dF/dt KP33 = 1
synchro-check (Sepam 2000, B07 type)
acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 1
no acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 0
remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0
remote setting disable KP38 = 1
disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1
automatic triggering KP51 = 1
manual triggering KP52 = 1
other
display of program logic set up KP17 = 1
BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

The parameters are set using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

Sepam 2000: SX

functions parameters
open / close control KP1 KP2
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0
latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1
inputs
I1 = close, I2 = open KP3 = 0
I1 = close, I2 = receive blocking input KP3 = 1
outputs
O1 = open, O2 = close KP4 = 0
O1 = open, O2 = send blocking input KP4 = 1
counters
reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1
reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1
remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0
remote setting disable KP38 = 1
disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1
automatic triggering KP51 = 1
manual triggering KP52 = 1
other
display of program logic set up KP17 = 1
BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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Sepam 2000: transformers

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

external protection logic input

input I15, external protection tripping normally open contact KP4 = 0

normally closed contact KP4 = 1

Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT / external protection logic inputs

inputs I23 to I28 excited, normally open contact KP5 = 0

if fault detection by Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT normally closed contact KP5 = 1

input I23, detection of gas or drop in level tripping KP6 = 0

alarm KP6 = 1

protection

tank frame leakage KP7 = 0

restricted earth fault KP7 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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Sepam 2000: generators (except for G00 type)

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

contactor with impulse control 1 1

transformer monitoring (Sepam 2000, G15 and G16 types)

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP4 = 0

normally open contact KP4 = 1

counters

rest to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1

other

tripping undervoltage, setting 1 KP5 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP6 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP7 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP8 = 1

neutral voltage displacement KP9 = 1

underfrequency KP10 = 1

overfrequency KP11 = 1

latching undervoltage, setting 1 KP13 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP14 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP15 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP16 = 1

de-energizing overvoltage, setting 1 KP7 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP8 = 1

shutdown reverse real power KP12 = 1

display of set up control scheme KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

synchro-check (Sepam 2000, G03 and G04 types)

with synchro-check KP34 = 0

no synchro-check KP34 = 1

acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 1

no acknowledgment of operating mode with power off KP35 = 0

transformer monitoring (Sepam 2000, G15 and G16 types)

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP35 = 0

normally open contact KP35 = 1

use of Sepam 2000, G01, G02 and G12 types with G00 (generator-transformer units)

disabling of reverse real and reactive power protections KP33 = 1

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)
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Sepam 2000: generators, G00 type

functions parameters
Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT logic inputs
transformer sensors normally closed contact KP5 = 0

normally open contact KP5 = 1

input I23, detection of gas or drop in level tripping KP6 = 0

alarm KP6 = 1

latching
underfrequency KP10 = 1

undervoltage, setting 1 KP13 = 1

undervoltage, setting 2 KP14 = 1

overvoltage, setting 1 KP15 = 1

overvoltage, setting 2 KP16 = 1

assignment of inputs / outputs
outputs O21 to O24 without transformer failure O21 undervoltage KP33 = 0

O22 overfrequency
O23 underfrequency
O24 overvoltage

outputs O21 to O24 with transformer failure O21 undervoltage OR underfrequency KP33 = 1
O22 overfrequency OR overfrequency
O23 Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT with alarm
O24 Buchholz / thermostat / DGPT with tripping

input I18: remote control enable enable if I18 = 1 KP34 = 1

(acknowledgment, remote setting) enable regardless of position of I18 KP34 = 0

remote setting
remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording
inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

Sepam 2000: motors

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2 KP3

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1 0

contactor with impulse control 1 1 0

contactor with latched control 1 1 1

transformer monitoring

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP4 = 0

normally open contact KP4 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counter KP21 = 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

Set up: capacitors

functions parameters

open / close control KP1 KP2

circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil 0 0

circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil 1 0

latching contactor with tripping by shunt-trip coil 0 1

transformer monitoring

transformer sensors normally closed contact KP4 = 0

normally open contact KP4 = 1

counters

reset to zero of operation counter KP19 = 1

reset to zero of phase fault trip counter KP20 = 1

reset to zero of running hours counters KP21 = 1

choice of number of capacitors KP36 KP37

3 capacitors 0 0

2 capacitors 0 1

1 capacitor 1 1

remote setting

remote setting enable KP38 = 0

remote setting disable KP38 = 1

disturbance recording

inhibition KP50 = 1

automatic triggering KP51 = 1

manual triggering KP52 = 1

switch open / close control

capacitor 1 switch closing KP54 = 1

capacitor 1 switch opening KP55 = 1

capacitor 2 switch closing KP56 = 1

capacitor 2 switch opening KP57 = 1

capacitor 3 switch closing KP58 = 1

capacitor 3 switch opening KP59 = 1

capacitor control

manual control KP60 = 1

automatic control KP61 = 1

other

display of program logic set up KP17 = 1

BI (blocking input) pilot wire test KP18 = 1
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The parameters in the chart below serve as operating assistance.

They do not correspond to control and monitoring function parameter settings.

They automatically switch back to zero 30 seconds after they are set to 1.

parameter function

open / close control

KP17 = 1 display of program logic set up: display message
circuit breaker with shunt-trip coil SHUNT-TRIP
circuit breaker with undervoltage release coil U/V RELEASE
latching contactor LATCH CTRL
contactor with impulse orders IMP. CTRL
contactor with latched orders PERM. CTRL

logic discrimination

KP18 = 1 pilot wire testing: KP18 active if output O14 set to send blocking input
Sepam units which receive the blocking input display the message RECEIVE BI.
This contact facilitates pilot wire testing.

counters

KP19 = 1 reset to zero of operation counter (C1)

KP20 = 1 reset to zero of phase fault trip counter (C2)
and earth fault trip counter (C3 for substation Sepam)

KP21 = 1 motor and generator Sepam: reset to zero of running hours counter (C3)
capacitor Sepam: reset to zero of running hours counters (C4, C5, C6)

KP22 = 1 substation Sepam: reset to zero of specific recloser counters (C4 to C8)
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functions commands outputs annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lockout transmit O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 fault trip device message (1)

closing BI O14 O12 fault
O13

phase c c (2) c (2) c c OVERCURRENT
overcurrent

earth fault c c (2) c (2) c c E/F

undervoltage c UNDERVOLT.1
setting 1

undervoltage c UNDERVOLT.2
setting 2

pos. seq. undervoltage, c P SEQ U/V1
setting 1

pos. seq. undervoltage, c P SEQ U/V2
setting 2

remanent c
undervoltage

overvoltage c OVERVOLT.1
setting 1

overvoltage c OVERVOLT.2
setting 2

neutral voltage c c N VOLT DISP
displacement

directional c c c c DIR O/C
overcurrent

directional c c c c DIR. E/F
earth fault

reverse real power c c c c REVERSE P.

underfrequency c c UNDERFREQ.1
setting 1

underfrequency c c UNDERFREQ.2
setting 2

overfrequency c OVERFREQ. 1
setting 1

overfrequency c OVERFREQ. 2
setting 2

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)
.

Commands and annunciation, busbar Sepam and substation Sepam (except for B07, B12 and S09)

(1) On Sepam 2000 display unit (according to language versions).
(2) Unless the recloser function is active.

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)
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functions commands annunciation

trip inhibit lockout transmit fault trip device message (1)

O1 closing BI O14 O12 fault O13

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c E/F

external protection tripping c c c c EXT. TRIP

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged connectors (DPC) CONNECTOR

VT supervision BUS 1 OR 2 VT

Busbar Sepam B07

functions outputs annunciation

O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 O31 O32 O33 message (1)

undervoltage setting 1 busbars 1 c U/VOLT.1 B1

undervoltage setting 2 busbars 1 c U/VOLT.2 B1

undervoltage setting 1 busbars 2 c U/VOLT.1 B2

undervoltage setting 2 busbars 2 c U/VOLT.2 B2

remanent undervoltage busbars 1 c
remanent undervoltage busbars 2 c
overvoltage setting 1 busbars 1 c O/VOLT.1 B1

overvoltage setting 2 busbars 1 c O/VOLT.2 B1

overvoltage setting 1 busbars 2 c O/VOLT.1 B2

overvoltage setting 2 busbars 2 c O/VOLT.2 B2

neutral voltage displacement busbars 1 c N VOLT DISP

underfrequency setting 1 busbars 1 c UNDERFREQ.1

underfrequency setting 2 busbars 1 c UNDERFREQ.2

overfrequency setting 1 busbars 1 c OVERFREQ.1

overfrequency setting 2 busbars 1 c OVERFREQ.2

synchronization c SYNCHRO.
.(1) On Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
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Busbar Sepam B12 (load shedding)

functions commands annunciation

trip inhibit lockout transmit fault trip device message (1)

O1 closing BI O14 O12 fault O13

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c E/F

external protection tripping c c c c EXT. TRIP

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged connectors (DPC) CONNECTOR

functions outputs annunciation

O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 O31 O32 O33 O34 message (1)

undervoltage setting 1 c U/VOLT.1

undervoltage setting 2 c U/VOLT.2

positive sequence undervoltage, setting 1 c P SEQ U/V1

positive sequence undervoltage, setting 2 c P SEQ U/V2

remanent undervoltage c REM. U/V

overvoltage, setting 1 c O/VOLT.1

overvoltage, setting 2 c O/VOLT.2

neutral voltage displacement c (2) N VOLT DISP

underfrequency, setting 1 c UNDERFREQ.1

underfrequency, setting 2 c UNDERFREQ.2

underfrequency, setting 3 c UNDERFREQ.3

underfrequency, setting 4 c UNDERFREQ.4

overfrequency, setting 1 c OVERFREQ.1

overfrequency, setting 2 c OVERFREQ.2

rate of change of frequency, setting 1 c (4)(3) c (4) c (4) c (4) LOM 1

rate of change of frequency, seting 2 c (3) LOM 2
(1) on Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) latching type
(3) and (4) two possible set-ups according to choice of KP33:

(3) (4)

KP33 0 1

use c load shedding in all cases c load shedding with underfrequency only
c the frequency derivative c the frequency derivative  may be used
may be used to load shed to inhibit load shedding in cases of a
faster triggered only by sudden drop in frequency, indicating
underfrequency with a problem that cannot be solved
moderate frequency drop by load shedding.

O31 UNDERFREQ.1 OR dF/dT 1 UNDERFREQ.1 AND NOT
(instantaneous dF/dT setting 1)

O32 UNDERFREQ.2 OR dF/dT 2 UNDERFREQ.2 AND NOT
(instantaneous dF/dT setting 1)

O33 UNDERFREQ.3 UNDERFREQ.3 AND NOT
(instantaneous dF/dT setting 1)

O34 UNDERFREQ.4 UNDERFREQ.4 AND NOT
(instantaneous dF/dT setting 1)

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)
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Substation Sepam S09 (uncoupling)

functions commands outputs annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lockout transmit O11 O21 O22 O23 O24 fault trip device message (1)

closing BI O14 O12 fault
O13

phase c c c c c OVERCURRENT
overcurrent

earth fault c c c c c E/F

undervoltage c c c c UNDERVOLT.

overvoltage c OVERVOLT.1
setting 1

overvoltage c c c c OVERVOLT.2
setting 2

neutral voltage c c c c N VOLT DISP
displacement

directional c c c c DIR O/C
overcurrent

directional c c c c DIR E/F
earth fault

reverse real power c (2) c (2) c (2) c (3) c (2) REVERSE P.

underfrequency c c c c UNDERFREQ.1
setting 1

underfrequency c c c c UNDERFREQ.2
setting 2

overfrequency c c c c OVERFREQ.1
setting 1

overfrequency c c c c OVERFREQ.2
setting 2

rate of change c c c c LOM 1
of frequency
setting 1

rate of change c c c c LOM 2
of frequency
setting 2

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)
(1) on Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) if KP36 = 1 (tripping triggered by reverse real power).
(3) if KP 36 = 0 (annunciation of reverse real power).
(2) and (3) one or the other according to choice of KP36.
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

Operation: motors

functions commands annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lockout transmit alarm fault trip device message (1)

closing BI O14 O11 O12 fault
O13

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c E/F

negative sequence / c c c c UNBALANCE
unbalance

locked rotor / c c c c LOCK. ROTOR
excessive start time LONG START

undercurrent c c c c U/CURRENT

number of starts c STARTS/HOUR

positive sequence c c LOAD SHED
undervoltage

direction of rotation c ROTATION

directional c c c c DIR. E/F
earth fault

reverse real power c c c c REVERSE P.

reactive overpower c c c c FIELD LOSS

RTD x (1...12) (2) alarm c c RTD X (1...12)

RTD x (1...12) (2) c c c c RTD X (1...12)
tripping

motor differential c c c c MOTOR DIFF.

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

RTD fault c RTD FAULT

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

load shedding c c LOAD SHED

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

(1) on Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) 6 or 12 RTDs according to types of Sepam 2000.
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Operation: transformers

functions commands outputs annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lock transmit O21 O22 O23 O24 alarme fault trip device message (1)

closing out BI O14 O11 O12 fault
O13

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL
(tripping)

thermal overload c THERMAL
(alarm)

phase overcurrent c c c c c LOW O/C
settings 1 and 3 (2)

phase overcurrent c c c c c HIGH O/C
settings 2 and 4 (2)

earth fault (3) c c c c c E/F

neutral voltage c c c c c N VOLT DISP
displacement (4)

directional c c c c DIR. O/C
overcurrent (2)

directional earth c c c c DIR. E/F
fault(3)

tank frame leakage c c c c c FRAME LEAK

neutral setting 1 c c c c c NEUTR. O/C1

neutral setting 2 c c c c c NEUTR. O/C2

undervoltage (5) c UNDERVOLT.

remanent c
undervoltage (5)

overvoltage setting 1 (6) c OVERVOLT.1

overvoltage setting 2 (6) c OVERVOLT.2

RTD x (1 to 6) alarm c c RTD X (1 to 6)

RTD x (1 to 6) tripping c c c c RTD X (1 to 6)

restricted earth fault c c c c REF

Buchholz alarm c c c BUCHHOLZ

Buchholz  tripping c c c c c BUCHHOLZ

thermostat alarm c c c TR. TEMP

thermostat tripping c c c c TR. TEMP

gas detector alarm c c c TR. GAS

gas detector tripping c c c c c TR. GAS

pressure detector c c c c c TRPRESSURE

RTD alarm c c c TR. TEMP

RTD tripping c c c c TR. TEMP

RTD auxiliary c RTD FAULT
voltage detected

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

RTD sensor fault c RTD FAULT

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

(1) on Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) phase overcurrent.
(3) earth fault.
(4) neutral voltage displacement.
(5) undervoltage.
(6) overvoltage.
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Generator Sepam (except for G00)

functions commands outputs annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lockout O14 O21 O22 O23 O24 alarm fault trip device message (1)

closing O11 O12 faultl
O13

phase overcurrent c c c c (3) c (3) c OVERCURRENT

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL
tripping

thermal overload c THERMAL
alarm

voltage restrained c c c c (3) c (3) c O/C V REST
overcurrent

negative sequence/ c c c c UNBLANCE
unblance

neutral c c c c (3) c (3) c E/F

earth fault E/F’

directional overcurrent c c c c (3) c (3) c DIR. O/C

directional earth fault c c c c (3) c (3) c DIR. E/F

restricted earth fault c c c c c c REF

generator differential c c c c c c GEN. DIFF

undervoltage c (2) c (2) c (2) c (4) c (2) UNDERVOLT.1
setting 1

undervoltage c (2) c (2) c (2) c (4) c (2) UNDERVOLT.2
setting 2

overvoltage c (2) c (2) c (2) c (2) c c (2) OVERVOLT. 1
setting 1

overvoltage c (2) c (2) c (2) c (2) c c (2) OVERVOLT. 2
setting 2

neutral voltage c (2) c (2) c (2) c (3) c c (2) N VOLT DISP
displacement

underfrequency c (2) c (2) c (2) c (4) c (2) UNDERFREQ.

overfrequency c (2) c (2) c (2) c (4) c (2) OVERFREQ.

(1) on Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) depending on set up
(3) if circuit breaker (contactor) open
(4) if circuit breaker (contactor) closed

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)
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functions commands outputs annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lockout O14 O21 O22 O23 O24 alarm fault trip device message (1)

closing O11 O12 faultl
O13

reverse real power c (3) c (3) c (3) c (2)(3) c (3) REVERSE P.

field loss (reverse c (3) c (3) c (3) c (3) c (3) FIELD LOSS
reactive power)

RTD x (1...12) alarm c c RTD X

RTD x (1...12) tripping c c c c RTD X

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

RTD sensor fault c RTD FAULT

transformer alarm c c c TRANSFO

transformer tripping c c c c TRANSFO

PTC sensor c PTC FAULT
auxiliary voltage

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

synchro-check c (4)(2) ANGLE GAP (5)

FREQ. GAP (5)

VOLTAGE GAP (5)

SYNC GAP (5)

VT supervision c c U. SYNC 1 FAIL
U. SYNC 2 FAIL

trip circuit c c c ? CONTROL ?
supervision

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

emergency stop c c c c EXT. STOP.

de-energizing c c c DESEXCIT.

(1) on Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) phase overcurrent.
(3) earth fault.
(4) neutral voltage displacement.
(5) undervoltage.
(6) overvoltage.
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

functions commands outputs annunciation

lockout transmit O1 O2 O11 O12 O13 O21 O22 O23 O24 messages (1)

BI O14

phase overcurrent c c OVERCURRENT

directional overcurrent c c c DIR. O/C

neutral c c EARTH FAULT

directional earth fault c c c DIR E/F

restricted earth fault c c REF

undervoltage c (1) c UNDERVOLT.x

overvoltage c (1) c c (2) c (2) OVERVOLT.x

underfrequency c (1) c (2) c (2) UNDERFREQ.

overfrequency c c OVERFREQ.

neutral voltage displacement c c N VOLT DISP

reverse real power c c REVERSEP.

field loss c c FIELD LOSS
(reverse reactive power)

Buchholz alarm c c (2) BUCHHOLZ

Buchholz tripping c c (2) BUCHHOLZ

thermostat alarm c c (2) TR. TEMP
PTC alarm

thermostat tripping c c (2) TR. TEMP
PTC tripping

gas detector c c (2) TR. GAS
alarm (KP6 = 1)

gas detector c c (2) TR. GAS
tripping (KP6 = 0)

pressure detector c c (2) TRPRESSURE

PTC sensor auxiliary voltage c (2) RTD FAULT

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

Generator Sepam G00

(1) according to set-up (protection latching)
(2) according to set-up (assignment of outputs: according to G00-A or new assignment).

The use of the G00 type generator Sepam 2000 is limited to the protection of
average-size generator-transformer units, combined with types G01, G02 and G12.
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Operation: capacitors

functions commands annunciation

trip O1 inhibit lockout transmit alarm fault trip device message (1)

closing BI O14 O11 O12 fault
O13

thermal overload alarm c THERMAL

thermal overload c c c c THERMAL
tripping

phase overcurrent c c c c c OVERCURRENT

earth fault c c c c c EARTH FAULT

neutral to neutral c UNBAL. ALARM
unbalance alarm
(single capacitor)

neutral to neutral c c c c UNBAL. TRIP
unbalance tripping
(single capacitor)

undervoltage c c c c UNDERVOLT.

overvoltage setting 1 c c c c OVERVOLT.1

overvoltage setting 2 c c c c OVERVOLT.2

delay capacitor c DISCHARGE X (2)

re-energizing

external protection c c c c EXT. TRIP
tripping

pole pressure c c c PRESSURE

trip circuit supervision c c c ? CONTROL ?

detection of plugged CONNECTOR
connectors (DPC)

VT supervision VT

functions commands annunciation

close trip close trip close trip alarm device message (1)

switch 1 switch 1 switch 2 switch 2 switch 3 switch 3 fault
O21 O22 O31 O32 O33 O34 O11 O24

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.AL1
capacitor 1 alarm

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.AL2
capacitor 2 alarm

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.AL3
capacitor 3 alarm

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.TRIP1
capacitor 1 tripping

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.TRIP2
capacitor 2 tripping

unbalance (3 cap.) c UNBAL.TRIP3
capacitor 3 tripping

trip circuit supervision c ? CONTROL1 ?
capacitor 1 switch

trip circuit supervision c ? CONTROL2 ?
capacitor 2 switch

trip circuit supervision c ? CONTROL3 ?
capacitor 3 switch

varmeter control c c c c c c
(1) On Sepam 2000 display (according to language versions).
(2) With x = capacitor number, if several of them.
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

application busbars substations motors transformers capacitors generators SX

KP52 c c c c c c c
KTC52 c c c c c c c
instantaneous O/C c c c c c c c
directional inst. O/C c c c c
instantaneous earth fault c c c c c c c
directional inst. earth fault c c c c c
O12 output c c c c c c (1)

Disturbance recording
This function is only available with S26 and S36.

Activation of disturbance recording

function KFR1 KFR2 KFR3 KFR4 KFR5 KFR6

output O1 c
output O2 c
output O12 (1) c
output O14 c
instantaneous O/C c
directional inst. O/C

instantaneous earth fault c
directional inst. earth fault

Logical states recorded

(1) for the G00 type Sepam 2000, O12 is replaced by the OR parameter of the tripping outputs (O1, O2, O11, O12, O13, O21, O22, O23 and O24).
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functions type of self-test execution periodicity fail-safe position

power supply detection of processor supply out of range continuously YES
detection of a drop in supply voltage YES

current acquisition detection of analog channel saturation continuously YES (1)

current channel consistency check (2) YES (2)

voltage acquisition detection of analog channel saturation periodically YES (1)

CB control inputs/outputs output relay supply checking switching on YES
Input / Output (I/O) control tests and continuously YES
checking of Output status (3) YES

logic inputs / outputs program logic output relay supply checking switching on YES
Input / Output (I/O) control tests (3) and continuously YES
checking of Output status (3) YES

processing unit switching on and:
CPU test continuously YES
working memory test periodically YES
signal selector & signal digitization test continuously YES
measurement acquisition test continuously YES
hardware & cartridge software consistency test periodically YES
software watchdog continuously YES
(limited time allocation to each function)

cartridge switching on and:
cartridge present test continously YES
memory test periodically YES
number of entries in parameter backup memory test continuously NO

display memory test switching on NO
display CPU test and periodically NO

communication switching on and:
memory test periodically NO
communication CPU test periodically NO
monitoring of dialogue with processing unit continouusly NO

analog inputs (3) reference channel checking (3) continuously NO
input validity checking (3) NO

Use – commissioning
Maintenance

List of Sepam 2000 self-tests

(1) does not cause switching to fail-safe position for Sepam 2000 S46.
(2) seft-test not performed for Sepam 2000 S46.
(3) for Sepam 2000 S46 only.
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Use - commissioning
Maintenance (cont’d)

Sepam 2000 comprises self-testing and self-diagnosis
to facilitate installation maintenance.

Indicator lamps and display
messages
c Green indicator lamp lit up:
Le Sepam 2000 est sous tension.
c No indicator lamps lit up:
there is probably an auxiliary power supply fault.

Check the auxiliary power supply and CE40 board
connections and perform the lamp test.

c Red      lamp indicates internal Sepam 2000 faults.
Sepam 2000 continuously performs on-line internal
tests. When the test results are negative, Sepam
automatically runs a series of sequences which result
in either:
v automatic reinitialization (minor fault, e.g. transient
auxiliary power supply break).
Sepam 2000 carries out a complete restart sequence.
If restart is successful, Sepam operates again
normally; during the sequence, all the output relays
are dropped out (1),
v switching to the fail-safe position (major fault).
Sepam 2000 goes into the fail-safe position.
All the output relays drop out (1 )in order to avoid
inadvertent commands, and the watchdog drops
out as well.
The following may cause internal faults:
c missing cartridge:
v red      indicator lamp lit up,
v display OFF,
v no dialogue with pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication link,
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 will not start, lacking a program:
this is a major fault,
c set-up fault:
v red      indicator lamp lit up,
v red lamp indicates CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication link,
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.
v on Sepams (S35 LS, LR, KR, KZ) with a date code
higher than 97 xx, the 2 ECM boards are not the
same model; two ref. 3122 288 boards or two
ref. 03143179FA boards are required.
v The type of cartridge is not compatible with
the Sepam model.

Caution: do not insert or remove cartridge while Sepam
is energized.
v Disconnect the auxiliary power supply and wait
2 seconds before handling the cartridge.

Check the references on the Sepam and on the
cartridge (refer to your Sepam 2000 identification
chapter).

v Sepam 2000 is automatically disabled until
the appropriate cartridge is installed.

(1) this may cause tripping with undervoltage program logic (so-called fail-safe logic).

c hardware fault on cartridge:
v red      indicator lamps lit up,
v display indicates M CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication,
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.
v the cartridge is faulty,
v disconnect the auxiliary power supply,
v Sepam is automatically out of order until a new cartridge is installed.

Consult your maintenance department.

c other major faults:
v red indicator lit up,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE,
v no dialogue with the pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with the communication link (if the CPU is faulty),
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to the fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

c minor or partial fault:
v red indicator extinguished,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE,
v dialogue with the pocket terminal is maintained,
v dialogue with the communication link is maintained,
v the watchdog does not drop out.
Sepam 2000 is operating, however it has detected a transient fault or a component
has failed to pass self-testing.

Consult your maintenance department.

c other minor or partial fault:
v red indicator extinguished,
v display indicates M CARTRIDGE,
v dialogue with the pocket terminal is maintained,
v dialogue with communication is maintained,
v the watchdog does not drop out again
Sepam 2000 is operating, but it has detected a fault in the status parameter setting
or an overrun of the number of entries written in the cartridge memory
(S25/S35 only).

Set the status parameters that are blinking or consult your maintenance
department.
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(1) All the settings should be based on a network
discrimination study that is to be carried
out prior to commissioning.

Unwanted tripping, no trippping
Incorrect parameter setting may cause unwanted tripping or no tripping (1).

Check the parameter and protection settings.

Tests
c Lamp test:
when the user presses the A et V/Hz measurement keys simultaneously, all the
indicators on the front of the device light up as well as the display which indicates
alternately ******** and 0000000000.
c Logic discrimination pilot wire link test.
Program logic menu
parameters

KP18 = 1

activation of "blocking input" output

check processing by upstream Sepam input I12 (RECEIVE BI message)

Sepam 2000 replacement
When Sepam 2000 is replaced:
c switch off Sepam 2000,
c dismantle the Sepam 2000 to be replaced,
c remove the cartridge,
c mount the Sepam 2000 replacement, (hardware configuration)
c install the cartridge,
c verify the compatibility of the cartridge and Sepam 2000
(see chapter on identification),
c set microswitches SW1 and SW2 on the rear of the device in the same positions
as they were in on the Sepam 2000 that was replaced,
c install the connectors, checking their markings,
c energize Sepam 2000.

ccccc  The display indicates: ********** or -----------
v No measurements have been requested.
v The requested measurement is not available.
v Measure is out of range.
c The display indicates: CONNECTOR
v Indication that one or more connectors
are unplugged.
Check that the connectors are plugged in and
tightened by screws on the rear of the device.
Check that the DPC has been strapped on all
the connectors.

c The display indicates: ? CONTROL ?
v The circuit breaker shunt trip mechanism is faulty.
Possible causes:
- loss of auxiliary power supply,
- broken coil ,
- disconnected or damaged wiring,
- device position contacts stuck.

Check the cabling and the state of the different
contacts.

Sepam prevents the device from closing.

v When the ? CONTROL ? message appears the first
time that Sepam 2000 is energized

Press the reset key to acknowledge the message.
Set the T1 time delay to 2 s.

c The display indicates: RTD FAULT
The wiring of the temperature sensor (or sensors)
is faulty:
- broken wire,
- shorted wire.

Check the wiring and condition of the different RTDs
as well as the PTC sensor power supply.

n  The display indicates: PTC FAULT

The PTC sensor auxiliary voltage is faulty.

Check the PTC sensor power supply.

c The display indicates: PRESSURE
The breaking pole pressure contact indicates a drop
in gas pressure.
Sepam 2000 inhibits breaking device closing.

Please refer to the breaking device maintenance
manual.

c The display indicates: ! ERROR !
Parameter setting incoherent with parameters KP1,
KP2, KP3

Check parameter setting.

Communication indicator lamps
These lamps are located at the rear of the device on the CE40 module when
the module is equipped with the communication option.
c green indicator lamp blinking: indicates traffic on the line.
This is the normal operating mode.
c indicator lamps extinguished: there is no communication.

Check the cabling and inquiries at the level above.

c red indicator lamp lit up: indicates initialization of the coupler, which lasts about
2 seconds, or a coupler fault.
Consult your maintenance department.
c red      indicator lamp lit up and the recommendations given in the maintenance
chapter do not allow Sepam 2000 to be restarted.

Call in the maintenance department.
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Sepam identification
using the pocket terminal
Menu: About Sepam

In the event of a cartridge error or incompatibility
Sepam 2000, the message  CARTRIDGE appears
on the front of the device.
Check the coherence between the cartridge and
Sepam 2000 using the compatibility list given
on the next page.

(1) remark: labels
LDR and NOL labels: these labels refer to the
presence or absence of a “source” file visible
with the “Logipam” software package.

NOL: the program logic “source” file is not included
in the cartridge.

LDR: the “source” file has been changed in the
cartridge and therefore cannnot be reinitialized (2)

using a PC, equipped with the LOGIPAM software
package and the PER2901 programming device.

CAT: this label signifies that the standard program
logic is factory-set. When this label is not present,
the logic in the Sepam has been customized.
(2) the “reuse” operation is described in the LOGIPAM
programming manual.

About Sepam
   SFT2800
   Program logic
   Communication

SFT2800
  6XRS05FA  CAT
  SFT2800   98.02

Enter

About Sepam
   SFT2800
   Program logic
   Communication

Program Logic
  161SFA CAT LDR
  APPLICATION
  SUBSTATION

Enter

Program Logic
  program date  :
  97/12/01    15:08
  LOGIPAM :   98.02

application type

6 = Sepam S36
XR = model
S05 = type
F = French
A = rev. level

Configurator
version no.

CAT = standard
           configuration

program logic diagram refer

name of program diagram
produced by LOGIPAM

program logic programming date

configurator version

Communication
  J bus : V 3.0

Jbus communication version 3.0
Others messages:
- FIP ISIS
- FIP I/O
- Communication not installed
  press menu key

CAT : standard program logic (1)

LDR : the "source" file is loaded in the cartridge
(1)

Use – commissioning
Sepam 2000 identification
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type Sepam 2000 nb of
model ESTOR

S25-S26 S35-S36 standard

substation

S01 LX YR 1

S02 LT XR 2

S03 LT XR 2

S04 LT XR 1

S05 LT XR 1

S06 LT XR 2

S07 LT XR 2

S08 LT XR 2

S09(2) LT XR 2

SX1 LX - 0

SX2 LT - 0

busbars

B01 LX YR 1

B02 LT XR 2

B03 LT XR 1

B04 LT XR 2

B07 (1) - TR 3

B12 (1) - XR 3

Compatibility of types and models
type Sepam 2000 nb of

model ESTOR

S25-S26 S35-S36 standard

transformers

T01 LX YR 2

T02 LT XR 2

T03 - KR 2

T04 LX YR 1

T05 LT XR 1

T06 - LR 2

T07 - LR 1

T09 LT XR 2

T10 LT XR 2

T11 LT XR 1

T12 - LR 1

T13 - LR 1

T14 LT XR 2

T15 - LR 2

T16 LT XR 1

T17 LT XR 2

T18 - LR 2

T19 LT XR 2

T21 LS ZR 2

T22 - SR 2

T23 - KZ 2

T24 LS ZR 1

T25 - SR 1

T26 - LS 2

T27 - LS 1

T29 - SR 2

T30 - SR 2

T31 - SR 1

T32 - LS 1

T33 - LS 1

T34 - SR 2

T35 - LS 2

T36 - SR 1

T37 - SR 2

T38 - LS 2

T39 - SR 2

(1) types available with S36 only.
(2) types available with S26 and S36 only.
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type Sepam 2000 nb of
model ESTOR

S25-S26 S35-S36 S46 standard

metering and control

R01 LT XR - 2

R02 - XR - 3

R03 - SR - 3

R04 - SS - 2

R06 - - RR 3

R07 - - XR 3

R08 - - NR 3

R09 - - ZR 3

motors

M02 LX YR 1

M03 LT XR 1

M04 LT XR 1

M05 LS ZR 1

M06 - LR 1

M07 - LS 1

M08 - LS 1

M09 - SR 1

M11 - SR 1

M14 - LS 1

M15 LT XR 1

M16 - SR 1

M20 - SS 1

M21 - SS 1

M22 - SS 1

M23 - SS 1

capacitors

C01 LX YR 1

C02 - KR 1

C03 LT XR 1

C04 - LR 1

C06 (1) - LR 1

C08 (1) - LR 3

type Sepam 2000 nb of
model ESTOR

S25-S26 S35-S36 S46 standard

generators

G00 LT - 2

G01 LT XR 2

G02 - SR 2

G03 (1) - TR 2

G04 (1) - TS 2

G05 - XR 2

G06 - SR 2

G07 (1) - XR 2

G08 (1) - SR 2

G12 - SS 2

G13 - SS 2

G15 (1) - LR 2

G16 (1) - LS 2

G17 (1) - LR 2

G18 (1) - LS 2

(1) types available with S36 only.
(2) types available with S26 and S36 only.

Use – commissioning
Sepam 2000 identification (cont’d)
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Use – commissioning
Sepam 2000 documentation

documentation (1) reference (2) content use

Sepam range AC0401 summarized description of selecting the type of Sepam:
the Sepam range 100, 1000, 2000

motors PCRED398020 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

substations - busbars PCRED398021 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

transformers PCRED398022 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

generators PCRED398023 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

capacitors PCRED398024 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

Sepam 2000 D22 PCRED398061EN characteristics and connections installation studies
differential protection
transformer
generator-transformer unit
auto-transformer

metering and control PCRED398025 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

SX PCRED398026 characteristics, selection installation studies
table, connections

for customized applications PCRED398027 description of programming making customized
resources programs

testing 3140746 A testing methods testing methods

metering and protection 3140747 A operating principle, installation studies, choice of
function characteristics protections, settings

control and monitoring 3140748 A operating principle, installation studies
functions caractéristiques

installation, use and 3140750 A cubicle mounting instructions installation, parameter
commissioning description of display and setting, commissioning, use
S25, S26, S35, S36 TSM 2001 pocket terminal

Sepam 2000 D22 03146372EN-B0 cubicle mounting instructions installation, parameter setting,
installation, description of display commissioning, use
use and commissioning and pocket terminal, characteristics

installation, use 03144988EN-A0 cubicle mounting instructions installation, parameter
and commissioning S46 description of display and setting, commissioning, use

pocket terminal

Jbus/Modbus communication 3140751 A implementation of communication programming of the remote control
and monitoring system

RS 485 network connection guide 03146896EN-A0 choice of accessories installation study
commissioning of communication and installation

diagnosis guide 3140758 A diagnosis of Sepam 2000, use, commissioning
1000+ failures

(1) This documentation may be procured from your Merlin Gerin correspondent.
(2) References: followed by the letter A for documentation in English, followed by the letter F for documentation in French.
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Use – commissioning
Password

Use of the password

The user enters a password via the pocket terminal
in order to be able to change parameters and settings.

Code key
When the user presses the code key, the following
menu appears:

type the following on the keyboard
6543210 (1) and then press enter.
This the password for standard Sepams.
If your Sepam has been customized,
refer to the documentation provided by your OEM.
To exit from this mode, simply:
c press the code key
c wait 2 min after activating any key.
When the pocket terminal is in parameter setting
mode, P\ appears on the top left of the screen.

Modification of the password
c go to parameter setting mode
c in the Status menu, choose the password heading
using the arrow and press enter.

The following window is displayed:

c enter, one after the other
- the password to be modified in the "old" line (2)

- the new password in the "new" and "verif" lines
- after each password, press enter to go to the next
line

c at the end of the sequence, the following window is displayed:

c presser enter: the new password is validated.

Please note:
If the passwords entered for "new" and "verif" are different, the following
meassage is displayed:

Loss of the password
If the original password has been modified and the latest password entered has
been permanently lost by the user, the only means of regaining access to
modification of parameters and settings is to reprogram the cartridge using a PC
equipped with the LOGIPAM software package, the PER2901 programmer
and the Sepam program logic “source” file (regarding the “source” file,
see the section on Sepam 2000 identification using the pocket terminal).

N.B. Before reprogramming the cartridge, it is advisable to make a complete
record of the values set in the Sepam as well as the identification information.
This operation may be carried out using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
SFT 2801 software package or SFT 2821 software package (upload).
In case of difficulties, contact the Schneider after-sales department.

N.B. If you do not want your operating personnel
to know the password that gives access to the
parameter setting mode, remove this page from
the user's documentation.

(1) Code by default in standard program logic; with customization, the password is given
by the installer.
(2) 4 to 7 digits are necessary.

Enter your

password then

press enter key

PASSWORD

old =

new =

verif. =

Validate settings

Yes = Enter

No = Clear

new password

not valid

press "clear"
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General characteristics
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General characteristics
Characteristics

phase current inputs for 1 A or 5 A CT

connection of 1 or 5 A CTs by 4 mm eye lugs, to CCA 660 or CCA 650 connector
(connector with incorporated CTs) disconnectable on line

wire cross-section 6 mm2 max.

input impedance < 0.001 Ω
power consumption < 0.001 VA for 1 A

< 0.025 VA for 5 A

steady state thermal withstand 3 In

1-second overload 80 In

operating range up to 24 In

CCA 660 or CCA 650 dielectric insulation 2 kV rms 1 min. (1) - IEC 60255-5

phase current inputs for CSP sensor

connection of CSP sensors to BNC inlets by 5.5 m CCA 601 connection cable

steady state thermal withstand 3 In

1-second overload 80 In

operating range up to 24 In

insulation input not insulated from earth

input for earth current measurement with CSH 120 or CSH 200 core balance CT

connection by 0.93 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 606 screw terminal pad

input impedance 2 A rating: 10 Ω
30 A rating: 0.7 Ω

power consumption < 0.01 VA

steady state thermal withstand 10 x rating (2)

1-second overload 20 kA (2)

operating range up to 10 x rating

insulation input not insulated from earth

choice of rating 2 A or 30 A, according to the terminal
used on the CCA 606 screw terminal pad

input for earth current measurement with 1 A or 5 A CT (CT + CSH 30)

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire, to CCA 606 screw terminal pad

input impedance < 4 Ω
power consumption < 0.1 VA

steady state thermal withstand 10 x core balance CT rating (4)

1-second overload 500 x core balance CT rating (4)

operating range 10 x core balance CT rating (4)

insulation input not insulated from earth (3)

input for earth current measurement with core balance CT other than CSH (core balance CT + ACE 990)

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire, to CCA 606 screw terminal pad

input impedance on terminals A2-A4: < 10 Ω
on terminals A1-A4: < 4 Ω
on terminals A3-A4: < 0.7 Ω

power consumption on terminals A2-A4: < 0.1 VA

on terminals A1-A4: < 0.4 VA

on terminals A3-A4: between 2 and 10 VA (5)

steady state thermal withstand 10 x core balance CT rating (4)

1-second overload 20 kA on core balance CT primary (4)

operating range 10 x core balance CT rating (4)

insulation input not insulated from earth (3)

(1) this refers to insulation provided by the CCA 660 or CCA 650 CT connector.
The Sepam input on the sub D connector is not insulated from earth.
(2) current in primary circuit of CSH core balance CT, expressed in amps.
(3) this refers to the Sepam 2000 input. The CSH 30 primary circuit is insulated from earth.
(4) expressed as CT primary current (CT or core balance CT).
(5) the consumption is given for an ACE 990 interface primary wiring resistance of less than 200 mΩ.
Refer to Installation: use and connection of the ACE 990 interface.
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voltage inputs for voltage transformer

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 608 terminal

input impedance > 100 kΩ
steady state thermal withstand 230 V

1-second overload 480 V

operating range 0 to 180 V

insulation 2 kV rms 1 min. - IEC 60255-5

external residual voltage input

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 608 terminal

input impedance > 100 kΩ
steady state thermal withstand 220 V

1-second overload 480 V

operating range 0 to 200 V

insulation 2 kV rms 1 min. - IEC 60255-5

RTD inputs (Pt 100)

connection by 1 to 2.5 mm2 wire
to CCA 621 terminal  2 or 3 wire mode

current injected in RTD 4 mA

power consumption < 0.1 VA

type of RTDs RTD using IEC 60751 variation principle

recommended wiring shielded wiring

insulation input not insulated from earth

DC analog inputs

connection by  0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 621 terminal

input impedance i 300 Ω
input current range 0-20 ; 4-20 ; 0-10 ; ± 10 mA

range choice paramoterizable

self-calibration yes

accuracy ± 0.3% full scale at 25 °C
± 0.5% full scale at 0-55 °C

permanent overload 30 mA

breaking frequency i 5 Hz

insulation 2 kV rms 1 min. - IEC 60255-5

output relays

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 621 terminal

making capacity 15 A

400 ms overload 15 A

steady state current 8 A

number of switching operations 10 000 at full load

contact/coil insulation 2 kV rms

breaking capacity 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

DC with resistive load 8 A 4 A 0.8 A 0.3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 6 A 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 4 A 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A
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General characteristics
Characteristics (cont’d)

10 20 40 60 80 100 200
0.1

0.2

0.4
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U(V)

I(A)

DC : L = 0.04 s
R

AC: resistive load

AC: cos ϕ = 0.3

500 W

25 W

DC : L = 0.02 s
R

DC: resistive load

1254824 10 20 40 60 80 100 200
0.1

0.2

0.4
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V(V)

I(A)

DC : L = 0.02 s
R

AC: resistive load

24 48 125

25 W

50 W
50 W

100 W

100 W

250 W
250 W

DC: resistive load

c Sepam 2000 output relay :
O1, O2, O11 to O14, O21 to O24, O31 to O34
contacts.

c Sepam 2000 "watch dog" output.

Output relays of ESB and ESTOR boards manufactured prior to 1.1.2000.

c ref. ESB24/30V : 3124217
c ref. ESB48/125V : 3122347
c ref. ESB220/250V : 3124287
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DC:
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DC : L = 0.02 s
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AC : resistive load

24 48 125

25 W

50 W
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100 W

100 W

250 W
250 W

DC : resistive load

resistive load

c Sepam 2000 output relay :
O1, O2, O11 to O14, O21 to O24, O31 to O34 contacts.

c Sepam 2000 "watch dog" output.

Output relays of ESB and ESTOR boards manufactured as of 1.1.2000.
Output relays of  SBW, STOR boards.

c ref. ESB24/30V : 03145141FA c ref. ESTOR24/30V : 03145157FA c ref. STOR : 03143281FA
c ref. ESB48/125V : 03145347FA c ref. ESTOR48/125V : 03145161FA c ref. SBW : 03143287FA
c ref. ESB220/250V : 03145149FA c ref. ESTOR220/250V : 03145165FA
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Sepam 2000 logic inputs

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 621 terminal

according to Sepam 2000 power supply 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

consumption 4 mA (4) 4 mA (4) 3 mA
level 0 < 6 V < 25,4 V < 50 V
level 1 > 17 V > 33,6 V > 154 V
permissible steady state overload 36 V 152 V 275 V
pick up time 10 ms 10 ms 10 ms
insulation 2 kV 2 kV 2 kV

Jbus/Modbus communication input

connection cable (CCA 602 or CCA 619 accessory)

transmission asynchronous serial

protocol Jbus/Modbus slave

electrical interface according to EIA- RS 485 standard

maximum distance without repeater 1200 m

number of Sepam 2000s on the line 31 max.

rates 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 19200, 38400 bits/s

insulation 1 kV rms

power supply

connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 604 terminal

dielectric insulation 2 kV rms - 1 min.

power supply voltage 24/30 Vdc (5) 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

permissible variations (3) -20% to +20% -20% to +20% -20% to +10%
20 V to 36 V 39 V to 152 V 176 V to 275 V

power supply circuit consumption (Sepam 2000) (1)

power supply voltage 24 Vdc 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

inrush current 5 A/0.2 s 1 A/0.5 s 1,5 A/0.5 s 1 A/0.2 s

Sepam S26 or S25 all relays deactivated 0.5 A 0.25 A 0.12 A 0.08 A
Sepam S26 or S25 all relays activated 0.8 A 0.5 A 0.2 A 0.12 A

Sepam S36 or S35 all relays deactivated 0.6 A 0.28 A 0.12 A 0.08 A
Sepam S36 or S35 all relays activated 1 A 0.6 A 0.22 A 0.13 A

Sepam 2046 all relays deactivated 0.24 A 0.11 A 0.07 A
Sepam 2046 all relays activated 0.52 A 0.22 A 0.12 A

weight (2) min. max.

Sepam S26 or S25 6 kg 8.5 kg

Sepam S36 or S35 8 kg 10.5 kg

Sepam S46 9.5 kg 10.6 kg
(1) the figures are given for:
c Jbus/Modbus coupler option included (Subtract 1 W for Sepam 2000 without communication).
c TSM 2001 pocket terminal not connected (Add 1/2 W if the pocket terminal is connected).
c Sepam S25 or S26 equipped with 2 ESTOR. boards
c Sepam S35 or S36 equipped with 3 ESTOR. boards.
c Sepam S46 equipped with 5 ETOR boards.
(2) The figures give the weight according to the number of options for each model.
(3) correct operation of Sepam is only guaranteed within these ranges.
(4) 10 mA for ESB and ESTOR boards manufactured prior to 1.1.2000.
(5) not available with Sepam 2000 S46.
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General characteristics
Qualification tests

This chapter presents the main specified properties
(mechanical, electrical, functional, etc...)
that are verified during the qualification tests carried
out in the factory ("manufacturer" tests).

It describes:
c the content of each test,
c the standards and reference documents,
c the expected results.

It is divided into seven sections, grouping together the different items involved in
product qualification by theme:

General
Description of the general conditions which apply to all the tests.

Technological tests
Tests designed to ensure conformity of device manufacturing
(with respect to the manufacturing specifications, company standards,...),
and the device's implementation capability (installation, operation,...).

Electrical tests
Tests related to the protection of people and equipment (grounding continuity,
insulation, fuses…).

Performance tests in reference conditions
Verification of special functional features (hardware and software) of the product
when used in the "reference environment" (i.e. temperature, power supply…
using strict tolerances).

Testing of output effects in rated domains
Examination of the rated operating domain (input signals, output loads,
power supply...), using one variable at a time.

Effects of the equipment on the environment
Testing of interference (electromagnetic, mechanical...) generated by the product.

Effects of the environment on the equipment
Testing of the product's sensitivity and/or resistance to electromagnetic, mechanical,
chemical... interference.

Reference documents
In order to facilitate reading, only documents of prime importance are succinctly
referenced in each test description.

For more details, please refer to the appendix.
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General characteristics
Electrical tests

Aim
The aim of these tests is to test the effectiveness
of the measures taken to protect people
and equipment.

Preliminary operating test
Aim: to ensure the integrity of the item being tested
(the test procedure allows the device,
its integrated components and remote functions to be
tested at the same time).

N.B. The test is not exhaustive. It is merely aimed at
providing a good "macroscopic" view of the item before
and/or after the application
of potentially destructive stress, in a minimal
test environment.

Grounding continuity
Aim: to test the continuity of grounding protection.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 61131-2

Severity: polarizing current: 30 A.

Acceptance criterion: R ≤ 0.1 Ω.

Insulation testing
Measurement of insulation resistance

Aim: to test the constructive integrity of the item before
dielectric stress is applied.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-5

Special conditions: measurement is performed in
both common and differential modes.

Severity: applied voltage: 500 VDC

Acceptance criterion: Ri ≥100 MΩ.

Dielectric strength
Aim: to ensure that the dielectric strength of the insulation complies with
specifications.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-5

Acceptance criteria:
During the test:
c no breakdowns, perforations, warping
After the test:
c the device must correspond to all of its functional specifications.

Severity :
circuits test voltage

common mode differential mode
power supply 2 kVrms/50 Hz N/A

logic inputs 2 kVrms/50 Hz N/A

analog inputs 2 kVrms/50 Hz N/A (incl. phase currents)

logic outputs 2 kVrms/50 Hz 1 kVrms/50 Hz(*)

setting terminal socket 0.5 kVrms/50 Hz N/A setting
(*): with contacts open

Impulse wave withstand
Aim: to ensure that the device is capable of withstanding high overvoltage for very
short periods of time without any damage.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-5
Acceptance criteria:
During the test:
c no breakdowns, performations, warping
After the test:
c the device must correspond to all of its functional specifications.

Severity :
circuits test voltage

common mode differential mode
power supply 5 kV 5 kV

logic inputs 5 kV 5 kV

analog inputs 5 kV 5 kV (incl. phase currents)

logic outputs 5 kV N/A

pocket terminal socket 1 kV 0.5 kV

Power supply circuit robustness
Short-circuit current behaviour

Aim: to ensure that the device's circuits are capable of withstanding, without
damage, stress caused by short-circuit currents resulting from internal failures.

Acceptance criteria:
During the test:
c short-circuit current less than 15 A for a maximum of 20 ms.
c effectiveness of protective devices.

After the test:
c visual check of cabling, connectors, printed circuit paths.
c return to normal operation after resetting or replacement of the protective devices.

Polarity reversal behaviour

Aim: to ensure that the device is capable of withstanding, without damage,
an accidental power supply polarity reversal.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 61131-2.

Severity: operation for at least
10 seconds with the power supply polarities reversed.

Acceptance criterion:
Return to normal operation after the power supply polarities have been correctly
re-established.
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General characteristics
Performance tests in reference conditions

Aim
The aim of these tests is to test the special functional
features (hardware and software) of a device in its
"reference environment", i.e. temperature, power
supply, etc., using strict tolerances.

Checking of parameter specifications
Aim: to check conformity of input/output interfacing characteristics.

Analog input circuits
Compostion of tests
For each type of input (sensors, process, etc.), minimum testing includes:
c dynamics and accuracy (examination of the rated domain),
c input impedance (examination of the rated domain),
c passband.

Logic input circuits
Composition of tests
For each type of input (static relay, etc.), minimum testing includes:
c input impedance (exploration of rated domain),
c thresholds (high, low, hysteresis),
c minimum set-up time (high and low levels).

Logic output circuits
Composition of tests
For static type outputs, minimum testing includes:
c output dynamics (I or V),
c output compliance (I or V),
c influence of load (transition time, over/undershoots),
c for datacom: protocol, frequency, gigue, etc.

For relay type outputs, minimum testing includes:
c breaking capacity (min.-max. I/V, load impedance),
c bounce time.

Miscellaneous
Initialization
Aim: to verify the efficiency of self-testing carried out by the device during start-up.

Downgraded operation
Aim: to verify the efficiency of self-testing carried out by the device while functioning.

Module interchangeability
Aim: to test maintenance capability.
Comments: the tests include:
c power source converter,
c core-connector.
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General characteristics
Testing of output effects in rated domains

Aim
These tests verify the operation of the device in the
rated domain of input signal variations, output loads,
power supply voltage, etc.

One degree of freedom is variable for each test,
the other values being kept at their reference values.

DC power supply
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-xx, IEC 61131-2
for determination of sensitivity limits.

Voltage amplitude
Aim: to test the device’s ability to function
with all acceptable power supply voltages.

Alternating component
Aim: to test the device’s ability to function
with an alternating component (rectifier-battery
charger) superimposed on its DC supply voltage.
Severity: alternating component (= ripple battery
voltage) with frequency >100 Hz and peak-to-peak
amplitude = 0.12 Unom
Comments: the test is performed:
c at the extreme limits of the power supply domain.

Fading cancellation
Aim: to check the device’s ability to maintain operation
in spite of power supply micro-outages
(source changeover or faulty device nearby).
Severity: 10 voltage outages, at minimum 1 sec.
intervals, lasting:
75 ms for Vpower = Vnom
30 ms for Vpower = Vmin
Comments: the voltage outages correspond:
c first, to an opening in the power supply line
(infinite impedance during disturbance),
c then, to a shorting of the power supply line
(zero impedance during disturbance).

Accidental voltage surges
Aim: to test the device’s ability to maintain operation
in the presence of transient surge voltage in the power
supply (handling shocks, reactive load switching).
Severity: 10 surges, at minimum 1 sec. Intervals,
lasting 10 ms, with a maximum slope of 100 V/ms,
and maximum amplitude:
+ 20 V for Un < 48 V,
+ 40 V for Un > 48 V.

Analog input circuits
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-6 , IEC 61131-2

Composition of tests: for each type of input (sensors, process, etc.),
testing includes, in particular:
c behaviour at limits (saturation, voltage limiter operation).
c input currents/voltages when saturated.
c passband / recovery time.
c permissible overload and dynamic thermal limit for sensor inputs.

Logic input circuits
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-6, IEC 61131-2

Composition of tests: testing includes, in particular:
c static inputs.
v input dynamics (examination of saturation).
v input currents/voltages (examination of saturation)
c relay type inputs.
v maximum permissible voltage.
v input impedance (voltage limiters, R.L. diodes).
v resolution (min. duration of a single-shot input signal).
v maximum frequency.

Logic output circuits
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-6, IEC 61131-2

Composition of tests:
Testing includes, in particular:
c static outputs.
v effectiveness of protective devices.
v maximum length of datacom link.
c relay type outputs.
v effectiveness of protective devices (damping circuits, overvoltage suppressors).

Ambient temperature
Aim: to confirm the hypothesis of temperature rise of the device when being cooled
by natural air convection in a confined area.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60068-2-2

Comments: This test is complementary to the standardized test described
in the section on "dry heat".
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Aim
These tests test the level of interference (electrical,
electromagnetic, etc.) generated by the device.

DC power supply
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 61131-2

Power consumption
Aim: to check the conformity of the device to specifications.

Severity: the test is performed at the rated voltages of the two operational domains,
i.e. 48 V and 127 V.

Inrush current
Aim: to check the conformity of the device to specifications.

Acceptance criteria:

time inrush current maximum peak

50 µs i t < 1.5 ms 10 A

1.5 ms i t < 500 ms 10 A

500 ms i t 1.2* In (1)

(1) In = steady-state current

Radiofrequency interference
Conducted interference
Aim: to check the interference voltage introduced by the device at the energy
network terminal posts.

Reference documents:
Standards: CISPR 22

Acceptance criteria:
maximum emission (virtually peak):
c 79 dB (µV) from 0.15 to 0.5 MHz,
c 73 dB (µV from 0.5 to 30 MHz.

Radiated interference
Aim: to test the electromagnetic field interference radiated by the device.

Reference documents:
Standards: CISPR 22

Acceptance criteria:
maximum emission (virtually peak) at 10 m:
c 40 dB (mV/m) from 30 to 230 MHz,
c 47 dB (mV/m) from 230 to 1000 MHz.

General characteristics
Effects of the equipment on the environment
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Impulse wave
Aim: to test the device’s immunity when it is submitted to transients caused by
lightning and switching (capacitor bank, short-circuit to earth, etc.).

Reference document: Standard: IEC 61000-4-5

Severity

circuits test voltage (test impedance)
common mode differential mode

power supply 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

logic inputs 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

logic outputs 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

phase current inputs (ECM) 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

earth fault current input 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)
CT+CSH 30

2 A and 30 A 2 kV (2 Ω) N/A
earth fault current inputs on shielding

voltage inputs 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

RTD input 2 kV (2 Ω) N/A
on shielding

communication interface 2 kV (2 Ω) N/A
on shielding

Aim
These tests check device sensitivity and resistance
to electromagnetic, mechanical, chemical, etc.
interference.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-xx for determination
of sensitivity limits.

General characteristics
Effects of the environment on the equipment

Sensitivity to electromagnetic interference
Sensitivity to conducted interference

1MHz damped wave

Aim: to test that the device does not operate in an unwanted manner when
subjected to high frequency transients (switching of auxiliary relays or isolation
switches/circuit breakers).

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-22-1

Severity

circuits test voltage
common mode differential mode

power supply 2.5 kV 1 kV

logic inputs 2.5 kV 1 kV

analogic inputs 2.5 kV 1 kV (incl. phase currents)

logic outputs 2.5 kV 1 kV

Fast transient bursts
Aim: to test device immunity when subjected to rapid, repeated electrical transients
(inductive load breaks, relay contact bounces).

Reference documents: Stadards: IEC 60255-22-4

Severity

circuits test voltage [coupling]
common mode differential mode

power supply 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]

logic inputs 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]

analog inputs 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]
(incl. phase currents)

logic outputs 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]

pocket 1 kV [direct] 1 kV [direct]
terminal 4 kV [capacitive] 4 kV [capacitive]
socket
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Climatic and mechanical robustness tests
Foreword: Test sequence
c the same device undergoes all the tests.
c the sequential testing order complies with the recommendations
in the IEC 60068-1 standard (as testing order maximizes the significance
of the results, each test potentially reveals deterioration caused by previous tests).

Cold
Aim: to test the device's ability to be used at low temperatures.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60068-2-1

Severity:
Ad test, without forced air circulation:
c device in operation,
c temperature: 0 ˚C,
c duration: 16 hours,
c recovery: 1 hour, device energized.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Dry heat
Aim: to test the device's ability to be used at high temperatures.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60068-2-2

Severity:
Bd test, without forced air circulation:
c device in operation,
c temperature: 55 ˚C.

Sensitivity to radiated interference

Aim: to test that the device does not operate in an unwanted manner when
subjected to an electromagnetic field of radiation (especially transmitters/receivers).

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-22-3, IEC 61000-4-3

Severity: intensity of field: 30V/m not modulated
10V/m amplitude-modulated

Sensitivity to electrostatic discharges
Aim: to test that the device does not operate in an unwanted manner when
subjected to electrostatic discharge (operator contact or nearby objets).

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-2

Severity: generator load voltage: 8 kV in air
6 kV on contact

Testing in a simulated MV environment
Aim: to check that there is no nuisance tripping during MV switchgear operations.

Composition of tests: device installed in a cubicle shunt-wired to a high voltage
generator.

Severity: generator voltage: 30 kV / 50Hz.

Number of operations: 30 closing operations.

General characteristics
Effects of the environment on the equipment (cont’d)
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Fast temperature variations
Aim: to test the device's ability to function during
changes in ambient temperature.

Reference document: Standards: IEC 60068-2-14

Severity:
Nb test, device in operation:
c device in operation,
c low temperature: 0 ˚C,
c high temperature: 55 ˚C,
c speed of temperature variation: 5 ±1 ˚C/mn,
c duration of exposure at each level: 2 hours,
c number of cycles: 2,
c recovery: 1 hour, device energized.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Shocks / Behaviour to shocks
Aim: to test the device's ability to function in spite
of shocks which may occur during normal operation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-2

Severity:
Class 1:
c device in operation,
c peak acceleration: 5 gn,
c pulse duration: 11 ms,
c number of pulses per axis: 3 in each direction.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Shock resistance
Aim: to test the device's ability to withstand shocks
which may occur during transportation or handling.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-2

Severity:
Class 1:
c peak acceleration: 15 gn,
c pulse duration: 11 ms,
c number of pulses per axis: 3 in each direction.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Bumps
Aim: to check the device's ability to withstand bumps
which may occur during transportation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-2

Severity:
Class 1:
c peak acceleration: 10 gn,
c pulse duration: 16 ms,
c number of pulses per axis: 1000 in each direction.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Vibrations / Behaviour to vibrations
Aim: to test the device's ability to function in spite of vibrations during normal
operation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-1

Severity:
Class 1:
c device in operation,
c frequency range: 10 to 150 Hz,
c acceleration: 0.5 gn or 0.035 mm (peak values),
c number of cycles per axis: 1,
c sweep speed: 1 octave/mn ±10%,

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Vibration resistance
Aim: accelerated aging test to test the device's ability to withstand weak but long
vibrations while in operation or during transportation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-1

Severity:
Class 1:
c frequency range: 10 to 150 Hz
c acceleration: 1 gn (peak value)
c number of cycles per axis: 20

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Damp heat
Aim: to test the device's ability to be stored under high relative humidity conditions.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60068-2-3

Severity:
Ca test (continuous test).
c temperature: 40 ± 2˚C
c relative humidity: 93% +2/-3%
c duration: 56 days.
c recovery: 1 hour drying at 55˚C, then 1 hour cooling at 20˚C before final test.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Salt mist / Test for special use only / Corrosive atmosphere
Aim: to define the atmosphere to which the device may be exposed in operation and/
or storage.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60654-4.

Severity:
c class 1: clean industrial air.

Enclosure protection degree
Aim: to test the protection provided by the enclosure:
c for people: against direct contact with energized parts.
c or equipment: against solid foreign objects or water.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60529

Severity:
c front panel: IP51
c other sides:
v without cabling accessories: IP20
v with cabling accessories: IP21.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Fire behaviour / Glow wire test
Aim: to evaluate the risk of fire and test extinction of the flames when the product is
exposed to abnormal thermal conditions.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60695-2-1

Severity:
c temperature: 650˚C
c applied duration: 30 ±1 s.

N.B. The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.
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This chapter presents the main definitions
of dependability and how it is taken into consideration
in Sepam 2000, an analysis of the experience gained
from feedback on the installed equipment base
and the maintenance of Sepam 2000.

Definitions
The definitions which follow are the main definitions
of dependability applied to protective devices:

c The reliability of a protective device is its capability
of performing its function (or functions) over a given
period of time in the operating conditions specified by
the manufacturer, i.e. mainly the capability of tripping
when required and the capability of not tripping when
unwanted.

c The maintainability of a protective device is mainly its
capability of being easily repaired when maintenance
personnel dispose of the means prescribed by the
manufacturer.

c The availability of a protective device is its capability
of being in a state to perform its function (or functions)
at a given point in time in the operating conditions
specified by the manufacturer.

These values do not necessarily have the same
meanings, depending on whether they are considered
from the viewpoint of the protective device or the
electrical installation.

The availability and maintainability of the protective
device contribute to the safety of people and
equipment. The reliability of the protective device
contributes to the uninterrupted availability of the
power supply.

Dependability needs:
a trade-off between
two unwanted events
The mission of protection systems used with circuit
breakers is to guarantee the safety of the installation
while, at the same time, ensuring the best level
of interrupted power supply.

For Sepam 2000, this mission is conveyed by two
events, the target occurrence of which should be zero.

c First unwanted event:
unwanted tripping of the protective device.
An uninterrupted power supply is essential for both
industrialists and utilities. Unwanted tripping due
to the protective device is liable to generate substantial
financial losses. This event can be avoided by
improving the reliability of the protective device.

c Second unwanted event:
failure of the protective device to trip.
The consequences of a fault that is not cleared are
liable to be disastrous. For the sake of operating
safety, the protective equipment must detect power
system faults selectively and as quickly as possible.

This event can be avoided by improving the
availability of the protective device.

General characteristics
Dependability

Consideration of dependability
in Sepam 2000
By the same token as electromagnetic compatibility, dependability is taken into
consideration right from the start of the development of Sepam 2000.

A Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA) is used to list the unwanted events linked to the
different functions performed by Sepam. Quantified dependability targets are set
in accordance with the main unwanted events revealed by the PRA.

Specialized dependability assessment and modeling techniques are used to interpret
the targets in terms of design requirements.

c The predicted reliability analysis determines the failure rate of each Sepam 2000
component in use-related conditions. Compendiums of reliability data such as the
Military Handbook 217 (MIL HDBK 217) and the CNET RDF93 are used for this.

c The Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) analysis is used to
analyze the effects of a simple component failure on the Sepam 2000 functions and
to list the means available to detect them. The FMECA makes it possible to correct
certain risks of malfunctions and specify the self-monitoring functions.

c The unwanted events are modeled to calculate the probability of their occurrence
and to check that the dependability targets are being met.

A large share of the functions of digital protective equipment devices are performed
by the software. It is therefore essential to master the quality of the software in order
to attain the overall dependability targets. Software quality is mastered by the
implementation of a rigorous development method.

This method is derived from the recommendations set by the French (AFCIQ) and
international (IEEE) quality authorities. It stipulates:
c the breakdown of development into a series of phases,
c the use of design and encoding rules and methods aimed at achieving a high level
of software structuring,
c the use of software configuration management tools which allow all the software
component parts to be managed.

Self-monitoring functions
and fail-safe position
Sepam 2000 units are equipped with self-monitoring functions (self-tests),
which detect internal failures. The failures are classified in two categories:
major failures and minor failures.

c A major failure affects the system’s common hardware resources
(e.g. program memory and working memory).

Sepam 2000 is no longer operational. This type of failure may or may not lead to MV
fault tripping or unwanted tripping, in which case Sepam 2000 must react quickly and
go into the fail-safe position.

The fail-safe position is characterized by:
v lockout in neutral position of the Processing Unit,
v an indicator lit up on the front of the device,
v a message on the display,
v the Watchdog relay in fault position (deactivated),
v the relay outputs (logic outputs) in the deactivated position,
v a break in the relay output supply for Sepam S46.

c Following a minor failure, Sepam 2000 is in downgraded operation.
It can continue to carry out all of its protection functions if the functions affected
are peripheral ones (display, communication).

This classification of failures makes it possible to obtain a compromise between
between a high level of safety and a high level of availability.

The self-tests performed in Sepam 2000 are summarized in the diagram
on the next page.
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Sepam 2000 functional diagram

power supply
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CB control
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analog
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Standards
title reference status

vibration, shock, bump and seismic tests on measuring IEC 60255-21-1 1988
relays and protection equipment: vibration tests (sinusoidal).

vibration, shock, bump and seismic tests on measuring IEC 60255-21-2 1988
relays and protection equipment: shock and bump tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-1 1988
equipment: 1MHz burst disturbance tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-2 1989-10
equipment: electrostatic discharge tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-3 1989-10
equipment: radiated electromagnetic field disturbance tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-4 1992
equipment: 1 MHz damped oscillating wave tests.
sensitivity to fast transient interference tests.

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) IEC 61000-4-3 1998
part 4-3: testing and measurement techniques
immunity to electromagnetic fields
radiated at radioelectric frequencies test

single input energising quantity measuring relays with IEC 60255-5 1977
dependent specified time.

electrical relays: insulation tests for electrical relays: IEC 60255-6 1988

degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP code). IEC 60529 1989

programmable logic controllers: equipment characteristics. IEC 61131-2 1992

environmental testing: general and guidance. IEC 60068-1 1988

environmental testing: IEC 60068-2-1 1990-04
test A: cold.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-14 1986
test N: change of temperature.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-2 1974
test B: dry heat.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-3 1969
test Ca: damp heat, steady state.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-52 1984
test Kb: salt mist, cyclic (sodium chloride solution).

limits and methods of measurement of radio interference: IEC CISPR 22 1993
characteristics of information technology equipment.

test methods IEC 60695-2-1 1994
fire behaviour: glow wire test.

operating conditions for measurement and control equipment IEC 60654-4 1987
in industrial processes: effects of corrosion and erosion.

Appendix 1: reference documents
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Testing – setting record sheets
Contents

testing – setting record sheets 4/2

commissioning tests 4/2
test sheets 4/3
setting record sheets 4/6

chapter / page
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Testing – setting record sheets
Commissioning tests

Sepam 2000 commissioning does not call for
individual testing of the metering and protection
functions.
Sepam 2000 has been designed and developed to
ensure all of the functions:
c protection,
c metering,
c program logic.
Each of the functions has been factory-tested in
its entirety. In addition, Sepam 2000 has a high
performing self-testing system which continually
checks function integrity, (e.g. no settings outside
the tolerance range, etc.).
The product is ready to use and commissioning
has been simplified accordingly.

Simple testing of one function ensures the correct
operation of the whole group of functions,
provided that the product is installed correctly.

It is therefore sufficient to check the Sepam 2000
installation.
Checking relates to:
c parameter setting,
c connection to current, voltage and temperature
sensors,
c connection of switchgear control and annunciation.
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Commissioning tests
Check current and voltage sensor wiring and phase rotation order beforehand.
Set the status parameters and set the protections according to the setting record sheet.

type of test scheme result display

Sepam connected to current sensors only (1)

secondary injection I1 = 1 or 5 A B6 primary rated I1 =
of rated current I2 = 1 or 5 A current I2 =

I3 = 1 or 5 A I3 =

Sepam connected to current and voltage sensors

3-phase secondary rated current B6 P = + feeder

injection (1 or 5 A)
rated voltage Q = +
(Uns)

phase shift ϕ = -30° P = - incomer
inductive

Q =
 -

residual current according to assembly

Sum 3I B6
3-phase secondary rated current
injection (1 or 5 A) residual I = 0 Ir =

in 1 phase rated current residual I = rated I Ir =
(1 or 5 A)

CSH B7
primary injection 30 A 28.5 ≤ residual I ≤ 31.5 A Ir =
primary injection 0.2 A 0.18 ≤ residual I ≤ 0.22 A Ir =

CT (with CSH 30 or ACE 990) B7
secondary injection(with CSH 30) rated current (1 or 5 A) residual I = rated I Ir =
primary injection residual I = injected current

residual voltage according to assembly

VT in broken delta B7
single-phase residual voltage Vo =
secondary injection = phase voltage

VT in star B6
3-phase secondary residual voltage Vo =
injection = phase voltage

logic input / output wiring

check the conformity of logic input and output connection

circuit breaker/contactor program logic

closing by closing button closing of device

control

tripping by tripping button opening of device

control

pilot wire test (standard Sepam)

test the link (KP18) (message) RECEIVE.BI

(on upstream Sepam)

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

................................

................................

................................

TEST   SHEET Sepam 2000
Project : ....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

Uns

3

Uns

3

................................

................................

................................

................................

..............................

..............................

................................

Q = + 3Un.In
2

P = + 3Un.In
2

P = - 3Un.In
2

Q = - 3Un.In
2

Tests carried out on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

(1
)  s

ee
 “

Te
st

in
g”

 d
oc

um
en

ta
tio

n
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KP 0 or 1 comments

KP33

KP34

KP35

KP36

KP37

KP38

KP39

KP40

KP41

KP42

KP43

KP44

KP45

KP46

KP47

KP 0 or 1 impulse

KP48

KP49

KP50

KP51

KP52

KP53

KP54

KP55

KP56

KP57

KP58

KP59

KP60

KP61

KP62

KP63

KP64

KP 0 or 1 comments

KP1

KP2

KP3

KP4

KP5

KP6

KP7

KP8

KP9

KP10

KP11

KP12

KP13

KP14

KP15

KP16

KP17

KP18

KP19

KP20

KP21

KP22

KP23

KP24

KP25

KP26

KP27

KP28

KP29

KP30

KP31

KP32

Program logic parameters (customized logic)
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Program logic parameters (customized logic)

time delay (value) comments time delay (value) comments

T1 s T31 s

T2 s T32 s

T3 s T33 s

T4 s T34 s

T5 s T35 s

T6 s T36 s

T7 s T37 s

T8 s T38 s

T9 s T39 s

T10 s T40 s

T11 s T41 s

T12 s T42 s

T13 s T43 s

T14 s T44 s

T15 s T45 s

T16 s T46 s

T17 s T47 s

T18 s T48 s

T19 s T49 s

T20 s T50 s

T21 s T51 s

T22 s T52 s

T23 s T53 s

T24 s T54 s

T25 s T55 s

T26 s T56 s

T27 s T57 s

T28 s T58 s

T29 s T59 s

T30 s T60 s

v tick off the box when the setting is done
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Substation
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

S

Status menu parameters
menu name function

frequency Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz

phase CT board 2 (ECM or ECA)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps) A kA

Ib basis current (in Amps) A kA

number number of current sensors I1-I3 I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM or ECA)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or Sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

oscillography pretrig number of periods
before triggering event of the
disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B. KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

s

s

s

s

s

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device position

T2 duration of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

Sepam 2000 substation program logic parameters

KP16 input I12 BI receipt and inhibit
recloser / inhibit recloser

KP17 display of programmed
program logic

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP22 reset specific
recloser counters

KP36 reverse P with annunciation / tripping

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance recording records

KP51 automatic triggering
of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering
of disturbance recording

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP6 recloser enabled/disabled

KP7 reclosing cycle 1 inactive / active

KP8 reclosing cycle 2 inactive / active

KP9 reclosing cycle 3 inactive / active

KP10 reclosing cycle 1 inactive / active

KP11 cycle 1 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP12 cycle 2 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP13 cycle 3 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP14 cycle 4 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP15 definitive tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

s
s
s
s
s

s

T10 confirmation waiting time
after successful reclosing

T11 duration of cycle 1 isolation

T12 duration of cycle 2 isolation

T13 duration of cycle 3 isolation

T14 duration of cycle 4 isolation

T15 duration of recloser inhibition
with manual circuit breaker closing

T16 confirmation of pressure switch fault

T25 tripping pulse

T26 closing pulse

s
s

s
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Substation
function identification setting

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

F083

F084

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

remanent undervoltage Us T

F351

overvoltage Us T

F301

F302

directional overcurrent curve θ Is   T

F511-F521

directional earth fault angle Iso T

F501

reverse power Ps T

F531

underfrequency Fs T

F561

F562

overfrequency Fs T

F571

F572

rate of change of dFs/dt T

frequency F581

F582
      tick off the box when the setting is done
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Busbars
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

B

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM or ECA)

ration In CT rating or CSP (in Amps) A kA

Ib basis current (in Amps) A kA

number number of current sensors I1-I3 I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM or ECA)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or Sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

oscillography pretrig number of periods
before triggering event of the
disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function 3U +Vo 1 3U + Vo 2

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

SW1 SW1

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device position

T2 duration
of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T7 extension of dF/dT = 1 (KP33=1)

T16 confirmation of pressure
switch fault

T8 s maintain output O33
for synchro-check

T10 s maintain closing request
for synchro-check

T24 duration of load shedding
pulse (O31)

T25 duration of load shedding
pulse (O32)

T26 duration of load shedding
pulse (O33)

T27 duration of load shedding
pulse (O34)

s

s

s

s

s

KP33 choice of type of load shedding

KP35 acknowledgment of operating mode
with voltage absent for synchro-check

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP 0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording

Sepam 2000 substation program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP17 display of programmed program logic

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault tripping counter
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Sepam 2000 Busbars
function identification setting

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

F083

F084

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

F322-342-362

F241-331-371

F242-332-372

positive sequence Vsd T

undervoltage F381

F382

remanent undervoltage Us T

F351

F251

overvoltage Us T

F301

F302

F311

F312

neutral voltage Vso T

displacement F391

underfrequency Fs T

F561

F562

F563

F564

overfrequency Fs T

F571

F572

rate of change dFs/dt T

of frequency F581

F582

synchro-check F181   dUs                dFs                dϕs                Us high                Us low

  mode              Ta

      tick off the box when the setting is done

Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Transformer
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

T

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3       I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)           board 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

oscillography pretrig number of periods
before triggering event of the
disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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s

s

s

s

s

s

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device
position

T2 duration
of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T16 confirmation of pressure
switch fault

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT  (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

Sepam 2000 transformer program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP5 Buchholz / thermostat /
DGPT NO/NC

KP6 tripping / alarm input I23

KP7 tank earth leakage choice

KP17 display of programmed
control scheme

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Transformer
function identification setting

thermal overload Adjust. T1 and T2 OL1 alarm  OL2 trip

F431 0

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

F083

F084

neutral voltage Vso T

displacement F391

directional overcurrent curve θ Is   T

F521

directional earth fault angle Iso T

F501

tank frame leakage curve Is T

F021

neutral curve Iso T

F091

F092

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

remanent undervoltage Us T

F351

overvoltage Us T

F301

F302

RTD Ts1 Ts2

F461

F462

F463

F464

F465

F466

restricted earth fault                                                    Is

F651
      tick off the box when the setting is done
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Motor
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

M

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3       I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)           board 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

oscillography pretrig number of periods
before triggering event of the
disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device
position

T2 duration
of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T4 external load shedding order

T5 duration of tripping pulse from
a remote control order

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T8 maximum duration of voltage
sag enabling restart

T9 restart staggering

T16 s confirmation of pressure
switch fault

KP 0 ou 1 KP 0 ou 1

Sepam 2000 motor program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP3 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP17 display of programmed
control scheme

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

not used

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP21 reset to zero of running hours counter

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 storage of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Moteur
function identification setting

thermal overload Adjust. T1 T2 OL1 warm state OL2 trip

F431

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

negative sequence / curve Is T

unbalance F451

Is ST LT

F441

undercurrent Is T

F221

number of starts n° start per hour n° cold start n° hot start   T

F421

positive sequence Vsd T

undervoltage F381

F382

directional earth fault angle Iso T

F501

reverse power Ps T

F531

reactive overpower Qs T

F541

RTD Ts1 Ts2

F461

F462

F463

F464

F465

F466

F471

F472

F473

F474

F475

F476

motor differential Is

F621
      tick off the box when the setting is done

locked rotor /

excessive starting time
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Capacitor
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

C

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3      I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)           carte 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A KA
A KA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

oscillography pretrig number of periods
before triggering event of the
disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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Sepam 2000 capacitor program logic parameters

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1 impulse

KP1 open / close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP17 display programmed
control scheme

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP21 running hours counter reset

KP36 choice of number of capacitors

KP37 choice of number of capacitors

KP38 remote setting enable / disable

KP50 inhibition of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording

KP54 capacitor 1 switch closing

KP55 capacitor 1 switch opening

KP56 capacitor 2 switch closing

KP57 capacitor 2 switch opening

KP58 capacitor 3 switch closing

KP59 capacitor 3 switch opening

KP60 manual capacitor control

KP61 automatic capacitor control
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Status menu parameters (cont’d)

T1 s recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device
position

T2 s duration
of closing order

T3 s inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 s duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 s duration of remote control
closing impulse

T7 s duration reclosing
inhibition after tripping

T21 s capacitor 1
opening time delay

T22 s capacitor 2
opening time delay

T23 s capacitor 3
opening time delay

T24 s circuit breaker
opening time delay

T25 s duration of capacitor 1
tripping pulse

time delay (value) time delay (value)

Sepam 2000 capacitor program logic parameters

T26 s duration of capacitor 2
tripping pulse

T27 s duration of capacitor 3
tripping pulse

T28 s duration of capacitor 1
closing pulse

T29 s duration of capacitor 2
closing pulse

T30 s duration of capacitor 3
closing pulse

T31 s after tripping,
duration of inhibition
of capacitor 1 closing

T32 s after tripping,
duration of inhibition
of capacitor 2 closing

T33 s after tripping,
duration of inhibition
of capacitor 3 closing

T34 s time delay for recovery
of capacitor 1 switch
open/closed information

T35 s time delay for recovery
of capacitor 2 switch
open/closed information

T36 s time delay for recovery
of capacitor 3 switch
open/closed information
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Capacitor
function identification setting

thermal overload Adjust. T1 T2 OL1 hot status OL2 tripping

F431

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

neutral unbalance curve Iso T

1 capacitor F091

F092

neutral unbalance Is T

3 capacitor F111

F112

F121

F122

F131

F132

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

overvoltage Us T

F281

F282

F301

F302

      tick off the box when the setting is done
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3

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3       I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)         board 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

oscillography pretrig number of periods
before triggering event of the
disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Generator
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

G
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Sepam 2000 generator program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP5 undervoltage tripping,
setting 1

KP6 undervoltage tripping,
setting 2

KP7 undervoltage tripping,
setting 1

KP8 undervoltage tripping,
setting 2

KP9 neutral voltage displacement
tripping

KP10 underfrequency tripping

KP11 overfrequency tripping

KP12 generator shutdown by reverse
power active

KP13 lockout by undervoltage setting 1

KP14 lockout by undervoltage setting 2

KP15 lockout by undervoltage setting 1

KP16 lockout by undervoltage setting 2

KP17 display of programmed program logic

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault tripping counter

KP21 reset to zero of running hours counter

KP33 for G01, G02, G12 used with G00,
deactivation of reverse power P and Q
for G00, assignment of outputs
O21 to O24

KP34 closing without synchro-check
for G00, use of I18

KP35 for G03, G04: acknowledgment
of operating mode with voltage absent

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

time delay (value) time delay (value)

ss

s

s

s

s

s

T1 recovery of open/closed data upon
change in device position

T2 duration of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T10 maintaining of closing
request with synchro-check

T16 confirmation of pressure switch fault
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Sepam 2000 Generator
function identification setting

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

F021

F022

thermal overload Adjust. T1 T2 OL1 alarm OL2 trip.

F431

voltage restrained curve Is T

overcurrent F191

negative sequence / curve Is T

unbalance F451

earth fault curve Iso T R and H2

F061

F062

F063

F064

F071

F072

F091

F092

undercurrent Us T

F321-341-361

F322-342-362

overcurrent Us T

F301

F302

positive sequence Vso T

undervoltage F391

underfrequency Fs T

F561

overfrequency Fs T

F571

directional overcurrent curve angle Is   T

F511-F521

directional earth fault θo Iso T

F501

reverse power Ps T

F531

reactive overpower Qs T

F541

RTD Ts1 Ts2

F461

F462

F463

F464

F465

F466
      tick off the box when the setting is done
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Sepam 2000 Generator (cont’d)

function identification setting

RTD (cont’d) Ts1 Ts2

F471

F472

F473

F474

F475

F476

synchro-check F181   dUs                                            dFs                                            dϕs

  Us high                                      Us low                                       mode

  Ta

restricted earth fault Iso

F641

F651

generator Is

differential F621

Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

tick off the box when the setting is done
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Installation
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chapter / page
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Installation
Equipment identification

Installation
of a Sepam 2000 S46
Each Sepam 2000 comes in a single package which
contains:
c Sepam,
c mounting accessories,
c connection accessories (connectors).

The other optional accessories come
in a separate package.
We recommend that you follow the instructions given
in this document for quick, correct installation of your
Sepam 2000 S46:
c equipment identification,
c assembly,
c connection of current and voltage inputs, sensors,
c microswitch setting,
c connection of power supply and earth,
c checking prior to commissioning.

equipment revision label

intervention datesname of board

spaces reserved for after-sales
service interventions, e.g.
replacement of an ECM board

spaces reserved for equipment
changes, e.g. addition of Jbus
communication kit

equipment reference
(Sepam, model and applications)

(1) example of labels on the right side panel.

model

serial number

Sepam 2000 S46 identification
There are five labels to be checked to identify a Sepam:
c two labels on the right side panel which give the product’s hardware
characteristics (1),
c a label on the front of the cartridge which gives the functional characteristics (2),
c a label on the left side of the cartridge which gives the references (3).
c a label on the right side of the cartridge which gives the references
of a non-standard logic scheme (4).

9747001

MERLIN GERIN

S46  XR  ***   X7*   TBN

MERLIN GERIN

origin : FRANCE

SEPAM 2046

S46 XR R07 X 1 A TBN 9747001
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Date VersionSepam réf.

Proj réf.

Drwg réf.

Cubicle réf.

(2) example of label on front of cartridge.

(4) lable on right side of cartridge.

identification of
a non-standard
logic scheme

(3) example of label on left side of cartridge.

Each Sepam is identified by a 14-character reference
which describes its hardware and functional
composition in accordance with the chart below.

series model type variants com. total number operating current auxiliary operating
of boards ETOR language sensor supply temperature

S46 RR R = RTU 1 to 99 x = none 3 = 3 F = French x = none N = -5 / +55 °C
XR J = Jbus 4 = 4 A = English T = CT B = 48/125 Vdc

NR 5 = 5 I = Italian C = 220 Vdc

ZR 6 = 6 E = Spanish

7 = 7

03143764FA-B0-01-97322211

Sepam model

type of application

control logic
diagram reference

S46: Sepam 2046
XR: model
R07: type

8: Sepam S46
XR: model
R07: type
A: english
A: rev. level

S46 XR R07

8 XR R07 AA
363 RA A
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Installation
Equipment identification (cont’d)

Accessories supplied
with Sepam
Each Sepam comes with the following accessories:

CCA 604 connector
4-pin. Connection of power supply:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire
(awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 608 connector
(according to type of Sepam)
8-pin. Connection of VTs:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire
(awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 660 connector for connection
of 1 A or 5 A CTs:
c for 4 mm eye lugs,
c for max. 6 mm2 wire (awg 10).

CCA 606 connector
(according to type of Sepam)
6-pin:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire
(awg 20 to awg 14).

2 Sepam mounting lugs

CCA 621 connector
21-pin. Connection of logic inputs/outputs, temperature sensors and
low level analog inputs:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).
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Optional accessories

TSM 2001 pocket terminal
Used to make Sepam 2000 settings.
It does not have a battery since it is supplied with
power by the Sepam 2000.

AMT 819 plate
Used to mount Sepam 2000 on a 19" rack.

SFT 2801 kit
Software tool installed on PC microcomputer which
may be used instead of the TSM 2001 pocket
terminal.
It comprises:
c a 3"1/2 diskette,
c an instruction manual,
c a connection kit (ACE 900 adapter + cord).

ACE 900 adapter to be connected to the pocket terminal inlet.

482

266
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Installation
Equipment identification (cont’d)

Optional Jbus/Modbus
communication accessories

CCA 609 connection box and CCA 602 cable (3 m)
Connection to the Jbus communication network.
These accessories simplify the wiring of the
communication network:
c the network is connected to the screw terminals
of the CCA 609 box,
c the CCA 609 box is mounted on a DIN rail,
c the CCA 602 cable links up the CCA 609 box
and Sepam.

CCA 619 chaining connector
Connector used for connection to the Jbus field bus
by chaining.

CCA 600 9-pin sub D type connector
Used to connect the communication network.
This is an alternative to using the CCA 609 box and
the CCA 602 cable or the CCA 619 connector.

Please note
For further information, refer to Jbus document
no.3140751.

46

70

50

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

80

90
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(2)
(2)

(1)

Installation
Assembly and wiring

Assembly
c Insert Sepam 2000 through the front of the cut-out.
Slide it into the cut-out until the front of Sepam 2000 is
in contact with the mounting plate. The 2 notches (1)
at the base of the Sepam 2000 case allow it to hold by
its own weight (*).
c Position the 2 lugs (2) in the holes on the top of
Sepam. Tighten the threaded studs of the lugs.
c Make sure not to block the ventilation openings on
the top and bottom of Sepam 2000. Leave a space of
at least 5 cm above and below Sepam 2000.

(*) Transport precautions
For the transport of a panel containing the Sepam
2000 S46, provide additional internal mounting at the
back of the chassis at the level of the grounding shield
situated on the right side panel (e.g. square bracket).

Drilling diagramDimensions and drilling
Sepam 2000 S46 is flush-mounted in a rectangular
cut-out.

Maximum thickness of mounting: 3 mm.

440 425

201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x 2)

429

202
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B

B

1
2
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4
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A

SW1

SW2

+

B

A

1
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4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25
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16
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19
20
21

STOR STOR STOR SBW 3U/Vo
3V+V

CE40
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

SW1

A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ECM

optional modules

Installation
Assembly and wiring (cont’d)

Sepam 2000 S46 components
Identification of board slots in Sepam

slot

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

S46 RR CE40 — — SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

S46 XR CE40 ECM 3V+V SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

S46 NR CE40 EANA — SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

S46 ZR CE40 EANA SONDE SBW STOR STOR STOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR ETOR

Connections
The Sepam 2000 connections are made using the
removable connectors located on the rear of the
device. All the connectors are screw-lockable.

Wiring of screw connectors:
c recommended cable fitting:
v Telemecanique DZ5CE0155 for 1.5 mm2,
v DZ5CE0253 for 2.5 mm2.

Stripped length with fitting: 17 mm.
Without fitting:
c stripped length: 10 to 12 mm,
c maximum of 2 wires per terminal.

The 21-pin connectors, should be plugged
in correctly by hand, above locked by the 2
screws provided (top/bottom).

Terminal identification
principle
All the Sepam 2000 connection terminals are located
on the rear of the device.

On the rear panel, the boards that make up the
Sepam 2000 S46 are fitted into the slots numbered
1 to 14.

Connections are identified by adding different
markings:
v slot (1 to 14),
v connector A or B,
v terminal (1 to 21).

Example: 4 A16, slot no. 4, connector A, terminal 16.
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Installation
Connection of current inputs to 1 A or 5 A CTs

For use on 5 A
secondary.

For use on 1 A
secondary.

Selection of operating modes
(SW2 microswitches)
Sepam 2000 has several possible operating modes.
The operating mode is selected via microswitches
on the rear of the device. They must be set before
Sepam 2000 is put into operation. The microswitches
must be set while Sepam 2000 is de-energized.

The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660
connector once it has been installed.

Concerns Sepam 2000 S46 XR.

The current transformer (1 A or 5 A) secondary circuits
are connected to the CCA 660 connector on the ECM
module. This connector contains 3 core balance CT
primary crossing adapters, which ensure impedance
matching and isolation between the 1 A or 5 A circuits
and Sepam 2000.

This connector may be disconnected with the power
on since disconnection does not open the CT
secondary circuit.

1 A or 5 A CT block
and connection diagram

Microswitch setting

not used
(not applicable)

not used
(not applicable)

L1

Sepam
current
inputs

L2

L3

P1

P2

B4
B1

B5
B2

B6
B3

DPC

CCA 660

ECM

1  2  3

SW1

SW2

5 A CT

SW2

1 A CT

SW1
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Installation
Connection of current inputs to 1 A or 5 A CTs (cont’d)

CCA 660 connector
c Open the 2 side shields for access to the
connection terminals. The shields may be removed
if necessary to facilitate wiring. If they are removed,
put them back after wiring.
c Remove the bridging strap if necessary.
The strap links terminals 1, 2 and 3.
c Connect the cables using 4 mm eye lugs.
The connector accommodates cables with
cross-sections of 1.5 to 6 mm2 (awg 16 to awg 10).
c Close the side shields.

c Tighten the CT connector fastening screws
on the rear of Sepam.

c Plug the connector into the 9-pin inlet on the rear
of the device. Item B on the ECM module.
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Installation
Connection of voltage inputs

Connection of 1 VTs

Connection of 3 VTs
This arrangement allows Sepam to measure the 3
phase-to-neutral and phase-to-phase voltages.
(Associated with the parameter setting of Number =
“V1-V2-V3” in the VT ratio status menu).

Concerns Sepam 2000 S46 XR with voltage inputs.

The voltage transformers (VTs) are connected to the
8-pin CCA 608 connectors on the 3V + V module.

The Sepam 2000 S46 can operate with 1 or 3 VTs.

The SW1 microswitches are factory-set.

Any other position can cause incorrect operation.

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A

P2 P1

S1S2

Connection of a V1 voltage
transformer (*).

Connection of a V2 voltage
transformer (**).

Connection of a V3 voltage
transformer (***).

Connection associated with parameters setting:
(*) Number = V1
(**) Number = V2
(***) Number = V3
in the Sepam VT ratio status menu.

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A

1
6

2
3
4
5

3V+V

L1

L2

L3

7
8

DPC

3A
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Installation
Connection of analog inputs

The DC analog inputs (standard formats 0-20, 4-20,
0-10 or + 10 mA) are connected to a 21-pin CCA 621
connector on the EANA module.

Concerns slot 2 on Sepam 2000 vS46 NR or ZR.

Connection
Same input range for the 8 channels (parameter
setting of the range in the status menu, transducer
heading).

The 4 grounding terminals (3, 8, 13 and 18) are
intended for the connection of cable shielding.

Cabling precautions
It is preferable to use shielded cables. The use of unshielded cables can cause
measurement errors, the value of which depends on the extent of electrical
and magnetic disturbance in the environment through which the cable runs.

Only connect the shielding at the Sepam 2000 end: connect the connection cable
shielding in the shortest way possible to the corresponding terminals on the 21-pin
connector.

A21 EANA

Ref E1
A1

A3
A4

Ref E2

Ref E3
A6

A8
+ E4
Ref E4

Ref E5
+ E5

A13
+ E6
Ref E6

Ref E7
A16

A18
A19
A20Ref E8

+ E8

A17
+ E7

A15
A14

A12
A11

A10
A9

A7
+ E3

A5
+E2

A2
+E1
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Installation
Connection of Pt100 temperature sensors

The Pt100 sensors are connected to
the CCA 621 21-pin connector on the SONDE
module of Sepam 2000 S46 ZR.

2-wire mode3-wire mode

Cabling precautions
It is preferable to use shielded cables.

The use of unshielded cables can cause measurement errors, the value of which
depends on the extent of electrical and magnetic disturbance in the environment
through which the cable runs.

Only connect the shielding at the Sepam 2000 end: connect the connection cable
shielding in the shortest way possible to the corresponding terminals on the 21-pin
connector.

Do not connect the shielding at the temperature sensor end.
Recommended cross-sections according to distance:
c up to 100 m > 1 mm2, awg 16,
c up to 300 m u 1,5 mm2, awg 14,
c up to 1 km u 2,5 mm2, awg 12.

N.B. The following wiring must be done
when one of the measurement channels
is not being used, e.g. channel 6.

Connection
of temperature sensors
Use the 2-wire connection mode only when the 3-wire
mode is impossible (e.g. existing cable) since it
introduces a substantial measurement error.

DPC

Pt100
n°5

A21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1

Pt100
n°4

Pt100
n°3

Pt100
n°2

Pt100
n°1

sensors

DPC

Pt100
n°5

A21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1

Pt100
n°4

Pt100
n°3

Pt100
n°2

Pt100
n°1

sensors

A17

A16

A18
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Installation
Connection of power supply and communication coupler

Connection of power supply
and earth
The Sepam 2000 chassis must be earthed via the
grounding screw situated on the right side panel
(rear view).

Use a 20 mm wide braid fitted with a 4 mm eye lug.
They eye lug fastening screw is already mounted
on Sepam when it is delivered. (Should the screw be
lost, never replace it by a screw longer than 8 mm).

The Sepam 2000 power supply is connected to the
CCA 604 4-pin terminal block on the CE40 module
situated on the rear of the device. The power supply
input is protected against accidental polarity
inversion.

Connection of the
communication coupler
Sepam 2000 can be equipped with a communication
coupler option situated on the CE40 module.

Please refer to the “Sepam 2000”
documents for instructions on commissioning
according to the type of communication.
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Installation
Connection of logic inputs and outputs

The logic information is connected to the CCA 621 connector on the following
modules:
c SBW (slot 4),
c STOR (slots 5 to 7),
c ETOR (slots 8 to 10 as standard, and 11 to 14 according to options).

The A21 terminals (DPC) on the SBW, STOR and ETOR modules do not require
any wiring.

x = ETOR board number,
from 1 (slot 8) to 7 (slot 14).

x = STOR board number,
from 1 (slot 5) to 3 (slot 7).

logic inputs logic outputs

Connection Outputs

Check that the voltage
applied to the inputs
is compatible with the
voltage indicated by a point
on the subassembly.

Inputs

Ix01

ETOR

Ix02
Ix03
Ix04

Ix05
Ix06
Ix07
Ix08

Ix09
Ix10
Ix11
Ix12

Ix13
Ix14
Ix15
Ix16

DPCA21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1

O003

O002

O001

O004

O005

O006

O007

O008

CDG

SBW
A21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1

DPC

Ox03

Ox02

Ox01

Ox04

Ox05

Ox06

Ox07

Ox08

Ox10

STOR

Ox09

DPCA21
A20
A19

A17
A16

A13
A12
A11

A5

A10

A14
A15

A18

A7
A6

A4

A2

A9
A8

A3

A1
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Notes
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Use - commissioning
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Use - commissioning
Description / use

Your Sepam 2000 S46 is a digital unit which performs
the switchgear control and monitoring functions
necessary for operation:
c masurements via current and voltage transformers,
and existing measurement converters,
c indication of switchgear status via logic inputs,
c control of devices via relay outputs,
c remote monitoring and remote control
via a computer.

Sepam 2000 may be equipped (as an option)
with a communication link with the telecontrol station.
There is a single standard Sepam S46 model.

Standard model: Sepam 2000 S46.

1 status indicators
2 display
3 keys for access to measurements and alarms
4 cartridge
5 pocket terminal socket

Status indicators 1 :
c green on  lamp shows that Sepam 2000 is energized,
c red lamp indicates internal Sepam faults.

All the output relays are dropped out (fail-safe position).
Refer to the chapter on maintenance,
c yellow LS1, green LS2, red LS3 indications according to control logic
programming (e.g. grouping of alarms).

I  on tripon O  off

A V/Hz W/ϕ Wh clear alarm reset

5

4

3

2

1

MERLIN GERIN

S35XRS05

3XRS05FA

101SFB

Front panel
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keys

display

status
indicators 1

2

3

A/V

on LS1

meter monitoring

CB resetW/Wh GIS clear alarm

LS2 LS3

Display 2
The display unit indicates:
c measurements,
c operating messages,
c switchgear monitoring data.

Keys for access to measurements 3
ccccc  Metering key
The measurements may be accessed by pressing
the A/V and W/Wh keys.

Each key provides access to a set of measurements
according to the ring method. The following
measurement may be accessed by pressing this key.

When a measurement is not available in a type
of Sepam, “- - - - - - - - - - -” is displayed,
c Clear  key
This key erases the stored value being displayed
(reset):
v max. current demand IM1, IM2, IM3,
v peak demand power PM, QM,

Keys for access to switchgear monitoring
data 3 :

c CB key: disabled,

Access, according to the ring method, to the
cumulative number of breaks of circuit breaker poles
as well as the number of starts of the corresponding
pumps or compressors.

c GIS key: disabled.

Access to 8 counters of the cumulative number
of switch operations.

Cartridge 4
The cartridge contains the information required for Sepam operation,
such as:
c settings,
c stored data,
c control and monitoring logic…

Pocket terminal socket 5
This socket is used to connect the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or the ACE 900
adapter to the SFT 2801 bit (PC link).

Display unit and indicator test
When the A/V and W/Wh measurement keys are pressed at the same time,
all the indicator lamps on the front panel light up as well as the display unit which
indicates *********** and 00000000000 alternatively.

Example: current/voltage measurement.

Keys for access to alarm processing 3 :
c Alarm  key: each time tripping or another event occurs, an alarm message
stored in a list of alarms is displayed. The most recent message appears
on the display unit.

This key provides access to step by step reading of the list of stored alarm
messages. The previous message may be displayed by pressing this key.

Display of: “- - - - - - - - - - -” indicates the end of the list of alarm messages.

c Reset  key
Associated with the K 828 contact (LOGIPAM), this key is used to acknowledge
alarms and indications generated by the monitoring functions.

I1

I2

I3

IM2

IM3

U21

U13

F

A/V key

U32

V1

V2

V3

IM1
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TSM 2001 pocket terminal
Your pocket terminal provides you with access to all
the Sepam 2000 functions, such as:
c current measurements,
c operating assistance messages,
c parameter settings.

Use - commissioning
Description / use (cont’d)

The pocket terminal is supplied with power by Sepam
and does not require any batteries; it can be
connected with the power on. The pocket terminal
beeps when it is connected.

The start-up menu appears (if nothing is displayed,
check the brightness adjustment using the dial 3 ).

The user may access the various data from three
menu levels. A menu may comprise several pages.

To access a menu, simply position the blinking cursor
on the desired line and press the enter key.

The first line of the menu contains the name
of the current menu or function.

When P/ appears at the head of the menu, it means
that the user has entered the password.

1 4-line display.

2 data entry keypad.

3 brightness adjustment dial.

Role of keys:
c the pocket terminal beeps when the user presses a key that is disabled,
c the menu key is used to display the previous menu,
c the and keys are used to move the c cursor one line up or down
in a menu.

To move to the next screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor
on the last line and presses the key.

To move to the previous screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor
on the second line and presses the     key,
c the code  key is used to enter and exit the parameter setting mode,
c the number  and . keys are used to enter settings and the password,
c the units  key is used to change the setting unit multiplying factor (e.g. A, kA, …),
c the data+  and data-  keys are used to select values from preset data tables.
The tables are used when only a limited number of values may be used
for a parameter, e.g. frequency value.
c the clear  key is used:
v to clear error messages,
v to call back a previous setting value during data input,
v to reset tripping currents and peak demand readings to zero,
c the enter  key is used to confirm a menu selection or to confirm all the settings
for a function.

N.B. The first line always contains the name of the current menu or function.

MERLIN GERIN

TSM 2001

menu

7

4

1

8

5

2

.
0

clear
-

code

9

6

3

units

+

data

enter

S e l e c t

M e t e r i n g

P r o t e c t i o n

P r o g r a m  l o g i c

3

2

1

P/Select:

  Metering

  Protection

  Program logic

P/Select:

  Add. reading

  Status

  About Sepam
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Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Menu Menu Menu Menu

Menu

Enter

Enter

Menu

Menu

Enter

I PHASE
  I1      =   453 A
  I2      =   452 A
  I3      =   453 A

P/Select:
  Metering
  Protection
  Program logic

P/Select:
  Status
  About Sepam

P/sensor 2 F462
Ts1 = 50 deg
Ts2 = 100 deg

P/LOGIC INPUT
   I101-108=0000 0000
   I109-116=0000 0000
                 …

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   Logic input
   Relay output
   Timer

P/STATUS
   Rated frequency
   Phase CT ratio
   Max demand interv.

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   363RAA LDR CAT
   TESTING PROGRAM

P/ABOUT SEPAM
   SFT 2800
   Program logic
   Communication

= 500 A
= 500 A
= I1-I2-I3

P/PHASE CT RATIO
   In
   Ib
   Number

P/METERING
   I Phase
   Max demand current
   system voltage

P/PROTECTION
   sensor 1  F461
   sensor 2  F462
   sensor 3  F463

MERLIN GERIN

TSM 2001

menu

7

4

1

8

5

2

.
0

clear
-

code

9

6

3

units

+

data

enter

S e l e c t

M e t e r i n g

P r o t e c t i o n

P r o g r a m  l o g i c
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Use - commissioning
Use (current operation)

Energizing
Sepam is energized when operating normally.
In the event of re-energizing after a break in the
auxiliary power supply, Sepam 2000 automatically
restarts according to the following sequence which
lasts about 5 s:
c green on  and red indicators light up,
c beep (if the pocket terminal is connected),
c extinction of the red indicator,
c resetting of watchdog contact,
c testing of display:
00000000000 then ***********, then - - - - - - - - - - -
or I1 = 0.0 A

Sepam is then operating.
If the pocket terminal is connected, it displays:

functions key pocket terminal name description
menu

phase current A/V metering I1 measurement of each
I2 phase current
I3

max demand IM1 measurement of the
current IM2 greatest value of average

IM3 currents in the 3 phases

system U21 measurement of
voltage U32 phase-to-phase voltages  (1)

U13

frequency F measurement of frequency

phase V1 measurement of
voltage V2 phase voltages (1)

V3

real W/Wh metering P measurement
power of real power

reactive Q measurement of
power reactive power

power COS measurement
factor of power factor

real and +MWH measurement of real energy
reactive consumed
energy

meters +MVRH measurement of reactive
energy consumed

-MWH measurement of real energy
supplied

-MVRH measurement of reactive
energy supplied

peak demand PM measurement
real and of the greatest
reactive QM average power value
power

temperatures metering T1, T2 temperature measurements
T3, T4 provided by the 6
T5, T6 Pt100 RTDs

Operation via the front panel
or TSM 2001 pocket terminal

Nota :
(1) U and V if only one VT connected.

Press menu key to

get main menu
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Operation via the TSM 2001
pocket terminal only

functions pocket terminal name description
menu

analog add. Eana1, Eana2 measurement of the DC
inputs reading Eana3, Eana4 current of each

Eana5, Eana6 input (values converted
Eana7, Eana8 into points)

Mesures accessibles sur l’afficheur de Sepam
et sur la console TSM 2001.

Annunciation
When an event is detected by Sepam, an operating message appears
on the display. The messages are stored in a list of alarms and may be reviewed
in chronological order of appearance, starting with the most recent, by pressing
the alarm  key.

Please note: Pressing the reset key may erase the contents of the entire
list of alarms (according to the programming done in the customized
control logic).

Clearing measurements
c max demand phase currents.
To reset to zero:
v press clear  on the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
if max demand currents are displayed,
v press clear  on the display if at least one
max demand is displayed,
c peak demand real and reactive power.
To reset to zero:
v press clear  on the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
if peak demands are displayed,
v press clear  on the display if at least one peak
demand power is displayed.

N.B. Clearing of the max demands allows calculations
to be started for a new integration interval.

designation type message

customized control logic messages. C M01 to M64
Refer to the documents provided
by your installer

unplugged connector M CONNECTOR

cartridge and Sepam not compatible M CARTRIDGE

internal Sepam fault M MAINTENANCE

internal cartridge fault M M.CARTRIDGE

C = control and monitoring.
M = maintenance.

List of messages
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Checking prior
to commissioning
These operation must be carried out before
Sepam 2000 S46 is energized.

Checks
c Supply voltage.
Ensure that the auxiliary supply voltage matches
Sepam 2000’s operating voltage. It is indicated
on the rear of the device, beside the power supply
connector, by a dot in the voltage box. The supply
voltage is also marked on the ETOR logic input
boards.

Use - commissioning
Commissioning

v the cartridge has an identification label on the front. The last 3 characters
in the first line of the label indicate the type of Sepam 2000 (the type corresponds
to the functions performed). Ensure that the type matches the Sepam model
indicated on the side of Sepam.

Example
S46 XR on the cartridge label should match S46 XR on the Sepam label.

c Connector
Check that the connectors are correctly connected to the rear of the device
and screwed on.

Setting of microswitches on rear
Check that the microswitches which define operating modes and Sepam
calibration operations were correctly set at the time of installation (1).

The microswitches must be set with Sepam de-energized
If the microswitches are incorrectly set, the measurements given by Sepam 2000
will be false.

Default parameter setting
Factory-set parameter status:
c microswitches:
v they are set for supply by a 5 A secondary current transformer,
c protection and monitoring:
v set points inhibited,
v control logic time delay: t = 200 ms.

c Earthing.
Check that the Sepam 2000 chassis is earthed
by the ground nut situation on the Sepam side panel,
on the power supply side.
c Cartridge.
v Check that the cartridge is in its slot behind the front
wicket door. To do so, open the wicket door by pulling
on the notch situation on the left side panel.
The Sepam S46 has 2 shields on the right which
resemble the memory cartridge wicket door. These
shields are not wicket doors and the user should not
try to open them. Check that the cartridge is fully
inserted. Check the tightening of the 2 threaded
screws by hand.

Above all, do not insert or remove
the cartridge while Sepam 2000
is energized.

(1) see “installation, connection of current and voltage inputs” chapter.

+

A

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

SEPAM 2046
S46 XR         X7   TBN*** *

S46 XR R07

8XRR07AA
363RAA
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heading name function command selection

rated Fn network frequency data + and - 50 or 60 Hz
frequency

phase CT In CT rating number adjustable from
ratio (standard values) keys 10 A to 6250 A

Ib basis current number Ib set to the
keys value of In

number number of data + and - 2 or 3 sensors
current sensors

max demand interval peak demand data + and - adjustable: 5, 10,
interval integration times 15, 30, 60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs data + and - V1, V2, V3
V1 - V2 - V3

Unp rated VT number adjustable from
primary voltage keys 220 V to 500 kV

Uns rated VT data + and - 100, 110, 115,
secondary voltage 120 V

power flow incomer reverses the signs data + and - incomer
sense feeder of power and energy feeder

measurements

transducer range EANA board data + and - 0-20 mA
input range 0-10 mA

4-20 mA
-10/+10 mA

communi- speed transmission speed data + and - 300, 600, 1200,
cation (2) 2400, 4800,

9600, 19200,
38400 bds

adress Sepam station number 1 to 255
number in the network keys

parity transmission format data + and - even, odd,
no parity

time synchro type of synchronization data + and - via network
tagging (2) used via inputs

I413 or I501

events (3) KTS 1-8 number
to KTS 57-64 keys

I101-108
to I709-716

password see last
page

Status menu parameter chart

All the parameters and settings are accessible in 3 menus (6) :
c general parameters: status  menu,
c protection: protection  menu,
c operating parameters: program logic  menu.

General parameters
The general parameters are accessible in the status menu. They are to be set
at the time of commissioning and must not be modified during current operation.

Example: temperature sensor.

The user should then check and, if necessary, change
the protection settings.

The PROTECTION line blinks until the settings have
been corrected.

Settings out of range.
A protection or monitoring value may be out of range
when it is set.

Sepam detects this and indicates the permissible
range of settings.

(2) please refer to the document “Jbus communication” ref. 3140751 regarding commissioning
of the communication link.
(3) 8 lines for KTSs, 14 lines for ETOR 1 inputs = time-tagged, 0 = not time-tagged,
by default all the events are set to zero.

Commissioning using
TSM 2001 pocket terminal

Switch on the Sepam
After the Sepam starts up, check that there
are no messages on the display unit by pressing
the “alarm” key.

Checking mode
All information may be accessed for checking
purposes without the risk of changing parameters
and settings.

Parameter setting mode
This mode is reserved for commissioning
and maintenance. The entry of a password is
required. P\ appears at the top left of the screen (1).

Parameter and setting errors
Changing a status parameter may put a protection
setting outside the tolerance range.

Sepam detects this problem and displays the
following message:

(1) this mode is automatically removed if no keys are activated
for about 1 mn, or manually by pressing the Code  key.

P\VT ratio

protection settings

out of range

press clear

P\Sensor2    F462

TS1  out of range

0 deg < TS1 < 180 deg

Press Clear
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont’d)

Control logic
and annunciation
Sepam 2000 S46 has standard control logic for
operation suited to the most current installations,
it can be adapted for each application scheme by
parameter setting at the time of commissioning.

If your Sepam is customized, the role of the
parameters may be different. Please refer to
the file provided by your installer.

function name comments

logic input status I101 1 = input supplied ;
to I716 0 = input not supplied

relay output status O001 to 0008 1 = contact closed;
O101 to O310 0 = contact open

time delay T1 to T60 adjustable from
output status 50 ms to 655 s using number

and units keys

counter content C1 to C24 reading

stored bistable status B1 to B128 1 = contact closed;
0 = contact open

internal relay status K1 to K512 1 = contact closed;
0 = contact open

parameters:
latched contacts KP1 to KP16 adjustable to 1 or 0
temporary contacts KP17 to KP32 using data + and - keys
latched contacts KP33 to KP48 or number keys 0 and 1
impulse contacts KP49 to KP64

remote control KTC1 to KTC96 contacts positioned at 1 or 0
contacts from a remote control system

remote indication KTS1 to KTS64 contacts positioned at 1 or 0,
contacts intended to be read

by a remote control system

alarm messages AL1 to AL16 reading of the last 16 control
logic messages activated
(even if erased from
the display)

(*) for more information, refer to Logipam - Control logic diagram resources -
document n° 3140011.

Control logic resource chart This chart describes the resources (*) that may be displayed using the TSM 2001
pocket terminal (“program logic ” menu).

The use of control logic resources and the setting of the parameters
and time delays used are described in the documents provided
by your installer.
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Sepam comprises self-testing and self-diagnosis
to facilitate installation maintenance.

Indicator lamps
and display messages
c Green indicator lamp lit up:
Sepam is energized.
c No indicator lamps lit up:
there is probably an auxiliary power supply fault.

Check the auxiliary power supply, CE40 board
connections and perform the “lamp test”.

c Red lamp indicates internal Sepam faults.
Sepam continuously performs internal tests. When
the test results are negative, Sepam automatically
runs a series of sequences which result in either:

v automatic reinitialization (minor fault, e.g. transient
auxiliary supply outage).

Sepam carries out a complete restart sequence.
If restart is successful, Sepam operates normally
again. All the output relays are dropped out (1),
v switching to the fail-safe position (major fault)
Sepam goes into the fail-safe position. All the output
relays drop out (1) in order to avoid inadvertent
commands, and the watchdog drops out as well.

The following may cause internal faults:
c missing cartridge:
v red indicator lamp lit up,
v display OFF,
v no dialogue with TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication link,
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.

Sepam 2000 will not start, lacking a program:
this is a major fault.

c set-up fault,
v red indicator lamp lit up,
v red lamp indicates CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication link,
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.

Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.
v the type of cartridge is not compatible with
the Sepam model.
Caution: do not insert or remove cartridge while
Sepam is energized.

v disconnect the auxiliary power supply and wait
2 seconds before handling the cartridge.

Check the references on the Sepam and
on the cartridge (refer to chapter on Sepam
identification).

v Sepam is automatically disabled until the appropriate cartridge is installed.
c hardware fault on cartridge:
v red      indicator lamp lit up,
v display indicates M CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication,
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.

Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.
v the cartridge is fault,
v disconnect the auxiliary power supply,
v Sepam is automatically disabled until a new cartridge is installed.

Consult your maintenance department.

c other major faults:
v red indicator lamp lit up,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE ,
v no dialogue with TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication (if CPU is faulty),
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.

Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

c minor or partial fault:
v red indicator lamp extinguished,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE ,
v dialogue with TSM 2001 pocket terminal
is maintained,
v dialogue with communication link is maintained,
v watchdog does not drop out.

Sepam 2000 is operating, however it has detected
a transient fault or a component has failed to pass self-testing.

Consult your maintenance department.

(1) this may cause tripping with undervoltage type control logic
schemes (so-called fail-safe logic).

Use - commissioning
Maintenance
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c CONNECTOR
v indication that on e or more connectors are
unplugged (according to customized control logic).

Check that the connectors are plugged in and
tightened by the screws on the rear of the device.

Check that the DPC has been strapped
to the connectors on the ECM, 3V+V
and SONDE boards.

Lamp test
When the user presses the A/V and W/Wh measurement keys simultaneously,
all the indicators on the front of the device light up, as well as the display which
indicates *********** and 00000000000 alternatively..

Sepam replacement
When Sepam is replaced:
c switch off Sepam,
c dismantle the Sepam to be replaced,
c remove the cartridge,
c mount the Sepam replacement (hardware set-up),
c install the cartridge,
c check the compatibility of the cartridge and Sepam
(see chapter on identification),
c set microswitches SW2 on the rear of the device in the same positions
as they were in on the Sepam that was replaced,
c install the connectors, checking their markings,
c energize Sepam.

Communication indicator lamps

These lamps are located at the rear of the device
on the CE40 module when the module is equipped
with the communication option.
c Green indicator lamp blinking: indicates traffic
on the line. This is the normal operating mode.
c Indicator lamps extinguished: there is no communication.

Check network cabling and inquiries
at the level above.

c Red indicator lamp lit up: indicates initialization
of the coupler, which lasts about 2 seconds, or a
coupler fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

c Red indicator lamp lit up and the
recommendations given in the maintenance chapter
do not allow Sepam to be restarted.

Call in the maintenance department.

Use - commissioning
Maintenance (cont’d)
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Sepam identification using the TSM 2001
pocket terminal

Menu: About Sepam

Reminder
In the event of a cartridge error or incompatibility with Sepam, the CARTRIDGE message
appears on the front of Sepam. Check consistency between the cartridge and Sepam.

ABOUT SEPAM
   SFT2800
   Program logic
   Communication

SFT2800
  8XRR07FA  CAT
  SFT2800   97.45

Enter

ABOUT SEPAM
   SFT2800
   Program logic
   Communication

PROGRAM LOGIC
  363RFA
  APPLICATION
  RTU

Enter

PROGRAM LOGIC
  program date:
  97/12/01    15:08
  LOGIPAM :   97.45

application type

8 = Sepam S46
XR = model
R07 = type
F = French
A = rev. level.

configurator
version no.

CAT = standard
           configuration

control logic
diagram reference

name of control diagram
produced by LOGIPAM

control logic diagram
programming date

configurator version

Communication
  J bus : V 3.0

Jbus communication version 3.0
- Communication not installed
  press menu key
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Loss of the password
If the original password has been modified and the latest password entered has
been permanently lost by the user, the only means of regaining access to
modification of parameters and settings is to reprogram the cartridge using a PC
equipped with the LOGIPAM software package, the PER2901 programmer and
the Sepam program logic “source” file (regarding the “source” file, see the section
on Sepam identification using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal).

N.B. Before reprogramming the cartridge, it is advisable to make a complete record of
the values set in the Sepam as well as the identification information. This operation may be
carried out using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or the SFT 2801 software package.

Use of the password
The user enters a password via the TSM 2001 pocket
terminal in order to able to change parameters
and settings.

Code key
When the user presses the code key, the following
menu appears:

N.B. If you do not want your operating personnel to know the
password that gives access to the parameter setting mode,
remove this page from the user’s documentation.

(1) code by default in standard control logic; with
customization, the password is given by the installer.
(2) 7 figures are mandatory.

Use - commissioning
Password

Modification of the password
c go to parameter setting mode,
c in the Status  menu, choose the password  heading using the arrow and press
enter .

The following window is displayed:

Type 6543210 (1) on the keypad and then press enter

This is the password for standard Sepams.
If your Sepam has been customized, refer
to the documentation provided by your installer.

To exist this mode, simply:
c press the code  key,
c wait 2 min after activating any key.

When the pocket terminal is in parameter setting
mode, P\ appears on the top left of the screen.

c enter, one after the other:
v the password to be modified in the “old” line,  (2)

v the new password in the “new” and “verif” lines,  (2)

v after each password, press enter to go to the next line.
c at the end of the sequence, the following window is displayed:

c press enter : the new password is validated.

Please note:
If the passwords entered for “new” and “verif” are different, the following message
is displayed:

Enter your password

then press enter key

PASSWORD

old =

new =

verif =

P/PASSWORD

Validate settings

Yes = Enter No = Clear

P/PASSWORD

new password

not valid

press clear
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Notes
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SETTING RECORD SHEET Sepam 2000 S46
Project: .....................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type

serial no.

G

Status menu parameters
menu name function

frequency Fn network frequency 50 Hz 60 Hz

Phase CT In CT rating (in Amps) A

ratio Ib basis current (in Amps) A
(set to the value of In)

number number of current sensors I1-I3 I1-I2-I3

max demand interval max demand 5 mn 10 mn 15 mn 30 mn
interval integration time 60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs V1 V2 V3 V1-V2-V3

Unp rated VT primary V
voltage

Uns rated VT secondary 100 V 110 V 115 V 120 V
voltage

communi- speed transmission speed 300 600 1200
cation (bauds) 2400 4800 9600

19200 38400

adress Sepam station
number in network

parity transmission format even odd no parity

power flow type reverses the signs of power incomer = cables to busbars
sense and energy measurements feeder = busbars to cables

transducer range parameter setting of EANA 0-20 mA 0-10 mA 4-20 mA
board input range -10/+10 mA

password old current password

new new password

verif verification of new
password

microswitch current board (ECM)
settings

N.B. the position of SW1 SW2
is of no importance

put an X in the box to SW1
indicate switch setting
e.g. switch
set to right
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Status menu parameters (cont’d)
menu name function

time tagging synchro type of synchronization network I413 I501

used

events KTS1-8

N.B. For each event, KTS9-16

choose 0 or 1 KTS17-24

0 = not time-tagged (by default) KTS25-32

1 = time-tagged network KTS33-40

KTS41-48

KTS49-56

KTS57-64

I101-108

I109-116

I201-208

I209-216

I301-308

I309-316

I401-408

I409-416

I501-508

I509-516

I601-608

I609-616

I701-708

I709-716

protection functions

functions identification setting

temperature monitoring  Ts1 Ts2
(RTD)

F461 deg deg

F462 deg deg

F463 deg deg

F464 deg deg

F465 deg deg

F466 deg deg
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Control logic parameters *

KP (0 or 1) comment KP (0 or 1) comment

KP1 KP33

KP2 KP34

KP3 KP35

KP4 KP36

KP5 KP37

KP6 KP38

KP7 KP39

KP8 KP40

KP9 KP41

KP10 KP42

KP11 KP43

KP12 KP44

KP13 KP45

KP14 KP46

KP15 KP47

KP16 KP48

KP17 KP49

KP18 KP50

KP19 KP51

KP20 KP52

KP21 KP53

KP22 KP54

KP23 KP55

KP24 KP56

KP25 KP57

KP26 KP58

KP27 KP59

KP28 KP60

KP29 KP61

KP30 KP62

KP31 KP63

KP32 KP64

* menu: program logic.
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MERLIN GERIN

S35 CR D02

3 CR D02 FA
102 DFA

Compatible
Sepam model

type d'application

Standard
control logic n°

S35 : standard Sepam
CR : model
D02 : type

3 : Sepam S35
CR : model
D02 : type
F : French
A : revision index

MERLIN GERIN

SEPAM 2000
CARTOUCHE
3140 422
9517103

case reference

inspection

A  01
C11

serial n°

Installation
Equipment identification

Installation of Sepam 2000
Each Sepam 2000 comes in a single package
which contains:

c Sepam,
c Mounting accessories,
c Connection accessories (connectors).

The other optional accessories come in a separate
package.
We recommend that you follow the instructions given
in this document for quick, correct
installation of your Sepam 2000:
c Equipment identification,
c Assembly,
c Current input connections,
c Microswitch setting,
c Connection of power supply and earth,
c Checking prior to commissioning.

Sepam 2000
There are two labels for identifying Sepam:
c A label on the right side panel which gives product
hardware information (1),
c A label on the front of the cartridge which gives
functional information (2).

SEPAM 2035

S35 CR D02 J1F TBN

MERLIN GERIN

model

equipment reference (Sepam and model)

serial number9540013  C08

Example of label on right side panel (1).

Example of label on the front of the cartridge (2).

Label on the left side of the cartridge (1).
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Accessories supplied
with Sepam
Each Sepam comes with the following accessories.

CCA 651 connector for connection
of 1 A or 5 A CTs:
c For 4 mm eye lugs,
c For max. 6 mm2 wire (awg 10)
Use the grey CCA 660 connectors or CCA 651
connectors, marked "for S35 only".

CCA 604 connector
4 points. Connection of power supply:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 606 connector
6 points. Connection of a core balance CT:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 621 connector
21 points. connection of logic inputs/outputs:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).

2 Sepam mounting lugs

CCA 602 cable
3 m long cable supplied with Sepams equipped with
the Jbus communication option.

CCA660 CCA651

warning !

for S35 CR
     only
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AMT 819 plate
Use to mount Sepam 2000 on a 19” rack.

AMT 820 shield
Used to block off the space between Sepam and the
edge of the AMT 819 plate.

Installation
Equipment identification

Optional accessories

TSM 2001 pocket terminal
Used to make Sepam 2000 settings. It does not have
a battery since it is supplied with power by Sepam
2000.
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Dimensions and drilling
Sepam 2000 is flush mounted in a rectangular
cut-out.

Maximum thickness of mounting: 3 mm

Installation
Assembly and wiring

drilling diagram

Assembly
c Insert Sepam 2000 through the front of the cut-out.
Slide it into the cut-out until the front of Sepam 2000
is in contact with the mounting plate. The 2 notches (1)

at the base of the Sepam 2000 case allow it to hold
by its own weight.
c Position the 2 lugs (2) in the holes on the top
of Sepam. Tighten the threaded studs of the lug.
c Make sure not to block the ventilation openings
on the top and bottom of Sepam 2000.
Leave a space of at least 5 cm above and below
Sepam 2000.

(2)
(2)

(1)

338

202201

20 300

222

verrous de fixation (x 2)

352 332
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Slot numbers of Sepam boards

slot

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

S35CR CE40 ECMD ECMD - ESB ESTOR- -

Installation
Assembly and wiring (cont'd)

Composition of Sepam 2000

Connections
The Sepam 2000 connections are made
on the removable connectors located on the rear
of the device. All the connectors are screw-lockable.

Wiring of screw connectors:
c Recommended wire fittings:
v Telemecanique DZ5CE0155 for 1.5 mm2,
v DZ5CE0253 for 2.5 mm2.

Stripped length with fitting: 17 mm,
c Without fitting:
v stripped length: 10 to 12 mm,
v maximum 2 wires per terminal.

Terminal identification
principle
All the Sepam 2000 connection terminals are located
on the rear of the device.

The Sepam 2000 DO2 boards are fitted into the rear
slots numbered 1 to 8.

The connections are identified by adding different
markings.

Slot (1 to 8),
connector A or B, terminal (1 to 21).

Example : 5 A16

slot n°5, connector A, terminal 16.

ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(option
communication)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

PRIMARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

34

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

78

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SECONDARY
CURRENT
INPUTS
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Installation
Connection of current inputs to 1 A or 5 A CTs

The current transformer (1 A or 5 A) secondary
circuits are connected to the CCA 660
or 651 connector on the ECMD module.

The connector contains 3 core balance CT primary
crossing adapters to ensure impedance matching
and isolation  between the 1 A or 5 A circuits
and Sepam 2000.

The connector may be disconnected with the power
on since disconnection does not open the CT's
secondary circuit.

1 A or 5 A CT block
and connection diagram

Selection of microswitch
SW1 and SW2
operating modes
Sepam 2000 has several possible operating modes.
The operating mode is selected via microswitches
on the rear of the device. They must be set before
Sepam 2000 is switched on, i.e. while Sepam 2000
is de-energized.

The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660
or 651 connector once it has been installed.

N.B. Sepam 2035 model CR has 2 inputs
for connecting CTs.
Remember to set the microswitches for both inputs.

Microswitch setting For use on the 5 A
secondary circuit.

For measuring residual current
by the sum of the currents.

SW1

SW2

SW2

SW1

For use on the 1 A
secondary circuit.

For measuring residual current
by a core balance CT.

SW2

SW1

SW2

SW1 Default position.

L1

L2

L3

P1

P2

B4
B1

B5
B2

B6
B3

DPC

CCA 651

ECM

1  2  3entrées courant du Sepam

ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(option
communication)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

PRIMARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

34

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

78

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SECONDARY
CURRENT
INPUTS
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CCA 660 or 651 connector
c Open the 2 side shields for access to the
connection terminals. The shields may be removed,
if necessary, to facilitate wiring. If removed, replace
them after wiring.
c Remove the bridging strap if necessary.
The strap links teminals 1, 2 and 3.
c Connect the wires using 4 mm eye lugs.
The connector accommodates wires with cross
sections of 1.5 to 6 mm2 (awg 16 to awg 10).
c Close the side shields.

Installation
Connection of current inputs to 1 A or 5 A CTs (cont'd)

c Tighten the CT connector fastening screws
on the rear of Sepam.

c Plug the connector into the 9-point inlet on the rear
of the device. Item B on the ECMD module.
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Installation
Use of the CSH 30 core balance CT

The CSH 30 core balance CT should be used when
residual current is measured by a current transformer
with a secondary circuit (1 A or 5 A). It acts as an
interface between the current transformer and the
Sepam 2000 residual current input.

The CSH 30 core balance CT is mounted
on a symmetrical DIN rail. It may also be mounted on
a plate by means of the mounting holes on its base.

Connection to the 1 A
secondary circuit
c Plug into the CCA 606 connector.
c Wind the transformer secondary wire 5 times
around the CSH 30 core balance CT.

DPC

5 turns

CSH 30
core balance CT

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECMD

calib. 30 A

DPC

calib. 2 A
CT tore

REF

1 A
CT

N
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Installation
Use of the CSH 30 core balance CT (cont'd)

Connection to the 5 A
secondary circuit
c Plug into the CCA 606 connector.
c Wind the transformer secondary wire once around
the CSH 30 core balance CT.

Assembly
The cable must pass through the CSH 30 in the right
direction in order for protection to function correctly:
the cable leaving terminal 2 of the current transformer
should enter through the P2 side of the CSH 30 core
balance CT.

The earth side of the primary connection corresponds
to the terminal A4 of the secondary connection.

Cabling
The secondary winding of the CSH 30 is connected
to the 6-point terminal block.
Cable to be used:
c Sheathed, shielded cable,
c Min. cable cross section 0.93 mm2

(awg 18) (max. 2.5 mm2),
c Resistance per unit length < 100 mΩ/m,
c Min. dielectric strength: 1000V.

Connect the CSH 30 core balance CT connection
cable shielding in the shortest manner possible to the
Sepam 2000 6-point connector.

The connection cable shielding is grounded
in Sepam 2000. Do not ground the cable
by any other means.

Selection of operating modes
(microswitches)
Set the microswitches, referring to the chapter entitled
'"connection of current inputs", in the "selection
of operating modes" section.

1 turn

CSH 30
core balance CT

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECMD

calib. 30 A

DPC

calib. 2 A
CT tore

REF

5 A
CT

N
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ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(option
communication)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

PRIMARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

34

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

78

1
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6
7
8
9
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20
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15
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18
19
20
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25
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0-
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0

V-
D
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25
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0
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0

B
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B

ECMD
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A

SW2

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
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4
5
6

A

SW2

SECONDARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

Installation
Connection of power supply and logic inputs and outputs

Connection of power supply
and earth
The Sepam 2000 power supply is connected to the
CCA 604 4-point terminal block on the CE40 module
situated on the rear of the device.
The power supply input is protected against
accidental polarity inversion.

The Sepam 2000 chassis must be earthed via
the grounding screw situated on the right side panel
(rear view).

Use a braid or cable fitted with a 4 mm eye lug.
The eye lug fastening screw is already mounted
on Sepam when it is delivered. (Should this screw be
lost, never replace it by a screw longer than 8 mm).

Connection of logic inputs
and outputs
The logic information is connected to the  CCA 621
on the ESB and ESTOR modules.

Check that the voltage applied to the inputs is
compatible with the permissible voltage indicated by
a dot on the subassembly.

Cabling should be done in accordance with the
diagram given in the general Sepam 2000 D02
manual.

Example : ESTOR and ESB.

ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(option
communication)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

PRIMARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

34

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS
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1
2
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5
6
7
8
9
10
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16
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9
10
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12
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14
15
16
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18
19
20
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4

V-
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C
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48
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25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2
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CURRENT
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ESTOR

DPC
A21

A20

O11

A7

A4

A3

A2

A1

l12

l11

A8

A5

A6

A10

A9

A12

A11

O12

O13

O14

A13

A19

A17

A16

A18

A14

A15

l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

AESB

DPC
A21

A20

A19

A17

A16

A13

A12

A11

A5

O2

A10

A14

A15

A18

O1

A9

A8

A7

A6

A4

A3

A2

A1

l2

l1

CDG

A
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Installation
Connection of the Jbus communication coupler

Sepam 2000 can be equipped, as an option, with a
communication coupler situated on the CE40 coupler.

Refer to the "Sepam 2000" documents for
commissioning instructions according to the type
of communication.

ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(option
communication)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

PRIMARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

34

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
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-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
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0

V-
D

C
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0

48
-1

25
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0-
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0

B

SW1

B

ECMD
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2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SECONDARY
CURRENT
INPUTS
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Installation
Checking prior to commissioning

Checks
These operations should be carried out before
Sepam 2000 is energized.

Supply voltage
Ensure that the cubicle auxiliary power supply has
the same operating voltage as Sepam 2000.
It is indicated on the rear of the device,
beside the power supply connector, by a dot in the box
corresponding to voltage.

Earthing
Check that the Sepam 2000 chassis is earthed by the
grounding nut situated on the side panel of Sepam,
on the power supply side. Check that the screw has
been tightened.

Cartridge
Check that the cartridge is in its slot behind the door
on the front of the device. To do so:
c Open the door by pulling on the notch situated
on the left side. On the right  side of the front
of the Sepam S35, there is a shield that resembles the
memory cartridge door. This shield is not another door,
do not try to open it,
c Check that the cartridge is pushed in,
c Check, by hand, that the 2 threaded screws have
been tightened. Never insert or remove the cartridge
when Sepam 2000 is energized.

There is an identification label on the front of the
memory cartridge.

The last 3 characters of the first line on the label
indicate the type of Sepam 2000 (the type
corresponds to the protection and metering functions
that are included). Make sure that the type matches
the Sepam model indicated on the side panel of the
device.

Connectors
Check that all the connectors on the rear of the
device are correctly plugged in and screw-locked.

Example: S35 CR on the cartridge label should match S35 CR on the chassis label.
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MERLIN GERIN

S35 CR D02

3 CR D02 FA
102 D FA

MERLIN GERIN

SEPAM 2035

S35 CR       J11 TBN

9346013  C08
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Installation
Checking prior to commissioning (cont'd)

Microswitch setting on rear
of device
Check that the microswitches used to set the
Sepam 2000 operating mode and calibrations are
correctly set before commissioning Sepam.
The switch settings are given in the chapter :

c "connection of current inputs to 1 A or 5 A CTs",
the microswitches must be set while Sepam is
de-energized,

If the microswitches are incorreclty set,
the measurements supplied by Sepam 2000 will be
erroneous and the protections will not trip
at the required set points.
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Use - commissioning
Contents

page

Description / use 2 /2
Front face 2/2
TSM2001 pocket terminal 2/3
Rear face 2/5

Use (current operation) 2 /6
Energizing 2/6
Operation via the TSM2001 pocket terminal 2/6
Annunciation 2/7

Commissioning 2 /8
Checking prior to commissioning 2/8
Commissioning using the TSM2001 pocket terminal 2/9
Commands and annunciation 2/12

Maintenance 2 /13
Indicators and display messages 2/13
Unwanted tripping, no tripping 2/14
Sepam replacement 2/14

Sepam 2000 identification 2 /15
Sepam identification using the TSM2001 pocket terminal 2/16

Password 2 /17
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tripon

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

tamp test alarm reset

test

3

2

1

MERLIN GERIN

S35CD02

3CRD02FA

101DFA

4

5

Status indicators 1  :
c Green on  indicator: lamp shows that Sepam 2000
is energized,
c Red trip  indicator lamp: Sepam has tripped the
circuit breaker after detecting a fault. A related alarm
message indicates the cause of tripping,
c Red       indicator: lamp shows internal Sepam
faults. All the output relays are dropped out
(fail-safe position). Refer to the chapter on
maintenance,
c Green test  indicator: in this mode:
the settings are modified to allow easier testing of the
protection and the tripping and annunciation outputs
are disabled.

Display 2  :
The display unit indicates:
c Measurements,
c Operating messages.

Keys for access to alarm processing 3  :
c Alarm processing key

v alarm  key:
each time tripping or another event occurs, an alarm
message stored in a list of alarms is displayed.
The most recent message appears on the display.
This key provides access to step by step reading
of the list of stored alarm messages.
The previous message may be displayed by pressing
this key.
Display of: ----------- indicates the end of the list
of alarm messages.
v reset  key:
the protections trigger circuit breaker tripping
and display of the related messages.
The red trip indicator lamp lights up.
After the fault has been cleared, the user presses
the reset  key to acknowledge. The trip indicator
is extinguished, the list of alarms is erased and the
device can be closed. The reset  key is disabled until
the fault has been cleared.
v lamp test  keys: indicator lamp and display unit
operation may be tested by pressing the two keys
at the same time.

Use - commissioning
Description / use

Sepam 2000 D02 is a microprocessor-based
transformer differential protection device, which
includes annunciation of all internal transformer
faults. Sepam may be equipped (as an option)
with a communication link with the remote monitoring
station.

Front face

Standard model: Sepam 2000 S35

1 status indicators 4 cartridge

2 display 5 pocket terminal socket

3 keys for access to alarm processing

Cartridge 4  :
The cartridge contains the information required for Sepam operation, such as:
c Settings,
c Stored data,
c Control and monitoring logic…

Pocket terminal socket 5  :
The socket is used to connect the  TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

?keys

?display

?status
indicato 1

2

3

lamp test reset

on

alarm

triptest
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1 4-line display
2 data entry keyboard
3 brightness adjustment dial

The pocket terminal is supplied with power by Sepam
and does not require any batteries; it can be
connected with the power on.
The pocket terminal beeps when it is connected.
The main menu appears (check the brightness
adjustment using the dial 3 ).
The user may access the various items of information
from three menu levels. A menu may comprise
several pages.
To access a menu, simply position the blinking cursor
on the desired line and press the enter  key.
The first line of the menu contains the name of the
current menu or function.
Indication of P/ at the top of the menu shows that the
user has entered the password.

Role of the keys:
c The pocket terminal beeps when the user presses a key that is disabled.
c The menu  key is used to display the previous menu,
c The ▲ and ▼ keys are used to move the c cursor one line up or down in a menu.
To move to the next screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor on the
last line and presses the ▲ key.

To move to the previous screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor on
the second line and presses the ▲ key,
c The code  key is used to enter and exit the parameter setting mode,
c The numeric and . keys are used to enter settings and the password,
c The units  key is used to change setting unit multiplying factors (e.g. A, kA, …),
c The data+  and data-  keys are used to select setting values from a predefined
data table. The tables are used when a parameter can only be assigned a limited
number of values, such as transformer coupling,
c The clear  key is used:
v to clear error messages,
v to call back a previous setting value during data input,
v to reset tripping currents and maximum demand readings to zero,
c The enter key is used to confirm a menu selection or to confirm all the settings
for a function.

N.B. The first line always contains the name of the current menu or function.

TSM 2001 pocket terminal
Your pocket terminal provides access
to all the Sepam 2000 information, such as:
c Current measurements,
c Operating assistance messages,
c Protection settings.

MERLIN GERIN

TSM 2001

menu

7

4

1

8

5

2

.
0

clear
-

code

9

6

3

units

+

data

enter

S e l e c t

M e t e r i n g

P r o t e c t i o n

P r o g r a m  l o g i c

3

2

1

P/Select:

  Protection

  Program logic

Add. reading

P/Select:

  Status

  About Sepam
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Menu Sepam 2000 D02

Use - commissioning
Description / use (cont'd)

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Enter

Menu

Menu Menu Menu Menu

Menu

Enter

Enter

Menu

Menu

Enter

P/Select:
  Protection
  Program logic
  Add. reading

P/Select:
  Status
  About Sepam

P/LOGIC OUTPUT
   01-02 = 10
   011-014 = 0000

P/I, I' PHASE
I1 = 123 A
I2 = 125 A
I3 = 123 A

P/ADD. READING
   I and I' phase
   I' residual
   I diff., I thru

P/STATUS
   Rated frequency
   Phase CT ratio
   Phase CT' ratio

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   102 DFA CAT
   Transformer
   Differential

P/ABOUT
   SFT 2800
   Program 1

= 500 A
= 450 A
= I1-I2-I3

P/PHASE CT RATIO
   In
   Ib
   Number

P/PROTECTION
   DIFF. TRANS
   REF.

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   Logic input
   Logic output
   Monostable

F591
F651

P/DIFF. TRANS
   Id/It
   Id >>
   Coupl.

= 15%
= 5.1 Ib
= Yd11

MERLIN GERIN

TSM 2001

menu

7

4

1

8

5

2

.
0

clear
-

code

9

6

3

units

+

data

enter

S e l e c t

M e t e r i n g

P r o t e c t i o n

P r o g r a m  l o g i c
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Terminal identification principle
c All the Sepam 2000 connection terminals are
located on the rear of the device.
c The boards included in Sepam 2000 are inserted in
the slots numbered: 1 to  8.
c Connections are identified by adding different
markings:
v slot 1 to 8,
v connector A or B,
v terminal 1 to 21.

Example
5A16: slot n°5, connector A, terminal 16.

Each connector is used for a group of functions
indicated on the top right:
c CE40: auxiliary power supply and communication
option,
c ECMD: current sensor interface (CT),
c ESB: circuit breaker control interface,
c ESTOR: auxiliary control circuit interface,

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Model S35

CR CE40 ECMD ECMD — ESB ESTOR — —

Composition of Sepams

Rear face

ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(option
communication)

1

POWER SUPPLY

2

PRIMARY
CURRENT
INPUTS

34

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS

78

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

B

SW1

B

ECMD

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SECONDARY
CURRENT
INPUTS
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Use - commissioning
Use (current operation)

Energizing
Sepam is energized when operating normally.
In the event of re-energizing after a break in the
auxiliary power supply, Sepam 2000 automatically
restarts according to the following sequence:
c Green on  and red       indicators light up,
c Beep (if pocket terminal is connected),
c Extinction of the red indicator,
c Watchdog contact picks up,
c Testing of display:

00000000000 then ***********, then -----------

Function Pocket terminal menu Name Description Range Accuracy

Phase currents Special function phase I and I' I1 Primary current measurement 0 to 24In ±1% to In
I2
I3

I'1 Secondary current measurement 0 to 24In ±1% to In
I'2
I'3

Phi1 Measurement of secondary current 0 to 360° ±3° to In
Phi2 phase shift with respect to primary
Phi3 currents

Residual current Special function residual I' Io Measurement of secondary neutral 0 to 10Ino ±1% to Ino
point current or secondary residual
current, according to the sensor used

Differential and Special function Id1 Measurement of differential current 0 to 24In ±10%
through currents I diff. and I thr. Id2 after resetting phase and amplitude;

Id3 in primary A

It1 Measurement of through current after 0 to 24In ±10%
It2 resetting phase and amplitude;
It3 in primary A

Trip Id1 Value of differential current at the 0 to 24In ±10%
Trip Id2 time of tripping;
Trip Id3 in primary A

Trip It1 Value of through current at 0 to 24In ±10%
Trip It2 the time of tripping;
Trip It3 in primary A

The currents read at the time of tripping are reset by pressing clear .

Operation via the TSM 2001
pocket terminal

Sepam is operational. If the pocket terminal is connected, it displays:

press

menu key

to access

opening menu
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Name Description Reset (1)

C2 Number of fault trips Kp20

Annunciation
When an event is detected by Sepam, an operating
message appears on the display.
The messages are stored in a list of alarms and may
be reviewed in chronological order of appearance,
starting with the most recent,
by pressing the alarm  key.

Beware:
Pressing the reset key will erase the contents
of any list of alarms.

List of messages

Message (1) Type Description

DIFF. P Differential protection tripping, percentage setting

HIGH SET P Differential protection tripping, high setting

REF P Restricted earth fault protection tripping

BUCHHOLZ C Buchholz, alarm or tripping

TR.TEMP C Thermostat, alarm or tripping

AUX.1 C Auxiliary 1, alarm or tripping

AUX.2 C Auxiliary 2, alarm or tripping

COUPL. TEST T Differential protection parameterized in test mode

INHIBIT. T Inhibition of alarm and tripping outputs

CONNECTOR M Connector unplugged

CARTRIDGE M Cartridge and Sepam not compatible

MAINTENANCE M Internal Sepam fault

M.CARTRIDGE M Internal cartridge fault

P = protection
C = control and monitoring
M = maintenance
T = test
(1) If your Sepam has been customized, other messages may appear. Please refer to the information package supplied by your OEM.

Event counter

(1) requires use of the password
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning

Checking prior
to commissioning
These operations must be carried out before Sepam
2000 is energized.

Checks:
c Supply voltage
Ensure that the cubicle auxiliary supply voltage
matches Sepam 2000's operating voltage. It is
indicated on the rear of the device, beside the power
supply connector, by a dot in the voltage box,

c Earthing

Check that the Sepam 2000 chassis is earthed by the
grounding nut situated on the Sepam side panel, on
the power supply side. Check that the screw has
been tightened,
c Cartridge
v Check that the cartridge is in its slot behind the front
wicket door. To do so, open the door by pulling on the
notch situated on the left side panel. Sepam S35 has
a shield on the right, which resembles the memory
cartridge door. This shield is not another door; do not
try to open it. Check, by hand, that the 2 threaded
screws have been tightened.
Above all, do not insert or remove the cartridge
when Sepam 2000 is energized,
v the cartridge has an identification label on the front.
The last 3 characters in the first line of the label
indicate the type of Sepam 2000 (the type
corresponds to the protection and metering functions
performed). The first 5 characters in the label indicate
the Sepam 2000 model. Ensure that the type of
cartridge matches the Sepam model indicated on the
side of Sepam.

Example
S35CR on the cartridge label should match S35CR
on the Sepam label.

Setting of microswitches on the rear of the device

The microswitch settings must be coherent with the choices made in the status ,
phase CT ratio menus:
v current input for 1A / 5A CT

1 A secondary                   5 A secondary

v residual current measurement by sum of 3 currents

v residual current measurement by core balance CT Default position

Default parameter setting
Factory-set parameter status:
c Microswitches:
v they are set for power supply by a 5A secondary current transformer,
v residual current measurement by core balance CT
c Differential protection
v Id/It = 999% (disabled)
v Id>> = 5 Ib
v coupl. = Dy11
c Control logic time delay:
v t = 200 ms,
c Restricted earth fault protection
v Iso = 999 kA (disabled)

c Connector
Check that all the connectors are correctly connected
to the rear of the device and screwed in.

+

A

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

+

B

A

1
2
3
4

B

B

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SW1

B

B

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SW1

SEPAM 2035

S35CRD02J1FTBN

MERLIN GERIN

9540013         C08

MERLIN GERIN

S35   CR   D02

   3CRD02FA
   102DFA

SW2 SW2

SW1

SW1
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(1) All parameters and settings must be based on a network discrimination study that is to be
carried out prior to commissioning.
(2) This mode is automatically cancelled if no keys are pressed for about 2 min.
It may be cancelled manually by pressing the Code key.

Connections

ESB board
(2 inputs and 2 outputs)

Terminals Connected data

19
18
17
16 Watchdog
15
14

13
12
11 O2 Secondary tripping (downstream)
10

9
8 O1 Primary tripping (upstream)
7
6

4 I2 Auxiliary 1 tripping
3

2 I1 Auxiliary 1 alarm
1

ESTOR1 board
(8 inputs and 4 outputs)

Terminals Connected data

19 I18 Buchholz tripping

18 I17 Buchholz alarm

17 I16 Thermostat tripping

16 I15 Thermostat alarm

15 I14 Auxiliary 2 tripping

14 I13 Auxiliary 2 alarm

13 Common

12 O14 Transformer differential indication
11

10 O13 Indication of secondary tripping (downstream) 02
9

8 O12 Indication of primary tripping (upstream) 01
7

6 O11 Alarm : thermostat and Buchholz
5

4 I12 Remote control authorized
3

2 I11 Reserved for communication synchronization
1

Commissioning using the
TSM 2001 pocket terminal

Checking mode
All information may be accessed for checking
purposes without the risk of changing parameters and
settings.

Parameter setting mode (1)

This mode is reserved for commissioning and maintenance.
The entry of a password is required.
P\ appears at the top left of the screen (2).

ESB

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

DPC

CDG

O1

O2

I2

I1

A

ESTOR1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

DPC

O12

O13

I2

I1

A

O11

O14

I13
I14
I15
I16
I17
I18
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont'd)

Parameterization and setting errors
Changing a status parameter may put a protection
setting outside the tolerance range.
Sepam detects this problem and displays the
following message:

The user should then check and, if necessary, change
the protection settings. The
PROTECTION line blinks until the settings have been
corrected.

Settings out of range.

A protection value may be out of range when it is set.
Sepam detects this and indicates the permissible
range of settings.

All the parameters and settings are available
in 3 menus:
v general parameters: status menu,
v protection: protection menu,
v operating parameters: program logic menu.

General parameters
The general parameters are accessible in the status
menu. They are set at the time of commissioning
and must not be modified during current operation.

Status menu parameter chart
Menu Name Function Command Selection

Frequency Fn Network frequency Data + and - 50 or 60 Hz

Phase CT In Primary CT rating Numeric 10 A to 6250 A
ratio keys

Ib Rated transformer Numeric 0.4 to 1.3In
primary current keys in Amps

Number Number of current Disabled
sensors

Phase CT' In Secondary CT rating Numeric 10 A to 6250 A
ratio keys

Ib Rated transformer Numeric 0.7 to 1.3In
secondary current keys in Amps

Number Number of current Disabled
sensors

Io' sensor Ino Residual current Data + and - c Sum of 3I
measurement c 2 A or 30 A CT

c 56 values betw.
1 A and 6250 A
with the following
condition:
0.1 InCT'
to 2 InCT'

Communi- Bauds Transmission speed Data + and - 300, 600, 1200,
cation (1) 2400, 9600,

19200, 38400 bds

Station Number of the Sepam Numeric 1 to 255
in the network keys

Parity transmission format Data + and - Even, odd
no parity

time Synchro Type of synchronization Data + and - Via network
tagging(1) used via inputs

I11 or I21

(1) please refer to the document "JBUS communication" regarding commissioning of the
communication link (Ref. 3140751)

P\ CT ratio

protection setting

out of range

press clear key

P\ DIFF.TRANS F591

Id/It out of range

15% < Id/It < 50%

press clear
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Parameter Function

Parameterization of inputs

KP5 = 0 Inputs I15, I16, I17, I18 (buchholz/thermostat) activated by N/O
contact

KP5 = 1 Inputs I15, I16, I17, I18 (buchholz/thermostat) activated by N/C
contact

KP7 = 0 Inputs I1, I2 (auxiliaries 1) activated by N/O contact

KP7 = 1 Inputs I1, I2 (auxiliaries 1) activated by N/C contact

KP8 = 0 Inputs I13, I14 (auxiliaries 2) activated by N/O contact

KP8 = 1 Inputs I13, I14 (auxiliaries 2) activated by N/C contact

Parameterization of outputs

KP10 = 0 I2 (Aux.1) and I14 (Aux.2) trigger primary tripping (O2 and O13)

KP10 = 1 I2 (Aux.1) and I14 (Aux.2) trigger primary and secondary tripping
(O1 and O2, O12 and O13)

KP13 = 0 Impulse outputs O1, O2, O12, O13 (tripping and indication)
(set by T1 and T2)

KP13 = 1 Latching outputs O1, O2, O12, O13 (tripping and indication)

Maintenance and testing

KP6 = 1 Changeover to test mode and inhibition of outputs O1, O2, O12
and O13

KP9 = 1 Inhibition of outputs O1, O2, O12 and O13

KP20 = 1 Resetting of fault trip counter

The time delays are factory-set to 200 ms by default.

Time delay Function

T1 = 0.2 s Duration of tripping
order O1 and
indication O12

T2 = 0.2 s Duration of tripping
order O2 and
indication O13

Ansi TSM Parameters Commands Setting limits Unit Scope of settings
item

87T F591 Id/It Percentage Numeric Per cent 15 to 50%
setting keys

Id>> Differential Numeric Primary A 3 to 8Ib primary
high set keys

Coupl. Group vector Data + and - No units Star-star coupling: Yy0 - Yy6
references delta-star coupling:

Yd1 - Yd3 - Yd5 - Yd7 - Yd9 - Yd11
delta-star coupling:
Dy1 - Dy3 - Dy5 - Dy7 - Dy9 - Dy11
star-delta coupling with
neutral in protected zone:
Yd1+Go - Yd3+Go - Yd5+Go - Yd7+Go -
Yd9+Go - Yd11+Go
delta-delta coupling for protection test : test

64REF F651 Iso Setting Numeric Amperes From 1 A to 5 kA, with the following conditions:
keys from 0.05 InCT' to 0.8 InCT' if InCT' u 20 A

from 0.1 InCT' to 0.8 InCT' if InCT' < 20 A

Refer to the "testing" section for information on protection testing.
For further information on protection function characteristics, refer to the main Sepam 2000 D01 technical manual.

Transformer differential protection setting ranges
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont'd)

Commands and annunciation
Functions Command Annunciation

O1 O2 O11 O12 O13 O14 Message Indi-
primary secondary alarm primary secondary differential cator
tripping tripping tripping tripping

Differential protection: c c c c c DIFF. trip
percentage setting

Differential protection: c c c c c HIGH SET trip
high setting

Restricted earth fault c c c c c REF trip

Buchholz alarm c BUCHHOLZ

Buchholz c c c c BUCHHOLZ trip
tripping

Thermostat alarm c TR. TEMP

Thermostat c c TR. TEMP trip
tripping

Auxiliary 1 alarm c AUX. 1

Auxiliary 1 c c (1) c c (1) AUX. 1 trip
tripping

Auxiliary 2 alarm c AUX. 2

Auxiliary 2 c c (1) c c (1) AUX. 2 trip
tripping

Inhibition differential INHIBIT. test
protection

Sepam connector CONNECTOR
unplugged

(1) according to parameter setting
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Sepam comprises self-testing and self-diagnosis
to facilitate installation maintenance.

Indicator lamps and display
messages
c Green indicator lamp lit up Sepam is energized.
c No indicator lamps lit up
There is probably an auxiliary power supply fault.

Check the auxiliary power supply and connections to
the CE40 board. Perform the lamp test.

c Red      lamp indicates internal Sepam faults.
Sepam continuously performs on-line internal tests.
When the test results are negative, Sepam
automatically runs a series of sequences which result
in either:
v automatic reinitialization (minor fault, e.g. transient
auxiliary power supply break).
Sepam carries out a complete restart sequence. If
restart is successful, Sepam operates again normally.
All the output relays are
de-energized (1),
v switching to the fail-safe position. All the output
relays drop out (1) in order to avoid inadvertent
commands, and the watchdog drops out as well.

The following may cause internal faults:
c Missing cartridge:
v red      indicator lamp lit up,
v display OFF,
v no dialogue with TSM2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication link,
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 will not start, lacking a program: this is a
major fault,

c Configuration fault:
v red       indicator lamp lit up,
v red lamp indicates CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with the TSM2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with the communication link,
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.
v The type of cartridge is not compatible with the
Sepam model.

Caution: do not insert or remove the cartridge
while Sepam is energized.
v Disconnect the auxiliary power supply and wait 2
seconds before handling the cartridge.

Check the references on the Sepam and on the
cartridge (refer to chapter on Sepam identification).

v Sepam is automatically disabled until the
appropriate cartridge is installed.

(1) this may cause tripping with undervoltage control logic ("fail-safe" logic).

c Other major faults:
v red indicator lit up,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE or CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with the TSM2001 pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with the communication link (if the CPU is faulty),
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to the fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

c Minor or partial fault:
v red indicator extinguished,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE or CARTRIDGE,
v dialogue with the TSM2001 pocket terminal is maintained,
v dialogue with the communication link is maintained,
v the watchdog does not drop out.
Sepam 2000 is operating, however it has detected a transient fault or one of the
components has failed to pass self-testing.

Consult your maintenance department.

Communication indicator lamps
These lamps are located at the rear of the device on the CE40 module when the
module is equipped with the communication option.
c Green indicator lamp blinking: indicates traffic on the line.
This is the normal operating mode.
c Indicator lamps extinguished: There is no communication.

Check the cabling and inquiries at the level above.

c Red indicator lamp lit:

indicates initialization of the coupler, which lasts about 2 seconds, or a coupler
fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

c Red     indicator lamp lit up and the recommendations given in the maintenance
chapter do not allow Sepam to be restarted.

Call in the maintenance department.

c CONNECTOR
v Indication that one or more connectors are unplugged.

Check that the connectors are plugged in and tightened by screws on the rear of
the device.
Check that the DPC has been strapped on all the connectors.

Use - commissioning
Maintenance
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Unwanted tripping,
no tripping
Incorrect parameter setting may cause unwanted
tripping or no tripping (1).

Check the parameters and settings.

Sepam replacement
When Sepam is replaced:
c Dismantle the Sepam to be replaced,
c Retrieve the cartridge,
c Mount the Sepam replacement  (hardware
configuration),
c Install the cartridge,
c Check the compatibility between  Sepam and the
cartridge (see chapter on identification),
c Set microswitches SW1 and SW2 on the rear of the
device in the same positions as they were in on the
Sepam that was replaced,
c Install the connectors, checking their markings,
c Energize Sepam.

Use - commissioning
Maintenance (cont'd)

(1) This may cause tripping with undervoltage program logic
(so-called fail-safe logic).

Tests
c Lamp test:
when the user presses the - lamp test  - keys at the
same time, all the indicators on the front of the device
light up, as well as the display which alternately
indicates *********** and 0000000000.
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Series Model Type Variant Communication Nb. of Working Current Auxiliary Operating
ESTOR language sensor power tempe-
 boards supply rature

1 to 99 X = none 1 = 1 F = French A = 24Vdc N = -5/55°C

S35 CR D = Differential J = JBUS 2 = 2 A = English T = CT B = 48/125Vdc

F = FIP 3 = 3 I = Italian C = 220Vdc

E = Spanish

Use - commissioning
Sepam 2000 identification

Each Sepam is identified by a 14-character refernce
which describes its hardware and functional contents
in accordance with the chart below.

The reference is indicated on Sepam.

c To identify a Sepam, the user checks two labels:
v a label on the right side panel of the device which
gives the product's hardware characteristics (1).
v a label on the front of the cartridge which gives the
functional characteristics (2).

Example of Sepam reference:

S35 1 Sepam 2035

CR 1 type

D 2 differential

02 2 02

J 1 J-Bus

1 1 1 ESTOR board

F 2 French

T 1 CT

B 1 48V

N 1 -5/+55°C

SEPAM 2035

S35CR D02 J1 FTBN

9540013     C08

MERLIN GERIN

model

equipment reference

serial n°
Example of a label on the right side panel (1)

Example of a label on the front of the cartridge (2)

MERLIN GERIN

S35CRD02

3CRD02FA

102DFA

compatible Sepam
model

S35=standard
         Sepam
CR=model
D02=type

type of application
3=Sepam S35
CR=model
D02=type
F=French
A=irev. levelreference of standard

control logic diagram
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Use - commissioning
Sepam 2000 identification (cont'd)

Example of a label on the left side of the cartridge

Sepam identification using the TSM 2001
pocket terminal

Menu: About Sepam

Reminder
In the event of a cartridge error or incompatibility with Sepam, the message
CARTRIDGE appears on the front of the device.
Check the coherence between the cartridge and Sepam.

MERLIN GERIN

SEPAM2000

CARTOUCHE

3140422 A    01

9517103 C11

case reference

inspection

serial n°

About Sepam
  SFT2800
  Program logic

SFT2800
  3CRD02FA  CAT
  SFT2800   95.16

Enter

About Sepam
  SFT2800
  Program logic

Program logic
  102DFA    CAT
 Transformer
 Differential

Enter

Program logic
  program :
  95/05/02    15:08
  LOGIPAM :   95.02

application type

3 = Sepam S35
CR = model
D02 = type
F = French version
A = indice d'évolution

configurator
rev nbr

CAT = standard
           configuration

control logic
diagram reference

control diagram
name designed
with LOGIPAM

programming date
of control logic
diagram

configurator revision

1 = number of ESTOR boads
02 = order number in the
  application
D = Transformer Differential
F = French version
A = revision index
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Use - commissioning
Password

The user enters a password via the TSM 2001 pocket
terminal in order to be able to change parameters and
settings.

Code key
When the user presses the code key, the following
menu appears:

Type the following on the keyboard
6543210 and the press enter
This is the password for standard Sepams. If your
Sepam has been customized, refer to the
documentation provided by your OEM.
To exit this mode, simply:
c Press the code key
c Wait 2 min after activating any key.
When the pocket terminal is in parameter setting
mode, P\ appears on the top left of the screen.

Modification of the password using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
c Change to Parameterization  mode and access the "Password" heading in the
"Status" menu.
v enter the old code and validate by pressing the "enter" key.
v enter the new code and validate by pressing the "enter"  key.
v verify by entering the new code and validating by pressing the "enter"  key.
v validate again in the window which appears.

v choose "clear"  to cancel all modifications in progress.
c To exit the parameterization mode:
v press the "menu" key.

Enter your

password then

press enter key

P\Password:

  Validate settings

YES = Enter NO = Clear
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Testing
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Testing
General information

Procedure

Set the parameters
(use the setting sheets which are included in the
appendix to record the values)
c Status
c Control logic
c Differential protection setting

Perform testing
Different test methods are proposed:
c Differential protection testing with simplified
parameterization.

This parameterization may be used to check the
protection operating curve using two single-phase
injection units. The outputs used for tripping and
indication are disabled, which makes it possible to
carry out this test while the network is operating
normally.
c Cabling testing by current injection:
correct cabling and parameterization of the differential
protection may be checked by injecting a known
current in the protection and reading the phase
currents, differential currents and restrained currents
measured by the protection
At the time of start-up, this test is the only one that is
required.
c Restricted earth fault protection test.

Equipment
c Two 50 Hz (60 Hz) single-phase current generators,
in phase with each other.
c 2 ammeters.
c this document.
c 1 TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

Inhibition of outputs
and test parameterization

Disabling of outputs
It is useful to be able to inhibit differential protection actions, in particular to run
tests while the electrical distribution system is operating normally.

Parameter KP9 is used for inhibition. It consists of disabling differential protection
switching of outputs O1, O2, O12 and O13, assigned to tripping and indication.

Output O14 (differenital protection indication) remains valid and is used to test
protection operation.

KP6 = 0 KP9 = 0 No inhibition Outputs: all valid
Indicator: -
Message : ------------

KP9 = 1 Inhibition Outputs: O1 - O2 - O12 - O13
not activated by differential
O11 - O14 valid
Indicator: test lit up
Message: INHIBIT.

Test mode
The test mode is designed to simplify current injection for the differential protection
test.

The test mode is obtained by using the KP6 parameter. The changeover to test
mode automatically parameterizes a Dd0 coupling and a rated transformer current
Ib = In and Ib' = In' and invalidates the switching of the O1 - O2 - O12 - O13
outputs. Upon the return to normal mode (KP6 = 0), the initial parameter settings
are recovered and the outputs become active again.

Changeover from normal mode to test mode: KP6 = 1

Changeover to test Automatic Outputs: O1 - O2 - O12 -
mode (whatever the inhibition O13 inoperative
value of KP9) O11 - O14

operative
"Test" indicator on
Message: TEST COUPL.

Test mode: KP6 = 1

KP9 0 ➞ 1➞ 0 Cancels Outputs: all operative
or inhibition "Test" indicator blinking
KP9 1➞ 0 Message: TEST COUPL.

Return to normal mode: KP6 = 0

KP9 = 0 No inhibition Outputs: all operative
Indicator off
Message: --------------
Reset

KP9 = 1 Inhibition Outputs: O1 - O2 - O12 -
O13 inoperative
O11 - O14
operative

"Test" indicator on
Message: INHIBIT
Reset
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Wiring diagram
The protection wiring block diagram is one of the
following two diagrams: whatever the transformer
coupling, the CTs are star connected and no resetting
CT is necessary.

SEPAM 2000
6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECM D
2

ECM D
3

primary secondary

ph1

ph2

ph3

ph1

ph2

ph3

2B

2A

3B

3A

tore CSH 30

appropriate for all couplings

Note
ECMD 2 is the board located in slot 2.

Neutral point current measurement is necessary for
the restricted earth fault protection to be used.
c Neutral point current measurement:
v by a 1A CT:
make 5 turns in the CSH30 core balance CT.
v by a 5A CT:
make 1 turn in the CSH30 core balance CT.
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SEPAM 2000
6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
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6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
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ECM D
2

ECM D
3

CSH 30
core balance CT

primary secondary

ph1

ph2

ph3

ph1

ph2

ph3

2B

2A

3B

3A

to be used to protect a Yd transformer with artificial neutral point on the secondary circuit, when the current in the neutral earthing connection can be measured.

Testing
General information (cont'd)

c Neutral point current measurement:
v by a 1A CT:
make 5 turns in the CSH30 core balance CT.
v by a 5A CT:
make 1 turn in the CSH30 core balance CT.
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Testing
Differential protection testing with simplified parameterization

c Parameterization of the protection in Test mode
(using the TSM2001 pocket terminal) KP6 = 1.
The test indicator is on.

Caution
This operation should carried be out first since
it inhibits protection tripping.
c Wiring in accordance with the diagram below.
c Return to normal operation: carry out the operations
in the following order:
1. disconnect the injection units
2. normal operating mode (KP6 = 0)
The test indicator is off.

Note
The return to normal operating mode by KP6 = 0
clears all messages and latching.

I2 + 0,5. I1
(x in)

5

0,3

105

10

15 %

50 %

I1
(x in)

Id / It

Id>>

3 Ib

8 Ib

tripping
DIFF.

tripping
HIGH SETTING

no tripping

c Reading of the tripping curve
Use the corresponding sheet in annex.
in : CT=1 or 5 A secondary rated current

N.B.
High setting tripping is distinguished from percentage
characteristic tripping by the message displayed.

SEPAM 2000
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2
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3

I1

I2

A

A
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Testing
Cabling testing by current injection

c Inhibition of tripping output by KP9=1 :
test indicator on.

c Calculation of injection coefficients, k and k'

Primary injection coefficient: k = In
Ib

. 1
in

In : primary CT rated current
Ib : transformer primary rated current
In : 1 or 5 A

Secondary injection coeffcient: k'  In'
Ib'

 . 1
in

=

In' : secondary CT rated current
Ib' : transformer secondary rated current
In : 1 or 5 A

c Calculation of neutral injection coefficient ko: case
of Yd coupling with neutral point in protected zone

Measurement of neutral point current by CT Neutral injection coefficient: ko = Ino
Ib'

. 1
3.in

Ino : neutral point CT rated current
Ib' : transformer secondary rated current
In : 1 or 5 A

Measurement of neutral point current Neutral injection coefficient: ko = 1
Ib'

.
1
3

by CSH core balance CT Ib' : transformer secondary rated current

Measurement of secondary residual current Neutral injection coefficient: ko = In'
Ib'

. 1
3.in

by sum of the 3 phase currents In' : secondary CT rated current
Ib' : transformer secondary rated current
In : 1 ou 5 A

c Cabling of the injection box:
Use the diagram that matches the coupling of the
transformer being protected.

c Reading of measurements taken by Sepam
(using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal, Special
function  menu) and comparison with the theoretical
values.
Use the test sheet which is found at the end of this
manual.
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Dy couplings

Special function - Idiff. and Ithru

Id1= (k − k' / 3 ) . I . Ib It1= (k + k' / 3 ) . I . Ib / 2

Id2 = 0 It2 = 0

Id3 = (k − k' / 3 ) . I . Ib It3 = (k + k' / 3 ) . I . Ib / 2

Special function - phase I and I'

I1 = k.Ib.I I'1 = k'.Ib'.I = 0 = 0 = k'.Ib'.I = 0 = 0

I2 = 0 I'2 = 0 = 0 = k'.Ib'.I = 0 = 0 = k'.Ib'.I

I3 = k.Ib.I I'3 = 0 = k'.Ib'.I = 0 = 0 = k'.Ib'.I = 0

Dy1 Dy5 Dy9 Dy7 Dy11 Dy3

Measurement values available on the pocket terminal
according to the currents injected:

SEPAM 2000
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5
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1
2
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4
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6

6
3
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1
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ECM D
2

ECM D
3

I

Dy1 Dy5 Dy9 Dy7 Dy11 Dy3

6
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1

6
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6
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Yd couplings

SEPAM 2000

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECM D
2

ECM D
3

Yd9 Yd1 Yd5 Yd3 Yd7 Yd11

I

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

Special function - Idiff. and Ithru

Id1= (k' − k / 3 ) . I . Ib It1= (k' + k / 3 ) . I . Ib / 2

Id2 = 0 It2 = 0

Id3 = (k' − k / 3 ) . I . Ib It3 = (k' + k / 3 ) . I . Ib / 2

Special function - phase I and I'

I'1 = k'.Ib'.I I1 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0

I'2 = 0 I2 = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I

I'3 = k'.Ib'.I I3 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0

Yd11 Yd7 Yd3 Yd5 Yd1 Yd9

Measurement values available on the pocket terminal
according to the currents injected:

Testing
Cabling testing by current injection (cont'd)
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Yy couplings

Special function - Idiff. and Ithru

Id1= (k' − k) . I . Ib / 3 It1= (k' + k) . I . Ib / 2 . 3( )
Id2 = (k' − k) . I . Ib / 3 It2 = (k' + k) . I . Ib / 2 . 3( )
Id3 = (k' − k) . I . Ib . 2 / 3 It3 = (k' + k) . I . Ib / 3

Special function - phase I and I'

I1 = k.Ib.I I1' = k'.Ib'.I = k'.Ib'.I

I2 = 0 I2' = 0 = 0

I3 = k.Ib.I I3' = k'.Ib'.I = k'.Ib'.I

Yy0 Yy6

Measurement values available on the pocket terminal
according to the currents injected:

SEPAM 2000
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Yy6 Yy0
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6
3
5
2
4
1
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The wiring shows the case of neutral point current
being measured by a CT.
c 5 A CT: make 1 turn in the CSH30 core balance CT
c 1 A CT: make 5 turns in the CSH30 core balance CT
c case of secondary residual current measured by
sum of the 3 phase currents: injection of primary and
secondary currents only.

Measurement values available on the pocket terminal
according to the currents injected:

Yd couplings with neutral point in the protected zone

SEPAM 2000

1
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3
4
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6
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2
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ECM D
2

ECM D
3

Yd9+Go
Yd1+Go

Yd5+Go
Yd3+Go

Yd7+Go
Yd11+Go

I

2

1

P2

P1tore
CSH 30
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6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

Testing
Cabling testing by current injection (cont'd)

Special function - Idiff. and Ithru

Id1= (k' − k / 3 − ko) . I . Ib I1= (k'+k / 3 − ko).I.Ib / 2
Id2 = ko . I . Ib It2 = ko . I . Ib / 2

Id3 = (k / 3 − ko).I.Ib It3 = (k / 3 + ko).I.Ib / 2
Special function - phase I and I'

I'1 = k'.Ib'.I I1 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0

I'2 = 0 I2 = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I

I'3 = 0 I3 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0 = 0 = k.Ib.I = 0

Yd11+Go Yd7+Go Yd3+Go Yd5+Go Yd1+Go Yd9+Go

Special function - residual I'

Io = 3.ko.I.Ib'
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Testing
Restricted earth fault protection testing

c Parameterization of the protection for Test coupling
(using the TSM2001 pocket terminal, KP6 = 1).
The test indicator lights up.

Please note
This operation should be carried out first since
it inhibits tripping of the protection.

c Checking of the setting:
Cabling according to the diagram below

SEPAM 2000
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5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
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6

ECM D
2

ECM D
3

A

CSH 30

Inject a current in the CSH 30 sensor associated
with the neutral point current measurement CT
to check the value of the setting.

c Checking of stability:
Cabling according to the diagram below

Inject a current in series in the CSH 30 sensor
associated with the neutral point current
measurement CT and in one of the phase current
inputs, to simulate a fault outside the zone.
Check the stability for a current of 2 In.

c Return to normal operation: perform the operations
in the following order:
1. disconnect the injection box
2. go back to normal operating mode;
the test indicator goes off; the messages and latching
are cleared.

SEPAM 2000
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ECM D
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ECM D
3

A

CSH 30
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s

s

SETTING RECORD SHEET Sepam 2000 differential
Site : ...........................................................................................................

Switchboard : .......................................................................................

Panel : .......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

D 0  2

X

SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1
X

%

A

X

A

Status menu parameters
Menu Name Function

Frequency Fn Network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz

Phase CT board 3-secondary-phase CT' board 2-primary-phase CT

Phase CT' In TC rating (inamps)

Ib Basis current (in amps)

Number Number of current sensors        2       3       2       3

Io' sensor  Board 3

Ino Residual current measurement       ∑3lph
      Tore 2A            Tore 30 A
      TC

Communi- Station Number of the Sepam station
cation in the network

Bauds Transmission speed (JBus)       100       600       1200       2400
      9600       19200       38400

Parity Transmission format (JBus)       Even       Odd       No parity

Time tagging Synchro Type of synchronization       Via network       Via input I11
used

Microswitch Current board Board 3-secondary Board 2-primary

settings CT (ECMD) CT (ECMD)

control logic parameters Differential protection setting
KP         0 or 1   parameters       value

KP5 Inputs I15, I16, I17, I18 activated by   Id/It Percentage setting
NC/NO contact

KP7 Inputs I1, I2 activated by   Id>> Differential
NC/NO contact high set

KP8 Inputs I13, I14 activated by   coupl. Coupling and
NC/NO contact vector group

KP9 Inhibition of tripping Restricted earth fault protection settings

KP10 Aux 1 and 2 trigger secondary   Iso Setting
tripping (inhibition : 999 kA)

KP13 Latching outputs O1, O2, O12
and O13

KP20 Reset fault trip counter

Time delay (value)

T1 Duration of tripping order
O1 and O12

T2 Duration of tripping order
O2 and O3

tick the box to
indicate lever position
e.g. lever in right

position
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Site : ...........................................................................................................

Switchboard : .............................................................
Panel : ........................................................................
.......................................................................................................................

TEST SHEET Sepam 2000

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

Setting done on the :

by :

Comments :

Signature Signature

Test by current injection

Coupling .................... Current injection coefficient : (2)

Ib = .................... k = .................... = ....................

Ib' = .................... k' = .................... = ....................

ko = .................... = .................... (1)

Injected current : I =  ....................

Data Formula (2) Calculated value Accuracy Reading value

I1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I'1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I'2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I'3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

Id1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

Id2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

Id3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

It1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

It2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

It3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

Io (1) ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

(1) only Yd + Go coupling
(2) writte down formula included in the leaflet
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Differential protection testing with simplified parameterization

Current calculations Value Results

I1 I2 I1 I2 Order/message

0,27 in 0 .............................. A .............................. A n.t./

0,33 in 0 .............................. A .............................. A t./DIFF.

2.in .............................. A .............................. A n.t./

2.in .............................. A .............................. A t./DIFF.

5.in .............................. A .............................. A n.t./

5.in .............................. A .............................. A t./DIFF.

in .............................. A .............................. A t./DIFF.

in .............................. A .............................. A t./HIGH SET

in = 1 or 5 A
In : primary CT rating current
Id/It : percentage setting
Id>> : high set
n.t. : no tripping t. : tripping

Site : ...........................................................................................................

Switchboard : .......................................................................................

Panel : .......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

TEST SHEET Sepam 2000

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

Test done on the :

by :

Comments :

Signature Signature

2.in
100

Id/it 2
0,5

+
−

2.in
100

Id/it 2
0,5

−
−

5.in
100

Id/it 2
0,5− −

5.in
100

Id/it 2
0,5

+
−

0,85 . Id >>
In

 . in

Id >>
In

 . in
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Control logic parameters (cont’d)

time delay (value) comment time delay (value) comment

T1 s T31 s

T2 s T32 s

T3 s T33 s

T4 s T34 s

T5 s T35 s

T6 s T36 s

T7 s T37 s

T8 s T38 s

T9 s T39 s

T10 s T40 s

T11 s T41 s

T12 s T42 s

T13 s T43 s

T14 s T44 s

T15 s T45 s

T16 s T46 s

T17 s T47 s

T18 s T48 s

T19 s T49 s

T20 s T50 s

T21 s T51 s

T22 s T52 s

T23 s T53 s

T24 s T54 s

T25 s T55 s

T26 s T56 s

T27 s T57 s

T28 s T58 s

T29 s T59 s

T30 s T60 s

v tick the box when the setting is done

settings made on: …… / …… / …… .................... Signature Signature

by: ................................................................................
.....................................................................................

comments: ..............................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Installation
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Installation
Use conditions

Installation of Sepam 2000
Each Sepam 2000 comes in a single package
which contains:
c Sepam 2000,
c mounting accessories,
c connection accessories (connectors).

The other optional accessories come in a separate
package.

We recommend that you follow the instructions given
in this document for quick, correct installation of your
Sepam 2000:
c equipment identification,
c assembly,
c connection of current and voltage inputs, probes,
c microswitch setting,
c connection of power supply and earth,
c checking prior to commissioning.

Handling,
transport and storage

Sepam 2000 in its original packaging

Transport:
Sepam 2000 may be shipped to any destination
without taking any additional precautions by all usual
means of transport.

Handling:
Sepam 2000 may be handled without any particular
care and can even withstand being dropped by a
person handling it (person standing on floor).

Storage:
Sepam 2000 may be stored in closed premises
for several years. Periodic, yearly checking
of the environment and the packaging condition
is recommended.

Sepam 2000 installed in a cubicle

Transport:
Sepam 2000 may be transported by all usual means
of transport in the customary conditions used for
cubicles. Storage conditions should be taken into
consideration for a long period of transport.

Handling:
Should the Sepam 2000 fall out of a cubicle, check its
condition by visual inspection and energizing. If there
is any doubt, return the Sepam 2000 for checking in
the factory.

Storage:
Keep the cubicle protection packing for as long as
possible. Sepam 2000, like all electronic units, should
not be stored in a damp environment for more than a
month. Sepam 2000 should be energized as quickly
as possible. If this is not possible, the cubicle
reheating system should be activated.

Environment of the installed Sepam 2000

Operation in a damp environment
The temperature/relative humidity factors must compatible with the unit’s
environmental withstand characteristics.

If the use conditions are outside the normal zone, commissioning arrangements
should be made, such as air conditioning of the premises.

Operation in a polluted atmosphere
Sepam 2000 is designed to be used in a clean industrial environment as defined
by IEC 60654-4 class 1. A contaminated industrial atmosphere components
(such as the presence of chlorine, hydrofluoric acid, sulfur, solvents…)
may cause corrosion of the electronic components, in which case environmental
control arrangements should be made (such as closed, pressurized premises
with filtered air,…) for commissioning.

T (°C)

55

40

35 65 93 95
humidity (%)

normal  use zone
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Date VersionSepam réf. :

Proj réf. :

Drwg n° :

Cubicle ID :

S36 D22 F

6 CDR22FA
961 T F A

(2) example of label on the front of the cartridge.

MERLIN GERIN

S36 CR D22 J 1 F TBN 9837056

2 9850

ECMD 18/10/98

9837056

MERLIN GERIN

S35/S36  CR *** J1* TBN

origin : FRANCE

SEPAM 2000

equipment upgrading
label

There are five labels for identifying Sepam:
v two labels on the right side panel which give the
product’s hardware features (1),
v a label on the front of the cartridge which gives the
functional features (2),
v a label on the left side of the cartridge which
includes its references (3),
v a label on the right side of the cartridge which may
be used to note the references of a non-standard
control logic scheme (4).

serial number

model

equipment reference
(Sepam, model and
application)

03143764FA-B0-01-9740208

spaces reserved for
after-sales servicing
operations
e.g. replacement
of an ECMD board

spaces reserved for
equipment changes
e.g. addition of an
ESTOR board

servicing datesboard name

(3) example of a label on the left side of the cartridge.

(4) label on the right side of the cartridge.

Installation
Equipment identification

series model type variant communication number operating current auxiliary operating
of ESTOR language sensor supply temperature
 boards

S36 CR D=differential 21-22 = 2 ends X = without 0 = 0 F = French T = CT A = 24Vdc N = -5/55°C

CC 31 = 3 ends J = Jbus/Modbus 1 = 1 A = English B = 48/125Vdc

2 = 2 I = Italian C = 220Vdc

3 = 3 E = Spanish

Identification of Sepam 2000 Each Sepam is identified by a 14-character reference which describes its hardware
and functional composition in accordance with the chart below.

Example of Sepam references:
S36 Sepam 2036
CR Type
D Differential
22 2 windings
X no communication
1 1 ESTOR board
F French
T TC
B 48 - 125 V
N -5/+55 °C

(1) example of label on right side panel.

Sepam
model

S36 : standard Sepam
D22 : type
F : French

application type
control logic n°

6 : Sepam S36
CR : model
D22 : type
F : French
A : revision
index

Identification
of a non-standard
program logic scheme
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Installation
Equipment identification

Accessories supplied
with Sepam
Each Sepam 2000 comes
with the following accessories.

CCA 602 cable

3 m long cable with connectors supplied Sepam 2000
equiped with the communication option.

CCA 660 connector for connection of 1 A
or 5 A CT:

c For 4 mm eye lugs,
cFor max. 6 mm2 wire (awg 10)

CCA 604 connector

4 points connector.
Connection of power supply:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 606 connector

6 points connector.
Connection of a core balance TC:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).

CCA 621 connector

21 points connector.
Connection of logic inputs/outputs:
c screw terminals,
c 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire (awg 20 to awg 14).

2 Sepam 2000 mounting lugs
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190,5

459

202

11,5

429

482

26,5

37,5 31,5

265,5

87

Optional accessories

ACE 900 adapter to be connected to the pocket terminal inlet.

TSM 2001 pocket terminal

Used to mount Sepam 2000 settings. It does not have
a battery since it is supplied with power
by Sepam 2000.

AMT 820 shield

Used to block off the space between Sepam and the
edge of the AMT 819 plate.

AMT 819 plate
Used to mount Sepam 2000 on a 19” rack.

SFT 2801 / SFT 2821 kit
The SFT 2801 software tool installed on a PC
microcomputer may be used instead of the TSM 2001
pocket terminal.
c The SFT 2821 software tool installed on a PC may
be used to:
v prepare a protection setting file and transfer it to
Sepam 2000 via the pocket terminal connection,
v transfer to a PC, via the pocket terminal connection,
all the Sepam 2000 protection settings and store
them in a file.

These software tools are delivered together.

They comprise:
c three 3"1/2 diskettes,
c an instruction manual,
c a connection kit (ACE 900 interface + cord).

In the rest of the document, the term «pocket
terminal» refers to both the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
and the SFT 2801 kit.

Communication accessories
Refer to the “RS485 communication network
connection guide”.
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Assembly
c Insert Sepam 2000 through the front of the cut-out.
Slide it into the cut-out until the front of Sepam 2000
is in contact with the mounting plate. The 2 notches (1)

at the base of the Sepam 2000 case allow it to hold
by its own weight.
c Position the 2 lugs (2) in the holes on the top
of Sepam 2000. Tighten the threaded studs of the lug.
c Make sure not to block the ventilation openings
on the top and bottom of Sepam 2000.
Leave a space of at least 5 cm above and below
Sepam2000.

Dimensions and drilling
Sepam 2000 is flush mounted in a rectangular
cut-out.
Maximum thickness of mounting: 3 mm

Installation
Assembly and wiring

drilling diagram

(2)
(2)

(1)

338

202201

20 300

222

mounting lugs (x 2)

352 332
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CURRENT
INPUTS
WINDING 1

CURRENT
INPUTS
WINDING 2

ESTOR ESB CE40

+

B

(communication
option)

1

POWER SUPPLY

234

AAA

5

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS
ESB

6

INPUTS AND
OUTPUTS
ESTOR1

78

1
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19
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14
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18
19
20
21

1
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4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

B

SW1
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Slot numbers of Sepam 2000 boards

slot

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

S36 CR ESTOR(1) ESTOR ESB - ECMD ECMD CE40

S36 CC ESTOR ESTOR ESTOR ESB ECMD ECMD ECMD CE40

(1) Sepam 2000 D21 only.

Connections
The Sepam 2000 connections are made on the
removable connectors located on the rear of the
device. All the connectors are screw-lockable.
Wiring of screw connectors:

c Recommended wire fittings:
v Telemecanique DZ5CE0155 for 1.5 mm2,
v DZ5CE0253 for 2.5 mm2.

Stripped length with fitting: 17 mm,
c Without fitting:
v stripped length: 10 to 12 mm,
v maximum 2 wires per terminal.
The 21-pin connectors must be connected correctly
by hand before being locked by the 2 screws
(top/bottom).

Terminal identification
principle
All the Sepam 2000 connection terminals are located
on the rear of the device.

The Sepam 2000 boards are fitted into the rear slots
numbered 1 to 8.

The connections are identified by adding different
markings:
c slot (1 to 8),
c connector A or B,
c terminal (1 to 21).

Example : 5 A16
slot n°5, connector A, terminal 16.

Each connector is used for a specific functional
unit identified in the top right-hand corner according
to the function:
c CE40: auxiliary supply and communication option,
c ECMD: current sensor (CT) interface,
c ESB: control interface,
c ESTOR: control interface,

Sepam 2000 components

(1) Sepam 2000 D31 only.
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Installation
Use and connection of current inputs to CTs

1 A or 5 A CT connection
diagram
The current transformer (1 A or 5 A) secondary
circuits are connected to the CCA 660 connector
on theECMD module.

The connector contains 3 core balance CT primary-
throught adapters to ensure impedance matching
and isolation  between the 1 A or 5 A circuits and
Sepam 2000.

The connector may be disconnected with the power
on since disconnection does not open the CT's
secondary circuit.

Sepam 2000 current inputs.

Selection of operating
modes (microswitches)
Sepam 2000 has several possible operating modes.
The operating mode is selected via microswitches on
the rear of the device. They must be set before Sepam
2000 is put into service.

The microswitches must be switched while the Sepam
2000 is de-energized.

They are hidden by the CCA connector once it has
been installed.

Please note: Sepam 2036 models CR and CC have
several inputs for connecting CTs. Remember to set
the microswitches for all the inputs.

For use on the 5 A
secondary circuit.

SW1

SW2

SW2

SW1

For use on the 1 A
secondary circuit.

For measuring neutral
point current.

SW2

SW1

Microswitch setting

(1) Sepam 2000 D31only.
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c Tighten the CT connector fastening screws
on the rear of Sepam 2000.

c Plug the connector into the 9-point inlet on the rear
of the device. Item B on the ECMD module.

CCA 660 connector
c Open the 2 side shields for access to the connection
terminals. The shields may be removed,
if necessary, to facilitate wiring. If removed, replace
them after wiring.
c Remove the bridging strap if necessary.
The strap links teminals 1, 2 and 3.
c Connect the wires using 4 mm eye lugs.
The connector accommodates wires with cross
sections of 1.5 to 6 mm2 (awg 16 to awg10).
c Close the side shields
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2 ø 4.5

E

D

C

B
8

F

5

ø A

2 ø 4.5

21

29

4

16

Installation
Use and connection of CSH 30 interposing ring CT

CSH interposing ring CT
The CSH 30 interposing ring CT should be used when
residual current is measured by a current transformer
with a secondary circuit (1 A or 5 A).

It acts as an adapter between the CT and the
Sepam 2000 residual current input.

It should be connected to the CT input of the Sepam
2000 and installed near the corresponding Sepam
input (max. 2 m).

Characteristics
c inner diameter: 30 mm,
c accuracy: ± 5%,
c transformer ratio: 1/470,
c maximum permissible current: 20 kA-1 second,
c operating temperature: - 25°C to + 70°C,
c storage temperature: - 40°C to + 85°C,
c maximum metering current: 10 Ino.

Assembly
The CSH 30 interposing ring CT is mounted
on a symmetrical DIN rail. It may also be mounted
on a plate through the mounting holes provided on
its base.

Horizontal mounting on DIN rail.

Vertical mounting on DIN rail.

dimensions (mm) weight (kg)
A B C D E F
30 31 60 53 82 50 0.12

Wiring
The cable must be inserted into the CSH 30
interposing ring CT in the right direction in order
for the directional earth fault protection to operate
correctly: the cable coming from S2 of the CT must be
inserted through the P2 side of the CSH 30 core
balance CT.

The secondary winding of the CSH 30 is connected
to the CCA 606 6-pin connector.
Cable to be used:
c sheathed, shielded cable,
c min. cable cross-section 0.93 mm2 (awg 18)
(max. 2.5 mm2),
c resistance per unit length < 100 mΩ/m,
c min. dielectric strength: 1000 V.
Connect the CSH 30 interposing ring CT connection
cable shield in the shortest manner possible
(2 m maximum) to the Sepam 2000 6-pin connector.
Flatten the cable against the metal frames of the
cubicle. The connection cable shielding is grounded
in Sepam 2000. Do not ground the cable by any
other means.
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v Plug into the CCA 606 connector.

v Wind the transformer secondary wire around the CSH30 interposing ring CT  5
times.

v Plug into the CCA 606 connector.

v Wind the transformer secondary wire once around the CSH30 core balance CT .

Connection to the 1 A
secondary circuit

Connection to the 5 A
secondary circuit

Selection of operating
modes (microswitches)

DPC

5 turns

CSH 30
interposing

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECMD

calib. 30 A

DPC

calib. 2 A
cb CT

REF

1 A CT

N

1 turn

CSH 30
interposing

A5
A6

A4
A3
A2
A1

ECMD

calib. 30 A

DPC

calib. 2 A
cb CT

REF

5 A CT

N

The SW1 micro-switches are found on the rear of the device. They must be set
before Sepam 2000 is put into service.

They should be switched while the Sepam 2000 is de-energized.

The microswitches are hidden by the CCA 660 connector once it has been
installed.

Please note:
Sepam 2036 models CR or CC have some inputs for connecting CTs. Remember
to set the micro-switches of all inputs.

SW2

SW1 For neutral point current measurement
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Installation
Connection of power supply and logic inputs and outputs
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(1) (1)

Connection of power
supply and earth
The Sepam 2000 power supply is connected to the
CCA 604 4-point terminal block on the CE40 module
situated on the rear of the device.

The power supply input is protected against
accidental polarity inversion.

Safety:
The Sepam 2000 chassis must be
earthed via the grounding screw
situated on the right side panel
(rear view).

Use a braid or cable fitted with a 4 mm eye lug.
The eye lug fastening screw is already mounted
on Sepam 2000 when it is delivered.
(Should this screw be lost, never replace it by a
screw longer than 8mm).

Example : ESTOR and ESB

ESTOR

DPC
A21

A20

O11

A7

A4

A3

A2

A1

l12

l11

A8

A5

A6

A10

A9
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A11
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O13
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A18

A14
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l13

l14
l15

l16

l17

l18

AESB
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A21
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A16

A13
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A11

A5

O2

A10

A14

A15

A18

O1

A9

A8

A7

A6

A4

A3

A2

A1

l2

l1

CDG

A

Connection of logic inputs
and outputs
The logical data are connected to the CCA 621
connector on the ESB and ESTOR modules.

Check that the voltage applied to the inputs is
compatible with the permissible voltage indicated
by a dot on the subassembly.

Cabling should be done in accordance with
the diagram given in the technical manual for
your Sepam (Sepam 2000 D22 or Sepam 2000
D21 - D31).
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(1) Sepam 2000 D31only

(1) Sepam 2000 D31only
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Sepam 2000 can be equipped, as an option, with a
communication coupler situated on the CE40 coupler.
Please refer to the “RS 485 network connection
guide” and “Sepam 2000, Jbus/Modbus
communication” documents for commissioning
instructions and the choice of accessories.

A CCA 602 cable (optional), 3 meters long, fitted with
a 9-pin plug at either end, may be used to connect
the coupler directly to the CCA 609 network
connection box (optional).
This box allows quick connection to the
communication network and does all the earthing
necessary for dependable operation.

Installation
Connection of the Jbus/Modbus communication coupler

(1) Sepam 2000 D31only
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Assembly

Installation
Replacement of Sepam 2000 D01 and Sepam 2000 D22

Sepam 2000 D22 settings

Communication

Sepam 2000 D01 and D02 units may be replaced by a Sepam D22. The following
precautions must be taken during the replacement operation.

The sizes and drilling dimensions are the same regardless of the type of Sepam
2000 used.

Connection of phase inputs

The CCA 651 phase current input connectors may be kept or replaced by CCA 660
connectors.

Connection of neutral point current inputs

It is only necessary to connect the neutral point current inputs for the use of the
F65 restricted earth fault protection.

Other connections

They are all the same unless the control logic has been customized.

protection

transformer differential (F601) Id/It = unchanged

restricted earth fault (F651) setting unchanged

parameter settings unchanged

control logic

time delay settings unchanged

parameter settings unchanged

status

rated frequency setting unchanged

CT ratio the setting is limited to the In and In' setting
CT' ratio (CT rating)

Io' sensor any setting for a D01

setting unchanged for a D02

transformer S : transformer power

Un : rated voltage of winding 1 connected
to the ECMD2 board

Un' : rated voltage of winding 1 connected
to the ECMD2 board

Index' : vector group of winding 2 compared
to winding 1

disturbance recording setting to be defined according to operation
available as of version 9940 SFT 2800
for earlier versions, pretrig 9 is equal to 24
periods

communication settings unchanged

time-tagging settings unchanged

Given the change of application, access to the settings by remote reading is
different for the following functions:

functions differences

différential transformer the function number is 60 instead of 59
the number of settings is reduced from 3 to 1

CT ratio the number of settings is reduced from 3 to 1
CT' ratio

transformer new function with 4 settings

disturbance recording access to the setting prétrig
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Use - commissioning
Contents

Chapter / page

use - commissionning

description / use 2/2
front face 2/3
TSM 2001/SFT 2801 pocket terminal 2/4
menu Sepam 2000 2/5

use (current operation) 2/6
energizing 2/6
operation via the pocket terminal 2/6
event counter 2/7
annunciation 2/7
list of messages 2/8

commissioning 2/9
checking prior to commissioning 2/9
commissioning using the pocket terminal 2/10
status menu parameter chart 2/11
protection function setting ranges 2/12
commands and annunciation 2/12
control logic resource chart 2/12
connection of logic intputs 2/13
connection of logic outputs 2/14
parameter setting 2/15
time delays 2/15
D22 operation 2/16
D21 and D31 operation 2/16
disturbance recording 2/17

maintenance 2/18
indicators and display messages 2/18
unwanted tripping, no tripping 2/20
tests 2/20
Sepam replacement 2/20

Sepam identification using the pocket terminal 2/21

password 2/22
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ccccc  Status indicators  1  :

v Green on indicator: lamp shows that Sepam 2000 is energized,
v Red trip indicator lamp: Sepam 2000 has tripped the circuit breaker after
detecting a fault. A related alarm message indicates the cause of tripping,
v Red       indicator: lamp shows internal Sepam faults. All the output relays are
dropped out (fail-safe position). Refer to the chapter on maintenance,
v Green test indicator: Sepam 2000 is in this mode. Refer to the "Testing" chapter.

c Display 2

The display unit indicates operating and maintenance messges.

c Keys for access to alarm processing 3  :

v Alarm processing key
v alarm key:

each time tripping or another event occurs, an alarm message stored in a list
of alarms is displayed.
The most recent message appears on the display.
This key provides access to step by step reading of the list of stored alarm
messages.
The previous message may be displayed by pressing this key.

Display of: ----------- indicates the end of the list of alarm messages.
v reset key: the protections trigger circuit breaker tripping and display
of the related messages.

The red trip indicator lamp lights up. After the fault has been cleared, the user
presses the reset key to acknowledge. The trip indicator is extinguished, the list
of alarms is erased and the device can be closed. The reset key is disabled until
the fault has been cleared.
v lamp test keys: indicator lamp and display unit operation may be tested
by pressing the two keys at the same time.

ccccc  Cartridge  4

The cartridge contains the information required for Sepam 2000 operation,
such as:
v Settings,
v Stored data,
v Control and monitoring logicÉ

ccccc  Pocket terminal socket 5

This socket is used to connect the TSM 2001 pocket terminal or the ACE 900
adapter to the SFT 2801 / SFT 2821 kit (PC link).

Front face

Use - commissioning
Description / use

status indicators

display

keys for access to alarm processing

cartridge

pocket terminal pocket

1 2 5

3 4

1

2

3

4

5

status
indicators

diplay

keys

1

2

3
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The TSM 2001 pocket terminal and the SFT 2801 software for PC operate in the
same way.

The TSM 2001 pocket terminal provides access to all the Sepam 2000 data
such as:
c operating assistance messages,
c protection settings.

The pocket terminal is supplied with power by Sepam 2000 and does not require
any batteries; it can be connected with the power on.
The pocket terminal beeps when it is connected.
The main menu appears. If not check the brightness adjustment using the dial .
The user may access the various items of information from three menu levels.
A menu may comprise several pages.
To access a menu, simply position the blinking cursor on the desired line and press
the enter key.
The first line of the menu contains the name of the current menu or function.
Indication of P/ at the top of the menu shows that the user has entered the
password.

P/Select:

  Protection

  Program logic

Add. reading

P/Select:

  Status

  About Sepam

Role of the keys:

c The pocket terminal beeps when the user presses a key that is disable.

c The menu  key is used to display the previous menu,

c The ▲ and ▼ keys are used to move the cursor one line up or down in a menu.
To move to the next screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor on the
last line and presses the ▲ key.
To move to the previous screen of a menu, the user simply positions the cursor on
the second line and presses the ▲ key.

c The code  key is used to enter and exit the parameter setting mode,

c The numeric and . keys are used to enter settings and the password,

c The units  key is used to change setting unit multiplying factors (e.g. A, kA, …),

c The data+  and data-  keys are used to select setting values from a predefined
data table,

c The clear  key is used:
v to clear error messages,
v to call back a previous setting value during data input,
v to reset tripping currents and maximum demand readings to zero,

c The enter  key is used to confirm a menu selection or to confirm all the settings
for a function.N.B. The first line always contains the name of the

current menu or function.

TSM 2001 / SFT 2801
pocket terminal

2

1 4-line display

data entry keypad
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Menu Sepam 2000 D31
Exemple menu : Sepam 2000 D31

P/Select:
  Protection
  Program logic
  Add. reading

P/Select:
  Status
  About Sepam

P/LOGIC OUTPUT
   01-02 = 10
   011-014 = 0000
   021-024 = 0000

P/I PHASE
I1 = 123 A
I2 = 125 A
I3 = 123 A

P/ADD. READING
   I phase
   I' residual
   I diff., I thru

P/STATUS
   Rated frequency
   Phase CT ratio
   Phase CT' ratio

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   203 DFA CAT
   Transformer
   Differential

P/ABOUT
   SFT 2800
   Program logic

= 500 A
P/PHASE CT RATIO
   In

P/PROTECTION
   DIFF. TRANS
   REF'.
   REF''.

P/PROGRAM LOGIC
   Logic input
   Logic output
   Monostable relay

F601
F651
F661

P/DIFF. TRANS
   Id/It = 15%

menu
enter

menu

menu

enter

menu menu menu menu

enter enter enter enter enter

menumenumenumenu

Use - commissioning
Description / use (cont'd)

Example of use of the SFT 2801 software with Sepam 2000.
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Sepam 2000 is energized when operating normally.
In the event of re-energizing after a break in the auxiliary power supply,
Sepam 2000 automatically restarts according to the following sequence:
c green on and red       indicators light up,
c beep (if pocket terminal is connected),
c extinction of the red indicator,
c watchdog contact picks up,
c testing of display:
0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 then ***********, then -----------

press

menu key

to access

opening menu

Use - commissioning
Use (current operation)

Energizing
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function pocket terminal menu name description range accuracy

phase currents add. reading I phase I1 winding 1 current measurement 0 to 24In ±0.5% at In
I2
I3

I1' winding 2 current measurement 0 to 24In ±0.5% at In
I2'
I3'

I1" winding 3 current measurement  (1) 0 to 24In ±0.5% at In
I2"
I3"

dPhi1' measurement of phase shift between 0 to 360° ±3° at In
dPhi2' winding 2 currents and winding 1 currents (2)

dPhi3'
dPhi1" Measurement of phase shift between 0 to 360° ±3° at In
dPhi2" winding 3 currents and winding 1 currents (2) (1)

dPhi3"

neutral point current add. reading I phase Io measurement of winding 1 neutral 0 to 10Ino ±5% at Ino
point current

add. reading I' phase Io' measurement of winding 2 neutral 0 to 10Ino ±5% at Ino
point current

add. reading I" phase Io" measurement of winding 3 neutral 0 to 10Ino ±5% at Ino
point current

differential and add. reading Id1 measurement of differential current 0 to 24In ±5%
through currents I diff. and I thr. Id2 after phase and amplitude;

Id3 expressed in winding 1 amps

It1 measurement of through current after 0 to 24In ±5%
It2 phase and amplitude;
It3 expressed in winding 1 amps

trip Id1 value of differential current at the 0 to 24In ±5%
trip Id2 time of tripping
trip Id3 expressed in winding 1 amps

trip It1 value of through current at 0 to 24In ±5%
trip It2 the time of tripping
trip It3 expressed in winding 1 amps

(1) Sepam 2000 D31 only,
(2) angles counted in the clockwise direction,
e.g.: for a  Yd1 transformer, dPhi1' = dPhi2' = dPhi3' = 30°,
(3) the pocket terminal clear key is pressed to resset currents at the time of tripping.

Operation via the pocket
terminal

Use - commissioning
Use (current operation) (cont'd)
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message (1) type description

DIFF. P differential protection tripping, percentage setting

REF 1(2) or REF P restricted earth fault protection tripping, winding 2

REF 2(2) P restricted earth fault protection tripping, winding 3

BUCHHOLZ(3) C Buchholz, alarm or tripping

TR TEMP. (3) C thermostat, alarm or tripping

AUX.1(3) C auxiliary 1, alarm or tripping

AUX.2(3) C auxiliary 2, alarm or tripping

COUPL. TEST T differential protection parameterized in test mode

OPG INHIB. T inhibition of alarm and tripping outputs

OPG INHIB. T locking, disturbance recording tripping

CONNECTOR M connector unplugged

CARTRIDGE M cartridge and Sepam not compatible

MAINTENANCE M internal Sepam fault

M.CARTRIDGE M internal cartridge fault

P = protection
C = control and monitoring
M = maintenance
T = test
(1) If your Sepam 2000 has been customized, other messages may appear. Please refer to the information package supplied by your OEM.
(2) Sepam 2000 D31 only.
(3) Sepam 2000 D22 only.

List of messages

Use - commissioning
Use (current operation)

Name Description Reset (1)

C2 Number of fault trips KP20

When an event is detected by Sepam 2000, an operating message appears on the
display.

The messages are stored in a list of 16 alarms and may be reviewed in
chronological order of appearance, starting with the most recent:

c on Sepam 2000, by pressing the alarm key,
c on the pocket terminal, in the program logic menu.

Please note:
Pressing the reset key will erase the alarms that can be consulted
on Sepam 2000. The alarms on the pocket terminal are not erased.

Event counter

(1) requires use of the password

Annunciation
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Checking prior
to commissioning

+

A

1
2
3
4

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

These operations must be carried out before Sepam
2000 is energized.

Checks:

c Supply voltage

Ensure that the cubicle auxiliary supply voltage
matches Sepam 2000's operating voltage. It is
indicated on the rear of the device, beside the power
supply connector, by a dot in the voltage box,

V-
D

C
24

-3
0

48
-1

25
22

0-
25

0

+

B

A

1
2
3
4

B

B

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SW1

B

B

1
2
3
4
5
6

A

SW2

SW1

(1) see ÒinstallationÓ chapter.

Use - commissioning
Commissioning

SEPAM 2000
S35/S36 CR       J1   TBN

S36 D22 F

6CRD22FA
961TFA

*** *

c Earthing
Check that the Sepam 2000 chassis is earthed by the grounding nut situated on
the Sepam side panel, on the power supply side. Check that the screw has been
tightened,
c Cartridge
v Check that the cartridge is in its slot behind the front wicket door. To do so, open
the door by pulling on the notch situated on the left side panel. Sepam S35 has a
shield on the right, which resembles the memory cartridge door. This shield is not
another door; do not try to open it. Check, by hand, that the 2 threaded screws
have been tightened.
Do not plug in or unplug the cartridge while Sepam 2000 is energized.

v the cartridge has an identification label on the front. The characters in the second
line of the label indicate the type of Sepam 2000. Ensure that the type matches the
Sepam 2000 model indicated on the side of Sepam 2000.

Example :

CR (resp. CC) on the cartridge label should match CR (resp. CC)
on the Sepam 2000 label.

Setting of microswitches on rear
Check that the microswitches which define
operating modes and Sepam calibration
operations were correctly set at the time of
installation (1).

The microswitches must be set with
Sepam de-energized
If the microswitches are incorrectly set,
the measurements given by Sepam 2000
will be false and the protections will not trip
at the required set points.

c Connector

Check that all the connectors are correctly connected to the rear of the device and
screwed in.
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Switch on the Sepam
After the Sepam starts up, check that there are no messages on the display unit by
pressing the ÒalarmÓ key.

Checking mode
All information may be accessed for checking purposes without the risk of
changing parameters and settings.

Parameter setting mode (1)

This mode is reserved for commissioning and maintenance.
The entry of a password is required.
P\ appears at the top left of the screen (2).

Parameterization and setting errors

Changing a status parameter may put a protection setting outside the tolerance
range.
Sepam 2000 detects this problem and displays the following message:

(1)  All parameters and settings must be based on a network discrimination study
that is to be carried out prior to commissioning.
(2) This mode is automatically cancelled if no keys are pressed for about 2 min. It may be
cancelled manually by pressing the Code key.

The user should then check and, if necessary, change the protection settings.
The PROTECTION line blinks until the settings have been corrected.

Settings out of range.

A protection value may be out of range when it is set.

Sepam 2000 detects this and indicates the permissible range of settings.

All the parameters and settings are available in 4 menus:
c general parameters: status menu,
c protections: protection menu,
c operating parameters: program logic menu,
c commissining and operating assistance measurements: add. reading menu.

Commissioning using the
TSM 2001 pocket terminal

P\ DIFF.TRANS F601

Id/It out of range

15% < Id/It < 50%

press clear

P\ CT ratio

protection setting

out of range

press clear
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Status menu parameter chart heading name function command selection

frequency Fn network frequency data + and - 50 or 60 Hz
keys

phase CT In CT rating numeric adjustable from
ratio winding 1 keys 10 A to 6250 A(4)

phase CT' In CT rating numeric adjustable from
winding 2 keys 10 A to 6250 A(4)

phase CT" (1) In CT rating numeric adjustable from
winding 3 keys 10 A to 6250 A(4)

Io sensor sensor type of neutral point data + and - c sum of 3I
current measurement keys c 2 A core bal. CT
winding 1 c 30 A core bal. CT

c CT + CSH 30
c core bal. CT
+ ACE 990 (8)

Ino CT rating in the case of numeric setting between
CT + CSH 30 keys 1 A and 6250 A (4)

Io' sensor sensor(6) type of neutral point data + and - c sum of 3I
Io" sensor current measurement keys c 2 A core bal. CT

winding 2 c 30 A core bal. CT
c CT + CSH 30
c core bal. CT
+ ACE 990 (8)

Ino CT rating in the case of numeric setting between
CT + CSH 30 keys 1 A and 6250 A (4)

transformer index' vector group of winding 2 numeric 0 to 11
reference winding 1 keys

index"(1) vector group of winding 3 numeric 0 to 11
reference  winding 1 keys

S rated power (3) numeric 1 MVA to 999 MVA (5)

keys

Un rated voltage numeric
winding 1 keys 220 V to 800 kV

Un' rated voltage numeric
winding 2 keys 220 V to 800 kV

Un" (1) rated voltage numeric
winding 3 keys 220 V to 800 kV

disturbance pretrig number of periods numeric setting between
recording (8) before triggering keys 1 and 85 periods

event

communi- speed transmission speed data + and - 300, 600, 1200,
cation (2) keys 2400, 4800,
Jbus/Modbus 19200, 38400 bds

adress Sepam 2000 station numeric from 1 to 255
number in the network keys

parity transmission format data + and - even, odd
keys no parity

time synchro type of synchronization data + and - via network
tagging (2) used keys via input

I11 ou I21

events I1, I2 numeric
I11 ˆ I18 keys
I21 ˆ I28
I31 ˆ I38
KTS1 ˆ KTS32
KTS33 ˆ KTS64

password see paragraph at the end
of this chapter

(1)  Sepam D31 only.
(2)  Refer to Jbus/Modbus communication document regarding
commissioning of communication.
(3) For a 2-winding transformer, S is the tranformer rated
power. For a 3-winding transformer, S is the rated power
of the most powerful winding.
(4) Setting limits : 0,1In i Ino i 2In
(5) Setting limits for each winding :

(6) CT + CSH 30 is the recommended value.
Cor bal. CT + ACE 990 is not opŽrational.

(7) 0 = not time-tagged,
1 = time tagged.

All events are set to zero by default.
(8) available as of version 9940 of SFT 2800.

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont'd)

(7)

0,4 <
e Un In

S
< 10
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display function ANSI rep parameters commands scope of settings
messages

DIFF. transformer 87 T F601 Id/It numeric 15 to 50 % (1)

differential Percentage setting keys

REF' (2) restricted 64REF F651 Iso numeric from1 A to 5 kA, with the following
or earth fault setting keys conditions:
REF winding 2 0.05 to 0.8 In' if In' ≥ 20 A

from 0.1 to 0.8 In' if In' < 20 A

REF'' (2) restricted 64REF F661 Iso numeric from 1 A to 5 kA, with the following
earth fault setting keys conditions:
winding 3 0,05 to 0.8 In" if In" ≥ 20 A

from 0.1 to 0.8 In" if In" < 20 A

(1)  RŽglage recommandŽ : pour des TC de type 5P, Id/It = tr + 15% o• tr correspond ˆ la plage de variation du rapport de transfor mation (du rŽgleur en charge).
Pour des TC de type 10P, Id/It = tr + 30%
(2)  Sepam 2000 D31 seulement.
Refer to the "testing" section for information on protection testing.
For further information on protection function characteristics, refer to the main Sepam 2000 D22 or Sepam 2000 D21 - D31. technical manual.

Protection function setting
ranges

Sepam 2000 has a standard program logic which allows operation for most
common installations; it can be adapted to suit each application scheme by
parameter setting at the time of commissioning.

If the Sepam 2000 program logic is customized, the role of the parameters may be
different; please refer to the information package provided by the installer.

Control logic and
annunciation

function name comments

logic input status I1, I2 1 = input supplied
I11 to I38 0 = input not supplied

input relay status O1, O2 1 = contact closed
O11 to O34 0 = contact open

internal relay status K1 to K512 1 = contact closed
0 = contact open

stored bistable status B1 to B128 1 = contact closed
0 = contact open

counter content C1 to C24 reading

time delay output status T1 to T60 adjustable from 50 ms to 655 s
using number and unit keys

parameters:
latched contacts KP1 to KP16 set to 1 or 0 using data +

KP33 to KP48 and data - keys or number keys
temporary contacts KP17 to KP32 0 and 1
impulse contacts KP49 to KP64

remote control contacts
latched contacts KTC1 to KTC32 contacts set to 1 or 0 from
impulse contacts KTC33 to KTC96 remote control system

remote indication contacts KTS1 to KTS64 contacts set to 1 or 0 in order
to be read by a remote control
system

alarms messages AL1 to AL16 reading of the last 16 control logic
messages activated (even if
erased from the display)

Control logic resource chart
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont'd)

Connection of logic inputs ESB Sepam D21 Sepam D22
Sepam D31

ESTOR2

I1 available auxiliary alarm 1

I2 available auxiliary tripping 1

ESTOR1 Sepam D21 Sepam D21
Sepam D31

I11 available reserved for external synchronization

I12 available remote control enable

I13 available auxiliary alarm 2

I14 available auxiliary tripping 2

I15 available thermostat alarm

I16 available thermostat tripping

I17 circuit breaker tripping buchholz alarm
inhibited, winding 1

I18 available buchholz tripping

ESTOR2 Sepam D21
Sepam D31

I21 reserved for
external synchronization

I22 fault acknowledgment

I23 available

I24 available

I25 available

I26 available

I27 available

I28 available

ESTOR3 Sepam D31

I31 available

I32 available

I33 available

I34 available

I35 available

I36 available

I37 available

I38 available
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Connection of logic outputs ESB Sepam D21 Sepam D22
ESTOR1 Sepam D31
ESTOR2

O1 breaker failure protection winding 1 tripping
activation

O2 differential and restricted winding 2 tripping
earth fault protection indication

ESTOR1 Sepam D21 Sepam D21
Sepam D31

O11 winding 1 breaker phase 1 alarm: thermostat or buchholz
tripping or auxiliary 1 ou auxiliary 2

O12 winding 1 breaker phase 2 winding 1 tripping indication
tripping

O13 winding 1 breaker phase 3 winding 2 tripping indication
tripping

O14 winding 1 breaker closing differential or restricted earth
inhibited fault protection tripping indication

ESTOR2 Sepam D21 Sepam D21
Sepam D31

O21 winding 2 breaker tripping

O22 differential protection indication

O23 restricted earth fault winding 2
protection indication

O24 winding 2 breaker closing
inhibited

ESTOR3 Sepam D31

O31 winding 3 breaker tripping

O32 available

O33 restricted earth fault winding 3 protection indication

O34 winding 3 breaker closing inhibited
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Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont'd)

Parameter setting

parameter function Sepam D21 Sepam D31 Sepam D22

tripping control

KP1 = 0 winding 1 breaker with shunt trip coil c
KP1 = 1 winding 1 breaker with undervoltage release coil tripping c
KP2 = 0 winding 2 breaker with shunt trip coil c c c
KP2 = 1 winding 2 breaker with undervoltage release coil tripping c c c
KP3 = 0 winding 3 breaker with shunt trip coil c
KP3 = 1 winding 3 breaker with undervoltage release coil tripping c

parameterization of inputs

KP5 = 0 inputs I15, I16, I17, I18 (thermostat/buchholz) activated by N/O contact c
KP5 = 1 inputs I15, I16, I17, I18 (thermostat/buchholz) activated by N/C contact c
KP7 = 0 inputs I1, I2 (auxiliary 1) activated by N/O contact c
KP7 = 1 inputs I1, I2 (auxiliary 1) activated by N/C contact c
KP8 = 0 inputs I13, I14 (auxiliary 2) activated by N/O contact c
KP8 = 1 inputs I13, I14 (auxiliary 2) activated by N/C contact c

parameterization of ouputs

KP10 = 0 I2 (auxiliary 1) and I14 (auxiliary 2) trip winding 1
breaker (O2 and O3) c

KP10 = 1 I2 (auxiliary 1) and I14 (auxiliary 2) trip winding 1
and winding 2 1 breakers (O1 and O2, O12 and O13) c

KP13 = 0 Impulse outputs O1, O2, O12, O13 (tripping and indication)
(set by T1 and T2) c

KP13 = 1 Latching outputs O1, O2, O12, O13 (tripping and indication) c
maintenance and testing

KP6 = 1 change to test mode and inhibition of tripping outputs c c c
KP9 = 1 inhibition of tripping outputs c c c
KP20 = 1 resetting of fault trip counter c c c

disturbance recording

KP50 = 1 tripping (inhibition) c c c
KP51 = 1 unlocking and automatic tripping c c c
KP52 = 1 unlocking and manual tripping c c c

remote setting

KP38 = 0 remote setting active c c c
KP38 = 1 remote setting inactive c c c

Time delays
The time delays are factory - set by default to 0.2 s.

time function Sepam D21 Sepam D31 Sepam D22
delay

T1 minimum duration of tripping order O1 and indication O12 c
T2 minimum duration of tripping order O2 and indication O13 c
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D21 and D31 operation

(1) Sepam 2000 D31 only

D22 operation

(1) according to parameter setting

functions command annunciation

O1 O2 O11 O12 O13 O14 message indicator
winding 1 winding2

differential protection c c c c c DIFF. trip

restricted earth fault c c c c c REF trip

alarm buchholz c BUCHHOLZ

buchholz  trip c c (1) c c (1) BUCHHOLZ trip

alarm thermostat c TR TEMP.

thermostat trip c c TR TEMP. trip

auxiliary 1 alarm c AUX. 1

auxiliary 1 trip c c (1) c c (1) AUX. 1 trip

auxiliary 2 alarm c AUX. 2

auxiliary 2 trip c c (1) c c (1) AUX. 2 trip

trip output inhibition INHIBIT. test (fixed)

test mode and trip COUPL.TEST test
ouput inhibition (fixed)

test mode and outputs COUPL.TEST test
operative (blinking)

Sepam connector CONNECTOR
unplugged

disturbance recording OPG INHIB.
triggering inhibition

functions command     annunciation

O11 O12 O13 O21 O31(1) O1 O2 O22 O23 O33 O14 O24 O34 message indica.

differential c c c c c c c c c c c DIFF. trip

restricted earth fault c c c c c c c c c c c REF trip
winding 2 REF' (1)

restricted earth fault c c c c c c c c c c c REF'' trip
winding 3  (1)

differential protection INHIBIT. test
inhibition

test mode and trip COUPL.TEST test
output inhibition (fixed)

test mode and outputs COUPL.TEST test
operative (blin-

king)

Sepam connector CONNECTOR
unplugged

disturbance recording OPG INHIB.
triggering inhibition
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Activation of disturbance recording
A new record is activated:
c locally, via the KP52 parameter,
c remotely, via the KTC52 remote control order,
c automatically, when one of the following protections trips:
v differential,
v restricted earth fault, winding 2,
v restricted earth fault, winding 3 (Sepam D31 only).

Data recorded
All the analog inputs are recorded a,d the logical states recorded are as follow:

function name of logical state
D21 D31 D22

winding 1 tripping KFR1 KFR1 KFR1

winding 2 tripping KFR2 KFR2 KFR2

winding 3 tripping KFR6

differential protection KFR3 KFR3 KFR3

restricted earth fault protection, winding 2 KFR4 KFR4 KFR4

restricted earth fault protection, winding 3 KFR5

Disturbance recording

Use - commissioning
Commissioning (cont'd)
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(1) this may cause tripping with undervoltage control logic ("fail-safe" logic)
("fail-safe" logic scheme).

Use - commissioning
Maintenance

Sepam 2000 comprises self-testing and self-diagnosis to facilitate installation
maintenance.

c Green indicator lamp lit up Sepam 2000 is energized.

c No indicator lamps lit up

Check the auxiliary power supply and connections to the CE40 board. Perform the
lamp test.

c Red      lamp indicates internal Sepam 2000 faults.

Sepam continuously performs on-line internal tests. When the test results are
negative, Sepam 2000 automatically runs a series of sequences which result in
either:
v automatic reinitialization (minor fault, e.g. transient auxiliary power supply break).

Sepam 2000 carries out a complete restart sequence. If restart is successful,
Sepam 2000 operates again normally. All the output relays are de-energized (1),

v switching to the fail-safe position. All the output relays drop out (1) in order to
avoid inadvertent commands, and the watchdog drops out as well.

The following may cause internal faults:
c Missing cartridge:
v red      indicator lamp lit up,

v display OFF,
v no dialogue with pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with communication link,
v watchdog dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 will not start, lacking a program: this is a

major fault,

c Configuration fault:
v red       indicator lamp lit up,
v red lamp indicates CARTRIDGE,
v no dialogue with the pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with the communication link,
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to fail-safe position.
Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.
Check whether the type of cartridge with the type of Sepam 2000.

Caution: do not insert or remove the cartridge while Sepam
is energized.
Disconnect the auxiliary power supply and wait 2 seconds before handling
the cartridge.

Check the references on the Sepam 2000 and on the cartridge (refer to chapter
on Sepam identification).

c Other major faults:
v red       indicator lit up,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE OR CARTRIDGE or MCARTRIDGE ,
v no dialogue with the pocket terminal,
v no dialogue with the communication link (if the CPU is faulty),
v the watchdog is dropped out,
v switching to the fail-safe position. Sepam 2000 is shut down: this is a major fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

Indicator lamps
and display messages
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Use - commissioning
Maintenance (cont'd)

Incorrect parameter setting may cause unwanted
tripping or no tripping. All of the parameters and settings must be based
on the network discrimination study to be carried out prior to commissioning.

Check the parameters and settings.

c Lamp test: when the user presses the - lamp test - keys at the same time,
all the indicators on the front of the device light up, as well as the display
which alternately indicates 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 then ***********, then -----------

Unwanted tripping,
no tripping

Tests

When Sepam 2000 is replaced:
c dismantle the Sepam 2000  to be replaced,
c retrieve the cartridge,
c mount the Sepam replacement  (hardware configuration),
c install the cartridge,
c check the compatibility between  Sepam and the cartridge (see chapter on
identification),
c set microswitches SW1 and SW2 on the rear of the device in the same positions
as they were in on the Sepam 2000 that was replaced,
c install the connectors, checking their markings,
c energize Sepam.

Sepam replacement

c Minor or partial faults:
v red indicator extinguihed,
v display indicates MAINTENANCE or CARTRIDGE,
v dialogue with the pocket terminal is maintained,
v dialogue with the communication link is maintained,
v the watchdog does not drop out,
v switching to the fail-safe position.

Sepam 2000 is operating, however it has detected a transient fault or has failed to
pass self-testing.

Consult your maintenance department.

c The display indicates: CONNECTOR

Indication that one or more connectors are unplegged.

Check the plugging in and screwing on of the connectors on the rear of the device.
Check that the DPC has been strapped on all the connectors.

These lamps are located at the rear of the device on the CE40 module
when the module is equipped with the communication option.

c Green indicator lamp blinking: indicates traffic on the line.
This is the normal operating mode.
c Indicator lamps extinguished: There is no communication.

Check the cabling and inquiries at the level above.

c Red indicator lamp lit:
indicates initialization of the coupler, which lasts about 2 seconds, or a coupler fault.

Consult your maintenance department.

c Red     indicator lamp lit up and the recommendations given in the maintenance
chapter do not allow Sepam 2000 to be restarted.

Call in the maintenance department.

Communication
indicator lamps
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Menu : About Sepam 2000

enter

enter

About Sepam
  SFT2800
  Program logic

SFT2800
  6CRD21FA  CAT
  SFT2800   9907

About Sepam
  SFT2800
  Program logic
  Communicaion

Program logic
  203DFA    CAT
 Transformer
 Differential

Program logic
  program :
  99/01/02    15:08
  LOGIPAM :   98.14

application type

6 = Sepam S36
CR = model
D21 = type
F = French version
A = indice d'Žvolution

configurator
revision number

CAT = standard
           configuration

control logic
diagram reference

control diagram
name designed
with LOGIPAM

programming date
of control logic
diagram

configurator revision

2 = number of ESTOR boads
03 = order number in the
application
D = Transformer Differential
F = French version
A = revision index

Use - commissioning
Sepam identification using the pocket terminal
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The user enters a password via the setting pocket terminal in order to be able to
change parameters and settings.

Code key
When the user presses the code key, the following menu appears:

Enter your password

then

press enter key

Type the following on the keyboard

6543210 and the press enter

This is the password for standard Sepam 2000. If your Sepam 2000 has been
customized, refer to the documentation provided by your OEM.

To exit this mode, simply:
c Press the code key, or
c Wait 2 minutes after activating any key.
When the pocket terminal is in parameter setting mode, P\ appears on the top left
of the screen.

Modifiaction of the password using the pocket terminal
c Change to Parameterization mode and access the "Password" heading in the
"Status" menu.
v enter the old code and validate by pressing the "enter" key.
v enter the new code and validate by pressing the "enter" key.
v verify by entering the new code and validating by pressing the "enter" key.
v validate again in the window which appears.

v choose "clear" to cancel all modifications in progress.

c To exit the parameterization mode:

v press the "menu" key.

P\Password

Validate settings

Yes = Enter No = Clear

Use - commissioning
Password
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General characteristics
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General characteristics

Sepam 2000 logic inputs
connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 621 (CCA 621)
according to Sepam 2000 power supply 24/30 Vcc 48/127 Vcc 220/250 Vcc
consumption 4 mA 4 mA 3 mA
level 0 < 6 V < 25,4 V < 50 V
level 1 > 17 V > 33,6 V > 154 V
permissible steady state overload 36 V 152 V 275 V
pick up time 10 ms 10 ms 10 ms
insulation 2 kV 2 kV 2 kV
Sepam 2000 output relays
connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 621 terminal
making capacity 15 A
400 ms overload 15 A
steady state current 8 A
number of switching operations 10 000 at full load
contact/coil insulation 2 kV rms
breaking capacity 48 Vdc 125 Vdc 220/250 Vdc
DC with resistive load 4 A 0.8 A 0.3 A
DC at L/R = 20 ms 2 A 0.4 A 0.15 A
DC at L/R = 40 ms 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A
AC with resistive load 8 A 8 A 8 A
AC with p.f. = 0.3 5 A 5 A 5 A
phase current inputs for 1 A or 5 A CT
connection of 1 or 5 A CTs by 4 mm eye lugs, to CCA 660 or CCA 650 connector

(connector with incorporated CTs) disconnectable on line
wire cross-section 6 mm2 max.
input impedance < 0.001 Ω
power consumption < 0.001 VA for 1 A

< 0.025 VA for 5 A
steady state thermal withstand 3 In
1-second overload 80 In
operating range up to 24 In
CCA 660 or CCA 650 dielectric insulation 2 kV rms 1 min. (4) - IEC 60255-5
input for earth current measurement with 1 A or 5 A CT
connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire, to CCA 606 screw terminal pad
input impedance < 4 Ω
power consumption < 0.1 VA
steady state thermal withstand 10 x core balance CT rating (6)

1-second overload 500 x core balance CT rating (6)

operating range 10 x core balance CT rating (6)

insulation input not insulated from earth (5)

Jbus/Modbus communication input
connection cable (CCA 602 or CCA 619 accessory)
transmission asynchronous serial
protocol Jbus/Modbus slave
electrical interface according to EIA- RS 485 standard
maximum distance without repeater 1200 m
number of Sepam 2000s on the line 31 max.
rates 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 19200, 38400 bits/s
insulation 1 kV rms
power supply
connection by 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wire to CCA 604 terminal
dielectric insulation 2 kV rms - 1 min.
voltage (1) 24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc
permissible variations (3) -20% to +20% -20% to +20% -20% to +10%

20 V to 36 V 39 V to 152 V 176 V to 275 V
power supply voltage 18 W 19,5 W 21 W

24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc
inrush current 5 A/0.2 s 1 A/0.5 s 1.5 A/0.5 s 1 A/0.2 s
consumption all relays deactivated 0.6 A 0.28 A 0.12 A 0.08 A
consumption all relays activated 1 A 0.6 A 0.22 A 0.13 A
weight (2) minimum maximum
Sepam S36 8 kg 10,5 kg

(1) the figures are given for:
c Jbus/Modbus coupler option included (Subtract 1 W for Sepam 2000 without communication).
c pocket terminal not connected (Add 1/2 W if the pocket terminal is connected).
c Sepam S36 equipped with 3 ESTOR boards.
(2) the figures give the weight according to the number of options for each model.
(3) correct operation of Sepam 2000 is only guaranteed within these ranges.
(4) this refers to the isolation procured by the CCA 660 core balance CT connector. The Sepam 2000 input on the sub-D connector is not isolated from the earth.
(5) this refers to the Sepam 2000 input. The CSH 30 primary, for its part, is isolated from the earth.
(6) expressed as CT primary current.
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Output relays of ESB and ESTOR boards manufactured prior to 1.1.2000.

c ref. ESB24/30V : 3124217
c ref. ESB48/125V : 3122347
c ref. ESB220/250V : 3124287

c Sepam 2000 output relay :
O1, O2, O11 to O14, O21 to O24, O31 to O34 contacts.

Output relays of ESB and ESTOR boards manufactured as of 1.1.2000.
Output relays of  SBW, STOR boards.

c ref. ESB24/30V : 03145141FA c ref. ESTOR24/30V : 03145157FA c ref. STOR : 03143281FA
c ref. ESB48/125V : 03145347FA c ref. ESTOR48/125V : 03145161FA c ref. SBW : 03143287FA
c ref. ESB220/250V : 03145149FA c ref. ESTOR220/250V : 03145165FA
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c Sepam 2000 output relay :
O1, O2, O11 to O14, O21 to O24, O31 to O34 contacts.

c Sepam 2000 "watch dog" output.
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This chapter presents the main definitions
of dependability and how it is taken into consideration
in Sepam 2000, an analysis of the experience gained
from feedback on the installed equipment base
and the maintenance of Sepam 2000.

Definitions
The definitions which follow are the main definitions
of dependability applied to protective devices:

c The reliability of a protective device is its capability
of performing its function (or functions) over a given
period of time in the operating conditions specified by
the manufacturer, i.e. mainly the capability of tripping
when required and the capability of not tripping when
unwanted.

c The maintainability of a protective device is mainly
its capability of being easily repaired when
maintenance personnel dispose of the means
prescribed by the manufacturer.

c The availability of a protective device is its
capability of being in a state to perform its function (or
functions) at a given point in time in the operating
conditions specified by the manufacturer.

These values do not necessarily have the same
meanings, depending on whether they are considered
from the viewpoint of the protective device or the
electrical installation.

The availability and maintainability of the protective
device contribute to the safety of people and
equipment. The reliability of the protective device
contributes to the uninterrupted availability of the
power supply.

Dependability needs:
a trade-off between
two unwanted events
The mission of protection systems used with circuit
breakers is to guarantee the safety of the installation
while, at the same time, ensuring the best level
of interrupted power supply.

For Sepam 2000, this mission is conveyed by two
events, the target occurrence of which should be
zero.

c First unwanted event:
unwanted tripping of the protective device.
An uninterrupted power supply is essential for both
industrialists and utilities. Unwanted tripping due
to the protective device is liable to generate
substantial financial losses. This event can be
avoided by improving the reliability of the protective
device.

c Second unwanted event:
failure of the protective device to trip.
The consequences of a fault that is not cleared are
liable to be disastrous. For the sake of operating
safety, the protective equipment must detect power
system faults selectively and as quickly as possible.

This event can be avoided by improving the
availability of the protective device.

General characteristics
Dependability

Consideration of dependability
in Sepam 2000
By the same token as electromagnetic compatibility, dependability is taken into
consideration right from the start of the development of Sepam 2000.

A Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA) is used to list the unwanted events linked to the
different functions performed by Sepam. Quantified dependability targets are set
in accordance with the main unwanted events revealed by the PRA.

Specialized dependability assessment and modeling techniques are used to
interpret the targets in terms of design requirements.

c The predicted reliability analysis determines the failure rate of each Sepam 2000
component in use-related conditions. Compendiums of reliability data such as the
Military Handbook 217 (MIL HDBK 217) and the CNET RDF93 are used for this.

c The Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) analysis is used to
analyze the effects of a simple component failure on the Sepam 2000 functions
and to list the means available to detect them. The FMECA makes it possible to
correct certain risks of malfunctions and specify the self-monitoring functions.

c The unwanted events are modeled to calculate the probability of their occurrence
and to check that the dependability targets are being met.

A large share of the functions of digital protective equipment devices are
performed by the software. It is therefore essential to master the quality of the
software in order to attain the overall dependability targets. Software quality is
mastered by the implementation of a rigorous development method.

This method is derived from the recommendations set by the French (AFCIQ) and
international (IEEE) quality authorities. It stipulates:
c the breakdown of development into a series of phases,
c the use of design and encoding rules and methods aimed at achieving a high
level of software structuring,
c the use of software configuration management tools which allow all the software
component parts to be managed.

Self-monitoring functions
and fail-safe position
Sepam 2000 units are equipped with self-monitoring functions (self-tests),
which detect internal failures. The failures are classified in two categories:
major failures and minor failures.

c A major failure affects the system’s common hardware resources
(e.g. program memory and working memory).

Sepam 2000 is no longer operational. This type of failure may or may not lead to
MV fault tripping or unwanted tripping, in which case Sepam 2000 must react
quickly and go into the fail-safe position.

The fail-safe position is characterized by:
v lockout in neutral position of the Processing Unit,
v an indicator lit up on the front of the device,
v a message on the display,
v the Watchdog relay in fault position (deactivated),
v the relay outputs (logic outputs) in the deactivated position,
v a break in the relay output supply for Sepam S46.

c Following a minor failure, Sepam 2000 is in downgraded operation.
It can continue to carry out all of its protection functions if the functions affected
are peripheral ones (display, communication).

This classification of failures makes it possible to obtain a compromise between
between a high level of safety and a high level of availability.

The self-tests performed in Sepam 2000 are summarized in the diagram
on the next page.
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power supply

processing
unit

cartridge
(EPROM)

program logic
logic I/O

current
acquisition

CB control I/O communication

display / keypad

internal Bus

Sepam 2000 functional diagram

functions type of self-test execution periodicity fail-safe position

power supply detection of processor supply out of range continuously YES
detection of a drop in supply voltage YES

current acquisition detection of analog channel saturation continuously YES
current channel consistency check YES

CB control inputs/outputs output relay supply checking switching on YES
Input / Output (I/O) control tests and continuously YES
checking of output status YES

logic inputs / outputs program logic output relay supply checking switching on YES
and continuously YES

processing unit switching on and:
CPU test continuously YES
working memory test periodically YES
signal selector & signal digitization test continuously YES
measurement acquisition test continuously YES
hardware & cartridge software consistency test periodically YES
software watchdog continuously YES
(limited time allocation to each function)

cartridge switching on and:
cartridge present test continously YES
memory test periodically YES
number of entries in parameter backup memory test continuously NO

display memory test switching on NO
display CPU test and periodically NO

communication switching on and:
memory test periodically NO
communication CPU test periodically NO
monitoring of dialogue with processing unit continuously NO

analog inputs reference channel checking continuously NO
input validity checking NO

List of Sepam 2000 self-tests
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Testing
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Testing
General information

Set the parameters
(use the setting sheets which are included in the appendix to record the values)
c Status
c Control logic
c Protection

Perform testing
Different test methods are proposed:

c differential protection testing with simplified parameterization.
This parameterization may be used to check the protection characteristic using
two single-phase injection units. The outputs used for tripping and indication are
disabled, which makes it possible to carry out this test while the network is
operating normally.

c cabling testing by current injection:
correct cabling and parameterization of the differential protection may be checked
by injecting a known current in the protection and reading the phase currents,
differential currents and restrained currents measured by the protection
It is recommended that this test be performed at the time of commissioning.

c restricted earth fault protection test. It is recommanded that this test be
performed for each restricted earth fault used at the time of commissioning.

c Two 50 Hz (60 Hz) single-phase current generators.
c 2 ammeters.
c this document.
c Pocket terminal

Procedure

Equipment
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Inhibition of outputs
and test parameterization

KP6 = 0 KP9 = 0 normal mode outputs: all operative
Indicator off
Message : ------------

KP9 = 1 tripping inhibited outputs inoperative according to chart
"test" indicator on
message: INHIBIT.

outputs inoperative indication outputs operative

Sepam D21, D31 O1, O2, O11, O12, O13, O22 (differential)
(1) D31 only O21, O31(1) O23 (restricted earth fault winding 2)

O14, O24, O34(1) O33 (restricted earth fault winding 3)(1)

Sepam D22 O1, O2, O12, O13 O14 (differential or restricted earth fault)

chart of output status in tripping onhibited mode

Test mode
The test mode is designed to simply current injection for the differential protection
test.
The test mode is obtained by using the KP6 parameter.
The changeover to test mode automatically parameterizes the differential protection.
c vector groups equal to 0
c Un, Un' and Un" values such that Un.In = Un'.In' = Un".In".
It disables switching of the tripping outputs. Upon the return to normal mode
(KP9 = 0), the initial parameter settings are recovered and the outputs become
active again.

Changeover from normal mode to test mode:

KP6 0 → 1 protection test mode and outputs inoperative according to chart
(whatever the tripping inhibited "Test" indicator blinking
value of KP9) Message: TEST COUPL.

Test mode:

KP9 0 → 1 → 0 protection test mode and Outputs: all operative
ou tripping active "Test" indicator blinking
KP9 1 → 0 Message: TEST COUPL.
(KP6 = 1)

Return to normal mode:

KP6 1 →  0 No inhibition Outputs: all operative
(KP9 = 0) Indicator off

Message: ------------
reset

KP6 1 → 0 inhibition outputs inoperative according to chart
(KP9 = 1) Indicator off

Message : INHIBIT
reset

Depending on the settings of the KP6 and KP9 parameters, the protection is in one
of the following 4 operating modes:
c normal,
c tripping inhibited,
c protection testing and tripping inhibited,
c protection testing and tripping active.

Inhibition of outputs
It is useful to be able to inhibit differential and restricted earth fault protection
actions, in particular to run tests while the electrical distribution system is operating
normally.

Parameter KP9 is used for inhibition, which consists of disabling the switching of
the tripping outputs.

The indication outputs of the differential and restricted earth fault protections
remain valid, allowing protection operation to be checked.

normal

tripping
inhibition

protection
testing and tripping
active

protection
testing and tripping
inhibited

KP6

KP6 and KP9

KP9 KP9

KP6 and KP9

KP9 KP9

KP6

KP6 and KP9
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SEPAM 2000
6
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4
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1
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3
5
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2
3
4
5
6

ECM D
 2

ECM D
 3 ou 4

i2 - i1

i2

i2 A
i1A

Conventional diagram:
This arrangement has the advantage of maintaining a through current at a constant
value, whatever the value of the differential current.
There is zero residual current.
Current i2 is injected in the opposite direction to that of current i1.
This arrangement may be made using either two generators without any common
point or two generators with a common point (i2 being shifted by 180°).

With the wiring example above, the following is obtained:

c for phases 1 and 2 :

v I1 = I2 = (i2- in) ,

v I1' = I2' = In,

v Id' = Id2 = In,

v It =  max (i2 - i1, i2) =     x In.

c for phases 3 :
v I3 = I3' = 0,
v Id3 = It3 = 0.

In
in

i2
in
i1
in

In
in

i2
in

c Parameterization of the protection in Test mode
(setting pocket terminal) KP6=1.
The test indicator is on.
Caution
This operation should be carried out first since
it inhibits protection tripping.

c Wiring in accordance with the diagram opposite.

v For Sepam 2000 D21 and D22, connect the
injection boxes to the ECMD2 and ECMD3 boards.

v For Sepam 2000 D31, carry out two tests, one with
the injection boxes connected to the ECMD2 and
ECMD3 boards and the other with them connected to
the ECMD2 and ECMD4 boards.

c Return to normal operation: carry out the operations
in the following order:
1. disconnect the injection units
2. normal operating mode (KP6 = 0).

The test indicator is off.

Please note:

The return to normal operating mode by KP6 = 0
clears all messages and latching.

Testing
Differential protection testing with simplified parameterization
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SEPAM 2000
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i2 - i1

i2

i2

A
i1A

i1
in
i2
in

i1 + i2
in

In max (i1, i2)
in

i2
(x in)

0,3

102

i1
(x In)

Id / It

no tripping

84 6

1

3

2

4

Id / It = 15 %

Id / It = 50 %

tripping

curve C

curve A

curve B mini.

curve B max.

The different curves:
curve A : I1 = 0,3 in,
curve  B : I1 = (Id/It) x  i2 ,
curve  C : i1 = 0,744 i2 - 3,475 in

(approximation between 6 In and 10 In at ± 5%),

with Id/It the setting of the protection.

c Reading of the tripping curve
Use the corresponding sheet in annex.
The curves opposite define the protection
characteristic with no harmonics.
in : 1 or 5 A CT secondary rated current.
Id/It = protection setting.

Other diagram:
This diagram may be used if two current generators
with a single common point are available.
There is zero residual current.
With the wiring example above, the following is
obtained:

c for phases 1 and 2 :

I1 = I2 = x In,

I1' = I2' = In,

Id1 = Id2 = In,

Id1 = Id2 =

c for phase 3 :
Id3 = It3 = 0
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Testing
Tripping value chart

Id (xin) Id/It (setting of the protection)

It (xin) 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

0.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300

0.5 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300

1.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500

1.5 0.300 0.300 0.375 0.450 0.525 0.600 0.675 0.750

2.0 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000

2.5 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.750 0.875 1.000 1.125 1.250

3.0 0.450 0.600 0.750 0.900 1.050 1.200 1.350 1.500

3.5 0.525 0.700 0.875 1.050 1.225 1.400 1.575 1.750

4.0 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.200 1.400 1.600 1.800 2.000

4.5 0.675 0.900 1.125 1.350 1.575 1.800 2.025 2.250

5.0 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 1.750 2.000 2.250 2.500

5.5 0.825 1.100 1.375 1.650 1.925 2.200 2.475 2.750

6.0 1.032 1.200 1.500 1.800 2.100 2.400 2.700 3.000

6.5 1.344 1.344 1.625 1.950 2.275 2.600 2.925 3.250

7.0 1.656 1.656 1.750 2.100 2.450 2.800 3.150 3.500

7.5 2.016 2.016 2.016 2.250 2.625 3.000 3.375 3.750

8.0 2.376 2.376 2.376 2.400 2.800 3.200 3.600 4.000

8.5 2.736 2.736 2.736 2.736 2.975 3.400 3.825 4.250

9.0 3.144 3.144 3.144 3.144 3.150 3.600 4.050 4.500

9.5 3.552 3.552 3.552 3.552 3.552 3.800 4.275 4.750

10.0 4.008 4.008 4.008 4.008 4.008 4.008 4.500 5.000

10.5 4.488 4.488 4.488 4.488 4.488 4.488 4.725 5.250

11.0 4.992 4.992 4.992 4.992 4.992 4.992 4.992 5.500

11.5 5.544 5.544 5.544 5.544 5.544 5.544 5.544 5.750

12.0 6.120 6.120 6.120 6.120 6.120 6.120 6.120 6.120

12.5 6.720 6.720 6.720 6.720 6.720 6.720 6.720 6.720

13.0 7.320 7.320 7.320 7.320 7.320 7.320 7.320 7.320

13.5 7.920 7.920 7.920 7.920 7.920 7.920 7.920 7.920

14.0 8.496 8.496 8.496 8.496 8.496 8.496 8.496 8.496

14.5 9.048 9.048 9.048 9.048 9.048 9.048 9.048 9.048

15.0 9.576 9.576 9.576 9.576 9.576 9.576 9.576 9.576

15.5 10.032 10.032 10.032 10.032 10.032 10.032 10.032 10.032

16.0 10.488 10.488 10.488 10.488 10.488 10.488 10.488 10.488

16.5 10.896 10.896 10.896 10.896 10.896 10.896 10.896 10.896

17.0 11.280 11.280 11.280 11.280 11.280 11.280 11.280 11.280

17.5 11.640 11.640 11.640 11.640 11.640 11.640 11.640 11.640

18.0 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

18.5 12.336 12.336 12.336 12.336 12.336 12.336 12.336 12.336

19.0 12.648 12.648 12.648 12.648 12.648 12.648 12.648 12.648

19.5 12.960 12.960 12.960 12.960 12.960 12.960 12.960 12.960

20.0 13.248 13.248 13.248 13.248 13.248 13.248 13.248 13.248

20.5 13.560 13.560 13.560 13.560 13.560 13.560 13.560 13.560

21.0 13.848 13.848 13.848 13.848 13.848 13.848 13.848 13.848

21.5 14.136 14.136 14.136 14.136 14.136 14.136 14.136 14.136

22.0 14.424 14.424 14.424 14.424 14.424 14.424 14.424 14.424

22.5 14.712 14.712 14.712 14.712 14.712 14.712 14.712 14.712

23.0 14.976 14.976 14.976 14.976 14.976 14.976 14.976 14.976

23.5 15.264 15.264 15.264 15.264 15.264 15.264 15.264 15.264

24.0 15.552 15.552 15.552 15.552 15.552 15.552 15.552 15.552

The following chart gives an indication, according to the through current injected and the Id/It setting, of the differential current (xin) value as of
which the protection trips.
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Testing
Cabling testing by current injection

Cabling of the injection box

Even couplings

Measurement values available on the pocket terminal according to the
currents injected:

ccccc  Inhibition of tripping outputs by KP9 = 1; the test indicator is on.

ccccc  Cabling of the injection box
vvvvv  Sepam D21 and D22: connect the injection box to the ECMD2 and ECMD3
boards using the diagram that matches the time index set (index').
vvvvv  Sepam D31: carry out 2 tests
connect the injection box to the ECMD2 and ECMD3 boards using the diagram that
matches the time index (index') set; carry out the first test.
connect the injection box to the ECMD2 and ECMD4 boards using the diagram that
matches the time index (index") set: carry out the second test.

c Calculation of the injection coefficient k

(test between windings 1 and 2) (test between

windings 1 and 3) (1)

In, In', In"(1) CT rated current, windings 1, 2 and 3 (1)

Un, Un', Un"(1) rated voltage, windings 1, 2 and 3 (1)

(1) Sepam 2000 D31 only

c Reading of measurements taken by Sepam 2000 (using the pocket terminal,
Add.reading menu) and comparison with the theoretical values.
Use the test sheet which is found at the end of this manual.

Add.reading  - Idiff. and Itrav.

Id1 = abs(1-k).I.In/in It1 = max (1,k).I.In/in

Id2 = 0 It2 = 0

Id3 = abs(1-k).I.In/in It3 = max (1,k).I.In/in

Add.reading -  I phase and I' phase or I" phase

I1 = I.In/in I1' = I.In'/in = 0 = I.In'/in = I.In'/in = 0 = I.In'/in

I2 = 0 I2' = 0 = I.In'/in =I.In'/in = 0 = I.In'/in = I.In'/in

I3 = I.In'/in I3' = I.In'/in = I.In'/in = 0 = I.In'/in = I.In'/in = 0

0 4 8 6 1 0 2

in : CT secondary rated current ; in = 1 A or 5 A.
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Measurement values available on the pocket terminal according to the
currents injected:

Odd couplings

Testing
Cabling testing by current injection

Special function - Idiff. and Ithru

Id2 = 0

Special function - phase I , phase I' oder phase I"

I1 = I.In/in I1' = I.In'/in = 0 = 0 = I.In'/in = 0 = 0

I2 = 0 I2' = 0 = 0 = I.In'/in = 0 = 0 = I.In'/in

I3 = I.In/in I3' = 0 = I.In'/in = 0 = 0 = I.In'/in = 0

1 5 9 7 11 3

Id1 =

Id3 = It3 =

It1 =

It2 = 0

in : CT secondary rated current ; in = 1 A or 5 A.

SEPAM 2000
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2
4
1
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5
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6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
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4
5
6

ECM D
2

ECM D
3 or 4

I

5 9 7 11 3

6
3
5
2
4
1

A

6
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4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

6
3
5
2
4
1

1

1 - k
e

. I . In/in

1 - k
e

. I . In/in

1 , k
e

. I . In/in

1 , k
e

. I . In/in
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c Parameterization of the protection for Test coupling
(using the pocket terminal, KP6 = 1)
The test indicator lights up.

Please note
This operation should be carried out first since it
inhibits tripping of the protection.

c Checking of the setting:

The Iso set point is checked by simulating a fault
between the neutral point CT and a phase CT, when
the circuit breaker is open. In this case, only the
neutral point CT detects the fault. There is zero
restraint current.

To perform the test, wire according to the diagram
opposite.

Inject a current in the CSH 30 sensor associated with
the neutral point current measurement CT to check
the value of the setting.

c Check the stability:
The stability is checked by considering a phase-to-
earth fault outside the zone to be protected.

This test is only possible if Ino = In for the winding to
which the restricted earth fault protection is
connected.

To perform the test, wire according to the diagram
opposite.

Inject a current into the CSH 30 sensor associated
with the neutral point current CT and into one of the
phase current inputs to simulate a fault outside the
zone. Check the stability for a current of 2 In.

SEPAM 2000
6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECM D
 2

ECM D
 3

A

CSH 30

Testing
Restricted earth fault protection testing

5 A neutral point current CT : 1 turn
1 A neutral point current CT : 5 turns

5 A neutral point current CT : 1 turn
1 A neutral point current CT : 5 turns

SEPAM 2000
6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECM D
 2

ECM D
 3

A

CSH 30
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SEPAM 2000
6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECM D
 2

ECM D
 3

CSH 30CSH 30

I1

A

A I neutral

3B

3A

Iso

IA

IA + I neutral

Io - I neutral

105 %
100 %

I neutral

IA
Io

c To facilitate the test and calculations, set Ino to the
same value as In.

c Inject a current through the CSH30 interposing ring
CT and a phase current in the opposite direction.

The restraint current is equal to I1, the differential
current is equal to I1 + I neutral.

When there is no I neutral, the slope is equal to
100%.

c Gradually inject Io until tripping occurs.

c Record I neutral and I1 and calculate 100 x (I1 + I
neutral)/I1 and compare to 105%.

c To return to normal operation, perform the
operations in the following order:

1. disconnect the injection box;
2. restore normal operation mode;
the test lamp is off; the messages and latching are
reset to zero.

Testing
Restricted earth fault protection test (cont'd)

Checking of the slope

The slope can be checked by simulating a phase-to-
earth fault inside the zone to be protected on a
network with the circuit breaker closed. In this case,
the fault is detected by the neutral point CT and
partially by the phase CT.

c To facilitate the test and calculations, set Ino to the
same value as In.

c To perform the test, wire according to the diagram
opposite.
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Status menu parameter
Menu Name Function

Frequency Fn Network frequency       50 Hz            60 Hz

 board 2 winding 1 board 3 winding 2 board 4 winding 3

TC,TC',TC" phase In CT rating (in Amps)

Io sensor Ino Residual current Sum 3l  Sum 3l  Sum 3l
I'o sensor measurement Core bal. 2A  Core bal.2A Core bal. 2A
I''o sensor Core bal. 30A  Core bal.30A Core bal. 30A

CT + CSH30 CT + CSH30 CT + CSH30
A kA A kA A kA

core bal. CT + ACE990 core bal. CT + ACE990 core bal. CT + ACE990

A kA A kA A kA

Transformer index' vector group compared to
index" winding 1

S power

Un, Un',Un" rated voltage

Disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event            periods

Communi- Address Sepam station number
cation in network

Bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
(Jbus/Modbus)       4800       9600       19200       38400

Parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity
(Jbus/Modbus)

Time tagging Synchro Type of synchronization via network via input I11
used via input I21

Microswitch ECMD current board
settings

SETTING RECORD SHEET Sepam 2000 differential
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

SW2

SW1

SW2

SW1

SW2

SW1

Protection setting record

Différential

Id/It % percentage set point

restricted earth fault, winding 2

Iso Amps set point

restricted earth fault, winding 3

Iso Amps set point

KP         0 or 1 impulse D21 D31D22

KP50 disturbance recording
inhibition

KP51 automatic tripping
of disturbance recording

KP50 disturbance recording
inhibition

Time delay (value)

T1 impulse O1 and O12

T2 impulse O2 and O13

Program logic parameters
KP        0 or 1

KP1 winding 1 breaker: undervolt. trip coil
KP2 winding 2 breaker: undervolt. trip coil
KP3 winding 3 breaker: undervolt. trip coil
KP5 I15, I16, I17, I18 for normally

closed contact (NC)
KP7 I1, I2 for normally

closed contact (NC)
KP8 I13, I14 for normally

closed contact
KP10 I2, I14 for tripping winding 1 and 2
KP13 latching outputs
KP38 remote setting disable

Put an X in a box to
indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X
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Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

TEST SHEET Sepam 2000

Type of Sepam 2000

Serial number

Tests carried out on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Cabling testing by current injection

index' = .................... injection coefficient : (2) test between windings 1 and 2

index" = .................... k = .................... = .................... test between windings 1 and 3

In = .................... Un = ....................  Current injected : I = ....................

I'n = .................... Un = ....................

I"n = .................... Un" = ....................

Variable Formula (2) Value calculated Tolerance Value read

I1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I1' ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I2' ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

I3' ........................................................ ....................................... ±5 % ......................................

Id1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

Id2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

Id3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

It1 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

It2 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

It3 ........................................................ ....................................... ±10 % ......................................

(2) copy the formulas which appear in the manuel
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Differential protection testing with simplified parameterization

Calculation of current Value Résult

I1 I2 I1 I2 Action/message

0,27 in 0 .............................. A .............................. A no tripping/

0,33 in 0 .............................. A .............................. A tripping/DIFF.

2.in .............................. A .............................. A no tripping/

2.in .............................. A .............................. A tripping/DIFF.

5.in .............................. A .............................. A no tripping/

5.in .............................. A .............................. A tripping/DIFF.

in = 1 or 5 A
Id/It : percentage set point, expressed as a %

Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

TEST SHEET Sepam 2000

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

Tests carried out on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

2.In

100

id/it - 2
- 1

2.In

100

id/it + 2
- 1

5.In

100

id/it - 2
- 1

5.In

100

id/it + 2
- 1
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Qualification tests

This chapter presents the main specified properties
(mechanical, electrical, functional, etc...)
that are verified during the qualification tests carried
out in the factory ("manufacturer" tests).

It describes:
c the content of each test,
c the standards and reference documents,
c the expected results.

It is divided into seven sections, grouping together the different items involved in
product qualification by theme:

General
Description of the general conditions which apply to all the tests.

Technological tests
Tests designed to ensure conformity of device manufacturing
(with respect to the manufacturing specifications, company standards,...),
and the device's implementation capability (installation, operation,...).

Electrical tests
Tests related to the protection of people and equipment (grounding continuity,
insulation, fuses…).

Performance tests in reference conditions
Verification of special functional features (hardware and software) of the product
when used in the "reference environment" (i.e. temperature, power supply…
using strict tolerances).

Testing of output effects in rated domains
Examination of the rated operating domain (input signals, output loads,
power supply...), using one variable at a time.

Effects of the equipment on the environment
Testing of interference (electromagnetic, mechanical...) generated by the product.

Effects of the environment on the equipment
Testing of the product's sensitivity and/or resistance to electromagnetic,
mechanical, chemical... interference.

Reference documents
In order to facilitate reading, only documents of prime importance are succinctly
referenced in each test description.

For more details, please refer to the appendix.
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Electrical tests

Aim
The aim of these tests is to test the effectiveness
of the measures taken to protect people
and equipment.

Preliminary operating test
Aim: to ensure the integrity of the item being tested
(the test procedure allows the device,
its integrated components and remote functions to be
tested at the same time).

N.B. The test is not exhaustive. It is merely aimed at
providing a good "macroscopic" view of the item
before and/or after the application
of potentially destructive stress, in a minimal
test environment.

Grounding continuity
Aim: to test the continuity of grounding protection.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 61131-2

Severity: polarizing current: 30 A.

Acceptance criterion: R ≤ 0.1 Ω.

Insulation testing
Measurement of insulation resistance

Aim: to test the constructive integrity of the item
before dielectric stress is applied.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-5

Special conditions: measurement is performed in
both common and differential modes.

Severity: applied voltage: 500 VDC

Acceptance criterion: R
i 
≥100 MΩ.

Dielectric strength
Aim: to ensure that the dielectric strength of the insulation complies with
specifications.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-5

Acceptance criteria:
During the test:
c no breakdowns, perforations, warping
After the test:
c the device must correspond to all of its functional specifications.

Severity :
circuits test voltage

common mode differential mode
power supply 2 kVrms/50 Hz N/A

logic inputs 2 kVrms/50 Hz N/A

analog inputs 2 kVrms/50 Hz N/A

logic outputs 2 kVrms/50 Hz 1 kVrms/50 Hz(*)

setting terminal socket 0.5 kVrms/50 Hz N/A
(*): with contacts open

Impulse wave withstand
Aim: to ensure that the device is capable of withstanding high overvoltage for very
short periods of time without any damage.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-5

Acceptance criteria:
During the test:
c no breakdowns, performations, warping
After the test:
c the device must correspond to all of its functional specifications.

Severity :
circuits test voltage

common mode differential mode

power supply 5 kV 5 kV

logic inputs 5 kV 5 kV

analog inputs 5 kV 5 kV

logic outputs 5 kV N/A

pocket terminal socket 1 kV 0.5 kV

Power supply circuit robustness
Short-circuit current behaviour

Aim: to ensure that the device's circuits are capable of withstanding, without
damage, stress caused by short-circuit currents resulting from internal failures.

Acceptance criteria:
During the test:
c short-circuit current less than 15 A for a maximum of 20 ms.
c effectiveness of protective devices.

After the test:
c visual check of cabling, connectors, printed circuit paths.
c return to normal operation after resetting or replacement of the protective
devices.

Polarity reversal behaviour

Aim: to ensure that the device is capable of withstanding, without damage,
an accidental power supply polarity reversal.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 61131-2.

Severity: operation for at least 10 seconds with the power supply polarities
reversed.

Acceptance criterion:
Return to normal operation after the power supply polarities have been correctly
re-established.
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Performance tests in reference conditions

Aim
The aim of these tests is to test the special functional
features (hardware and software) of a device in its
"reference environment", i.e. temperature, power
supply, etc., using strict tolerances.

Checking of parameter specifications
Aim: to check conformity of input/output interfacing characteristics.

Analog input circuits
Compostion of tests
For each type of input (sensors, process, etc.), minimum testing includes:
c dynamics and accuracy (examination of the rated domain),
c input impedance (examination of the rated domain),
c passband.

Logic input circuits
Composition of tests
For each type of input (static relay, etc.), minimum testing includes:
c input impedance (exploration of rated domain),
c thresholds (high, low, hysteresis),
c minimum set-up time (high and low levels).

Logic output circuits
Composition of tests
For static type outputs, minimum testing includes:
c output dynamics (I or V),
c output compliance (I or V),
c influence of load (transition time, over/undershoots),
c for datacom: protocol, frequency, gigue, etc.

For relay type outputs, minimum testing includes:
c breaking capacity (min.-max. I/V, load impedance),
c bounce time.

Miscellaneous
Initialization
Aim: to verify the efficiency of self-testing carried out by the device during start-up.

Downgraded operation
Aim: to verify the efficiency of self-testing carried out by the device while
functioning.

Module interchangeability
Aim: to test maintenance capability.
Comments: the tests include:
c power source converter,
c core-connector.
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Testing of output effects in rated domains

Aim
These tests verify the operation of the device in the
rated domain of input signal variations, output loads,
power supply voltage, etc.

One degree of freedom is variable for each test,
the other values being kept at their reference values.

DC power supply
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-xx, IEC 61131-2
for determination of sensitivity limits.

Voltage amplitude
Aim: to test the device’s ability to function
with all acceptable power supply voltages.

Alternating component
Aim: to test the device’s ability to function
with an alternating component (rectifier-battery
charger) superimposed on its DC supply voltage.
Severity: alternating component (= ripple battery
voltage) with frequency >100 Hz and peak-to-peak
amplitude = 0.12 Unom
Comments: the test is performed:
c at the extreme limits of the power supply domain.

Fading cancellation
Aim: to check the device’s ability to maintain
operation
in spite of power supply micro-outages
(source changeover or faulty device nearby).
Severity: 10 voltage outages, at minimum 1 sec.
intervals, lasting:
75 ms for Vpower = Vnom
30 ms for Vpower = Vmin
Comments: the voltage outages correspond:
c first, to an opening in the power supply line
(infinite impedance during disturbance),
c then, to a shorting of the power supply line
(zero impedance during disturbance).

Accidental voltage surges
Aim: to test the device’s ability to maintain operation
in the presence of transient surge voltage in the
power supply (handling shocks, reactive load
switching).
Severity: 10 surges, at minimum 1 sec. Intervals,
lasting 10 ms, with a maximum slope of 100 V/ms,
and maximum amplitude:
+ 20 V for Un < 48 V,
+ 40 V for Un > 48 V.

Analog input circuits
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-6 , IEC 61131-2

Composition of tests: for each type of input (sensors, process, etc.),
testing includes, in particular:
c behaviour at limits (saturation, voltage limiter operation).
c input currents/voltages when saturated.
c passband / recovery time.
c permissible overload and dynamic thermal limit for sensor inputs.

Logic input circuits
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-6, IEC 61131-2

Composition of tests: testing includes, in particular:
c static inputs.
v input dynamics (examination of saturation).
v input currents/voltages (examination of saturation)
c relay type inputs.
v maximum permissible voltage.
v input impedance (voltage limiters, R.L. diodes).
v resolution (min. duration of a single-shot input signal).
v maximum frequency.

Logic output circuits
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-6, IEC 61131-2

Composition of tests:
Testing includes, in particular:
c static outputs.
v effectiveness of protective devices.
v maximum length of datacom link.
c relay type outputs.
v effectiveness of protective devices (damping circuits, overvoltage suppressors).

Ambient temperature
Aim: to confirm the hypothesis of temperature rise of the device when being
cooled by natural air convection in a confined area.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60068-2-2

Comments: This test is complementary to the standardized test described
in the section on "dry heat".
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Effects of the equipment on the environment

Aim
These tests test the level of interference (electrical,
electromagnetic, etc.) generated by the device.

DC power supply
Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 61131-2

Power consumption
Aim: to check the conformity of the device to specifications.

Severity: the test is performed at the rated voltages of the two operational
domains, i.e. 48 V and 127 V.

Inrush current
Aim: to check the conformity of the device to specifications.

Acceptance criteria:

time inrush current maximum peak

50 µs i t < 1.5 ms 10 A

1.5 ms i t < 500 ms 10 A

500 ms i t 1.2* In (1)

(1) In = steady-state current

Radiofrequency interference
Conducted interference
Aim: to check the interference voltage introduced by the device at the energy
network terminal posts.

Reference documents:
Standards: CISPR 22

Acceptance criteria:
maximum emission (virtually peak):
c 79 dB (µV) from 0.15 to 0.5 MHz,
c 73 dB (µV from 0.5 to 30 MHz.

Radiated interference
Aim: to test the electromagnetic field interference radiated by the device.

Reference documents:
Standards: CISPR 22

Acceptance criteria:
maximum emission (virtually peak) at 10 m:
c 40 dB (mV/m) from 30 to 230 MHz,
c 47 dB (mV/m) from 230 to 1000 MHz.
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Aim
These tests check device sensitivity and resistance
to electromagnetic, mechanical, chemical, etc.
interference.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-xx for determination
of sensitivity limits.

Sensitivity to
electromagnetic interference
Sensitivity to conducted interference

1MHz damped wave

Aim: to test that the device does not operate in an
unwanted manner when subjected to high frequency
transients (switching of auxiliary relays or isolation
switches/circuit breakers).

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-1

Severity

circuits test voltage
common differential
mode mode

power supply 2,5 kV 1 kV

logic inputs 2,5 kV 1 kV

analogic inputs 2,5 kV 1 kV

logic outputs 2,5 kV 1 kV

Fast transient bursts
Aim: to test device immunity when subjected to rapid,
repeated electrical transients (inductive load breaks,
relay contact bounces).

Reference documents:
Stadards: IEC 60255-22-4

Severity

circuits test voltage [coupling]
mode mode
commun différentiel

power supply 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]

logic inputs 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]

analogic inputs 4 kV [direct] 2 kV [direct]

logic outputs 4 kV [direct] 4 kV [direct]

pocket 4 kV [capacitive]
terminal
socket

Sensitivity to radiated interference

Aim: to test that the device does not operate in an
unwanted manner when subjected to an
electromagnetic field of radiation (especially
transmitters/receivers).

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-3, IEC 61000-4-3

Severity: intensity of field:
30V/m not modulated
10V/m amplitude-modulated

Impulse wave
Aim: to test the device’s immunity when it is submitted to transients caused by
lightning and switching (capacitor bank, short-circuit to earth, etc.).

Reference document: Standard: IEC 61000-4-5

Severity

circuits test voltage (test impedance)
common mode differential mode

power supply 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

logic inputs 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

logic outputs 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

phase current inputs (ECM) 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)

earth fault current input 2 kV (42 Ω) 1 kV (42 Ω)
CT+CSH 30

communication interface 2 kV (2 Ω) N/A
on shielding

Sensitivity to electrostatic discharges
Aim: to test that the device does not operate in an unwanted manner when
subjected to electrostatic discharge (operator contact or nearby objets).

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60255-22-2

Severity: generator load voltage: 8 kV in air
6 kV on contact

Testing in a simulated MV environment
Aim: to check that there is no nuisance tripping during MV switchgear operations.

Composition of tests: device installed in a cubicle shunt-wired to a high voltage
generator.

Severity: generator voltage: 30 kV / 50Hz.

Number of operations: 30 closing operations.

Climatic and mechanical robustness tests
Foreword: Test sequence
c the same device undergoes all the tests.
c the sequential testing order complies with the recommendations
in the IEC 60068-1 standard (as testing order maximizes the significance
of the results, each test potentially reveals deterioration caused by previous tests).

Cold
Aim: to test the device's ability to be used at low temperatures.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60068-2-1

Severity:
Ad test, without forced air circulation:
c device in operation,
c temperature: 0 ˚C,
c duration: 16 hours,
c recovery: 1 hour, device energized.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Dry heat
Aim: to test the device's ability to be used at high temperatures.

Reference documents:
Standards: IEC 60068-2-2

Severity:
Bd test, without forced air circulation:
c device in operation,
c temperature: 55 ˚C.

Effects of the environment on the equipment
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Effects of the environment on the equipment (cont’d)

Fast temperature variations
Aim: to test the device's ability to function during
changes in ambient temperature.

Reference document: Standards: IEC 60068-2-14

Severity:
Nb test, device in operation:
c device in operation,
c low temperature: 0 ˚C,
c high temperature: 55 ˚C,
c speed of temperature variation: 5 ±1 ˚C/mn,
c duration of exposure at each level: 2 hours,
c number of cycles: 2,
c recovery: 1 hour, device energized.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to
the tests.

Shocks / Behaviour to shocks
Aim: to test the device's ability to function in spite
of shocks which may occur during normal operation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-2

Severity:
Class 1:
c device in operation,
c peak acceleration: 5 gn,
c pulse duration: 11 ms,
c number of pulses per axis: 3 in each direction.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to
the tests.

Shock resistance
Aim: to test the device's ability to withstand shocks
which may occur during transportation or handling.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-2

Severity:
Class 1:
c peak acceleration: 15 gn,
c pulse duration: 11 ms,
c number of pulses per axis: 3 in each direction.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to
the tests.

Bumps
Aim: to check the device's ability to withstand bumps
which may occur during transportation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-2

Severity:
Class 1:
c peak acceleration: 10 gn,
c pulse duration: 16 ms,
c number of pulses per axis: 1000 in each direction.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to
the tests.

Vibrations / Behaviour to vibrations
Aim: to test the device's ability to function in spite of vibrations during normal
operation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-1

Severity:
Class 1:
c device in operation,
c frequency range: 10 to 150 Hz,
c acceleration: 0.5 gn or 0.035 mm (peak values),
c number of cycles per axis: 1,
c sweep speed: 1 octave/mn ±10%,

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Vibration resistance
Aim: accelerated aging test to test the device's ability to withstand weak but long
vibrations while in operation or during transportation.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60255-21-1

Severity:
Class 1:
c frequency range: 10 to 150 Hz
c acceleration: 1 gn (peak value)
c number of cycles per axis: 20

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Damp heat
Aim: to test the device's ability to be stored under high relative humidity conditions.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60068-2-3

Severity:
Ca test (continuous test).
c temperature: 40 ± 2˚C
c relative humidity: 93% +2/-3%
c duration: 56 days.
c recovery: 1 hour drying at 55˚C, then 1 hour cooling at 20˚C before final test.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Salt mist / Test for special use only / Corrosive atmosphere
Aim: to define the atmosphere to which the device may be exposed in operation
and/or storage.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60654-4.

Severity:
c class 1: clean industrial air.

Enclosure protection degree
Aim: to test the protection provided by the enclosure:
c for people: against direct contact with energized parts.
c or equipment: against solid foreign objects or water.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60529

Severity:
c front panel: IP51
c other sides:
v without cabling accessories: IP20
v with cabling accessories: IP21.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.

Fire behaviour / Glow wire test
Aim: to evaluate the risk of fire and test extinction of the flames when the product
is exposed to abnormal thermal conditions.

Reference documents: Standards: IEC 60695-2-1

Severity:
c temperature: 650˚C
c applied duration: 30 ±1 s.

Please note: The pocket terminal is not subjected to the tests.
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Standards
title reference status

vibration, shock, bump and seismic tests on measuring IEC 60255-21-1 1988
relays and protection equipment: vibration tests (sinusoidal).

vibration, shock, bump and seismic tests on measuring IEC 60255-21-2 1988
relays and protection equipment: shock and bump tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-1 1988
equipment: 1MHz burst disturbance tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-2 1989-10
equipment: electrostatic discharge tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-3 1989-10
equipment: radiated electromagnetic field disturbance tests.

electrical disturbance for measuring relays and protection IEC 60255-22-4 1992
equipment: 1 MHz damped oscillating wave tests.
sensitivity to fast transient interference tests.

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) IEC 61000-4-3 1998
part 4-3: testing and measurement techniques
immunity to electromagnetic fields
radiated at radioelectric frequencies test

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) IEC 61000-4-5 1998
part 4: testing and measurement techniques
impulse wave

single input energising quantity measuring relays with IEC 60255-5 1977
dependent specified time.

electrical relays: insulation tests for electrical relays: IEC 60255-6 1988

degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP code). IEC 60529 1989

programmable logic controllers: equipment characteristics. IEC 61131-2 1992

environmental testing: general and guidance. IEC 60068-1 1988

environmental testing: IEC 60068-2-1 1990-04
test A: cold.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-14 1986
test N: change of temperature.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-2 1974
test B: dry heat.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-3 1969
test Ca: damp heat, steady state.

basic environmental testing procedures: IEC 60068-2-52 1984
test Kb: salt mist, cyclic (sodium chloride solution).

limits and methods of measurement of radio interference: IEC CISPR 22 1993
characteristics of information technology equipment.

test methods IEC 60695-2-1 1994
fire behaviour: glow wire test.

operating conditions for measurement and control equipment IEC 60654-4 1987
in industrial processes: effects of corrosion and erosion.

Appendix 1: reference documents
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Presentation

The Jbus/Modbus communication option enables
Sepam 2000s to be connected to a remote monitoring
and control system equipped with a master Jbus/Modbus
communication channel and a physical link
of the RS 485 2 or 4-wire topology type, or another
interface equipped with an appropriate converter.

The Jbus protocol used by Sepam 2000
is a compatible sub-group of the Modbus (1) protocol
(a Modbus master can communicate with several
Sepam 2000s).

All the Sepam 2000s can be equipped with
the Jbus/Modbus serial communication option.

Characteristics
type of transmission asynchronous serial

protocol Jbus slave

rate 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600,
19200, 38400 bauds.(1)

data formats 1 start, 8 no parity bits, 1 stop.
1 start, 8 even parity bits, 1 stop.
1 start, 8 odd parity bits, 1 stop.

RS 485 electrical interface complies with EIA RS 485 standard

maximum distance 1300 m

branch distance less than 3 m

number of Sepam 2000s on a line 31

number of masters 1

type of connector 9-pin sub-D socket

response time less than 10 ms

insulation test

IEC 60255-4
1.2 impulse wave / 50 micro-seconds 1 kV in differential mode

3 kV in common mode
1.4 kVdc rms - 50/60 Hz - 1 mn

IEC 60255-1 0.5 kV in differential mode
1 MHz damped oscillating wave 1 kV in common mode

electromagnetic compatibility

see Sepam 2000 general characteristics

Data available
Measurement readout
c phase currents,
c line to line voltages,
c frequency,
c real and reactive power, and power factor,
c accumulated real and reactive energy,
c peak demand phase current,
c peak demand real and reactive power,
c tripping currents,
c temperatures,
c thermal capacity used,
c number of starts and inhibit time,
c running hours counter.

The measurements presented in a Sepam 2000 depend on the type of Sepam 2000.

Readout of control logic resource status
c event counter values,
c logical input status,
c status of the 96 remote control bits (KTC),
c status of the 64 remote annunciation bits (KTS).

Remote control
c writing of 32 latched remote control orders,
c writing of 64 impulse remote control orders.

Other functions
c time tagging,
c remote reading of Sepam 2000 settings (remote reading),
c remote setting of protections and control logic time delays (remote setting);
c transfer of disturbance recording data.

(1) the 300 and 6000 baud rates may not be used with the ACE 909 converter.

(1) Modbus is a Modicon patented trademark.

Connection
See “RS 485 network connection guide“.

Functions supported
by Jbus communication
Sepam 2000’s Jbus protocol supports 11 standard
Jbus functions:
c function 1: reading of n output or internal bits,
c function 2: reading of n input bits,
c function 3: reading of n output or internal words,
c function 4: reading of n input words,
c function 5: reading of 1 bit,
c function 6: reading of 1 word,
c function 7: high-speed reading of 8 bits,
c function 8: reading of diagnosis counters,
c function 11: reading of Jbus event counters,
c function 15: writing of n bits,
c function 16: writing of n words.

The following exception codes are supported:
c 1: unknown function code,
c 2: incorrect address,
c 3: incorrect data,
c 4: Sepam 2000 not ready (Sepam 2000 is faulty),
c 7: not acknowledged (remote reading and setting).
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Implementation

Operating modes
Sepam 2000s have 2 indicators on the back, near the communication connector.

They provide help for commissioning and diagnosis:
c green light:
The green indicator is activated by variations of the electrical signal on the RS 485
network. When the master communicates with Sepam 2000, (in transmission or
receiving mode), the green indicator on each Sepam 2000 in the RS 485 network
blinks,
c red light:
the red light goes on when the Sepam 2000 communication coupler
is in the initialization phase after being energized (initialization status)
or after a communication coupler fault has occurred (fault status).
The red light stays on for 5 to 6 seconds after the power is switched on, this being
the duration of the Sepam 2000 communication coupler initialization phase.

The communication coupler may be in one of the four following states:
c normal:
the Sepam 2000 CPU and the communication coupler are functioning normally:
the red lights on the front and back (item 1B) of Sepam 2000 are off; the green light
on the back is blinking,
c downgraded: Sepam 2000 is experiencing a fault: the red light on the front is on.
There is a break in the dialogue between the Sepam 2000 CPU and its
communication coupler, but the coupler is working.
All Jbus requests are ignored and give rise to the exception reply “Sepam 2000 not
ready” (the red light on the back is off),
c initialization:
the coupler is in the process of initializing after energizing or after it has been in fault
status; the red light on the back stays on for 5 to 6 seconds,
c fault:
the communication coupler has detected an internal communication failure and
is experiencing a fault, but Sepam 2000 is functioning correctly.
The coupler is no longer communicating and the red communication coupler light
is on or blinking.

Setting the communication
parameters
Before a Sepam 2000 equipped with the Jbus
communication system is put into service,
3 parameters need to be set. These parameters
are accessed in the setting terminal “Status” menu.
The user presses the “code” key on the setting
terminal, enters the password and can then modify
the communication parameters.

The Jbus slave number should be assigned before the Sepam 2000 is connected
to the communication network.

The Jbus slave number is factory-set to 1 on all Sepam 2000s.
The user sets the communication parameters before connecting the Sepam 2000
to the communication network.

The communication parameters may be changed while the Sepam 2000 is operating
without disturbing operation.

Sepam 2000 ignores the first frame received after it is energized
or after the communication parameters are changed via the setting terminal.

Back of Sepam 2000 with communication option.

selection

transmission rate 9600 bauds by default
press + or - for setting from 300 to 38400 bauds

slave n° assigned to the Sepam 2000 n° 001 by default
enter directly for setting from 1 to 255

parity: no parity, even parity, odd parity even parity by default
press + or -

These 3 parameters are saved in the event of a power failure.

communication
connector
(item 1B)

indicators
red
green

CE40

B

A
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Implementation (cont’d)

Testing the link
c After cabling, check the indications given by
the green and red lights on the back of Sepam 2000.
c Carry out reading and writing cycles using the test
zone and the Jbus echo mode.
c If possible, use control logic latched remote control
bits (KTC1 to KTC32) which the master can read
and write. The status of these bits may also be read
on the setting terminal.
The following Jbus frames, transmitted or received
by a master are given for test purposes when
the communication option is implemented.

Example :

Malfunctions
In case of problems, it is advisable to connect the Sepam 2000s one by one
to the RS 485 network.
The display of the Jbus diagnosis counters on the setting terminal makes it possible
to check Jbus exchanges
(please refer to the section on “diagnosis counters”).

Red light off and green light blinking (normal operating situation)
The communication coupler is functioning normally but the contents of the messages
may be false.
Solution
Check the Jbus slave number, the rate and the format using the setting terminal
and at the master level. Ensure that the master is transmitting frames
to the Sepam 2000 concerned via the RS 232 - RS 485 converter (when applicable).

Red light on (steady or blinking) and green light blinking or off
If, a few seconds after the Sepam 2000 is energized, the red signal lamp is still lit up,
the communication coupler is experiencing a fault.
Solution
Switch off Sepam 2000 and then switch it on again. If the fault persists,
a maintenance operation is required.

Red light off and green light off
The communication coupler is functioning normally but the RS 485 link cabling
is faulty.
Solution
c Check the cabling on the CCA 619 connector, the CCA branching cable,
the CCA 609 connection box and the RS 485 network cable.
Ensure that the master is transmitting frames to the Sepam 2000 concerned via
the RS 232 - RS 485 converter (when applicable).
c Check the cabling of each CCA 609;
incoming L+ on terminal 1 and outgoing L+ on terminal 3;
incoming L- on terminal 2 and outgoing L- on terminal 4.
c Check impedance matching at either end as well as polarization of the RS 485
network.

Sepam 2000 is not communicating correctly with the communication network
Solution
c Check polarization, which should be in one location only, and impedance
matching, which should be at the ends of the RS 485 network.
c Check that you are using the recommended cable, with the characteristics
described in this document.
c Check that the ACE 909 converter being used is connected and parameterized
correctly.

Version readout
Used to display the communication version number on the TSM 2001
pocket terminal or with the SFT 2801 PC software program:
c “About Sepam” menu,
c “Communication” heading.

Example: Jbus: V3.1

  Sepam 2000 S26, S36 and S46 require a Jbus 3.1 or higher version
  communication coupler.

Test zone

reading

transmission 01 03 0C00 0002 (C75B) crc,

receipt 01 03 04 0000 0000 (FA33) crc.

writing

transmission 01 10 0C00 0001 02 1234  (6727) crc,

receipt 01 10 0C00 0001 (0299) crc.

reading

transmission 01 03 0C00 0001 (875A) crc,

receipt 01 03 02 1234 (B533) crc.

Jbus echo mode (see function 8 of Jbus protocol)

transmission 01 08 0000 1234 (ED7C) crc,

receipt 01 08 0000 1234 (ED7C)crc

The CRC transmitted by Sepam 2000 is recalculated,
which makes it possible to test the calculation
of the CRC transmitted by the Jbus master:
c if Sepam 2000 replies, the CRC received is correct,
c if Sepam 2000 does not replay, the CRC received
is not correct.
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Diagnosis counters
The following diagnosis counters are managed by Sepam 2000:
c CPT1, first word: number frames received OK, whether or not the slave
is concerned,
c CPT2, second word: number of frames received with a CRC error, or frames
received with more than 255 bytes and not interpreted, or frames received with
at least one character that has a parity error, “overrun, “framing”, “break” on the line.
Incorrect causes incrementation of CPT2.
c CPT3, third word: number of exception replies generated (even if not transmitted,
as a result of a broadcast request),
c CPT4, fourth word: number of frames specifically addressed to the station
(excluding broadcasting),
c CPT5, fifth word: number of broadcast frames received with no errors,
c CPT6, sixth word: not significant,
c CPT7, seventh word: number of “Sepam 2000 not ready” replies generated,
c CPT8, eighth word: number of frames received with at least one character that has
a parity error, “overrun”, “framing”, “break” on the line,;
c CPT9, ninth word: number of correct requests received and correctly executed.

The counters are accessed using the special reading function
(see function 11 of Jbus protocol in appendix).

When the value of a counter is equal to FFFFh (65535), it automatically switches
to 0000h (0).

After a mains outage  or a communication parameter change  made using the
setting terminal, the diagnosis counters are initialized to zero.

Jbus diagnosis counters CPT2 and CPT9 are also accessed using the setting
terminal Status-Communication menu (by pressing the “▼” key).

Setting the parameters on the master
In order to set the parameters on the master,
it is necessary to have the following information:
c list of functions included in the Sepam 2000:
each Sepam 2000 contains a varying number of functions.
Only the data for the functions included in the cartridge will be refreshed. The other
data remain at zero,
c cabling of :
v logical inputs and output relays,
v remote controlled internal bits and remote annunciation internal bits
(the user should refer to the Sepam 2000 control logic scheme).
c data addresses and formats :
the addresses and formats are listed in the chapter entitled
“data addresses and encoding”. They are the same for all Sepam 2000 models.

Use of remote control bits
The remote control bits (KTC) are control logic bits
which may be set to 1 by Jbus communication.
They allow Sepam 2000 to be remote controlled
by Jbus communication.

To use the remote control bits, they must be cabled
in the control logic scheme. They may be accessed via
Jbus communication.

Bits KTC 1 to KTC 32 are latched orders (KTCM):
they remain in the status in which they are written
by the master.

The operating principle is similar to that of a manual
selector switch. The status of bits KTC 1 to KTC 32
may be read by Jbus communication and using
the TSM 2001 pocket terminal.

The KTC 33 to KTC 96 bits are “impulse” commands
(KTCI) or automatic reset commands. Sepam 2000
control logic automatically resets them to 0 when
they have been acknowledged by Sepam 2000.

The operating principle is similar to that of
a push-button.

The KTC bits are reset to zero each time Sepam 2000
or the communication coupler is started up again.
The KTC bits are not stored in the event of a Sepam
2000 power failure.

40 ms must elapse between two consecutive
transmissions of KTCI messages by the master;
27 ms must elapse between two consecutive
transmissions of KTCMs.

Use of remote
annunciation bits
The KTS remote annunciation bits are control logic bits
represented in the form of relay coils, which may be
read by Jbus communication. They are implemented
in the programmable control logic and may be
accessed in reading mode by Jbus communication.
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Data addresses and encoding

Presentation
Data which are similar from the application viewpoint
are grouped together in adjacent address zones:
c the synchronization zone is a table which contains
the absolute date and time for time tagging of events,
c the identification zone contains system type
information pertaining to the identification
of the Sepam 2000 equipment,
c the events zone is a table which contains
a maximum of 4 time tagged events available via Jbus
communication,
c the automation zone contains the Sepam 2000
logical data and PLC event counters,
c the test zone is a 16-word zone that is accessible
via communication by all the Jbus functions, in both
reading and writing modes, to facilitate communication
testing at the time of commissioning. The Jbus master
can write or read any value without disturbing Sepam
2000 operation,

c the measurements x 1 zone contains the analog measurements,
c the measurements x 10 zone contains the same analog data
as the measurements x 1 zone, but in a different format: the unit order is multiplied
by 10. This zone is used for applications in which the data in the measurements x 1
zone are liable to exceed the maximum value possible,
c the measurement (32 bits) zone contains certain measurements of the
measurements x 1 zone expressed in 32 bits,
c the Sepam 2000 S46 measurement zone contains the measurements which
are specific to this type of Sepam 2000.
These 4 analog measurement zones are refreshed simultaneously.
c The compact zone contains the characteristic data most often used in the mimic
diagrams. They are grouped together to provide quick access via Jbus
communication.
c The configuration zone contains information pertaining to the hardware and
software configurations; it allows precise identification of the Sepam 2000 model.
The data addresses are independent of the Sepam 2000 model.
Sepam 2000 sets data to 0 for the functions which are not available.

In the tables blow:
The first column gives the name of the Sepam 2000 information; the word address
and bit address columns indicate the Jbus address of the information.
The access column indicates read or write mode access to read or write data.
The “format” and “unit” columns indicate the data encoding. The reader should refer
to the section entitled “Jbus data encoding” in the appendix which describes
Jbus protocol for a more detailed explanation of the meaning of each of the columns
in the table.

Identification zone

identification zone word address access Jbus function format value
enabled

manufacturer 0006 read 3 none 0100
equipment 0007 read 3 none 0000
customer + Sepam 2000 type 0008 read 3 none Jbus slave
identification n° + 0y

(see FC01)
communication version 0009 read 3 none equal to word

FC02
reserved 000A - 000B read 3 none 0000
equipment status 000C read 3 X equal to word

0C8F
reserved 000D read 3 none 0000
reserved 000E read 3 none 0000
address to another zone 000F read 3 none FC00

synchronization zone word address access Jbus function
enabled

binary time (year) 0002 read/write 3,16
binary time (month+year) 0003 read 3
binary time (hours+minutes) 0004 read 3
binary time (milliseconds) 0005 read 3

See “time tagging of events” chapter for data format.

Synchronization zone The synchronization zone is a table which contains the absolute date and time
for the time tagging function. Time messages should be written in a single block
containing 4 words, using the Jbus n° 16 function “word writing”.
Messages can be read word by word or by groups of words using function n° 3.

The identification zone contains system type information pertaining
to the identification of the Sepam 2000 equipment.

Some of the information in the identification zone is also found in the configuration
zone at the Jbus address FC00h.
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Events zone The events zone is a table which contains a maximum of 4 time tagged events
available via Jbus communication.

Events should be read in a single block containing 33 words using Jbus function 3.
The exchange word can be written using Jbus functions 6 or 16, and read
individually using Jbus function 3.

events zone word access Jbus function
address enabled

exchange word 0040 read/write 3,6,16
event n° 1 0041-0048 read 3
event n° 2 0049-0050 read 3
event n° 3 0051-0058 read 3
event n° 4 0059-0060 read 3

See “time tagging of events” chapter for data format.

grouping zone word bit access Jbus function format value
address address authorized

Sepam check word 0100 read 3 X none
KTS1-KTS16 (status) 0101 read 3 E none
KTS17-KTS32 (status) 0102 read 3 E none
KTS33-KTS48 (status) 0103 read 3 E none
KTS49-KTS64 (status) 0104 read 3 E none
KTC1-KTC16 (KTCM) 0105 1050/5F read/write 1/5/3/15/6/16 E none
KTC17-KTC32 (KTCM) 0106 1060/6F read/write 1/5/3/15/6/16 E none
KTC33-KTC48 (KTCI) 0107 1070/7F read/write 1/5/3/15/6/16 E none
KTC49-KTC64 (KTCI) 0108 1080/8F read/write 1/5/3/15/6/16 E none
KTC65-KTC80 (KTCI) 0109 1090/9F read/write 1/5/3/15/6/16 E none
KTC81-KTC96 (KTCI) 010A 10A0/AF read/write 1/5/3/15/6/16 E none
reserved 010B/010F read 3 0
I1-I2 + oscillating status 0110 read 3 E none
I11-I18 + oscillating status 0111 read 3 E none
I21-I28 + oscillating status 0112 read 3 E none
I31-I38 + oscillating status 0113 read 3 E none
I1 0114 read 3 A 0.1 A
I2 0115 read 3 A 0.1 A
I3 0116 read 3 A 0.1 A
Io 0117 read 3 A 0.1 A
thermal cap. used 0118 read 3 A 0.1 A
reserved 0119 read 3
starts per hour (if > 0) 011A read 3 B 1 start
time before start (if < 0) 1 mn
reserved 011B read 3 0
U21 011C read 3 A 10 V
U32 011D read 3 A 10 V
U13 011E read 3 A 10 V
V1 011F read 3 A 10 V
V2 0120 read 3 A 10 V
V3 0121 read 3 A 10 V
Vo 0122 read 3 A 1 V
F 0123 read 3 A 0.01 Hz
power factor 0124 read 3 C 0.01
P 0125 read 3 B 1 kW
P 0126 read 3 B 10 kW
Q 0127 read 3 B 1 kVAr
Q 0128 read 3 B 10 kVAr
I1’ 0129 read 3 A 0.1 A
I2’ 012A read 3 A 0.1 A
I3’ 012B read 3 A 0.1 A
U21’ 012C read 3 A 10 V
U32’ 012D read 3 A 10 V
U13’ 012E read 3 A 10 V
reserved 012F/0133 read 3 0

The grouping zone (version 4.0 and higher) contains the main Sepam 2000 data
in a single table of 125 words. The table may be read:
c totally (125 words) via a single query,
c or by zone via one or more queries. The KTCs may be accessed in reading mode
from the 0105 to 010A or 0C80 to 0C8B addresses.

Grouping zone
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grouping zone word access Jbus function format value
(cont’d) address authorized
positive real energy (Ea+) 0134/37 read 3 D 1 Wh
negative real energy (Ea-) 0138/3B read 3 D 1 Wh
positive reactive energy (Er+) 013C/3F read 3 D 1 VArh
negative reactive energy  (Er-) 0140/43 read 3 D 1 VArh
C1 0144 read 3 A none
C2 0145 read 3 A none
C3 0146 read 3 A none
C4 0147 read 3 A none
C5 0148 read 3 A none
C6 0149 read 3 A none
C7 014A read 3 A none
C8 014B read 3 A none
C9 014C read 3 A none
C10 014D read 3 A none
C11 014E read 3 A none
C12 014F read 3 A none
C13 0150 read 3 A none
C14 0151 read 3 A none
C15 0152 read 3 A none
C16 0153 read 3 A none
C17 0154 read 3 A none
C18 0155 read 3 A none
C19 0156 read 3 A none
C20 0157 read 3 A none
C21 0158 read 3 A none
C22 0159 read 3 A none
C23 015A read 3 A none
C24 015B read 3 A none
T1 : temperature n°1 015C read 3 B 1 °C
T2 : temperature n°2 015D read 3 B 1 °C
T3 : temperature n°3 015E read 3 B 1 °C
T4 : temperature n°4 015F read 3 B 1 °C
T5 : temperature n°5 0160 read 3 B 1 °C
T6 : temperature n°6 0161 read 3 B 1 °C
T7 : temperature n°7 0162 read 3 B 1 °C
T8 : temperature n°8 0163 read 3 B 1 °C
T9 : temperature n°9 0164 read 3 B 1 °C
T10 : temperature n°10 0165 read 3 B 1 °C
T11 : temperature n°11 0166 read 3 B 1 °C
T12 : temperature n°12 0167 read 3 B 1 °C
IM1 0168 read 3 A 0.1 A
IM2 0169 read 3 A 0.1 A
IM3 016A read 3 A 0.1 A
PM 016B read 3 B 1 kW
Trip I1 016C read 3 A 10 A
Trip I2 016D read 3 A 10 A
Trip I3 016E read 3 A 10 A
Trip Io 016F read 3 A 1 A
P 0170/1 read 3 32 unsigned 1 kW

bits
Q 0172/3 read 3 32 unsigned 1 kVAr

bits
PM 0174/5 read 3 32 unsigned 1 kW

bits
number of breaks 0176 read 3 A 1
kA2 cumulative breaking current (LSB) 0177 read 3 32 unsigned (10 A)2

bits
kA2 cumulative breaking current (MSB) 0178 read 3
phase shift angle (Phi 0) 0179 read 3 A 1 °
phase shift angle (Phi 1) 017A read 3 A 1 °
phase shift angle (Phi 2) 017B read 3 A 1 °
phase shift angle (Phi 3) 017C read 3 A 1 °
reserved 017D/0BFF prohibited

Grouping zone (cont’d)

Data addresses and encoding (cont’d)
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Control logic zone

control logic word bit access Jbus function format unit
zone address address enabled
logical inputs
I1-I2+ oscillating status (1) 0C10 C100/1+ C108/ 9 read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I101-I116 (status) C100/F
I11-I18+ oscillating status 0C11 C110/7+ C118/ F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I201-I216 (status) C110/F
I21-I28+ oscillating status 0C12 C120/7+ C128/ F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I301-I316 (status) C120/F
I31-I38+ oscillating status 0C13 C130/7+ C138/ F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I401-I416 (status) C130/F
I501-I516 (status) 0C14 C140/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I601-I616 (états) 0C15 C150/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I701-I716 (status) 0C16 C160/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I101-I116 (oscillating status) 0C17 C170/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I201-I216 (oscillating status) 0C18 C180/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I301-I316 (oscillating status) 0C19 C190/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I401-I416 (oscillating status) 0C1A C1A0/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I501-I516 (oscillating status) 0C1B C1B0/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I601-I616 (oscillating status) 0C1C C1C0/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
I701-I716 (oscillating status) 0C1D C1D0/F read 1, 2, 3, 4 E none
reserved 0C1E-0C1F init. to 0
logical outputs
O1-O2-Trip indic. status 0C20 C200/2 read 1.3 E none
O11-O14 0C21 C210/3 read 1.3 E none
O21-O24 0C22 C220/3 read 1.3 E none
O31-O34 0C23 C230/3 read 1.3 E none
reserved 0C24-0C2F init. to 0
(1) oscillating status: For further information on oscillating status, please refer to the chapter entitled “time tagging of events” on page 26.

The bit zones (0C10 to 0C2F in the table above)
as well as some other zones (0C00 to 0C0F, 0C80
to 0C9F) may be addressed in word or bit mode.
The address of bit i (00 < (< 0F) of the address word j
is therefore (j x 16) + i. The address of bit 0 of address
word 0C80 is C800 and the address of bit 7 of address
word 0C15 is C157.

The control logic zone contains the Sepam 2000 control logic logical data
and event counters.

Test zone

test zone word bit access Jbus function format
address address enabled

test 0C00 C000-C00F read/write 1,2,3,4,5,6,15,16 none init. to 0
0C0F C0F0-C0FF read/write 1,2,3,4,5,6,15,16 none init. to 0

The test zone is a 16-word zone that is accessible via communication
by all the Jbus functions, in both reading and writing modes,
to facilitate communication testing at the time of commissioning or to test the link.

Logical input oscillating status is included in the most significant byte of each word,
with the following positioning within the word: position of the oscillating status digit
associated with logical input Ixx = position of logical input Ixx status digit + 8

Example: position of logical input I12 oscillating status digit = C111 + 8 = C119
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Data addresses and encoding (cont’d)

Control logic zone (cont’d)

(1) Jbus/Modbus function n° 7 “high-speed 8 bit reading” can be used to read the value of the most significant byte of the “Sepam check” word, with Jbus address
0C8F (refer to the appendix which describes Jbus protocol).

control logic word bit access Jbus function format unit as of
zone address address enabled version
remote control
KTC1-16 (latched KTC) 0C80 C800- C80F read/write 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 E none
KTC17-32 (latched KTC) 0C81 C810- C81F read/write 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 E none
reserved 0C82-0C87 init. to 0
KTC33-48 (impulse KTC) 0C88 C880- C88F read/write 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 E none
KTC49-64 (impulse KTC) 0C89 C890- C89F read/write 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 E none
KTC65-KTC80 (impulse KTC) 0C8A C8A0-C8AF read/write 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 E none 3.1
KTC81-KTC96 (impulse KTC) 0C8B C8B0-C8BF read/write 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 E none 3.1
remote annunciation
reserved 0C8C C8C0- C8CF read 1, 3 init. to 0
reserved 0C8D C8D0- C8DF read 1, 3 init. to 0
reserved 0C8E C8E0- C8EF read 1, 3 init. to 0
Sepam check 0C8F C8F0- C8FF read 1, 3, 7(b15-b8) (1) X none
KTS1-KTS16 0C90 C900- C90F read 1, 3 E none
KTS17-KTS32 0C91 C910- C91F read 1, 3 E none
KTS33-KTS48 0C92 C920-C92F read 1, 3 E none 3.1
KTS49-KTS64 0C93 C930-C93F read 1, 3 E none 3.1
reserved 0C94 C940-C94F read 1, 3 init. to 0
reserved 0C95 read 3 init. to 0
reserved 0C96 read 3 init. to 0
reserved 0C97 read 3 init. to 0
KTS1-KTS16 (oscill. status) 0C98 C980- C98F read 1, 3 E none
KTS17-KTS32 (oscill. status) 0C99 C990- C99F read 1, 3 E none
KTS33-KTS48 (oscill. status) 0C9A C9A0-C9AF read 1, 3 E none 3.1
KTS49-KTS64 (oscill. status) 0C9B C9B0-C9BF read 1, 3 E none 3.1
reserved 0C9C-0C9F C9C0-C9FF read 1, 3 init. to 0
event counters
C1 0C40 read 3 A none
C2 0C41 read 3 A none
C3 0C42 read 3 A none
C4 0C43 read 3 A none
C5 0C44 read 3 A none
C6 0C45 read 3 A none
C7 0C46 read 3 A none
C8 0C47 read 3 A none
C9 0C48 read 3 A none
C10 0C49 read 3 A none
C11 0C4A read 3 A none
C12 0C4B read 3 A none
C13 0C4C read 3 A none
C14 0C4D read 3 A none
C15 0C4E read 3 A none
C16 0C4F read 3 A none
C17 0C50 read 3 A none 3.1
C18 0C51 read 3 A none 3.1
C19 0C52 read 3 A none 3.1
C20 0C53 read 3 A none 3.1
C21 0C54 read 3 A none 3.1
C22 0C55 read 3 A none 3.1
C23 0C56 read 3 A none 3.1
C24 0C57 read 3 A none 3.1
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Measurements x 1 zone
measurements x 1 zone word access Jbus function format unit as of

address enabled version
I1: phase 1 current FA00 read 3 A 0.1 A
I2: phase 2 current FA01 read 3 A 0.1 A
I3: phase 3 current FA02 read 3 A 0.1 A
Im1: peak demand phase 1 current FA03 read 3 A 0.1 A
Im2: peak demand phase 2 current FA04 read 3 A 0.1 A
Im3: peak demand phase 3 current FA05 read 3 A 0.1 A
U21: line to line voltage FA06 read 3 A 1 V
U32: line to line voltage FA07 read 3 A 1 V
U13: line to line voltage FA08 read 3 A 1 V
F: frequency FA09 read 3 A 0.01 Hz
P: real power FA0A read 3 B 1 kW
Q: reactive power FA0B read 3 B 1 kVAr
power factor FA0C read 3 C 0.01
Pm: peak demand real power FA0D read 3 A 1 kW
Qm: peak demand reactive power FA0E read 3 A 1 kVAr
Io FA0F read 3 A 0.1 A 4.0
T1: temperature n° 1 FA10 read 3 B 1° C
T2: temperature n° 2 FA11 read 3 B 1° C
T3: temperature n° 3 FA12 read 3 B 1° C
T4: temperature n° 4 FA13 read 3 B 1° C
T5: temperature n° 5 FA14 read 3 B 1° C
T6: temperature n° 6 FA15 read 3 B 1° C
T7: temperature n° 7 FA16 read 3 B 1° C
T8: temperature n° 8 FA17 read 3 B 1° C
T9: temperature n° 9 FA18 read 3 B 1° C
T10: temperature n° 10 FA19 read 3 B 1° C
T11: temperature n° 11 FA1A read 3 B 1° C
T12: temperature n° 12 FA1B read 3 B 1° C
thermal capacity used FA1C read 3 A 0.1% 2.4
number of starts/inhibit time FA1D read 3 B (1) 1 start/time 2.4
I1’: phase 1 current FA1E read 3 A 0.1 A 2.4
I2’: phase 2 current FA1F read 3 A 0.1 A 2.4
I3’: phase 3 current FA20 read 3 A 0.1 A 2.4
Io’ FA21 read 3 A 0.1 A 4.0
V1 FA22 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
V2 FA23 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
V3 FA24 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
Vo FA25 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
reserved FA26 read 3 4.0
U21’ FA27 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
U32’ FA28 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
U13’ FA29 read 3 A 1 V 4.0
V1’ FA2A read 3 A 1 V 4.0
V2’ FA2B read 3 A 1 V 4.0
V3’ FA2C read 3 A 1 V 4.0
Vo’ FA2D read 3 A 1 V 4.0
Io’’ FA2E read 3 A 0,1 A 4.0
reserved FA2F read 3
reserved FA30/FA7F read 3
Ea+: positive real energy (LSB) FA80 read 3 D 1 Wh

FA81
FA82

(MSB) FA83
Ea-: negative real energy (LSB) FA84 read 3 D 1 Wh

FA85
FA86

(MSB) FA87
Er+: positive reactive energy (LSB) FA88 read 3 D 1 VArh

FA89
FA8A

(MSB) FA8B
Er-: negative reactive energy (LSB) FA8C read 3 D 1 VArh

FA8D
FA8E

(MSB) FA8F

The measurements x 1 zone contains the analog measurements.

Accuracy
The accuracy of the measurements depends on the
order of the unit: it is equal to the value of the point
divided by 2.

Temperature
The measurements not included in Sepam 2000
are set to the value 0 except for temperature
measurements which are set to the value -32768.

Examples :
I1 unit = 1 A accuracy = 1/2 = 0.5 A

U21 unit = 10 V accuracy = 10/2 = 5 V

P x10 unit = 10 kW accuracy = 10/2 = 5 kW

Q x1 unit = 1 kVAr accuracy = 1/ 2 = 500 VAr

(1) the measurements
are exclusive.
Positive values represent
the number of starts
and negative values
represent inhibit time.
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Measurements x 10 zone LThe measurements x 10 zone contains the same analog data
as the measurements x 1 zone, but the unit order is multiplied by 10.

This zone is used for applications in which the data in the measurements x 1 zone
is liable to exceed the maximum value possible. The measurements x 1 zone
and measurements x 10 zones are refreshed simultaneously.

measurements x 1 zone word access Jbus function format unit as of
address enabled version

Ea+: positive real energy (LSB) FA90 read 3 BCD 1 Wh
FA91 3 BCD
FA92 3 BCD

(MSB) FA93 3 BCD
Ea-: negative real energy (LSB) FA94 read 3 BCD 1 Wh

FA95 3 BCD
FA96 3 BCD

(MSB) FA97 3 BCD
Er+: positive reactive energy (LSB) FA98 read 3 BCD 1 VArh

FA99 3 BCD
FA9A 3 BCD

(MSB) FA9B 3 BCD
Er-: negative reactive energy (LSB) FA9C read 3 BCD 1 VArh

FA9D 3 BCD
FA9E 3 BCD

(MSB) FA9F 3 BCD
running hours counter FAA0 read 3 A 1 hour 2.4
reserved FAA1-FAFF read 3 init. to 0

measurements x 10 zone word access Jbus function format unit as of
address enabled version

I1: phase 1 current FB00 read 3 A 1.0 A
I2: phase 2 current FB01 read 3 A 1.0 A
I3: phase 3 current FB02 read 3 A 1.0 A
Im1: peak demand phase 1 current FB03 read 3 A 1.0 A
Im2: peak demand phase 2 current FB04 read 3 A 1.0 A
Im3: peak demand phase 3 current FB05 read 3 A 1.0 A
U21: line to line voltage FB06 read 3 A 10 V
U32: line to line voltage FB07 read 3 A 10 V
U13: line to line voltage FB08 read 3 A 10 V
F: frequency FB09 read 3 A 0.1 Hz
P: real power FB0A read 3 B 10 kW
Q: reactive power FB0B read 3 B 10 kVAr
power factor FB0C read 3 C 0.01
Pm: peak demand real power FB0D read 3 A 10 kW
Qm: peak demand reactive power FB0E read 3 A 10 kVAr
Io FB0F read 3 A 1 A 4.0
Trip I1: tripping current 1 FB10 read 3 A 10.0 A
Trip I2: tripping current 2 FB11 read 3 A 10.0 A
Trip I3: tripping current 3 FB12 read 3 A 10.0 A
Trip Io: tripping current 0 FB13 read 3 A 1.0 A
I1’: phase 1 current FB14 read 3 A 1 A
I2’: phase 2 current FB15 read 3 A 1 A
I3’: phase 3 current FB16 read 3 A 1 A
V1 FB17 read 3 A 10 V 4.0
V2 FB18 read 3 A 10 V 4.0
V3 FB19 read 3 A 10 V 4.0
U21’: line to line voltage FB1A read 3 A 10 V
U32’: line to line voltage FB1B read 3 A 10 V
U13’: line to line voltage FB1C read 3 A 10 V
reserved FB1D- FB7F read 3 init. to 0
Vo FB1D read 3 A 10 V 4.0
Io’ FB1E read 3 A 1 A 4.0
V1’ FB1F read 3 A 10 V 4.0
V2’ FB20 read 3 A 10 V 4.0
V3’ FB21 read 3 A 10 V 4.0
Vo’ FB22 read 3 A 10 V 4.0
Io’’ FB23 read 3 A 1 A 4.0
reserved FB24 read 3
reserved FB25/2F read 3
reserved FB30/7F prohibited

Data addresses and encoding (cont’d)
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Compact zone

compact zone word access Jbus function format unit
address enabled

I1: phase 1 current FB80 read 3 A 0.1 A

U21: line to line voltage FB81 read 3 A 1 V

P: real power FB82 read 3 B 1 kW

Q: reactive power FB83 read 3 B 1 kVAr

Sepam check FB84 read 3 X none

KTS1-KTS16 FB85 read 3 E none

KTS17-KTS32 FB86 read 3 E none

KTS33-KTS48 FB87 read 3 E none

KTS49-KTS64 FB88 lread 3 E none

I1-I2+oscillating status FB89 read 3 E none
I101-I116 (status)

I11-I188+oscillating status FB8A read 3 E none
I201-I216 (status)

I21-I288+oscillating status FB8B read 3 E none
I301-I316 (status)

I31-I388+oscillating status FB8C read 3 E none
I401-I416 (status)

C1: event counter FB8D read 3 A

C2: event counter FB8E read 3 A

reserved FB8F read 3 init. to 0

The compact zone contains the characteristic data most used in mimic diagrams.
They are grouped together to provide quick access via Jbus communication.

measurements (32 bits) zone word access Jbus function format unit
address enabled

U21: line to line voltage (MSB) FBC0 read 3 32 bits 1 V
(LSB) FBC1 unsigned

U32: line to line voltage (MSB) FBC2 read 3 32 bits 1 V
(LSB) FBC3 unsigned

U13: line to line voltage (MSB) FBC4 read 3 32 bits 1 V
(LSB) FBC5 unsigned

P: real power (MSB) FBC6 read 3 32 bits 1 W
(LSB) FBC7 signed

Q: reactive power (MSB) FBC8 read 3 32 bits 1 VAr
(LSB) FBC9 signed

Pm: peak demand (MSB) FBCA read 3 32 bits 1 W
real power (LSB) FBCB signed

Qm: peak demand (MSB) FBCC read 3 32 bits 1 VAr
reactive power (LSB) FBCD signed

Measurement (32 bits) zone The measurement (32 bits) zone contains certain measurements
 of the measurements x 1 zone expressed in 32 bits.

This zone is only used by Sepam 200 S26, S36 and S46.
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Data addresses and encoding (cont’d)

Sepam 2000 S46
measurement zone

These measurements are specific to Sepam 2000 S46.
They are in addition to the other measurements.

measurement zone bit access function format unit
address enabled

line voltage V1 FE00 read 3 A 10V

line voltage V2 FE01 read 3 A 10V

line voltage V3 FE02 read 3 A 10V

last breaker opening time (pole 1) FE03 read 3 A 0.1 ms

last breaker opening time (pole 2) FE04 read 3 A 0.1 ms

last breaker opening time (pole 3) FE05 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-1) breaker opening time (pole 1) FE06 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-1) breaker opening time (pole 2) FE07 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-1) breaker opening time (pole 3) FE08 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-2) breaker opening time (pole 1) FE09 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-2) breaker opening time (pole 2) FE0A read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-2) breaker opening time (pole 3) FE0B read 3 A 0.1 ms

last breaker closing time (pole 1) FE0C read 3 A 0.1 ms

last breaker closing time (pole 2) FE0D read 3 A 0.1 ms

last breaker closing time (pole 3) FE0E read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-1) breaker closing time (pole 1) FE0F read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-1) breaker closing time (pole 2) FE10 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-1) breaker closing time (pole 3) FE11 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-2) breaker closing time (pole 1) FE12 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n-2) breaker closing time (pole 2) FE13 read 3 A 0.1 ms

(n- 2) breaker closing time (pole 3) FE14 read 3 A 0.1 ms

breaker inactive time FE15 read 3 A 1 hour

number of CB operations (pole 1) FE16 read 3 A 1

number of CB operations (pole 2) FE17 read 3 A 1

number of CB operations (pole 3) FE18 read 3 A 1

number of switch 1 to 8 operations FE19/20 read 3 A 1

number of pump 1 to 3 operations FE21/26 read 3 32 bits unsigned 1

analog inputs 1 to 8 (EANA 1) FE27/2E read 3 binary points

analog inputs 1 to 8 (EANA 2) FE2F/FE36 read 3 binary points

reserved FE47/7F read 3 init. to 0

reserved FE80/FFFF prohibited
FE00/FFFF
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Configuration zone The configuration zone contains information pertaining to the hardware
and software configurations.

configuration zone word address access Jbus  function hexadécimal value
reserved FC00 read 3 undetermined

Sepam 2000 type FC01 (MSB) read 3 00h = Sepam 2000 S25
01h = Sepam 2000 S35
26h = Sepam 2000 S26 (for version u 3.1)
36h = Sepam 2000 S36 (for version u 3.1)
46h = Sepam 2000 S46 (for version u 3.1)

number of logical input FC01 (LSB) read 3 00, 01, 02, 03 for Sepam 2000
boards S25, S26, S35, S36 (ESTOR boards)

00 à 07 for Sepam 2000 S46 (ETOR boards)

communication option type FC02 (MSB) read 3 01 for Jbus/Modbus

version communication FC02 (LSB) read 3 XY for version X.Y
option (e.g. 40 for the version 4.0)

communication FC03 (MSB) read 3 00 for RS485
interface type

communication FC03 (LSB) read 3 01
interface version

reserved FC04-FC7F read 3 undetermined
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Data addresses and encoding (cont’d)

Jbus data encoding (analog)

For all formats:
If a measurements overruns the maximum permissible
value for the related format, the value read for the
measurement will be the maximum permissible value
for the format.

Format D: accumulated energy

Each accumulated energy data item is encoded in 4 x 16 bit format, in absolute
value (unsigned binary form), in Wh or VArh to maintain full accuracy of accumulated
energy metering.

The lower address word = least significant word (word 3); b0 = least significant
bit equal to 1 Wh or 1 VArh.

The following formula give the accumulated energy value:
E = E0 x 1 + E1 x 216 + E2 x 232 (1)

with 216 = 65536; 232 = 4 294 967 296;
E0 = least significant word;
E1 = most significant word.
E2 = reserve word.

Example:
Ea += (FA80) x 1 + (FA81) x 65536 + (FA82) x 4 294 967 296.

Format A :
All information is encoded in 16-bit words, in absolute value (unsigned), binary
format. The zero bit (b0) is the least significant bit in the word.

At addresses FA90 to FA9F, the accumulated energy data items are encoded in 16-
digit BCD format. The max. value is encoded in 48 bits, i.e.:
c binary FFFF FFFF FFFF
c BCD 0281  4749  7671  0655

Example :

Format C: power factor
Information encoded as follows in Sepam 2000:
CODING = MEASUREMENT + 32768

The data item “inductive or capacitive network” is encoded in the Sepam check-word
(see format X).

If the power factor is equal to 0, the data item “inductive or capacitive network”
is not significant.

measurements measurements x 10 decimal coding value transmitted
-1.00 -100 32668 7F9Ch
0.00 000 32768 8000h
+1.00 +100 32868 8064h

measurements decimal coding value transmitted

-32768 00000 0000h

0 32768 8000h

+32766 65534 FFFEh

The master makes the following conversion:
MEASUREMENT = CODING received - 32768.

N.B.
+32767 corresponds to a positive data overload (FFFFh)
-32768 corresponds to a negative data overload (0000h)

Format B: signed measurements (P, Q, temperatures, ...)
information encoded as follows in Sepam 2000:
CODING = MEASUREMENT = 32768.

For power measurements, the minimum value is -32768 kW or kVAr
and the maximum value is +32768 kW or kVAr (measurements x 1 zone).

binary BCD

0  6  5  50000 0110 0101 0101word 1

word 4

word 3

word 2 7  6  7  10111 0110 0111 0001

4  7  4  90100 0111 0100 1001

0  2  8  10000 0010 1000 0001
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i bit value

0 logical in low status (0)

1 logical in high status (1)

Examples :
c for data item I11, the status is given by the Jbus bit at address C110,
c for data item I18, the status is given by the Jbus bit at address C117,
c the status of data items I11 to I18 is obtained by reading the Jbus word 0C11,
c the status of bits KTS1 to KTS16 is given with 1 bit per remote annunciation,
in the Jbus word at address 0C90 with the following correspondence:
KTS1 corresponds to bit b0 of the Jbus word at address 0C90,
KTS16 corresponds to bit b15 of the Jbus word at address 0C90.
c the values of KTS bits may be accessed bit by bit with 1 bit per remote control,
in a word with the following correspondence:
KTC1 corresponds to bit b0 of the Jbus word at address 0C80,
KTC16 corresponds to bit b15 of the Jbus word at address 0C80.

The impulse remote control bits (KTC33 to KTC96) are bits which must be written
to 1 and which are automatically reset to zero as soon as they are acknowledged
by the Sepam 2000 communication coupler.

Format X: Sepam 2000 check-word

This format applies only to the Sepam check-word which may be accessed
at the Jbus word address 0C8F. This word contains various data relating to:
- the Sepam 2000 operating mode;
- time tagging of events,
- time electrical distribution network being monitored.
Each data contained in the Sepam check-word may be accessed bit to bit,
from the C8F0 address for the b1 bit to C8FF for the b16 bit.

b1-b7 = initialized to 0 (address C8F0 to C8F6)

b8 = 1 if the Sepam time is not correct (address C8F7)

b9 = 1 if there is a partial fault in the Sepam Processing Unit (address C8F8)

b10 = 1 if there is a major fault (address C8F9)

b11 = 1 if the setting terminal is in parameter setting mode (address C8FA)

b12 = 1 if it is imposible to access remote settings (address C8FB)

b13 = 1 if the network is INDuctive, 0 if the network is CAPactive
(address C8FC)

b14 = 1 if the Sepam 2000 is not synchronous (address C8FD)

b15 = 1 if the Sepam 2000 is in “data loss” status; the internal event storage
queue is full (saturation) (address C8FE)

b16 = 1 if there is at least one event in the Sepam 2000 internal event
storage queue (address C8FF)

Refer to “Time tagging of events” for a description of the bits connected
with the function (b8, b14, b15, b16).

Format E: Ix, Ox, KTS, KTC
Bit in position i of the word, with i between 0 and FJbus data encoding (logical)
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The table below gives a summary of each of the addressable zones.

Data addresses and encoding (cont’d)

starting address ending address Jbus function meaning
enabled

0002 0005 3.16 synchronization table

0006 000F 3 identification zone

0040 0040 3.6,16 exchange word

0041 0060 3 event table

0100 0104 3 grouping zone

0105 010A 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 KTC grouping zone

010B 017C 3 grouping zone

0C00 0C0F 3, 4, 6, 16 open zone for tests

0C10 0C1F 4 logical inputs

0C20 0C2F 3 logical outputs

0C40 0C57 3 event counter

0C80 0C8B 1, 3, 5, 6, 15, 16 remote control (KTC)

0C8F 0C8F 3, 7 Sepam check

0C90 0C9B 3 remote annunciation (KTS)

C000 C0FF 1, 2, 5, 15 test zone

C100 C1FF 1, 2 logical inputs

C200 C2FF 1, 2 logical outputs

C300 C3FF incorrect address

C800 C8BF 1, 5, 15 remote contol (KTC)

C8C0 C8CF 1 logical input

C8F0 C8FF 1, 7 Sepam check

C900 C9FF 1 remote annunciation (KTS)

D000 D07C 3 remote reading and setting zone

D080 D080 3, 6, 16 remote reading zone

D100 D17C 3, 16 remote setting zone

D200 D228 3, 16 disturbance recording zone

D300 D300 3, 6, 16 disturbance recording zone

D301 D37C 3 disturbance recording zone

FA00 FA7F 3 measurements x 1

FA80 FAFF 3 accumulated energy

FB00 FB2F 3 measurements x 10

FB80 FB8F 3 compact zone

FBC0 FBCD 3 32 bit measurements

FC00 FC7F 3 configuration

FE00 FE7F 3 additional S46 measurements

It sould be noted that the non-addressable zones may either reply by an exception message or supply significant data.
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Time tagging of events

Presentation
The Sepam 2000 communication system time tags
the data processed by Sepam 2000. The time tagging
function assigns a date and precise time to status
changes so that they can be accurately classified
with respect to time.

Time tagged data can be processed in the control
room by the remote monitoring and control system
via Jbus communication protocol for data logging
and chronological reports.

Sepam 2000 time tags the following data:
c logical inputs,
c internal remote annunciation bits,
c information pertaining to Sepam 2000 equipment
(see Sepam check-word at Jbus address 0C8Fh),
c oscillating status of logical inputs and KTS bits in
order to avoid saturation of the monitoring and control
system in the event of abnormally frequent status
changes.

At the time of commissioning, the user enables
 the logical inputs and the KTS that he wishes to time
tag in Sepam 2000 using the setting terminal.
Time tagging of these events is disabled by default.

Chronological sorting of the time tagged events is
performed by the remote monitoring and control
system.

Time tagging
Sepam 2000 time tagging uses absolute time (see section on date and time). When
an event is detected, it is tagged with the absolute time given by Sepam 2000’s
internal clock.

All the Sepam 2000 internal clocks must be synchronized so as to avoid drifts and to
allow inter-Sepam 2000 chronological sorting.

Sepam 2000 has two mechanisms for managing its internal clock:

c time setting:
for initializing or modifying the absolute time. A special Jbus message, called “time
message”, is used to time-set each Sepam 2000,
c synchronization:
to avoid Sepam 2000 internal clock drifts and ensure inter-Sepam 2000
synchronization.

Internal clocks can be synchronized according to two principles:
c internal synchronization:
via the Jbus communication network without any additional cabling,
c external synchronization:
via a logical input with additional cabling.

At the time of commissioning, the user sets the synchronization mode parameter
using the setting terminal.

Jbus communication
Sepam 2000 is always the slave with respect to the Jbus master, which means that
the master station reads the events that are stored in Sepam 2000.

Time tagged events are transferred between Sepam 2000 and the master by 4-event
blocks.

A special acknowledgment procedure is used for data exchanges.

Example of architecture

“internal synchronization via the communication network” architecture.

Architecture for “internal synchronization via the communication network”

Sepam 2000

master computer

Sepam 2000

Jbus/Modbus
network

MERLIN GERIN

A V/Hz W/ϕ clear reset

I  on trip

alarmWh

O  off

MERLIN GERIN

A V/Hz W/ϕ clear reset

I  on trip

alarmWh

O  off
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Time tagging of events (cont’d)

Other processing operations

Filtering of oscillating data
As protection against abnormally frequent status
changes, Sepam 2000 filters oscillating data in order
to avoid saturation of the time tagging communication
function. A data item is declared to be oscillating when
it changes status more than 10 +3 times in 2 seconds.
Once this occurs, no further status change events
are generated. A time tagged event “appearance
of oscillating channel” is transmitted. The data item
becomes non-oscillating again when it remains stable
for at least 10 seconds. When this occurs, a time
tagged event: “disappearance of oscillating channel”
is transmitted. In order to guarantee data consistency
in the monitoring and control system, a “theoretical”
status change is generated, with the same date
and time, to indicate the stabilized status
of the channel which has ceased to oscillate,
whatever its previous status.

Data synthesis
A synthesis of Sepam 2000 data is produced by means
of the Sepam status check-word. Status changes of
certain bits in the words are time tagged. The meaning
of each of the bits in the Sepam 2000 check-word
is given in the chapter entitled “data addresses
and encoding” (see format X).

The time tagging function processes the following
status changes:
c presence of a partial fault in Sepam 2000,
c presence of a major fault in Sepam 2000,
c setting terminal: in parameter setting mode / in
reading mode,
c Sepam 2000: incorrect time / correct time,
c Sepam 2000: non-synchronous. / synchronous,
c Sepam 2000: in data loss status / not in data loss
status (refer to t he next section entitled “description
of event coding”.

Installation of the time tagging function
Each time the communication system is initialized
(energizing of Sepam 2000),
the events are generated in the following order:
c appearance of “data loss”,
c appearance of “incorrect time”,
c appearance of “non-synchronous”,
c disappearance of “data loss”.

The function is initialized with the current values
of the KTS and logical input status without creating
any events related to these data. After the initialization
phase, event detection is activated. It can only be
interrupted by saturation of the internal event storage
queue or by the presence of a major fault in
Sepam 2000.

b15 b14 b13 b12 b11 b10 b09 b08 b07 b06 b05 b04 b03 b02 b01 b00 mot
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y word 1
0 0 0 0 M M M M 0 0 0 D D D D D word 2
0 0 0 H H H H H 0 0 mn mn mn mn mn mn word 3
ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms ms word 4

Y - 1 byte for years: 0 to 99 years.

The remote monitoring and control system must ensure that the year 00 is greater
than 99.

M - 1 byte for months: varies from 1 to 12.

D - 1 byte for days: varies from 1 to 31.

H - 1 byte for hours: varies from 0 to 23.

mn - 1 byte for minutes: varies from 0 to 59.

ms - 2 bytes for milliseconds: varies from 0 to 59999.

This information is encoded in binary form. Sepam 2000 is time-set via the Jbus
“word writing” function (Jbus function n° 16) at Jbus address 0002 with a mandatory
4-word time message.

The bits set to “0” in the description above correspond to format fields which
are not used and not generated by Sepam 2000.

Since these bits can be transmitted to Sepam 2000 with random values,
Sepam 2000 performs the necessary disabling.

Sepam 2000 does not check the consistency or validity of the date and time
received.

Synchronization clock
A synchronization clock is required for setting the date and time of Sepam 2000.
Merlin Gerin has tested the equipment sold by the following suppliers:
c SCLE, ref. RH 20000 -B,
c Gorgy Timing, ref. RT 300, equipped with the M540 module.

Date and time
An absolute date and time are generated internally by Sepam 2000, comprising the
following information: Year : Month : Day : Hour : minute : millisecond. Sepam 2000’s
internal clock is not saved; it needs to be time-set via the Jbus communication
network each time the Sepam 2000 is energized.

The time that is tagged on events is encoded in 8 bytes as follows:
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Description of event coding
most significant byte least significant byte

word 1: type of event

08 00 for remote annunciation, internal data
00 00 for logical input

word 2: Jbus event address

See bit addresses C100 to C1DF,
C8F0 to C8FF, C900 to C99F
of the program logic scheme.

word 3: reserved

00 00

word 4: falling edge: disappearance or rising edge: appearance

00 00 falling edge
00 01 rising edge

word 5: year

00 0 to 99 (year)

word 6: month-day

1 to 12 (month) 1 to 31 (day)

word 7: hours-minutes

0 to 23 (hours) 0 to 59 (minutes)

word 8: milliseconds

0 to 59999

An event is encoded in 8 words with the following structure:
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Time tagging of events (cont’d)

Communication
with time tagging

Event table
When the Jbus master station makes an event reading
request, Sepam 2000 fills in the event table situated
at the Jbus address 0040h. This table contains
the exchange word (address 0040h) and a block
of 4 events (address 0041h to 0060h).

The events transmitted by Sepam 2000 are not
sorted chronologically.

Structure of the event table:
c exchange word 0040h,
c event number 1
0041h ... 0048h,
c event number 2
0049h ... 0050h,
c event number 3
0051h ... 0058h,
c event number 4
0059h ... 0060h

The master necessarily reads a block of 33 words
starting at the address 0040h or one word
at the address 0040h.

When changes are made to the communication
parameters or the time tagging function, this does
not modify the contents of the event table
or the exchange word.

Exchange word
The exchange word is used to manage a special protocol to be sure not to lose
events following a Jbus communication problem. The event table is numbered for
this purpose.

The exchange word includes two fields:

c a most significant byte = exchange number (8 bits): 0..255,

 b15 b14 b13 b12 b11 b10 b09 b08

Exchange number: 0 .. 255

Description of the MS byte of the exchange word

The exchange number contains a numbering byte which identifies the exchanges.

The exchange number is initialized to zero when Sepam 2000 is energized. When it
reaches its maximum value (FFh), it automatically returns to 0.

Sepam 2000 numbers the exchanges and the master acknowledges the numbering.

c least significant byte = number of events (8 bits): 0..4.

 b07 b06 b05 b04 b03 b02 b01 b00

Number of events: 0 .. 4

Description of least significant byte of the exchange word

Sepam 2000 indicates the number of significant events in the event table in the least
significant byte of the exchange word. Each non-significant event word is initialized
to zero.

Event table acknowledgment
To inform Sepam 2000 that the block read by the master has been correctly
received, the master writes the number of the last exchange made in the “Exchange
number” field, and writes zero in the “Number of events” field of the exchange word.
After acknowledgment, the 4 events in the event table are initialized to zero
and the old, acknowledged events are erased in Sepam 2000.

Until the exchange word written by the master becomes “X,0”
(with X = number of the previous exchange that the master wishes to acknowledge),
the exchange word in the table remains at “X, number of previous events”.

Sepam 2000 only increments the exchange number when new events are present
(X+1, number of new events).

If the event table is empty, Sepam 2000 performs no processing operations when
the master reads the event table or the exchange word.
The data are encoded in binary form.

Oscillating data
When a data item is declared to be oscillating, its status continues to be updated
normally in the control logic zone.

If Sepam 2000 is in data loss status, i.e. its internal event storage queue is full, the
oscillating status information is frozen in the status it was in prior to data loss status.

Processing of oscillating data is interrupted when a major fault or data loss occurs.
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“Internal synchronization via the communication network”
architecture

“External synchronization” via a logical input architecture

Synchronization
Sepam 2000 accommodates two synchronization
modes:
c “internal via the network” mode by the broadcasting
of a “time message” frame via the Jbus communication
network. Slave number 0 is used for Jbus
broadcasting,
c “external” transmission via a logical input mode.
The synchronization mode is selected at the time
of commissioning by means of the setting terminal.

Internal synchronization via the network mode
The “time message” is used both for time-setting and synchronization of
Sepam 2000. For synchronization, it must be transmitted regularly at brief intervals
in order (between 10 to 60 s) to obtain synchronized time.

Sepam 2000’s internal clock is reset each time a new time frame is received,
and synchronization is maintained if the reset amplitude is less than 50 milliseconds.

With internal synchronization via the network, accuracy is linked to the Jbus master
and its mastery of time frame transmission in the Jbus communication network.

Sepam 2000 is synchronized without delay at the end of the receipt of the Jbus
frame.

Time changes are made by the transmission to the Sepam 2000 of a frame
containing the new date and time. Sepam 2000 then switches into a transitional
non-synchronous status.

Example of time pulse: 11h 30 mn 10s, ...
11h 30mn 20s, ... 11h 30mn 30s... .

External synchronization via a logical input mode
Sepam 2000 can be synchronized externally using a logical input
(I11, I21, I413 or I501 according to the Sepam 2000 model).

Synchronization is carried out on the rising edge of the logical input.

Sepam 2000 can adapt to all external synchronization time pulse periods from 10
to 60 s, by 10 s steps.
The shorter the synchronization period, the more accurate time tagging of status
changes will be. The first time frame is used to initialize Sepam 2000 with the
absolute date and time; the following frames are used for the detection of any time
changes. The synchronization “logical time pulse” is used to reset Sepam 2000’s
internal clock. During the initialization phase, when Sepam 2000 is in
“non-synchronous” mode, resetting is allowed, within an amplitude of + 4 s.
In the initialization phase, the resetting process (switching of Sepam 2000 into
“synchronous” mode) is based on a measurement of the difference between
Sepam 2000’s current time and the nearest ten second period.
This measurement is taken at the time of the receipt of the synchronization time
pulse following the initialization time frame. Resetting is allowed if the value
of the difference is less than or equal to 4 seconds, in which case Sepam 2000
switches to “synchronous” mode. As of that time (the switching to “synchronous”
mode), the resetting process is based on the measurement of a different (between
Sepam 2000’s current time and the nearest ten second period at the time
of the receipt of a synchronization time pulse), which is adapted to match the
“logical time pulse” period.

The synchronization time pulse period is determined automatically by Sepam
2000 when it is energized: the synchronization time pulse must therefore
be operational before Sepam 2000 is energized.

To measure the synchronization time pulse period, Sepam 2000 uses the first
2 synchronization time pulses following the receipt of the initialization frame.

The synchronization function only operates after Sepam 2000 is time-set, i.e.
after the disappearance of the “incorrect time” event.

Any time changes greater than + 4 s in amplitude are made by transmitting a new
time frame. The switch from summer time to winter time (and vice versa) is made
in this way. There is a temporary loss of synchronism when the time is changed.

The external synchronization mode requires additional equipment,
a “synchronization clock”, to generate a precise periodic synchronization time pulse.
If Sepam 2000 is in correct time and synchronous status when the synchronization
time pulse is generated, and if the difference in synchronism between the nearest
ten second period and the receipt of the synchronization time pulse is greater than
the synchronism error for 2 consecutive synchronization time pulses, it switches into
non-synchronous status and generates the appearance of a “not synchronous”
event. Likewise, if Sepam 2000 is in “correct time and synchronous” status,
the failure to receive a synchronization time pulse for 200 seconds generates
the appearance of a “not synchronous” event.

Sepam 2000

master computer

Sepam 2000

Jbus/Modbus
network

MERLIN GERIN

A V/Hz W/ϕ clear reset

I  on trip

alarmWh

O  off

MERLIN GERIN

A V/Hz W/ϕ clear reset
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O  off

Sepam 2000

master computer

Sepam 2000

clock

MERLIN GERIN

A V/Hz W/ϕ clear reset
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alarmWh

O  off

MERLIN GERIN

A V/Hz W/ϕ clear reset
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O  off
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linkJbus/Modbus
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Time tagging of events (cont’d)

Commissioning of the time tagging function requires prior setting of the following
parameters:
c choice of the synchronization mode, internal or external,
c validation of events for remote annunciation and logical inputs.

These settings are accessible via the “time tagging” heading of the setting terminal
“Status” menu.

The user presses the “code ” key on the setting terminal and enters the password
before modifying the parameters.

Using the ▼ or ▲,  keys, and the “enter” key:
c select the “Status” and then “Time tagging” menus,
c choose the external synchronization mode and validation of events.

Time tagging menu

Choice of synchronization mode
c Network (standard by default),
c Logical input I11,
c Logical input I21,
c Logical input I413,
c Logical input I501,
according to the Sepam 2000 model.

The dynamic status of bits b8, b14 and b16 of the Sepam check-word is displayed
in the menu (b8 = C8F7, b14 = C8FD, b15 = C8FE, b16 = C8FF).

Validation of events
Direct input, 0 or 1 for each remote annunciation and logical input.
c Not validated (by default): 0
c Validated: 1.

A value of 1 for each remote annunciation and logical input indicates that the time
tagging operations have been validated for the corresponding resources.
A value of 0 disables time tagging processing operations (use keys ▼,▲).

Modification of these parameters triggers initialization of the Sepam 2000
communication function. The parameters are saved in the event of a power failure.

Time tagging is done as close as possible to the generation of the data
to be time tagged.

c The logical inputs are time tagged when there is a signal status change
on the connection terminal.

c The internal remote annunciation bits are time tagged at the time they change
status during program logic processing.

The figures in the chart opposite concern the time tagging of the logical inputs of the
same Sepam 2000. They are indicated for an external synchronization mode with a
synchronization “logical signal” with 10-second period synchronization, with accuracy
of less than 1 ms.

Internal management of events
c internal storage capacity: 63 time tagged events,
c avalanche of events: 63 simultaneous changes.

Processing of oscillating data
c appearance: if there are 10 ±3 status changes in 2 seconds,
c disappearance: if there are 0 status changes during 10 seconds.

External synchronization
The synchronization time pulse should have a duration of more than 40 ms and less
than 4 s.
If its duration is more than 1 s, its status may be read on the setting terminal.

Setting of time tagging
parameters

minimum typical maximum

2 ms 3 ms 5 ms

These figures are given for the external
synchronization mode with a synchronization time
pulse which has a period of 10 s, and accuracy
of within less than 1 ms.

Time tagging characteristics

Discrimination of events
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Sepam 2000 internal events
The internal events are associated Sepam check-word
status at the Jbus address 0C8h.

Presence of a major fault in Sepam 2000
Whenever a major fault appears, Sepam 2000
responds by an exception reply: “Sepam 2000
not ready”. When the fault disappears, the master
reads the following in the event table:
c appearance of “major fault”,
c appearance of “data loss”,
c disappearance of “major fault”,
c disappearance of “data loss”,
c appearance / disappearance of “non-synchronous”
according to Sepam 2000’s synchronism status.

Setting terminal: in parameter setting mode (1) /
in reading mode (0)
The appearance of “terminal in setting mode” event
is generated when a user connects locally to Sepam
2000 using the setting terminal in parameter setting
mode, i.e. after having pressed the “code” key on the
setting terminal and entered the password.

The complementary event is generated when the
setting terminal is switched back to reading mode.

Sepam 2000: incorrect time (1) / correct time (0)
The appearance of the “incorrect time” event is
generated by Sepam 2000 each time it is energized
and after re-initialization of the Sepam 2000
communication system. Sepam 2000 initializes with
a default time: 1 June 1993 0 hours 0 minutes 0
milliseconds and the “incorrect time” status is set.
The appearance of the “incorrect time” event indicates
that time-setting by the master is required.

When a time frame is received, Sepam 2000 switches
to “correct time” status and the “incorrect time” event
disappears.

Sepam 2000: non-synchronous (1) /
synchronous (0)
The date and time associated with the status changes
which follow the appearance of a “non-synchronous”
event prevent correct inter-Sepam 2000 chronological
event sorting. Once Sepam 2000 has become
synchronous again, the disappearance
of “non-synchronous” event is generated.
When the disappearance of the “incorrect time” and
“non-synchronous” events takes place, Sepam 2000
time tagging enables correct chronological sorting.

Internal synchronization mode
In this mode, Sepam 2000 is in “correct time” and “synchronous”
status after the receipt of the first “time message” frame.

If Sepam 2000 is in correct time and synchronous status, it switches
to non-synchronous status if the synchronism error is greater than 50 milliseconds.

Sepam 2000 declares itself “non-synchronous” when the difference between
the current Sepam 2000 time and the time frame received is greater than 50
milliseconds for 3 consecutive time frames.

When Sepam 2000 is in synchronous status, if no “time message” is received
for 200 seconds, the appearance of a “non-synchronous” event is generated.

Sepam 2000 in data loss (1) / no data loss (0) status
Sepam 2000 has an internal storage queue with a 64-message capacity.
In the event of saturation of the queue, i.e. 63 events already present,
the “data loss”, event is generated by Sepam 2000 in the 64th position
and detection of events is interrupted.

Event detection is only started up again when the internal queue has been
completely emptied by the master. The system event, disappearance of “data loss”
is then generated.

The appearance/disappearance of “non-synchronous” is generated according
to Sepam 2000 synchronization status.
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Time tagging of events (cont’d)

Examples
The following examples are given for information
purposes to illustrate the Jbus frames
that are transmitted or received by master.

time reading after Sepam energizing
transmitted 01 03 0002 0004 (E5C9) crc

(reading of 4 words at the address 0002 of slave n° 1).
received 01 03 08 005D 0601 0001 3DEA (E46B) crc

The reply indicates that the date is 1 June 1993
(005Dh 0601h) and the time is 0 hours: 1 minute:
15850 milliseconds (0001h 3DEAh), at the time of reading

time writing
transmitted 00 10 0002 0004 08 005D 0714 0B05 1234 (2C9E) crc

The date encoded in the frame is 20 July 1993
and the time is 11 hours: 5 minutes: 4660 milliseconds.

received no reply since the transmission is a broadcast.
time reading
transmitted 01 03 0002 0004 (E5C9) crc
received 01 03 08 005D 0714 OB06 150F (8427) crc

The date encoded in the frame is 20 July 1993
and the time is 11 hours: 6 minutes: 5391 milliseconds.

event table reading
transmitted 01 03 0040 0021 (8406) crc

Reading of the event table after energizing.
received 01 03 42 (reading of 66 bytes of slave n° 1)

0004 (exchange n° 0, 4 events)
1° 0800 C8FE 0000 0001 005D 0601 0000 006C
2° 0800 C8F7 0000 0001 005D 0601 0000 006D
3° 0800 C8FD 0000 0001 005D 0601 0000 006D
4° 0800 C8FE 0000 0000 005D 0601 0000 006E (CB40) crc

description of the first event
0800 Sepam 2000 internal data
C8FE “data loss” event
0000 reserved
0001 appearance
005D (19) 93
0601 1 June
0000 0 hours, 0 minutes
006C 108 ms (after energizing of Sepam 2000)
acknowledgment of the previous reading
transmitted 01 06 0004 0000 (881E) crc

(writing at address 0040h of the value 0000)
received 01 06 0040 0000 (881E) crc
reading of the next event table
transmitted 01 03 0040 0021 (8406) crc
received 01 03 42

0102 (exchange n° 1, 2 events)
0800 C8F7 0000 0000 005D 0714 0F38 0000
0800 C8FD 0000 0000 005D 0714 0F38 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (D73D) crc

acknowledgment of the previous reading
transmitted 01 06 0040 0100 (898E) crc
received 01 06 0040 0100 (898E) crc
reading of the next event table
transmitted 01 03 0040 0021 (8406) crc
received 01 03 42

0100 (exchange n° 1, 0 events)
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (2E72) crc
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switching of the setting terminal to setting mode to modify a protection setting
and then switching of the terminal to reading mode,
and reading of the event table

transmitted 01 03 0040 0021 (8406) crc

received 01 03 42

0203 (exchange n° 2, 3 events)

0800 C8FA 0000 0001 005D 0714 1009 6FDD

0800 C8FA 0000 0000 005D 0714 1009 83E5

0800 C8FD 0000 0001 005D 0714 100A 2AF3

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (EF5A) crc

acknowledgment of the previous reading

transmitted 01 06 0040 0200 (897E) crc
(acknowledgment of exchange n° 2)

received 01 06 0040 0200 (897E) crc

reading of the next event table

transmitted 01 03 0040 0021 (8406) crc

received 01 03 42

0301 (exchange n° 2, 1 event)

0800 C8FD 0000 0000 005D 0714 100A 4E20

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (EFC3) crc

The frames above give the example of the transitional switching of Sepam 2000 from “non-
synchronous” to “synchronous” status with generation of the corresponding events.
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B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

This zone is read by a Jbus “read word” operation (code 3) at the address D000H.
The length of the exchange may include:
c the first word only (validity test),
c the maximum size of the zone (125 words),
c the usable size of the zone (determined by the function being addressed).

However, reading must always begin at the first word in the zone
(any other address triggers an exception reply “incorrect address”).

The first word in the zone (function code and relay number) may have
the following values:
xxyy: with
v function code xx different from 00 at FFh,
v relay number yy different from FFh.
The settings are available and validated. The word is a copy of the “request frame”.
The zone contents remain valid until the next request is made.

No “request frame” has been formulated yet
0000h: as it is the case, in particular, when the Sepam 2000 is switched on.

00FFh: the program in the cartridge is a version prior to 94/92. Remote reading
of the function settings is impossible.

FFFFh: the “request frame” has been processed, but the results in the “reply frame”
are not yet available. It is necessary to repeat “reply frame” reading.

xxFFh: with function code xx different from 00 and FFh. The function for which
the remote reading request has been made is not valid. The function is not included
in that particular Sepam 2000, or remote reading of it is not authorize: refer to the list
of functions which accommodate remote reading of settings (see Sepam “Metering
and protection functions” manual). The other words are not significant

Reply frame
The reply sent back by the Sepam 2000 fits into a zone containing a maximum
of 125 words at the address D000h, which is composed of the following:

function code relay number

settings

…………

(special field for each function)

…………

D000h

D080h

      function code   relay number

Access to remote settings

Reading of remote settings
(remote reading)

Settings accessible for remote reading
These data are:
c settings of all the protection functions. For each
protection function, the settings are available relay
by relay or for all the relays performing the function,
c general parameters (status), accessible function
by function,
c control logic time delay settings,
c status parameters adjusted via the setting terminal.

Exchange principle
Remote reading of settings takes place in two steps:
c first of all, the master indicates the code
of the function for which it wishes to know the settings
by means of a «request frame».
The request is acknowledged, in the Jbus sense
of the term, to free the network,
c the master then reads a reply zone to find
the required information by means of a «reply frame».

Each function has its own particular reply zone
contents. The time needed between the request
and reply is linked to Sepam 2000”s low priority
cycle time and may vary by several tens to several
hundreds of ms. The typical value is 500 ms.

The content of the address D080h may be read using a Jbus “read word” (code 3).

The function code field may have the following values:
c 01h to 99h (BCD encoding) for protection functions F01 to F99
(see Metering and protection functions manual),
c C3h for control logic time delays,
c C7h for the status of parameters accessible via the setting terminal,
c D0h to DFh for general parameters (status).

The relay number field is used as follows:
c for protections, it indicates the relay involved, varying from 1 to N, N being
the maximum number of relays available in the Sepam 2000. It may also be equal
to 0, in which case all the relays present are involved,
c for control logic time delays and general parameters, it is compulsory for the field
to be equal to 1.

Exception replies
In addition to the usual cases, Sepam 2000 can send Jbus type 07 exception replies
(not acknowledged) if another remote reading request is being processed.

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

Request frame
The request is made by the master using a Jbus “write word” (code 6 or 16)
operation at the address D080h of a 1-word frame consisting of the following:
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Remote setting

Data that can be remotely set
These data are:
c settings of all the protection functions,
c control logic time delay settings.

Exchange principle
For Sepam S26 and S36, remote setting is authorized
if the control logic K862 internal relay coil is not
activated (K862 = 0). For Sepam 2000s of the S46
type, remote setting is always authorized.

Remote setting is not authorized for Sepam 2000
S25 and S35.

Remote setting is carried out, for a given function,
relay by relay. It takes place in two steps:
c first of all, the master indicates the function code
and relay number, followed by the values of all the
settings in a «write request frame».
The request is acknowledged, in the Jbus sense
of the term, to free the network,
c the master then reads a reply zone intended
for checking that the settings have been processed.
Each function has its own particular reply zone
contents. It is the same as that of the remote reading
function reply frame.

The setting terminal has priority over the setting,
which means that as long as the setting terminal
is in parameter setting mode, the remote setting
function is not operational.

To use remote setting, it is necessary to make all the
settings for the function concerned, even if some of
them have not changed.

Request frame
The request is made by the master using a Jbus «write n words» (code 16)
operation at the address D100h. The zone to be written contains a maximum of 125
words. It contains the values of all the settings. It consists of the following:

function code relay number

settings

…………

(special field for each function)

…………

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

The content of the address D100h may be read using a Jbus «read n words»
(code 3).

The function code field may have the following values:
c 01h to 99h (BCD encoding) for the list of protection functions F01 to F99,
c C3h for control logic time delays.

The relay number field is used as follows:
c for protections, it indicates the relay involved, varying from 1 to N, N being the
maximum number of relays available in the Sepam 2000. It may never be equal to 0,
c for control logic time delays, it is compulsory for the field to be equal to 1.

Exception replies
In addition to the usual cases, Sepam 2000 can send Jbus type 07 exception replies
(not acknowledged) if:
c another remote reading or setting request is being processed,
c the Sepam 2000 is in parameter setting mode (local setting in progress),
c the remote setting function is inhibited (the status of the control logic K862 internal
relay coil is set to 1),
c the Sepam 2000 does not support the remote setting function.

D100h

Access to remote settings (cont’d)
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Access to remote settings (cont’d)

Reply frame
The reply sent back by the Sepam 2000 is the same as the remote reading reply
frame. It fits into a zone containing a maximum of 125 words at the address D000h,
and is composed of the effective settings of the function following a semantic check:

This zone is read by a Jbus «read n words» operation (code 3)
at the address D000H.
The length of the exchange may include:
c the first word only (validity test),
c the maximum size of the reply zone (125 words),
c the usable size of the reply zone (determined by the function being addressed).

However, reading must always begin at the first word in the address zone
(any other address triggers an exception reply «incorrect address»).

The first word in the reply zone (function code and relay number) has the same
values as those described for the remote reading reply frame:
c xxyy: with
v function code xx different from 00 at FFh,
v relay number yy different from FFh.
The settings are available and validated. The word is a copy of the «request frame».
The zone contents remain valid until the next request is made.

c 0000h: no «request frame» has been formulated yet, as it is the case, in particular,
when the Sepam 2000 is switched on.

c FFFFh: the «request frame» has been processed, but the results in the
«reply frame» are not yet available. It is necessary to repeat «reply frame» reading.
The other words are not significant. This reply is also used when the Sepam 2000
is in the process of setting locally (parameter setting mode).

c xxFFh: with function code xx different from 00 and FFh. The function for which
the remote reading request has been made is not valid. The function is not included
in that particular Sepam 2000, or remote reading of it is not authorize: refer to the list
of functions which accommodate remote reading of settings (see Sepam «Metering
and protection functions» manual). The other words are not significant.

c 00FFh:

v the Sepam 2000 does not support the remote setting function,
v the Sepam 2000 is in parameter setting mode (local setting in progress),
v the remote setting function is inhibited (the status of the control logic K862 internal
relay coil is set to 1).

Exception reply
This corresponds to the usual cases for Sepam 2000 Jbus communication.
In particular, a type 04 reply is sent in the event of an internal Sepam 2000 fault.

function code relay number

settings

…………

(special field for each function)

…………

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

D000h
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Description of settings

Data type
The number and type of settings vary according to the
functions. However, all the data are part of a limited
number of categories:
c physical variables: electrotechnical variables, angles,
time delays...
c  index: unsigned whole number which represents
the value of a choice in a predetermined list; the type
of tripping curve for a phase overcurrent protective
device is encoded as follows:
0 definite time
1 standard inverse time
2 very inverse time
3 extremely inverse time
4 ultra inverse time

The settings are described, function by function, in the
«Metering and protection functions» manual.

Example: the phase overcurrent function is function
number F01, it includes several relays with the
following parameters:
1-type of curve (0...3),
2-Is setting (A),
3-time delay T (x 10 mx).

D000h

function code = 01 relay number = 01

type of curve = 00 00 (MSB)

type of curve 00 00 (definite time)

Is setting = 00 00 (MSB)

Is setting = 00 64 (set to 100 A)

time delay = 00 00 (MSB)

time delay = 00 0A (time delay set to 10 x 10 = 100 ms)

00 00 (MSB)

00 00 (values which follow are not significant and are initialized to 0)

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

Data format
All the settings are transmitted in the form of signed 32-bit whole numbers (encoding
as two’s complement).

Special setting values
A value equal to 7FFF FFFFh means that the setting is outside its range of validity.

To inhibit a protection, the inhibition parameter is simply set to 8000 0000h, with the
other parameters remaining unchanged. If all the setting values are read at 8000
000h, this means that the protection function concerned is inhibited.

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

function code = 01 relay number = 01

type of curve = 00 00 (MSB)

type of curve 00 00 (definite time)

Is setting = 7F FF (MSB)

Is setting = FF FF outside range

time delay = 00 00 (MSB)

time delay = 00 0A (time delay set to 10 x 10 = 100 ms)

00 00 (MSB)

00 00 (values which follow are not significant and are initialized to 0)

Example: the protection is inhibited

function code = 01 relay number = 01

type of curve = 80 00 (MSB)

type of curve 00 00 Function inhibited

Is setting = 80 00 (MSB)

Is setting = 00 60 Function inhibited

time delay = 80 00 (MSB)

time delay = 00 00 Function inhibited

00 00 (MSB)

00 00 (values which follow are not significant and are initialized to 0)

The data zone of the remote setting “reply frame” is the same as the structure
described below D100h:

The data zone of the “remote reading and remote setting reply frame”
has the structure described below for the reading of 9 words starting at the
address D000h :

Example: the protection setting is outside the range
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Access to remote settings (cont’d)

Examples
The following examples are given as examples to
explain the Jbus frames transmitted or received by a
master. These examples relate to the Sepam 2000 at
address 01.

Reading of the rated frequency setting (function 05h)

request frame

transmitted use of 1-word writing (Jbus function 6h)
01 06 D080 D501 (2FB2)crc

received 01 06 D080 D501 (2FB2)crc

reply frame

transmitted (reading of 3 words is sufficient)
01 03 D000 0003 (3D0B)crc

received 01 03 06 D501 0000 0032 (8EA5)crc
(with 0000 0032h = 50 hz)

reading of control logic time delay settings (function C3h)

request frame

transmitted 01 10 D080 0001 02 C301 (096D)crc

received 01 10 D080 0001 (38E1)crc

reply frame

transmitted reading of 125 words 01 03 D000 007D (BD2B)crc

received
01 03 FA C301
0000 0064 0000 00C8 0000 012C 0000 0190
0000 01F4 0000 0258 0000 02BC 0000 0320
0000 0384 0000 03E8 0000 044C 0000 04B0
0000 0514 0000 0578 0000 05DC 0000 0640
0000 06A4 0000 0708 0000 076C 0000 07D0
0000 0834 0000 0898 0000 08FC 0000 0960
0000 09C4 0000 0A28 0000 0A8C 0000 0AF0
0000 0B54 0000 0BB8 0000 0C1C 0000 0C80
0000 0CE4 0000 0D48 0000 0DAC 0000 0E10
0000 0E74 0000 0ED8 0000 0F3C 0000 0FA0
0000 1004 0000 1068 0000 10CC 0000 1130
0000 1194 0000 11F8 0000 125C 0000 12C0
0000 1324 0000 1388 0000 13EC 0000 1450
0000 14B4 0000 1518 0000 157C 0000 15E0
0000 1644 0000 16A8 0000 170C 0000 1770
0000 0000 0000 0000
(4C6D)crc
(with 0000 0064h = 100 x 0.01 second = 1 second)

In the example, the settings read are:
T1 = 1 s
T2 = 2 s
...
T60 = 60 s
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Reading of phase overcurrent protection settings (F011)

request frame

transmitted 01 10 D080 0001 02 0101 (A80D)crc

received 01 10 D080 0001 (38E1)crc

reply frame

transmitted 01 03 D000 007D (BD2B)crc

received
0103FA
0101 0000 0002 0000 0064 0000 00C8 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (2A3B)crc

the settings read are:
curve = 2 (very inverse curve)
Is = 100 A
T = 2 s

setting of phase overcurrent protection (F011)

request frame

transmitted 01 10 D100 0008 10
0101 0000 0001 0000 0032 0000 0064 0000 (9CF1)crc

received 01 10 D100 0008 F8F3
the desired settings are:
curve = 1 (standard inverse curve)
Is = 50 A
T = 1 s

reply frame

transmitted 01 03 D000 007D (BD2B)crc

received
01 03 FA
0101 0000 0001 0000 0032 0000 0064 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 (91FB)crc

the settings are the same as those requested
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Presentation
The disturbance recording function is used to record
analog and logical signals during a time interval.

Sepam 2000 can store two records. Each record
comprises two files:
c configuration file with suffix .CFG,
c data file with suffix .DAT.

The data of each record may be transferred via
the Jbus link.
It is possible to transfer 1 or 2 records to a remote
monitoring and control system. The record may be
transferred as many times as possible,
until it is overwritten by a new record.

If a record is made by Sepam 2000 while the oldest
record is being transferred, the oldest record is altered.

If a Jbus command (e.g. a remote reading or remote
setting request) is carried out during the transfer
of a disturbance recording record,
the record is not disturbed.

Time setting
Each record may be dated.
Time setting of the Sepam 2000 is only carried
out by the remote monitoring and control system.
Time setting is done in the same way as time tagging
(see section on synchronization). If no time setting is
carried out, the date and time are 1 June 1993 0 hour,
each time the Sepam 2000 is energized.

Transferring records
The transferring request is made record by record, i.e.
one configuration file and one data file per record.

The master sends the Jbus commands in order to:
c find out the characteristics of the records stored
in an identification zone,
c read the contents of the different files,
c acknowledge each transfer,
c reread the identification zone to ensure that the
record still appears in the list of records available.

Reading the identification zone
Given the volume of data to be transmitted, the master must ensure
that there are data to be recovered and prepare the exchanges when necessary.
The identification zone, described below, is read by Jbus reading of N words starting
at the address D204h:
c 2 reserve words forced to 0,
c size of record configuration files encoded in 1 word,
c size of record data files encoded in 1 word,
c number of records encoded in 1 word,
c date of the record (most recent) encoded in 4 words (see format below),
c date of the record (oldest) encoded in 4 words (see format below),
c 25 reserve words.
All of these data are consecutive.

Reading the contents of the different files
Request frame
The request is carried out by the master by writing in 4 words, starting at the address
D200h, the date of the record to be transferred (Jbus code 16).

It should be noted that requesting a new record amounts to stopping the transfers
which are in progress. This is not the case of an identification zone transfer request.

Disturbance recording

D200h

number of usable bytes
in the data zone

…………

data zone
…………

exchange number

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

D300h

Reply frame
Reading of each portion of configuration and data file records by a Jbus reading
(Jbus code 3) 125 words from at D300.

Y - 1 byte for years: varies from 0 to 99 years.

The remote monitoring and control system must ensure that the year 00 is greater
than 99.

M - 1 byte for months: varies from 1 to 12.

D - 1 byte for days: varies from 1 to 31.

H - 1 byte for hours: varies from 0 to 23.

mn - 1 byte for minutes: varies from 0 to 59.

ms - 2 bytes for milliseconds: varies from 0 to 59999.

Reading should always begin with the first word in the address zone
(any other address triggers an exception reply «incorrect address»).
The configuration and data files are read in their entirety in the Sepam 2000.
They are transferred adjacently.

O

O

O

ms

O

O

O

ms

O

O

O

ms

O

M

H

ms

O

M

H

ms

O

M

H

ms

B14B15 B13 B12 B11 B10 B09 B08 B07 B06 B05 B04 B03 B02 B01 B00

O O Y Y Y

O M O O T

H H O mn mn

ms ms ms ms ms

Y

O

O

ms

Y

T

mn

ms

Y

T

mn

ms

Y

T

mn

ms

Y

T

mn

ms
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If the master requests more exchanges than necessary, the exchange number
remains unchanged and the number of usable bytes is forced to 0.
To guarantee the data transfers, it is necessary to allow a response time of about
500 ms between each reading operation at D300h.

The first word transmitted is an exchange word. The exchange word comprises
two fields:
c the most significant byte contains the exchange number.
It is incremented by 1 by the Sepam 2000 each time a successful transfer takes
place. When it reaches the value FF, it automatically goes back to zero,
c the least significant byte contains the number of usable bytes in the data zone.
It is initialized to zero after energizing and must be different from FFh.

The exchange word may also have the following values:

c xxyy: the exchange number xx must be different from FFh, the number of usable
bytes in the data zone yy must be different from FFh,

c 0000h: no «request frame» has been formulated yet, as it is the case, in particular,
when the Sepam 2000 is switched on. The other words are not significant,

c FFFFh: the «request frame» has been processed, but the results in the «reply
frame» are not yet available.
It is necessary to repeat «reply frame» reading. The other words are not significant.

c 00FFh: the communication coupler supports the disturbance recording functions
but not the program in the Sepam 2000 cartridge. The other words are not
significant. However, if the master requests records from a Sepam 2000 which does
not support the disturbance recording function at the coupler level, the Sepam 2000
replies by a exception reply in the Jbus sense of the term.

The words which follow the exchange word make up the data zone.
Since the configuration and data files are adjacent, a Jbus frame may contain
the end of the configuration file and the beginning of the data file of a record.
It is up to the remote monitoring and control system software to reconstruct the files
in accordance with the transmitted number of usable bytes and the size of the files
indicated in the identification zone.

Acknowledging a transfer
To inform the Sepam 2000 that a record block that it has just read has been received
correctly, the master must write the number of the last exchange that it has carried
out in the “exchange number” filed and set the “number of usable bytes in the data
zone” of the exchange word to zero.

The Sepam 2000 only increments the exchange number if the new acquisition bursts
are present.

Rereading the identification zone
To ensure that the record has not been modified, during its transfer by a new record,
the master rereads the contents of the identification zone and ensures that
the recovered record date is still present.
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Disturbance recording (cont’d)

reading of the identification zone

transmitted 01 03 D204 00 25 (+crc)
(reading of 37 words at address D204 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 4A

0000 0000 048F 70E0 0002 0061 0B0E 0801 8FF0 0061
0B0E 0800 80E9 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (+crc)
048Fh = 1167 bytes of .CFG data
70E0h = 28896 bytes of .DAT data
0002 = Number of record available
0061 0B0E 0801 8FF0 = date of most recent which
corresponds to 14 November 1997 at 8h 00mn 33001ms
0061 0B0E 0800 80E9 = date of most recent which
corresponds to 14 November 1997 at 8h 00mn 33001ms

choice of the record to be recovered by the master

transmitted 01 10 D200 00 04 08

0061 0B0E 0801 8FF0 (+crc)
(reading of 4 words at address D200 of slave n° 1)
The 4 words in our example contain the date
of the most recent record.

received 01 10 D200 00 04 (+crc)

reading of block n° 0 of the record

transmitted 01 03 D300 00 7D (+crc)
(reading of 125 words at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 FA 00F8.........(+crc)
00F8 = (exchange n° 0, number bytes of data = 248)

acknowledgment of block n° 0 of the record

transmitted 01 10 D300 00 01 02 0000.........(+crc)
0000 (exchange n° 0, number of usable bytes  = 0)
(writing of 1 word at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 10 D300 00 01 (+crc)

reading of block n° 1 of the record

transmitted 01 03 D300 00 7D (+crc)
(reading of 125 words at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 FA 01 F8 ........(+crc)
01 F8 = (exchange n° 1, bytes of data)

acknowledgment of block n° 1 of the record

transmitted 01 10 D300 00 01 02 0100 (+crc)
0100 = (exchange n° 1, number of usable bytes = 0)
(writing of 1 word at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 10 D300 00 01 (+crc)

reading of block n° 2 of the record

transmitted 01 03 D300 00 7D (+crc)
(reading of 125 words at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 FA 02F8 ........(+crc)
02F8 = (exchange n° 2, bytes of data)

acknowledgment of block n° 2 of the record

transmitted 01 10 D300 00 01 02 0200 (+crc)
0200 = (exchange n° 2, bytes of data)
(writing of 1 word at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 10 D300 00 01 (+crc)

Repeat reading and acknowledgment up to:
in our example there are 122 blocks of 250 bytes to be read

Example
The following example is given for information
purposes to explain the Jbus frames transmitted
and received by the master.

The size of the .CGF file is 1167 bytes.
The size of the .DAT file is 28896 bytes.
The total number of bytes transmitted is
therefore 30063.
Since there are 248 bytes of data per block, it is
necessary to transfer 122 blocks. (30063/248 = 121.3).
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reading of block n° 79h of the record

transmitted 01 03 D300 00 7D (+crc)
(reading of 125 words at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 FA 7937 .........(+crc)
7937 = (exchange n° 79h, number of usable bytes = 55)
Only the first 55 bytes (37h) are part of the record

acknowledgment of block n° 79h of the record

transmitted 01 10 D300 00 01 02 7900 ........(+crc)
7900 = (exchange n° 79h, number of usable bytes = 0)
(writing of 1 word at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 10 D300 00 01 (+crc)

Reading of block 7Ah is not necessarily compulsory
It may served as the end of the program loop due to the fact that the number of
usable bytes is equal to 00.

reading of block n° 7Ah of the record

transmitted 01 03 D300 00 7D (+crc)
(reading of 125 words at address D300 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 FA 7A00 .........(+crc)
7A00 = (exchange n° 7Ah, number of usable bytes = 0)
The 248 bytes have no significant values

Rereading of the identification zone
to check that the requested record is still present

reading of the identification zone

transmitted 01 03 D204 00 0025 (+crc)
(writing of 37 words at address D204 of slave n° 1)

received 01 03 4A
0000 0000 048F 70E0 0002 0061 0B0E 0801 8FF0 0061
0B0E 0800 80E9 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 (+crc)
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Appendix

Jbus protocol

Description of exchanges
Jbus protocol may be used to read or write one
or more bits, one or more words, the content
of the event counter or the contents of the diagnosis
counters.

14 functions are available:
c reading of n output or internal bits,
c reading of n input bits,
c reading of n output or internal words,
c reading of n input words,
c writing of 1 bit,
c writing of 1 word,
c high-speed reading of 8 bits,
c diagnosis of exchanges,
c reading of the event counter,
c writing of n bits,
c writing of n words.

It is not necessary to have a detailed knowledge of the protocol unless the master is a central
computer which requires the corresponding programming. All Jbus exchanges include
2 messages: a request by the master and a reply by the Sepam 2000.

Broadcast commands are necessarily writing commands. No replies are transmitted by the
Sepam 2000s.

Exchanges are initiated by the master and include a request by the master and a reply
by the slave (Sepam 2000). Requests by the master are either addressed to a given Sepam
identified by its number in the first byte of the request frame, or addressed to all
the Sepam 2000s (broadcasting).

All the frames that are exchanged have the same structure.
Each messages or frame contains 4 types of data:

c slave number (1 byte): this indicates the receiving Sepam 2000 (0 to FFh). If it is
equal to zero, the
request concerns all the slaves (broadcasting) and there is no reply message,
c function code (1 byte): this is used to select a command (read, write, bit, word)
and t ocheck that the reply is correct,
c data zone (n bytes): this zone contains the
parameters relating to the function: bit address, word address, bit value, word value,
number of bits, number of words,
c check zone (2 bytes): this zone is used to detect transmission errors.

Synchronization of exchanges
Any character that is received after a silence of more than 3 characters is considered
as the beginning of a frame. A silence of at least 3 characters must be left on the line
between two frames.

Example: at 9600 bauds, this time is equal to approximately 3 milliseconds.

master

reply

request

slave slave slave

MERLIN GERIN MERLIN GERINMERLIN GERIN

master

broadcasting

slave slave slave

MERLIN GERINMERLIN GERIN MERLIN GERIN

master
reply

request

slave

MERLIN GERIN

slave
number

function
code

data
zone

CRC 16
check zone
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01 CRC 1689 01

01 : unknown function code

Request frame

Reply frame

Checking of messages received by Sepam 2000
When the master transmits a request, after having
indicated:
c the lave number,
c the function code,
c the function parameters,
it computes and transmits the contents of the check
word (CRC 16). When the slave receives the request
message, it stores it, computes the CRC 16 and
compares it with the CRC 16 received.

If the message received is incorrect
(CRC 16s not equal), the slave does not reply.

If the message received is correct but the slave cannot
process it (wrong address, incorrect data, ...),
it sends an exception reply.

Contents of an exception reply

Example :
ccccc  request

ccccc  reply

0 à FFh informations CRC 16

information required
for the request bit
or word address,
bit or word value,
number of bits or words

this code
is used to select
the available
commands

code
fonction

when the message is received
by the slave, the slave reads
the check word and accepts
or refuses the message

1 octet 1 octet N octets 2 octets

code
fonction

0 to FFh information CRC 16

address of bits or words read
value of bits or words read
number of bits or words

1 byte 1 byte N bytes 2 bytes

function
code

master
slave

comparison of CRC 16

slave n°
CRC 16
data
function

CRC 16
calculation

0 to FFh CRC 16

exception code
01. unknown function code
02. incorrect address
03. incorrect data
04. PLC not ready
07. not acknowledged

function code (Y) received
and MS bit at 1

1

1 byte 1 byte(8 x h) 2 bytes

Yh

01 CRC 1609 00 00 00 00
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Appendix (cont’d)

Reading of N bits:
function 1 or 2

Request

Reply

In the rest of the document, MS is used as the abbreviation of Most Significant
and LS as the abbreviation of Least Significant.

Function 1: reading of output bits or internal bits,
Function 2: reading of input bits.
The number of bits to be read must be less than or equal to 2000.

01 CRC 1601 0EC004

01 CRC 1601 02 10101001 00101110

C00C

2EA9

C011C004C00B

Byte details

The bits that are not used in the byte are set to zero.

Example
Reading of bits 204 to 211 of slave n° 1:

c request

c reply

slave
number

CRC 161 or 2

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

number
of bits to be read

address
of 1st bit (MS + LS)

slave
number

CRC 161 or 2
last
byte
read

1 byte N bytes1 byte 2 bytes1 byte

1st byte
read

number
of bytes

read

last bit transmitted first bit transmitted
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Writing of a bit: function 5

CRC 1605 FFh 00C01002

Request

bit forced to 0: write 0

bit forced to 1: write FFh

Reply
For function 5, the reply frame is the same as the request frame.

Example:
Forcing to 1 of bit C010h of slave n° 2:

Reading of N words:
function 3 or 4

02 CRC 1603 060C05

Request

Reply

Example:
Reading of words 0805h to 080Ah of slave n° 2:

c request

c reply

The number of words to be read must be less than or equal to 125.
Function 3: reading of output words or internal words,
Function 4: reading of input words.

slave
number

CRC 163 or 4

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

number
of words (MS + LS)

address
of 1st word (MS + LS)

slave
number

CRC 163 or 4
last

word read
(MS + LS)

1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes

number
of bytes

read

1st word
read

(MS + LS)

02 CRC 1603
value

of word
080A

value
of word
0805

0C

CRC 165 value of bit 0

1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte 1 byte1 byte

address of bitslave
number

CRC 165 value of bit 0

1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte 1 byte1 byte

address of bitslave
number
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Appendix (cont’d)

Writing of a word:
function 6

High-speed reading of 8 bits:
function 7

1 CRC 166 10000C0E

Request

Reply
The reply is an echo of the request, indicating that the slave has processed the value
contained in the request.

Example
Writing of the value 1000 in the word with address 0810h of slave n° 1:

Request

Reply

The address of the 8 bits in high-speed reading is set in the Sepam 2000 in the most significant
byte of the word at the address 0C8F (bit addresses C8F8h to C8FFh).

slave
number

CRC 166

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

value of word
(MS +LS)

address of word
(MS + LS)

slave
number CRC 166

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

value of word
(MS +LS)

address of word
(MS + LS)

slave
number

CRC 167

1 byte 2 bytes1 byte

slave
number

CRC 167

1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes1 byte

xxxxxxxx
status of bits
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Reading of event counter:
function 11
Each Sepam 2000 has an event counter (CPT9).
The counter is incremented each time a frame
is correctly received and interpreted by the slave
(except for the specific counter reading comand:
function 11). A correct broadcasting command
increments the counter. If the slave transmits
an exception reply, the counter is not incremented.

The counter makes it possible to find out from
the master whether the Sepam 2000 has correctly
interpreted the command (event counter incremented)
or not interpreted if (counter not incremented).

Reading of the different elements makes it possible
to diagnose the exchanges that have taken place
between the master and the Sepam 2000.

If the master counter = the Sepam 2000 counter,
the command sent by the master has been executed.
If the master counter = the slave counter + 1, the
command sent by the master has not been executed.

Reading of diagnosis
counters: function 8
Each Sepam 2000 is assigned event counters
(or diagnosis counters). In all, there are 8 counters
per Sepam 2000.

The counters are 16-bit words. In the chart opposite,
the value of data XXXX is equal to:
c 0000 for the request,
c the content of the counter concerned for the reply.

If the counters reach FFFF, they automatically switch
to 0000.

Please refer to the «implementation» chapter, «diagnosis counter» section.

sub-function data
codes

the Sepam 2000 must send the echo 0000 XYZT(1)

of the request

rreset to zero of the diagnosis counters 000A 0000

reading of the total number of:

frames received with no CRC error (CPT1) 000B XXXX

frames received with a CRC error (CPT2) 000C XXXX

exception replies (CPT3) 000D XXXX

frames addressed to Sepam 2000 (CPT4) 000E XXXX
(excluding broadcasting)

broadcasting requests received (CPT5) 000F XXXX

exception replies
(including broadcasting (CPT6 / function 13) 0010 XXXX

Sepam 2000 not ready replies (CPT7) 0011 XXXX

characters not processed (CPT8) 0012 XXXX

(1) X, Y, Z, T set by the user (for transmission checking).

Request / reply

Request

Reply

slave
number

CRC 168

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

datasub-function
code

slave
number

CRC 160B

1 byte 2 bytes1 byte

slave
number

CRC 160B

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

slave counter
content

0
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Appendix (cont’d)

Writing of n consecutive
bits: function 15

03 CRC 160F 01 03C010 0002

03 CRC 160F 0002C010

Writing of n consecutive
word: function 16

Request

Order of bits to be forced:

Reply

Example
Forcing to 1 of bits 200 and 201 of slave n° E:

ccccc request

ccccc reply

Request

The number of words is between 1 and 123, the number of bytes is between 2 and 246.

Order of words to be forced:

Reply

The number of bits is between 1 and 1968, the number of bytes is between 1 and 246.

slave
number

CRC 160F
value of
bits to be

forced

1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte N bytes2 bytes

number of
bytes to be

forced

2 bytes

address
of 1st bit

to be forced

number of
bits to be

forced

1st bit
1 byte

1st bit
byte N

last bit
1st byte

last bit
byte N

slave
number

CRC 160F

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

number
of forced bits

address
of 1st forced bit

slave
number

CRC 1610 h
value of
bits to be

forced

1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte N bytes2 bytes

number of
bytes to be

force

1 byte

address
of 1st word
to be forced

number of
words to be

forced

last word to
be forced

1st word
to be forced

LSLS MSMSpLS MSMS

slave
number

CRC 1610 h

1 byte 2 bytes2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

number of
forced words

address
of 1st forced word
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Example
Forcing of words 0800h to 0803h of slave n° 1:
c (0800) = 0001,
c (0801) = 0010,
c (0802) = 0100,
c (0803) = 1000.

CRC 16 computation
algorithm

 = exclusive OR
n = number of data bits
Poly = CRC 16 computation polynomial = ...
(the generating polynomial is = ...).

01 CRC 1610 0C00 0004 0001 0010 0100 100008

01 CRC 1610 0C00 0004 08

Request

Reply

shift to right CRC 16

n = 0

CRC 16     byte          CRC 16

Hex FFFF          CRC 16

n = n + 1

end of message

no yes

next byte

n > 7

no yes

end

no yescarry

CRC 16     poly          CRC 16
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Example of CRC
computation most significant least significant

initialization of CRC register exclusive OR with most significant byte (02)

1111 1111 1111 1111
0000 0000 0000 0010
1111 1111 1111 1101

shift 1 0111 1111 1111 1110/1
1010 0000 0000 0001

external at 1, exclusive OR with polynomial

1101 1111 1111 1111
shift 2 0110 1111 1111 1111/1

1010 0000 0000 0001

carry at 1, exclusive OR polynomial

1100 1111 1111 1110
shift 3 0110 0111 1111 1111/0

carry at 0

shift 4 0011 0011 1111 1111/1
1010 0000 0000 0001
1001 0011 1111 1110

shift 5 0100 1001 1111 1111/0
shift 6 0010 0100 1111 1111/1

1010 0000 0000 0001
1000 0100 1111 1110

shift 7 0100 0010 0111 1111/0
shift 8 0010 0001 0011 1111/1

1010 0000 0000 0001
1000 0001 0011 1110

continuation of computation with least significant byte (07)

0000 0000 0000 0111
1000 0001 0011 1001

shift 1 0100 0000 1001 1100/1
1010 0000 0000 0001
1110 0000 1001 1101

shift 2 0111 0000 0100 1110/1
1010 0000 0000 0001
1101 0000 0100 1111

shift 3 0110 1000 0010 0111/1
1010 0000 0000 0001
1100 1000 0010 0110

shift 4 0110 0100 0001 0011/0
shift 5 0011 0010 0000 1001/1

1010 0000 0000 0001
1001 0010 0000 1000

shift 6 0100 1001 0000 0100/0
shift 7 0010 0100 1000 0010/0
shift 8 0001 0010 0100 0001/0

The CRC 16 of the frame to be sent is: 4112 (with LSB and MSB).

Example of CRC computation with word 0207

The communication coupler response time (Tr) is less than 10 ms,
including a 3-character silence: approximately 3 ms at 9600 bauds.

This time is given with the following parameters:
c 9600 bauds,
c format 8 bits, odd parity, 1 stop bit.

question

reply

Tr < 10 ms

Appendix (cont’d)

Sepam 2000 response time

This time is 20 ms for access to the grouping table from addresses 0100 to 017C.
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2 Sepam 2000 - Testing

Sepam has been designed and developed to provide the following functions:

c protection,

c metering,

c program logic.

Each of the functions has been fully tested. In addition, Sepam 2000 has a highly
efficient self-testing system which continuously checks function integrity (e.g. no
settings outside the tolerance range, etc.).

The product is ready to use, which simplifies commissioning.

By simply testing a function, the user is assured of overall device operation,
provided the device has been correctly installed.

It is therefore sufficient to check that Sepam has been installed properly.

The following are checked:

c parameter setting,

c current and voltage sensor connections,

c switchgear control and annunciation connections.

The chapter entitled commissioning tests describes the simple, exhaustive
method that is applied for checking.

Individual testing of each protection and control function is no longer essential.
However, should the testing of a function prove to be necessary, please refer to the
section entitled function tests.

Sepam 2000 tests

When commissioning Sepam, it is not necessary
to test the metering and protection functions
individually.
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Protection function tests

Content

ANSI code chapter/page

protection function tests 1/1

introduction 1/2

measurement and testing method 1/3

50-51 phase overcurrent protection 1/4

50V-51V voltage restrained overcurrent protection 1/7

50N-51N earth fault protection 1/9

50-51 percentage-based single-phase overcurrent 1/11

67 directional overcurrent protection 1/12

67N directional earth fault protection 1/14

67NC directional earth fault protection for compensated 1/16
networks

49 thermal overload protection 1/18

50G-51G sensitive earth fault protection 1/25

46 negative sequence / unbalance 1/26

66 starts per hour 1/28

51LR excessive starting time and locked rotor protection 1/30

37 phase undercurrent protection 1/31

27 phase-to-phase undervoltage protection 1/32

27R remanent undervoltage protection 1/33

27D - 47 positive sequence undervoltage and phase 1/34
rotation direction check protection

59 phase-to-phase overvoltage protection 1/35

59N neutral voltage displacement protection 1/36

81L underfrequency protection 1/38

81H overfrequency protection 1/39

81R rate of change of frequency protection 1/40

37P under power protection 1/41

32P real overpower protection 1/43

32Q reactive overpower protection 1/45

49T - 38 temperature monitoring by PT100 RTD 1/47

87M-87G motor/generator differential protection 1/49

47 negative sequence overvoltage 1/51

64REF restricted earth fault protection 1/52

25 synchronism check 1/53

50BF-62 protection against circuit breaker faults 1/54
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This chapter describes the procedures used to test
the protection functions that are available in the
Sepam 2000 range.

The tests call for:

c knowledge of how to use Sepam 2000

c a set of testing equipment

c a TSM 2001 pocket terminal or a PC microcomputer
which includes the SFT 2801 PC software package

c documentation

The tests that are described relate to the method
referred to as the "current and voltage sensor
secondary injection" method.

In the rest of the document, "pocket terminal" refers to:

c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
c a computer which includes the SFT 2801 PC software
package.

Introduction
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General information
Each protection function may be activated individually
by disabling the set points of the other functions.
Activating and de-activating functions does not disturb
function operation in any way.

Most of the tests may be performed using a
Single-Phase injection unit, with the exception of
phase rotation checking.

Three-phase injection is recommended for checking
certain functions, in particular:

c earth fault current measured by the sum of the
3 CTs,

c neutral voltage displacement measured by the sum
of the 3 VTs,

c positive sequence undervoltage and phase rotation,

c directional overcurrent.

Terminal boxes (type "Entrelec", "Secura", etc…) are
generally used for testing in LV cubicles, which means
that it is not necessary to disconnect any existing
wiring connections.

(1) in the case of standard logic, refer to the control and
monitoring function manuals

(2) to the position corresponding to 1 or 5 A according to the
microswitch setting

(3) according to SM2001 pocket terminal setting of the value
(Uns) of the VT secondary circuit
Un : phase-to-phase voltage
Vn : phase voltage
In : rated current on CT primary
Ib : exact load current (manufacturer data)

Checks
c prior to energizing

Check:

v auxiliary voltages of Sepam and ESB, ESTOR modules,

v coherency between the cartridge and  Sepam labels (model, type),

v module insertion and presence of DPC straps,

v setting of microswitches on the ECM, 3U/Vo and ECA modules,

v connection of the core balance CT (P1-P2 and S1-S2 directions),

v wiring of currents and voltages (rotation and matching),

v wiring and polarization of the required inputs and ouputs.

c after energizing

v set the parameters under the status heading,

v set (1) the time delays required by the automation systems (T1, T2 etc…),
the parameters values (KPxx),

v in the case of customized program logic: check that the protection contacts
(FXXX/X) to be tested, as well as the output relays associated with the protections,
are being used.

c prior to injection

v set the values of the protections to be tested,

v disable the set points of other protections that are liable to interfere with testing.

Please note:
Remember to re-activate the protections at the end of testing (protections are
generally disabled by setting to 999, kA, kV, etc …).

c tolerance ranges and injection limits

v current:

- minimum 1.5% of CT In (150 mA or 750 mA) (2),

- maximum 3 times steady state In (3 A or 15 A) (2), 24 times In for 3 s

(24 A or 120 A) (2),

- 50 Hz (±10%);

v voltage:

- minimum 1.5% of Un (0.86% of Vn) i.e. 1.5 V for 100 V (3),

- maximum 150% of Un,

- 50 Hz (±10%).

Remarks:
In order to simplify the presentation of examples, injection current values are given
in primary amperes (like Sepam 2000 measurements).

When the current injection unit is equipped with electronic ON/OFF controls,
check that current is zero in the automatic OFF position (since the static contactor
may allow more than 5% of the current to flow through, depending on the position
of the cursor). When the starts per hour protection is being tested, in particular,
the current broken should be less than 5% of Ib.

Measurement and testing method
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Equipment
c single-phase or three-phase current generator
c ammeters
c adapter for ECA module
c chronometer
c documentation

Injection unit wiring
c diagram B1 or B2 or B8
c protection relays:
F011/1, F011/2 F021/1, F021/2
F012/1, F012/2 F022/1, F022/2
F013/1, F013/2
F014/1, F014/2
F015/1, F015/2
F016/1, F016/2

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method
This protection is three-phase and may be tested on
each phase individually with single-phase current.
c status parameter setting
v select the value of the CT primary circuits
v check the microswitches (1A or 5A) which
correspond to the CT secondary circuits
v or check and set the microswitches on the ECA
module.

ANSI Code 50-51

function n° F01X for phase I overcurrent protection 1 ≤ X ≤ 6
F02Y for phase I' overcurrent protection 1 ≤ Y ≤ 2

Phase overcurrent protection

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of
testing.

X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: O/C X or frame leak
v select the curve
v set Is to the desired value
v set T to the desired value
v disable the following protections (2): unbalance; the other O/C protections, E/F
(if CT sum is used)

Checking of definite time Is set point

I

t

Is

T

c protection parameter setting
v select the definite curve
v set T to 0.05 s (for immediate pick-up of the output relay)
c test
v gradually inject the current or currents until the output relay linked to the
protection in program logic picks up
v read the Is current value on the ammeter
v check the meter and the I TRIP (1) values on the display unit or pocket terminal
v stop the injection
v press reset (1) on the Sepam to erase the messages and reset the output relay

Checking of the definite time set point and time delay
c protection parameter setting: O/C X
v set T to the desired value
v prepare the injection with twice the value of Is
v set the chronometer to zero

c test
v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time
v Sepam's output relay stops the chronometer
v read the value T measured by the chronometer
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Checking of IDMT set point and time delay
The set point and time delay are interrelated. They correspond to curve coordinates
(see appendices).

1,2Is I/Is

t

T

10Is

t

i

a time t corresponds to an injected value i.

c protection parameter setting: O/C X
v select the standard inverse (SIT), very inverse (VIT), extremely inverse (EIT)
or ultra inverse (UIT) curve
v set Is (asymptote: for an injection i = Is, so t = infinity)
v set T (corresponding to 10 Is: for an injection i = 10 Is, so t = T)
v identify on the curve the different coordinates of the points that you will be testing
(i and t)
c test the different points on the curve
v preset the injection i (to a value > 1.2 Is) and make a note of the value
v stop the injection and reset the chronometer to zero
v press reset if required (1)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time
v check the injection value on the ammeter (stability)
v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer
v read the t value measured by the chronometer
v compare with the value given in the curve
v check the meter and the I TRIP (1) values on the display unit or pocket terminal
v stop the injection
v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

Example
Status In = 400 A

settings very inverse curve

Is = 200 A

T = 0.5 s

injection i = 300 A (0.75 or 3.75 A)

In the very inverse column of the chart which gives K
for I/Is, read the value K = 18 which corresponds to I/Is = 1.5 (= 300/200)
for an injection i = 300 A, the relay will pick up after a time period
t = 18 x 0.5 s = 9 s (t = K x T) (Ib is not used in the O/C protections)

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

X = number of the protective relay.
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K factor chart

I/Is inverse (SIT) very inv. (VIT) ext. inv. (EIT) ultra inv. (UIT)

1.2 12.90 45.00 225.00 545.51

1.3 8.96 30.00 143.48 339.84

1.4 6.98 22.50 103.13 238.80

1.5 5.79 18.00 79.20 179.42

1.6 4.99 15.00 63.46 140.74

1.7 4.42 12.86 52.38 113.80

1.8 3.99 11.25 44.20 94.12

1.9 3.65 10.00 37.93 79.22

2.0 3.38 9.00 33.00 67.64

2.1 3.15 8.18 29.03 58.43

2.2 2.97 7.50 25.78 50.98

2.3 2.81 6.92 23.08 44.85

2.4 2.67 6.43 20.80 39.76

2.5 2.55 6.00 18.86 35.46

2.6 2.44 5.63 17.19 31.82

2.7 2.35 5.29 15.74 28.69

2.8 2.27 5.00 14.47 25.99

2.9 2.19 4.74 13.36 23.65

3.0 2.12 4.50 12.38 21.59

3.1 2.06 4.29 11.50 19.79

3.2 2.00 4.09 10.71 18.19

3.3 1.95 3.91 10.01 16.77

3.4 1.90 3.75 9.38 15.51

3.5 1.86 3.60 8.80 14.37

3.6 1.82 3.46 8.28 13.35

3.7 1.78 3.33 7.80 12.43

3.8 1.74 3.21 7.37 11.60

3.9 1.71 3.10 6.97 10.85

4.0 1.68 3.00 6.60 10.16

4.1 1.65 2.90 6.26 9.53

4.2 1.62 2.81 5.95 8.96

4.3 1.59 2.73 5.66 8.44

4.4 1.57 2.65 5.39 7.95

4.5 1.54 2.57 5.14 7.51

4.6 1.52 2.50 4.91 7.10

4.7 1.50 2.43 4.69 6.72

4.8 1.48 2.37 4.49 6.37

4.9 1.46 2.31 4.30 6.04

5.0 1.44 2.25 4.13 5.74

5.1 1.42 2.20 3.96 5.46

5.2 1.41 2.14 3.80 5.19

5.3 1.39 2.09 3.65 4.95

5.4 1.37 2.05 3.52 4.72

5.5 1.36 2.00 3.38 4.50

5.6 1.34 1.96 3.26 4.30

5.7 1.33 1.91 3.14 4.11

5.8 1.32 1.88 3.03 3.94

5.9 1.30 1.84 2.93 3.77

6.0 1.29 1.80 2.83 3.61

6.1 1.28 1.76 2.73 3.47

6.2 1.27 1.73 2.64 3.33

6.3 1.26 1.70 2.56 3.19

6.4 1.25 1.67 2.48 3.07

6.5 1.24 1.64 2.40 2.95

Phase overcurrent protection (cont'd)

I/Is inverse (SIT) very inv. (VIT) ext. inv. (EIT) ultra inv. (UIT)

6.6 1.23 1.61 2.33 2.84

6.7 1.22 1.58 2.26 2.73

6.8 1.21 1.55 2.19 2.63

6.9 1.20 1.53 2.12 2.54

7.0 1.19 1.50 2.06 2.45

7.1 1.18 1.48 2.00 2.36

7.2 1.17 1.45 1.95 2.28

7.3 1.16 1.43 1.89 2.20

7.4 1.15 1.41 1.84 2.13

7.5 1.15 1.38 1.79 2.06

7.6 1.14 1.36 1.74 1.99

7.7 1.13 1.34 1.70 1.93

7.8 1.12 1.32 1.65 1.86

7.9 1.12 1.30 1.61 1.81

8.0 1.11 1.29 1.57 1.75

8.1 1.10 1.27 1.53 1.70

8.2 1.10 1.25 1.49 1.64

8.3 1.09 1.23 1.46 1.60

8.4 1.08 1.22 1.42 1.55

8.5 1.08 1.20 1.39 1.50

8.6 1.07 1.18 1.36 1.46

8.7 1.07 1.17 1.33 1.42

8.8 1.06 1.15 1.30 1.38

8.9 1.05 1.14 1.27 1.34

9.0 1.05 1.13 1.24 1.30

9.1 1.04 1.11 1.21 1.27

9.2 1.04 1.10 1.18 1.23

9.3 1.03 1.08 1.16 1.20

9.4 1.03 1.07 1.13 1.17

9.5 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.14

9.6 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.11

9.7 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.08

9.8 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.05

9.9 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.02

10.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

10.5 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.88

11.0 0.96 0.90 0.83 0.79

11.5 0.94 0.86 0.75 0.70

12.0 0.92 0.82 0.69 0.63

12.5 0.91 0.78 0.64 0.57

13.0 0.90 0.75 0.59 0.52

13.5 0.88 0.72 0.55 0.47

14.0 0.87 0.69 0.51 0.43

14.5 0.86 0.67 0.47 0.39

15.0 0.85 0.64 0.44 0.36

15.5 0.84 0.62 0.41 0.43

16.0 0.83 0.60 0.39 0.31

16.5 0.82 0.58 0.36 0.29

17.0 0.81 0.56 0.34 0.26

17.5 0.80 0.55 0.32 0.25

18.0 0.79 0.53 0.31 0.23

18.5 0.78 0.51 0.29 0.21

19.0 0.78 0.50 0.28 0.20

19.5 0.77 0.49 0.26 0.19

20.0 0.76 0.47 0.25 0.18
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Voltage restrained overcurrent protection

Equipment
c single-phase and three-phase current and voltage
generators
c phase shifter with angle indicator
c ammeters
c voltmeter
c chronometer
c calculator
c adapter for ECA module
c documentation

Wiring
c B5 or B6 diagram
c protective relay:
F191/1, F191/2
F202/1, F202/2

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method
This protection is three-phase and may be tested on
each phase individually with single-phase.

The set point is adjusted in accordance with the
lowest phase-to-phase voltage measured.

c checking of the set points for this protection,
at rated voltage Uns, is the same as for the phase
overcurrent protection test

c for voltage lower than Uns, an adjustment factor is
used which, when multiplied by the Is set point,
gives the new protection activation set point I*.
Set point to be tested I* = K.Is
or with K = 1/3 x (4u / Uns - 0.2)

c status parameter setting: enter all data items
v Fn network frequency
v Unp network phase-to-phase voltage
v Uns phase-to-phase voltage of the VT secondary
circuits
v number of VTs connected
(1 VT for single-phase testing)
v select In the CT primary value
v check and set the microswitches on the 3U/Vo,
ECM and ECA modules

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: V Rest O/C (refer to the section entitled
phase overcurrent)

v select the curve (definite or IDMT)
v set Is to the desired value
v set T to the desired value (10Is IDMT)
v disable the unbalance protections;
O/C X; U U/V X; U U/V; U/C; E/F X (when the sum of 3 CTs is used)

Testing of definite time set points

c parameter setting

v set Is to the desired value
v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v inject "u" = Uns (into U21 for single-phase injection)
v lower one of the voltages and calculate the ratio u/Uns
v gradually increase the current or currents until the protective relay picks up
v read the value I* on the ammeter

Testing of definite time delay
c parameter setting

v inject "u" = Uns (into U21 for single-phase injection)
v set i higher than Is
v set T to the desired value

c test

v set the chronometer to zero
v start up the chronometer and injection at the same time
v the Sepam 2000 relay stops the chronometer
v read the value T measured by the chronometer

Chart giving the Is set point adjustment factor as a function of the change of
voltage.

u/Uns K u/Uns K u/Uns K u/Uns K

< 0.2 0.2 0.36 0.413 0.54 0.653 0.72 0.893

0.2 0.2 0.38 0.44 0.56 0.68 0.74 0.92

0.22 0.227 0.4 0.467 0.58 0.707 0.76 0.947

0.24 0.253 0.42 0.493 0.6 0.733 0.78 0.973

0.26 0.28 0.44 0.52 0.62 0.76 0.8 1

0.28 0.306 0.46 0.547 0.64 0.787 > 0.8 1

0.3 0.333 0.48 0.573 0.66 0.813

0.32 0.36 0.5 0.6 0.68 0.84

0.34 0.387 0.52 0.627 0.7 0.867
(1) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

ANSI code 50V-51V

function n° F19X for voltage-restrained overcurrent protection 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
F20Y for voltage-restrained overcurrent protection 1 ≤ Y ≤ 2

I

t

Is

T

0,2Is
0

I* zone
dependent
on "u"
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(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

Voltage restrained overcurrent protection (cont'd)

Testing of IDMT set points
For injection voltage u = Uns, testing of the O/C V REST protection is the same as
IDMT phase overcurrent testing.

Is I

t

0,2Is

T

10Is10I*

c protection parameter setting: V Rest O/C

v select the standard inverse, very inverse, extremely inverse or ultra inverse
curve
v set Is (asymptote: for an injection i = Is, so t = infinity)
v set T (corresponding to 10Is: for an injection i = 10Is, so t = T)
v identify on the curve the different coordinates of the points that you will be testing
(i and t)

c test the different points on the curve

v set and inject voltage u and calculate u/Uns
v preset the injection i = I* = Is.u/Uns
v stop the injection and reset the chronometer to zero
v press reset if required (1)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time
v check the injection value on the ammeter (stability)
v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer
v read the value t measured by the chronometer
v compare with the value given in the curve and the chart corresponding to I*
v check the meter and the I TRIP value on the display unit or pocket terminal (1)

v stop the injection
v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

Example

Status In = 1000 A

Uns = 100 V

settings very inverse curve

Is = 200 A

T = 0.5 s

for u = 44 V

U
Uns

= 44
100

= 0,44 : k = 0,52

the new value of I* will therefore be 200 x 0.52 = 104 A

Injection i = 200 A
In the very inverse column of the chart which gives K for i/I*, read the value K =
10 which corresponds to
i/I* = 1.9 (= 200 / (200.u/Uns)).
for an injection i = 200 A the relay will pick up after a period of time
t = 10 x 0.5 s = 5 s (t = K x T)
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Earth fault protection

Equipment
c single-phase or three-phase current generator
c ammeters
c CT
c adapter for ECA module
c chronometer
c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B1, B7 or B8
c protective relays:
F061/1, F061/2, F071/1, F071/2
F062/1, F062/2, F072/1, F072/2
F063/1, F063/2,
F064/1, F064/2,
F081/1, F081/2, F091/1, F091/2
F082/1, F082/2, F092/1, F092/2
F083/1, F083/2,
F084/1, F084/2.

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method
c status parameter setting:

v select the Io measurement method: interposing ring
CT, core balance CT or sum of CTs
v check the microswitches on the ECM and ECA
modules
v check the connection of the interposing ring CT to
the connector.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of
testing.

(3) for F08X and F09Y protections only. Restaint available as
of version 9940 SFT 2800.

X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: E/F X

v select the definite curve
v set Iso to the desired value
v set T to the desired value
v disable the Unbalance protections (2);
O/C X, (for sum of CTs); the other earth fault set points Io

Checking of definite time Iso set point

Io

t

Is

T

The direction of current injection is irrelevant for this protection.

c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v gradually inject the real current until the output relay linked with the protection in
program logic picks up
v read the Iso current value on the ammeter
v check the meter and I TRIP0 (1) values on the display unit or pocket terminal
v stop the injection
v press reset (1) on the Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the
output relay

Checking of harmonic 2 restraint (3)

c parameter setting

v set H2 Rest = yes

c testing

v inject a real current IA until the output relay linked to the protection in the program
logic picks up
v inject a harmonic 2 current (frequency 100 Hz or 120 Hz according to the
network frequency) with a value greater than 0.2 IA into another phase
v the output relay should drop out
v stop the injection
v preset reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages

Checking of the definite time delay T
c protection parameter setting: E/F X

v set T to the desired value
v prepare the injection with twice the value of Iso
v set the chronometer to zero

c test

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time
v Sepam's output relay stops the chronometer
v read the T value measured by the chronometer.

ANSI code 50N-51N or 50G-51G

function n° F06X, F08X for earth fault protection Io 1 ≤ X ≤ 4
F07Y, F09Y for additional earth fault protection Io' 1 ≤ Y ≤ 2
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Checking of IDMT set points and time delay
The set point and time delay are IDMT and
correspond to the curve and chart coordinates
(see protection function sheets in appendix).
The protection testing is the same as the IDMT phase
overcurrent test.

1,2Iso I/Iso

t

T

10Iso

to

io

a time to corresponds to an injected value io.

c protection parameter setting: E/F X

v select the standard inverse, very inverse or
extremely inverse or ultra inverse curve
v set Iso
(asymptote: for an injection io = Is, to = infinity)
v set T (corresponding to 10 Iso: for an injection
io = 10 Iso, to = T)
v identify on the curve the different coordinates of the
points that you will be testing (io and to)

c test the different points on the curve

v preset the injection i and make a note of the value
v stop the injection and reset the chronometer to zero
v press reset if required (1)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same
time
v check the injection value on the ammeter (stability)
v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer
v read the t value measured by the chronometer
v compare with the value given in the curve and
calculate using the charts
v check the meter and I TRIP0 (1) values on the
pocket terminal
v stop the injection
v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the
messages and reset the output relay.

Earth fault protection (cont'd)

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

X = number of the protective relay.

Example 1
In = 400 A
Status measurement by 2 A CT (connection of A4 and A2)
Settings definite

Iso = 1 A
T = 0.5 s

Injection i = 2 A
For an injection io = 2 A, the output relay picks up after time t = 0.5 s.
Sepam measures Io = 2 A and I TRIP0 = 2 A

Example 2
In = 400 A
Status measurement by 30 A CT (connection of A4 and A3)
The 30 A CT test is the equivalent of the 2 A CT test; measurement range is
different.
Settings standard inverse curve

Iso = 10 A
T = 0.5 s

Injection i = 100 A
In the standard inverse column of the chart which gives K for I/Is, read the value
K = 1 that corresponds to I/Is = 10 = (100A/10A)
For an injection io = 100 A, the output relay picks up after time t = 1 x 0.5 s = 0.5 s
(t=K x T).
Sepam measures Io = 100 A and ITRIP0 = 100 A.

Example 3
In = 400 A
Status measurement by core balance CT (connection of A4 and A1)
c select for the Io sensor the value of the CT primary circuit.
In the example: In = 400 A
c check that number of times the wire enters the CHS30 interposing ring CT is in
accordance with the value of the CT secondary circuit
(5 times for 1 A or once for 5 A)
Settings extremely inverse curve

Iso = 20 A (minimum = 5% x 400 A)
T = 0.3 s

Injection io = 100 A
In the extremement inverse column of the chart which gives K for I/Is,
read the value K = 4.125 that corresponds to I/Is = 5 = (100A/20A)
For an injection io = 100 A, the output relay picks up after time
t = 4.13 x 0.3 ≈ 1.24 s (t = K x T).
Sepam measures Io = 100 A and ITRIP0 = 100 A.

Example 4
In = 200/5 A
Status measurement by sum of CTs
Settings standard inverse curve

Iso = 20 A
T = 4 s

Injection io = 400 A (10 A secondary)
In the standard inverse column of the chart that gives K for I/Is, read the value
K = 0.763 that corresponds to I/Is = 20 = (400A/20A)
For an injection io = 400 A, the output relay picks up after time
t = 0.76 x 4 ≈ 3.04 s (t=K x T).
Sepam measures Io = 400 A and ITRIP0 = 400 A.

Please note:
In order to reduce the injection unit current Ii, it is possible insert the wire through
the CT several times.
The Sepam 2000 measurement will be equal to: Ii multiply by the number of turns
in CT.
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ANSI code 50-51

function n° F03X for the phase overcurrent I1 protection 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
F04X for the phase overcurrent I2 protection
F05X for the phase overcurrent I3 protection
F11Y for the phase overcurrent I1' protection 1 ≤ Y ≤ 2
F12Y for the phase overcurrent I2' protection
F13Y for the phase overcurrent I3' protection

Percentage-based single-phase overcurrent protection

Equipment
c single-phase current generator

c ammeters

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B1 diagram

c protective relays:

F031/1, F031/2,

F041/1, F041/2,

F051/1, F051/2,

F111/1, F111/2,

F121/1, F121/2,

F131/1, F131/2.

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v check the microswitches (1 A or 5 A) that
correspond to the CT secondary circuits.

Please note:
the choice of the CT primary value has no effect.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of
testing.

X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: Iph O/C X with ph = 1.2 or 3

v set Is to the desired value

v set T to the desired value

v disable the set points of the following protections (2) :

- unbalance, O/C, E/F (if 3 CT sum is used)
- the other Iph O/C protections

Checking of the set point
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v gradually inject a current until the output relay linked to to the protection in the
program logic picks up

v read the Is value of the current on the ammeter

v stop the injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and de-activate
the outputs.

Checking of the time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

v preset the injection to twice the value of Is

v set the chronometer to zero

c test

v start up the chronometer and the injection at the same time

v the Sepam 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value t measured by the chronometer.
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In order to use this function, it is necessary to be
familiar with the overcurrent and overvoltage
protection function procedures and settings
(refer to appropriate sections).

Equipment
c single-phase and three-phase current and voltage
generators
c phase shifter with angle indicator
c ammeters
c voltmeter
c chronometer
c calculator
c adaptater for ECA module
c documentation

Wiring
c diagrams B5 or B6

c protective relays:

F511/1, F511/2 for normal zone of set point 1
F511/3, F511/4 for inverse zone of set point 1
F512/1, F512/2 for normal zone of set point 2 (2)

F512/3, F512/4 for inverse zone of set point 2 (2)

F521/1, F521/2 for normal zone of set point 1
F521/3, F521/4 for inverse zone of set point 1
F522/1, F522/2 for normal zone of set point 2 (2)

F522/3, F522/4 for inverse zone of set point 2 (2)

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency

v set Unp the VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

v set Uns, the VT secondary phase-to-phase voltage

v set the number of wired VTs to 3U

v select the value of the CT primary circuits

v check the microswitches on the 3U/Vo, ECM or
ECA modules.

 ANSI code 67

function n° F51X for 2-phase directional overcurrent (I1, I3) 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
F52X for 3-phase directional overcurrent (I1, I2, I3)

Directional overcurrent protection

Procedure
This protection checks the direction of currents I1, I2 (4) and I3 in comparison with
voltages U32, U13 (4) and U21 respectively, so that testing can be carried out using
single-phase current and voltage, changing only one current and the shift with
respect to its voltage each time.

c protection parameter setting:
Dir O/C X

v select the curve

v set Is to the desired value
v set T to the desired value (see curves in appendix)
v select angle θ (characteristic angle)
v disable the following protections (3) O/C X; Under/C X; U/V X ; Unbalance;
E/F (for sum of CTs) ; N Vol Disp (for sum of VTs)
v inject the voltage or voltages and the current or currents in accordance with
diagram B5 or B6
v select the appropriate phase shift in accordance with the protection activation
zone, given:
ϕ1 = α1 or ϕ2 = α2 or ϕ3 = α3 (single phase)
ϕ1 = α1 + 90° or ϕ2 = α2 + 90° or ϕ3 = α3 + 90° (three phase) or ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ3
being the angles read on the pocket terminal
(±) α1, α2 et α3 being the phase shift angles of the injection unit.

Example of test on U32 and I1 using single-phase current and voltage
(see diagram B5)

v connect voltage U32: 0 to input U3 (terminal A3) and V to input U2 (terminal A4)
v connect current I1: 0 to input N (terminal B1) and I to input I1 (terminal B4)
c testing of Is set point for θ = 30° and definite time
v inject phase-to-phase voltage Uns
v set T to 0.05 s
v inject current so that the phase shift angle ϕ1 can be set to 30° and 210°
v check ϕ1 on the pocket terminal
v stop current injection and reset Sepam 2000 to zero (1)

v gradually increase the current until the protection output relay picks up:

F511/1 or F511/2 for ϕ1 = 30°
F511/3 or F511/4 for ϕ1 = 210°
v read Is on the ammeter.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) only one relay is used in standard applications.
(3) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of

testing.
(4) input value not taken into account by the F51X function
X = number of the protective relay.

 θ°

 ϕ1= α1

I

U

normal zone

inverse zone

Is

Characteristic
         line

 α1  θ°

 ϕ1

I1

U32

normal zone

inverse zone

V1

Is

 θ
Characteristic
         line

 ϕ1=90°+(α1)
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characteristic normal zone inverse zone
angle F51X/1 and F51X/2 F51X/3 and F51X/4

F52X/1 and F52X/2 F52X/3 and F52X/4

ϕ1 or ϕ2 or ϕ3 ϕ1 or ϕ2 or ϕ3

θ = 30° 300° … (0°) … to … 120° 120° … (180°) … to … 300°

θ = 45° 315° … (0°) … to … 135° 135° … (180°) … to … 315°

θ = 60° 330° … (0°) … to … 150° 150° … (180°) … to … 330°

Remark
As a rule, the angle indicated by the injection unit is the phase shift between phase
voltage and current.

c testing of T

Once the protection activation zone has been
determined, the T tests are the same as the definite
time and IDMT curve phase overcurrent protection
tests (see section on phase overcurrent).

c testing of protective relay normal and inverse
zones

The zone limits are: ϕ = 90° + θ to ϕ = 270° + θ
v inject phase-to-phase voltage Uns

v set T to 0.05 s

v select θ according to the different examples given
below

v preset the current to twice Is and the phase shift
according to the chart

v stop current injection and reset Sepam 2000 (1)

v inject the current with a phase shift that is outside
the zone concerned by the protective relay to be
tested

v vary the phase shift angle a of the injection unit so
as to determine the angle limits of the activation zone

v reset to zero when leaving the zone each time the
output relay (1) is activated.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

X = number of the protective relay.

ccccc  three-phase testing

These tests are performed using the same procedures as those described
previously.
v connect the voltages (N, V1, V2, V3) and currents according to diagram B6
v inject the voltages and currents
v the change in the injection box phase difference angle is determined by the
protection activation zone (see chart).

Example

injection unit pocket terminal

α ϕ

+ 180° 180°

+ 90° 270°

0° 0° ou 360°

- 90° 90°

- 180° 180°

The voltage is created electronically and is shifted with respect to the current that
serves as the reference for phase shift measurement.
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Procedure
c protection parameter setting: Dir. E/F

v set Iso to the desired value

v set T to the desired value

v select angle θo (characteristic angle)

v disable the following protections (3):

- related to Vo if measurement is by the sum of the 3 VTs: U O/V; U O/V X; U U/V;
U U/V X

- related to Io if measurement is by the sum of the 3 CTs: all O/C, E/F and
Unbalance set points

v inject voltage which corresponds to Vo > 2.6 % of Unp

Checking of set point with θo = 0°
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

v select θo = 0°
c test (see figure 1)

v gradually inject current i with a phase shift of 180° with respect to Vo until the
output relay linked with the normal protection zone in program logic picks up

v read the current value on the ammeter

v stop current injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay.

Checking of time delay T
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test (see figure 1)

v preset the current injection to 1.2 times the Iso value and the 180° phase shift
with respect to Vo

v set the chronometer to zero

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value measured by the chronometer

Checking of the protection range using a phase shifter
c parameter setting

v set T to the minimum (0.05 s)

v set Iso

c test (see figures 2, 3 and 4)

v set the injection current i to a value that is clearly greater than Iso so that its
projection Ipo will be greater than Iso

v the angle limits of the normal and inverse ranges will be:

- normal zone

[ϕo] = 180° + θo ±ω
- inverse zone

[ϕo] = 360° + θo ±ω
with cosω = Iso/i

θo = angle of the line formed by the projection of i with respect to Vo
(set via the pocket terminal).

ANSI code 67N

function n° F50X     1 ≤ X ≤ 2

Directional earth fault protection

In order to use this function, it is necessary to be
familiar with the overcurrent and residual voltage
protection function procedures and settings
(refer to appropriate sections).

Equipment
c single-phase current and voltage generators

c phase shifter with angle indicator

c ammeters

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c calculator

c adapter for ECA module

c documentation

Wiring
c B5 or B6 or B7 diagram

c protective relays:

F501/1, F501/2 for normal zone of set point 1
F501/3, F501/4 for inverse zone of set point 1
F502/1, F502/2 for normal zone of set point 2 (2)

F502/3, F502/4 for inverse zone of set point 2 (2)

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency

v set Unp phase-to-phase voltage

v set Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

v select Vo measurement method

v select CT primary value

v select Io measurement method

v check microswitches on the 3U/Vo, ECM or

ECA modules.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized

(2) only one relay is used in standard applications
(3) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of the test.
X = number of the protective relay.
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example
c angle θo = 0° (see figure 2 graph)

settings Iso = 2 A

T = 0.05 s

for injection i = 5 A, the protection is activated:

cosω = 2/5 = 0.4 hence ω = 66.4°
v in normal zone 180° + 0° ±ω i.e. [ϕo] equal to
113.6° to 246.4°.

v in inverse zone 360° + 0° ±66.4° i.e. [ϕo] equal to
293.6° to 66.4° (426.4).

c angle θo = 0° (see figure 2 graph)

with strong current (limit of 14° ranges)

settings Iso = 2 A

T = 0.05 s

for injection i = 20 A, the protection is activated:

cosω = 2/20 = 0.1 hence ω = 84.2°
v in normal zone 180° + 0° ±84.2° i.e. [ϕo] equal to
104° to 256°, no processing outside this range.

v in inverse zone 360° + 0° ±84.2° i.e. [ϕo] equal to
284° to 76° (436°), no porcessing outside this range.

c angle θo = 30° (see figures 3 and 4 graphs)

settings Iso = 2 A

T = 0.05 s

for injection i = 5 A, the protection is activated:

cosω = 2/5 = 0.4 hence ω = 66.4°
v in normal zone 180° + 30° ±ω i.e. [ϕo] equal to
143.6° to 276.4°.

v in inverse zone 360° + 30° ±66.4° i.e. [ϕo] equal to
323.6° to 96.4° (456.4°).
c angle θo = -45° (see figures 3 and 4 graphs)

setttings Iso = 2 A

T = 0.05 s

for injection i = 10 A, the protection is activated:

cosω = 2/10 = 0.2 hence ω = 78.4°
v in normal zone 180° +(-45° ±ω) i.e. [ϕo] equal to
56.6° to 213.4°.

v in inverse zone 360° +(-45° ±66.4°) i.e. [ϕo] equal to
248.6° to 21.4° (381.4°).

Special cases
c the injection unit performs a special phase shift and angle measurement,
which makes it necessary to make an angle correspondence chart.

Example
Injection according to wiring diagram B7 (i is 180° from Vo).

F501/1
Kxx

F081/2

Corresponding program logic diagram:

injection unit pocket terminal

a ϕo

+ 180° + 180°

+ 90° + 270°

0° 0° or 360°

- 90° + 90°

- 180° + 180°

The voltage is created electronically and has a phase shift with respect to the
current that serves as the reference for phase shift measurement.

c when combined with an earth fault protection set point, the directional protection
can use the inverse time time delay. The combination is made via customized
program logic.

Fig 1

normal
zone
F501/1
F501/2
F502/1
F502/2

inverse
zone
F501/3
F501/4
F502/3
F502/4

Ipo

Iso Vo-Iso

14°

resistive "i"

angles :
θo protection = 0°
ϕo parameter = 180°
α injection = 180°

Fig 2

normal
zone
F501/1
F501/2
F502/1
F502/2

projected fault Ipo

Iso

Vo

14°

"i"
angles :
θo protection = 0°
ϕo parameter = 104° à 256°
α injection = 104° à 256°

0

"i"

Fig 3      Fig 4

normal
zone

Vo

Iso

Ipo

      θo
(protection)0

ω

ϕo (parameter)
α (injection)

"i"
        

normal
zone

Vo

Iso

Ipo

      θo
 (protection)0

ω

ϕo (parameter)
α (injection)

"i"
plan where
Ipo > Iso

projection

    line

ω

"i"

Variation in "i"
around Vo

normal zone inverse zone

Iso
Vo

F081/2

F501/1
5%Ino

F501/3

θo = o
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Directional earth fault protection for compensated networks

ANSI code 67NC

function n° F48X 1 ≤ X ≤ 2

In order to use this function, it is necessary to be
familiar with the overcurrent and residual voltage
protection function procedures and settings
(refer to appropriate sections).

Equipment
c single-phase current and voltage generators
c phase shifter with angle indicator
c ammeters
c voltmeter
c chronometer 1616
c calculator
c adapter for ECA module
c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B5 or B6 or B7
c protective relays:

F481/1, F481/2 for normal zone set point 1
F481/3, F481/4 for inverse zone set point 2
F481/5 for Vo > Vso.

F482/1, F482/2 for normal zone set point 1
F482/3, F482/4 for inverse zone set point 2
F482/5 for Vo > Vso.

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting
v select Fn network frequency
v set Unp to the phase-to-phase voltage value
v select Uns the VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage
v select the Vo measurement method
v select the value of the CT primary circuit
v select the Io measurement method
v check the microswitches on the 3U/Vo, ECM or
ECA modules.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: CNSdir, E/F

v set Iso to the desired value

v select sector angle 83° or 86°
v set T the protection time delay

v set Vso

v set Tmem disengaging time

v disable the following protections:

- related to Vo if measurement is by the sum of the 3 VTs: U U/V; U U/V X; U O/V;
U O/V X, N Vol Disp (if included)

- related to Io if measurement is by the sum of the 3 CTs: O/C X, E/F X and
unbalance.

Checking of Iso set point
c parameter setting

v set Iso to the desired value

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v inject voltage which corresponds to Vo > Vso (see chapter on N Vol Disp)

v once the activation zone has been determined (normal or inverse), phase shift
between i and u of 0° for inverse zone and of 180° for normal zone

v inject current i, gradually increasing it until the relay linked to the protection picks
up

v read the Iso value on the ammeter.

v stop the current injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and deactivate the output.

Checking of T
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v present current i to twice Iso and the injection unit angle in accordance
with the zone concerned

v reset Sepam 2000 and the chronometer

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v the output relay stops the chronometer

v read T on the chronometer

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate these protections if need be at the
end of testing.

X = number of the protective relay.

normal zone inverse zone

Ipo

Io

Iso

Vo

sector
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Checking of protection disengaging time
This time delay is activated on the falling edge of each fault signal. It processes
very brief transient faults which, when repetitive, allow T to be reached.

The relay linked with the protection must not be a latching relay in order for this
check to be performed.

c parameter setting

v set Tdis to the desired value

c test

v set up the chronometer wiring so that it will start up when injection stops and the
dropping out of the protective relay will stop the counting operation

v create a fault by injecting current and voltage

v reset the chronometer to zero

v stop current or voltage injection and start up the chronometer

v when the Sepam relay drops out, read the Tdis value on the chronometer

Checking of the protection activation zone (sector)
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

v select the sector

c test

v inject voltage which corresponds to Vo > Vso (see section on N Vol Disp)

v preset current Io to twice Iso, with a phase shift of 90° and then 270° with respect
to Vo

v vary the phase shift angle a of the injection unit so as to determine the angle
limits of the activation zone

sector normal zone inverse zone

83° 97°…180°…263° 277°…0°…83°

86° 94°…180°…266° 274°…0°…86°

v reset to zero when leaving the zone each time the output relay is activated.
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Thermal overload protection

Equipment
c single-phase current generator

c ammeters

c chronometer

c CSP adapter

c calculator

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B1 or B2 or B8 or B9 or B10

c protective relays:

F431/1 corresponding to OL1

F431/2 corresponding to OL2

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select the value of the CT primary circuit

v set the value of Ib (rated current given by the
manufacturer on the manufacturer plate of the motor
or transformer)

v check the microswitches (1 A or 5 A) which
correspond to the CT secondary circuits

v or check and set the microswitches on the ECA
module

Procedure
c set protection parameters: thermal

v set OL1, OL2 (% heat rise set points)

v set Adjust (none, low, average or high)

v set T1 (heating time constant)

v set T2 (cooling time constant)

v disable: O/C X, Unbalance, E/F X if sum of CTs is used

Checking of heat rise time
c parameter setting

v preset i to the desired value (X times Ib)

c test

v stop injection

v set the chronometer to zero

Cold curve

v reset Heating to zero on the pocket terminal (password + clear)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v monitor the injection value on the ammeter (stability)

v use the pocket terminal to monitor heat rise Heating

When OL2 is reached:

v the Sepam 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value measured by the chronometer

v stop the injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the relay
(if Heating < OL2)

c example: heat rise

Case of a transformer (T1 = T2, Adjust = None)

In = 400 A

Ib = 280 A

v set OL1 = 95%

v set OL2 = 115%

v set T1 = 5 mn

v set T2 = 5 mn

v set Adjust = None

See the chart which gives t/T1 for f(OL, I/Ib).

In the example, i = 1.3 Ib

For an injection i = Ib + 30% = 1.3 x 280 = 364 A the protection trips OL1 in a time
period of t1 = 0.8258 x 5 x 60 = 247.7 s (4 mn 8 s) and OL2 in a time period of
t2 = 1.1409 x 5 x 60 = 342.2 s (5 mn 42 s)

Monitor Heating the variation in heat rise on the pocket terminal.

ANSI code 49

function n° F431

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing
if required.

X = number of the protective relay.
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Setting Adjust = None does not take into account the unbalance value and does
not allow single-phase injection to be used.

c example: heat rise
Case of an unbalanced motor. Use of diagram B9.

In = 400 A

Ib = 280 A

I1, I2, I3

v set OL1 = 95%

v set OL2 = 115%

v set T1 = 5 mn

v set T2 = 20 mn

v set Adjust = High (= 9)

v Heating = 0%

The equivalent current value should be calculated so as to enable the user to
select the right I/Ib ratio in the chart that gives t/T1 for f(OL, I/Ib).

In the example i = 1.3 Ib

ieq2 = (Ib+30%Ib)2 + 9([Ib+30%Ib] / 1.732)2

i.e. ieq2 = 3642 + 9(210)2 fi ieq = 728 A

hence I/Ib = 728 A/280 A = 2.6

For an injection i = 364 A, in accordance with diagram B9 or B10, the protection
will trip OL1 in a time period of t1 = 0.1514 x 5 x 60 = 45 s and OL2 in a time
period of t2 = 0.1865 x 5 x 60 = 55.9 s

Monitor Heating the variation in heat rise Heating on the pocket terminal.

Hot curve
v reach Heating = 100%

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v monitor the injection value on the ammeter (stability)

v use the pocket termial to monitor the variation in heat rise Heating

When OL2 is reached
v the Sepam 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value measured by the chronometer

v stop the injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the relay
(if Heating > OL).

Practical method of protection time measurement and testing using initial
heat rise
v set OL2 to the initial heat rise value Ei

v reset heat rise to zero using the pocket terminal (password + clear)

v start up injection and the chronometer

When OL2 = Ei is reached
v the chronmeter indicates the time ti

v set OL2 to the desired value

v reset heat rise Heating to zero using the pocket terminal (access code + clear)

v start up injection and the chronometer.

When OL2 is reached
v the chronmeter indicates the time tf.
v the protection operating time starting from initial heat rise Ei is t = tf - ti.
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Thermal overload protection (cont'd)

I/Ib 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
OL (%)

50 0.6931 0.6042 0.5331 0.4749 0.4265 0.3857 0.3508 0.3207 0.2945 0.2716 0.2513 0.2333 0.2173 0.2029 0.1900 0.1782 0.1676

55 0.7985 0.6909 0.6061 0.5376 0.4812 0.4339 0.3937 0.3592 0.3294 0.3033 0.2803 0.2600 0.2419 0.2257 0.2111 0.1980 0.1860

60 0.9163 0.7857 0.6849 0.6046 0.5390 0.4845 0.4386 0.3993 0.3655 0.3360 0.3102 0.2873 0.2671 0.2490 0.2327 0.2181 0.2048

65 1.0498 0.8905 0.7704 0.6763 0.6004 0.5379 0.4855 0.4411 0.4029 0.3698 0.3409 0.3155 0.2929 0.2728 0.2548 0.2386 0.2239

70 1.2040 1.0076 0.8640 0.7535 0.6657 0.5942 0.5348 0.4847 0.4418 0.4049 0.3727 0.3444 0.3194 0.2972 0.2774 0.2595 0.2434

75 1.3863 1.1403 0.9671 0.8373 0.7357 0.6539 0.5866 0.5302 0.4823 0.4412 0.4055 0.3742 0.3467 0.3222 0.3005 0.2809 0.2633

80 1.6094 1.2933 1.0822 0.9287 0.8109 0.7174 0.6413 0.5780 0.5245 0.4788 0.4394 0.4049 0.3747 0.3479 0.3241 0.3028 0.2836

85 1.8971 1.4739 1.2123 1.0292 0.8923 0.7853 0.6991 0.6281 0.5686 0.5180 0.4745 0.4366 0.4035 0.3743 0.3483 0.3251 0.3043

90 2.3026 1.6946 1.3618 1.1411 0.9808 0.8580 0.7605 0.6809 0.6147 0.5587 0.5108 0.4694 0.4332 0.4013 0.3731 0.3480 0.3254

95 1.9782 1.5377 1.2670 1.0780 0.9365 0.8258 0.7366 0.6630 0.6012 0.5486 0.5032 0.4638 0.4292 0.3986 0.3714 0.3470

100 2.3755 1.7513 1.4112 1.1856 1.0217 0.8958 0.7956 0.7138 0.6455 0.5878 0.5383 0.4953 0.4578 0.4247 0.3953 0.3691

105 3.0445 2.0232 1.5796 1.3063 1.1147 0.9710 0.8583 0.7673 0.6920 0.6286 0.5746 0.5279 0.4872 0.4515 0.4199 0.3917

110 2.3979 1.7824 1.4435 1.2174 1.0524 0.9252 0.8238 0.7406 0.6712 0.6122 0.5616 0.5176 0.4790 0.4450 0.4148

115 3.0040 2.0369 1.6025 1.3318 1.1409 0.9970 0.8837 0.7918 0.7156 0.6514 0.5964 0.5489 0.5074 0.4708 0.4384

120 2.3792 1.7918 1.4610 1.2381 1.0742 0.9474 0.8457 0.7621 0.6921 0.6325 0.5812 0.5365 0.4973 0.4626

125 2.9037 2.0254 1.6094 1.3457 1.1580 1.0154 0.9027 0.8109 0.7346 0.6700 0.6146 0.5666 0.5245 0.4874

130 2.3308 1.7838 1.4663 1.2493 1.0885 0.9632 0.8622 0.7789 0.7089 0.6491 0.5975 0.5525 0.5129

135 2.7726 1.9951 1.6035 1.3499 1.1672 1.0275 0.9163 0.8253 0.7494 0.6849 0.6295 0.5813 0.5390

140 2.2634 1.7626 1.4618 1.2528 1.0962 0.9734 0.8740 0.7916 0.7220 0.6625 0.6109 0.5658

145 2.6311 1.9518 1.5877 1.3463 1.1701 1.0341 0.9252 0.8356 0.7606 0.6966 0.6414 0.5934

150 3.2189 2.1855 1.7319 1.4495 1.2498 1.0986 0.9791 0.8817 0.8007 0.7320 0.6729 0.6217

155 2.4908 1.9003 1.5645 1.3364 1.1676 1.0361 0.9301 0.8424 0.7686 0.7055 0.6508

160 2.9327 2.1030 1.6946 1.4313 1.2417 1.0965 0.9808 0.8860 0.8066 0.7391 0.6809

165 2.3576 1.8441 1.5361 1.3218 1.1609 1.0343 0.9316 0.8461 0.7739 0.7118

170 2.6999 2.0200 1.6532 1.4088 1.2296 1.0908 0.9793 0.8873 0.8099 0.7438

175 3.2244 2.2336 1.7858 1.5041 1.3035 1.1507 1.0294 0.9302 0.8473 0.7768

180 2.5055 1.9388 1.6094 1.3832 1.2144 1.0822 0.9751 0.8861 0.8109

185 2.8802 2.1195 1.7272 1.4698 1.2825 1.1379 1.0220 0.9265 0.8463

190 3.4864 2.3401 1.8608 1.5647 1.3555 1.1970 1.0713 0.9687 0.8829

195 2.6237 2.0149 1.6695 1.4343 1.2597 1.1231 1.0126 0.9209

200 3.0210 2.1972 1.7866 1.5198 1.3266 1.1778 1.0586 0.9605

Cold curves:
t/T1 = f(OL, I/Ib)
The following charts give the numerical values of the
cold curves.

Example of chart use
For an operation set point OL of 115% with a time constant T1 of 15 mn, what is
the operation time when cold at 2.6 Ib?
Using the cold curve chart:

c read the value of t/T1 = 0.1865 at the intersection of row OL = 115
and column I/Ib = 2.6

c calculate the operation time

t = 0.1865 x T

i.e. t = 0.1865 x 15 x 60 = 167.8 s
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Cold curves

I/Ib 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.40 4.60
OL (%)

50 0.1579 0.1491 0.1410 0.1335 0.1090 0.0908 0.0768 0.0659 0.0572 0.0501 0.0442 0.0393 0.0352 0.0317 0.0288 0.0262 0.0239

55 0.1752 0.1653 0.1562 0.1479 0.1206 0.1004 0.0849 0.0727 0.0631 0.0552 0.0487 0.0434 0.0388 0.0350 0.0317 0.0288 0.0263

60 0.1927 0.1818 0.1717 0.1625 0.1324 0.1100 0.0929 0.0796 0.069 0.0604 0.0533 0.0474 0.0424 0.0382 0.0346 0.0315 0.0288

65 0.2106 0.1985 0.1875 0.1773 0.1442 0.1197 0.1011 0.0865 0.075 0.0656 0.0579 0.0515 0.0461 0.0415 0.0375 0.0342 0.0312

70 0.2288 0.2156 0.2035 0.1924 0.1562 0.1296 0.1093 0.0935 0.081 0.0708 0.0625 0.0555 0.0497 0.0447 0.0405 0.0368 0.0336

75 0.2474 0.2329 0.2197 0.2076 0.1684 0.1395 0.1176 0.1006 0.087 0.0761 0.0671 0.0596 0.0533 0.0480 0.0434 0.0395 0.0361

80 0.2662 0.2505 0.2362 0.2231 0.1807 0.1495 0.1260 0.1076 0.0931 0.0813 0.0717 0.0637 0.0570 0.0513 0.0464 0.0422 0.0385

85 0.2855 0.2685 0.2530 0.2389 0.1931 0.1597 0.1344 0.1148 0.0992 0.0867 0.0764 0.0678 0.0607 0.0546 0.0494 0.0449 0.0410

90 0.3051 0.2868 0.2701 0.2549 0.2057 0.1699 0.1429 0.1219 0.1054 0.092 0.0811 0.0720 0.0644 0.0579 0.0524 0.0476 0.0435

95 0.3251 0.3054 0.2875 0.2712 0.2185 0.1802 0.1514 0.1292 0.1116 0.0974 0.0858 0.0761 0.0681 0.0612 0.0554 0.0503 0.0459

100 0.3456 0.3244 0.3051 0.2877 0.2314 0.1907 0.1601 0.1365 0.1178 0.1028 0.0905 0.0803 0.0718 0.0645 0.0584 0.0530 0.0484

105 0.3664 0.3437 0.3231 0.3045 0.2445 0.2012 0.1688 0.1438 0.1241 0.1082 0.0952 0.0845 0.0755 0.0679 0.0614 0.0558 0.0509

110 0.3877 0.3634 0.3415 0.3216 0.2578 0.2119 0.1776 0.1512 0.1304 0.1136 0.1000 0.0887 0.0792 0.0712 0.0644 0.0585 0.0534

115 0.4095 0.3835 0.3602 0.3390 0.2713 0.2227 0.1865 0.1586 0.1367 0.1191 0.1048 0.0929 0.0830 0.0746 0.0674 0.0612 0.0559

120 0.4317 0.4041 0.3792 0.3567 0.2849 0.2336 0.1954 0.1661 0.1431 0.1246 0.1096 0.0972 0.0868 0.0780 0.0705 0.0640 0.0584

125 0.4545 0.4250 0.3986 0.3747 0.2988 0.2446 0.2045 0.1737 0.1495 0.1302 0.1144 0.1014 0.0905 0.0813 0.0735 0.0667 0.0609

130 0.4778 0.4465 0.4184 0.3930 0.3128 0.2558 0.2136 0.1813 0.156 0.1358 0.1193 0.1057 0.0943 0.0847 0.0766 0.0695 0.0634

135 0.5016 0.4683 0.4386 0.4117 0.3270 0.2671 0.2228 0.1890 0.1625 0.1414 0.1242 0.1100 0.0982 0.0881 0.0796 0.0723 0.0659

140 0.5260 0.4907 0.4591 0.4308 0.3414 0.2785 0.2321 0.1967 0.1691 0.147 0.1291 0.1143 0.1020 0.0916 0.0827 0.0751 0.0685

145 0.5511 0.5136 0.4802 0.4502 0.3561 0.2900 0.2414 0.2045 0.1757 0.1527 0.1340 0.1187 0.1058 0.0950 0.0858 0.0778 0.0710

150 0.5767 0.5370 0.5017 0.4700 0.3709 0.3017 0.2509 0.2124 0.1823 0.1584 0.1390 0.1230 0.1097 0.0984 0.0889 0.0806 0.0735

155 0.6031 0.5610 0.5236 0.4902 0.3860 0.3135 0.2604 0.2203 0.189 0.1641 0.1440 0.1274 0.1136 0.1019 0.0920 0.0834 0.0761

160 0.6302 0.5856 0.5461 0.5108 0.4013 0.3254 0.2701 0.2283 0.1957 0.1699 0.1490 0.1318 0.1174 0.1054 0.0951 0.0863 0.0786

165 0.6580 0.6108 0.5690 0.5319 0.4169 0.3375 0.2798 0.2363 0.2025 0.1757 0.1540 0.1362 0.1213 0.1088 0.0982 0.0891 0.0812

170 0.6866 0.6366 0.5925 0.5534 0.4327 0.3498 0.2897 0.2444 0.2094 0.1815 0.1591 0.1406 0.1253 0.1123 0.1013 0.0919 0.0838

175 0.7161 0.6631 0.6166 0.5754 0.4487 0.3621 0.2996 0.2526 0.2162 0.1874 0.1641 0.1451 0.1292 0.1158 0.1045 0.0947 0.0863

180 0.7464 0.6904 0.6413 0.5978 0.4651 0.3747 0.3096 0.2608 0.2231 0.1933 0.1693 0.1495 0.1331 0.1193 0.1076 0.0976 0.0889

185 0.7777 0.7184 0.6665 0.6208 0.4816 0.3874 0.3197 0.2691 0.2301 0.1993 0.1744 0.1540 0.1371 0.1229 0.1108 0.1004 0.0915

190 0.8100 0.7472 0.6925 0.6444 0.4985 0.4003 0.3300 0.2775 0.2371 0.2052 0.1796 0.1585 0.1411 0.1264 0.1140 0.1033 0.0941

195 0.8434 0.7769 0.7191 0.6685 0.5157 0.4133 0.3403 0.2860 0.2442 0.2113 0.1847 0.1631 0.1451 0.1300 0.1171 0.1062 0.0967

200 0.8780 0.8075 0.7465 0.6931 0.5331 0.4265 0.3508 0.2945 0.2513 0.2173 0.1900 0.1676 0.1491 0.1335 0.1203 0.1090 0.0993
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Thermal overload protection (cont'd)

I/Ib 4.80 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00
OL (%)

50 0.0219 0.0202 0.0167 0.0140 0.0119 0.0103 0.0089 0.0078 0.0069 0.0062 0.0056 0.0050 0.0032 0.0022 0.0016 0.0013

55 0.0242 0.0222 0.0183 0.0154 0.0131 0.0113 0.0098 0.0086 0.0076 0.0068 0.0061 0.0055 0.0035 0.0024 0.0018 0.0014

60 0.0264 0.0243 0.0200 0.0168 0.0143 0.0123 0.0107 0.0094 0.0083 0.0074 0.0067 0.0060 0.0038 0.0027 0.0020 0.0015

65 0.0286 0.0263 0.0217 0.0182 0.0155 0.0134 0.0116 0.0102 0.0090 0.0081 0.0072 0.0065 0.0042 0.0029 0.0021 0.0016

70 0.0309 0.0284 0.0234 0.0196 0.0167 0.0144 0.0125 0.0110 0.0097 0.0087 0.0078 0.0070 0.0045 0.0031 0.0023 0.0018

75 0.0331 0.0305 0.0251 0.0211 0.0179 0.0154 0.0134 0.0118 0.0104 0.0093 0.0083 0.0075 0.0048 0.0033 0.0025 0.0019

80 0.0353 0.0325 0.0268 0.0225 0.0191 0.0165 0.0143 0.0126 0.0111 0.0099 0.0089 0.0080 0.0051 0.0036 0.0026 0.0020

85 0.0376 0.0346 0.0285 0.0239 0.0203 0.0175 0.0152 0.0134 0.0118 0.0105 0.0095 0.0085 0.0055 0.0038 0.0028 0.0021

90 0.0398 0.0367 0.0302 0.0253 0.0215 0.0185 0.0161 0.0142 0.0125 0.0112 0.0100 0.0090 0.0058 0.0040 0.0029 0.0023

95 0.0421 0.0387 0.0319 0.0267 0.0227 0.0196 0.0170 0.0150 0.0132 0.0118 0.0106 0.0095 0.0061 0.0042 0.0031 0.0024

100 0.0444 0.0408 0.0336 0.0282 0.0240 0.0206 0.0179 0.0157 0.0139 0.0124 0.0111 0.0101 0.0064 0.0045 0.0033 0.0025

105 0.0466 0.0429 0.0353 0.0296 0.0252 0.0217 0.0188 0.0165 0.0146 0.0130 0.0117 0.0106 0.0067 0.0047 0.0034 0.0026

110 0.0489 0.0450 0.0370 0.0310 0.0264 0.0227 0.0197 0.0173 0.0153 0.0137 0.0123 0.0111 0.0071 0.0049 0.0036 0.0028

115 0.0512 0.0471 0.0388 0.0325 0.0276 0.0237 0.0207 0.0181 0.0160 0.0143 0.0128 0.0116 0.0074 0.0051 0.0038 0.0029

120 0.0535 0.0492 0.0405 0.0339 0.0288 0.0248 0.0216 0.0189 0.0167 0.0149 0.0134 0.0121 0.0077 0.0053 0.0039 0.0030

125 0.0558 0.0513 0.0422 0.0353 0.0300 0.0258 0.0225 0.0197 0.0175 0.0156 0.0139 0.0126 0.0080 0.0056 0.0041 0.0031

130 0.0581 0.0534 0.0439 0.0368 0.0313 0.0269 0.0234 0.0205 0.0182 0.0162 0.0145 0.0131 0.0084 0.0058 0.0043 0.0033

135 0.0604 0.0555 0.0457 0.0382 0.0325 0.0279 0.0243 0.0213 0.0189 0.0168 0.0151 0.0136 0.0087 0.0060 0.0044 0.0034

140 0.0627 0.0576 0.0474 0.0397 0.0337 0.0290 0.0252 0.0221 0.0196 0.0174 0.0156 0.0141 0.0090 0.0062 0.0046 0.0035

145 0.0650 0.0598 0.0491 0.0411 0.0349 0.0300 0.0261 0.0229 0.0203 0.0181 0.0162 0.0146 0.0093 0.0065 0.0047 0.0036

150 0.0673 0.0619 0.0509 0.0426 0.0361 0.0311 0.0270 0.0237 0.0210 0.0187 0.0168 0.0151 0.0096 0.0067 0.0049 0.0038

155 0.0696 0.0640 0.0526 0.0440 0.0374 0.0321 0.0279 0.0245 0.0217 0.0193 0.0173 0.0156 0.0100 0.0069 0.0051 0.0039

160 0.0720 0.0661 0.0543 0.0455 0.0386 0.0332 0.0289 0.0253 0.0224 0.0200 0.0179 0.0161 0.0103 0.0071 0.0052 0.0040

165 0.0743 0.0683 0.0561 0.0469 0.0398 0.0343 0.0298 0.0261 0.0231 0.0206 0.0185 0.0166 0.0106 0.0074 0.0054 0.0041

170 0.0766 0.0704 0.0578 0.0484 0.0411 0.0353 0.0307 0.0269 0.0238 0.0212 0.0190 0.0171 0.0109 0.0076 0.0056 0.0043

175 0.0790 0.0726 0.0596 0.0498 0.0423 0.0364 0.0316 0.0277 0.0245 0.0218 0.0196 0.0177 0.0113 0.0078 0.0057 0.0044

180 0.0813 0.0747 0.0613 0.0513 0.0435 0.0374 0.0325 0.0285 0.0252 0.0225 0.0201 0.0182 0.0116 0.0080 0.0059 0.0045

185 0.0837 0.0769 0.0631 0.0528 0.0448 0.0385 0.0334 0.0293 0.0259 0.0231 0.0207 0.0187 0.0119 0.0083 0.0061 0.0046

190 0.0861 0.0790 0.0649 0.0542 0.0460 0.0395 0.0344 0.0301 0.0266 0.0237 0.0213 0.0192 0.0122 0.0085 0.0062 0.0048

195 0.0884 0.0812 0.0666 0.0557 0.0473 0.0406 0.0353 0.0309 0.0274 0.0244 0.0218 0.0197 0.0126 0.0087 0.0064 0.0049

200 0.0908 0.0834 0.0684 0.0572 0.0485 0.0417 0.0362 0.0317 0.0281 0.0250 0.0224 0.0202 0.0129 0.0089 0.0066 0.0050

Cold curves
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Hot curves:
t/T1 = f(OL, I/Ib)
The following charts give the numerical values of the
hot curves.

I/Ib 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
OL (%)

105 0.6690 0.2719 0.1685 0.1206 0.0931 0.0752 0.0627 0.0535 0.0464 0.0408 0.0363 0.0326 0.0295 0.0268 0.0245 0.0226

110 3.7136 0.6466 0.3712 0.2578 0.1957 0.1566 0.1296 0.1100 0.0951 0.0834 0.0740 0.0662 0.0598 0.0544 0.0497 0.0457

115 1.2528 0.6257 0.4169 0.3102 0.2451 0.2013 0.1699 0.1462 0.1278 0.1131 0.1011 0.0911 0.0827 0.0755 0.0693

120 3.0445 0.9680 0.6061 0.4394 0.3423 0.2786 0.2336 0.2002 0.1744 0.1539 0.1372 0.1234 0.1118 0.1020 0.0935

125 1.4925 0.8398 0.5878 0.4499 0.3623 0.3017 0.2572 0.2231 0.1963 0.1747 0.1568 0.1419 0.1292 0.1183

130 2.6626 1.1451 0.7621 0.5705 0.4537 0.3747 0.3176 0.2744 0.2407 0.2136 0.1914 0.1728 0.1572 0.1438

135 1.5870 0.9734 0.7077 0.5543 0.4535 0.3819 0.3285 0.2871 0.2541 0.2271 0.2048 0.1860 0.1699

140 2.3979 1.2417 0.8668 0.6662 0.5390 0.4507 0.3857 0.3358 0.2963 0.2643 0.2378 0.2156 0.1967

145 1.6094 1.0561 0.7921 0.6325 0.5245 0.4463 0.3869 0.3403 0.3028 0.2719 0.2461 0.2243

150 2.1972 1.2897 0.9362 0.7357 0.6042 0.5108 0.4408 0.3864 0.3429 0.3073 0.2776 0.2526

155 3.8067 1.5950 1.1047 0.8508 0.6909 0.5798 0.4978 0.4347 0.3846 0.3439 0.3102 0.2817

160 2.0369 1.3074 0.9808 0.7857 0.6539 0.5583 0.4855 0.4282 0.3819 0.3438 0.3118

165 2.8478 1.5620 1.1304 0.8905 0.7340 0.6226 0.5390 0.4738 0.4215 0.3786 0.3427

170 1.9042 1.3063 1.0076 0.8210 0.6914 0.5955 0.5215 0.4626 0.4146 0.3747

175 2.4288 1.5198 1.1403 0.9163 0.7652 0.6554 0.5717 0.5055 0.4520 0.4077

180 3.5988 1.7918 1.2933 1.0217 0.8449 0.7191 0.6244 0.5504 0.4908 0.4418

185 2.1665 1.4739 1.1394 0.9316 0.7872 0.6802 0.5974 0.5312 0.4772

190 2.7726 1.6946 1.2730 1.0264 0.8602 0.7392 0.6466 0.5733 0.5138

195 4.5643 1.9782 1.4271 1.1312 0.9390 0.8019 0.6985 0.6173 0.5518

200 2.3755 1.6094 1.2483 1.0245 0.8688 0.7531 0.6633 0.5914

Example of chart use
For an operation set point OL of 115% with a time constant T1 of 15 mn,
what is the operation time when hot at 2.6 Ib?
Using the hot curve chart:

c read the value t/T1 = 0. 0264 at the intersection of row OL = 115 and column
I/Ib = 2.6

c calculate the operation time
t = 0.0264 x T1

i.e. t = 0.0264 x 15 x 60 = 23.7 s
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I/Ib 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.40 4.60
OL (%)

105 0.0209 0.0193 0.0180 0.0168 0.0131 0.0106 0.0087 0.0073 0.0063 0.0054 0.0047 0.0042 0.0037 0.0033 0.0030 0.0027 0.0025

110 0.0422 0.0391 0.0363 0.0339 0.0264 0.0212 0.0175 0.0147 0.0126 0.0109 0.0095 0.0084 0.0075 0.0067 0.0060 0.0055 0.0050

115 0.0639 0.0592 0.0550 0.0513 0.0398 0.0320 0.0264 0.0222 0.0189 0.0164 0.0143 0.0126 0.0112 0.0101 0.0091 0.0082 0.0075

120 0.0862 0.0797 0.0740 0.0690 0.0535 0.0429 0.0353 0.0297 0.0253 0.0219 0.0191 0.0169 0.0150 0.0134 0.0121 0.0110 0.0100

125 0.1089 0.1007 0.0934 0.0870 0.0673 0.0540 0.0444 0.0372 0.0317 0.0274 0.0240 0.0211 0.0188 0.0168 0.0151 0.0137 0.0125

130 0.1322 0.1221 0.1132 0.1054 0.0813 0.0651 0.0535 0.0449 0.0382 0.0330 0.0288 0.0254 0.0226 0.0202 0.0182 0.0165 0.0150

135 0.1560 0.1440 0.1334 0.1241 0.0956 0.0764 0.0627 0.0525 0.0447 0.0386 0.0337 0.0297 0.0264 0.0236 0.0213 0.0192 0.0175

140 0.1805 0.1664 0.1540 0.1431 0.1100 0.0878 0.0720 0.0603 0.0513 0.0443 0.0386 0.0340 0.0302 0.0270 0.0243 0.0220 0.0200

145 0.2055 0.1892 0.1750 0.1625 0.1246 0.0993 0.0813 0.0681 0.0579 0.0499 0.0435 0.0384 0.0341 0.0305 0.0274 0.0248 0.0226

150 0.2312 0.2127 0.1965 0.1823 0.1395 0.1110 0.0908 0.0759 0.0645 0.0556 0.0485 0.0427 0.0379 0.0339 0.0305 0.0276 0.0251

155 0.2575 0.2366 0.2185 0.2025 0.1546 0.1228 0.1004 0.0838 0.0712 0.0614 0.0535 0.0471 0.0418 0.0374 0.0336 0.0304 0.0277

160 0.2846 0.2612 0.2409 0.2231 0.1699 0.1347 0.1100 0.0918 0.0780 0.0671 0.0585 0.0515 0.0457 0.0408 0.0367 0.0332 0.0302

165 0.3124 0.2864 0.2639 0.2442 0.1855 0.1468 0.1197 0.0999 0.0847 0.0729 0.0635 0.0559 0.0496 0.0443 0.0398 0.0360 0.0328

170 0.3410 0.3122 0.2874 0.2657 0.2012 0.1591 0.1296 0.1080 0.0916 0.0788 0.0686 0.0603 0.0535 0.0478 0.0430 0.0389 0.0353

175 0.3705 0.3388 0.3115 0.2877 0.2173 0.1715 0.1395 0.1161 0.0984 0.0847 0.0737 0.0648 0.0574 0.0513 0.0461 0.0417 0.0379

180 0.4008 0.3660 0.3361 0.3102 0.2336 0.1840 0.1495 0.1244 0.1054 0.0906 0.0788 0.0692 0.0614 0.0548 0.0493 0.0446 0.0405

185 0.4321 0.3940 0.3614 0.3331 0.2502 0.1967 0.1597 0.1327 0.1123 0.0965 0.0839 0.0737 0.0653 0.0583 0.0524 0.0474 0.0431

190 0.4644 0.4229 0.3873 0.3567 0.2671 0.2096 0.1699 0.1411 0.1193 0.1025 0.0891 0.0782 0.0693 0.0619 0.0556 0.0503 0.0457

195 0.4978 0.4525 0.4140 0.3808 0.2842 0.2226 0.1802 0.1495 0.1264 0.1085 0.0943 0.0828 0.0733 0.0654 0.0588 0.0531 0.0483

200 0.5324 0.4831 0.4413 0.4055 0.3017 0.2358 0.1907 0.1581 0.1335 0.1145 0.0995 0.0873 0.0773 0.0690 0.0620 0.0560 0.0509

I/Ib 4.80 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00
OL (%)

105 0.0023 0.0021 0.0017 0.0014 0.0012 0.0010 0.0009 0.0008 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001

110 0.0045 0.0042 0.0034 0.0029 0.0024 0.0021 0.0018 0.0016 0.0014 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003

115 0.0068 0.0063 0.0051 0.0043 0.0036 0.0031 0.0027 0.0024 0.0021 0.0019 0.0017 0.0015 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004

120 0.0091 0.0084 0.0069 0.0057 0.0049 0.0042 0.0036 0.0032 0.0028 0.0025 0.0022 0.0020 0.0013 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005

125 0.0114 0.0105 0.0086 0.0072 0.0061 0.0052 0.0045 0.0040 0.0035 0.0031 0.0028 0.0025 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006

130 0.0137 0.0126 0.0103 0.0086 0.0073 0.0063 0.0054 0.0048 0.0042 0.0038 0.0034 0.0030 0.0019 0.0013 0.0010 0.0008

135 0.0160 0.0147 0.0120 0.0101 0.0085 0.0073 0.0064 0.0056 0.0049 0.0044 0.0039 0.0035 0.0023 0.0016 0.0011 0.0009

140 0.0183 0.0168 0.0138 0.0115 0.0097 0.0084 0.0073 0.0064 0.0056 0.0050 0.0045 0.0040 0.0026 0.0018 0.0013 0.0010

145 0.0206 0.0189 0.0155 0.0129 0.0110 0.0094 0.0082 0.0072 0.0063 0.0056 0.0051 0.0046 0.0029 0.0020 0.0015 0.0011

150 0.0229 0.0211 0.0172 0.0144 0.0122 0.0105 0.0091 0.0080 0.0070 0.0063 0.0056 0.0051 0.0032 0.0022 0.0016 0.0013

155 0.0253 0.0232 0.0190 0.0158 0.0134 0.0115 0.0100 0.0088 0.0077 0.0069 0.0062 0.0056 0.0035 0.0025 0.0018 0.0014

160 0.0276 0.0253 0.0207 0.0173 0.0147 0.0126 0.0109 0.0096 0.0085 0.0075 0.0067 0.0061 0.0039 0.0027 0.0020 0.0015

165 0.0299 0.0275 0.0225 0.0187 0.0159 0.0136 0.0118 0.0104 0.0092 0.0082 0.0073 0.0066 0.0042 0.0029 0.0021 0.0016

170 0.0323 0.0296 0.0242 0.0202 0.0171 0.0147 0.0128 0.0112 0.0099 0.0088 0.0079 0.0071 0.0045 0.0031 0.0023 0.0018

175 0.0346 0.0317 0.0260 0.0217 0.0183 0.0157 0.0137 0.0120 0.0106 0.0094 0.0084 0.0076 0.0048 0.0034 0.0025 0.0019

180 0.0370 0.0339 0.0277 0.0231 0.0196 0.0168 0.0146 0.0128 0.0113 0.0101 0.0090 0.0081 0.0052 0.0036 0.0026 0.0020

185 0.0393 0.0361 0.0295 0.0246 0.0208 0.0179 0.0155 0.0136 0.0120 0.0107 0.0096 0.0086 0.0055 0.0038 0.0028 0.0021

190 0.0417 0.0382 0.0313 0.0261 0.0221 0.0189 0.0164 0.0144 0.0127 0.0113 0.0101 0.0091 0.0058 0.0040 0.0030 0.0023

195 0.0441 0.0404 0.0330 0.0275 0.0233 0.0200 0.0173 0.0152 0.0134 0.0119 0.0107 0.0096 0.0061 0.0043 0.0031 0.0024

200 0.0464 0.0426 0.0348 0.0290 0.0245 0.0211 0.0183 0.0160 0.0141 0.0126 0.0113 0.0102 0.0065 0.0045 0.0033 0.0025

Thermal overload protection (cont'd)

Hot curves
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Sensitive earth fault protection

Equipment
The test equipment and procedures are the same as
those used for CT earth fault protection.

The protection operates according to a particular set
of curves (see protection function  sheets) and may
be used to measure very low currents via a single
core balance CT.

In addition, a F101/3 relay which switches to 1 when
there is fault current greater than 15 A, and an
internal relay for disabling protection K857,
are available for program logic.

The chart of characteristic values following
corresponds to the curve that is used in distribution
systems, called EPATR B , and it is used as the basis
for calculating protection activation times.

15

t

5

T

0,6 200A I

Iso

i

Test
c status parameter setting

v select the 30 A CT value for Ino

ANSI code 5 0G-51G

function n° F101

Procedure
c protection parameter setting

v set Iso to the desired value (minimum value for detecting a 0.6 A to 5 A fault)

v set T which corresponds to protection activation for 200 A fault current

c test the different points on the curve

v preset the injection i and make a note of the value

v stop the injection and reset the chronometer to zero

v press reset  if required (1)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v check the injection value on the ammeter (stability)

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value t measured by the chronometer

v compare with the value given in the curve and calculate using the charts

v check the meter and I TRIP0 (1) value on the pocket terminal

v stop the injection

v press reset  (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

example
Setting Iso = 1 A

T = 0.5 s

What is the tripping time for injections of i = 2 A and i = 15 A?

Use the chart to determine the operating time required to obtain:

i = 2 A ➞ t = 65.34 x 0.5 = 32.67 s

i = 15 A➞ t = 12.5 x 0.5 = 6.25 s

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

0.6 153.24 122.59

0.7 137.40 109.92

0.8 125.00 100.00

0.9 115.00 92.00

1.0 106.74 85.39

1.1 99.76 79.81

1.2 93.81 75.05

1.3 88.64 70.91

1.4 84.11 67.29

1.5 80.10 64.08

1.6 76.53 61.22

1.7 73.30 58.64

1.8 70.40 56.32

1.9 67.75 54.20

2.0 65.34 52.27

2.5 55.79 44.63

3.0 49.04 39.23

3.5 43.96 35.17

4.0 40.00 32.00

4.5 36.80 29.44

5.0 34.15 27.32

5.5 31.93 25.54

6.0 30.01 24.01

6.5 28.25 22.60

7.0 26.29 21.03

7.5 24.58 19.66

8.0 23.08 18.46

8.5 21.75 17.40

9.0 20.58 16.46

9.5 19.51 15.61

10.0 18.56 14.85

11.0 16.91 13.53

12.0 15.54 12.43

13.0 14.38 11.50

14.0 13.38 10.70

15.0 12.50 10.00

16.0 11.74 9.39

17.0 11.06 8.85

18.0 10.46 8.37

19.0 9.93 7.94

20.0 9.44 7.55

25.0 7.60 6.08

30.0 6.36 5.09

35.0 5.48 4.38

40.0 4.80 3.84

45.0 4.29 3.43

50.0 3.86 3.09

55.0 3.53 2.82

60.0 3.24 2.59

65.0 2.99 2.39

70.0 2.79 2.23

75.0 2.60 2.08

80.0 2.44 1.95

85.0 2.30 1.84

90.0 2.18 1.74

95.0 2.06 1.65

100.0 1.96 1.57

110.0 1.79 1.43

120.0 1.65 1.32

130.0 1.53 1.22

140.0 1.41 1.13

150.0 1.33 1.06

160.0 1.24 0.99

170.0 1.18 0.94

180.0 1.11 0.89

190.0 1.05 0.84

200.0 1.00 0.80

>200 1.00 0.80

Io     time delay (s) Io    time delay (s) Io    time delay (s)
(A) t=1s t=0.8s (A) t=1s t=0.8s (A) t=1s t=0.8s
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ANSI code 46

function n° F45X   1 ≤ X ≤ 2

Negative sequence unbalance protection

Equipment
c single-phase current generator

c ammeters

c adapter for ECA module

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B1,B8, B9 or B10

c protective relays:
F451/1 F451/2
F452/1 F452/2.

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select the value of the CT primary circuits
v set Ib

v check the microswitches (1A or 5A) which
correspond to the CT secondary circuits on the ECM
module

v or check and set the microswitches on the ECA
module.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.
(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c set the protection parameters: Unbalance

v select the definite curve

v set Is to the desired value as a % of Ib

v set T to the desired value

v disable protections (2): O/C X, E/F X (when sum of 3 CTs is used)

Testing of definite time Is set point

I

t

Is

T

c parameter setting

v set T to 0.1 s

v the current i to be injected varies according to the injection diagram used
and the number of CTs set in the status menu:

- diagram B1: 2CT status: i = 1.732 Is
- diagram B1: 3CT status: i = 3 Is
- diagram B9: 2 or 3 CT status: i = 1.732 Is

c test

v gradually inject current i until the output relay linked with the protection in
program logic picks up, and monitor Ii on the pocket terminal

v read the i current value on the ammeter

v check measurement and I TRIP (1) value on the display unit or pocket terminal

v stop the injection

v press reset (1) on the Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the
output relay.

Testing of time delay T
c protection parameter setting: Unbalance

v set T to the desired value

c test

v prepare the injection i with 1.2 times the value of Is

v set the chronometer to zero

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the T value measured by the chronometer.
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Testing of IDMT set points and time delay
The set point and time delay are IDMT and correspond to the curve and chart
coordinates (see in appendix).

I

t

5Ib

T

Is

c protection parameter setting: Unbalance

v select the IDMT curve

v set Is as a % of Ib

v set T

v disable the O/C and E/F X protections (if sum of 3 CTs is used)

c checking of tripping time

v preset the injection i > 1.732 Is or 3 Is (according to the injection wiring diagram)

v stop the injection and reset the chronometer to zero

v press reset if required (1)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v check the injection value on the ammeter (stability)

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value measured by the chronometer

v check the measurement and the I TRIP (1) values on the pocket terminal

v stop the injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

example

status In = 400 A   Ib = 320 A

Finding settings
For a given unbalance value of 80A that is supposed to trip in 5 s, the IDMT curve
determined by T should be selected using the chart which gives K in relation to Ii
(%Ib).

In the example above, Ii = 25% Ib, hence k = 25.38

T should be set to 5/25.38 = 197 ms
T = 200 ms will be selected

Setting Is ≤ 25% of Ib, T = 200 ms

Injection
In accordance with the injection diagram used:

- diagram B1 (2CT): i = 80 x 1.732 = 138 A

- diagram B1 (3CT): i = 80 x 3 = 240 A

- diagram B9 (2 or 3CT): i = 138 A

The operating time measured should be:
t = 25.38 x 0.2 = 5 s

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

X = number of the protective relay.

Ii (% Ib) K

10 99.95

15 54.50

20 35.44

25 25.38

30 19.32

33.33 16.51

35 15.34

40 12.56

45 10.53

50 9.00

55 8.21

57.5 7.84

60 7.55

65 7.00

70 6.52

75 6.11

80 5.74

85 5.42

90 5.13

95 4.87

100 4.64

110 4.24

120 3.90

130 3.61

140 3.37

150 3.15

160 2.96

170 2.80

180 2.65

190 2.52

200 2.40

Ii (% Ib) K

210 2.29

220 2.14

230 2.10

240 2.01

250 1.94

260 1.86

270 1.80

280 1.74

290 1.68

300 1.627

310 1.577

320 1.53

330 1.485

340 1.444

350 1.404

360 1.367

370 1.332

380 1.298

390 1.267

400 1.236

410 1.18

420 1.167

430 1.154

440 1.13

450 1.105

460 1.082

470 1.06

480 1.04

490 1.02

≥ 500 1
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ANSI code 66

function n° F421

Equipment
c single-phase or three-phase current generator

c ammeter

c adapter for ECA module

c chronometer

c calculator

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B1 or B2 or B8

c protective relays:

F421/1 total or consecutive

F421/2 consecutive

F421/3 total

F421/4 lock-out between starts by T

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

This protection function is linked to thermal overload
protection.

The test is largely dependent on the use of protective
relays in program logic, in particular for the assigned
messages and lock-outs. This is why the descriptions
which follow mainly apply to the standard schemes,
but may still be used for other customized
applications.

c status parameter setting

v select the value of the CT primary circuits

v check the microswitches (1 A or 5 A) which
correspond to the CT secondary circuits

v or check and set the microswitches on the ECA
module

c thermal overload protection parameter setting
(see section on thermal overload protection)

Starts per hour protection

Procedure
c Protection parameters setting: Start/Hour

v set: N Start = number of permissible consecutive starts per hour

v set: C Start = number of permissible consecutive starts for a motor for which the
heat rise Heating has reached the thermal overload set point OL1.

v set: C Start = number of permissible consecutive starts for a motor for which the
heat rise Heating is below the thermal overload set point OL1.

v set T: to temporarily disable (1) start orders which follow stop orders
(in systems, this time is linked to the type of load driven by the motor)

v disable the O/C, Unbalance and E/F set points (2) if the sum of the 3 CTs is used.

Testing of total number Nt
c parameter setting
v enter the password and press the "clear" key before starting the test

v set N Start = H Start = C Start

c test

v inject a current greater than 5% of Ib

v stop injection for a time period greater than T

Remark:
If current injection is controlled by a static contactor, it is necessary to ensure
that leakage current is less than 5% of Ib and does not interfere with testing.

v repeat this operation N Start times

v at the same time, use the pocket terminal to check that the number of remaining
starts decreases on the counter

v the display indicates the waiting period at the Nth Start time before the motor
can be started again.

This time is calculated as follows:

60 mn - (time of Nth Start - time of first start included in the calculation period).

c Example with total starts.

Image of waiting period between starts (N Start = 5)

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has been
customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.

6th  possible10mn2mn1mn0

60mn conveyor belt

1 2 3 4 5
T T T T
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Testing of number of consecutive cold starts
c parameter setting

v set N Start > (H Start = C Start)

v enter the password and press the "clear" key before starting the test

c test

v inject a current greater than 5% of Ib

v stop injection for a period greater than T

v repeat this operation Nf Start times

v at the same time, use the pocket terminal to check that the number of remaining
starts decreases on the counter

v the display indicates the waiting period at the N Start time before the motor can
be started again

This period is calculated as follows:

60/Nt - (time of Nth C start - time of 1st C start)

c Example:

N Start = 10

C Start = 5

H Start = 5

The number of C Start starts take place in less than 6 mn (60/10):

v first start at t = 0

v second start at t = 1 mn

v third start at t = 1.5 mn followed by a fourth and a fifth at t = 2 mn

The waiting period is therefore 4 mn
6 mn - (t5 - t1).

After 4 mn, a 6th start is possible and the waiting period will be 1 mn, etc … until,
for instance, the 10th (N Start) at t = 15 mn.

The waiting period is therefore
60 mn - 15 mn = 45 mn.

After 45 mn, an 11th start is possible after a waiting period of 1 mn.

Testing of number of consecutive hot starts
This test is the same as the test for the number of consecutive cold starts.

The number of hot starts is only counted when the thermal overload protection
heat rise Heating is greater than the OL1 set point.

See the section on thermal overload protection regarding parameter setting.

Testing of T ("Time between starts") (1)

This test serves to test that the "number of remaining starts" counter does not
process starts made during the time delay.
c parameter setting

v set N Start, H Start and C Start

v set T to the desired value

c test

v inject a current greater than 5% of Ib

v stop injection and start up the chronometer

v inject the current again before the end of T and check on the pocket terminal that
the "remaining starts" counter has not moved

v inject the current again after the end of T and check on the pocket terminal that
the "remaining starts" counter has decremented (by 1).

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.
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ANSI code 51LR

function n° F441

Excessive starting time and locked rotor protection

Equipment
c single-phase current generator

c contactor

c ammeter

c chronometer

c adapter for ECA module

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B1 or B2 or B8 or B12

c protective relays:

F441/1 for excessive starting time

F441/2 for start time delay in progress

F441/3 for locked rotor

F441/4 for excessive starting time or locked rotor

F441/5 for i greater than 5% Ib

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

The protection may be tested on each phase
individually with single-phase current.

c status parameter setting

v select the In value of the CT primary circuits

v set the value of Ib

v check the microswitches on the ECM module

v or check and set the microswitches on the ECA
module.

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.
(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: LR/ESt
v set Is to the desired value as a % of Ib
v set ST motor start time
v set LT locked rotor time
v disable the protections (2):
O/C X, Unbalance, E/F X (if sum of 3 CTs is used)

Testing of Is set point (diagram B1 or B2 or B8).

I

t0

Is

Ib

5%Ib

ST LT

c parameter setting
v set ST to 0.5 s (minimum)
v set LT to 0.5 s (minimum)
c test
v start up the injection unit with a current > 5% Ib and then, after 1 s
v gradually inject the current or currents until the locked rotor protective relay
picks up
v read the i value on the ammeter

Testing of excessive starting time ST (diagram B1 or B2 or B8)
c parameter setting
v set ST to the desired value
c test
v preset the injection to 1.2 times Is
v stop the injection and reset Sepam 2000 and the chronometer to zero (1)

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time
v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer
v read the t value on the chronometer

Remark:
If current injection is controlled by a static contactor, it is necessary to ensure that
leakage current is less than 5% of Ib and does not interfere with testing.

Testing of locked rotor time LT (diagram B12)
c parameter setting
v set ST to 0.5 s
v set LT to the desired value
c test
v preset the injection as follows:
- contactor closed i > Is
- with load resistance Is > i > 5% Ib
v stop injection and reset Sepam 2000 to zero
v start up injection with the contactor open
v reset the chronometer to zero
v after a first time period greater than ST (0.5 s), close the contactor and start up
the chronometer at the same time
v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer
v read the t value on the chronometer
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Equipment
c single-phase current generator

c power resistor

c contactor

c ammeter

c chronometer

c adapter for ECA module

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B1 or B8 or B12

c protective relays: F221/1, F221/2

Test
c read the section on measurement and testing
method

Undercurrent protection is single-phase et controls
phase I1.

c status parameter setting

v select the value of the CT primary circuits

v set the value of Ib

v check the microswitches (1 A or 5 A) which
correspond to the CT secondary circuits

v or check and set the microswitches on the ECA
module.

ANSI code 37

function n° F221

Phase undercurrent protection

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: U/current

v set Is as a % of Ib to the desired value

v set T to the desired value

v disable the protections (2):
O/C, Unbalance, E/F (if sum of 3 CTs is used)

Testing of set point

c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v preset the current to i > Is

v inject the current i

v gradually reduce the current until the output relay linked with the protection in
program logic picks up

v read the i value on the ammeter

Testing of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v first method (diagram B1 or B8)

- preset i below set point Is
(1.5% In < i < Is)

- cut off current completely (be careful of injection unit leakage current)

- press the Sepam’s 2000 reset key (1)

- start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

- Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer after a period T

- read the t value on the chronometer

v second method with resistor (B12 diagram)

- present current injection i into I1 as follows:

with load resistance i> 1.5% In

contactor closed i> Is

- inject current with the contactor closed.

- press the Sepam’s 2000 reset key (1)

- cut off the contactor power supply and start up the chronometer at the same time

- the Sepam’s 2000 output relay stops the chronometer after a period T

- read the t value on the chronometer

time-delayed
protection
activation zone

t

T

0
1,5%In Is Ib In I
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ANSI code 27

function n° F32X for U13 phase-to-phase undervoltage protection 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
F33X for U13’ phase-to-phase undervoltage protection
F34X for U21 phase-to-phase undervoltage protection
F35X for U21’ phase-to-phase undervoltage protection
F36X for U32 phase-to-phase undervoltage protection
F37X for U32’ phase-to-phase undervoltage protection

Phase-to-phase undervoltage protection

Equipment
c single-phase or three-phase voltage generator

c voltmeters

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B3 or B4

c protective relays:

F321/1, F321/2  F322/1,F322/2 for U13

F331/1, F331/2  F332/1,F332/2 for U13’

F341/1, F341/2  F342/1,F342/2 for U21

F351/1, F351/2  F352/1,F352/2 for U21’

F361/1, F361/2  F362/1,F362/2 for U32

F371/1, F371/2  F372/1,F372/2 for U32’

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method.

Since the different phase-to-phase undervoltage
protections are single-phase, the tests may be
performed by using a single-phase injection unit and
disabling the other set points
(by setting them to 999 kV).

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v select the number of connected VTs given that:

- U13 U/V does not exist if the number of VTs is 2

- U32 U/V and U13 U/V do not exist if the number of
VTs is 1

- U13 U/V does not exist in compact
Sepam 2000 S25 models

v select Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: U21 U/V X

v disable the other protection set points (Us = 999 kV)

v set Us to the desired value (in kV)

v set T to the desired value

Checking of set point
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v inject voltage Uns into U21

v gradually reduce U21 voltage until the relay linked with the protection picks up

v read the value on the voltmeter

v increase the voltage to Uns

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and reset the output relay

Checking of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v wire the chronometer so that it starts when voltage injection stops and is stopped
by the output relay linked with undervoltage protection

v set the chronometer to zero

v cut off the voltage and start up the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value displayed by the chronometer

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.
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Remanent undervoltage protection

Equipment
c single-phase voltage generator

c voltmeters

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B3 or B4 diagram

c protective relays:

F251/1, F251/2

F252/1, F252/2 (2)

F351/1, F351/2

F352/1, F352/2 (2)

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v set Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: REM U/V

v disable the U21 U/V X protection set points (3) (Us = 999 kV)

v set Us of protection's REM U/V to the desired value (in kV).

Checking of set point
c parameter seting

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v inject Uns voltage into U21

v gradually reduce voltage U21 until the relay linked with the protection picks up

v read the value on the voltmeter

v increase the voltage to Uns

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and reset the output relay

Checking of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v wire the chronometer so that it starts when voltage injection stops and is stopped
by the output relay linked with undervoltage protection F35X/2

v set the chronometer to zero

v cut off the voltage and start the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value displayed on the chronometer

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) only one protective relay is used in standard applications
(3) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

ANSI code 27R

function n° F25 for U’ remanent undervoltage protection 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
F35 for U remanent undervoltage protection
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ANSI code 27D - 47

function n° F38X 1 ≤ X ≤ 2

Positive sequence undervoltage and phase rotation direction
check protection

Equipment
c three-phase voltage generator

c voltmeters

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B4

c protective relays:

F381/1, F381/2 for set point 1

F382/1, F382/2 for set point 2 (2)

F381/3, F382/3 (2) for phase rotation direction check

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v set Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

v set the number of wired VTs to 3U

Procedure
c set P Seq U/V X protection parameters

v inject the 3 rated phase voltages Vns

v set Vsd to the desired value (in kV)

v disable the other protection set points, the U U/V x, U U/V and N Vol Disp
(when sum of VTs is used)

Checking of set pont
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s test

v gradually reduce the three voltages at the same time until the relay linked with
the protection picks up

v read the Vd value on the pocket terminal

v increase the voltages to Vns

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and reset the output relay

Checking of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v wire the chronometer so that it starts when voltage injection stops and is stopped
by the output relay linked with the positive sequence undervoltage protection
F38X/2

v set the chronometer to zero

v cut off the voltage or voltages and start the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value displayed on the chronometer

Checking of phase rotation (1)

The protection considers that the network connected to Sepam 2000 is turning in
reverse when the positive sequence voltage is less than 10% Un and the
phase-to-phase voltages are greater than 80% Un.

c inject the rated voltages in inverse order: the rotation message is displayed and
power readout is disabled.

c note

Balanced network
Vd = Vn = Un/√3

Unbalanced network

Loss of 1 phase

v Vd = 0.66 Vn = 0.385 Un

Two phases fault

v Vd = 0.5 Vn = 0.288 Un

Three phases fault

v Vd = 0 V

Two phase to earth fault

v Vd = 1/3 Vn = 0.192 Un

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) only one protective relay is used in standard applications
(3) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.
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ANSI code 59

function n° F28X for U32 overvoltage protection 1≤ X ≤ 2
F30X for U21 overvoltage protection

Phase-to-phase overvoltage protection

Equipment
c single-phase or three-phase voltage generator

c voltmeters

c chronometer

c calculator

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B3 or B4

c protective relays:

F281/1, F281/2, F282/1, F282/2 (2) for U32 voltage

F301/1, F301/2, F302/1, F302/2 for U21 voltage

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v set Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

v select the number of connected VTs

Procedure
c protection parameters:

U 21 O/V, U21 O/V X, U32 O/V, U32 O/V X (2)

v set Us to the desired value

v set T to the desired value

v disable the lowest protection set point (3)

Testing of set point
c protection parameters settings:

v set T to 0.05 s to obtain the shortest output relay response time

c test

v inject voltage Uns into U21

v gradually increase U21 voltage until the output relay picks up

v read the voltage value on the voltmeter and on the Sepam 2000 display unit

v stop injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

Testing of time delay T
c protection parameter settings:

v set T to the desired value

c test

v prepare the injection with 1.2 times the value of Us

v set the chronometer to zero

v start injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value measured by the chronometer

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) this function is not used in standard applications (checking
of U21 is sufficient).

(3) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.
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ANSI code 59N

function n° F39X for Vo neutral voltage displacement 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
F41X for Vo’ neutral voltage displacement

Neutral voltage displacement protection

Equipment
c single-phase and three-phase voltage generators

c voltmeters

c chronometer

c calculator

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B4 or B7

c protective relays:

F391/1, F391/2

F392/1, F392/2

F411/1, F411/2

F412/1, F412/2

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v select the number of connected VTs  given that
measurement by the sum of Vo voltages can only be
used with 3 VTs

v set Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

v select Vnso the VT secondary circuit value which
enables Vo to be measured
(Uns/1.732 or Uns/3 or sum of 3 Vs)

v check the microswitches on the 3U/Vo module

Microswitch setting determines the Vo measurement
method, i.e.:

- no Vo measurement

- measurement by open delta star VT of secondary
value Uns/1.732 or Uns/3 (A1-A2 inputs)

- measurement by the sum of the 3 voltages
(A1-A6 connection)

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: N Vol Disp

v set Uso to the desired value

v set T to the desired value

v disable the lowest protection set point and P Seq U/V X

Testing by injection with sum of the 3 voltages (diagram B4)
Cut off Sepam's 2000 auxiliary power supply to set the microswitches (SW1).

Sum of
3 VTs

Testing of set point
c status parameter setting

v select number = 3U

v select Vnso = sum 3V

c protection parameter setting: N Vol Disp

v set Vso to the desired value

v set T to 0.05 s

v wire all the voltage inputs

c test

v gradually increase one of the voltages (leaving the other 2 voltages at zero) until
the output relay picks up

v read the voltage value on the voltmeter and on the pocket terminal

The value will be: u = Vso

v stop injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

Testing of time delay T (sum of VTs)

c protection parameter setting: N Vol Disp

v set T to the desired value

c test

v prepare the injection with 1.2 times the value of Vso (see above)

v set the chronometer to zero

v start injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value measured by the chronometer
It is possible to conduct the test with a single-phase voltage generator.
Remember to short-circuit the 2 voltage inputs which are not being used via
terminal A2.

Example: microswitches set for sum of VTs
c status parameter setting

v Unp = 20 kV

v Uns = 100 V

v number = 3U

v Vnso = 3 V

c protection parameter setting

v Uso = 11.5 kV

v T = 0.5 s

For an injection of u > 57.7 V, in accordance with diagram B4, into one of the phase
voltage inputs (the others = 0), the protection will trip after a period T = 0.5 s.

(1) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Measurement of Vo
by sum of 3VTs
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Testing by injection into input A1-A2 (diagram B7) external VTs
Cut off Sepam's 2000 auxiliary power supply to set the microswitches (SW1).

A1-A2
input

Testing of set point
c status parameter setting

v select Vnso = Uns/1.732 or = Uns/3

These values correspond to the value of the Vo measurement VT secondary
circuits

c protection parameter setting: N Vol Disp

v set Vso to the desired value

v set T to 0.05 s to obtain the shortest output relay response time

c test

v gradually inject Vo voltage until the output relay picks up

v read the voltage value on the voltmeter and on the pocket terminal

v stop injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

Testing of time delay
c protection parameter setting: N Vol Disp

v set T to the desired value

c test

v prepare the injection with 1.2 times the value of Vso (see above)

v set the chronometer to zero

v start injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the T value measured by the chronometer

Example: microswitches on external VT
c status parameter setting

v Unp = 20 kV

v Uns = 100 V

v Vso = 11.5 kV

v T = 0.5 s

Vnso = Uns/1.732 for injection of u > 57.7 V in accordance with diagram B7

Vnso = Uns/3 for injection of u > 33.3 V in accordance with diagram B7

The protection will trip after a period  T = 0.5 s.

(1) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Measurement of Vo
by external VT
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ANSI code 47

function n° F40X 1 ≤ X ≤ 2

Negative sequence overvoltage protection

Equipment
c 3-phase voltage generator

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B4 diagram

c protective relays:

F401/1, F401/2,

F402/1, F402/2

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v select the number of connected VTs

v select Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: Neq Sq O/V

v set Vsi to the desired value (en kV)

v disable the protections: U U/V; U U/V X; U O/V; U O/V X

Testing of set point
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.05 s

c test

v wire all the voltage inputs

v gradually increase one of the voltages (leaving the other 2 voltages at zero) until
the output relay picks up

v read the injection voltage value on the voltmeter and on the pocket terminal.

The value will be 3Vsi

v stop injection

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and reset the output relay.

testing of time delay T
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v prepare the injection of a voltage greater than 3 times the value of Vsi

v set the chronometer to zero

v start injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value t measured by the chronometer

Please note:

This test may be performed using a single-phase voltage generator:

c don’t change the SW1 microswitch settings

c set the status parameters in the same way as for the 3-phase arrangement

c inject the voltage according to diagram B3, with the following in addition:

v terminals A1 and A6

v terminals A2, A3 and A4

in this case, the maximum reverse voltage that can obtained is Vn/3. Therefore the
reverse voltage setting must not be set higher (i.e. 19% of Un).

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.
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ANSI code 81L

function n° F56X 1 ≤ X ≤ 4

Underfrequency protection

Equipment
c single-phase voltage generator with frequency
variator

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B3

c protective relays:

F561/1, F561/2, F561/3

F562/1, F562/2, F562/3

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

Since the different underfrequency protections are
single-phase, the tests may be performed by using
a single-phase injection unit on the U21 voltage input
and disabling the other set points
(by setting them to 999 kV).

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v select the number of connected VTs

v select Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: UNDER/F X; UNDER/F

v set Fs to the desired value

v disable the other underfrequency protection set points (Fs = 999 Hz)

v disable the U U/V or U U/V X set points (2)

Testing of set point
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.1s

c test

v inject a voltage of at least 35% Uns and frequency Fn into U21

v gradually reduce the frequency injected into U21 until the Sepam 2000 relay
linked to the protection picks up

v read the value on the frequency indicator

v increase the frequency to Fn or cut off the voltage

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and reset the output relay.

Testing of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v preset voltage (Uns) and frequency below the set point Fs

v stop injection

v set the chronometer to zero

v start up injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value measured by the chronometer
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Overfrequency protection

Equipment
c single-phase voltage generator with frequency
variator

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B3 diagram

c protective relays:

F571/1, F571/2, F571/3

F572/1, F572/2, F572/3

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

Since the different overfrequency protections are
single-phase, the tests may be performed by using
a single-phase injection unit on the U21 voltage input
and disabling the other set points
(by setting them to 999 kV).

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v select the number of connected VTs

v select Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: OVER/F X; OVER/F

v set Fs to the desired value

v disable the other overfrequency protection set points (Fs = 999 Hz)

v disable the U U/V or U U/V X set points (2)

Testing of set point
c parameter setting

v set T to 0.1 s

c test

v inject a voltage of at least 35% Uns and frequency Fn into U21

v gradually increase the frequency injected into U21 until the Sepam 2000
relay linked to the protection picks up

v read the value on the frequency indicator

v decrease the frequency to Fn or cut off the voltage

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and reset the output relay.

Testing of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v preset voltage (Uns) and frequency above the set point Fs

v stop injection

v set the chronometer to zero

v start injection and the chronometer at the same time

v Sepam's 2000 output relay stops the chronometer

v read the value t measured by the chronometer

ANSI code 81H

function n° F57X 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
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Rate of change of frequency protection

Equipment
c single-phase voltage generator with frequency
variator

c voltmeter

c frequency meter

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B4 diagram

c protective relays:

F581/1, F581/2, F581/3, F581/4, F581/5, F581/6

F582/1, F582/2, F582/3, F582/4, F582/5, F582/6

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c status parameter setting

v select Fn network frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v set Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v select Uns VT secondary circuit phase-to-phase
voltage

v set the number of connected VT to 3U

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: LOMx
v set the dFs/dt set point to the desired value
v set T to the desired value
v disable the set points of the UNDER/F and OVER/F as well as the U U/V and
U O/V (2) protections

Testing of the set point
c parameter setting
v set T to 0.1 s
c test
v inject 3 phase-to-neutral voltages equal to at least 50% Vn (with Vn = Uns/√3)
and at rated frequency
v change the voltage frequencies consistently until the Sepam 2000 contact
related to the protection picks up.
The change may be increasing or decreasing:
- for an increasing change, the frequency should change,
in a time t, from Fn to Fn + (dFs/dt x t + 0.1 Hz)
- for a decreasing change, the frequency should change, in a time t,
from Fn to Fn - (dFs/dt x t + 0.1 Hz).
The value of t may be equal to 1 second as long as the following inequation is
followed:
42.2 Hz < 50 ± (dF/dt x t + 0.1 Hz) < 56.2 Hz pour une fréquence nominale à 50 Hz
51.3 Hz < 60 ± (dF/dt x t + 0.1 Hz) < 67.8 Hz for a rated frequency of 60 Hz
v stop the injection
v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and de-activate the
outputs.

Testing of the time delay
c parameter setting
v set T to the desired value
v set the chronometer to zero
c test
v inject 3 phase-to-neutral voltage equal to at least 50% Uns/√3 and at rated
frequency
v change the voltage frequencies consistently in accordance with the test method
described earlier, making sure that the injection time t is greater than the setting
of T
v start up the chronometer and frequency changing at the same time
v the Sepam 2000 output relay stops the chronometer
v read the t value displayed by the chronometer.

ANSI code 81R

function n° F58X 1 ≤ X ≤ 2

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic has
been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.
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ANSI code 37P

function n° F551

Underpower protection

Equipment
c single-phase current and voltage generators

c phase shifter with angle indicator

c ammeters

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c calculator

c adapter for ECA module

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B5

c protective relays:

F551/1, F551/2 for real underpower

F551/3, F551/4 for reverse real power

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

The real underpower protection may be tested by
injecting single-phase voltage and current,
in accordance with diagram B5, into U21 and I1
respectively.

c status parameter setting

Enter all data items:

v Fn network frequency

v Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v Uns phase-to-phase voltage of the VT secondary
circuits

v number of VTs connected
(set 1U for a single-phase testing)

v select In CT primary value

v check and set the microswitches on the 3U/Vo,
ECM and ECA modules

v choose the direction of power flow:
feeder or incomer

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: Under/P

v set Ps set point to the desired value

v set T to the desired value (see curves in metering and protection function
documentation)

v disable the following protections (1):

O/C;  Unbalance; E/F (if sum of 3 CTs is used); Reverse Q; U U/V; U/current;
N Vol Disp (if sum of 3 VTs is used)

reverse
under-
power

under-
power

-Ps +Ps

P

 Q

reverse
under-
power

under-
power

Feeder

(1) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.

reverse
under-
power

under-
power

Incomer
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Testing Ps set point
v using single-phase, inject Uns into the U21 input and current I into the I1 input,
with a phase shift of a between I and U in accordance with the following chart:

Reverse U/P Under P

feeder 180° 0°
incomer 0° 180°

v press the Sepam 2000 "reset" key

v gradually decrease the current until the associated output relay picks up

v read the real power value on the Sepam 2000 display unit or on the
pocket terminal

v calculate the real power value:

P = Uns X I

or P = Uns X I.cos a

Testing of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v inject voltage Uns into U21 and rated current I1

v press the Sepam 2000 "reset" key

v set the chronometer to zero

v stop current injection and start the chronometer at the same time

v the Sepam 2000 relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value on the chronometer.
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Equipment
c single-phase current and voltage generators

c phase shifter with angle indicator

c ammeters

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c calculator

c adapter for ECA module

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B5

c protective relays:

F531/1, F531/2 for overpower

F531/3, F531/4 for reverse power

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

The real overpower protection may be tested by
injecting single-phase voltage and current,
in accordance with diagram B5, into U21 and I1
respectively.

c status parameter setting: enter all data items

v Fn network frequency

v Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v Uns phase-to-phase voltage of the VT secondary
circuits

v number of VTs connected
(set 1U for single-phase testing)

v select In CT primary value

v check and set the microswitches on the 3U/Vo,
ECM and ECA modules

v choose the direction of power flow:
feeder or incomer

Procedure
c protection parameter setting: Reverse P (used as standard) or Over P

v set Ps set point to the desired value

v set T to the desired value (see curves in metering and protection function
documentation)

v disable the following protections (1):

O/C;  Unbalance; E/F (if sum of 3 CTs is used); Reverse Q; U/UV; U/current;
N Vol Disp (if sum of 3 VTs is used)

reverse
power

over
power

-Ps +Ps

P

 Q

88°

reverse
under-
power

under-
power

Feeder

            
reverse
under-
power

under-
power

Incomer

Real overpower protection

ANSI code 32P

function n° F531

(1) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
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Testing Ps set point
v using single-phase, inject Uns into the U21 input and current I into the I1 input,
with a phase shift of a between I and U in accordance with the following chart:

Reverse P Over P

feeder 180° 0°
incomer 0° 180°
v gradually increase the current until the associated output relay picks up

v read the real power value on the Sepam 2000 display unit or on the pocket
terminal

v calculate the real power value:

P = Uns X I

or P = Uns X I.cos a

Testing the operating plan
v using single-phase, inject Uns into the U21 input and current I into the I1 input
I = 2 Ps / Uns

v vary the phase shift a  between Uns and I from 0° to 360°.

The protection should operate for the following values of a:

Reverse P Over P

feeder -120° and 120° -60° and 60°
incomer -60° and 60° -120° and 120°

Testing of time delay
c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v inject voltage Uns into U21

v preset current I1 to twice the value of Ps/Uns in phase or shifted by 180°
according to the type of protection being tested (reverse power or overpower)

v stop current injection only

v press the Sepam 2000  reset key and set the chronometer to zero

v start current injection and the chronometer at the same time

v the Sepam 2000 relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value on the chronometer.
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ANSI code 32Q

function n° F541

Equipment
c single-phase current and voltage generators

c phase shifter with angle indicator

c ammeters

c voltmeter

c chronometer

c calculator

c adapter for ECA module

c documentation

Wiring
c diagram B5

c protective relays:

F541/1, F541/2 for overpower

F541/3, F541/4 for reverse overpower,

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

The reactive overpower protection may be tested by
injecting single-phase voltage and current,
in accordance with diagram B5, into U21 and I1
respectively.

c status parameter setting: enter all data items

v Fn network frequency

v Unp network phase-to-phase voltage

v Uns phase-to-phase voltage of the VT secondary
circuits

v number of VTs connected
(set 1U for single-phase testing)

v select In the CT primary value

v check and set the microswitches on the 3U/Vo,
ECM and ECA modules

v number of VTs connected

v choose the direction of power flow:
feeder or incomer

Procedure
c protection parameter setting:

Reverse Q (used as standard) or Over / Q

v set Qs set point to the desired value

v set T to the desired value (see in metering and protection function
documentation)

v disable the following protections (1):

O/C X;  Unbalance; E/F X (if sum of 3 CTs is used); Over P or Reverse P;

U U/V X;  U/current; N Vol Disp (if sum of 3 VTs is used)

Reactive overpower protection

(1) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.

reverse
power

overpower

-Qs

Qs

P

 Q

88°

reverse
under-
power

under-
power

Feeder

reverse
under-
power

under-
power

Incomer
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Testing of Qs set point
v using single-phase, inject Uns into the U21 input and current I into the I1 input,
with a phase shift of a between I and U in accordance with the following chart:

Reverse Q Over Q

feeder -90° 90°
incomer 90° -90°

v gradually increase the current until the associated output relay picks up

v read the reactive power value on the Sepam 2000 display unit or on the pocket
terminal

v calculate the reactive power value:

Q = Uns X I

or Q = Uns X I. sin a

Testing the operating plan
v using single-phase, inject Uns into the U21 input and current I into the I1 input
I = 2 Qs / Uns

v vary the phase shift a between Uns and I from 0° to 360°.

The protection should operate for the following values of a:

Reverse Q Over Q

feeder -30° and -150° 30° and 150°
incomer 30° and 150° -30° and -150°

Testing of time delay

c parameter setting

v set T to the desired value

c test

v inject voltage Uns into U21

v preset current I1 to 1.2 times the value of Qs/Uns with a phase shift of +90° or
+270° according to the type of protection being tested (reactive overpower or
reactive reverse power)

v stop current injection only

v press the Sepam 2000  reset key and set the chronometer to zero

v start up current injection and the chronometer at the same time

v the Sepam 2000 relay stops the chronometer

v read the t value on the chronometer.
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ANSI code 49T - 38

function n° F46X for RTD monitoring X is the RTD number 1 ≤ X ≤ 6
F47Y for additional RTD monitoring Y is the RTD number 1 ≤ Y ≤ 6

Temperature monitoring by RTD protection

Equipment
c 500 ohm multitour potentiometer

c ohmmeters

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B11 diagram

c protective relays:

F46X/1, F47X/1 for set point 1

F46X/2, F47X/2 for set point 2

F46X/3, F47X/3 for RTD fault

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

Procedure
According to the channel to be tested, temporarily strap the other RTD inputs.

c protection parameter setting: RTD X

Testing of temperature set point

c parameter setting

v set set point 1 Ts1 of channel X to the desired temperature

v set set point Ts2 of channel X to the desired temperature

c test

v preset the variable resistor to about 100Ω
v press reset (1)

v gradually increase the resistance (according to temperative/resistance table)

v the output relay which corresponds to set point 1 will pick up after a maximum of
3 s when the resistance value reaches ts1

v same for set point 2

v monitor the temperature evolution in degrees Celsius of the channel on the
display unit (Wh/ °C key) or pocket terminal and the increase in resistance on the
ohmmeter.

Testing of off-limit zones
c wire cut

v remove the wire from the channel being tested

v or simulate a temperature greater than 330°
c probe shorted

v short (A) or (B)

v or simulate a temperature less than -70°

Please note:
(*//*) or (****) on the display unit or pocket terminal correspond to the diagram
below.

*//* ****

****

****

****

*//*

1

2

3

RTD 1

B A

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

RTD resistance

temperature

300°

100 Ω

0°

-70°

RTD
fault

RTD
fault
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°C Ω °C Ω °C Ω °C Ω °C Ω °C Ω
-80 68.3
-50 80.31 0 100.00 50 119.40 100 138.50 150 157.31 200 175.84
-49 80.70 1 100.39 51 119.78 101 138.88 151 157.69 201 176.21
-48 81.10 2 100.78 52 120.16 102 139.26 152 158.06 202 176.57
-47 81.50 3 101.17 53 120.55 103 139.64 153 158.43 204 176.94
-46 81.89 4 101.56 54 120.93 104 140.04 154 158.81 204 177.31
-45 82.29 5 101.95 55 121.32 105 140.39 155 159.18 205 177.68
-44 82.69 6 102.34 56 121.70 106 140.77 156 159.55 206 178.04
-43 83.08 7 102.73 57 122.09 107 141.15 157 159.93 207 178.41
-42 83.48 8 103.12 58 122.47 108 141.53 158 160.30 208 178.78
-41 83.88 9 103.51 59 122.86 109 141.91 159 160.67 209 179.14
-40 84.27 10 103.90 60 123.24 110 142.29 160 161.04 210 179.51
-39 84.67 11 104.29 61 123.62 111 142.66 161 161.42 211 179.88
-38 85.06 12 104.68 62 124.01 112 143.04 162 161.79 212 180.24
-37 85.46 13 105.07 63 124.39 113 143.42 163 162.16 213 180.61
-36 85.85 14 105.46 64 124.77 114 143.80 164 162.53 214 180.97
-35 86.25 15 105.85 65 125.16 115 144.17 165 162.90 215 181.34
-34 86.64 16 106.24 66 125.54 116 144.55 166 163.27 216 181.71
-33 87.04 17 106.63 67 125.92 117 144.93 167 163.65 217 182.07
-32 87.43 18 107.02 68 126.31 118 145.31 168 164.02 218 182.44
-31 87.83 19 107.40 69 126.69 119 145.68 169 164.39 219 182.80
-30 88.22 20 107.79 70 127.07 120 146.06 170 164.76 220 183.17
-29 88.62 21 108.18 71 127.45 121 146.44 171 165.13 221 183.53
-28 89.01 22 108.57 72 127.84 122 146.81 172 165.50 222 183.90
-27 89.40 23 108.96 73 128.22 123 147.19 173 165.87 223 184.26
-26 89.80 24 109.35 74 128.60 124 147.57 174 166.24 224 184.63
-25 90.19 25 109.73 75 128.98 125 147.94 175 166.61 224 184.99
-24 90.59 26 110.12 76 129.37 126 148.32 176 166.98 226 185.36
-23 90.98 27 110.51 77 129.75 127 148.70 177 167.35 227 185.72
-22 91.37 28 110.90 78 130.13 128 149.07 178 167.72 228 186.09
-21 91.77 29 111.28 79 130.51 129 149.45 179 168.09 229 186.45
-20 92.16 30 111.67 80 130.89 130 149.82 180 168.46 230 186.82
-19 92.55 31 112.06 81 131.27 131 150.20 181 168.83 231 187.18
-18 92.95 32 112.45 82 131.66 132 150.57 182 169.20 232 187.54
-17 93.34 33 112.83 83 132.04 133 150.95 183 169.57 233 187.91
-16 93.73 34 113.22 84 132.42 134 151.33 184 169.94 234 188.27
-15 94.12 35 113.61 85 132.80 135 151.70 185 170.31 235 188.63
-14 94.52 36 113.99 86 133.18 136 152.08 186 170.68 236 189.00
-13 94.91 37 114.38 87 133.56 137 152.45 187 171.05 237 189.36
-12 95.30 38 114.77 88 133.94 138 152.83 188 171.42 238 189.72
-11 95.69 39 115.15 89 134.32 139 153.20 189 171.79 239 190.09
-10 96.09 40 115.54 90 134.70 140 153.58 190 172.16 240 190.45
-9 96.48 41 115.93 91 135.08 141 153.95 191 172.53 241 190.81
-8 96.87 42 116.31 92 135.46 142 154.32 192 172.90 242 191.18
-7 97.26 43 116.70 93 135.84 143 154.70 193 173.26 243 191.54
-6 97.69 44 117.08 94 136.22 144 155.07 194 173.63 244 191.90
-5 98.04 45 117.47 95 136.60 145 155.45 195 174.00 245 192.26
-4 98.44 46 117.85 96 136.98 146 155.82 196 174.37 246 192.63
-3 98.83 47 118.24 97 137.36 147 156.19 197 174.74 247 192.99
-2 99.22 48 118.62 98 137.74 148 156.57 198 175.10 248 193.35
-1 99.61 49 119.01 99 138.12 149 156.94 199 175.47 249 193.71

250 194.07
270 202.60

Resistance values as a
function of temperature
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ANSI code 87M - 87G

function n° F621

Motor/generator differential protection

Equipment
c 2 current generators

c 2 ammeters

c 2 adapters for ECA modules

c "protection function" documentation

c calculator

Wiring
c diagrams B1 and B13

c protective relays: F621/4

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

This function operates on the 3 phases individually
and may be tested with single-phase, one phase
at a time.

The test calls for the use of two current injection units.
In order for the measurements to be accurate,
the two currents must be in phase.

c status parameter setting

v check the microswitches on the two ECM or ECA

(1) this function may only be activated if your program logic
has been customized.

(2) remember to reactivate the protections at the end of testing.
X = number of the protective relay.

Procedure
c Protection parameter setting: motor diff or gene diff

v set Is as a % of In to the desired value (5% to 50% of In)

v disable the following protections (2):
O/Cx, E/Fx (if sum of 3 CTs is used), thermal overload, unbalance, Start Hour,
LR/ESt

testing of operation
v determine the operating point to be tested, i.e :

choose the value of It/In

choose the value of Is/In

v read in the chart which follows the minimum value of Id/In that trips the
protection, with Id/In ≥ 1.2 Is/In

v preset the injections:

v inject the two currents IA and Id at the same time according to diagram B13,

with IA = It - 
Id
2

v check on F621/4 that the function has picked up

v cut off the injections

v press the "reset" button (1) on Sepam 2000 to earase the messages and make the
relay drop out again.

c example

v testing the protection for a through- current of In and an Is setting of 20% of In

v use the chart to read:
for It/In = 1 and Is/In = 0.2
read the value of Id/In: 0.2669

Preset Is = 0.84 In et Id = 0.32 In

v inject the 2 currents at the same time

v the relay picks up

v press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the message and make the relay drop out
again.

Testing of tripping time
v wire according to diagram B1; use a single current generator (I' = 0)

v given I = 1,2 In

v preset I1 to  40 A, i.e. 1 A in the  secondary circuit

v set the chronometer to zero

v start injection and the chronometer at the same time

v after the chronometer is stopped by the Sepam 2000 relay, read the time
(about 40 ms)
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It/In Is/In
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
0.1 0.0530 0.1015 0.1510 0.2008 0.2506 0.3005 0.3504 0.4004 0.4503 0.5003
0.2 0.0612 0.1061 0.1541 0.2031 0.2525 0.3021 0.3518 0.4016 0.4503 0.5012
0.3 0.0729 0.1132 0.1591 0.2069 0.2556 0.3046 0.354 0.4035 0.4531 0.5028
0.4 0.0866 0.1224 0.1658 0.2121 0.2598 0.3082 0.3571 0.4062 0.4555 0.505
0.5 0.1015 0.1741 0.2187 0.2652 0.2652 0.3127 0.361 0.4096 0.4586 0.5077
0.6 0.1173 0.1458 0.1837 0.2264 0.2716 0.3182 0.3657 0.4138 0.4623 0.5111
0.7 0.1335 0.1591 0.1944 0.2352 0.2789 0.3245 0.3712 0.4187 0.4667 0.5151
0.8 0.15 0.1732 0.2062 0.2449 0.2872 0.3317 0.3775 0.4243 0.4717 0.5196
0.9 0.1668 0.1879 0.2187 0.2556 0.2963 0.3396 0.3845 0.4305 0.4773 0.5247
1 0.1837 0.2031 0.2318 0.2669 0.3062 0.3482 0.3921 0.4373 0.4835 0.5303
1.5 0.2698 0.2834 0.3046 0.3321 0.3644 0.4004 0.4391 0.4799 0.5223 0.566
2 0.3571 0.3674 0.3841 0.4062 0.4330 0.4637 0.4975 0.5338 0.5723 0.6124
2.5 0.4448 0.4531 0.4667 0.4851 0.5077 0.5341 0.5637 0.5961 0.6307 0.6673
3 0.5327 0.5397 0.5511 0.5668 0.5863 0.6093 0.6354 0.6643 0.6955 0.7289
3.5 0.6207 0.6267 0.6366 0.6502 0.6673 0.6876 0.7108 0.7368 0.7651 0.7955
4 0.7089 0.7141 0.7228 0.7348 0.75 0.7681 0.789 0.8124 0.8381 0.866
4.5 0.7971 0.8018 0.8095 0.8202 0.8338 0.8502 0.8691 0.8904 0.9139 0.9396
5 0.8853 0.8895 0.8965 0.9062 0.9186 0.9334 0.9507 0.9702 0.9918 1.0155
5.5 0.9736 0.9774 0.9838 0.9926 1.0039 1.0175 1.0333 1.0513 1.0714 1.0933
6 1.0618 1.0654 1.0712 1.0793 1.0897 1.1023 1.1169 1.1336 1.1522 1.1726
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ANSI code 64 REF

function n° F641, F651, F661

Restricted earth fault protection

Equipment
c single-phase current generator

c ammeter

c documentation

Wiring
c B7, B14, B15 diagram

c protective relays:

F641/1, F651/1, F661/1

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c check the SW microswitches

c status parameter setting:

v choose the Io measurement method, by CSH core
balance CT or TC + CSH30

v check the connection of the core balance CT to the
connector

v make the function settings

Procedure

Checking of set point
The Iso set point is checked by simulating a fault between the neutral point CT and
a phase CT, when the circuit breaker is open. In this case, only the neutral point
CT detects the fault. There is zero restaint current.

c wire according to the B7 diagram

c inject a current in the the CSH neutral I current measurement sensor (CSH
sensor installed at the neutral point or CSH 30 associated with the CT installed at
the neutral point) and progressively raise the current being injected until it exceeds
the setting value.

c check the current value measured on the ammeter at the time the output contact
associated with the function picks up (or read the TRIP 0 value if trip current
measurement is associated with the function)

c stop the injection

c press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output relay

testing of stability
The stability can be checked by considering a phase-to-earth fault outside the zone
to be protected.
This test is only possible if Ino is equal to In for the winding to which the restricted
earth fault protection is linked.
c wire (according to B14 or B15 diagram) to inject the same current in series in the
CSH neutral point current measurement sensor and in one of the phase current
inputs to simulate a fault outside the zone, for example:

c inject a current of 2 In in the circuit

c check that the output contact associated with the function remains dropped out

c stop the injection.

(1) this function cannot be activated if the control logic
has been customized.

4

1

A

4

1

B

(o)
(o)

injection
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Checking of the slope

The slope can be checked by simulating a phase-to-
earth fault inside the zone to be protected on a network
with the circuit breaker closed. In this case, the fault is
detected by the neutral point CT and partially by the
phase CT.
c To facilitate the test and calculations, set Ino to the
same value as In.
c To perform the test, wire according to the diagram
opposite.

c Inject a current through the CSH30 interposing ring
CT and a phase current in the opposite direction.
The restraint current is equal to I1, the differential
current is equal to I1 + I neutral.
When there is no I neutral, the slope is equal to
100%.

c Gradually inject Io until tripping occurs.

c Record I neutral and I1 and calculate
100 x (I1 + I neutral)/I1 and compare to 105%.

c Stop the injection.

c Press reset (1) on Sepam 2000 to erase the
messages and reset the output to 0.

6
3
5
2
4
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECM
 3

CSH 30CSH 30

I1

A

A I neutral

3B

3A

(1) this function cannot be activated if the control logic has
been customized

Iso

I1

I1 + I neutral

Io - I neutral

105 %
100 %

I neutral

I1
Io

neutral
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ANSI code 25

function n° F171, F181

Synchronism check

Equipment
c single-phase current generator (1)

c voltmeter

c documentation

Wiring
c B3, B16 diagram

c protective relays:

F171/3,  F181/3

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c check the SW microswitches

c status parameter setting:

v mains frequency (50 or 60 Hz)

v Unp, mains phase-to-phase voltage.

v Uns, phase-to-phase voltage of the VT secondary
circuit

v number of VTs connected.

v make the function settings.

Procedure

testing of operation with the phase and the voltage indicator
(a single single-phase voltage generator is required).

c apply rated voltage Uns between terminals 4 and 5 and between terminals
2 and 1.

v use the pocket terminal to measure:

phase shift phase dphi = 0°
voltages U = Un and U' = Un

v check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3) picks up

c apply rated voltage Uns between terminals 4 and 5 and between terminals
2 and 1.

v use the pocket terminal to measure:

phase shift phase dphi = 180°
voltages U = Un and U' = Un

v check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3) does not
pick up

c set the chosen operating mode: mode 1, 2, 3 or 4

v apply rated voltage Uns: between terminals 4 and 5 which correspond to U or
between terminals 2 and 1 which correspond to U' or no voltage according to the
chosen mode.

v check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3) picks up

testing of operation with frequency and voltage
(optional test that calls for two single-phase voltage generators)

Apply rated voltage Uns to the rated frequency of one of the voltage generators
between terminals 4 and 5

c apply rated voltage Uns to the other voltage generator between terminals
2 and 1

v at a frequency F = Fn - dFs - 0.02 Hz

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3)
is dropped out

v at a frequency F = Fn + dFs + 0.02 Hz

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3)
is dropped out

v at a frequency F = Fn - dFs /2

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 ou F181/3) picks up and
drops out periodically

v at a frequency F = Fn + dFs/2

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 ou F181/3) picks up and
drops out periodically.

c apply the signal at the rated frequency Fn of the other voltage generator between
terminals 2 and 1

v with an amplitude U = Uns - dUs - 5%

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3)
is dropped out

v with an amplitude U = Uns + dUs + 5%

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3)
is dropped out

v with an amplitude U = Uns - dUs/2

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3) is picked up

v with an amplitude U = Uns + dUs/2

check that the output associated with the function (F171/3 or F181/3) is picked up.

(1) 2 single-phase generators, one with variable frequency, are
necessary for the optional tests
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Protection against circuit breaker faults

Equipment
c current generator

c ammeter

c chronometer

c documentation

Wiring
c B1, B2, B8 diagram

c protective relays:

F981/1, F981/2

Test
c read the section entitled measurement and testing
method

c check the SW microswitches

c status parameter setting:

v frequency
v phase CT
v make the function settings

Procedure

testing of the retripping function
c preset current injection to I ≥ 1.2 Is

c set the chronometer to zero

c inject the current into the phase current 1 input

c activate the phase 1 I logic input and start up the chronometer at the same time

c check that the F981/1 output associated with the function stops the chronometer

c check that the chronometer displays time T1

c stop the injection and activation of the  phase 1 logic input

c press reset on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output.

The test may be repeated by injecting the current into the phase 2 or 3 current
input and activating the phase 2 or 3 logic input of the corresponding phase,
or the three-phase logic input.

testing of the adjacent circuit breaker tripping function
c preset the current current injection I ≥ 1.2 Is.

c set the chronometer to zero

c inject the current into the phase 1 current input

c activate the phase 1 I logic input and start up the chronometer at the same time

c check that the F981/2 output associated with the function stops the chronometer

c check that the chronometer displays time T2

c stop the injection and activation of the  phase 1 logic input

c press reset on Sepam 2000 to erase the messages and reset the output.

The test may be repeated by injecting the current into the phase 2 or 3 current
input and activating the phase 2 or 3 logic input of the corresponding phase,
or the three-phase logic input

ANSI code 50BF + 62

function n° F981
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Testing equipment

Measurement and testing equipment
required according to the type of test
The injection apparatus should transmit a pure sine wave signal (with no
harmonics (2).

Measuring instruments
The instruments should have accuracy and tolerance characteristics which are at
least equivalent to those of Sepam 2000 (minimum class 1).

Current generator
c single-phase and/or three-phase: différential protection test require 2 current
generators

c dynamic range: 0 to 100 A rms

c % harmonics of level (≥ 3) < 7%

c synchronous ON/OFF contacts

Voltage generator
c single-phase or three-phase

c dynamic range: 0 to 220 V rms

c % harmonics of level (≥ 3) < 7%

c synchronous ON/OFF contacts

Frequency generator (1)

c dynamic range: 0 to 100 V rms, sine wave

c frequency range: 45 Hz to 65 Hz

Phase shifter (1)

c accuracy of 360°/1°
Please note:

Some units perform and display voltage phase shift using the current as a
reference. This is liable to cause angle interpretation errors.

Contactor or relay (k)
c minimum breaking capacity 10 A AC

c coil: supply voltage (according to the auxiliary source available)

c used to shunt injection current limiting

Ohmmeter
c 0 to 1 kΩ 0.03%

Ammeter
c 0 to 10 A rms

Clamp-on probe
c 100 A (measurement for 20 In) identified as P1 and P2, S1 and S2

ACE 907 injection interface
c rated current: 1 A (for CSP type current sensor)

Voltmeter
c 0 to 220 V rms (AC and DC)
c 20 Mohms/volt

Chronometer
c 0 to 2h, accuracy 0.1 s

c synchronous and manual ON/OFF contacts (for very long time periods)

Variable resistors
c 0 to 500 ohms, 0.03%, 1/4 W (simulation of RTDs)

Power resistor
c 1 ohm ≥ 25W (simulation of undercurrent)

Scientific calculator
( Log, square root, Cos, Sin)

(1) these instruments are very often linked to the voltage
generator and include their own measurement indicators.

(2) in order to validate the tests, it is recommended to use an
oscilloscope to verify the shape of the injection unit signals
and to use a spectral analyzer to verify the amplitude of
level 3, 5 and 7 harmonics.
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Test wiring diagram

B1: single-phase current
injection (phase / neutral)

A

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

CT+CSH30
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B2: three-phase current
injection

Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

A

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

A

A

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B3: single-phase voltage
injection

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

V

ex : U21

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B4: three-phase voltage
injection

Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A
V V V

U21 U32 U13

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B5: single-phase current and
voltage injection

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

A

V

ex : U21

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B6: three-phase current and
voltage injection

Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

A

A

A

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A
V V V

U21 U32 U13

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B7: single-phase current and
voltage injection with core
balance CT

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

V

A

CORE
BAL.
CT

P1

P2

S2

S1

Vo

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

B8: current injection with
CSA adapter

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

ECA

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

A L1
L2
L3

ACE 907

E1
E2

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B9: single-phase injection into
2 current inputs

A

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

B10: single-phase current
injection into 2 CSP current
inputs

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

ECA

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

A L1
L2
L3

ACE 907

E2

E1

E1

E2

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B11: RTD temperature
monitoring test

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 20
21 RTD

19

14

16

18

15

17

DPC

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40

13

11
12

10

8
9

7

5
6

4

2
3

1

Strap if n°5
is not used

Pt100

n°6

n°4

n°3

n°1

Channel n°2 test

500 Ω
multiturn
variable
resistor
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Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

B12: undercurrent and
locked rotor test

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OX

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

A

k

R

"i"< Is

"i"≥ 5% Ib

k

+

-

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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B13: differential protection test

Test with 2 injection boxes

I2

4
3
2
1

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECM2B

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OX

SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

1
0

CE40

A

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECM1B

DPC

I1

1
0

A

AC mains

Id

IA = It -
2
Id

core bal.CT
+ ACE 990
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Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

B14: restricted earth fault
protection test

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

SEPAM 2000

CE40

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

INJECTION UNIT

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

or

CSH

or

7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

A

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

DPC
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B15 : restricted earth fault
protection test

CSH

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz 7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

ECA

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

DPC

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

INJECTION UNIT SEPAM 2000

TSM 2001

I1
0

I2
0

I3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

CE40A

L1
L2
L3

E1
E2

ACE 907
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Test wiring diagram (cont'd)

B16 : synchronism check test
with frequency and voltage
(optional test)

1A 4
3

2
1

1B

SEPAM 2000

CE40

Chrono

I/O

A

V

STOP

Ang

Hz

  ESB
    or
ESTOR

20
21

OXX

INJECTION UNIT

TSM 2001

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

V1
0

V2
0

V3
0

7
8

3U/Vo

6

1

3

5

2

4

DPC

A

4
3
2
1

30A
2A
CT+CSH30

6
5

4

3

2

1

6

5

ECMB

DPC
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Commissioning tests

This test procedure is used to check Sepam
connections, parameter settings and adjustments
prior to commissioning.

It does not involve testing individual protection
functions which are factory-tested.

The use of this test method considerably reduces
commissioning time.

Procedure

Setting the parameters
(use the corresponding setting sheets, which are found in the appendix, to set the
parameter and adjustment values)

c status

c program logic

c protection setting

Performing the tests
Use the test sheet in the appendix, which indicates:

c the tests to be performed

c the test equipment connection diagram

c the expected results (if the test results do not comply, the user should search for
the cause)

v parameter setting (status, microswitch settings …)

v cabling

v etc …

c an  X  in a box indicates that the test has been performed and the results are
satisfactory.

The following items are required for testing:
c testing equipment, refer to the chapter entitled testing equipment,

c Sepam 2000 documentation:

v use and commissioning (3140750A),

v metering and protection functions (3140747A),

v control and monitoring functions  (3140748A).
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Commissioning tests
Check current and voltage sensor wiring and phase rotation order beforehand.
Set the status parameters and set the protections according to the setting record sheet.

type of test scheme result display

Sepam connected to current sensors only (1)

secondary injection I1 = 1 or 5 A B6 primary rated I1 =
of rated current I2 = 1 or 5 A current I2 =

I3 = 1 or 5 A I3 =

Sepam connected to current and voltage sensors

3-phase secondary rated current B6 P = + feeder

injection (1 or 5 A)
rated voltage Q = +
(Uns)

phase shift ϕ = -30° P = - incomer
inductive

Q =
 -

residual current according to assembly

Sum 3I B6
3-phase secondary rated current
injection (1 or 5 A) residual I = 0 Ir =

in 1 phase rated current residual I = rated I Ir =
(1 or 5 A)

CSH B7
primary injection 30 A 28.5 ≤ residual I ≤ 31.5 A Ir =
primary injection 0.2 A 0.18 ≤ residual I ≤ 0.22 A Ir =

CT (with CSH 30 or ACE 990) B7
secondary injection(with CSH 30) rated current (1 or 5 A) residual I = rated I Ir =
primary injection residual I = injected current

residual voltage according to assembly

VT in broken delta B7
single-phase residual voltage Vo =
secondary injection = phase voltage

VT in star B6
3-phase secondary residual voltage Vo =
injection = phase voltage

logic input / output wiring

check the conformity of logic input and output connection

circuit breaker/contactor program logic

closing by closing button closing of device

control

tripping by tripping button opening of device

control

pilot wire test (standard Sepam)

test the link (KP18) (message) RECEIVE.BI

(on upstream Sepam)

.............................

.............................

.............................

.............................

................................

................................

................................

TEST   SHEET Sepam 2000
Project : ....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

Uns

3

Uns

3

................................

................................

................................

................................

..............................

..............................

................................

Q = + 3Un.In
2

P = + 3Un.In
2

P = - 3Un.In
2

Q = - 3Un.In
2

Tests carried out on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

(1
)  s

ee
 “

Te
st

in
g”

 d
oc

um
en

ta
tio

n
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KP 0 or 1 comments

KP33

KP34

KP35

KP36

KP37

KP38

KP39

KP40

KP41

KP42

KP43

KP44

KP45

KP46

KP47

KP 0 or 1 impulse

KP48

KP49

KP50

KP51

KP52

KP53

KP54

KP55

KP56

KP57

KP58

KP59

KP60

KP61

KP62

KP63

KP64

KP 0 or 1 comments

KP1

KP2

KP3

KP4

KP5

KP6

KP7

KP8

KP9

KP10

KP11

KP12

KP13

KP14

KP15

KP16

KP17

KP18

KP19

KP20

KP21

KP22

KP23

KP24

KP25

KP26

KP27

KP28

KP29

KP30

KP31

KP32

Program logic parameters (customized logic)
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Program logic parameters (customized logic)

time delay (value) comments time delay (value) comments

T1 s T31 s

T2 s T32 s

T3 s T33 s

T4 s T34 s

T5 s T35 s

T6 s T36 s

T7 s T37 s

T8 s T38 s

T9 s T39 s

T10 s T40 s

T11 s T41 s

T12 s T42 s

T13 s T43 s

T14 s T44 s

T15 s T45 s

T16 s T46 s

T17 s T47 s

T18 s T48 s

T19 s T49 s

T20 s T50 s

T21 s T51 s

T22 s T52 s

T23 s T53 s

T24 s T54 s

T25 s T55 s

T26 s T56 s

T27 s T57 s

T28 s T58 s

T29 s T59 s

T30 s T60 s

v tick off the box when the setting is done
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Substation
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

S

Status menu parameters
menu name function

frequency Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz

phase CT board 2 (ECM or ECA)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps) A kA

Ib basis current (in Amps) A kA

number number of current sensors I1-I3 I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM or ECA)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or Sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event of the

disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B. KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

s

s

s

s

s

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device position

T2 duration of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

Sepam 2000 substation program logic parameters

KP16 input I12 BI receipt and inhibit
recloser / inhibit recloser

KP17 display of programmed
program logic

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP22 reset specific
recloser counters

KP36 reverse P with annunciation / tripping

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance recording records

KP51 automatic triggering
of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering
of disturbance recording

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP6 recloser enabled/disabled

KP7 reclosing cycle 1 inactive / active

KP8 reclosing cycle 2 inactive / active

KP9 reclosing cycle 3 inactive / active

KP10 reclosing cycle 1 inactive / active

KP11 cycle 1 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP12 cycle 2 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP13 cycle 3 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP14 cycle 4 tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

KP15 definitive tripping
time-delayed / instantaneous

s
s
s
s
s

s

T10 confirmation waiting time
after successful reclosing

T11 duration of cycle 1 isolation

T12 duration of cycle 2 isolation

T13 duration of cycle 3 isolation

T14 duration of cycle 4 isolation

T15 duration of recloser inhibition
with manual circuit breaker closing

T16 confirmation of pressure switch fault

T25 tripping pulse

T26 closing pulse

s
s

s
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Substation
function identification setting

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

F083

F084

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

remanent undervoltage Us T

F351

overvoltage Us T

F301

F302

directional overcurrent curve θ Is   T

F511-F521

directional earth fault angle Iso T

F501

reverse power Ps T

F531

underfrequency Fs T

F561

F562

overfrequency Fs T

F571

F572

rate of change of dFs/dt T

frequency F581

F582
      tick off the box when the setting is done
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Busbars
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

B

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM or ECA)

ration In CT rating or CSP (in Amps) A kA

Ib basis current (in Amps) A kA

number number of current sensors I1-I3 I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM or ECA)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or Sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event of the

disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function 3U +Vo 1 3U + Vo 2

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

SW1 SW1

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device position

T2 duration
of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T7 extension of dF/dT = 1 (KP33=1)

T16 confirmation of pressure
switch fault

T8 s maintain output O33
for synchro-check

T10 s maintain closing request
for synchro-check

T24 duration of load shedding
pulse (O31)

T25 duration of load shedding
pulse (O32)

T26 duration of load shedding
pulse (O33)

T27 duration of load shedding
pulse (O34)

s

s

s

s

s

KP33 choice of type of load shedding

KP35 acknowledgment of operating mode
with voltage absent for synchro-check

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP 0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording

Sepam 2000 substation program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP17 display of programmed program logic

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault tripping counter
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Sepam 2000 Busbars
function identification setting

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

F083

F084

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

F322-342-362

F241-331-371

F242-332-372

positive sequence Vsd T

undervoltage F381

F382

remanent undervoltage Us T

F351

F251

overvoltage Us T

F301

F302

F311

F312

neutral voltage Vso T

displacement F391

underfrequency Fs T

F561

F562

F563

F564

overfrequency Fs T

F571

F572

rate of change dFs/dt T

of frequency F581

F582

synchro-check F181   dUs                dFs                dϕs                Us high                Us low

  mode              Ta

      tick off the box when the setting is done

Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Transformer
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

T

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3       I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)           board 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event of the

disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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s

s

s

s

s

s

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device
position

T2 duration
of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T16 confirmation of pressure
switch fault

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT  (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

Sepam 2000 transformer program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP5 Buchholz / thermostat /
DGPT NO/NC

KP6 tripping / alarm input I23

KP7 tank earth leakage choice

KP17 display of programmed
control scheme

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Transformer
function identification setting

thermal overload Adjust. T1 and T2 OL1 alarm  OL2 trip

F431 0

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

F083

F084

neutral voltage Vso T

displacement F391

directional overcurrent curve θ Is   T

F521

directional earth fault angle Iso T

F501

tank frame leakage curve Is T

F021

neutral curve Iso T

F091

F092

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

remanent undervoltage Us T

F351

overvoltage Us T

F301

F302

RTD Ts1 Ts2

F461

F462

F463

F464

F465

F466

restricted earth fault                                                    Is

F651
      tick off the box when the setting is done
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Motor
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

M

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3       I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)           board 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event of the

disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

time delay (value) time delay (value)

T1 recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device
position

T2 duration
of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T4 external load shedding order

T5 duration of tripping pulse from
a remote control order

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T8 maximum duration of voltage
sag enabling restart

T9 restart staggering

T16 s confirmation of pressure
switch fault

KP 0 ou 1 KP 0 ou 1

Sepam 2000 motor program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP3 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP17 display of programmed
control scheme

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

not used

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP21 reset to zero of running hours counter

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 storage of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Moteur
function identification setting

thermal overload Adjust. T1 T2 OL1 warm state OL2 trip

F431

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

negative sequence / curve Is T

unbalance F451

Is ST LT

F441

undercurrent Is T

F221

number of starts n° start per hour n° cold start n° hot start   T

F421

positive sequence Vsd T

undervoltage F381

F382

directional earth fault angle Iso T

F501

reverse power Ps T

F531

reactive overpower Qs T

F541

RTD Ts1 Ts2

F461

F462

F463

F464

F465

F466

F471

F472

F473

F474

F475

F476

motor differential Is

F621
      tick off the box when the setting is done

locked rotor /

excessive starting time
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SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Capacitor
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

C

Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3      I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)           carte 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A KA
A KA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event of the

disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

3
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Sepam 2000 capacitor program logic parameters

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1 impulse

KP1 open / close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP17 display programmed
control scheme

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault
tripping counter

KP21 running hours counter reset

KP36 choice of number of capacitors

KP37 choice of number of capacitors

KP38 remote setting enable / disable

KP50 inhibition of disturbance
recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording

KP54 capacitor 1 switch closing

KP55 capacitor 1 switch opening

KP56 capacitor 2 switch closing

KP57 capacitor 2 switch opening

KP58 capacitor 3 switch closing

KP59 capacitor 3 switch opening

KP60 manual capacitor control

KP61 automatic capacitor control
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Status menu parameters (cont’d)

T1 s recovery of
open/closed data upon
change in device
position

T2 s duration
of closing order

T3 s inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 s duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 s duration of remote control
closing impulse

T7 s duration reclosing
inhibition after tripping

T21 s capacitor 1
opening time delay

T22 s capacitor 2
opening time delay

T23 s capacitor 3
opening time delay

T24 s circuit breaker
opening time delay

T25 s duration of capacitor 1
tripping pulse

time delay (value) time delay (value)

Sepam 2000 capacitor program logic parameters

T26 s duration of capacitor 2
tripping pulse

T27 s duration of capacitor 3
tripping pulse

T28 s duration of capacitor 1
closing pulse

T29 s duration of capacitor 2
closing pulse

T30 s duration of capacitor 3
closing pulse

T31 s after tripping,
duration of inhibition
of capacitor 1 closing

T32 s after tripping,
duration of inhibition
of capacitor 2 closing

T33 s after tripping,
duration of inhibition
of capacitor 3 closing

T34 s time delay for recovery
of capacitor 1 switch
open/closed information

T35 s time delay for recovery
of capacitor 2 switch
open/closed information

T36 s time delay for recovery
of capacitor 3 switch
open/closed information
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Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

Sepam 2000 Capacitor
function identification setting

thermal overload Adjust. T1 T2 OL1 hot status OL2 tripping

F431

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

earth fault curve Iso T

F081

F082

neutral unbalance curve Iso T

1 capacitor F091

F092

neutral unbalance Is T

3 capacitor F111

F112

F121

F122

F131

F132

undervoltage Us T

F321-341-361

overvoltage Us T

F281

F282

F301

F302

      tick off the box when the setting is done
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Status menu parameters
menu name function

rated Fn network frequency       50 Hz       60 Hz
frequency

phase CT board 2 (ECM 1 or ECA)            board 3 (ECM 2)

ratio In CT rating or CSP (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

Ib basis current (in Amps)                     A         kA                   A        kA

number number of current sensors                     I1-I3       I1-I2-I3                   I1-I3       I1-I2-I3

Io sensor board 2  (ECM 1 or ECA)         board 3 (ECM 2)

Ino residual current Sum 3I for CT
measurement Sum1 3I or sum2 3I for CSP

2 A core bal. CT 30 A core bal. CT
CT + CSH 30 for S26, S36

A kA
A kA for S25, S35

core bal. CT + ACE 990
A kA

max. demand interval max. demand       5 mn       10 mn       15 mn       30 mn
interval integration time       60 mn

VT ratio number number of wired VTs       V       1U        3U  S26, S36
      U21       U21-U32        3U  S25, S35

Unp rated VT       volts
primary voltage       kilovolts

Uns rated VT       100 V       110 V       115 V       120 V
secondary voltage

Vnso type of residual voltage       Sum 3V       Uns/      Uns/3
measurement

power flow incomer reverses the signs of power       Incomer = cables to busbars
direction feeder and energy measurements       Feeder = busbars to cables

disturbance pretrig number of periods
recording before triggering event of the

disturbance recording periods

communi- bauds transmission speed       300       600       1200       2400
cation       4800       9600       19200       38400

address Sepam station number
in network

parity transmission format       even       odd       no parity

time tagging synchro type of synchronization       via network       via input I11
used       via input I21

events KTS1 to 8
KTS9 to 16

N.B.: KTS17 to 24
For each event, KTS25 to 32
choose 0 or 1 KTS33 to 40
0 = not time-tagged KTS41 to 48
1 = time-tagged KTS49 to 56
all events are set KTS57 to 64
to 0 by default I1 I2

I11 to I18
KTS33 to 64 for S26, S36 I21 to I28
only I31 to I38

SETTING   RECORD   SHEET Sepam 2000 Generator
Project: .....................................................................................................

Switchboard: .........................................................................................

Panel: ........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Type of Sepam 2000

serial number

G

3
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Sepam 2000 generator program logic parameters

KP1 open/close control

KP2 open/close control

KP4 external protection NO/NC

KP5 undervoltage tripping,
setting 1

KP6 undervoltage tripping,
setting 2

KP7 undervoltage tripping,
setting 1

KP8 undervoltage tripping,
setting 2

KP9 neutral voltage displacement
tripping

KP10 underfrequency tripping

KP11 overfrequency tripping

KP12 generator shutdown by reverse
power active

KP13 lockout by undervoltage setting 1

KP14 lockout by undervoltage setting 2

KP15 lockout by undervoltage setting 1

KP16 lockout by undervoltage setting 2

KP17 display of programmed program logic

KP18 BI pilot wire test

KP19 reset operation counter

KP20 reset phase fault tripping counter

KP21 reset to zero of running hours counter

KP33 for G01, G02, G12 used with G00,
deactivation of reverse power P and Q
for G00, assignment of outputs
O21 to O24

KP34 closing without synchro-check
for G00, use of I18

KP35 for G03, G04: acknowledgment
of operating mode with voltage absent

KP38 remote setting active / inactive

KP      0 or 1 impulse

KP50 inhibition of disturbance recording records

KP51 automatic triggering of disturbance recording

KP52 manual triggering of disturbance recording

KP 0 or 1 KP 0 or 1

SW2 SW2 SW2

SW1 SW1 SW1

SW1

put an X in the box
to indicate switch
setting
e.g. switch set to right

X

Status menu parameters (cont’d)

menu name function

Microswitch voltage board
settings

current board board 2 board 3

CT (ECM 1) CSP (ECA) CT (ECM 2)

time delay (value) time delay (value)

ss

s

s

s

s

s

T1 recovery of open/closed data upon
change in device position

T2 duration of closing order

T3 inhibition of transmit blocking
input after tripping

T5 duration of remote control
tripping impulse

T6 duration of remote control
closing impulse

T10 maintaining of closing
request with synchro-check

T16 confirmation of pressure switch fault
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Sepam 2000 Generator
function identification setting

overcurrent curve Is T

F011

F012

F013

F014

F021

F022

thermal overload Adjust. T1 T2 OL1 alarm OL2 trip.

F431

voltage restrained curve Is T

overcurrent F191

negative sequence / curve Is T

unbalance F451

earth fault curve Iso T R and H2

F061

F062

F063

F064

F071

F072

F091

F092

undercurrent Us T

F321-341-361

F322-342-362

overcurrent Us T

F301

F302

positive sequence Vso T

undervoltage F391

underfrequency Fs T

F561

overfrequency Fs T

F571

directional overcurrent curve angle Is   T

F511-F521

directional earth fault θo Iso T

F501

reverse power Ps T

F531

reactive overpower Qs T

F541

RTD Ts1 Ts2

F461

F462

F463

F464

F465

F466
      tick off the box when the setting is done
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Sepam 2000 Generator (cont’d)

function identification setting

RTD (cont’d) Ts1 Ts2

F471

F472

F473

F474

F475

F476

synchro-check F181   dUs                                            dFs                                            dϕs

  Us high                                      Us low                                       mode

  Ta

restricted earth fault Iso

F641

F651

generator Is

differential F621

Settings made on:

by:

Comments:

Signature Signature

tick off the box when the setting is done
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IDMT protection curves

Standard inverse time SIT curve

I/Is
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Very inverse time VIT or LTI curve
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Extremely inverse time EIT curve

IDMT protection curves  (cont'd)
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Ultra inverse time UIT curve
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IDMT tripping curve

Negative sequence/unbalance protection curve
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Notes
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47Jbus/Modbus communication

Annexes

Differences between Jbus and Modbus
frame structure Jbus Modbus

slave number 1 to 255 1 to 247

function code 1 to 16 (except for 9 and 10) 1 to 21

frame width 255 bytes max. 261 bytes max.

CRC CRC16 CRC16

frame detection* silence > 3 characters silence > 1.5 or > 3.5 characters

data addresses 0 to FFFF depending on manufacturer 0 to FFFF or 0 to 9999
* This difference does not create any problems with rates higher than 1200 bauds since these times are less than the equipment processing time (response time).

standard functions

function 1 reading of n bits reading of n bits

function 2 reading of n bits reading of n bits

function 3 reading of n words reading of n words

function 4 reading of n words reading of n words

function 5 writing of 1 bit writing of 1 bit

function 6 writing of 1 word writing of 1 word

function 7 fast reading of 8 bits reading of exception status (8 bits)
indicates faults on equipment

function 15 writing of n bits writing of n bits

function 16 writing of n words writing of n words

The information below is given for information purposes and does not necessarily concern Sepam 2000.

extended functions** (sub-functions)

function 13 program commands program commands

(01-02) identical identical

(03-04) address on 24 bits address on 16 bits + 8 bits for page n°
address extension

(25) identical identical

(26) data byte = 00 or 80h data byte = 06h

fonction 14 identical identical
Please note: function 13 has 43 sub-functions, Jbus only uses 6 of them.

diagnosis functions (sub-functions)

function 8 reading of diagnosis counters reading of diagnosis counters

(01)** data = 0000 => no reply sent reply
data = FF00 zero reset of counters no zero reset of counters

(00-02**-03**-0A) identical identical

(0B) not incremented after broadcast incremented with broadcast

(0C - 0D) identical identical

(0E) not incremented after broadcast incremented with broadcast

(0F) counts the number of broadcasts received counts the number of non-replies from slave

(10-11) identical identical

(12) counts character errors (format, parity,..) counts overruns

function 11 even counter even counter
incremented with broadcast not incremented with broadcast
in the reply, the 1st word is always at 0 in the reply, the 1st word is at 0 or FFFF (status)

function 12 ** history of last 64 exchanges history of last 64 exchanges
in the reply, the 1st word is always at 0 in the reply, the 1st word is at 0 or FFFF (status)

exception codes

0 -02-03-05-07-08** identical identical

04 equipment not ready error during processing of query

09** overlapping of memory zone not implemented
** does not concern Sepam 2000.
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Sepam 1000 + is a simple, reliable range of protection
and metering units designed for the operation of
machines and the electrical distribution networks of
industrial installations and utility substations for all
levels of voltage.

Sepam 1000 + provides you with:

More solutions
A protection unit suited to each application
requirement, providing an optimum cost/function ratio.

The Sepam 1000 + range includes different types
of units for different applications:
c Sepam 1000+ S20: substation (incomers and
feeders) protection,
c Sepam 1000+ T20: transformer protection,
c Sepam 1000+ M20: motor protection,
c Sepam 1000+ B20: voltage metering and protection
functions for busbars.

More performances
Protections
Complete 3 phase (RMS current measurement) and
earth fault protection unit, including 4 relays divided
into 2 groups of 2 relays with a choice of tripping
curves, with switching from one group to the other
controlled by a logic input or remote control.
c Earth fault protection insensitivity to transformer
closing.
c Detection of phase unbalance.
c RMS thermal protection which takes into account
external operating temperature and ventilation
operating rates.

Logic discrimination
Sepam 1000+ utilizes logic discrimination, which
ensures fast, selective overcurrent protection tripping
without requiring the use of time intervals between
upstream and downstream protection devices.

Communication
Totally compatible with MODBUS communication
standard(1).
Includes all the accessories and connectors
necessary for a ready-to-use communication link.

Diagnosis function
The unit takes into account 3 levels of diagnostic information for better operation:
c network diagnosis (tripping current, unbalance ratio, disturbance recording…),
c switchgear diagnosis (cumulative breaking current, operating time),
c diagnosis of the protection unit and additional modules (self-testing results,
watchdog,…).

Control logic and monitoring
The unit includes programmed logic blocks to avoid the use of additional external
auxiliary relays, indication lights and corresponding  wiring.

More modularity
In order to adapt to the greatest number of application cases and allow subsequent
installation upgrading, the unit has optional modules that may be added at any
time:
c logic input/output module with parameterizable program logic,
c communication,
c temperature sensor module,
c analog output module.

More simplicity
Installation
c Motor thermal protection setting based on machine manufacturer data.
For integration in cubicles without any constraints, the unit can be installed:
c on the front panel of the cubicle, reduced depth (< 100 mm),
c inside the cubicle low voltage compartment, with the UMI installed in the most
appropriate operation location,
c reduced steady state consumption (< 3.5 W) by the unit limits the sizing of
auxiliary supply batteries.

User-friendliness
User-friendly and high-performing software provides the PC computer resources
for Sepam 1000+ parameter setting and operation, such as:
c uploading and downloading of setting files,
c time setting in “TMS” (Time Multiplier Setting) or 10/Is mode,
c language change for operating menus and messages.

Operation
All information such as metering, settings, events and disturbance records can be
accessed locally, or remotely via communication link.

Clarity of information
c Clear indication of faults,
c Indication of the faulty phase by reading and storage of tripping currents on each
phase,
c Real primary value display of variables (A, kA, V, kV),
c Instant indication whenever a set point is exceeded.

User machine interface (UMI)
Several levels of UMI, totally parameterizable, including the operating language,
are available according to the user’s needs.(1) for other protocols (IEC 870… consult us).
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Description

Flexible architecture

(1) Optional additional module.

ACE 949 module (1)
communication
network interface

MES 108 module (1)
4 logic outputs,
4 logic inputs
or MES 114 (1)
4 logic outputs,
10 logic inputs

MET 148 module (1)
8 temperature
sensor inputs

MSA 141 module (1)
1 analog output

CCA 783

Sepam1000+
base unit

SFT 2841
parameter setting
and operation
software

SFT 2826 disturbance
recording restoring
software

MERLIN
GERIN

sepam 1000

CCA 772

CCA 770

CCA 612

I1
=

162A

I2
=

161A

I3
=

163A

THD
= 2%

reset

I on

SF6

ext

Io >>
 51n

Io > 
51n

I > 5
1

Trip

on

0 off

clear
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reset

0 off I onSF6extI > 51Tripon Io >> 51NIo > 51N

Description (cont’d)

Front panel
Sepam 1000+ has two levels of UMI (User machine
interface) suited to each operating requirement:

“Standard UMI”
This UMI includes:
c 2 signal lamps indicating Sepam operating status:
v green “on ” indicator: device on,
v red “wrench ” indicator: device unavailable
(initialization phase or detection of an internal failure),
c 9 parameterizable yellow signal lamps equipped
with standard text label (the SFT 2841 software may
be used to print a customized label on a laser printer),
c “reset ” button for clearing faults and resetting,
c 1 connection port for the RS232 link with the PC
(CCA783 cord), the port is protected by a sliding
cover.

This UMI offers a low-cost solution for installations
that do no require local operation (run from a remote
control and monitoring system) or to replace
electromechanical or analog electronic protection
devices without any additional operating
requirements.

“Fixed advanced UMI”
In addition to the standard UMI functions, this version
provides:
c a “graphic” LCD display  for the display of
measurements, parameter/protection settings and
alarm and operating messages.

The number of lines, size of characters and symbols
is in accordance to screens and language versions.
c a 9-key keypad with two modes of use :

White keys for current operation:
1 display of measurements,
2 display of “switchgear, network diagnosis” data,
3 display of alarm messages,
4 clearing of alarms and resetting,
5 acknowledgment of alarms.

Blue keys for parameter and protection setting:
7 access to protection settings,
8 access to Sepam parameter settings,
9 used to enter the 2 passwords required to change
protection and parameter settings.

The “ ↵, ▲, ▼ ” keys ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) are used to navigate
in the menus and to scroll and accept the values
displayed.

6 “lamp test” keys:
switching on sequence of all the signal lamps.

This UMI is an optimum solution for local operation
facilitated by clear legibility data content and access.

Remote “advanced UMI”
This UMI may be added to the Sepam base unit via prefabricated CCA 770,
CCA 772 or CCA 774 cords (depending on the distance).

With reduced depth and the same functions as the fixed version, it may be installed
on the front panel of the cubicle in the most appropriate location for operation.

reset

I onSF6extIo >> 51NIo > 51NI > 51Tripon 0 off

clear

I1 = 162A
I2 = 161A
I3 = 163A

456789

1

2

3
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“Expert UMI”
This UMI is available as a complement to the
Standard or Advanced UMI on the screen of a PC
equipped with the SFT2841 software package and
connected to the RS232 link on the front panel of the
Sepam (operating in a Windows > V95 or NT
version).

All the data used for the same task is grouped
together in the same screen to facilitate operation.
Menus and icons are used to provide fast, direct
access to the information.

Current operation
c display of all metering and operating data,
c display of alarm messages with the time format
(date, hour, mn, s),
c display of diagnostic data such as:
v tripping current,
v number of switchgear operations and cumulative
breaking current,
c display of all protection and parameter settings,
c display of the logic status of inputs, outputs and
signal lamps.

This UMI offers the solution suited to occasional local
operation or for demanding personnel who require
fast access to all the information.

Parameter  - protection settings (1)

c display and setting of all the parameters of each
protection function on the same page,
c program logic parameter setting, parameter setting
of general installation and Sepam data,
c input data may be prepared ahead of time and
transferred into the corresponding Sepam units in a
single operation (downloading function).

Main functions performed by SFT2841:
c changing of passwords,
c entry of general parameters (ratings, integration
period, …),
c entry of protection settings,
c changing of program logic assignments,
c enabling/disabling of functions,
c saving of files.

Saving
c protection and parameter setting data may be
saved,
c printing of reports is possible as well.

This UMI may also be used to recover disturbance
recording files and provide graphic display using the
SFT2826 software package.

Operating assistance
Access from all the screens to a help function which
contains all the technical data required for Sepam
installation and use.

(1) modes available via 2 passwords (protection setting level,
parameter setting level).

e.g. measurement display screen (Sepam S20).

e.g. phase overcurrent protection setting screen.
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functions type of Sepam
substation transformer motor busbar

protection ANSI code S20 T20 M20 B20
phase overcurrent (1) 50/51 4 4 4
earth fault (or neutral) (1) 50N/51N 4 4 4
unbalance / negative sequence 46 1 1 1
thermal overload 49 RMS 2 2
phase undercurrent 37 1
excessive starting time, locked rotor 48/51LR 1
starts per hour 66 1
positive sequence undervoltage 27D/47 2
remanent undervoltage 27R 1
phase-to-phase undervoltage 27 2
phase-to-phase overvoltage 59 2
neutral voltage displacement 59N 2
overfrequency 81H 1
underfrequency 81L 2
recloser (4 cycles) 79 v
thermostat / Buchholz v
temperature monitoring (2) 38/49T v v
metering
phase current I1, I2, I3 RMS c c c
residual current Io c c c
average current I1, I2, I3 c c c
peak demand phase current IM1, IM2, IM3 c c c
line voltage U21, U32, U13 c
phase voltage V1, V2, V3 c
residual voltage Vo c
positive sequence voltage Vd / rotation direction c
frequency c
temperature measurement (2) v v
network diagnosis
tripping current I1, I2, I3, Io c c c
unbalance ratio / negative sequence current c c c
running hours counter c c
thermal capacity used c c
remaining operating time before c c
overload tripping
waiting time after overload tripping c c
starting current and time c
start inhibit time delay, c
number of starts before inhibition
disturbance recording c c c c
switchgear diagnosis
cumulative breaking current2 c c c
trip circuit supervision v v v
number of operations v v v
operating time v v v
charging time v v v
self-diagnosis
watchdog c c c c
output relay test (3) v v v v
control and monitoring
circuit breaker / contactor control (4) v v v
trip circuit supervision v v v
logic discrimination v v v
4 addressable logic outputs c c c c
additional modules
MET 148 module – 8 temperature sensor outputs v v
MSA 141 module – 1 low level analog output v v v v
MES 108 module – (4I/4S) or MES 114 module – (10I/4O) v v v v
ACE 949 module – RS485 communication interface v v v v
c standard, v according to parameter setting and MES 108 or MES 114 input/output module options.
(1) 4 relays with the possibility of logic discrimination or switching from one 2-relay group of settings to another 2-relay group.
(2) with MET 148 sensor option, 2 set points per sensor.
(3) with advanced UMI option only.
(4) for shunt trip unit or undervoltage release coil according to parameter setting.

Selection table

Sepam 1000+
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Presentation

Sepam 1000 + displays the measurements required
for operation.
The values are displayed as primary values with
the related units: A, V, Hz, °C, °F, …

Currents
c RMS measurement of the circuit’s 3 phase currents.
c Residual current measurement.

Average currents and peak demand currents
Measurement of the average current on each of the 3
phases.
Measurement of the greatest average current on each
of the 3 phases.
The peak demand currents give the current
consumed at the time of peak loads.
The average current is calculated over a period that
may be parameterized from 5 to 60 mn. The “clear”
key is used to reset the peak demand currents to zero
when they are on the display.

Tripping currents
Storage of the greatest average value of the 3 phase
currents and earth current at the time Sepam gave
the last tripping order, to provide the fault  breaking
current (fault analysis).
These values are stored until the next trip order
is given.

Unbalance ratio / negative sequence current
Calculation of negative sequence current based on
I1, I2 and I3. The value is displayed as a percentage
of the basis current Ib.

Thermal capacity used
Measurement of the relative capacity used by the
load.
It is displayed as a percentage of the nominal thermal
capacity.

Voltages
c Measurement of phase-to-neutral voltages V1, V2
and V3.
c Calculation or measurement of phase-to-phase
voltages U21, U32 and U13.
c Calculation of positive sequence voltage Vd.
c Calculation of residual voltage Vo.

Frequency : measurement of frequency.

Temperature
Measurement of the temperature of each sensor.

Motor operation assistance function
Motor starting current and time

Measurement of the maximum current consumed by
the motor during a starting sequence as well as the
time taken to reach the basis current value.

Start inhibit time delay / number of starts before
inhibition
Indicates the remaining number of starts allowed
by the starts per hour protection. Indicates the waiting
time before starting is allowed, taking into account
the starts per hour and thermal overload protections.

Remaining operating time before overload tripping
Indicates the time remaining before tripping
by the thermal overload protection.

Switchgear diagnosis assistance measurements
These measurements are to be compared with the data supplied by the switchgear
manufacturer.

Cumulative breaking current
The displayed value may be used to evaluate the state of the circuit breaker poles.

Operating time, charging time
Measures the device operating time. These data may be used to evaluate the state
of the pole and operating mechanism.

Number of operations
Cumulative breaker opening number.

Running hours counter
Cumulative time during which the protected equipment (motor or transformer)
is on load. The cumulative value is displayed in hours (0 to 65535 h) and saved
every 6 hours. The “clear” key is used for resetting to zero in parameter setting
mode.

metering functions ranges accuracy (1)

ammeter
phase current 0.1 to 1.5 In (2) typically ±1% (4)

residual current 0.1 to 1.5 Ino (3) ±5%

peak demand current 0.1 to 1.5 In (2) typically ±1%

tripping current phase 0.1 to 40 In (2) ±5%

earth 0.1 to 20 In (3) ±5%

thermal capacity used 0 to 300% (5) (4)

unbalance ratio 10 to 500% Ib (6) ±2%
(negative sequence current)

voltmeter voltages 0.05 to 1.2 Unp (7) typically ±1%
(phase or line) or Vnp (8) (4)

voltmeter positive 0.05 to 1.5 Vnp (8) ±2%
sequence voltage

voltmeter 0.015 to 3 Vnp (8) ±5%
residual voltage

frequency meter 50 Hz / 60 Hz ± 5 Hz ±0.05 Hz (4)

temperature - 30 °C to + 200 °C (9) ±1 °C (4)

operating time 20 to 100 ms typically ±1 ms

loading time 1 to 20 sec ±0.5 sec

running hours counter 0 to 65535 h ±1% or ±0,5 h

metering transducer (4)

4-20 mA ±0,5%
0-20 mA
0-10 mA

general parameters

frequency 50 Hz or 60 Hz ± 1 Hz

current transformer CT 1 A or 5 A I1, I2, I3
I1, I3

voltage transformer VT : 100, 110, 115, 120 V V1, V2, V3
U21, U32
U21

VT 230 V V1, V2, V3

Characteristics

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-4), typically at In or Un
(2) In: CT primary rated current
(3) Ino: CSH core balance CT input rating or core balance CT primary rated current (setting from
1 to 6250Amps)
(4) measurements available in analog format according to parameter setting and MSA 141 module
(5) 100% is the thermal capacity used of the equipment being protected
under its rated load: I = Ib
(6) Ib: base current of the equipment being protected
(7) Unp: primary rated phase-to-phase voltage (setting from 220V to 250KV)
(8) Vnp: primary phase-to-neutral voltage, Vnp = (Unp/e)
(9) displayed in °C or °F according to parameter setting, typical accuracy from +20 °C to +140 °C.

Metering
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Phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51)
Three-phase protection against overloads and phase-
to-phase short-circuits. The protection comprises four
units:
c IDMT or definite time,
c instantaneous or time-delayed.

Different IDMT protection curves: standard inverse,
very inverse, extremely inverse, ultra inverse, long
time inverse (LTI) and RI curve.
Each set point has a reset time setting (by an
adjustable timer hold with definite time characteristic)
that allows restriking faults to be detected.

Earth fault (ANSI 50/51N or 50/51G)
Connection and equipment earth fault protection.
Earth faults may be detected by:
c current transformers on the three phases,
c a current transformer (1 A or 5 A), combined with a
CSH30 interposing ring CT,
c a special core balance CT, CSH120 or CSH200,
according to the required diameter; this method
provides the highest sensitivity.

Selection between two ratings (2 A and 20 A) provide
a very wide setting range.
The protection comprises four units:
c IDMT or definite time,
c instantaneous or time-delayed.

The characteristic curves are the same as those for
the phase current overcurrent protection.

Each set point has a reset time setting (by an
adjustable timer hold with definite time characteristic)
that allows restriking faults to be detected.

Each set point has a 2 nd harmonic  restraint in order
to ensure stability during transformer energisation.

Negative sequence / unbalance (ANSI 46)
Protection against phase unbalance.
Sensitive protection against 2-phase faults on long
feeders.
Protection of equipment against temperature build-up
caused by an unbalanced supply or wrong phase
rotation or the loss of a phase and against low levels
of phase-to-phase overcurrent.

IDMT or definite time characteristics.

Thermal overload (ANSI 49)
Protection of equipment against thermal damage
caused by overloads.

The thermal capacity used is calculated according to
a mathematical model which takes into account:
c RMS current values,
c measurement of winding temperatures and ambient
temperature.

The function comprises:
c an adjustable trip setting,
c an adjustable start enable setting,
c a fixed alarm setting.
v transformer application.
The model takes into account the transformer heat
rise and cooling time constants according to whether
natural or forced ventilation is used (ONAN, ONAF)
by logic input.
v motor application.
– two time constants: the heat rise time constant,
used when the motor is running, and the cooling time
constant, used when the motor is stopped,
– effect of negative sequence current on rotor
heating.

An additional setting may be used to adapt the protection to the motor thermal
withstand given by the hot and cold experimental curves given by the equipment
manufacturer.

The thermal protection may be inhibited by a logic input when this is required
by the process running conditions.

Phase undercurrent (ANSI 37)
Protection of pumps against the consequences of a loss of priming.
The protection detects time-delayed current drops that correspond to motor
no-load operation, characteristic of the loss of pump prime.

Excessive starting time / locked rotor / (ANSI 48/51LR) (1)

Protection of motors that are liable to start with overloads or insufficient supply
voltage and/or that drive loads that are liable to jam (e.g. crushers).
The locked rotor  function is an overcurrent protection that is only confirmed after
a time delay that corresponds to the normal starting time.

Starts per hour (ANSI 66) (1)

Protection against overheating caused by too frequent starts.
Checking of the number of:
c starts per hour,
c consecutive starts.
The protection inhibits motor energizing for a preset time period when the
permissible limits have been reached.

Recloser (ANSI 79)
Automation device used to reclose the circuit breaker after tripping triggered by a
transient fault on a line (the function includes 4 parameterizable reclosing cycles).

Thermostat, Buchholz (temperature, gas and pressure detector)
Protection of transformers against temperature rises and internal faults via logic
inputs linked to devices integrated in the equipment.

Temperature monitoring (RTDs) (ANSI 38/49T)
Protection against abnormal overheating of motor windings and/or bearings
equipped with RTD’s.
The protection includes 2 independent set points that are adjustable for each RTD.

Overvoltage (ANSI 59)
Protection against abnormally high voltage or checking that there is sufficient
voltage for power supply changeover (set point 1) and checking of phase-to-phase
voltages U32 and U21 (set point 2).

Positive sequence undervoltage (ANSI 27D), (ANSI 47)
Motor protection against malfunctioning due to insufficient or unbalanced supply
voltage. Detection of phase rotation. In order for this protection to be used, voltage
transformers must be connected to Sepam to measure U21 and U32.

Remanent undervoltage (ANSI 27R)
Monitoring of the clearing of voltage sustained by rotating machines after circuit
opening. The protection is used to prevent transient electrical and mechanical
phenomena that are caused by fast re-energizing of motors.
It monitors phase-to-phase voltage U21 or phase-to-neutral voltage V1.

Phase-to-phase undervoltage (ANSI 27)
Protection used either for automated functions (transfer, load shedding) or to
protect motors against undervoltage. The protection monitors the drop in each of
the phase-to-phase voltages being metered.

Neutral voltage displacement (ANSI 59N)
Detection of insulation faults in ungrounded systems by measurement of neutral
voltage displacement. The protection is generally used with transformer incomers
or busbars.
The function includes 2 set points.

Overfrequency (ANSI  81H)
Protection against abnormally high frequency.

Underfrequency (ANSI 81L)
Detection of variances with respect to the rated frequency, in order to maintain
a high quality power supply. The protection may be used for overall tripping
or for load shedding.

(1) possibility of motor re-acceleration to be taken into account by a logic input.

Protections
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Setting ranges
functions settings time delays
phase overcurrent  (1)

rated current (In) 1 A to 6250 A
curve DT, SIT, VIT, LTI, EIT, UIT, RI
definite time 0.3 to 24 In inst.; 0.05 s to 300 s
IDMT 0.3 to 2.4 In 0.1 s to 12.5 s at 10 Is
earth fault  (1) type of sensors
rated current (Ino) 1 A to 6250 A
curve DT, SIT, VIT, LTI, EIT, UIT, RI
definite time 0.1 to 15 Ino Σ 3 I ph inst.; 0.05 s to 300 s

0.2 to 30 A CSH 2 A rating
2 to 300 A CSH 20 A rating
0.1 to 15 Ino 1 / 5 A CT or core balance CT (2)

inverse time 0.1 to 1 Ino Σ 3 I ph 0.1 s to 12.5 s at 10 Iso
0.2 to 2 A CSH 2 A rating
2 to 20 A CSH 20 A rating
0.1 to 1 Ino 1 / 5 A CT or core balance CT (2)

negative sequence / unbalance
definite time 0.1 to 5 Ib 0.1 s to 300 s
IDMT 0.1 to 0.5 Ib 0.1 s to 1 s
thermal overload rate 1 rate 2

negative sequence factor 0 - 2.25 - 4.5 - 9
time constant heat rise T1: 5 to 120 mn T1: 5 to 120 mn

cooling T2: 5 to 600 mn T2: 5 to 600 mn
alarm; tripping 50 to 300% of rated thermal capacity used
cold curve change factor 0 to 100%
rate change condition by IS setting 0.25 to 8 Ib (motor)

by logic input I26 (transformer)
max. equipment temperature 60 to 200 °C

phase undercurrent
0.1 to 1 Ib 0.05 s to 300 s

excessive starting time/ locked rotor
0.5 Ib to 5 Ib ST start time 0.5 s to 300 s

LT time delay 0.05 s to 300 s
starts per hour

1 to 60 per hour
1 to 60 consecutive time between starts 1 to 60 mn

temperature (RTDs)
0 to 180 °C (or 32 to 356°F)

phase-to-phase overvoltage
50 to 150% of Unp 0.05 s to 300 s

positive sequence undervoltage
30 to 100% of Vnp (Unp/e) 0.05 s to 300 s

remanent undervoltage
5 to 100% of Unp 0.05 s to 300 s

phase-to-phase undervoltage
5 to 100% of Unp 0.05 s to 300 s

neutral voltage displacement
2 to 80% of Unp 0.05 s to 300 s

overfrequency
50 to 53 Hz or 60 to 63 Hz 0.1 s to 300 s

underfrequency
set point 1 and set point 2 45 to 50 Hz or 55 to 60 Hz 0.1 s to 300 s

Note: In current, Unp rated voltage and Ino current are general parameters that are set at the time of Sepam commissioning. They are given as the values
on the metering transformer primary windings.
In is the current sensor rated current (CT rating), (adjustable from 1 to 6250Amps)
Unp  is the rated phase-to-phase voltage of the voltage sensor primary windings.(adjustable from 220V to 250KV)
Ino  is the core balance CT current rating,
Ib is the current which corresponds to the motor power rating, adjustable from 0.4 to 1.3 In.
The current, voltage and frequency values are set by direct entry of the values (resolution: 1 A, 1 V, 1 Hz, 1°C or F).
(1) adjustable timer hold definite time: 0; 0.05 to 300 s.
(2) with ACE 990 interface for core balance CT with ratio n of  50 to 1500 turns.
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Control and monitoring

Sepam 1000+ performs the basic control and
monitoring functions necessary for the operation of
the electrical network, thereby reducing the need for
auxiliary relays.

The control and monitoring functions may be
parameterized using the SFT 2841 software package,
however each type of Sepam has parameter setting
by default which allows easier commissioning in the
most frequent cases of use.

Breaking device control
Sepam is used to control breaking devices equipped
with different types of closing and tripping coils:
c circuit breakers with shunt trip or undervoltage trip
units (parameter setting on front panel (1) or via
SFT 2841),
c latching contactors with shunt-trip units.

Output relay control (standard or fail-safe) may be
set.

By default, the program logic is adapted to control a
circuit breaker with a shunt trip unit.

Open and close control via the communication link.

Latching / acknowledgment (ANSI 86)
Output relay latching may be parameterized. Latched
tripping orders are stored and must be acknowledged
in order for the device to be put back into service.

The user acknowledges via the keypad or remotely
via a logic input or the communication link.

Inhibit closing (ANSI 69)
Sepam inhibits closing of the circuit breaker or
contactor according to operating conditions.
This function is implemented by appropriate wiring
of the closing coil.

Inhibit thermal protection
Used for forced starting of a motor after thermal
protection tripping via a logic input.

Re-acceleration
Allows a logic input to take into account the restarting
of an unstopped motor.

Remote tripping
Circuit breakers or contactors may be remote-
controlled via a logic input or via the communication
link.

Remote control enable
Allows a logic input to take into account the circuit
breaker control mode remotely via the communication
link.

Switching of settings groups
Used to switch from one group of overcurrent and
earth fault settings to another group of settings.

The switch may be made via logic input I13 or
via the communication link.

Logic discrimination (ANSI 68)
This function allows quick, selective tripping of the phase overcurrent and earth
fault protection relays, whether definite time or IDMT, without requiring the use of
time intervals between upstream and downstream protection devices. The
downstream relay transmits a blocking input signal if the protection devices’ set
points are exceeded.

The upstream relay receives the blocking input signal on the logic input, used for
the inhibition function. A saving mechanism ensures the operation of the protection
in the event of an inhibition link failure.

Annunciation (ANSI 30)
Sepam indicates the appearance of alarms by:
c signal lamps on the front panel,
c messages on the display.

The addressing of the signal lamps may be parameterized.

The sequence is as follows (advanced UMI):
c when an event appears, the signal lamp goes on and the related message is
displayed,
c the user presses the “clear ” key to erase the message,
c after the fault disappears and the “reset ” key is pressed, the signal lamp goes off
and/or the message is erased and the protection is reset.

Parameterizable output relays may be activated for remote annunciation.

Remote annunciation
Used to remote information via the communication link.

Information such as circuit breaker position, SF6 fault alarm, etc.

Trip circuit supervision
Detects trip circuit faults (shunt trip units). Detects open/closed position
discrepancy faults (undervoltage trip units).

Watchdog
Indicates Sepam unavailability.

Output relay testing
This function is used to activate each output relay (1).

List of main messages (1)

functions messages (2)

overcurrent PHASE FAULT

earth fault Io FAULT

thermal overload THERMAL TRIP
THERMAL ALARM

negative sequence / unbalance UNBALANCE

locked rotor LOCKED ROTOR

excessive starting time LONG START

starts per hour START INHIBIT

undercurrent UNDERCURRENT

overvoltage OVERVOLTAGE

undervoltage UNDERVOLTAGE

positive sequence undervoltage UNDERVOLTAGE

neutral voltage displacement Vo FAULT

overfrequency OVER FREQ.

underfrequency UNDER FREQ.

temperature OVER TEMP

thermostat (3) THERMOSTAT

Buchholz (3) BUCHHOLZ

recloser PERMANENT FAULT

recloser CLEARED FAULT

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI or SFT 2841.
(2) messages by default, the wording of the messages may be changed (please consult us).
(3) or Temperature, gas, pressure detector)
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Functional and connection schemes

S20 / T20 / M20 types L1

L2

L3

1
4

5
2

6
3

18

A

communication

B 46
50
51
79
50N
51N

46
49
50
51
50N
51N

37
46
49
50
51
66
50N
51N
51LR

S20 T20 M20

8
7O2

11
10O3

5
4O1

A

19

15
14O4

13

1
2
17

1
2

+ / ~
– / ~

D

C to communication
network
interface

to optional
modules

1
4

5
2

6
3

18

19

A

B

L1 L2 L3

CSH30

*

Other connection scheme
* 2 turns for 1 Amp CT,

4 turns for 5 Amps CT.
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B20 type L1

L2

L3

27
47
59
27D
27R
59N
81H
81L

B20

8
7O2

11
10O3

5
4O1

A

15
14O4

13

1
2
17

1
2

+ / ~
– / ~

D

C

B

2
1

3
4
5
6
7
8

communication
to communication
network
interface

to optional
modules

(1)

Functional and connection schemes (cont’d)

(1) this connection is used to calculate residual voltage.
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Other connection schemes

Phase and residual voltages
Broken delta connection of voltage transformers for
residual voltage measurement.

L1

L2

L3

4
5
6
7
8

B

3
2
1

Phase voltage
Connection of a voltage transformer:
(does not allow use of positive sequence
undervoltage or neutral voltage displacement
protections or measurement of residual and positive
sequence voltages).

Connection of 2 voltage transformers in V
arrangement (does not allow use of neutral voltage
displacement or measurement of residual voltage).

4
5
6
7
8

L1

L2

L3

B

3
2
1

4
5
6
7
8

L1

L2

L3

B

3
2
1

Residual current
c Connection of CSH interposing ring CTs to 1 A
current transformers:
make 2 turns through the CSH primary winding.

c Connection of CSH interposing ring CTs to 5 A
current transformers:
make 4 turns through the CSH primary winding.

(wiring combined with parameter setting of the type
of CT and its rated current).

c Connection of the ACE 990 interface to the core
balance CT with ratio n of 50 to 1500 turns.

18

19

A

3 (L1, L2, L3)

CSH

1 A CT: 2 turns
5 A CT : 4 turns5 A CT

18

19

A
core balance CT:
n turns

3 (L1, L2, L3)

ACE
990

S1

S2

Phase current
Connection of 2 current transformers.

1
4

5
2

6
3

B

L1 L2 L3
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The Sepam 1000+ base unit has 4 outputs.

The 4 basic outputs may be extended as an option
by the addition of an MES module which is available
in 2 versions:
c MES 108 (4 outputs, 4 inputs)
c MES 114 (4 outputs, 10 inputs)

The assignment of the inputs and outputs may be set
using the SFT 2841 software package (1).

N.B. The inputs are potential-free, the DC supply
is external.

O14

O13

O12

O11
2
3

5
6

8
9

11
12

L

M K

1
2I21

10
9

8
7
6

4
5

I24

I26
I25

I22
I23

I14

I13

I12

I111
2

4
5

7
8

10
11

Rear view of the MES 114 (MES 108) module

LMES108

8
7

M

O13
8
9

O12
5
6

O11
2
3

O14
11
12

5
4

2
1

11
10

O13

O12

O11

O14

I13

I12

I11

I14

LMES114

8
7

M

O13
8
9

O12
5
6

O11
2
3

O14
11
12

5
4

2
1

11
10

I13

I12

I11

I14

K

7

6

2
1

5
10

I23

I22

I21

I24

I25

I26

4

8

9

8
7O2

11
10O3

5
4O1

A

15
14O4

13

1
2
17

1
2

+ / ~
– / ~

base

Logic inputs and outputs

Wiring for shunt trip unit and trip circuit
supervision.

Wiring for undervoltage trip unit and
open/closed discrepancy fault
monitoring.

(1) Special parameter setting and wiring are required for the use of certain control
and monitoring functions:

A

M

O1

5
4
2

1

I12

I11

D

+
_

4

5

A

M

O1

5
4
2

1

I12

I11

D

+
_

4

5

outputs

O1 tripping

O2 inhibit closing

O4 watchdog

O11 close control

inputs

I11 open position

I12 closed position

I13 logic discrimination / switching of settings groups /

I14 Line switch off / external reset

I21 external tripping 1 / Modbus synchronization

I22 external tripping 2/ motor re-acceleration

I23 external tripping 3 / alarm

I24 alarm / end of loading mechanism

I25 remote control enable / SF6 .1

I26 Recloser inhibit / change of thermal rate / Thermal protection inhibit /
SF6 .2
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Connection of optional modules

Remote modules

Remote UMI (DSM 303) Temperature sensor inputs (MET 148)

Analog output (MSA 141)

Wiring of inter-module links:
The different module connection combinations are
made possible by the use of prefabricated cords
which come in 3 different lengths:
c CCA 770 (L = 0.6 m).
c CCA 772 (L = 2 m).
c CCA 774 (L = 4 m).

The modules are linked by these cords which provide
the power supply and act as functional links with the
Sepam unit (D connector to Da connector, …).

The total length of the inter-module link should not be
greater than 10 m, and the DSM 303 module may
only be connected at the end of the link.

DSM 303

Da

Da

Dd

MET 148A

n°1

n°2

n°3

n°4

B

n°5

n°6

n°7

n°8
10

11
12

7
8
9

4
5
6

1
2
3

10
11
12

7
8
9

4
5
6

1
2
3

MSA 141A
Da

Dd

1
2

3Rc
+

MET 148 module

MSA 141 module

Sepam 1000

CCA 772

CCA 770

CCA 772
(or CCA 774)

MERLIN
GERIN

sepam 1000

remote UMI
DSM 303

M
E

R
LIN

G
E

R
IN

MERLIN
GERIN

sepam 1000

Da
Dd

A

B

Da
Dd

A

+

Rc < 600 W wiring included.
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Communication

Modbus communication  (Jbus profile) may be used
to connect the Sepam units to a remote monitoring
and control system equipped with a master Modbus
communication channel with an RS 485 type physical
link.

Functions supported by
Modbus communication
Sepam’s Modbus protocol supports 11 functions:
c function 1: reading of n output or internal bits,
c function 2: reading of n input bits,
c function 3: reading of n output or internal words,
c function 4: reading of n input words,
c function 5: reading of 1 bit,
c function 6: reading of 1 word,
c function 7: high-speed reading of 8 bits,
c function 8: reading of diagnosis counters,
c function 11: reading of event counters,
c function 15: writing of n bits,
c function 16: writing of n words.

The following exception codes are supported:
c 1: unknown function code,
c 2: incorrect address,
c 7: not acknowledged (remote reading and setting).

Data available
The data available depends on the type of Sepam.

Measurement readout
c Phase and earth fault currents,
c Peak demand phase currents,
c Tripping currents,
c Cumulative breaking current,
c Phase-to-phase, phase-to-neutral and residual
voltages,
c Frequency,
c Temperatures,
c Thermal capacity used,
c Number of starts and inhibit time,
c Running hours counter,
c Motor starting current and time,
c Remaining operating time before overload tripping,
c Waiting time after tripping,
c Operating time and number of operations,
circuit breaker loading time.

Program logic data readout
c A table of 64 preassigned remote indications (TS)
(depending on the type of Sepam) is used the status
of the program logic data.
c Reading the status of 10 digital inputs.

Remote control orders
Writing of 16 impulse type remote control orders (TC)
in direct mode or in SBO (Select Before Operate)
mode via 16 selection bits.

Other functions
c Sepam configuration and identification reading,
c Time-tagging of events (synchronization by network or externally via logic
input I21), tagging of events within a millisecond accuracy,
c Remote reading of Sepam protection settings (remote reading),
c Remote setting of protections (remote setting),
c Transfer of disturbance recorded data.

Supervision zone
This zone includes all the data used by the remote monitoring and control system
and may be accessed in a single reading operation.

Characteristics
type of transmission asynchronous serial

protocol Modbus slave

rate 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400 bauds

data format 1 start, 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop
1 start, 8 bits, even parity, 1 stop
1 start, 8 bits, odd parity, 1 stop

electrical interface 2-wire differential, complies with EIA
RS 485 standard

maximum distance 250 m

number of bus-supplied Sepam units 25
on a line

number of masters 1

type of connection screw terminals and tightening yokes/
shielding connection

response time less than 15 ms

Implementation of the Modbus network
A set of adaptation accessories is used for dependable implementation of the
communication network from both the electrical and environmental
(electromagnetic compatibility) viewpoints:
c network connection interface (1) (ACE949),
c RS 485 / RS 232(ACE 909) or RS 485 / RS 485 converter (ACE 919) (2)

These accessories are used, among other things, to polarize and terminate the
communication link.

(1) ACE 949 accessory required for Sepam 1000+ connection including the Sepam interface
connection cable (3).

(2)

(3)

(1)

MERLIN GERIN MERLIN GERIN MERLIN GERIN
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Communication interface
module (ACE 949)
This module allows simple, dependable
implementation of the “2-wire” RS 485 link.

The power supply for the RS 485 communication
interfaces (ACE 949 opposite, items V- and V+) is
provided via the network cable by a single accessory
that may be used to connect up to 25 units.

The bus-supplied network is wired using a shielded
cable that comprises 2 twisted pairs.

The characteristics of the cable recommended for
interconnecting the ACE 949 modules are as follows:
c twisted pair with tinned copper braid shielding,
coverage: > 65%,
c characteristic impedance: 120 Ω,
c gauge: AWG 24,
c resistance per unit length: < 100 Ω per km,
c capacitance between conductors: < 60 pF per m,
c capacitance between conductor and shielding:
< 100 pF per m.

Example of compatible cable:
c supplier: BELDEN, reference: 9842
c supplier: FILOTEX, reference: FMA-2PS.

Each module is equipped with a 3-meter long CCA
612 prefabricated cable connected to the C output
of Sepam 1000+.

ACE 949ARS485
network

1
2
3
4

B

4
3
2
1 C

L- L+ V+V-

L- L+ V+V-
RS485
network

CCA 612
to Sepam
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Remote indications and
remote control orders
The communication link provides Sepam 1000+ with:
c 64 remote indications (TS) which correspond to the
different states of the protection and monitoring
functions.
c 16 remote control orders (TC) may be used to
control certain circuit breaker functions.

The remote indications (TS) and remote control
orders(TC) are pre-assigned according to the types of
Sepam 1000+ in accordance with the chart opposite.

c 10 digital inputs state.

Remote control mode
Remote control orders may be carried out in 2 modes
(chosen by overall parameter setting for all remote
control orders):
c direct mode: the remote control order (TC,
transmitted command) is effective as soon as it is
received,
c “SBO” (select before operate) mode.
The SBO mode involves two steps:
v selection of the remote control order to be sent
(STC),
v checking by reading over the selection again,
v execution of the associated remote control order
(TC).
c remote control orders can be globally inhibited via
the I25 logic input according to the program logic
parameter setting.

TS use S20 T20 M20 B20

1 protection 50/51 relay 1 group A c c c
2 protection 50/51 relay 2 group A c c c
3 protection 50/51 relay 1 group B c c c
4 protection 50/51 relay 2 group B c c c
5 protection 50N/51N relay 1 group A c c c
6 protection 50N/51N relay 2 group A c c c
7 protection 50N/51N relay 1 group B c c c
8 protection 50N/51N relay 2 group B c c c
9 protection 49 RMS relay 1 c c
10 protection 49 RMS relay 2 c c
11 protection 37 (undercurrent) c
12 protection 46 (neg. seq. / unbalance) c c c
13 protection 48/51LR (locked rotor) c
14 protection 66 (starts per hour) c
15 protection 27D (pos. seq. undervoltage) relay 1 c
16 protection 27D (pos. seq. undervoltage) relay 2 c
17 protection 27 (ph.-to-ph. undervoltage) relay 1 c
18 protection 27 (ph.-to-ph. undervoltage) relay 2 c
19 protection 59 (ph.-to-ph. overvoltage) relay 1 c
20 protection 59 (ph.-to-ph. overvoltage) relay 2 c
21 protection 59N (ph-to-n. overvoltage) relay 1 c
22 protection 59N (ph-to-n. overvoltage) relay 2 c
23 protection 81H (overfrequency) c
24 protection 81L (underfrequency) relay 1 c
25 protection 81 L (underfrequency) relay 2 c
26 reserved

27 reserved

28 reserved

29 reserved

30 reserved

31 reserved

32 reserved

33 reserved

34 recloser in service c
35 recloser in progress c
36 recloser permanent trip c
37 recloser successful trip c
38 send blocking input c c c
39 remote setting inhibited c c c c
40 remote control inhibited c c c c
41 Sepam not reset after fault c c c c
42 remote control / position discrepancy c c c c
43 matching fault / trip circuit supervision c c c
44 disturbance recording record stored c c c c
45 control fault c c c
46 reserved

47 reserved

48 RTD fault c c

Assignment of remote indications

Communication (cont’d)
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TS use S20 T20 M20 B20

49 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 1 c c
50 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 1 c c
51 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 2 c c
52 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 2 c c
53 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 3 c c
54 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 3 c c
55 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 4 c c
56 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 4 c c
57 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 5 c c
58 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 5 c c
59 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 6 c c
60 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 6 c c
61 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 7 c c
62 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 7 c c
63 protection 49T alarm set point sensor 8 c c
64 protection 49T tripping set point sensor 8 c c

TC use S20 T20 M20 B20

1 trip c c c c
2 close c c c c
3 switching to settings group A c c c
4 switching to settings group B c c c
5 Sepam reset c c c c
6 peak demand current zero reset c c c
7 inhibit thermal protection c c
8 inhibit disturbance recording triggering c c c c
9 confirm disturbance recording triggering c c c c
10 manual disturbance recording triggering c c c c
11 enable recloser c
12 disable recloser c
13 reserved

14 reserved

15 reserved

16 reserved

Assignment of remote indications (cont’d)

Assignment of remote control orders
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Metering functions

Metering functions are accessible from two menus:
c Measure for operation ( key)
v phase current,
v average currents and peak demand currents,
v residual current,
v phase to phase voltage,
v line to earth voltage,
v residual voltage,
v frequency,
v temperature.

c Network and switchgear diagnosis function
( key)

v tripping current,
v negative sequence current,
v cumulative breaking current,
v positive sequence voltage,
v operating time,
v charging time.

Phase current

Operation
This function gives the RMS phase current values:
c I1: phase 1 current,
c I2: phase 2 current,
c I3: phase 3 current.

It is based on RMS current measurement and takes
into account up to harmonics 17th.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,
c analog converter with the MSA 141 option.

Characteristics

(1) In rated current defined when the general parameters are set.
(2) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(3) 0.1 A resolution.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

measurement range 0.1 to 1.5 In (1) (3)

unit A or kA

accuracy typically ±1% ±1 digit (2)

±2% from 0.3 to 1.5 In
±5% if < 0.3 In

display format 3 significant digits

refresh period 1 second (typical)

Average currents and peak demand currents

Operation
This function gives:
c the average RMS current of each phase obtained over on adjustable period.
c the greatest average RMS current value obtained since the last reset.

It is based on measurement of the fundamental component.
Each average is refreshed at the end of each period.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the communication link (TC6).

Clearing
c by the clear  key on the display (1) if the peak is displayed,
c by the clear  command in the SFT 2841 software,
c by the communication link (TC6).

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

Characteristics

(1) In rated current defined when the general parameters are set.
(2) 0.1 A resolution.
(3) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

measurement range 0.1 to 1.5 In (1) (2)

unit A or kA

accuracy typically ±1% (3)

±2% from 0.3 to 1.5 In
±5% if < 0.3 In

display format 3 significant digits

averaging period 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 mn
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Tripping currents

Operation
This function gives the RMS current values
at the prospective tripping time:
c TRIP1: phase 1 current,
c TRIP2: phase 2 current,
c TRIP3: phase 3 current,
c TRIP0: residual current.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Characteristics

(1) In, Ino rated current defined when the general parameters are set.
(2) if the current is greater than the range, the display indicates >.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.

tT0

30 ms

trip order

TRIP 1I

This measurement is defined as the maximum RMS value
measured during a 30 ms interval after the activation of the
tripping contact.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

Residual current

Operation
This function gives the RMS value of the residual
current Io.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option. (1) Ino rated current defined when the general parameters are set.
(2) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6), excluding sensor accuracy.
(3) 0.1 A resolution.

measurement range
connection to 3 phase CTs 0.1 to 1.5 In (1) (3)
connection to 1 phase CT with CS30 interposing ring CT 0.1 to 1.5 In (1) (3)
connection to core balance CT with ACE 990 0.1 to 1.5 In (1) (3)
connection to CSH core balance CT 2 A rating 0.2 to 3 A

20 A rating 2 to 30 A

unit A or kA

accuracy (2) typically ±1% at Ino
±2% from 0.3 to 1.5 Ino
±5% if < 0.3 Ino

display format 3 significant digits

refresh period 1 second (typical)

measurement range phase current 0.1 to 40 In (1)

residual current 0.1 to 20 Ino (1)

accuracy ±5% ±1 digit

display format 3 significant digits

unit A or kA

Characteristics
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Characteristics
measurement range (1) 10 to 500

unit % Ib

accuracy ±2%

display format 3 significant digits

refresh period 1 second (typical)

Metering functions (cont’d)

(1) 1% resolution.

Unbalance ratio / negative
sequence current

Operation
This function gives the unbalance ratio according
to negative sequence current:
c T = Ii/Ib,
The negative sequence current is determined
according to the phase currents,
c 3 phases

c 2 phases

the two formulas are equivalent when there
are no earth faults.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

1
Ii = x (I1 + a 2 I2 + a I3)

3

with a = e

→ → → →

2 π
j

3

1Ii = x (I1 - a 2 I3)
eeeee

with a = e

→ → →

2 π
j

3
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Cumulative breaking current
and number of breaks

Operation
This function indicates the cumulative breaking
current in square kilo-amperes (kA)2 for five current
ranges.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

The current ranges are:
c 0 < I < 2 In
c 2 In < I < 5 In
c 5 In < I < 10 In
c 10 In < I < 40 In
c I > 40 In

The function also gives the total number of breaking
operations and the cumulative total breaking current
in (kA) 2.

Please refer to the breaking device documentation
regarding the use of this information.

The function is activated by the trip order.

Each value is saved in the event of an auxiliary power
failure.

number of breaks

range 0 to 65500

breaking current (kA) 2

range 0 to 65500 (kA)2

unit primary (kA) 2

accuracy (1) ±10% ±1 digit
(1) at In, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Characteristics

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.

The initial values may be entered using the SFT 2841 software to take into account
the real state of a used breaking device.

Disturbance recording

Operation
This function is used to record analog signals and
logical states.

Storage of the record is initiated according by a
triggering event.

The stored record begins before the triggering event
and continues afterwards.

The record comprises the following information:
c values sampled from the different signals,
c date,
c characteristics of the recorded channels.

The files are recorded in FIFO (First In First Out) type
shift storage: the oldest record is erased when a new
record is triggered.

Transfer
Files may be transferred locally or remotely:
c locally: using a PC which is connected to the pocket
terminal connector and includes the SFT 2841
software package,
c remotely: using a software package specific
to the remote monitoring and control system.

Display
The signals are displayed from a record by means
of the SFT 2826 software package.

triggering event (1)

time

stored record

(1) according to parameter setting with SFT2841 (default setting 36 cycles).
(2) according to sensor type and connection.

record duration x periods before the triggering event (1)

total 86 periods

record content set-up file:
date, channel characteristics, measuring
transformer
ratio, sample file
12 values per period/recorded signal

analog signals recorded (2) 4 current channels (I1, I2, I3, Io)
4 voltage channels (V1, V2, V3, Vo)

logical signals 10 digital inputs

number of stored records 2

file format COMTRADE

Principle

Characteristics
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Phase-to-phase voltages

Operation
This function gives the RMS value of the 50 or 60 Hz
component of the phase-to-phase voltages (according
to voltage sensors):
c U21 voltage between phases 2 and 1,
c U32 voltage between phases 3 and 2,
c U13 voltage between phases 1 and 3.
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,
c analog converter with the MSA 141 option.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

measurement range 0.05 to 1.2 Unp (1) (3)

unit V or kV

accuracy (2) ±1% from 0.5 to 1.2 Unp
±2% from 0.05 to 0.5 Unp

display format 3 significant digits

refresh period 1 second (typical)

measurement range 0.05 to 1.2 Vnp (1) (3)

unit V or kV

accuracy (2) ±1% from 0.5 to 1.2 Vnp
±2% from 0.05 to 0.5 Vnp

display format 3 significant digits

refresh period 1 second (typical)

measurement range 0.05 to 1.2 Vnp (1)

unit V or kV

accuracy ±5% at Vnp

display format 3 significant digits

Metering functions (cont’d)

(1) Un rated voltage.
(2) at Un, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(3) 1 V resolution.

(1) Un rated voltage.

(1) Un rated voltage.
(2) at Vnp, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(3) 1 V or 1 digit resolution.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Characteristics

Positive sequence voltage

Operation
This function gives the calculated positive sequence
voltage value.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

Phase-to-neutral voltages

Operation
This function gives the RMS value of the 50 or 60 Hz
component of the phase-to-neutral voltages:
c V1 phase-to-neutral voltage of phase 1,
c V2 phase-to-neutral voltage of phase 2,
c V3 phase-to-neutral voltage of phase 3,
It is based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,
c analog converter with the MSA 141 option.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.
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Residual voltage

Operation
This function gives the residual voltage value
Vo = (V1 + V2 + V3).

Vo is measured:
c by taking the internal sum of the 3 phase voltages,
c by a star / open delta VT.

It based on measurement of the fundamental
component.

Readout
The measurement may be accessed via:

c the display (1)  using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

measurement range 0.015 Un to 3 Vnp (1)

unit V or kV

accuracy ±1% from 0.5 to 3 Vnp
±2% from 0.05 to 0.5 Vnp
±5% from 0.015 to 0.05 Vnp

display format and TSM 2001 3 significant digits
pocket terminal

resolution ±1 V, ±1 digit

refresh period 1 second (typical)

Vnp: normal primary phase-to-neutral voltage.

Characteristics

(1) at Un, in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) 0.01 Hz resolution.

rated frequency 50 Hz, 60 Hz

range (2) 50 Hz 45 Hz to 55 Hz

60 Hz 55 Hz to 65 Hz

accuracy (1) ±0.05 Hz

display format 4 significant digits

refresh period 1 second (typical)

Characteristics
Frequency

Operation
This function gives the frequency value.

The frequency is measured using one of the following
methods:
c from U21 if only one phase-to-phase voltage is
wired to the Sepam 1000+,
c from the positive sequence voltage if the Sepam
includes U21 and U32 measurements.

The frequency is not measured if:
c the U21 or V voltage is less than 40% of Un,
c the frequency is outside the measurement range.

Readout
The measurements may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,
c analog converter with the MSA 141 option.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.
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Temperatures

Operation
This function give the temperature value measured
by RTDs:
c Pt100 platinum RTD (100 Ω at 0°C) according to
the IEC 751 and DIN 43760 standards,
c nickel RTD 100 Ω or 120 Ω (at 0°C).

Each RTD channel gives one measurement:
Tx = sensor x temperature.

This function detects RTD faults:
c RTD disconnected (t °C < 205 °C),
c RTD shorted (t °C < -35 °C).

A maintenance alarm is generated in the event of a
fault and display of the temperature value is inhibited.

Readout
The measurement may be accessed via:

c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,
c analog converter with the MSA 141 option.

(1) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI option.

range -30 °C to 200 °C (1) -22 °F to 392 °F
accuracy ±1 °C from +20 °C to +140 °C

±2 °C
resolution 1 °C or 1 °F
refresh period 3 seconds (typical)

Characteristics

Accuracy derating according to wiring
c Connection in 3-wire mode: the error Dt is proportional to the length of the wire
and inversely proportional to the wire cross-section:

v ±2.1°C/km for a cross-section of 0.93 mm2,
v ±1°C/km for a cross-section of 1.92 mm2.

Metering functions (cont’d)

Operating time

Operation
This function gives the operating time of a breaking
device (1) determined according to the changes of
state of the device open and device closed position
contacts wired to inputs I11 and I12 (3) respectively.

Readout
The measurement may be accessed via:

c the display (2) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.
(1) Please refer to the breaking device documentation
regarding the use of this information.
(2) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI.
(3) Operational MES module.

measurement range 20 to 100

unit ms

accuracy typically ±1 ms

display format 3 significant digits

measurement range 1 to 20

unit s

accuracy ±0.5 sec

display format 3 significant digits

Characteristics

I (km)
∆t (°C) = 2 x

S (mm2)

(1) display possible in °F.

Characteristics

Charging time

Operation
This function gives the control charging time of the
breaking device (1) determined according to the
change of state of the device closed position contact
and the end-of-control loading contact wired to inputs
I12 and I24 (3) respectively.

Readout
The measurement may be accessed via:

c the display (2) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link,
(1) Please refer to the breaking device documentation
regarding the use of this information.
(2) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI.
(3) Operational MES module.
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ANSI code 50-51

The phase overcurrent function comprises
4 independant elements divided into two groups
of 2 elements called Group A and Group B respectively.
The use of the two groups may be chosen by
parameter setting:
c operation with Group A or Group B exclusively, with
switching from one group to the other dependent on
the state of logic input I13 exclusively,
or by remote control (TC3, TC4),
I13 = 0 group A
I13 = 1 group B
c operation with Group A and Group B active for 4-set
point operation,
c enabling/disabling of each group of 2 elements (A, B).

Protection

Is is the vertical asymptote of the curve, and T is the operation time delay for 10 Is.

The curve is defined according to the following equations:

c standard inverse time SIT

c very inverse time VIT or LTI

c extremely inverse time EIT

c ultra inverse time UIT

c RI type

The function takes into account current variations during the time delay.

For currents with a very large amplitude, the protection has a definite time
characteristic:
c if I > 20 Is, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 20 Is.
c if I > 40 In, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 40 In.
(In: current transformer rated current defined when the general parameters
are set).

I1
I2

I3

"pick-up" signal and
to logic discrimination

time-delayed
output

t 0I > Is

Operation
Phase overcurrent protection is three-pole.

It picks up when one, two or three of the phase
currents reaches the operation set point.

It is time-delayed. The time delay may be definite
(DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT
or LTI, extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse UIT, RI).
See curves in appendix.

Definite time protection
Is is the set point express in amperes, and T is the
protection operating time delay.

IDMT protection
IDMT protection operates in accordance with the IEC
60255-3 and BS 142 standards.

I

t

Is

T

1,2 I/Is

t

1

T

10 20

Definite time protection principle.

IDMT protection principle.

Time delayed reset
The function includes an adjustable reset time T1 (DT characteristics) (timer hold).

I > Is time-delayed output

I > Is instantaneous

value of internal
time delay
counter

T

T1 T1
T1

tripping

Phase overcurrent

Block diagram

0.14 T
t = .

(I/Is)0.02 - 1 2.97

13.5 T
t = .

(I/Is) - 1 1.5

80 T
t = .

(I/Is)2 - 1 0.808

315
t = . T

(I/Is)2.5 - 1

0.315
t = . T

0.339 - 0.236 (I/Is)-1
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Protection functions (cont’d)

(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) < 25 ms at 2 Is.

curve

setting definite, IDMT
(inverse, very inverse, LIT, ext. inv., ultra inv., RI)

Is set point

setting definite time 0.3 In ≤ Is ≤ 24 In expressed in amperes

IDMT 0.3 In ≤ Is ≤ 2.4 expressed in amperes

resolution 1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±5%

pick-up/drop-out ratio 93.5% ±5%

T time delay (operating time at 10 Is)

setting definite time inst, 50 ms ≤ T ≤ 300 s

IDMT 100 ms ≤ T ≤ 12.5 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) definite time ±2% or from -10 ms to +25 ms

IDMT class 5 or from -10 ms to +25 ms:

T1 definite time reset 0; 0.5 to 300 s
(timer hold)

characteristic times

operating time pick up < 35 ms at 2 Is (25 ms typical)

confirmed instantaneous < 50 ms at 2 Is
(35 ms typical)

overshoot time < 35 ms

reset time < 50 ms (for T1 = 0)

Characteristics
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ANSI code 50N-51N or 50G-51G

The earth fault function comprises 4 independant
elements divided into two groups of 2 settings called
Group A and Group B respectively.
The use of the two elements may be chosen
by parameter setting:
c operation with Group A or Group B exclusively, with
switching from one group to the other dependent on
the state of logic input I13 exclusively,
or by remote control (TC3, TC4),
I13 = 0 group A
I13 = 1 group B
c operation with Group A and Group B active for 4-set
point operation,
c enabling/disabling of each group of 2 elements (A, B).

Iso is the asymptote of the curve, and T is the tripping time for 10 Iso.

The curve is defined according to the following equations:
c standard inverse time SIT

c very inverse time VIT or LTI

c extremely inverse time EIT

c ultra inverse time UIT

c RI type

The function also takes into account current variations during the time delay.

For currents with a very large amplitude, the protection has a definite time
characteristic:
c if I > 20 Iso, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 20 Iso.
c if I > 15 Ino, tripping time is the time that corresponds to 15 Ino.
(Ino: current transformer rated current defined when the general parameters
are set).

I1
I2

I3
"pick-up" signal and
to logic discrimination

time-delayed
output

t 0Io > Iso

H2

CSH
core balance CT

CT+CSH30

core balance CT
+ ACE 990

Σ

Block diagram

Operation
Earth fault protection is single-pole.

It picks up when the earth fault current reaches the
operation set point.

It is time-delayed. The time delay may be definite
(DT) or IDMT (standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT
or LTI, extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse UIT, RI).

See curves in appendix.
The protection integrates a harmonic 2 restraint which
provides greater stability when the transformers
energise (measurement of residual current by the
sum of the 3 phase CTs). The restraint may be
inhibited by parameter setting.

Definite time protection
Is is the operating set point express in amperes,
and T is the protection operation time delay.

Io

t

Iso

T

1,2 Io/Iso

t

1

T

10 20

IDMT protection principle.

IDMT protection
IDMT protection operates in accordance with the IEC
60255-3 and BS 142 standards.

Definite time protection principle.
Time delayed reset
The function includes an adjustable reset time T1 (DT characteristics) (timer hold).

T

T1 T1
T1

I > Iso time-delayed output

I > Iso instantaneous

value of internal
time delay
counter

tripping

Earth fault

13.5 T
t = .

(Io/Iso) - 1 1.5

0.14 T
t = .

(Io/Iso) 0.02 - 1 2.97

80 T
t = .

(Io/Iso) 2 - 1 0.808

315
t = . T

(Io/Iso) 2.5 - 1

0.315
t = . T

0.339 - 0.236 (Io/Iso) -1
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Protection function s (cont’d)

curve

setting  definite, IDMT
(inverse, very inverse, LI T, ext. in v., ultra in v., RI)

Iso set point

setting  definite time  0.1 Ino i Iso i 15 Ino expressed in amperes

sum of C Ts (1) 0.1 Ino i Iso i 15 Ino

with CSH sensor
2 A rating  0.2 A to 30 A
20 A rating  2 A to 300 A

CT + CSH30 0.1 Ino i Iso i 15 Ino (min. 0. 1 A)

core bal. CT  0.1 Ino < Iso < Ino
with AC E 990

setting  IDMT 0.1 Ino i Iso i Ino (1) expressed in amperes

sum of C Ts (1) 0,1 In i Iso i Ino

with CSH sensor
2 A rating  0.2 A to 2 A
20 A rating  2 A to 20 A

CT + CSH30 0.1 Ino i Iso i 1 Ino (min. 0. 1 A)

core bal. CT  0.1 Ino i Iso i Ino
with AC E 990

resolution  0.1 A or 1 digit

accuracy (2) ±5%

pick-up/drop-out ratio  93.5% ±5% for Iso > 0.1 Ino

harmonic 2 restraint

fixed set point  17%

T time delay (operating time at 10 Iso)

setting  definite time  inst., 50 m s i T i 300 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 12.5 s

resolution  10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (2) definite time  ±2% or from -10 ms to +25 ms

IDMT class 5 or from -10 ms to +25 ms:

T1 definite time reset (timer hold)  0; 0.5 to 300 s

characteristic times

operating time  pick up < 35 ms at 2 Iso (25 ms typical)

confirmed instantaneous < 50 ms at 2 Iso
(35 ms typical)

overshoot time  < 35 ms

reset time   < 40 ms (for T1 = 0)

Characteristics

(1) Ino = In if the sum of the three phase currents is used for the measurement.
Ino = sensor rating if the measurement is taken by a CSH core balance C T.
Ino = In of the C T if the measurement is taken by a 1 A or 5 A current transforme r.
(2) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(3) < 35 ms at 2 Iso.
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ANSI code 46

Negative sequence /
unbalance

Operation
Negative sequence / unbalance protection:
c picks up when the negative sequence component
of the phase currents is greater than the set point,
c it is time-delayed. The time delay may be definite
or IDMT time (see curve).

The negative sequence current Ii is calculated
for the 3 phase currents:

If Sepam is connected to 2 phase current sensors
only, the negative sequence current is:

the two formulas are equivalent when there is no
residual current (earth fault).

Definite time delay

For Ii > Is, the time delay is definite (independent of Ii)
and equal to T.

IDMT time delay
For Ii > Is, the time delay depends on the value of Ii/Ib
(Ib: basis current of the protected equipment defined
when the general parameters are set)
T corresponds to the time delay for Ii/Ib = 5.

The tripping curve is defined according to the following equations:
c for Is/Ib i Ii/Ib i 0.5

c for 0.5 i Ii/Ib i 5

c for Ii/Ib > 5

t = T

The function also takes into account negative sequence current variations during
the time delay.

The negative sequence current ratio measurement, expressed as a percentage
of the basis current, is available even if the protection is inhibited.

Block diagram

Ii

t

Is

T

time-delayed
output

I1

I2

I3

Ii > Is
0t

“pick-up”
signal

Definite time protection.

3.19
t = . T

(Ii/Ib) 1.5

4.64
t = . T

(Ii/Ib) 0.96

1
Ii = x (I1 + a 2 I2 + a I3)

3

with a = e

→ → → →

2 π
j

3

1Ii = x (I1 - a 2 I3)
eeeee

with a = e

→ → →

2 π
j

3

Ii

t

Is 5Ib

T

IDMT protection.

Characteristics

curve

setting definite, IDMT

Is set point

setting definite time 10% Ib i Is i 500% Ib

IDMT 10% Ib i Is i 50% Ib

resolution 1%

accuracy (1) ±5%

T time delay (operation time at 5 Ib)

setting definite time 100 ms i T i 300 s

IDMT 100 ms i T i 1 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) definite time ±2% or ±25 ms

IDMT ±5% or ±35 ms

pick-up/drop-out ratio 93.5% ±5%

characteristic times

operating time < 55 ms pick up

overshoot time < 35 ms

reset time < 55 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
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Protection functions (cont’d)

IDMT tripping curveNegative sequence /
unbalance

Determination of tripping time for different
negative sequence current values for a given
curve?
Using the chart, the user finds the value of K that
corresponds to the desired negative sequence
current. The tripping time is equal to KT.

Example
Given a tripping curve with the T setting = 0.5 s.

What is the tripping time at 0.6 Ib?

Using the chart, find the value of K that corresponds
to 60% of Ib.

The chart gives K = 7.55. The tripping time is equal
to: 0.5 x 7.55 = 3.755 s.

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 3

I/Ib

0.3 0.7 2 5 7 10 20

0.001

0.002

0.005

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.5

1

2

5

10

20

50

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

t(s)

max. curve (T=1s)

min. curve (T=0,1s)
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Ii (% Ib) K

10 99.95

15 54.50

20 35.44

25 25.38

30 19.32

33.33 16.51

35 15.34

40 12.56

45 10.53

50 9.00

55 8.21

57.7 7.84

60 7.55

65 7.00

70 6.52

75 6.11

80 5.74

85 5.42

90 5.13

95 4.87

100 4.64

110 4.24

120 3.90

130 3.61

140 3.37

150 3.15

160 2.96

170 2.80

180 2.65

190 2.52

200 2.40

210 2.29

220 2.14

230 2.10

240 2.01

250 1.94

260 1.86

270 1.80

280 1.74

290 1.68

300 1.627

Ii (% Ib) cont’d K

310 1.577

320 1.53

330 1.485

340 1.444

350 1.404

360 1.367

370 1.332

380 1.298

390 1.267

400 1.236

410 1.18

420 1.167

430 1.154

440 1.13

450 1.105

460 1.082

470 1.06

480 1.04

490 1.02

u 500 1
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Thermal overload

Protection functions (cont’d)

This function is used to protect equipment (motors,
transformers, generators, lines, capacitors) against
overloads, based on measurement of the current
consumed.

Operation

Operation curve
The protection gives a trip order when the heat rise E,
calculated according to the measurement of an
equivalent current Ieq, is greater than the set point
Es.

The greatest permissible continuous current is

I = Ib  Es

The protection tripping time is set by the time
constant T.

The calculated heat rise depends on the current
consumed and the previous heat rise state.
c The cold curve defines the protection tripping time
based on zero heat rise.
c The hot curve defines the protection tripping time
based on 100% nominal heat rise.

Alarm set point, tripping set point
Two set points may be set for heat rise:
c Es1: alarm. When the function is used to protect a
motor, this set point is also designed to detect hot
state, used by the starts per hour function.
c Es2: tripping.

Heat rise and cooling time constants

For self-ventilated rotating machines, cooling is more effective when the machine
is running than when it is stopped. Running and stopping of the equipment are
calculated from the value of the current:
c running if I > 0.1 Ib,
c stopped if I < 0.1 Ib.

Two time constants may be set:
c T1: heat rise time constant: concerns equipment that is running,
c T2: cooling time constant: concerns equipment that is stopped.

Accounting for harmonics
The current measured by the thermal protection is an RMS 3-phase current
which takes into account harmonics up to number 17.

Accounting for ambient temperature
Most machines are designed to operate at a maximum ambient temperature of
40°. The thermal overload function takes into account the ambient temperature
(Sepam 1000+ equipped with the temperature sensor option) to increase the
calculated heat rise value when the temperature measured exceeds 40°.

Increase factor: fa = T max - 40°
T max - T ambient

T max is the machine’s maximum temperature.
T ambient is the measured temperature.

Adaptation of the protection to motor thermal withstand
Motor thermal protection is often set based on the hot and cold curves supplied
by the machine manufacturer. To fully comply with these experimental curves,
additional parameters must be set:
c initial heat rise, Eso, is used to reduce the cold tripping time.

modified cold curve: 
t
T

= Log

leq
Ib

2

leq
Ib

2

- Es

- Eso

c a second group of parameters (time constants and set points) is used to take
into account thermal withstand with locked rotors. This second set of parameters
is taken into account when the current is greater than an adjustable set point Is.

Accounting for negative sequence current
In the case of motors with coiled rotors, the presence of a negative sequence
component increases the heat rise in the motor. The negative sequence
component of the current is taken into account in the protection by the equation

leq = Iph
2
 + K. Ii

2
in which Iph is the greatest phase current

Ii is the negative sequence component of the current

K is an adjustable factor

K may have the following values: 0 - 2.25 - 4.5 - 9

For an asynchronous motor, K is determined as follows:

k = 2.Cd
Cn

1

g. Id
Ib

2
. - 1

ANSI code 49

50 10

10-1

10-2

10-3

100

101

t
T

= Log

leq
Ib

2

leq
Ib

2

- Es

t
T

= Log

leq
Ib

2

leq
Ib

2

- Es

- 1

cold curve

hot curve

t

E

T1

0.63

1

0
t

E

T2

0.36

1

0

Heat rise time constant. Cooling time constant.

Cn, Cd: rated torque and starting torque

Ib, Id: basis current and starting current

g: rated slip

in
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Star inhibit
The thermal overload protection can inhibit the
closing of the motor’s control device until the heat rise
drops back down below a value that allows restarting.

The inhibition function is grouped together with the
starts per hour protection inhibit and the signaling of
START INHIBIT informs the operator.

Inhibition of tripping
Tripping of the thermal overload protection may be
inhibited by an input (according to parameter setting)
when required by the process.

Accounting for two operating rates
A power transformer often has two operating modes
(e.g. ONAN and ONAF).

The two groups of parameters in the thermal overload
protection take into account these two operating
modes.

Switching from one mode to the other is controlled
by a Sepam input (according to parameter setting).
It is done without losing the heat rise value.

User information
The following information is available for the user:

c time before restart enabled (in case of inhibition
of starting),
c time before tripping (with constant current),
c heat rise.

Characteristics

Block diagram

I ph

I inverse

calculation
of equivalent
current

K

heat rise :

Ek = Ek-1 +
leq
Ib

2
. ∆t

T
- Ek-1

. ∆t
Tleq

leq > Is

selection
of parameter
group

T
Eso

correction
by ambient
temperature

T max

ambient
temperature

E > Es1

inhibit start
inhibit
closing
indication

E > Es2
&

input I26 tripping
indication

alarm
indication

Es1
Es2

input I26

fa

Is

set points group A group B

setting Es1 alarm set point 50% to 300% 50% to 300%
Es2 tripping set point 50% to 300% 50% to 300%
Eso initial heat rise 0 to 100% 0 to 100%

resolution 1% 1%

time constants

setting T1 running 1 mn to 120 mn 1 mn to 120 mn
T2 stopped 5 mn to 600 mn 5 mn to 600 mn

resolution 1 mn 1 mn

accounting for negative sequence component

setting K 0 – 2.25 – 4.5 – 9

maximum equipment temperature (insulation class)

setting Tmax 60° to 200°
resolution 1°
tripping time

accuracy (1) 2%

measurements range resolution

heat rise 0% to 800% 1%
time before tripping 0 to 999 mn 1 mn
time before start enabled 0 to 999 mn 1 mn

change of setting parameters

by current  threshold for motor setting 0.25 to 8 Ib
by digital input for transformer input I26
(1) In reference conditions (IEC 60255-8).
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Protection functions (cont’d)

Cold curves
for Eso = 0

I/Ib 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80

Es (%)

50 0.6931 0.6042 0.5331 0.4749 0.4265 0.3857 0.3508 0.3207 0.2945 0.2716 0.2513 0.2333 0.2173 0.2029 0.1900 0.1782 0.1676

55 0.7985 0.6909 0.6061 0.5376 0.4812 0.4339 0.3937 0.3592 0.3294 0.3033 0.2803 0.2600 0.2419 0.2257 0.2111 0.1980 0.1860

60 0.9163 0.7857 0.6849 0.6046 0.5390 0.4845 0.4386 0.3993 0.3655 0.3360 0.3102 0.2873 0.2671 0.2490 0.2327 0.2181 0.2048

65 1.0498 0.8905 0.7704 0.6763 0.6004 0.5379 0.4855 0.4411 0.4029 0.3698 0.3409 0.3155 0.2929 0.2728 0.2548 0.2386 0.2239

70 1.2040 1.0076 0.8640 0.7535 0.6657 0.5942 0.5348 0.4847 0.4418 0.4049 0.3727 0.3444 0.3194 0.2972 0.2774 0.2595 0.2434

75 1.3863 1.1403 0.9671 0.8373 0.7357 0.6539 0.5866 0.5302 0.4823 0.4412 0.4055 0.3742 0.3467 0.3222 0.3005 0.2809 0.2633

80 1.6094 1.2933 1.0822 0.9287 0.8109 0.7174 0.6413 0.5780 0.5245 0.4788 0.4394 0.4049 0.3747 0.3479 0.3241 0.3028 0.2836

85 1.8971 1.4739 1.2123 1.0292 0.8923 0.7853 0.6991 0.6281 0.5686 0.5180 0.4745 0.4366 0.4035 0.3743 0.3483 0.3251 0.3043

90 2.3026 1.6946 1.3618 1.1411 0.9808 0.8580 0.7605 0.6809 0.6147 0.5587 0.5108 0.4694 0.4332 0.4013 0.3731 0.3480 0.3254

95 1.9782 1.5377 1.2670 1.0780 0.9365 0.8258 0.7366 0.6630 0.6012 0.5486 0.5032 0.4638 0.4292 0.3986 0.3714 0.3470

100 2.3755 1.7513 1.4112 1.1856 1.0217 0.8958 0.7956 0.7138 0.6455 0.5878 0.5383 0.4953 0.4578 0.4247 0.3953 0.3691

105 3.0445 2.0232 1.5796 1.3063 1.1147 0.9710 0.8583 0.7673 0.6920 0.6286 0.5746 0.5279 0.4872 0.4515 0.4199 0.3917

110 2.3979 1.7824 1.4435 1.2174 1.0524 0.9252 0.8238 0.7406 0.6712 0.6122 0.5616 0.5176 0.4790 0.4450 0.4148

115 3.0040 2.0369 1.6025 1.3318 1.1409 0.9970 0.8837 0.7918 0.7156 0.6514 0.5964 0.5489 0.5074 0.4708 0.4384

120 2.3792 1.7918 1.4610 1.2381 1.0742 0.9474 0.8457 0.7621 0.6921 0.6325 0.5812 0.5365 0.4973 0.4626

125 2.9037 2.0254 1.6094 1.3457 1.1580 1.0154 0.9027 0.8109 0.7346 0.6700 0.6146 0.5666 0.5245 0.4874

130 2.3308 1.7838 1.4663 1.2493 1.0885 0.9632 0.8622 0.7789 0.7089 0.6491 0.5975 0.5525 0.5129

135 2.7726 1.9951 1.6035 1.3499 1.1672 1.0275 0.9163 0.8253 0.7494 0.6849 0.6295 0.5813 0.5390

140 2.2634 1.7626 1.4618 1.2528 1.0962 0.9734 0.8740 0.7916 0.7220 0.6625 0.6109 0.5658

145 2.6311 1.9518 1.5877 1.3463 1.1701 1.0341 0.9252 0.8356 0.7606 0.6966 0.6414 0.5934

150 3.2189 2.1855 1.7319 1.4495 1.2498 1.0986 0.9791 0.8817 0.8007 0.7320 0.6729 0.6217

155 2.4908 1.9003 1.5645 1.3364 1.1676 1.0361 0.9301 0.8424 0.7686 0.7055 0.6508

160 2.9327 2.1030 1.6946 1.4313 1.2417 1.0965 0.9808 0.8860 0.8066 0.7391 0.6809

165 2.3576 1.8441 1.5361 1.3218 1.1609 1.0343 0.9316 0.8461 0.7739 0.7118

170 2.6999 2.0200 1.6532 1.4088 1.2296 1.0908 0.9793 0.8873 0.8099 0.7438

175 3.2244 2.2336 1.7858 1.5041 1.3035 1.1507 1.0294 0.9302 0.8473 0.7768

180 2.5055 1.9388 1.6094 1.3832 1.2144 1.0822 0.9751 0.8861 0.8109

185 2.8802 2.1195 1.7272 1.4698 1.2825 1.1379 1.0220 0.9265 0.8463

190 3.4864 2.3401 1.8608 1.5647 1.3555 1.1970 1.0713 0.9687 0.8829

195 2.6237 2.0149 1.6695 1.4343 1.2597 1.1231 1.0126 0.9209

200 3.0210 2.1972 1.7866 1.5198 1.3266 1.1778 1.0586 0.9605



Sepam 1000+ 37

I/Ib 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.40 4.60

Es (%)

50 0.1579 0.1491 0.1410 0.1335 0.1090 0.0908 0.0768 0.0659 0.0572 0.0501 0.0442 0.0393 0.0352 0.0317 0.0288 0.0262 0.0239

55 0.1752 0.1653 0.1562 0.1479 0.1206 0.1004 0.0849 0.0727 0.0631 0.0552 0.0487 0.0434 0.0388 0.0350 0.0317 0.0288 0.0263

60 0.1927 0.1818 0.1717 0.1625 0.1324 0.1100 0.0929 0.0796 0.069 0.0604 0.0533 0.0474 0.0424 0.0382 0.0346 0.0315 0.0288

65 0.2106 0.1985 0.1875 0.1773 0.1442 0.1197 0.1011 0.0865 0.075 0.0656 0.0579 0.0515 0.0461 0.0415 0.0375 0.0342 0.0312

70 0.2288 0.2156 0.2035 0.1924 0.1562 0.1296 0.1093 0.0935 0.081 0.0708 0.0625 0.0555 0.0497 0.0447 0.0405 0.0368 0.0336

75 0.2474 0.2329 0.2197 0.2076 0.1684 0.1395 0.1176 0.1006 0.087 0.0761 0.0671 0.0596 0.0533 0.0480 0.0434 0.0395 0.0361

80 0.2662 0.2505 0.2362 0.2231 0.1807 0.1495 0.1260 0.1076 0.0931 0.0813 0.0717 0.0637 0.0570 0.0513 0.0464 0.0422 0.0385

85 0.2855 0.2685 0.2530 0.2389 0.1931 0.1597 0.1344 0.1148 0.0992 0.0867 0.0764 0.0678 0.0607 0.0546 0.0494 0.0449 0.0410

90 0.3051 0.2868 0.2701 0.2549 0.2057 0.1699 0.1429 0.1219 0.1054 0.092 0.0811 0.0720 0.0644 0.0579 0.0524 0.0476 0.0435

95 0.3251 0.3054 0.2875 0.2712 0.2185 0.1802 0.1514 0.1292 0.1116 0.0974 0.0858 0.0761 0.0681 0.0612 0.0554 0.0503 0.0459

100 0.3456 0.3244 0.3051 0.2877 0.2314 0.1907 0.1601 0.1365 0.1178 0.1028 0.0905 0.0803 0.0718 0.0645 0.0584 0.0530 0.0484

105 0.3664 0.3437 0.3231 0.3045 0.2445 0.2012 0.1688 0.1438 0.1241 0.1082 0.0952 0.0845 0.0755 0.0679 0.0614 0.0558 0.0509

110 0.3877 0.3634 0.3415 0.3216 0.2578 0.2119 0.1776 0.1512 0.1304 0.1136 0.1000 0.0887 0.0792 0.0712 0.0644 0.0585 0.0534

115 0.4095 0.3835 0.3602 0.3390 0.2713 0.2227 0.1865 0.1586 0.1367 0.1191 0.1048 0.0929 0.0830 0.0746 0.0674 0.0612 0.0559

120 0.4317 0.4041 0.3792 0.3567 0.2849 0.2336 0.1954 0.1661 0.1431 0.1246 0.1096 0.0972 0.0868 0.0780 0.0705 0.0640 0.0584

125 0.4545 0.4250 0.3986 0.3747 0.2988 0.2446 0.2045 0.1737 0.1495 0.1302 0.1144 0.1014 0.0905 0.0813 0.0735 0.0667 0.0609

130 0.4778 0.4465 0.4184 0.3930 0.3128 0.2558 0.2136 0.1813 0.156 0.1358 0.1193 0.1057 0.0943 0.0847 0.0766 0.0695 0.0634

135 0.5016 0.4683 0.4386 0.4117 0.3270 0.2671 0.2228 0.1890 0.1625 0.1414 0.1242 0.1100 0.0982 0.0881 0.0796 0.0723 0.0659

140 0.5260 0.4907 0.4591 0.4308 0.3414 0.2785 0.2321 0.1967 0.1691 0.147 0.1291 0.1143 0.1020 0.0916 0.0827 0.0751 0.0685

145 0.5511 0.5136 0.4802 0.4502 0.3561 0.2900 0.2414 0.2045 0.1757 0.1527 0.1340 0.1187 0.1058 0.0950 0.0858 0.0778 0.0710

150 0.5767 0.5370 0.5017 0.4700 0.3709 0.3017 0.2509 0.2124 0.1823 0.1584 0.1390 0.1230 0.1097 0.0984 0.0889 0.0806 0.0735

155 0.6031 0.5610 0.5236 0.4902 0.3860 0.3135 0.2604 0.2203 0.189 0.1641 0.1440 0.1274 0.1136 0.1019 0.0920 0.0834 0.0761

160 0.6302 0.5856 0.5461 0.5108 0.4013 0.3254 0.2701 0.2283 0.1957 0.1699 0.1490 0.1318 0.1174 0.1054 0.0951 0.0863 0.0786

165 0.6580 0.6108 0.5690 0.5319 0.4169 0.3375 0.2798 0.2363 0.2025 0.1757 0.1540 0.1362 0.1213 0.1088 0.0982 0.0891 0.0812

170 0.6866 0.6366 0.5925 0.5534 0.4327 0.3498 0.2897 0.2444 0.2094 0.1815 0.1591 0.1406 0.1253 0.1123 0.1013 0.0919 0.0838

175 0.7161 0.6631 0.6166 0.5754 0.4487 0.3621 0.2996 0.2526 0.2162 0.1874 0.1641 0.1451 0.1292 0.1158 0.1045 0.0947 0.0863

180 0.7464 0.6904 0.6413 0.5978 0.4651 0.3747 0.3096 0.2608 0.2231 0.1933 0.1693 0.1495 0.1331 0.1193 0.1076 0.0976 0.0889

185 0.7777 0.7184 0.6665 0.6208 0.4816 0.3874 0.3197 0.2691 0.2301 0.1993 0.1744 0.1540 0.1371 0.1229 0.1108 0.1004 0.0915

190 0.8100 0.7472 0.6925 0.6444 0.4985 0.4003 0.3300 0.2775 0.2371 0.2052 0.1796 0.1585 0.1411 0.1264 0.1140 0.1033 0.0941

195 0.8434 0.7769 0.7191 0.6685 0.5157 0.4133 0.3403 0.2860 0.2442 0.2113 0.1847 0.1631 0.1451 0.1300 0.1171 0.1062 0.0967

200 0.8780 0.8075 0.7465 0.6931 0.5331 0.4265 0.3508 0.2945 0.2513 0.2173 0.1900 0.1676 0.1491 0.1335 0.1203 0.1090 0.0993

Cold curves
for Eso = 0



Sepam 1000+38

Cold curves
for Eso = 0

I/Ib 4.80 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00

Es (%)

50 0.0219 0.0202 0.0167 0.0140 0.0119 0.0103 0.0089 0.0078 0.0069 0.0062 0.0056 0.0050 0.0032 0.0022 0.0016 0.0013

55 0.0242 0.0222 0.0183 0.0154 0.0131 0.0113 0.0098 0.0086 0.0076 0.0068 0.0061 0.0055 0.0035 0.0024 0.0018 0.0014

60 0.0264 0.0243 0.0200 0.0168 0.0143 0.0123 0.0107 0.0094 0.0083 0.0074 0.0067 0.0060 0.0038 0.0027 0.0020 0.0015

65 0.0286 0.0263 0.0217 0.0182 0.0155 0.0134 0.0116 0.0102 0.0090 0.0081 0.0072 0.0065 0.0042 0.0029 0.0021 0.0016

70 0.0309 0.0284 0.0234 0.0196 0.0167 0.0144 0.0125 0.0110 0.0097 0.0087 0.0078 0.0070 0.0045 0.0031 0.0023 0.0018

75 0.0331 0.0305 0.0251 0.0211 0.0179 0.0154 0.0134 0.0118 0.0104 0.0093 0.0083 0.0075 0.0048 0.0033 0.0025 0.0019

80 0.0353 0.0325 0.0268 0.0225 0.0191 0.0165 0.0143 0.0126 0.0111 0.0099 0.0089 0.0080 0.0051 0.0036 0.0026 0.0020

85 0.0376 0.0346 0.0285 0.0239 0.0203 0.0175 0.0152 0.0134 0.0118 0.0105 0.0095 0.0085 0.0055 0.0038 0.0028 0.0021

90 0.0398 0.0367 0.0302 0.0253 0.0215 0.0185 0.0161 0.0142 0.0125 0.0112 0.0100 0.0090 0.0058 0.0040 0.0029 0.0023

95 0.0421 0.0387 0.0319 0.0267 0.0227 0.0196 0.0170 0.0150 0.0132 0.0118 0.0106 0.0095 0.0061 0.0042 0.0031 0.0024

100 0.0444 0.0408 0.0336 0.0282 0.0240 0.0206 0.0179 0.0157 0.0139 0.0124 0.0111 0.0101 0.0064 0.0045 0.0033 0.0025

105 0.0466 0.0429 0.0353 0.0296 0.0252 0.0217 0.0188 0.0165 0.0146 0.0130 0.0117 0.0106 0.0067 0.0047 0.0034 0.0026

110 0.0489 0.0450 0.0370 0.0310 0.0264 0.0227 0.0197 0.0173 0.0153 0.0137 0.0123 0.0111 0.0071 0.0049 0.0036 0.0028

115 0.0512 0.0471 0.0388 0.0325 0.0276 0.0237 0.0207 0.0181 0.0160 0.0143 0.0128 0.0116 0.0074 0.0051 0.0038 0.0029

120 0.0535 0.0492 0.0405 0.0339 0.0288 0.0248 0.0216 0.0189 0.0167 0.0149 0.0134 0.0121 0.0077 0.0053 0.0039 0.0030

125 0.0558 0.0513 0.0422 0.0353 0.0300 0.0258 0.0225 0.0197 0.0175 0.0156 0.0139 0.0126 0.0080 0.0056 0.0041 0.0031

130 0.0581 0.0534 0.0439 0.0368 0.0313 0.0269 0.0234 0.0205 0.0182 0.0162 0.0145 0.0131 0.0084 0.0058 0.0043 0.0033

135 0.0604 0.0555 0.0457 0.0382 0.0325 0.0279 0.0243 0.0213 0.0189 0.0168 0.0151 0.0136 0.0087 0.0060 0.0044 0.0034

140 0.0627 0.0576 0.0474 0.0397 0.0337 0.0290 0.0252 0.0221 0.0196 0.0174 0.0156 0.0141 0.0090 0.0062 0.0046 0.0035

145 0.0650 0.0598 0.0491 0.0411 0.0349 0.0300 0.0261 0.0229 0.0203 0.0181 0.0162 0.0146 0.0093 0.0065 0.0047 0.0036

150 0.0673 0.0619 0.0509 0.0426 0.0361 0.0311 0.0270 0.0237 0.0210 0.0187 0.0168 0.0151 0.0096 0.0067 0.0049 0.0038

155 0.0696 0.0640 0.0526 0.0440 0.0374 0.0321 0.0279 0.0245 0.0217 0.0193 0.0173 0.0156 0.0100 0.0069 0.0051 0.0039

160 0.0720 0.0661 0.0543 0.0455 0.0386 0.0332 0.0289 0.0253 0.0224 0.0200 0.0179 0.0161 0.0103 0.0071 0.0052 0.0040

165 0.0743 0.0683 0.0561 0.0469 0.0398 0.0343 0.0298 0.0261 0.0231 0.0206 0.0185 0.0166 0.0106 0.0074 0.0054 0.0041

170 0.0766 0.0704 0.0578 0.0484 0.0411 0.0353 0.0307 0.0269 0.0238 0.0212 0.0190 0.0171 0.0109 0.0076 0.0056 0.0043

175 0.0790 0.0726 0.0596 0.0498 0.0423 0.0364 0.0316 0.0277 0.0245 0.0218 0.0196 0.0177 0.0113 0.0078 0.0057 0.0044

180 0.0813 0.0747 0.0613 0.0513 0.0435 0.0374 0.0325 0.0285 0.0252 0.0225 0.0201 0.0182 0.0116 0.0080 0.0059 0.0045

185 0.0837 0.0769 0.0631 0.0528 0.0448 0.0385 0.0334 0.0293 0.0259 0.0231 0.0207 0.0187 0.0119 0.0083 0.0061 0.0046

190 0.0861 0.0790 0.0649 0.0542 0.0460 0.0395 0.0344 0.0301 0.0266 0.0237 0.0213 0.0192 0.0122 0.0085 0.0062 0.0048

195 0.0884 0.0812 0.0666 0.0557 0.0473 0.0406 0.0353 0.0309 0.0274 0.0244 0.0218 0.0197 0.0126 0.0087 0.0064 0.0049

200 0.0908 0.0834 0.0684 0.0572 0.0485 0.0417 0.0362 0.0317 0.0281 0.0250 0.0224 0.0202 0.0129 0.0089 0.0066 0.0050

Protection functions (cont’d)



Sepam 1000+ 39

I/Ib 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
Es (%)

105 0.6690 0.2719 0.1685 0.1206 0.0931 0.0752 0.0627 0.0535 0.0464 0.0408 0.0363 0.0326 0.0295 0.0268 0.0245 0.0226

110 3.7136 0.6466 0.3712 0.2578 0.1957 0.1566 0.1296 0.1100 0.0951 0.0834 0.0740 0.0662 0.0598 0.0544 0.0497 0.0457

115 1.2528 0.6257 0.4169 0.3102 0.2451 0.2013 0.1699 0.1462 0.1278 0.1131 0.1011 0.0911 0.0827 0.0755 0.0693

120 3.0445 0.9680 0.6061 0.4394 0.3423 0.2786 0.2336 0.2002 0.1744 0.1539 0.1372 0.1234 0.1118 0.1020 0.0935

125 1.4925 0.8398 0.5878 0.4499 0.3623 0.3017 0.2572 0.2231 0.1963 0.1747 0.1568 0.1419 0.1292 0.1183

130 2.6626 1.1451 0.7621 0.5705 0.4537 0.3747 0.3176 0.2744 0.2407 0.2136 0.1914 0.1728 0.1572 0.1438

135 1.5870 0.9734 0.7077 0.5543 0.4535 0.3819 0.3285 0.2871 0.2541 0.2271 0.2048 0.1860 0.1699

140 2.3979 1.2417 0.8668 0.6662 0.5390 0.4507 0.3857 0.3358 0.2963 0.2643 0.2378 0.2156 0.1967

145 1.6094 1.0561 0.7921 0.6325 0.5245 0.4463 0.3869 0.3403 0.3028 0.2719 0.2461 0.2243

150 2.1972 1.2897 0.9362 0.7357 0.6042 0.5108 0.4408 0.3864 0.3429 0.3073 0.2776 0.2526

155 3.8067 1.5950 1.1047 0.8508 0.6909 0.5798 0.4978 0.4347 0.3846 0.3439 0.3102 0.2817

160 2.0369 1.3074 0.9808 0.7857 0.6539 0.5583 0.4855 0.4282 0.3819 0.3438 0.3118

165 2.8478 1.5620 1.1304 0.8905 0.7340 0.6226 0.5390 0.4738 0.4215 0.3786 0.3427

170 1.9042 1.3063 1.0076 0.8210 0.6914 0.5955 0.5215 0.4626 0.4146 0.3747

175 2.4288 1.5198 1.1403 0.9163 0.7652 0.6554 0.5717 0.5055 0.4520 0.4077

180 3.5988 1.7918 1.2933 1.0217 0.8449 0.7191 0.6244 0.5504 0.4908 0.4418

185 2.1665 1.4739 1.1394 0.9316 0.7872 0.6802 0.5974 0.5312 0.4772

190 2.7726 1.6946 1.2730 1.0264 0.8602 0.7392 0.6466 0.5733 0.5138

195 4.5643 1.9782 1.4271 1.1312 0.9390 0.8019 0.6985 0.6173 0.5518

200 2.3755 1.6094 1.2483 1.0245 0.8688 0.7531 0.6633 0.5914

I/Ib 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.60 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.40 4.60
Es (%)

105 0.0209 0.0193 0.0180 0.0168 0.0131 0.0106 0.0087 0.0073 0.0063 0.0054 0.0047 0.0042 0.0037 0.0033 0.0030 0.0027 0.0025

110 0.0422 0.0391 0.0363 0.0339 0.0264 0.0212 0.0175 0.0147 0.0126 0.0109 0.0095 0.0084 0.0075 0.0067 0.0060 0.0055 0.0050

115 0.0639 0.0592 0.0550 0.0513 0.0398 0.0320 0.0264 0.0222 0.0189 0.0164 0.0143 0.0126 0.0112 0.0101 0.0091 0.0082 0.0075

120 0.0862 0.0797 0.0740 0.0690 0.0535 0.0429 0.0353 0.0297 0.0253 0.0219 0.0191 0.0169 0.0150 0.0134 0.0121 0.0110 0.0100

125 0.1089 0.1007 0.0934 0.0870 0.0673 0.0540 0.0444 0.0372 0.0317 0.0274 0.0240 0.0211 0.0188 0.0168 0.0151 0.0137 0.0125

130 0.1322 0.1221 0.1132 0.1054 0.0813 0.0651 0.0535 0.0449 0.0382 0.0330 0.0288 0.0254 0.0226 0.0202 0.0182 0.0165 0.0150

135 0.1560 0.1440 0.1334 0.1241 0.0956 0.0764 0.0627 0.0525 0.0447 0.0386 0.0337 0.0297 0.0264 0.0236 0.0213 0.0192 0.0175

140 0.1805 0.1664 0.1540 0.1431 0.1100 0.0878 0.0720 0.0603 0.0513 0.0443 0.0386 0.0340 0.0302 0.0270 0.0243 0.0220 0.0200

145 0.2055 0.1892 0.1750 0.1625 0.1246 0.0993 0.0813 0.0681 0.0579 0.0499 0.0435 0.0384 0.0341 0.0305 0.0274 0.0248 0.0226

150 0.2312 0.2127 0.1965 0.1823 0.1395 0.1110 0.0908 0.0759 0.0645 0.0556 0.0485 0.0427 0.0379 0.0339 0.0305 0.0276 0.0251

155 0.2575 0.2366 0.2185 0.2025 0.1546 0.1228 0.1004 0.0838 0.0712 0.0614 0.0535 0.0471 0.0418 0.0374 0.0336 0.0304 0.0277

160 0.2846 0.2612 0.2409 0.2231 0.1699 0.1347 0.1100 0.0918 0.0780 0.0671 0.0585 0.0515 0.0457 0.0408 0.0367 0.0332 0.0302

165 0.3124 0.2864 0.2639 0.2442 0.1855 0.1468 0.1197 0.0999 0.0847 0.0729 0.0635 0.0559 0.0496 0.0443 0.0398 0.0360 0.0328

170 0.3410 0.3122 0.2874 0.2657 0.2012 0.1591 0.1296 0.1080 0.0916 0.0788 0.0686 0.0603 0.0535 0.0478 0.0430 0.0389 0.0353

175 0.3705 0.3388 0.3115 0.2877 0.2173 0.1715 0.1395 0.1161 0.0984 0.0847 0.0737 0.0648 0.0574 0.0513 0.0461 0.0417 0.0379

180 0.4008 0.3660 0.3361 0.3102 0.2336 0.1840 0.1495 0.1244 0.1054 0.0906 0.0788 0.0692 0.0614 0.0548 0.0493 0.0446 0.0405

185 0.4321 0.3940 0.3614 0.3331 0.2502 0.1967 0.1597 0.1327 0.1123 0.0965 0.0839 0.0737 0.0653 0.0583 0.0524 0.0474 0.0431

190 0.4644 0.4229 0.3873 0.3567 0.2671 0.2096 0.1699 0.1411 0.1193 0.1025 0.0891 0.0782 0.0693 0.0619 0.0556 0.0503 0.0457

195 0.4978 0.4525 0.4140 0.3808 0.2842 0.2226 0.1802 0.1495 0.1264 0.1085 0.0943 0.0828 0.0733 0.0654 0.0588 0.0531 0.0483

200 0.5324 0.4831 0.4413 0.4055 0.3017 0.2358 0.1907 0.1581 0.1335 0.1145 0.0995 0.0873 0.0773 0.0690 0.0620 0.0560 0.0509

Hot curves
for Eso = 0



Sepam 1000+40

Protection functions (cont’d)

I/Ib 4.80 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00

Es (%)

105 0.0023 0.0021 0.0017 0.0014 0.0012 0.0010 0.0009 0.0008 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001

110 0.0045 0.0042 0.0034 0.0029 0.0024 0.0021 0.0018 0.0016 0.0014 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003

115 0.0068 0.0063 0.0051 0.0043 0.0036 0.0031 0.0027 0.0024 0.0021 0.0019 0.0017 0.0015 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004

120 0.0091 0.0084 0.0069 0.0057 0.0049 0.0042 0.0036 0.0032 0.0028 0.0025 0.0022 0.0020 0.0013 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005

125 0.0114 0.0105 0.0086 0.0072 0.0061 0.0052 0.0045 0.0040 0.0035 0.0031 0.0028 0.0025 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006

130 0.0137 0.0126 0.0103 0.0086 0.0073 0.0063 0.0054 0.0048 0.0042 0.0038 0.0034 0.0030 0.0019 0.0013 0.0010 0.0008

135 0.0160 0.0147 0.0120 0.0101 0.0085 0.0073 0.0064 0.0056 0.0049 0.0044 0.0039 0.0035 0.0023 0.0016 0.0011 0.0009

140 0.0183 0.0168 0.0138 0.0115 0.0097 0.0084 0.0073 0.0064 0.0056 0.0050 0.0045 0.0040 0.0026 0.0018 0.0013 0.0010

145 0.0206 0.0189 0.0155 0.0129 0.0110 0.0094 0.0082 0.0072 0.0063 0.0056 0.0051 0.0046 0.0029 0.0020 0.0015 0.0011

150 0.0229 0.0211 0.0172 0.0144 0.0122 0.0105 0.0091 0.0080 0.0070 0.0063 0.0056 0.0051 0.0032 0.0022 0.0016 0.0013

155 0.0253 0.0232 0.0190 0.0158 0.0134 0.0115 0.0100 0.0088 0.0077 0.0069 0.0062 0.0056 0.0035 0.0025 0.0018 0.0014

160 0.0276 0.0253 0.0207 0.0173 0.0147 0.0126 0.0109 0.0096 0.0085 0.0075 0.0067 0.0061 0.0039 0.0027 0.0020 0.0015

165 0.0299 0.0275 0.0225 0.0187 0.0159 0.0136 0.0118 0.0104 0.0092 0.0082 0.0073 0.0066 0.0042 0.0029 0.0021 0.0016

170 0.0323 0.0296 0.0242 0.0202 0.0171 0.0147 0.0128 0.0112 0.0099 0.0088 0.0079 0.0071 0.0045 0.0031 0.0023 0.0018

175 0.0346 0.0317 0.0260 0.0217 0.0183 0.0157 0.0137 0.0120 0.0106 0.0094 0.0084 0.0076 0.0048 0.0034 0.0025 0.0019

180 0.0370 0.0339 0.0277 0.0231 0.0196 0.0168 0.0146 0.0128 0.0113 0.0101 0.0090 0.0081 0.0052 0.0036 0.0026 0.0020

185 0.0393 0.0361 0.0295 0.0246 0.0208 0.0179 0.0155 0.0136 0.0120 0.0107 0.0096 0.0086 0.0055 0.0038 0.0028 0.0021

190 0.0417 0.0382 0.0313 0.0261 0.0221 0.0189 0.0164 0.0144 0.0127 0.0113 0.0101 0.0091 0.0058 0.0040 0.0030 0.0023

195 0.0441 0.0404 0.0330 0.0275 0.0233 0.0200 0.0173 0.0152 0.0134 0.0119 0.0107 0.0096 0.0061 0.0043 0.0031 0.0024

200 0.0464 0.0426 0.0348 0.0290 0.0245 0.0211 0.0183 0.0160 0.0141 0.0126 0.0113 0.0102 0.0065 0.0045 0.0033 0.0025

Hot curves
for Eso = 0
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Operation
This protection is single-phase:
c it picks up when phase 1 current drops below the
set point Is,
c it is inactive when the current is less than 10% of Ib,
c it is insensitive to current drops (breaking) due to
circuit breaker tripping,
c it includes a definite time delay T.

ANSI code 37

Block diagramPhase undercurrent

Is set point

setting 15% Ib i Is i 100% Ib by steps of 1%

accuracy ±5%

pick-up/drop-out ratio 106% ±5% for Is > 0.1 In

T time delay

setting 50 ms i T i 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±25 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 50 ms

overshoot time < 35 ms

reset time < 40 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Case of circuit breaker tripping.

t

T

0 0.15 Ib Is I

“pick up”
signal

1.06 Is
Is

0.1 Ib

time-delayed
output

15ms

&
I < IsI1

    I >
0.1 Ib

0T
0

“pick-up”
signal

time-delayed
output”

Case of current sag

Operating principle

Characteristics

1.06 Is
Is

0.1 Ib

time-delayed
output = 0

“pick up”
signal = 0 <15 ms
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Protection functions (cont’d)

Excessive starting time,
locked rotor

Operation
This function is three-phase.
It comprises three parts:
c excessive starting time: during starting, the protection picks up when one
of the 3 phase currents is greater than the set point Is for a longer period of time
than the ST time delay (normal starting time),
c locked rotor: at the normal operating rate (after starting), the protection picks up
when one of the 3 phase currents is greater than the set point Is for a longer period
of time than the LT time delay of the definite time type.

Starting is detected when:
v the current consumed is 10% greater than the Ib current,
v I23 input is activated by a contact from motor shaft rotation detector.

The ST time delay, which corresponds to the normal starting time, may be
reinitialized by a logic data input for particular uses (input I22).

c blocage au démarrage: large motors may have very long starting time, due to their
inertia or the reduce voltage supply. This starting time is longer than the permissive
rotor blocking time. To protect such a motor LTS timer initiate a trip if a start has
been detected (I > Is) or if the motor speed is zero. For a normal start, the input I23
(zero-speed-switch) disable this protection.

When the motor re-accelerates, it consumes a current in the vicinity of the starting
current (> Is) without the current first passing through a value less than 10% of Ib.
This information may be used to:
c reinitialize the excessive starting time  protection,
c set the locked rotor  protection LT time delay to a low value.

Is set point

setting 50% Ib i Is i 500% Ib

resolution 1%

accuracy (1) ±5%

pick-up/drop-out ratio 93.5% ±5%

ST and LT time delays

setting ST 500 ms i T i 300 s

LT 50 ms i T i 300 s

LTS 50 ms i T i 300 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2%

characteristic times

operating time < 35 ms

overshoot time < 35 ms

reset time < 40 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

ANSI code 48 - 51LR

Case of normal starting.

ST

locked
rotor

excessive
starting time

0.1Ib

Is

I

Case of excessive starting time.

0.1Ib

Is

ST

I

locked
rotor

excessive
starting time

Case of locked rotor.

0.1Ib

Is

ST LT

I

locked
rotor

excessive
starting time

Block diagram

Characteristics

locked rotor
at starting stage
output

0ST
0LT

I1
I2
I3

I>Is

I>0.1Ib
&

&

&
input I23

locked
rotor output

excessive
starting
time output

input I22

0LTS
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ANSI code 66

Starts per hour

I>0.1Ib
I1
I2
I3

≥1

&

P mn/Nt

P mn

k1>Nt

k2>Nf

k3>Nc

P mn/Nt

&
T0

≥1 inhibit
closing

thermal alarm
(hot state)

"Clear"

input I22

Block diagram

period of time (P)

setting 1 to 6 hour

resolution 1

Nt total number of starts

setting 1 to 60

resolution 1

Nc and Nt number of consecutive starts

setting 1 to Nt

resolution 1

T time delay between starts

setting 500 ms i T i 90 mm

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±25 ms

waiting time measurement

measurement range 1 mn to 90 mn

resolution 1 mn

accuracy (1) ±2 mn

N number of remaining starts measurement

measurement range 1 to 60

resolution 1
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI.

Operation
This function is three-phase.
It picks up when the number of starts reaches
the following limits:
c maximum number of starts allowed per period
of time (P) (Nt),
c maximum allowed number of consecutive
hot starts (Nc),
c maximum allowed number of consecutive
cold starts (Nf),
c the function indicate the number of starts still
allowed before the maximum, if the protection has not
picked up,
c waiting time before a start is allowed, if the
protection has picked up.

Starting is detected when the current consumed
becomes greater than 10% of the Ib current after
having been lower to this value for the T time delay.

I

0.1Ib

t

T

Detection of starting.

Readout
The number of starts and the waiting time may be
accessed via:
c the display (1) using the key,
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.

Clearing
The number of starts counters may be cleared, using
a password, via:
c the display using the clear  key (2),
c the screen of a PC with SFT 2841 software,
c the communication link.
(2) Sepam equipped with advanced UMI.

The number of consecutive starts is the number starts counted during
the last P/Nt minutes, Nt being the number of starts allowed per period.

Motor hot state corresponds to the overrunning of the first set point ES1 of the
thermal overload function.

When the motor re-accelerates, it undergoes a stress similar to that of starting
without the current first passing through a value less than 10% of Ib, in which case
the number of starts is not incremented.

It is possible however to increment the number of starts when a re-acceleration
occurs by a logic data input (input I22).

Characteristics
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ANSI code 27

Phase-to-phase
undervoltage

Operation
This protection is three-phase:
c it picks up when one of the phase-to-phase voltages
concerned is less than the Us set point,
c the protection includes a definite time delay.

Us set point

setting 5% Unp to 100% Unp

accuracy (1) ±2% or 0.005 Unp

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

pick up/drop-out ratio 103% ±2.5% for Us > 0.1 Unp

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, or 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 25 ms

overshoot time < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).

Block diagram

U < Us
0T

time-delayed output

“pick up” signal

U21
U32
U13

Characteristics

Protection functions (cont’d)

Operation

Positive sequence undervoltage
The protection picks up when the positive sequence
component Vd of a three-phase voltage system is
less than the set point Vsd with:

c it includes a definite time delay T,
c it allows drops in motor electrical torque to be
detected.

Phase rotation direction
This protection also allows the phase rotation
direction to be detected.

The protection considers that the phase rotation
direction is inverse when the positive sequence
voltage is less than 10% of Unp and when the phase-
to-phase voltage is greater than 80% of Unp.

Positive sequence
undervoltage and phase
rotation direction check

ANSI code 27D - 47

Block diagram

time-delayed output

U32

U21 0T
Vd < Vsd

 Vd <
0.1Un

   U >
0.8 Un

“pick-up” signal

rotation display&
(2)

Vsd set points

setting 30% Vnp to 100% Vnp expressed in volts

accuracy (1) ±2%

pick-up/drop-out ratio 103% ±2.5%

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 65 ms

overshoot time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms

Vnp = Unp / e
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) displays “rotation” instead of positive sequence voltage measurement.

Characteristics

Vd = (1/3) [V1 + a V2 + a 2 V3]

Vd = (1/3) [U21 - a 2 U32]

U
with V = and a = e

eeeee

→ → →

→ →

→

→

2π
j

3
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ANSI code 59

Operation
This protection is three-phase:
c it picks up when one of the phase-to-phase voltages
concerned is greater than the Us set point,
c the protection includes a definite time delay.

Phase-to-phase
overvoltage Us set point

setting 50% Unp to 150% Unp (2)

accuracy (1) ±2% or 0.005 Unp

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

pick-up/drop-out ratio 97% ±1%

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 25 ms

overshoot time < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) 135% Unp with PT’s 230 V / e.

Block diagram

U > Us
0T

time-delayed output

“pick-up” signal

U21
U32
U13

Characteristics

Neutral voltage
displacement

Vso set point

setting 2% Unp to 80% Unp if Vnso (2) = sum 3 V
2% Unp to 80% Unp if Vnso (2) = Uns / e
5% Unp to 80% Unp if Vnso (2) = Uns / 3

accuracy (1) ±2% or ±0.005 Un

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

pick-up/drop-out ratio 97% +1%

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, or 35 ms at 2 Vso

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 65 ms

overshoot time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
(2) Vnso is one of the general parameters.

Block diagram

Characteristics

ANSI code 59N
V0 > Vso

0T
time-delayed output

V1

V2

V3

external VT
“pick-up” signal

Σ

Operation
This protection picks up when the neutral voltage Vo
is greater than a set point Vso

with  V0 = V1 + V2 + V3,

c it includes a definite time delay T,
c lneutral voltage is either calculated from the 3
phase voltages or measured by an external VT.

→ → → →
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ANSI code 81H

Operation
This function picks up when the frequency of the
positive sequence voltage is greater than the set point
and when the U21 voltage is greater than:
c 20% Unp if V1, V2 and V3 are connected
c 35% Unp if only U21 is connected.

It includes a definite time delay T.

Overfrequency

Fs set point

setting 50 to 53 Hz or 60 to 63 Hz

resolution 0.1 Hz

accuracy (1)

pos. seq. volt; measurement 0.1 Hz across the dynamic range
U21 measurement see curve

pick-up/drop-out difference 0.2 Hz ±0.1 Hz

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2%

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 65 ms

overshoot time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) and df/dt < 3 Hz/s.

Tripping time for T = 100 ms.

If there is only one sensor (U21), the voltage signal is connected to terminals 1 and
2 of the connector, whatever the phase.

Block diagram

(1) U > 0.35 Un if there is only one VT.

time-delayed
output

U32

F > FsU21

“pick-up” signal

0T
&

Vd

U > 0,2 Unp(1)

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

t (in ms)

T = 100ms

0 0,5 1 2 3 4 ∆F
in Hz

Characteristics

Protection functions (cont’d)

Characteristics

ANSI code 27R

Operation
This protection is single-phase:
c it picks up when the U21 phase-to-phase voltage is
less than the Us set point,
c the protection includes a definite time delay.

Remanent
undervoltage

Block diagram

U < Us
0T

time-delayed outputU21

“pick-up” signal

Us set point

setting 5% Unp to 100% Unp

accuracy ±5% or ±0.005 Unp

pick-up/drop-out ratio 104% ±3% for Us > 0.1 Unp

resolution 1 V or 1 digit

T time delay

setting 50 ms to 300 s

accuracy (1) ±2%, 35 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

characteristic times

operating time < 25 ms

overshoot time < 40 ms

reset time < 45 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6).
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Underfrequency

Operation
This function picks up when the frequency of positive
sequence voltage is less than the set point and when
the U21 voltage is greater than:
c 20% Un if V1, V2 and V3 are connected
c 35% Un if only U21 is connected.

It includes a definite time delay T.

Fs set point

setting 45 to 50 Hz or 55 to 60 Hz

resolution 0.1 Hz

accuracy (1)

pos. seq. volt; measurement 0.1 Hz across the dynamic range
U21 measurement see curve

pick-up/drop-out difference 0.2 Hz ±0.1 Hz

T time delay

setting 100 ms to 300 s

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

accuracy (1) ±2% or 40 ms (see curve)

characteristic times

operating time < 65 ms

overshoot time < 65 ms

reset time < 85 ms
(1) in reference conditions (IEC 60255-6) and df/dt < 3 Hz/s.

Tripping time for T = 100 ms.

Bloc diagram

If there is only one sensor (U21), the voltage signal is connected to terminals 1 and
2 of the connector, whatever the phase.

(1) U > 0.35 Un if there is only one VT.

ANSI code 81L

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

t (in ms)

T = 100ms

0-0,5-1-2-3-4 ∆F
in Hz

Vd
time-delayed
output

U32

F < FsU21

“pick-up” signal

0T
&

U > 0.2 Unp(1)

Characteristics
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Protection functions (cont’d)

Recloser

Recloser initialization
The recloser is ready to operate if all of the following
conditions are met:
c recloser in service,
c circuit breaker closed,
c inhibition time delay not running,
c none of the recloser inhibition conditions is true
(see below).

Cycles
c Case of a permanent fault, not cleared:
v after the instantaneous or time-delayed protection
has tripped, the isolation time delay associated with
the first active cycle starts up. When it runs out, a
closing order is given and this order starts up the
disengagement time delay. If the protection detects
the fault before the end of the time delay, a trip order
is given and the next reclosing cycle is activated,
v if the fault persists after all the active cycles have
taken place, a permanent trip order is given, a
message appears on the display and closing is
inhibited until the user has acknowledged the fault,
according to the protection parameter setting.

c Case of a cleared fault:
v if, after a reclosing order, the fault does not appear
after the disengaging time delay has expired, the
recloser reinitializes and a message appears on the
display.

c Closing on a fault

If the circuit breaker closes when the fault occurs, or if
the fault appears before the end of the inhibition time
delay, the recloser is inhibited.

ANSI code 79

Recloser inhibition conditions
The recloser is inhibited according to the following conditions:
c close or trip command
c recloser disabled,
c receipt of an inhibition order on inhibition input I24,
c appearance of a fault related to the switchgear,
c receipt of an external trip order on input I21 or I22.

Characteristics

reclosing cycles setting

number of cycles 1 to 4

activation of cycle 1 (1) O/C 1 inst. / time-del. / inactive
O/C 2 inst. / time-del. / inactive
E/F 1 inst. / time-del. / inactive
E/F 2 inst. / time-del. / inactive

activation of cycles 2, 3 and 4 (1) O/C 1 inst. / time-del. / inactive
O/C 2 inst. / time-del. / inactive
E/F 1 inst. / time-del. / inactive
E/F 2 inst. / time-del. / inactive

time delays

disengagement time delay 0.05 to 300 s
isolation time delay cycle 1 0.05 to 300 s

cycle 2 0.05 to 300 s
cycle 3 0.05 to 300 s
cycle 4 0.05 to 300 s

inhibition time delay 0.05 to 300 s

accuracy ±2% or 25 ms

resolution 10 ms or 1 digit

(1) if, during a reclosing cycle, a protection set as inactive with respect to the recloser triggers
tripping, the recloser is inhibited.
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Temperature monitoring

Operation
This protection is associated with an RTD of the
Pt100 platinum (100 Ω at 0°C) or (nickel 100 Ω,
nickel 120 Ω) type in accordance with the IEC 60751
and  DIN 43760 standards,

c It picks up when the monitored temperature is
greater than the Ts set point.
c It has two independent set points:
v alarm set point,
v tripping set point.

c The protection detects if the RTD is shorted or
disconnected:
v RTD shorting is detected if the measured
temperature is less than –35°C,
v RTD disconnection is detected if the measured
temperature is greater than +205°C.
If an RTD fault is detected, the set point output relays
are inhibited: the protection outputs are set to zero.

Block diagram

Ts1 and Ts2 set points °C °F
setting 0 °C to 180 °C 32 °F to 356 °F
accuracy (1) ±1.5 °C ±2.7 °F
resolution 1 °C 1 °F
pick-up/drop-out difference 3 °C ±0.5°
characteristic times

operating time < 3 seconds
(1) see temperature measurement  chapter for accuracy derating according to wiring cross-
section.

ANSI code 49T - 38

RTD

set point 1

set point 2

faulty RTD

T > Ts1

T > Ts2

 T < +205° C

&

&

T > -35° C

Characteristics
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Protection functions (cont’d)

IDMT protections
The operation time depends on the protected variable
(phase current, earth fault current, …).

Operation is represented by a characteristic curve:

c t = f(I) curve for the phase overcurrent  function,

c t = f(Io) for the earth fault  function.

The rest of the document is based on t = f(I), but the
reasoning can be extended to other variables such as
Io, …

The curve is defined by:
c type (standard inverse SIT, very inverse VIT or LTI,
extremely inverse EIT, ultra inverse UIT, RI),
c Is current setting which corresponds to the vertical
asymptote of the curve,
c T time delay setting which corresponds to the
operation time for I = 10 Is.

The 3 settings are made in the following chronological
order: type, Is current, T time delay.

Changing the T time delay setting by x% changes all
of the operation times in the curve by x%.

Examples of problems to be solved

Problem 1
Knowing the type of IDMT, determine the Is current
and T time delay settings.

Theoretically, Is current is set to the maximum current
that can be continuous:
it is generally the rated current of the protected
equipment (cable, transformer).

T time delay is set to the operation point at 10 Is on
the curve. This setting is determined taking into
account the discrimination constraints with respect to
the upstream and downstream protection devices.

The discrimination constraint leads to the definition of
a point A on the operation curve (IA, tA), e.g. the point
that corresponds to the maximum fault current
affecting the downstream protection.

Problem 2
Knowing the type of IDMT, the Is current setting and a
point k (Ik, tk) on the operation curve, determine the T
time delay setting.

On the standard curve of the same type, read the
operation time tsk that corresponds to the relative
current:

and the operation time Ts10 that corresponds to the
relative current:

Another practical method:
The chart below gives the values of:

      as a function of

In the column that corresponds to the type of time delay, read the value

in the line that corresponds to

The time delay setting to be used so that the operation curve pasees through the
point k(IK, Tk) is:

Example
Given:
c type of time delay: standard inverse time (SIT)
c set point: Is
c a point K on the operation curve: K (3.2 Is; 4 s)

Question : what is the T time delay setting (operation time at 10 Is)?

Chart reading: inverse  column

line

k = 2.00

Answer : the time delay setting is

Problem 3
Knowing the Is current and T time delay settings for a type of time delay (standard
inverse, very inverse, extremely inverse), find the operation time for a current value
of IA. On the standard curve of the same type, read the operation time tsA that
corresponds to the relative current:

and the operation time Ts10 that corresponds to the relative current:

The operation time tA for the current IA with the Is and T settings is:

I/Is

ts

Ts10

1 Ik/Is 10

tk

tsk

K

I/Is

ts

Ts10

1 IA/Is 10

tA

tsA

T

I
= 10

Is

Ik

Is

tk
T = Ts10 x

tsk

ts
T =

ts10

Ik

Is

I

Is

tk
T =

k

I
= 3.2

Is

4
T = = 2 s

2

IA

Is

I
= 10

Is

T
tA = tsA x

Ts10

tsk
k =

Ts10

The time delay setting that should be made in order for the operation curve to pass
through point K(Ik, tk) is:
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Other practical method : the chart below gives the
values of:

    as a function of

In the column that corresponds to the type of time
delay, read the value

on the line that corresponds to

The operation time tA for the current IA with the Is and
T settings is tA = kT.

Example
Given:
c type of time delay: very inverse time (VIT)
c set point: Is
c T time delay = 0.8 s

Question : what is the operation time for the current
IA = 6 Is?

Chart reading: very inverse  column

line

k = 1.80

Answer : the operation time for the current IA is
t = 1.80 x 0.8 = 1.44 s.

I/Is inverse very inv. ext. inv. ultra inv.
1.2 12.90 45.00 225.00 545.51
1.3 8.96 30.00 143.48 339.84
1.4 6.98 22.50 103.13 238.80
1.5 5.79 18.00 79.20 179.42
1.6 4.99 15.00 63.46 140.74
1.7 4.42 12.86 52.38 113.80
1.8 3.99 11.25 44.20 94.12
1.9 3.65 10.00 37.93 79.22
2.0 3.38 9.00 33.00 67.64
2.1 3.15 8.18 29.03 58.43
2.2 2.97 7.50 25.78 50.98
2.3 2.81 6.92 23.08 44.85
2.4 2.67 6.43 20.80 39.76
2.5 2.55 6.00 18.86 35.46
2.6 2.44 5.63 17.19 31.82
2.7 2.35 5.29 15.74 28.69
2.8 2.27 5.00 14.47 25.99
2.9 2.19 4.74 13.36 23.65
3.0 2.12 4.50 12.38 21.59
3.1 2.06 4.29 11.50 19.79
3.2 2.00 4.09 10.71 18.19
3.3 1.95 3.91 10.01 16.77
3.4 1.90 3.75 9.38 15.51
3.5 1.86 3.60 8.80 14.37
3.6 1.82 3.46 8.28 13.35
3.7 1.78 3.33 7.80 12.43
3.8 1.74 3.21 7.37 11.60
3.9 1.71 3.10 6.97 10.85
4.0 1.68 3.00 6.60 10.16
4.1 1.65 2.90 6.26 9.53
4.2 1.62 2.81 5.95 8.96
4.3 1.59 2.73 5.66 8.44
4.4 1.57 2.65 5.39 7.95
4.5 1.54 2.57 5.14 7.51
4.6 1.52 2.50 4.91 7.10
4.7 1.50 2.43 4.69 6.72
4.8 1.48 2.37 4.49 6.37
4.9 1.46 2.31 4.30 6.04
5.0 1.44 2.25 4.13 5.74
5.1 1.42 2.20 3.96 5.46
5.2 1.41 2.14 3.80 5.19
5.3 1.39 2.09 3.65 4.95
5.4 1.37 2.05 3.52 4.72
5.5 1.36 2.00 3.38 4.50
5.6 1.34 1.96 3.26 4.30
5.7 1.33 1.91 3.14 4.11
5.8 1.32 1.88 3.03 3.94
5.9 1.30 1.84 2.93 3.77
6.0 1.29 1.80 2.83 3.61
6.1 1.28 1.76 2.73 3.47
6.2 1.27 1.73 2.64 3.33
6.3 1.26 1.70 2.56 3.19
6.4 1.25 1.67 2.48 3.07
6.5 1.24 1.64 2.40 2.95

I/Is inverse very inv. ext. inv. ultra inv.
6.6 1.23 1.61 2.33 2.84
6.7 1.22 1.58 2.26 2.73
6.8 1.21 1.55 2.19 2.63
6.9 1.20 1.53 2.12 2.54
7.0 1.19 1.50 2.06 2.45
7.1 1.18 1.48 2.00 2.36
7.2 1.17 1.45 1.95 2.28
7.3 1.16 1.43 1.89 2.20
7.4 1.15 1.41 1.84 2.13
7.5 1.15 1.38 1.79 2.06
7.6 1.14 1.36 1.74 1.99
7.7 1.13 1.34 1.70 1.93
7.8 1.12 1.32 1.65 1.86
7.9 1.12 1.30 1.61 1.81
8.0 1.11 1.29 1.57 1.75
8.1 1.10 1.27 1.53 1.70
8.2 1.10 1.25 1.49 1.64
8.3 1.09 1.23 1.46 1.60
8.4 1.08 1.22 1.42 1.55
8.5 1.08 1.20 1.39 1.50
8.6 1.07 1.18 1.36 1.46
8.7 1.07 1.17 1.33 1.42
8.8 1.06 1.15 1.30 1.38
8.9 1.05 1.14 1.27 1.34
9.0 1.05 1.13 1.24 1.30
9.1 1.04 1.11 1.21 1.27
9.2 1.04 1.10 1.18 1.23
9.3 1.03 1.08 1.16 1.20
9.4 1.03 1.07 1.13 1.17
9.5 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.14
9.6 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.11
9.7 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.08
9.8 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.05
9.9 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.02
10.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10.5 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.88
11.0 0.96 0.90 0.83 0.79
11.5 0.94 0.86 0.75 0.70
12.0 0.92 0.82 0.69 0.63
12.5 0.91 0.78 0.64 0.57
13.0 0.90 0.75 0.59 0.52
13.5 0.88 0.72 0.55 0.47
14.0 0.87 0.69 0.51 0.43
14.5 0.86 0.67 0.47 0.39
15.0 0.85 0.64 0.44 0.36
15.5 0.84 0.62 0.41 0.43
16.0 0.83 0.60 0.39 0.31
16.5 0.82 0.58 0.36 0.29
17.0 0.81 0.56 0.34 0.26
17.5 0.80 0.55 0.32 0.25
18.0 0.79 0.53 0.31 0.23
18.5 0.78 0.51 0.29 0.21
19.0 0.78 0.50 0.28 0.20
19.5 0.77 0.49 0.26 0.19
20.0 0.76 0.47 0.25 0.18

ts
k =

Ts10

I

Is

tsA
k =

Ts10

IA

Is
I

= 6
Is
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UIT ultra inverse curve

t (s)
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1 000.00
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curve  (T = 1s)

I/Is

100

EIT extremely inverse curve

t (s)

0.10

1.00

10.00

100.00

1 000.00

1 10

curve  (T = 1s)

I/Is

100

VIT very inverse or LTI long time inverse curve

I/Is

t (s)

0.10

1.00
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100.00

1 10 100

curve  (T = 1s)

IDMT protections (cont’d)

SIT standard inverse curve

I/Is

t (s)

0.10

1.00

10.00

100.00

1 10 100

curve  (T = 1s)

Protection functions (cont’d)
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RI Curve
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Control and monitoring functions

Each control and monitoring function requires
separate parameter setting and appropriate wiring.
Therefore, not all of the functions are available at the
same time.

e.g. when the logic discrimination function is used, the
switching of settings groups function may not be
used.

Trip circuit supervision and matching

This monitoring function is intended for trip circuits.

c Shunt-trip coil circuits.

The function detects:
v wire disconnected, coil burnt out,
v loss of power supply,
v position contact discrepancy.

The function inhibits closing of
the breaking device.

A

M

O1

5
4
2

1

I12

I11

D

+
_

5

4

A

M

O1

5
4
2

1

I12

I11

D

+
_

5

4

Output relay testing
This function is activated via the SFT 2841(1) and
controls each output relay individually. The relay
changes status for a period of 5 s. This function is
especially useful in the commissioning and fault
tracking phases.
(1) or via advanced UMI.

c Undervoltage release coil circuits.

The function detects:
v position contact discrepancy, in
which case coil supervision is not necessary.

Block diagram

trip circuit
supervision

I12
1

0

T = 200 ms

0t

&

I11

&

≥ 1

reset

OPG trig

Triggering according to
selected protection functions

SFT 2841

&

TC8

SFT 2841

TC9

SFT 2841

TC10

SFT 2841

TC10
manual trig

pick-up

trig inhibit

trig enable

manual trig

≥1

&

≥1

≥1

Disturbance record  triggering (OPG)
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Circuit breaker /
contactor control

Use
This function controls the breaking device:
c tripping by:
v protections,
v remote control,
v external protection.
c closing by:
v recloser,
v remote control.
c inhibition of closing by:
v device control fault,
v SF6 pressure drop.

It is coordinated with the recloser function.

Block diagram (1)

reset
remote control
enable (I25)

&

acknowledgment

≥ 1

“RESET” key

external reset (I14)

In order for operation to take place in accordance with the block diagram, the
Sepam 1000+ must have the necessary logic inputs (MES 108 or MES 114 module
required) and the corresponding parameter setting and wiring must be done.

The functions that trigger tripping may be latched individually at the time of
parameter setting and reset according to several modes.

O2≥1

0T

T = 200 ms

O1
0 T

T = 200 ms

trip circuit
supervision

≥1
(TC1) open order

≥1

0 T

T = 200 ms

(I12) device closed

protection 66: starts per hour &

(I12) device
closed

&
inhibit start
(thermal overload)

(I26) inhibition F49

≥1

“close” order by recloser

O11

inhibit closing

tripping (shunt /
undervoltage)

close order

(I26) SF6 pressure drop SF6.1

&
&(I25) remote control enable

TC2 close order

&

≥ 1
(I25) SF6 pressure drop SF6.2

≥ 1

thermal overload 49 tripping

“open” order by recloser

(I26) inhibition F49

≥ 1(I22) external tripping 2

(I21) external tripping 1

tripping protection functions:
- overcurrent
- ...

.

.

.

&

(I23) external tripping 3

≥1

(1) data used in the logic block diagram depend on the Sepam type, availability of MES 108, 114 option and general parameters.
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Control and monitoring functions (cont’d)

Logic discrimination

Use
This function is used to obtain:
c full tripping discrimination,
c a substantial reduction in delayed tripping of the
circuit breakers located nearest to the source
(drawback of the classical time-based discrimination
function).

The system applies to the definite time (DT) and
IDMT (standard inverse time SIT, very inverse time
VIT, extremely inverse time EIT and ultra inverse time
UIT) phase overcurrent and earth fault protections.

With this type of system, the time delays should be set with respect to the element
to be protected without considering the discrimination aspect.

Operating principle

(*) Motor Sepams do not involve the receipt of blocking input orders since they are intended
for loads only.
(1) parameter setting by default.
(2) according to parameter setting and presence of an additional MES 108 or 114 module.

td : X+0.6s

td : X+0.3s

td : Xs

td : X+0.9s

e.g. radial distribution with use of time-based discrimination
(td: tripping time, definite time curves).

td : Xs

td : Xs

order AL

td : Xs

td : Xs
MERLIN GERIN

MERLIN GERIN

MERLIN GERIN

MERLIN GERIN

e.g. radial distribution with use of the Sepam logic
discrimination system.

BI transmission

O3 outputs
other level
“n” Sepams

O3

O3

I13

I13

BI receipt

+

level “n+1”
Sepam

level “n”
Sepam

-

When a fault occurs in a radial network, the fault current flows through the circuit
between the source and the location of the fault:
c the protection devices upstream from the fault are triggered,
c the protection devices downstream from the fault are not triggered,
c only the first protection device upstream from the fault should trip.

Each Sepam is capable of transmitting and receiving blocking input orders except
for motor* Sepams which can only transmit blocking input orders.
When a Sepam is triggered by a fault current:
c it transmits a blocking input order from output O3 (1),
c it trips the associated circuit breaker if it does not receive a blocking input order
on input I13 (2).

Transmission of the blocking input lasts for the time required to clear the fault. It is
interrupted after a time delay that takes into account the breaking device operation
time and the protection reset time.

This system makes it possible to minimize the duration of the fault, optimize
discrimination and guarantee safety in downgraded situations (wiring or switchgear
failures).
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Block diagram: substation – transformer applications

≥1

inst. relay 2 (group A)

inst. relay 1 (group A)

earth fault

inst. relay 1 (group A)

inst. relay 2 (group A)

overcurrent

≥1

time-delayed relay 2 (group B)

time-delayed relay 1 (group B)

earth fault

time-delayed relay 1 (group B)

time-delayed relay 2 (group B)

overcurrent

0T

T = 0.2 s

&

inhibition of BI
transmission

tripping

output Oxx  : BI transmission

to BI transmission

(1)

(2)

(2)

Block diagram: motor applications

(1) according to parameter setting (O3 by default).
(2) Instantaneous trip correspond to pick-up information

Pilot wire testing
The pilot wire may be tested using the output relay testing function.

≥1 to BI transmission
inst relay 2 (group A)
inst relay 1 (group A)

inst relay 1 (group A)
inst relay 2 (group A)

overcurrent

earth fault

≥1
time-delayed relay 2  (group B)
time-delayed relay 1  (group B)

earth fault (time)
time-delayed relay 1  (group B)
time-delayed relay 2  (group B)

overcurrent (time)

≥1
time-delayed relay 2  (group A)
time-delayed relay 1  (group A)

earth fault (logic discrim)
time-delayed relay 1  (group A)
time-delayed relay 2  (group A)

overcurrent (logic discrim)

&

≥1

0T

T = 0,2 s

&

inhibition of BI transmission
if fault is not cleared

tripping (01)

time delay settings
for time-based
discrimination

time delay settings
for logic
discrimination

output Oxx   : BI transmission

log. Input I13: AL receipt

BI transmission
BI receipt

(1)

(2)

(2)
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Protection settings
The Sepam 1000+ can be set:
c via the front panel when Sepam 1000+ is equipped
with the advanced UMI function. Function keys (blue)
may be used to navigate in the menu and to scroll
and accept the displayed values.
Main functions performed:
v changing of passwords,
v entry of general parameters,
v entry of protection settings.
c via a PC equipped with the SFT 2841 software
package connected to the front panel for all types of
Sepam 1000+.

Menus guide the user through the different phases of
parameter and protection setting by a series of
windows suited to each operation.

The SFT 2841 software package may be used for
Sepam 1000+ parameter and protection setting in
connected or unconnected mode. The unconnected
mode allows all the parameter settings to be prepared
ahead of time and loaded in a single operation when
the Sepam 1000+ is connected on site (downloading).
Main functions performed by the SFT2841:
c changing of passwords,
c entry of general parameters (ratings, integration
period, …),
c entry of protection settings,
c changing of program logic assignments,
c enabling/disabling of functions,
c saving of files.

Program logic parameter
setting
Program logic parameter setting consists mainly of
assigning the data from the protection function to the
signal lamps and output relays. This parameter
setting is done by entering the data in the chart in the
SFT 2841 software.

I1 = 162A
I2 = 161A
I3 = 163A

reset

I onSF6extIo >> 51NIo > 51NI > 51Tripon 0 off

clear

Parameter and protection settings

Example of phase overcurrent protection setting screen.

Example of parameter setting.
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Program logic by default
Each Sepam 1000+ has program logic by default
according to type (S20, T20,…) as well as messages
for the different signal lamps.

The functions are assigned according to the most
frequent use of the unit. This parameter setting may
be customized if required using the SFT 2841
software package.

Output
O1 - tripping
O2 - inhibit closing
O3 - BI transmission
O4 - watchdog
O11 - close order
O12 - phase fault indication
O13 - earth fault indication
O14 – earth fault indication

Signal lamps
L1 - trip
L2 - I > 51
L3 - Io > 51N
L4 - Io >> 51N
L5 - ext
L6 - SF6
L7 - off
L8 - on

(1) or CB withdrawned position.

Example: Sepam S20 equipped with optionnal module MES 114

output signal lamps associated
functions

functions O1 O2 O3 O4 O11 O12 O13 O14 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

phase protection 50/51-1 c c c c c breaker control
(latching) 50/51-2 c c c c c
earth fault protection 50N/51N-1 c c c c c

50N/51N-2 c c c c c
unbalance 46 c c c
protection

recloser 79 c c
open position I11 c trip circuit

closed position I12 c supervision

blocking input I13 logic selectivity
receipt

line switch open (1) I14

tripping by I21 c
external protection

I22

I23

I24

remote control I25 remote control
enable

SF6 pressure drop I26 c c
blocking c logic selectivity
input transmission

“pick-up” signal disturbance
recording triggering

watchdog c
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Example: Sepam T20 equipped with optionnal module MES 114

Parameter and protection settings (cont’d)

output signal lamps associated
functions

functions O1 O2 O3 O4 O11 O12 O13 O14 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

phase protection 50/51-1 c c c c c breaker control
(latching) 50/51-2 c c c c c
earth fault protection 50N/51N-1 c c c c c

50N/51N-2 c c c c c
unbalance 46 c c c
protection

open position I11 c trip circuit

closed position I12 c supervision

received blocking I13 logic selectivity
signal

line switch open (1) I14

Buchholz I21 c c c c
trip

thermostat I22 c c c c
trip

Buchholz I23
alarm

thermostat I24
alarm

remote control I25 remote control
enable

SF6 pressure drop I26 c
blocking c logic selectivity
input transmission

“pick-up” signal disturbance
recording triggering

watchdog c

Output
O1 - tripping
O2 - inhibit closing
O3 - BI transmission
O4 - watchdog
O11 - close order
O12 - phase fault indication
O13 - earth fault indication
O14 – earth fault indication

Signal lamps
L1 - trip
L2 - I > 51
L3 - Io > 51N
L4 - Io >> 51N
L5 - ext
L6 - SF6
L7 - off
L8 - on

(1) or CB withdrawned position.
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Example: Sepam M20 equipped with optionnal module MES 114

output signal lamps associated
functions

functions O1 O2 O3 O4 O11 O12 O13 O14 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

phase protection 50/51-1 c c c c c breaker control
(latching) 50/51-2 c c c c c
earth fault protection 50N/51N-1 c c c c c

50N/51N-2 c c c c c
unbalance 46 c c c
protection

thermal overload 49RMS c c
phase 37 c
undercurrent

excessive starting 48/51LR c
time, locked rotor

starts per hour 56 c
temperature alarm 49T
monitoring

temperature trip 49T c c
monitoring

open position I11 c trip circuit

closed position I12 c supervision

line switch open (1) I14

external trip I21 c c c
motor I22
reacceleration

I23

I24

remote control I25 remote control
enable

SF6 pressure drop I26 c
émission attente c logic selectivity
logique

“pick-up” signal disturbance
recording triggering

watchdog c

Output
O1 - tripping
O2 - inhibit closing
O3 - BI transmission
O4 - watchdog
O11 - close order
O12 - phase fault indication
O13 - earth fault indication
O14 – earth fault indication

Signal lamps
L1 - trip
L2 - I > 51
L3 - Io > 51N
L4 - Io >> 51N
L5 - ext
L6 - SF6
L7 - off
L8 - on

(1) or CB withdrawned position.
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Parameter and protection settings (cont’d)

Example: Sepam B20 equipped with optionnal module MES 114

Output
O1 - tripping
O2 - positive sequence undervoltage signal 1
O3 - remanent voltage signal
O4 - watchdog
O11 - undervoltage signal 1
O12 - overvoltage signal 1
O13 - residual overvoltage signal 1
O14 - underfrequence signal 1

Signal lamps
L1 - trip
L2 - U < 27
L3 - U < 27D
L4 - U < 27R
L5 - U > 59
L6 - U > 59N
L7 - F > 81H
L8 - F > 81L

output signal lamps associated
functions

functions O1 O2 O3 O4 O11 O12 O13 O14 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

positive sequence 27D c c
undervoltage
setting 1
positive sequence 27D c c c
undervoltage
setting 2
remanent 27R c c
undervoltage
undervoltage 27 c c
setting 1
undervoltage 27 c c c
setting 2
overvoltage 59 c c
setting 1
overvoltage 59 c c c
setting 2
residual overvoltage 59N c c
setting 1
residual overvoltage 59N c c c
setting 2
overfrequency 81L c c c

underfrequency 81H c c
setting 1
underfrequency 81H c c c
setting 2
“pick-up” signal disturbance

recording triggering

watchdog c
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Characteristics

Size and weight
Sepam 1000+ base unit

“Terminal block” mounting with AMT840 plate
Used to mount the Sepam at the back of the
compartment with access to the connectors on the
rear panel.

Mounting associated with the use of the remote
advanced UMI (DSM303).

Mounting shown with advanced UMI
and optional MES 114 module.
Weight = approx. 1.2 kg without option.
Weight = approx. 1.7 kg with option.

98

198222

31

mounting latch

202

162

160176

Front panel flush-mounting

Top view Side view cutout

Mounting sheet thickness < 3 mm.

216

230

236

15

40

40

40

40

40

176

98123

6,5
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Characteristics (cont’d)

88

30

144

(1)

117

162

25 (1)

DSM 303 module

Weight approx. 0.3 kg
(1) depth with connection cord: 70 mm.

Cutout dimensions for flush-mounting
(mounting plate thickness < 3 mm).

ACE 949 communication
interface module

Weight approx. 0.1 kg
(1) depth with connection cord: 70 mm.

98.5

144

88

7230 (1)

Cutout

MET 148 module

MET148
Weight approx. 0.2 kg

(1) depth with connection
cord: 70 mm.

88

30

144

(1)

MSA 141 module

MSA141
Weight approx. 0.2 kg

(1) depth with connection
cord: 70 mm.
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CSH 120, CSH 200
core balance CTs
The specially designed CSH 120 and CSH 200 core
balance CTs are used for direct residual current
measurement. The only difference between them
is their diameter and they can both operate with
2 selected ratings:
c 2 A rating:
set points from 0.2 A to 30 A,
c 20 A rating:
set points from 2 A to 300 A.

Characteristics:
c dinner diameter:
v CSH 120: dia. 120 mm
v CSH 200: dia. 200 mm
c accuracy: +5% at 20°C
c transformer ratio: 1/470
c maximum permissible current: 20 kA-1s
c operating temperature: -25°C to +70°C
c storage temperature: -40°C to +85°C
c drift in accuracy related to temperature: +1%
c the wiring resistance should be < 10 Ω.

Dimensions

Mounted directly on
cable.

Mounted on plate or rail.

dimensions (mm) weight (kg)

A B D E F H J K L

CSH 120

120 164 44 190 76 40 166 62 35 0.6

CSH 200

200 256 46 274 120 60 257 104 37 1.4

Horizontal CSH 30 mounting Vertical CSH 30 mounting

CSH 30 interposing ring CT
The CSH 30 interposing ring CT is used when the
residual current is measured using 1 A or 5 A current
transformers.
It should be installed near the Sepam input
(max. distance 2 m).

2 ø 4.5

82

60

8

50

5

ø 30

2 ø 4.5

29

4

16

Dimensions

weight : 0.12 kg

D

K B

L

4 horizontal
mounting holes dia. 5

ø AF H

J

E

4 vertical
mounting holes dia. 5
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Characteristics (cont’d)

analog inputs

current transformer (1) 1 A CT < 0.001 VA
1 A to 6250 A ratings 5 A CT < 0.025 VA

voltage transformer 100 to 120 V > 100 kΩ
220 V to 250 kV ratings

input for RCD (2)

type of RCD Pt 100 Ni 100 / 120

isolation from earth no no

logic inputs

voltage (2) 24 to 250 Vdc -20/+10% (from 19.2 to 275 Vdc)

consumption 3 mA typical

logic outputs (O&, O2, O11 contacts) (2)

voltage DC 24 / 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

AC (47.5 to 63 Hz) 100 to 240 Vac

continuous rating 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A

breaking resistive load 8 / 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A
capacity L/R load < 20 ms 6 / 2 A 0.5 A 0.2 A

L/R load < 40 ms 4 / 1 A 0.2 A 0.1 A

resistive load - 8 A

load p.f. > 0.3 - 5 A

logic outputs (O3, O4, O12, O13, O14 contacts) (2)

voltage DC 24 / 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220 Vdc

AC (47.5 to 63 Hz) 100 to 240 Vac

continuous rating 2 A 2 A 2 A

breaking L/R load < 20 ms 2 / 1 A 0.5 A 0.15 A
capacity load p.f. > 0.3 - 1 A

power supply (2)

range deactivated cons. (3) max. cons. (3) inrush current

24 Vdc -20% +50 % (19.2 to 36 Vdc) 3 to 6 W 7 to 11 W < 10 A for 10 ms

48 / 250 Vdc -20% +10 % 2 to 4.5 W 6 to 8 W < 10 A for 10 ms

110 / 240 Vac -20% +10 % (47.5 to 63 Hz) 3 to 9 VA 9 to 15 VA < 15 A for
first half-period

analog output

current 4 - 20 mA, 0 - 20 mA, 0 - 10 mA

load impedance < 600 Ω (wiring included) (2)

accuracy 0.5%

(1) wiring :maximum core section ≤ 6 mm2 (≥ AWG 10) and ring lug terminal ø 4 mm.
(2) wiring :1 wire maximum core section 0.2 to 2.5 mm2 (≥ AWG 24-12) or 2 wires maximum core section 0.2 to 1mm2 (≥ AWG 24-16).
(3) according to configuration.

Electrical characteristics
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Environmental characteristics
isolation

dielectric withstand at power frequency IEC 60255-5 2 kVrms – 1 mn (1)

1.2/50 µs impulse wave IEC 60255-5 5 kV (2)

electromagnetic compatibility

fast transient bursts IEC 60255-22-4 class IV
IEC 61000-4-4 level IV

1 MHZ damped oscillating wave IEC 60255-22-1 class III

immunity to radiated fields IEC 60255-22-3 class X 30 V/m
IEC 61000-4-3 level III 10 V/m

immunity to conducted RF disturbances IEC 61000-4-6 level III 10 V

electrostatic discharge IEC 60255-22-2 class III 6 kV / 8 kV (contact / air)
IEC 61000-4-2 level III

conducted disturbance emission EN 55022 / CISPR 22 class B on aux. supply (4)

disturbing field emission EN 55022 / CISPR 22 class A (5)

mechanical robustness

degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 52 on front panel
other sides closed
(except for rear IP20)

vibrations IEC 60255-21-1 class II

shocks / jolts IEC 60255-21-2 class II

earthquakes IEC 60255-21-3 class II

fire resistance IEC 60695-2-1 glow wire 630°C
climatic withstand

operation IEC 60068-1 and 2 0°C to +55°C
(-25°C to +70°C) (3)

storage IEC 60068-1 and 2 -25°C to +70°C
damp heat IEC 60068-2-3 93% RH at 40°C,

56 days (storage)
10 days (operation)

(1) except for communication 1 kVrms.
(2) except for communication 3 kV common mode, 1 kV differential mode.
(3) option.
(4) generic EN 50081-1 standard.
(5) generic EN 50081-2 standard.



Ordering information

Type of Sepam

type integrated advanced UMI

substation .......................... S20 .............................................................

transformer ........................ T20 ..............................................................

motor .................................. M20 .............................................................

busbar ................................ B20 .............................................................

auxiliary power supply ................... 24 Vdc ............................................................

....................................................... 48 to 250 Vdc or 100 to 240 Vac ...................

operating temperature ................... 0 °C, +55 °C ...................................................

....................................................... -25 °C, +70 °C ................................................

working language .......................... English / French .............................................

....................................................... English / Spanish ...........................................

....................................................... English / Italian ...............................................

user’s manual ................................ French ............................................................

....................................................... English ............................................................

Sepam 1000+ quantityWhen ordering, please enclose a photocopy
of this page with your order, filling in the requested
quantities in the spaces provided and ticking off
the boxes to indicate your choices.

PCRED399039EN  /1
ART.28274

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.

Schneider Electric Postal address
F-38050 Grenoble cedex 9
Tel : 33 (0)4 76 57 60 60
Telex : merge 320842 F
http://www.schneider-electric.com

As standards, specifications and designs change from
time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

11 / 1999

Rcs Nanterre B 954 503 439

Separate modules
and optional accessories quantity

residual current sensors ....................................CSH 120 ...........................

...........................................................................CSH 200 ...........................

interposing ring CT
for residual current input ................................... CSH 30 .............................

4 input + 4 output module ................................. MES 108 ..........................

10 input + 4 output module ............................... MES 114 ...........................

8 temperature sensor module ........................... MET 148 ...........................

analog output module ........................................ MSA 141 ...........................

remote advanced UMI module (1) ...................................... DSM 303 ..........................

RS485 network interface (2) ..................................................... ACE 949 ...........................

remote module connection cable L = 0.6 m ...... CCA 770 ...........................

remote module connection cable L = 2 m .........CCA 772 ...........................

remote module connection cable L = 4 m .........CCA 774 ...........................

PC parameter setting and operation
software kit (3) .......................................................................................... SFT 2841 ..........................

rear cover (lead sealing kit) ............................... AMT 843 ...........................

mounting plate ...................................................AMT 840 ...........................

RS485 / RS232 converter ................................. ACE 909-2 ........................

RS485 / RS485 interface ..................................ACE 919 CA .....................

RS485 / RS485 interface ..................................ACE 919 CC .....................

core balance CT interface ................................. ACE 990 ...........................

Notes:
(1) not compatible with Sepam units equipped with integrated advanced UMI
(2) including the CCA612 connection cord
(3) kit including the CCA783 connection cord and SFT 2826 software
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RS 485 network

General architecture of an RS 485 network

2-wire bus topology
Two-wire cabling of the communication network makes
it possible to use a single shielded pair, which means
simple cabling.

Each item of equipment connected to the network
includes a transmitter and a receiver that are
connected to the same cable.

Since communication is half duplex, alternating and
two-way, messages are conveyed in both directions on
the same line from the master to the slaves and vice
versa.

Communication takes place alternately, with the
transmitters taking turns on the line.

The master can be any station.

Connection of the stations (2-wire)
The network comprises a single cable (a shielded,
twisted pair). The various stations in the network are
connected by linking both of the following:
c all the outputs marked + (TD+, RD+) to the network +
wire (marked L+),
c all the outputs marked - (TD-, RD-) to the network -
wire (marked L-).

Presentation
The Modbus communication network may be used to
connect equipment to a central monitoring and control
system on a local network in half duplex, master-slave
mode.

The communication network is a LAN (Local Area
Network). Transmission is of the serial type and all the
stations are connected in parallel to a 2-wire / (4-wire)
bus. The physical layer is of the RS 485 type in
compliance with the EIA RS 485 standard.

The RS 485 communication bus operates according to
the principle of differential line voltage.

There are 2 main wiring principles for this type of
network:
c 2-wire topology,
c 4-wire topology.

General characteristics
type of transmission asynchronous serial

rate 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600,
19200, 38400 bauds (1)

data formats 1 start, 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop
1 start, 8 bits, even parity, 1 stop
1 start, 8 bits, odd parity, 1 stop

RS 485 electrical interface complies with EIA RS 485 standard

maximum distance 1300 m

branch distance less than 3 m

maximum number of stations on a line 32

(1) 300, 600 bauds not available with ACE 909-2.
300, 600, 1200, 2400 not available with Sepam 1000+.

station 01 station 02 station n (n ≤ 32)

station 03

Rc Rc

5 V

Rp

RD - TD +

0 V

Rp

L -  (B/B')

L + (A/A')

station n-1

TD +
TD –

(A)
(B)

transmitters

RD +
RD –

(A')
(B')

receivers

Polarization
Polarization creates a continuous flow of current through the network, putting all the
receivers in deactivated status until a transmitter is validated.
The network is polarized by connecting the (L+) line to the 0 V and the (L-) line to the
5 V via two 470 Ω polarization resistors (RP).
The network should only be polarized in one location on the line to avoid random
transmission.
It is recommended that the master’s power supplies and resistors be used.
The ACE 909-2 and ACE 919 converters provide this polarization.
Some Schneider equipment offers also this possibility.

Please note
Some equipment items do not comply with the RS 485 standard with respect to
polarities as well as polarization and line impedance matching.
When a mixture of equipment is being connected, make sure to check these points.

Impedance matching
Two 150 Ω resistors (Rc) are required at each end to
match line impedance. Each item of equipment, as well
as each connector, connection box and interface,
contains a 150 Ω resistor which can be used for this
purpose.
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RC = load resistor (150 ohms),
Rp = polarization resistor (470 ohms)

4-wire bus topology
For 4-wire connection of the communication network,
2 shielded pairs are used.

With 4-wire connection, the “master station” is defined
and then the two communication lines, a master
to slaves “transmission” line and a slaves to master
“receiving” line. Communication is alternating half
duplex. Requests are sent from the master to
the salves on the transmission line. Replies are sent
from the slaves to the master on the receiving line.

Connection of stations (4-wire)
The different network are stations are connection
by linking:
c master station
v RD+ inputs to the L+ “transmission” line,
RD- inputs to the L- “transmission” line,
v TD+ outputs to the L+ “receiving” line,
TD- outputs to the L- “receiving” line.

The connection of the master station is the opposite to that of the other stations:
c master station
v RD+ input to the L+ “receiving” line,
RD- input to the L- “receiving” line,
v TD+ output to the L+ “transmission” line,
TD- output to the L- “transmission” line.

Rc Rc

Rc Rc

5 V

Rp

0 V

Rp

5 V

Rp

0 V

Rp

receiving line
(transmission from
slaves to master)

transmission line
(transmission from
master to slaves)

L – (B/B’)

L + (A/A’)

L – (B/B’)

L + (A/A’)

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

master station (supervisor)

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

Polarization
(see 2-wire topology)
It is necessary to polarize both the transmission and receiving lines.
ACE 909-2 and ACE 919 converters are only used with the 2-wire topology.

Impedance matching
Four 150 Ohm resistors (Rc) are mandatory, one at
each end, for impedance matching of both the
transmission and receiving lines.
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Example of equipment concerned:

RD + (A')

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Rc

Rp +

5 V

RD – (B')
TD + (A)
TD – (B)

Rp –
0 V

CE40

B

A

communication
connector
(item 1B)

red
green
indicators

Communication interfaces

Sepam 2000

Schneider’s experience in the industrial world has
shown that more than 50% of communication problems
are linked to the commissioning of the network.

This manual describes the accessories available and
the different connection schemes that may be used for
equipment fitted with a Modbus RS 485 physical link.

These accessories may be used to:
c facilitate commissioning,
c reduce risks linked to the environment (EMC),
c reduce incorrect wiring (faulty welding...).

Merlin Gerin equipment items which use the same type
of RS 485 interface, connected to 9-pin Sub-D
connectors, are identified in the connection schemes
by the symbol                    .MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

recommended module

function type example 2-wire network powered 2-wire network 4-wire network

Sepam 1000 + ACE 949 and
CCA 612 cable

powered 2-wire CCA 609 and CCA 629 and
RS 485 CCA 602 cable CCA 602 cable

not-powered 2-wire CCA 609 and CCA 629 and
RS 485 CCA 602 cable CCA 602 cable

4-wire RS 485 Sepam 2000 CCA 609 and
DC 150 CCA 602 cable
Vigilohm system

RS 232 ACE 909-2 ACE 909-2

2-wire RS 485 CCA 609 and
master cable

2-wire RS 485 ACE 919 ACE 919

4-wire RS 485 CCA 609 and CCA 609 and
master cable master cable

repeater 2-wire RS 485 / ACE 919 ACE 919
2-wire RS 485

Modbus slave
equipment

Modbus master
equipment

You wish to connect an equipment item to a network:
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Sepam 1000+ communication
interface module ACE 949
The network cable connections are made to terminals
A  and  B  situated on the module.

The power supply for the RS 485 communication
interfaces (ACE 949 opposite, items V- and V+) is
provided via the network cable by a single accessory,
ACE 909-2 (or ACE 919) which may be used to
connect up to 20 units.

The distributed power supply network is wired using
a shielded cable that comprises 2 twisted pairs.

Each module is equipped with a 3 meter long CCA 612
prefabricated cable connected to the  C  output of
Sepam 1000+.

88

7230

C

V+V-L+L-

V+V-L+L-

RC
RC

A

B

green indicator
line activity

C

ACE 949ARS485
network

1
2
3
4

B

4
3
2
1 C

L- L+ V+V-

L- L+ V+V-
RS485
network

CCA 612
Sepam 1000 +
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Accessories

CCA 609 connection box
Each equipment item may be connected to the network
cable via a CCA 609 connection box mounted on a
DIN rail (symmetrical or asymmetrical). The connection
box can be used to tap onto the communication cable.

The CCA 609 box is used for 4-wire topologies and/or
in the case of polarization by a Sepam. It is replaced
in other cases by the CCA 629 box.

With this type of connection, it is possible to remove
a station from the network without leaving any
connectors “loose” It also facilitates the connection
of new stations at a later date.

c Mounting on symmetrical or asymmetrical DIN rail,
c Dimensions: 83 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) “ 110 m (D)
with CCA 602 connected,
c Weight: 120 g.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

83

85

55

validation of impedance matching
on the end station only (strap 9-10)

possibility of network polarization
(in one location only) (straps 13-14 and 15-16)
via a station

earthing
terminal

connection
via CCA 602
connection cable

2-wire configuration (straps 5-6 and 7-8)

2-wire RS 485 network
connection terminal block:
incoming:
L + to 1
L – to 2
outgoing:
L + to 3
L – to

normal

normal

clamps for attachment and recovery
of bus cable shielding (incoming/outgoing)

CCA 629 connection box
2 wire
Each equipment item may be connected to the network
cable via a CCA 629 connection box mounted on a
DIN rail (symmetrical or asymmetrical). The connection
box can be used to tap onto the communication cable
and provides continuity of the distributed power supply.

This box is connected to 2-wire RS 485 networks only.

With this type of connection, it is possible to remove
a station from the network without leaving any
connectors “loose” It also facilitates the connection
of new stations at a later date.

c Mounting on symmetrical or asymmetrical DIN rail,
c Dimensions: 83 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) x 110 m (D)
with CCA 602 connected,
c Weight: 120 g.

1 2

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

83

85

55

validation of impedance matching
on the end station only (strap 1-2)

earthing
terminal

connection
via CCA 602
connection cable

clamps for attachment and recovery
of bus cable shielding (incoming/outgoing)

A B

C

2-wire RS 485 network
connection terminal block:
incoming:
V + to 1
V – to 2
L + to 3
L – to 4

normal

normal

CCA 609
or CCA 629

RS 485 bus

CCA 602

Sepam 2000
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CCA 600-2
9-pin connectors
The CCA 600-2 accessory may be used to produce
cables long enough for customized cabling systems:
c connection of station to CCA 609,
c connection of CCA 609 to ACE 909,
c supplied with the ACE 909-2 / ACE 919.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

36

44,5

56,4 16

CCA 619 connector 2 wire
(CCA 629 alternative solution)

Presentation
Each equipment item may be connected directly to the
2-wire RS 485 communication network only, using the
CCA 619 connector.
c dimensions: see diagram,
c weight: 120 g.

Setting of the configuration microswitches

Normal Each line end

Connection of the CCA 619 connector

23 46

70

50

2-wire cable
(standard)

termination resistor connected

not connected

line
polarization

no
polarization

2 W

POL

POL 2 W

POL

POL

L + to +
L – to –

+
-

+
-

cable (2-wire)
for chaining with
another CCA 619
connector

ground
wire

bus RS 485

CCA 619

Sepam 2000

CCA 602 cable
The CCA 602 “cable” accessory is used to create
branches of the RS 485 network from the CCA 609
connection box to each equipment item.

It may also be used to connect the ACE 909 converter
(master / central computer link).

This accessory comprises a 3-meter cable with a 9-pin
sub-D connector with metallic cover at either end.
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Converters

ACE 909-2 RS 485 / RS 232
converter
Presentation
The ACE 909 converter may only be used for 2-wire
mode operation.

Without requiring any flow control signals, after
the parameters are set, the ACE 909-2 performs
conversion, polarization and automatic dispatching
of Modbus frames between the master and the stations
by two-way alternating transmission (half-duplex
with single pair).

The ACE 909-2 converter also provides a 12 V supply
for the distributed power supply of the Sepam 1000+

ACE 949 interfaces.

At the time of cabling, it is necessary to ensure that
the L+ and L- lines are independent or insulated.
The setting of the communication parameters should
be the same as the setting of the Sepam 1000+s
and the master communication.

Data displayed on the front of the device
c On/Off: On (lit) / Off (extinguished),
c Tx, Rx display of RS 232 transmission and receiving
line activity.

Connection

Rate SW2/1 SW2/2 SW2/3 SW2/4 SW2/5
1200 1 1 1
2400 0 1 1
4800 1 0 1
9600 0 0 1
19200 1 1 0
38400 0 1 0
parity 0
no parity 1 1
2 stop 0
1 stop    

85

105

105

47
65

Rx Tx 0V

RS 232

Vac ~
0,1A

9 5
RS 485

Tx

1

1
2
3
4
5

0

SW2

on/off

off  on
Rp-
Rp+
Rc

No polarization

No impédance
matching

1
2

-3
SW1

+V

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

-V L+ L-

3 7

Ph N

220Vac  110Vac

Rx

connection to the RS 485
network with CCA 602
accessory or screw-on
connector CCA 600-2
(supplied with the converter)

master link limited to 10 m, connection
by 2.5 mm screw terminal
Rx = box receiving
Tx = box transmission
0V = Rx/Tx common (do not earth)

selective switch for AC voltage
110 - 220 Vac

for access to fuse,
unlock by making a 1/4 turn

connection  of mains power supply
by 2.5 mm screw terminal (reversible Ph/N)
earthed via terminal (green-yellow wire)
and metal case (connection on back of case).

Weight: 460 g

DIN rail mounting
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speed SW2 / 1 SW2 / 2 SW2 / 3

1200 1 1 1

2400 0 1 1

4800 1 0 1

9600 0 0 1

19200 1 1 0

38400 0 1 0

strap position function

SW2 / 4 0 with parity

1 without parity

SW2 / 5 0 2 stop

1 1 stop

strap position function

SW1 / 1 ON polarization at 0 V via Rp - 470 Ω
SW1 / 2 ON polarization at 5 V via Rp + 470 Ω
SW1 / 3 ON 150 Ω impedance matching

resistor at end of RS 485 bus

Electrical characteristics
c mains power supply:
110 Vac / 220 Vac, ±10%, 47 to 63 Hz,
c protection by 0.1 A time-delayed fuse
(5 mm x 20 mm),
c galvanic isolation 2000+ V rms, 50 Hz, 1 mn
between:
v mains input and interface internal power supply
outputs,
v mains input and mechanical frame,
c galvanic isolation 1000 V rms, 50 Hz,
1 mn between RS 232 and RS 485 interfaces,
c transmission delay < 100 ns.

Mechanical characteristics
c mounting on symmetrical/asymmetrical DIN rail,
c dimensions: 105 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) x 47 mm (D),
c weight: 460 g,
c ambient operating temperature: -5 °C to +55 °C.

electromagnetic compatibility

CEI 60255-5,
1.2 impulse wave / 50 microseconds 1 kV differential mode

 3 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-1, 1 MHz damped oscill. wave 0.5 kV differential mode
1 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-4, 5 ns fast transients 4 kV with capacitive coupling
 in common mode
2 kV with direct coupling
 in common mode
1 kV with direct coupling
 in differential mode

Commissioning
Parameter setting of supply voltage
The 110 Vac/220 Vac supply voltage is changed using
a switch which may be accessed on the bottom of the
box (fuse end).

Please note:
This operation must be performed before energizing
the converter.

Parameter setting of transmission via SW2
Used to set the rate and format of asynchronous
transmission.

To change the parameter setting, the box must be
de-energized (reset) in order for the new values to be
processed.

Parameter setting of line resistors via SW1
The SW1 microswitches are used to activate
(or deactivate) the RS 485 network polarization
and line impedance matching resistors.

Box configuration when delivered
c mains power supply 220 Vac.
c 9600 baud rate, 8-bit format, with parity, 1 stop bit,
c polarization and line impedance matching resistors
activated,
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Converters (cont’d)

ACE 919 RS 485 / RS 485
converter

Presentation
The ACE 919 converter is used to connect a master /
central computer equipped with an RS 485 type serial
port as a standard feature to the stations cabled
in an RS 485 bus type network, and to adapt
the system for operation in 2-wire mode.

Without requiring any flow control signals, the ACE 919
converter performs network polarization. The ACE 919
converter also provides a 12 V supply for the
distributed power supply of the Sepam 1000+ ACE 949
interfaces.

Data displayed on the front of the device
c On/Off: On (lit) / Off (extinguished).

Weight: 460 g

DIN rail mounting

Connection

85

105

105

47
65

L+ L-

RS 485

Vdc =
0,2A

9 5
RS 485

on/off

off  on
Rp-
Rp+
Rc

No polarization

No impédance
matching

1
2

-3
SW1

+V

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 919 CC

-V L+ L-

3 7

+Vc 0V

RS 485 link
L+   + line
L-    - line
       shielding

for access to fuse,
unlock by making a1/4 turn

connection of DC power supply by 2.5 mm
screw terminal earthed via terminal
(green-yellow wire) and metal case
(connection on back of case).

connection to the RS 485
network with CCA 602 accessory
(see example of application)
or screw-on connector CCA 600-2
(supplied with the converter)

Weight: 460 g

DIN rail mounting

85

105

105

47
65

L+ L-

RS 485

0,1AT

9 5
RS 485

on/off

off  on
Rp-
Rp+
Rc

No polarization

No impédance
matching

1
2

-3
SW1

+V

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 919 CA

-V L+ L-

3 7

Ph N

Vac ~ 220Vac  110Vac

RS 485 link
L+   + line
L-    - line
       shielding

for access to fuse,
unlock by making a1/4 turn

connection of mains power supply by 2.5 mm
screw terminal (reversible Ph/N)
earthed via terminal (green-yellow wire)
and metal case (connection on back of case).

connection to the RS 485 network
with CCA 602 accessory
(see example of application)
or screw-on connector CCA 600-2
(supplied with the converter)
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Commissioning

AC or DC power supply
ACE 919 DC 24-48 Vdc,
ACE 919 AC 110-220 Vac.

Parameter setting of supply voltage
For ACE 919 CA the 110 Vac/220 Vac supply voltage
is changed using a switch which may be accessed
on the bottom of the box (fuse end).

Please note:
This operation must be performed before energizing
the converter.

Parameter setting of line resistors via SW1
The SW1 microswitches are used to activate
(or deactivate) the RS 485 network polarization
and line impedance matching resistors.

Box configuration when delivered
c mains power supply 220 Vac or 48 Vdc.
c 9600 baud rate, 8-bit format, with parity, 1 stop bit,

strap position function

SW1 / 1 ON polarization at 0V via Rp - 470 Ω
SW1 / 2 ON polarization at 5V via Rp + 470 Ω
SW1 / 3 ON 150 Ω impedance matching

resistor at end of RS 485 bus

electromagnetic compatibility

IEC 60255-5,
1.2 impulse wave / 50 microseconds 1 kV differential mode

3 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-1, 1 MHz damped oscill. wave 0.5 kV differential mode
1 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-4, 5 ns fast transients 4 kV with capacitive coupling
in common mode
2 kV with direct coupling
in common mode
1 kV with direct coupling
in differential mode

Electrical characteristics
c mains power supply:
110 Vac / 220 Vac + 10%, 47 to 63 Hz,
c protection by 0.1 A time-delayed fuse
(5 mm x 20 mm),
c galvanic isolation 2000+ V rms, 50 Hz,
1 mn between:
v mains input and interface internal power supply
outputs,
v mains input and mechanical frame,

DC power supply
c 24 / 48 Vdc + 20%

Mechanical characteristics
c mounting on symmetrical/asymmetrical DIN rail,
c dimensions: 105 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) x 47 mm (D),
c weight: about 400 g,
c ambient operating temperature: -5 °C to +55 °C.
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Wiring and commissioning

RS 485 network cable
The characteristics of the cable recommended
for connecting the CCA… type connection boxes
or ACE type RS 485 interfaces are as follows:
c twisted pair with tinned copper braid shielding,
coverage: > 65%,
c characteristic impedance: 120 Ω,
c gauge: AWG 24,
c resistance per unit length: < 100 Ω / km,
c capacitance between conductors: < 60 pF / m,
c conductor and shielding: < 100 pF / m.

The total network cable length should not be greater
than 1300 meters except limitation due to distributed
power supply.

Examples of compatible cables:
c supplier: BELDEN, reference: 9841 (1 pair)
or 9842 (2 pairs),
c supplier: FILOTEX, reference: FMA-2PS.

Wiring precautions
For the sake of both the safety of people and efficient combating against the effects
of interference, the cabling of systems which comprise digital links must comply with
a set of basic rules aimed at establishing an equipotential-bonded, meshed and
earthed network.

Special care must be taken when making connections between buildings
with earthing that is not interconnected.
For details and useful recommendations, please refer to the Telemecanique
document TSX DG GND F entitled “Grounding cabling guide”.

All the accessories make it possible to ensure the continuity of the cable shielding
and regular grounding.

It is therefore necessary to ensure that:
c the 2 connectors at the ends of the CCA 602 branching cable are plugged in
correctly and locked by the 2 screws specially provided,
c the clamps are tightened onto the metallic shielding braid on each CCA 609,
CCA 619, CCA 629 and ACE 949 connection box,
c each CCA connection box is grounded (earthed) by a 2.5 mm2 diameter green-
yellow wire or a short braid (< 10 cm) via the terminal specially provided,
c the metal case of the ACE 909 or ACE 919 converter is grounded (earthed)
by a green-yellow mains power supply connector wire and an eye lug on the back
of the case.
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ACE 909-2 or ACE 919
converters
In the wiring examples shown, the master is situated
at the end of the network, which is generally the case.

With a master situated in the middle of the network,
it is necessary to remove the impedance matching
resistors from the master stations and install them
at the end of the line.

Modicon BM 85 in RS 485
BM85 R/D A 3 to L+

R/T B 2 to L-

Gnd 1

Modicon BM 85 in RS 2432
BM85 RxD 2 to Tx 4-6 strap

TxD 3 to Rx 7-8

GND 5 to 0V

APPLICOM board in RS 485
BX4010 RC 4 to L+

T- 3 to L+

T+ 2 to L-

ACE 919

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC supply

RC RP

V +
V –

L –
L +

(1)

ACE 909-2

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov
3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

(1)

ACE 919

RS 485
serial port

L- L+

L- L+

AC/DC supply

RC RP

RC impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

RP polarization of deactivated line

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

(1)

(1) distributed power supply output to be used for the connection of Sepam 1000+.

Connection of “master” station
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Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909-2

CCA 629 and CCA 629

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3 421 34 2 81

CCA 602

21

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

CCA 629 CCA 629CCA 629

(1)

(1) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516
CCA 609CCA 609CCA 609

(2)

(1) 2-wire configuration strap 5-6 and 7-8

(1)(1)(1)

(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

L +
L –

+ ––++ ––++ ––++ ––+

L +
L –

L +
L –

L +
L –

2 W

POL

POL2 W

POL

POL

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619

CCA 609 and CCA 602

CCA 619

Connection of “slave” stations 2 wire RS 485
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MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

L –
L +

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3 421 34 2 81

CCA 602

21

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909 3 421 34 2 1

21CCA 602 CCA 629
(or CCA 609) CCA 629CCA 629CCA 629

assembly to be installed for EMC
protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

(1)

(1) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

L –
L +

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909 3 421 34 2 1

21CCA 602
CCA 609CCA 609CCA 609

CCA 629
(or CCA 609)

assembly to be installed
for EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629)
interface

(2)

(1)(1)(1)

(1) 2-wire configuration strap 5-6 and 7-8
(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

+ ––++ ––++ ––++ ––+

L +
L –

L +
L –

L +
L –L –

L +

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909 3 421 34 2 1

21CCA 602

2 W

POL

POL2 W

POL

POL

CCA 629
(or CCA 609) CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619 CCA 619

assembly to be installed for EMC
protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909

CCA 602 and CCA 629

CCA 602 and CCA 609

CCA 619
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MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

L –
L +

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3 421 34 2 81

CCA 602

21

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

RS 485
serial port

L – L +

3 421 34 2 1

21

L –
L +

CCA 629CCA 629CCA 629
CCA 629

(or CCA 609)

assembly to be installed
for EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

(1)

(1) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

RS 485
serial port

L – L +

3 421 34 2 1

21

L –
L +

L –
L +

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 15 16CCA 629
(or CCA 609) CCA 609CCA 609CCA 609

assembly to be installed for
EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629)
interface

(2)

(1)(1)(1)

(1) 2-wire configuration strap 5-6 and 7-8
(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

L –
L +

RS 485
serial port

L – L +

3 421 34 2 1

21

L +
L –

+ ––++ ––++ ––++ ––+

L +
L –

L +
L –

L +
L –

2 W

POL

POL2 W

POL

POL

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619
CCA 629

(or CCA 609)

assembly to be installed
for EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

Master station in RS 485
without converter

CCA 602 and CCA 629

CCA 602 and CCA 609

CCA 619

Connection of “slave” stations 2 wire RS 485 (cont’d)
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Connection of “slave” stations Sepam 1000+

2 wire RS 485

Sepam 1000+ needs distributed power supply
for ACE 949 interface

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909-2

Master station in RS 485
with ACE 919

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

max 250 m

3
ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

RC

V +
V –

L –
L +

RC

RP

max 250 m

3
ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

RC

RC

RP

3
7
9
5

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC
24 - 48 DC
110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line
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Sepam 1000+ needs distributed power supply
for ACE 949 interface

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909-2

Extension of an existing network with CCA 629

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

RC

RP

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3 421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

L +
L –

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

without distributed
power supply

CCA 629CCA 629

(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity
of distributed power supply

(1) (2)

(2) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

L +
L –

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

RC

RP

CCA 609

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

without distributed
power supply

(1) (2)

(3)

(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line
(3) strap 5-6 and 7-8
for 2-wire RS 485

(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity
of distributed power supply

Extension of an existing network with CCA 609

Connection of “slave” stations 2 wire RS 485
with Sepam 1000+
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MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

RC

RP

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

L +
L –

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3
7
9
5

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC
24 - 48 DC
110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

without distributed
power supply

CCA 629

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

(2) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end
of line(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity

of distributed power supply

(1) (2)

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

L +
L –

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
7
9
5

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC
24 - 48 DC
110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

résistance d’adaptation en extrémité de ligne

polarisation de la ligne au repos

RC

RP

CCA 609

without distributed
power supply

(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity
of distributed power supply

(1) (2)

(3)

(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end
of line
(3) strap 5-6 and 7-8
for 2-wire RS 485

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 919

Extension of an existing network with CCA 629

Extension of an existing network with CCA 609
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Connection of “slave” stations
4 wire RS 485

Master station at one end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

RD –RD +

TD –TD +

master station (supervisor)

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

polarization of lines,
load resistors at end of lines,
transmission (optional), receiving

(1) strap 9-10 and 11-12 impedance matching resistor at end of both lines
(2) removal of strap 5-6 and 7-8 in 2-wire mode

(1)

(2)(2)(2)

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

master
strand *

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

RD –RD +TD –TD +

master station (supervisor)

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

8
4
9
5RD –

RD +
TD –
TD +

polarization of lines,
transmission (optional),
receiving

(1) strap 9-10 and 11-12 impedance matching resistor at end of both lines

(1)(1)

(*) pins on CCA 609 9-pin
Sub-D connector

Master station at the middle of line
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Extension of the RS 485 network with ACE 919
in case of distributed power supply

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L- L+

L- L+

AC/DC supply

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov
ACE 909-2

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

L- L+

L-

AC/DC supply

ACE 919

max 250 m

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

Sepam 1000+

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

Sepam 1000+

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

V +
V –

L –
L +

RC

RP

max 250 m

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

21

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+ Sepam 1000+

RC

L+

RC load impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end or beginning of line

RP polarization of deactivated line
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Setting and testing
Commissioning

Setting of communication
parameters
Before Modbus communication equipment is put into
service, parameters need to be set.

selection

transmission rate on converters
adjustable from 300 to 38,400 bauds on equipment

slave n° assigned to equipment
adjustable from 1 to 255

parity: no parity, even parity, odd parity on converters
on equipment

line polarization 1 location only (master)

line impedance matching at end of line
on converters
on equipment
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Operating problems
In case of problems, it is advisable to connect the devices to the RS 485 network
one by one.

The green lamp indicates that there is traffic on the line.

Make sure that the master sends frames to the equipment concerned
and to the RS 232 – RS 485 / RS 485 – RS 485 converter, if there is one.

Points to be checked
Check:
c the wiring to the CCA 612 connectors, the CCA 602 branching cables
and the RS 485 network cable,
c the wiring of the ACE convecters,
c the wiring to each ECA 609 / CCA 629 / CCA 619 connection box,
c the wiring of the ACE 949 interface,
c the distributed voltage V+, V- (12 V),
c the polarization is in one location only,
c the impedance matching is set up at the ends and only at the ends
of the RS 485 network,
c the cable used is the one advised,
c the ACE converters used are correctly connected and parameterized,
c the L+ or L- lines are not earthed,
c the earthing of all the cable shielding,
c the earthing of all the converters, interfaces and connection boxes.

Use an oscilloscope to check the forum of the signals:
c transmit voltage
v level 0 +1.5 V to +5 V
v level 1 -1.5 V to -5 V
c reception voltage threshold
v level 0 > +0.2 V
v level 1 < -0.2 V

Troubleshooting
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presentation

(1)MITOP: Merlin Gerin circuit breakers may be
equipped with this type of trip unit upon request.

contents page

presentation 2

protection 4

functional and connection 6
schemes

other connection schemes 7

connection 8

characteristics 9

installation 10

commissioning 11

ordering information 12

Sepam 100 is a group of modules that may
be used:
■ individually to perform a function,
■ in combination with Sepam 1000
or Sepam 2000.

Each module has been designed to perform
a complete function. It includes all the
elements required, such as:
■ sensor interface,
■ tripping output relays,
■ annunciation, settings,
■ connections.

application
Sepam 100 LA is used as the main
protection system in substations which do
not have an auxiliary power supply source.

Combined with a Sepam 1000 or
Sepam 2000, it provides back-up protection
for the substation incomers.
This protection goes into effect when the
main protection chain fails due to:
■ power supply fault,
■ wiring fault,
■ trip unit fault,
■ shutdown of Sepam 1000 or
Sepam 2000.

advantages
■ protection against low-value phase and
earth faults,
■ self-powering: Sepam 100 LA is powered
by the current sensors,
■ may be put in disabled status (inactive
output) via an external inhibition contact,
■ tripping by a low power-consuming
«MITOP» trip unit (1).
■ high level of immunity to electromagnetic
disturbances.

Sepam 100 LA.
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description
The front face of Sepam 100 LA contains
the instruments needed for the phase and
earth protection settings.

Each set of microswitches, marked K1, K2,
K3 and K4 and associated potentiometer
P1, P2, P3, P4 should be positioned
according to the desired setting.

P2

1 0

1 0 12

10

8

6

3

2

1

CT 5A

CT 1A

sepam 100
S01 LA

1350
1100
850
600
350
100

(ms)t

1 0
-
-
0,8
0,4
0,2
0,12

-
-
0,4
0,2
0,1
0,06

CT5A CT1A
K3

Io> )K4

N

Io>
In = K3 x P3

1 0

1 0

1350
1100
850
600
350
100

1 0
60
54
48
42
36
30

I> I>
In

K1 x P1
N=

P4

P3

(ms)t
K2

P1

9,6
8,4
7,2
6

CT5A CT1A
K1

12
10,8

)

x1 x1,3

x1 x2

0 +250 ms

0 +250 ms

Front face displaying the setting instruments.

Potentiometer turned fully
to left = minimum setting,
to right = maximum setting.

The microswitch is fitted with a
potentiometer that the user turns to adjust
the setting.

microswitch set to 0.

K
1 0

microswitch set to 1.

K
1 0

setting increases as
potentiometer is turned
to right

Setting example:

CT = 100/5,  K1 = 12,  P1 = 1.2  and  N = 3.

using the formula:    I>  =  12 x 1.2

 I>
In

=  4.8,  I> = 480A primary
3In
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protection

phase protection
setting range set point time delay

2.5 to 78 In on 1A CT 100 to 1600 ms

0.5 to 15 In on 5A CT 100 to 1600 ms

accuracy ± 5% ± 10%

Wiring of turns on the interposing ring CT
(e.g. 3 turns).

Sepam 100 LA provides 2 sorts of
protection:
■ phase overcurrent (ANSI 50/51):
protection of equipment against phase-to-
phase faults (2- or 3-phase),
■ earth fault (ANSI 50N/51N):
protection of equipment against earth faults
in directly earthed or impedance earthed
networks.

This sort of protection is appropriate for
current transformers:
■ 1 A secondary (CT 1 A),
■ 5 A secondary (CT 5 A).

Setting includes:
■ making a number of turns around the
interposing ring CT primary,
■ positioning microswitches K1 (1),
■ fine tuning using the potentiometer:
min to max.

Phase current setting (multiple of In)

TC 1A position of K1 in front face  (1)

1 2 3 4 5 6
number position of  P1 potentiometer

of turns min max min max min max min max min max min max

1 30 39 36 46.8 42 54.6 48 62.4 54 70.2 60 78

2 15 19.5 18 23.4 21 27.3 24 31.2 27 35.1 30 39

3 10 13 12 15.6 14 18.2 16 20.8 18 23.4 20 26

6 5 6.5 6 7.8 7 9.1 8 10.4 9 11.7 10 13

8 3.75 4.87 4.5 5.85 5.25 6.82 6 7.8 6.75 8.77 7.5 9.75

10 3 3.9 3.6 4.68 4.2 5.46 4.8 6.24 5.4 7.02 6 7.8

12 2.5 3.25 3 3.9 3.5 4.55 4 5.2 4.5 5.85 5 6.5

CT 5A position of K1 in front face  (1)

1 2 3 4 5 6
number position of  P1 potentiometer

of turns min max min max min max min max min max min max

1 6 7.8 7.2 9.36 8.4 10.92 9.6 12.48 10.8 14.04 12 15.6

2 3 3.9 3.6 4.68 4.2 5.46 4.8 6.24 5.4 7.02 6 7.8

3 2 2.6 2.4 3.12 2.8 3.64 3.2 4.16 3.6 4.68 4 5.2

6 1 1.3 1.2 1.56 1.4 1.82 1.6 2.08 1.8 2.34 2 2.6

8 0.75 0.97 0.9 1.17 1.05 1.36 1.2 1.56 1.35 1.75 1.5 1.95

10 0.6 0.78 0.72 0.93 0.84 1.09 0.96 1.24 1.08 1.40 1.2 1.56

12 0.5 0.65 0.6 0.78 0.7 0.91 0.8 1.04 0.9 1.17 1 1.3

earth protection
setting range set point time delay

0.12 to 1.6 In on 1A CT 100 to 1600 ms

0.06 to 0.8 In on 5A CT 100 to 1600 ms

accuracy ± 5% ± 10%

Setting includes:
■ positioning microswitch K3 (1),
■ fine tuning using the potentiometer:
min to max.

Earth fault current settings (multiple of In)

position of K3 on front face (1)

1 2 3 4
position of P3 potentiometer

min max min max min max min max

CT 1A 0.12 0.24 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.6

CT 5A 0.06 0.12 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8

(1) If all the microswitches are set to 0,
the protection will be inhibited.
Only one microswitch in the group should be
set to 1.
The potentiometer associated to the microswitch
allows a tunning of the setting value:
minimum setting (x1): turned fully to left,
maximum setting (x1.3): turned fully to right.
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time delays
100 to 1600 ms with definite time.

Setting includes:
■ positioning microswitch K2 (phase protection),
K4 (earth protection) (1),
■ fine tuning using the potentiometer:
0 to + 250 ms.

The duration of the time delay includes
MITOP trip unit tripping time.

current sensors
The current transformers should be sized
so as not to saturate at the setting, taking
into consideration Sepam 100 LA's input
impedances:
■ phase input: 0.02 Ω,
■ earth input: 0.08 Ω,
(i.e. 0.1 Ω for phase + earth protection).

In practice, a 2.5 VA, 10P15, 5A secondary
type transformer is appropriate.

The current transformer windings should be
coiled round a separate magnetic coil and
must not supply power to any circuits other
than the Sepam 100 LA's circuit.

Time delay setting (ms)

position of K2 or K4 (1)

1 2 3 4 5 6
position of P2 or P4 potentiometer

min max min max min max min max min max min max

100 350 350 600 600 850 850 1100 1100 1350 1350 1600

interposing ring CT choice
protection CT 1A CT 5A

phase ACE 953 ACE 953

phase + earth ACE 951 ACE 955

(1) If all the microswitches are set to 0,
the protection will be inhibited.
Only one microswitch in the group should be
set to 1.
The potentiometer associated to the microswitch
allows a tunning of the setting value:
minimum setting (+0ms): turned fully to left,
maximum setting (+250ms): turned fully to right.
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functional and connection scheme

Arrangement with 3 phase CTs.
It is mandatory to use the ACE 955 interposing ring CT.

phase and earth protection

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM20
21

18
17

15
14

P1

P2

S1

S2

L1

L2

L3

50
51
50N
51N

12
11

4
3

5
6

7
8

9
10

8

7

blue (-)

red (+)

circuit breaker (1)
MITOP trip unit

5

4

Sepam 1000 or
Sepam 2000
watchdog contact

ACE 955

2
1

1A

(1) the linking between Sepam 100 LA
and the MITOP mustn’t be bigger than 5 Ω.
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phase protection
The following arrangement is used for
phase protection:
■ 2 or  3 phase CTs,
■ ACE 953 interposing ring CT for 1A
or 5A CT.

other connection schemes

3 phase CT arrangement.

2 phase CT arrangement, and residual current
on ground connection.

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM20
21

18
17

15

P1

P2

S1

S2
4
3

5
6

7
8

ACE 953

1A

14

phase and earth protection
The following arrangement can be used
for earth protection:
■ 2 or 3 phase CTs,
■ a current transformer on the earthing
connection.

For 1A CTs: ACE 951 inteposing ring CT.
For 5A CTs: ACE 955 interposing ring CT.

2A

30 A

DPC

2 A

ECM20
21

15
14

S1

S2
4
3

7
8

ACE 951
or ACE 955

9
10

2
1

S1

S2

P1

P2

P1

P2

1A

12
11
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connection

Sepam 100 LA
 1 A 21-pin CCA 621 connector, screw
terminal cabling with cables 0.6 to 2.5 mm2

max., each terminal capable of receiving
two 1.5 mm2 cables.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

A

A

19

17

16

13

12

11

10

14

15

18

9

6

4

3

2

1

phase 1 current

7

8

5

phase 2 current

phase 3 current

20

21

residual current

MITOP

inhibition

A1

interposing ring CT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

input residual current

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

output residual current

phase 1 current (1)

phase 2 current (1)

phase 3 current (1)

Rear view.
earthing terminal
on right side face.

Terminal identification
Each terminal is identified by 3 characters.

1 A 4

board slot number

connector identification
letter
connector terminal number
(1 to 21)

(1) the connection is made directly without any
intermediary terminal block on the interposing
ring CT.
Make the required number of turns.

N.B.
The ACE 953 interposing ring CT does not have
a residual current circuit. ACE 955/ACE 951 interposing ring CT connection scheme.
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characteristics

environmental characteristics
climatic
operation IEC 68-2 -5°C to 55°C
storage IEC 68-2 -25°C to 70°C
damp heat IEC 68-2 95% to 40°C
mechanical
degree of protection IEC 529 IP 51 front face

vibrations IEC 255-21-1 class I

shocks IEC 255-21-2 class I

fire NFC 20455 glow wire

electromagnetic
radiation IEC 255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 255-22-2 class III

electrical
1.2/50 µs impulse wave withstand IEC 255-4 (1) 5 kV

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 255-22-4 class IV

energetic transients IEC 801-5 (2)

(1) printed in 1976 and amended in 1979.
(2) pending.
“ ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
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installation

dimensions and weights

mounting detailsweight: 1.5 kg.

Connection
By 6.35 mm2 clip, max. wire cross-section
2.5 mm2.

Sepam 100 Cut-out

Interposing ring CTs
3 phases
ACE 953 (1A or 5A CT).

3 phases and earth
ACE 951 (1A CT),
ACE 955 (5A CT).

DIN rail mounting

80

weight 1.5 Kg

100

240 240

115

weight 1 Kg

201

20 175

86 max.

202222

mounting latch

88 84 max.

e = 3 mm max
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commissioning

phase protection
■ make the required number of turns on the
ACE 951/953/955 interposing ring CT, as
indicated in the chart (page 4) (the number
of possible turns may be limited by the
cross section of the wire: max.  2.5 mm2

for 12 turns). Make a note of the following
on the front face:
v type of current sensor, 1 or 5A
(e.g. CT 1 A)
v number of turns made (e.g. 3).

■ set microswitch K1 on the front face to
the desired set point (fine tuning
potentiometer P1 turned fully to the
minimum setting on the left). Only 1
microswitch among the 6 available should
be set to 1 (for miminum time delay setting,
microswitch K2 should be set to 1 and the
corresponding potentiometer P2 turned fully
to the left).
■ inject the set point current and turn the
potentiometer until the MITOP trips, after
having shorted the earth matching transfor-
mer for the duration of testing.

Set the time delay to the desired value
using microswitch K2 and the related
potentiometer P2.

earth protection
■ set microswitch K3 on front face
(fine tuning potentiometer P3 turned fully to
the minimum setting on the left).
Only 1 microswitch among the 4 available
should be set to 1 (for miminum time delay
setting, microswitch K4 should be set to 1
and the corresponding potentiometer P4
turned fully to the left).
■ inject the set point current and turn the
potentiometer until the MITOP trips
■ set the time delay to the desired value
using microswitch K4 and the related
potentiometer P4.

12

10

8

6

3

2

1

CT 5A

CT 1A

N

I>
In

K1 x P1
N=

Example of identification.



Schneider Electric SA postal address
F - 38050 Grenoble cedex 9
tel : 33 4 76 57 60 60
telex : merge 320 842 F

As standards, specifications and designs change
from time to time, please ask for confirmation
of the information given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric SA
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.

10 / 1996
AC0399/2E
ART.62381

Ordering information

Sepam 100 LA (1)

Phase interposing ring CT ACE 953 (2) ....................................

Phase + earth interposing  CT ACE 951 (2) (1A secondary) ...........

ACE 955 (2) (5A secondary) ...........

(1) Sepam 100 LA does not include supply of the MITOP trip unit which should be provided with
the circuit breaker.
(2) With Sepam 100 LA, it is mandatory to choose the type of protection
and the type of current transformer secondary.

quantity
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The front of Sepam 100 RT  includes:
■ 7 indicator lamps:
■■ device "on" indicator,
■■ "In3" to "In5" indicators: electrically
latched indicators which store the activated
status of each of the 3 'tripping" inputs,
■■ "In1" and "In2" indicators: electrically
latched indicators which store the activated
status of the 2 "alarm" inputs and indicate
the status of the "alarm 1" and "alarm 2"
output relays,
■■ "out" indicators: latching indicator which
shows switching of the "tripping" output
relay.
■ a "reset" pushbutton: for acknowledgment
of the relay outputs and associated display
when the inputs return to their normal
position.
While activated, this pushbutton may be
used for a lamp test of the indicators on the
front of the device .

The back of Sepam 100 RT  includes:
■ input/output connectors:
■■ a 21-pin connector for the "alarm" inputs
and outputs,
■■ an 8-pin connector for the "tripping"
output and for the power supply,
■■ a 4-pin connector for the "power ON"
output.

Sepam 100 RT  has:
■ 5 common-point logic inputs, named "In1"
to "In5" ,
■ an isolated remote "reset" input,
■ a 3-contact "tripping" output relay (2
normally open contacts and 1 normally
closed contact),
■ 2 "alarm" relays (changeover contacts),
■ a "power ON" relay (1 normally open
contact and 1 normally closed contact).

Sepam 100 RT  operates in 3 ranges of
supply voltage (please specify when
ordering):
■ 24-30 V DC ±20%,
■ 48-125 V DC ±20%,
■ 220-250 V DC -20% +10%.

descriptionSepam 100  is a group of modules that may
be used:
■ individually to perform a function,
■ in combination with Sepam 1000
or 2000.
Each module has been designed to perform
a complete function. It includes all the
elements required, such as:
■ tripping output relays,
■ annunciation,
■ connections.

applications
Sepam 100 RT
Specially designed for transformer
protection applications, offering a
combination of DGPT2 or Buchholz plus
thermostat information.

advantages
Simple to use:
■ three "tripping" inputs,
■ two "alarm" inputs with the possibility of
individual "tripping" input parameter setting,
■ electrically latched inputs,
■ a "tripping" output with high breaking
capacity linked with two other outputs:
"inhibit closing" and "annunciation",
■ two "alarm signal" outputs linked with the
two "alarm" inputs,
■ local or remote acknowledgment,
■ integrated "lamp test".

Clear information
■ display of "tripping" input and output
status on the front of the device.

Dependable operation
■ high level of immunity to electromagnetic
disturbances: Sepam 100 RT  is designed
to operate safely in the highly disturbed
electromagnetic environments of HT
substations.

Front of device with display and control
of  acknowledgement/lamp test.
.

sepam 100

out

in5

in4

in3

in2

in1

on

reset

S01 RT

Sepam 100 RT.
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SA-2
SA-1

Parameter setting

"Alarm" position.

Move the microswitch tab to the left.

"Tripping" position

Move the microswitch tab to the right.

parameter setting
The parameters of the 2 "alarm" inputs
made be set so as to make them "tripping"
inputs.

"Alarm" inputs In1 and In2 may be set
individually as "tripping" inputs.

The choice is made via two microswitches
that are accessible on the left-hand side of
Sepam 100 RT .
Access to the microswitches is closed off
by a removable plastic cover.

The plastic cover should be replaced after
the setting has been made.

Access to and identification of
microswitches SA-1 and SA-2.

functional and connection
diagram

alarm 1
output

alarm 2
output

"alarm"
inputs

"tripping"
inputs

tripping
outputs

power
on
output

21

20
reset

15
In5

14
In4

13
In3

12
In2

11
In1

1

1

2
on

+

-

SA - 1

3
4
2
1

7
8
6
5

In5

In4

In3

In2

In1

out

O5

O4

8
7
6
5

4
3
2
1

4
3

O1

O2

O3

1

0

A

A

O6

10
com

0 A

1

B

1 A

1

1

1

1

1

1

S

R

S

R

S

R

S

R

S

R

SA - 2

reset PB

aux.
sup.
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Sepam 100 RT
1 A 8-pin CCA 608 connector (power
supply and "tripping" outputs), screw
terminal wiring with wires 0.6 to 2.5 mm2

max. Each terminal capable of receiving
two 1.5 mm2 wires.

1 B CCA 604 connector (power ON),
screw terminal wiring for wires 0.6 to 2.5
mm2 max. Each terminal capable of
receiving two 1.5 mm2 wires.

connection

Terminal identification
Each terminal is identified by 3 characters.

0 A 21-pin CCA 621 connector ("alarm"
inputs and outputs), screw terminal wiring
with wires 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 max., each
terminal capable of receiving two 1.5 mm2

wires.

tripping

inhibit
closing

aux
supply

power on
output

annunciation
19

17

16

18

9

reset

In5

20

21

15

13

12

11

10

14

6

7

8

5

4

3

2

1

05

04

In4

In3

In2
In1

common

alarm 2
output

alarm 1
output

+

–

A0

inputs

8

7

6

5

O1

O2

O3 4

3

4

3

2

1

2

1

B1

O6

A1

A1

B1

A0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

A

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

B

+

–

AS RT

24
-3

0V
D

C
48

-1
25

V
D

C
22

0-
25

0V
D

C
10

0-
12

7V
A

C22
0-

25
0V

D
C

10
0-

12
7V

A
C 22

0-
24

0V
A

C

24
-3

0V
D

C
48

-1
25

V
D

C
22

0-
24

0V
A

C

P

A

B A

1 A 4

board slot number (0 to 1)

connector identification letter 
(A or B)
connector terminal number

earthing terminal
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Example of input wiring
(transformer protection)

Example of circuit breaker control
output contact wiring

SEPAM 100 RT

13
12
11
10

14
15

0
0
0
0

0
0

20
21

0
0

A

A

A

A

A

A
A
A

1
2

1
1

A
A

thermostat (tripping)
buchholz (tripping)
thermostat (alarm)
buchholz (alarm)

remote reset

In 3
In 2
In 1
Com

In 4
In 5

reset

power
+
-

+C-C

Sepam 100 RT

TRIP
CLOSE

03 01 02

1 A 4 1 A 61 A 8

A 3 1 A 51 A 7

+C

–C

M

on off

1
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characteristics

electrical characteristics
logic inputs

24/30 Vdc 48/127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

power consumption 10 mA 5 mA 4 mA

typical filtering time 5 ms

logic outputs (relays)
breaking capacity (1) 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 127 Vdc 220/250 Vdc

contact O1 7 A 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A

contacts O2 to O5 3.4 A 2 A 0.3 A 0.15 A

making capacity 8 A

permissible steady state current 8 A

number of operations under full load 10 000

response time typical 15 ms
(inputs to outputs) max. 25 ms

power supply
range typical maxi inrush current

consumption consumption

24/30 Vdc ± 20% 2.5 W 6,5 W < 10 A during 10 ms

48/127 Vdc ± 20% 3.5 W 7.5 W < 10 A during 10 ms

220/250 Vdc - 20%, + 10% 4 W 9 W < 10 A during 10 ms

environmental characteristics
climatic
operation IEC 68-2 -10°C to +70°C

storage IEC 68-2 -25°C to +70°C

damp heat IEC 68-2 95% to 40°C
mechanical
degree of protection IEC 529 IP 51 on front

vibrations IEC -255-21-1 class I

shocks IEC 255-21-2 class I

seismic tests IEC 255-21-3 class I

fire NFC 20455 glow wire

dielectric
power frequency IEC 255-4(1) 2 kV - 1 min.

1.2/50 µs impulse wave resistance IEC 255-4 5 kV

electromagnetic
radiation IEC 255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 255-22-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 255-22-4 class IV

(1) published in 1976 and amended in 1979.
“ ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
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installation

dimensions and weight

mounting details Aweight: 2 kg.

Sepam 100 cut-out

201

20 175

86 max

202222

mounting latch

88 84 max

e = 3 mm max

A
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Ordering information

Sepam 100 S01 RT

quantity: ...................................................................................................

auxiliary power supply: 24 to 30 Vdc .............................................................

48 to 125 Vdc ...........................................................

220 to 250 Vdc .........................................................

As standards, specifications and designs change from
time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric SA
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.
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application
Sepam 100 MI is designed for use in
control cubicles or cabinets. Sepam MI
provides the required indication and local
control components.

advantages
c includes all the animated mimic diagram
components for display of the status of
breaking and isolation devices,
c reduced cabling,
c standardization and consistency with the
Sepam range.

Sepam 100 MI  is a group of modules which
may be used:
c individually to perform a function,
c in combination with Sepam 1000 or 2000.

Each module is designed to provide a
complete function. It includes all the
required components, such as:
c device position indication inputs,
c circuit breaker opening or closing control
outputs,
c isolation control outputs (according to
version),
c local or remote control changeover switch
(according to mimic diagram version),
c connectors.

Example: indication and control for incomer or
feeder circuit breaker.
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description
The front of Sepam 100 MI includes the
following (according to type):
c red and green indicator units used to
make up mimic diagrams representing the
cubicle electrical diagram:
v a red vertical bar representing "device
closed",
v a green horizontal bar representing
"device open".
c a local or remote control selector switch
(CLR),
c a circuit breaker open control pushbutton
(KD2), active in local or remote mode,
c a circuit breaker close control pushbutton
(KD1), active only in local position.

The back of Sepam 100 MI includes a 21-
pin connector for indication and power
supply inputs and control outputs.
Sepam 100 MI can operate with 2 ranges
of power supply (to be indicated when
ordering):
c 24/30 V AC/DC,
c 48/127 V AC/DC.

I

O

local

remote

I

O

local

remote

I

O

local

remote

I

O

local

remote

Mimic diagrams

Device closed. Device open.

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X10. Sepam 100 S01 MI-X22. Sepam 100 S01 MI-X02. Sepam 100 S01 MI-X03.
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block and connection diagrams

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X00.

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X01.

LV6

LR6

LV1

LR1

I

O

local

remote

LV4

LR4

LV1

LR1

KD1

KD2

CLR

LR6

21

20

13

12

11

10

18

19

9

8

LV6

LV1

alim.

1

LR1

7
6

4

5

2
3

17

16

15

14

21

20

18

19
LV1

DC
supply

1

LR1

7
6

4

KD2

KD1

5 common

common 
remote

2
3

Sepam
control enable

CLR

remote

local

CB closing

CB tripping
13

12

11

10

9

8

LR4

LV4

17

16

15

14

AC/DC
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Sepam 100 S01 MI-X02.

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X03.

I

O

local

remote

LV4

LR4

LV1

LR1

KD1

KD2

CLR

LV6

LR6

LR6

21

20

13

12

11

10

18

19

9

8
LV6

LV1
1

LR4

LV4

LR1

7
6

4

KD2

KD1

5 common

common 
remote

2
3

CLR

Sepam
control enable

CB closing

CB tripping

17

16

15

14

remote

local

DC
supply

AC/DC

I

O

local

remote

LV4

LR4

LV1

LR1

KD1

KD2

CLR

LV6

LR6

KS2

KS1

LR6

21

20

13

12

11

10

18

19

9

8
LV6

LV1
1

LR4

LV4

LR1

15
14

17
16

7
6

4

KS2

KS1

KD2

KD1

5 common

common
remote

2
3

Sepam
control enable

CLR

remote

local

17

16

15

14

DC
supply

AC/DC

CB closing

CB tripping

plug in control

plug out control
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block and connection diagrams (cont'd)

I

O

local

remote

LV1

LR1

LV2

LR2

KD1

KD2

CLR

LV4

LR4

I

O

local

remote

LV1

LR1

LV2

LR2

KD1

KD2

CLR

LV4

LR4

21

20

18

19
LV1

1

LR1

7
6

4

KD2

KD1

5 common

common 
remote

2
3

Sepam
control enable

CLR

remote

local

CB closing

CB tripping
13

12

11

10

9

8

LR4

LV4

17

16

15

14

LV2

LR2

DC
supply

AC/DC

21

20

18

19
LV1

1

LR1

7
6

4

KD2

KD1

5 common

common 
remote

2
3

Sepam
control enable

CLR

remote

local

CB closing

CB tripping
13

12

11

10

9

8

LR4

LV4

17

16

15

14

LV2

LR2

DC
supply

AC/DC

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X11.

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X12.
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I

O

remote

local

LV2

LR2

KD1

KD2

CLR

LV4

LR4

LV3

LR3

LV6

LR6

LR6

21

20

13

12

11

10

18

19

9

8
LV6

1

LR4

LV4
7
6

4

KD2

KD1

5 common

common
remote

2
3

CLR

Sepam
control enable

CB closing

CB tripping

17

16

15

14

remote

local

LV2

LR2

LV3

LR3

DC
supply

AC/DC

I

O

remote

local

LV2

LR2

KD1

KD2

CLR

LV4

LR4

LV1

LR1

21

20

18

19
LV1

1

LR1

7
6

4

KD2

KD1

5 common

common 
remote

2
3

Sepam
control enable

CLR

remote

local

CB closing

CB tripping
13

12

11

10

9

8

LR4

LV4

17

16

15

14

LV2

LR2

DC
supply

AC/DC

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X22.

Sepam 100 S01 MI-X10.
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characteristics

electrical characteristics
logic inputs
voltage 24/30 V 48/127 V

max. consumption per input 35 mA 34 mA

logic outputs (relays)
voltage 24/30 V 48/127 V

permissible rated current 8 A

breaking capacity: DC resistive load 4 A 0.3 A

AC resistive load 8 A 8 A

number of on-load operations 10 000 10 000

power supply
auxiliary power source 24 to 30 V –20% +10%
DC or AC current 48 to 127 V –20% +10%
(50 or 60 Hz)

consumption 24 to 30 V: 7.7 VA max. (at 33 V)
48 V: 4 VA
110 V: 18 VA

environmental characteristics
climatic
operation IEC 68-2 -10°C to +70°C

storage IEC 68-2 -25°C to +70°C

damp heat IEC 68-2 95% to 40°C
mechanical
degree of protection IEC 529 IP 51 on front

vibrations IEC -255-21-1 class I

shocks IEC 255-21-2 class I

seismic tests IEC 255-21-3 class I

fire NFC 20455 glow wire

dielectric
power frequency IEC 255-4(1) 2 kV - 1 min.

1.2/50 µs impulse wave resistance IEC 255-4 5 kV

electromagnetic
radiation IEC 255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic discharge IEC 255-22-2 class III

damped 1 MHz wave IEC 255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 255-22-4 class IV

(1) published in 1976 and amended in 1979.
“ ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
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installation

dimensions and weights Cut-out

202

20 55

mounting latch

222

86 maxi.

88

55

83 maxi.

e = 3 mm max

weight: 0.850 kg

Mounting close-up
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notes
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notes



Sepam 100 MI
Sepam type (1) .......................................................................................
quantity ....................................................................................................

(1) example : S01 MI - X00

Power supply voltage
24/30 V ac/dc ........................................................

48/127 V ac/dc ......................................................

ordering information

Schneider Electric SA postal address
F - 38050 Grenoble cedex 9
tel: (33) 76 57 60 60
telex : merge 320 842 F

As standards, specifications and designs change
from time to time, please ask for confirmation
of the information given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric SA
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

this document has been
printed on ecological paper.

08 / 1996
AC0448/3EN
ART.62655

When ordering, please enclose a photocopy of this
page with your order, filling in the requested quantities
in the spaces provided                                           .
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sepam 100
S01 LD

on

trip

20 60

25
30 35

5
15

10

40

80

50

70

% In

reset

Sepam 100 is a group of modules that may
be used:
c separately to perform a function,
c in combination with Sepam 1000
or 2000.
Each module has been designed to perform
a complete function. It includes all the
elements required, such as:
c tripping output relays,
c annunciation, settings,
c connections.

applications
Sepam 100 LD  is a high impedance
differential relay.

It provides restricted earth fault, busbar
and machine protection.

advantages
c stability with respect to external faults,
c sensitivity to internal faults,
c speed (typical response time:
15 ms to 5 x Is),
c outputs with or without latching,
c local and remote acknowledgment,
c high level of immunity to electromagnetic
interference.

description
Sepam 100 LD comes in 4 versions:
c single-phase for restricted earth
protection,
c three-phase for busbar and machine
protection.
c 50 or 60 Hz
50 Hz single-phase: 100 LD X 51
50 Hz three-phase: 100 LD X 53
60 Hz single-phase: 100 LD X 61
60 Hz three-phase: 100 LD X 63

The front of Sepam 100 LD  includes:
c 2 signal lamps:
v power “on” indicator,
v latching “trip” indicator indicating output
relay tripping,
c protection setting dial,
c “reset” button for acknowledging output
relays and the “trip” indicator.
When the button is activated, the “trip”
indicator undergoes a lamp test.

The back of Sepam 100 LD  includes:
c input/output connectors:
v an 8-pin connector for toroid inputs
and remote acknowledgment,
v an 8-pin connector for “tripping” outputs
and power supply,
v a 4-pin connector for “tripping” outputs,
c a microswitch used to configure the relay
“with” or “without” latching.

Sepam 100 LD  has:
c 1 or 3 current inputs with a common point
according to whether it is a single-phase
or three-phase version,
c a logic input (isolated) for remote
acknowledgment,
c “tripping” output relay with 5 contacts
(3 normally open contacts and 2 normally
closed contacts).

Sepam 100 LD operates in 5 voltage ranges
(please specify when ordering):
c 24-30 Vdc,
c 48-125 Vdc,
c 220-250 Vdc,
c 100-127 Vac,
c 220-240 Vac.

Sepam 100 LD  is associated with a
stabilization plate (or 3 plates) with variable
resistance, enabling operation with 1A or 5A
transformers.
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protection

operation - setting curve

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

t (ms)

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l/ls

settings (1) setting values

setting current Is 5 to 40 % In by steps of 5 % In
40 to 80 % In by steps of 10 % In

stabilizing resistor plate Rs = 0 Ω to 68 Ω P = 280 W
Rs = 0 Ω to 150 Ω P = 280 W
Rs = 0 Ω to 270 Ω P = 280 W
Rs = 0 Ω to 470 Ω P = 180 W
Rs = 0 Ω to 680 Ω P = 180 W

accuracy / performance

setting ± 5%

pickup (%) 93% ± 5%

response time i 10 ms for I u 10 x Is
i 16 ms for I u 5 x Is
i 25 ms for I u 2 x Is

memory time i 30 ms

(1) The dial on the front of the device is used for setting.

parameter setting
Microswitch SW1, accesible on the back of
Sepam 100 LD , is used to choose “with“ or
“without“ latching.

SW1

SW1

without latching:

with latching :
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specifying the sensors

To ensure the stability and sensitivity of
Sepam 100 LD , the stabilization resistor
and characteristics of the CTs are calculated
as follows.

n: CT transformation ratio
p : Number of CTs
Rf1, Rf2 : Wiring resistance on either side

of Rs
Rf = max (Rf1, Rf2)

R1, …Rp: CT secondary
resistances
R = max (R1, …Rp)

Rs : Stabilizing resistor
Rl: Surge limiter
isc : Maximum external short-circuit

current in CT secondary winding
is  : Protection setting (A)
if : Current in Rl
im1, imp: CT magnetizing currents
Vk1, Vkp : CT knee-point voltages

Vk = min (Vk1,…Vkp)

Choice of current transformers
c all the CTs must have the same
transformation ratio n.
c the knee-point voltages are chosen
so that:
Vk > 2 x (R + Rf) x isc

Choice of stabilizing resistor

Surge limiter
The approximate voltage developed
by a CT in the event of an internal fault is:

V = 2rrrrrx Vk x (isc x (R + Rf + Rs) - Vk)
If the value exceeds 3 kV, it is necessary to
add an Rl surge limiter in parallel with the
relay and stabilizing resistor in order to
protect the CTs.(see: surge limiter).

Protection sensitivity

The CTs consume magnetizing current and
the surge limiter, when installed, creates
fault current. The minimum residual primary
current detected by the protection is
therefore:

Id = n x (i m1 + …imp + if + is)
with
v im1, …imp are read on the CT
magnetization curves at V = Rs x is.
v if is the total earth leakage current of the
surge limiter for Vs = Rs x is, i.e. the sum of
the earth leakage currents of the N limiter
units installed in parallel: if = N x ib
(see: surge limiter).

Example 2
Busbar (3-phase relay)
switchboard with 10 cubicles incomer,
feeder, without coupling
isc = 30 kA
n : 2000/5 A
R = 1.76 Ω
CTs situated 15 m from the relays,
connected by 2.5 mm2 wiring (copper):

Rf = 0.02 x  = 0.24 Ω

Number of sensors in parallel: 10 (same)
Setting: is = 50% In, is = 2.5 A

c CT knee-point voltage
isc = 30000 x 5/2000 = 75 A
(R + Rf) x isc 

 
= (1.76 + 0.24) x 75 = 150 V

Vk > 2 x 150 = 300 V
e.g.: Vk = 320 V.

c stabilizing resistor

 < Rs i

60 Ω < Rs i 64 Ω
The resistance is adjustable from
0 to 68 Ω. It is set to 64 Ω.

c surge limiter ?
V = 2rrrrr  x 320 (75 (1.76 + 0.24 + 64) - 320)
V = 3443 V > 3 kV
It’s necessary to install a surge limiter
in parallel.

c minimum primary default current
detected by the protection
for V = Rs x is = 160 V
The CT magnetization curve indicates
im = 20 mA. The leakage current curve
of the surge limiter indicates il = 4 mA.
The number of surge limiters is:

N ≥ = 2  hence

Id = (10 x 0.02 + 2 x 0.004 + 2.5) = 1083 A

(2 x 60)
2

56
0.2

140
(2 x 0.2)

(2 x 15)
2.5

320
(2 x 2.5)

75
40

2000
5

100 LD

Rf1 Rf2

R1 R2

protected zone

CT2CT1

RI Rs

R + Rf
is

x isc < Rs i Vk
2 x is

Example 1
Restricted earth (single-phase relay)
Isc primary = 8 kA
n: 400/1 A
R = 2.4 Ω
CTs situated 60 m from the relays,
connected by 6 mm2 wiring (copper)

Rf = 0,020 x = 0,4 Ω

Number of sensors in parallel: 4 (same)
Setting: Is = 20% In, is = 0.2 A

c CT knee-point voltage
isc = 8000/400 = 20 A
(R + Rf) x isc 

 
= (2.4 + 0.4) x 20 = 56 V

Vk > 2 x 56 = 112 V
e.g.: Vk = 140 V.

c stabilizing resistor

< Rs i

280 < Rs i 350
The resistance is adjustable from
0 to 470 Ω. It is set to 300 Ω.

c surge limiter ?
V = 2rrrrrx 140 (20 (2.4 + 0.4 + 300) - 140)
V = 2574 V < 3 kV

It’s not necessary to install a surge limiter
in parallel.

c minimum primary default current
detected by the protection
for V = Rs x is = 60 V
The CT magnetization curve indicates
im = 10 mA
Id = 400 (4 x 0.01 + 0.2) = 96 A

150
2.5
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surge limiter

If the calculations have shown that it is
necessary to install a surge limiter in parallel
with the relay and Rs to protect the CTs, it is
determined as follows.

choice
Standard references
c the surge limiters on offer consist of limiter
blocks which are independent of each other.
Each block accepts a maximum current
of 40 A rms for 1 s. By installing the blocks
in parallel, it is possible to obtain the
appropriate limiter for the application.

c there are two standard references:
v a single module, comprising one block,
v a triple module, comprising three
independent blocks which are aligned.

Calculation of the number of blocks
per phase
According to i, max. RMS short-circuit
current in the secondary winding of a CT,
the number of blocks required per phase
is calculated:

N ≥

c for a 3-phase relay, N triple modules
should be ordered,
c for a single-phase relay, N blocks,
made up of triple and single modules.

Examples
c Examples 1 and 2  :
Max. RMS short-circuit current in the primary
winding of a CT with a ratio of 1000: 60 kA .
v calculation of the number of blocks
per phase:

N ≥ = 1.5

Hence N = 2
v modules to be ordered:
2 triple modules for a 3-phase relay.
2 single modules for a single-phase relay.

c Example 3  :
Max. RMS short-circuit current in the primary
winding of a CT with a ratio of 400: 50 kA .
Single-phase relay.
v calculation of the number of blocks
per phase:

N ≥ = 3,1

Hence N = 4
v modules to be ordered:
1 triple module + 1 single module to have
4 blocks in all.

60000
(1000 x 40)

50000
(400 x 40)I

40

earth leakage current
c a limiter block accepts a max. steady state voltage of 325 V rms and presents an earth fault
current ib:

0.001 0.01
Ib (A rms)

0.1
100

U (V ms)

1000
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functional and connection diagrams

relay

annunciation and
tripping outputs

4

5

7

8

6

4

3

2
1

3

5

8

7

4

2

1

3

6

F0
phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

remote
reset

80 %
5 %

S
≥1

2

auxiliary
power
supply

1

&

R

on

trip

without with
latching

≥1

+
-

PB reset

SW1

F0

F0

0A

1A

1A

1B

Only OA1 and OA2 terminals are available in the single-phase version.

stabilization plate
Connection of CTs and surge limiters:
c 5 A rating: between terminals 1-2 and 3-4,
c 1 A rating: between terminals 1-2 and 5-6.

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

CSH30: core balance CT

2

Rs
5A CT

1A CT
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Connect the wire shielding in the shortest
way possible to 0A .
The shielding is grounded in Sepam 100 LD.
Do not ground the wire by any other means.
Press the wire against the metal frame of
the cubicle to improve immunity to radiated
interference.

Sepam 100 LD
1A : 8-pin CCA 608 connector
(power supply and “annunciation and
tripping” outputs); screw terminal wiring with
0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wires, each terminal being
capable of receiving two 1.5 mm2 wires.
1B : CCA 604 connector
(“annunciation” outputs); screw terminal
wiring with 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wires,
each terminal being capable of receiving
two 1.5 mm2 wires.

connections

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

A
AS LD

1 0

SW1

1~
3~

1 A 4

board slot number (0 to 1)

connector identification
letter (A or B)

connector terminal number

Terminal identification.
Each terminal is identified by 3 characters.

4

1

2

5

tripping7

04

6

4

3

2

1

3

05

02

03

01

annunciation

annunciation

- auxiliary power

+ supply

81A

1B

stabilization plate

1
2
3
4
5
6

2

1

2

1

CSH30 0A

c items 1 to 6: clamp screw connections for
6 mm2 wire.
c items 1, 2: secondary of CSH30 core
balance CT, connected to 0A .
Wire to be used:
v sheathed, shielded wire,
v min. cross-section 0.93 mm2 (AWG 18)
(max. 2.5 mm2)
v resistance load per unit length
 < 100 mΩ/m
v min. dielectric strength: 1000 V
v max. length: 2 m.

2

1

6

4

3

7

8

5

0A

remote reset

phase 3 input

phase 2 input

phase 1 input 
(single-phase)

: ground terminal

0A : 8-pin CCA 608 connector
(toroid and remote reloading inputs); screw
terminal wiring with 0.6 to 2.5 mm2 wires,
each terminal being capable of receiving
two 1.5 mm2 wires.

surge limiter

c single unit = outputs with screw M10,
c triple unit = outputs with holes ø 10,4 (see
“installation”).

c example 1 (N = 2 blocks per phase):
2 triple modules for a 3-phase relay.

Rs1 Rs2 Rs3
100 LD

Rs

100 LD

c example 2  (N = 2 blocks per phase):
2 single modules for a single-phase relay.

c example 3  (N = 4 blocks per phase):
1 triple module + 1 single module for
a single-phase relay.

Rs

100 LD
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connections (cont’d)

examples of applications Restriced earth protection (single-phase) - 1 A CT

Busbar protection (3-phase) - 5 A CT - with surge limiters

Sepam
100LD

1
2
3
4
5
6

2

1

2
1

plate 0A

Sepam
100LD

1
2
3
4
5
6

0A

2

1

4
3

1
2
3
4
5
6

2

1

1
2
3
4
5
6

2

1

2
1

6
5

plate 2

plate 1

plate 3

protected zone

Correspondence between primary and
secondary connections (e.g. P1, S1)
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characteristics

analog inputs (with plate)

constant current 10 In

3 sec. current 500 In

logic input (remote reset)

voltage 24/250 Vdc 127/240 Vac

maximum power consumption 3.5 W 3.7 VA

logic outputs

constant current 8 A

voltage 24/30 Vdc 48 Vdc 127 Vdc/Vac 220 Vdc/Vac

breaking capacity (contact 01) resistive dc load 7 A 4 A 0.7 A 0.3 A

resistive ac load 8 A 8 A

breaking capacity (contacts 02 to 05) resistive dc load 3.4 A 2 A 0.3 A 0.15 A

resistive ac load 4 A 4 A

power supply

range consumption when inactive max. consumption inrush current

24/30 Vdc ±20 % 2.5 W 6 W < 10 A for 10 ms

48/125 Vdc ±20 % 3 W 6 W < 10 A for 10 ms

220/250 Vdc -20 %, +10 % 4 W 8 W < 10 A for 10 ms

100/127 Vac -20 % +10 % 6 VA 10 VA < 15 A for 10 ms

220/240 Vac -20 % +10 % 12 VA 16 VA < 15 A for 10 ms

operating frequency 47.5 to 63 Hz

electrical characteristics

climatic

operation IEC 68-2 -5 °C to 55 °C
storage IEC 68-2 -25 °C to 70 °C
damp heat IEC 68-2 95 % at 40 °C
influence of corrosion IEC 654-4 class I

mechanical

degree of protection IEC 529 IP 41 on front

vibrations IEC 255-21-1 class I

shocks and bumps IEC 255-21-2 class I

earthquakes IEC 255-21-3 class I

fire IEC 695-2-1 glow wire

electrical insulation

power frequency IEC 255-5 2 kV - 1 mn

1.2/ 50 us impulse wave IEC 255-5 5 kV

electromagnetic compatibility

immunity to radiation IEC 255-22-3 class x 30 V/m

electrostatic sicharges IEC 255-22-2 class III

single-direction transients (1) IEC 1000-4-5

damped 1MHz wave IEC 255-22-1 class III

5 ns fast transients IEC 255-22-4 class IV

environmental characteristics

“ ” marking on our product guarantees their conformity to European directives.
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installation and commissioning

dimensions and weights Sepam 100 LD
Relay

201

20 175

86 max.

202222

mounting latch

88 84 max.

e = 3 mm max

weight: 1.9 kg

Stabilization plate

352.5

104

12

110

weight: 1.7 kg

M6 - 16 mm

Cutout
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commissioning
Plate
■ before installing the plate, set the required
resistance using the ohmmeter,
■ wire the current transformers to the
terminals that correspond to their current
rating, in parallel with surge limiters:
v between 1-2 and 3-4 for 5 A
v between 1-2 and 5-6 for 1 A.

Relay
■ set microswitch SW1, located on the back,
to “with“ or “without“ latching (see page 3),
■ adjust the front dial to the required setting.

testing
Using a temporary connection (1 turn), inject
a current 20% above the setting (5 A rating)
into the toroid primary and check that the
relay trips.

e.g. Is = 40 % x In.
I = 0.4 x 5 A x 1.2 = 2.4 A.

The test is carried out on each of the three
plates if a three-phase relay is being used.

Rs

plate

5-6
3-4
1-2

I

CSH30

surge limiter
Single unit

124

62

155
mounting isolated
support
M10

connection
M 10

weight : 1,2 kg max.

124

62

250

M10
mounting isolated
support

Ø 10.4
connection

30

Triple unit

masse : 3,1 kg max.



Ordering information

Sepam 100 S01 LD (supplied with connections and mounting lugs)

quantity : ..................................................................

rated frequency: 50 Hz ..........................................................................

60 Hz ..........................................................................

version: single-phase ...............................................................

three-phase ................................................................

auxiliary power supply: 24 to 30 Vdc ...............................................................

48 to 125 Vdc .............................................................

220 to 250 Vdc ...........................................................

100 to 127 Vac ...........................................................

220 to 240 Vac ...........................................................

stabilization plate

resistance 68 Ω - 280 W ...............................................

150 Ω - 280 W .............................................

270 Ω - 280 W .............................................

470 Ω - 180 W .............................................

680 Ω - 180 W .............................................

surge limiters

single unit : ...................................................................

triple unit : ...................................................................

quantity

quantity

Schneider Electric SA postale address
F-38050 Grenoble cedex 9
tel : (33) 04 76 57 60 60
telex : merge 320842 F

As standards, specifications and designs change from
time to time, please ask for confirmation of the information
given in this publication.

Publishing: Schneider Electric SA
Design, production: Idra
Printing:

10 / 1996
AC0458/2EN
ART.63979

This document has been
printed on ecological paper.
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generalities Protection devices continuously monitor the
electrical status of system units and cause
them to be de-energized (e.g. tripped by a
circuit breaker) when they are the site of a
disturbance: short-circuit, insulation fault...

The objectives are:
to contribute to protecting people against

electrical hazards,
to prevent equipment damage (the power

produced by a three-phase short-circuit on a
MV busbar can melt up to 50 kg of copper
within 1 second, the temperature at the
centre of the arc can exceed 10,000°C),

to limit thermal, dielectric and mechanical
stress on equipment,

to maintain stability and service continuity
in the system,

to protect adjacent installations
(for example, by reducing induced voltage in
adjacent circuits).

In order to attain these objectives, a
protection system should have the following
features:

speed,
discrimination,
reliability.

Protection, however, has its limits: faults
have to actually occur in order for it to take
effect. Protection cannot therefore prevent
disturbances; it can only limit their duration.
Furthermore, the choice of a protection
system is often a technical and economic
compromise between the availability and
safety of the electrical power supply.

The choice of a protective device is not the
result of isolated study, but rather one of the
most important steps in the design of the
electrical system.
Based on an analysis of the behaviour of
electrical equipment (motors,
transformers...) during faults and the
phenomena produced, this guide is intended
to facilitate your choice of the most suitable
protective devices.

undervoltage protection

voltage restrained
overcurrent protection

Buchholz

differential protection neutral voltage displacement
protection

thermal overload protection reactive reverse power
protection

negative sequence
unbalance protection

real reverse power
protection

earth fault protection overvoltage protection

directional overcurrent
protection

over and underfrequency
protection
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introduction The choice of MV and HV grounding systems
has long been a topic of heated controversy
due to the impossibility of finding a single
compromise for the various types of electrical
systems. Experience acquired today enables a
pertinent choice to be made according to the
specific constraints of each system.

grounding systems

five grounding sytems Neutral potential can be grounded using five
methods that differ according to the kind
(capacitive, resistive, inductive) and value
(zero to infinity) of the Zn impedance
connection made between the neutral and
earth:

Zn = ∞ ungrounded, no deliberate
connection,

Zn is a resistance with a fairly high value,
Zn is a reactance with a generally low value,
Zn is a  reactance designed to compensate

for the system capacity,
Zn = 0 - the neutral is directly grounded.

The selection criteria involve many aspects:
technical characteristics (system function,

overvoltage, fault current, etc...),
operation (service continuity, maintenance),
safety,
cost (investment and operating expenses),
local and national customs.

In particular, there are two major technical
considerations which are, in fact, contradictory:

Reducing the level of overvoltage
Overvoltage is of several origins:

lightning overvoltage, which all overhead
systems are exposed to, up to the user supply
point,

internal system overvoltage caused by
operations and certain critical situations
(resonance),

overvoltage resulting from an earth fault itself
and its clearance.

Reducing earth fault current (If).
Fault current that is too high produces a whole
series of consequences:

damage caused by the arc at the fault point;
particularly the melting of magnetic circuits in
rotary machines,

thermal withstand of cable shields,
size and cost of earthing resistance,
induction into adjacent telecommunication

systems,
danger for people created by raised frame

potential.

Unfortunately, optimizing one of these
requirements is automatically to the
disadvantage of the other. Two typical
grounding methods accentuate this contrast:

the ungrounded neutral system, which
eliminates the flow of earth fault current
through the neutral but causes the most
overvoltage,

the directly grounded neutral system, which
reduces overvoltage to a minimum, but causes
high fault current.
An intermediate solution is therefore often
chosen: the impedance grounded neutral
system.

difficulties and selection
criteria
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grounding systems (cont.)

In this type of system, a phase-to-earth fault
only produces a weak current through the
phase-to-earth capacity of the fault-free
phases.
It can be shown that Id = 3 CωV

c V being the simple voltage,
c C the phase-to-earth capacity of a phase,
c ω the frequency of the system (ω = 2πf).

The Id current can remain for a long time, in
principle, without causing any damage since
it does not exceed a few amperes
(approximately 2 A per km for a 6 kV single-
pole cable, with a 150 mm2 cross-section,
PRC insulated, with a capacity of 0.63 µF/km).
Action does not need to be taken to clear this
1st fault, making this solution advantageous in
terms of maintaining service continuity.
However, this brings about the following
consquences:
c if not cleared, the insulation fault must be
signalled by a permanent insulation
monitor,
c subsequent fault tracking requires device
made all the more complex by the fact that it is
automatic, for quick identification of the faulty
feeder, and also maintenance personnel
qualified to operate it,
c if the 1st fault is not cleared, a second fault
occurring on another phase will cause a real
two-phase short circuit through the earth,
which will be cleared by the phase protections.

ungrounded

Id

Advantage
The basic advantage is service continuity
since the very weak fault current prevents
automatic tripping.

Drawbacks
The failure to eliminate overvoltage through
the earth can be a major handicap if
overvoltage is high. Also, when one phase is
earthed, the others are at delta voltage
(U = V.e) in relation to the earth increasing
the probability of a 2nd fault. Insulation costs
are therefore higher since the delta voltage
may remain between the phase and earth for
a long period as there is no automatic tripping.
A maintenance department with the equipment
to quickly track the 1st insulation fault is also
required.

Applications
This solution is often used for industrial
systems (≤ 15 kV) requiring service continuity.
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resistance grounding

Id

N

Rn

I
N 

>

accessible neutral

In this type of system, a resistive impedance
limits earth fault current Id, while still allowing
proper evacuation of overvoltage. Protections
must however intervene automatically to clear
the first fault. In systems that feed rotating
machines, the resistance is calculated so as to
obtain an Id

 
 current of 15 to 50 A.

This weak current must however be Id ≥ 2 Ic
(Ic : total capacitive current in the system) in
order to reduce operation overvoltage and to
enable simple detection.
Distribution systems use higher ratings
(100 to 1000 A) that are easier to detect and
allow evacuation of lightning overvoltage.

Advantages
This system is a good compromise between
weak fault current and good overvoltage
evacuation. The protection devices are fairly
simple and discriminating and the current is
limited.

Drawbacks
c no service continuity; earth faults must be
cleared as soon as they occur,
c the higher the voltage and level of current
limitation, the higher the cost of the earthing
resistance.

Applications
Public and industrial MV distribution systems.

Earthing resistance
If the neutral is accessible (star-connected
transformer), the earthing resistance is
inserted between the neutral and earth.
When the neutral is not accessible or when
determined by the discrimination study, an
artificial neutral point is established
(zero sequence generator) using a coil or
a special transformer with a very low
zero sequence reactance.

Rn

I
N 

>

non accessible neutral

The relay is set according to the fault current Id
that is calculated leaving out the zero
sequence impedance of the source and of the
connection in relation to impedance Rn and
taking the following 2 rules into account:
c setting > 1.3 times system capacitive current
downstream from the protection,
c setting at approximately 20 % of maximum
earth fault current.
Also, if 3 CTs are used for detection,
the setting must not be less than 10%
of the CT rating to take into consideration the
uncertainty linked to:
v  assymmetry of transient currents,
v differences in performance level.

Protections
The detection of weak fault current Id requires
protections other than overcurrent phase
relays.
These “earth fault" protections detect fault
current:
c directly in the neutral earthing
connection 1 ,
c or within the system by measuring the
vectorial sum of the 3 currents using:
v 3 CTs feeding the phase overcurrent
protections   2  ,
v a core balance CT - (accurate solution - to be
used preferably)   3 .

1 2 3

I
N 

>

I
N 

>

I
N 

>
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grounding systems (cont.)

For system voltage above 40 kV,
it is preferable to use reactance rather
than a resistance because of the difficulties
arising from heat emission in the event of a
fault.

reactance grounding

compensation reactance
grounding

This system is used to compensate
for capacitive current in the system.
Fault current is the sum of the currents
which flow through the following circuits:
c reactance grounding,
c fault-free phase capacitance with respect
to earth.
The currents may compensate for each
other since:
c one is inductive (in the grounding),
c the other one is capacitive (in the fault-free
phase capacitances).
They are therefore opposite in phase.

Advantage
The system reduces fault current, even if
the phase-to-earth capacitance is high.

Drawback
The cost of reactance grounding may be
high due to the need to modify the reactance
value in order to adapt compensation.

L
N

Id

direct grounding When the neutral is directly grounded without
any coupling impedance, fault current Id
between the phase and earth is practically a
phase-to-neutral short-circuit, with a high
value. This system, ideal for overvoltage
evacuation, involves all the drawbacks and
hazards of strong earth fault current. There is
no continuity of service, but there are no
specific protections: the regular phase
overcurrent protections clear the fault.

Applications
c this type of system is not used in European
overhead or underground MV systems, but is
prevalent in North American distribution
systems. In these (overhead) systems, other
features come into play to justify the choice:
v the existence of a distributed neutral
conductor,
v 3 ph or 2 ph/N or ph/N distribution,
v use of the neutral conductor as a protective
conductor with systematic earthing of each
electrical cable pole.

c this type of system may be used when the
short-circuit power of the source is low.

Protection
Fault detection is based on the active
component of the residual current.
The fault causes residual currents to flow
throughout the system, but the faulty circuit
is the only one through which resistive
residual current flows.
In addition, the protective devices take into
account repetitive self-extinguishing faults
(recurring faults).

When the earthing reactance and system
capacitance are compensated (3Ln Cw2 =1)
v  fault current is minimal,
v  it is resistive current,
v  faults are self-extinguishing.

The compensation reactance is called an
extinction coil or Petersen coil.
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introduction A short circuit is one of the major incidents
affecting electrical systems.

The consequences are often serious, if not
dramatic:
c a short circuit disturbs the system
environment around the fault point by
causing a sudden drop in voltage,
c it requires a part of the system (often a
large part) to be disconnected through the
operation of the protection devices,
c all equipment and connections (cables,
lines) subjected to a short circuit undergo
strong mechanical stress (electrodynamic
forces) which can cause breaks, and
thermal stress which can melt conductors
and destroy insulation,
c at the fault point, there is often a high
power electrical arc, causing very heavy
damage that can quickly spread all around.

short-circuit currents

Although short circuits are less and less
likely to occur in modern well-designed, well-
operating installations, the serious
consequences they can cause are an
incentive to implement all possible means to
swiftly detect and attenuate them.

The short circuit value at different points in
the system is essential data in defining the
cables, busbars and all breaking and
protection devices as well as their settings.

Short-circuit current at a given point in the
system is expressed as the rms value Isc
(in kA) of its AC component.
The maximum instantaneous value that
short-circuit current can reach is the peak
value Ip of the first half cycle.
This peak value can be much higher than
√2.Isc because of the damped DC
component that can be superimposed on
the AC component.This random DC
component depends on the instantaneous
value of voltage at the start of the short-
circuit and on the system characteristics.

Short-circuit power is defined by the formula
Ssc = eUn . Isc (in MVA).
This theoretical value has no physical
reality; it is a practical conventional value
comparable to an apparent power rating.

iρ

2  2 Icc

current

time

DC component

definitions
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The Isc value of three-phase short circuit
current at a point F within the system is:

in which U refers to the phase-to-phase
voltage at point F before the fault occurs and
Zcc is the equivalent upstream system
impedance as seen from the fault point.

c in theory, this is a simple calculation; in
practice, it is complicated due to the difficulty
of calculating Zsc, an impedance equivalent
to all the unitary impedances of series- and
parallel-connnected units located upstream
from the fault. These impedances are
themselves the quadratic sum of reactances
and resistances.

Zsc =   R2 + X2

Calculations can be made much simpler by
knowing the short-circuit power Ssc at the
point that joins the distribution system.

Knowing Ssc at this point, the equivalent Za
impedance upstream from this point can be
calculated using the formula:

short-circuit currents (cont.)

U

U

F

F

F

Isc =

U2

Ssc
Za = , Isc = U

eeeee  Za

phase-to-phase short-
circuit

There may not be a single source of voltage,
but rather several sources in parallel, in
particular, synchronous and asynchronous
motors, reacting like generators upon the
occurrence of short circuits.
Three-phase short circuit current is generally
the strongest current that can flow in the
system.
Two-phase short circuit current is always
weaker (by a ratio of e/2, i.e.
approximately 87%).

2-phase Isc =

Io

1

2

3

N

Zn

phase-to-earth short circuit
current (single-phase)

Zsc

Zsc

Zsc Isc

V

U

eeeee Zsc

The value of this current depends on Zn
impedance between the neutral and
earth.This impedance can be virtually nil if
the neutral is directly grounded (in series
with the earthing connection resistance) or,
on the contrary, almost infinite if the neutral
is ungrounded (in parallel with the system's
phase to earth capacitance).
Calculation of this unbalanced short-circuit
current requires the use of the symmetrical
components method.
This method replaces the real system by
superimposing 3 systems:
positive Z

1
, negative Z

2
 , zero sequence Z

0
The value of the phase-to-earth fault current
Io is:

This calculation is required for systems in
which the neutral is earthed by a Z

n
impedance. It is used to determine the
setting of the "earth fault" protection devices
which are to intervene to break the earth
fault current.
In practice :

U
eeeee  Zn

I0 zzzzz

I0 = U e
Z1 + Z2 + Z0 + 3 Zn

   U
2 Zsc
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It is more complicated to calculate short-
circuit current at a synchronous generator's
terminals than at the terminals of a
transformer connected to the system. This is
because the internal impedance of the
machine cannot be considered constant
after the start of the fault. It increases
progressively and the current becomes
weaker, passing through three characteristic
stages:

subtransient: (approx. 0.01 to 0.1 sec).
Short-circuit current (rms value of the AC
component) is high: 5 to 10 times permanent
rated current.

transient: (between 0.1 and 1 sec). Short-
circuit current drops to between 2 and 6
times rated current.

continuous:  Short-circuit current drops to
between 0.5 and 2 times rated current.

short circuit currents at
generator terminals

The given values depend on the power
rating of the machine, its excitation mode
and, for continuous current, on the value of
the exciting current, therefore on the
machine's load at the time of the fault.
Also, the zero sequence impedance of the
AC generators is generally 2 to 3 times
lower than their positive sequence
impedance. Phase-to-earth short circuit-
current is therefore stronger than three-
phase current. By way of comparison, the
three-phase short-circuit current at a
transformer's terminals ranges between 6
and 20 times rated current depending on the
power rating.
It can be concluded that short-circuits at
generator terminals are difficult to assess,
and that their low, decreasing value makes
protection setting difficult.

calculation of short-circuit
currents

The rules for calculating short-circuit
currents in industrial installations are
presented in IEC standard 909 issued in
1988.
The calculation of short-circuit currents at
various points in a system can quickly turn
into an arduous task when the installation is
a complicated one. The use of specialized
software enables these calculations to be
performed faster.

3 short circuit currents at generator terminal

fault
occurs

i2

t

i3

t

t

i1

transient continuoussubtransient phenomenacurrent
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short-circuit currents (cont.)

equipment behaviour
during short-circuits

There are 2 types of system equipment, the
type that intervenes and the type that does
not intervene at the time of a fault.

Passive equipment
This category comprises all equipment
which, due to its function, must have the
capacity to transport both normal current
and short-circuit current without damage.

This equipment includes cables, lines,
busbars, disconnecting switches, switches,
transformers, series reactances and
capacitors, instrument transformers.
For this equipment, the capacity to withstand
a short-circuit without damage is defined in
terms of:

electrodynamic withstand (expressed in
peak kA), characterizing mechanical
resistance to electrodynamic stress.

thermal withstand (expressed in rms kA for
1 to 5 seconds) characterizing maximum
admitted overheating.

Active equipment
This category comprises the equipment
designed to clear short circuit currents:
circuit breakers and fuses.
This property is expressed by the breaking
capacity and if required, by the making
capacity upon occurrence of a fault.

 breaking capacity
This basic characteristic of a switching
device is the maximum current (in rms kA)
it is capable of breaking in the specific
conditions defined by the standards, it
generally refers to the rms value of the AC
component of the short circuit current;
sometimes, for certain switchgear, the rms
value of the sum of the 2 components is
specified: AC and DC; it is then "unbalanced
current".
The breaking capacity requires other data
such as:

voltage,
R/X ratio of broken circuit,
system natural frequency,
number of breaks at maximum current,

for example the cycle: B - M/B - M/B
(B = breaking; M = making),

status of the device after test.
The breaking capacity appears to be a fairly
complicated characteristic to define:
it therefore comes as no surprise that the
same device can be assigned different
breaking capacities depending on the
standard by which it is defined.

making capacity upon occurrence
of a short-circuit
In general, this characteristic is implicitly
defined by the breaking capacity:  a device
should have the capacity to "make" upon the
occurrence of a short-circuit that it has the
capacity to break.
Sometimes making capacity needs to be
higher, for example for AC generator circuit
breakers.
The making capacity is defined at peak kA
since the 1st asymmetric peak is the most
restrictive one from an electrodynamic point
of view.

 short-circuit current presumed to be
"broken"
Some devices have the capacity to limit the
current they are going to break.
Their breaking capacity is defined as the
maximum current presumed to be broken
that would develop in the case of a full short
circuit at the upstream terminals of the
device.
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introduction Various means can be implemented to
ensure proper discrimination in electrical
system protection:
c current discrimination,
c time discrimination,
c discrimination by data exchange, referred
to as logic discrimination,
c discrimination by the use of directional
protection devices,
c discrimination by the use of differential
protection devices.

Protections comprise a coherent whole in
relation to the structure of the system and its
grounding. They should be looked upon as a
system based on the principle of
discrimination which consists of isolating as
quickly as possible the part of the system
affected by the fault and only that part,
leaving all the fault-free parts of the system
energized.

current discrimination

(fig.1)

example of current discrimination

Icc A

I >

Icc B

A

B

Current discrimination is based on the fact
that within a system, the further the fault is
from the source, the weaker the fault
current.
Current-based protection is installed at the
starting point of each section: its setting is
set at a value lower than the minimum value
of short-circuit current caused by a fault in
the monitored section, and higher than the
maximum value of the current caused by a
fault located downstream (beyond the
monitored area). Set in this way, each
protection device operates only for faults
located immediately downstream from it, and
is not sensitive to faults beyond.
In practice, it is difficult to define the settings
for two cascading protection devices (and
still ensure good discrimination) when there
is no notable decrease in current between
two adjacent areas (medium voltage
system). However, for sections of lines
separated by a transformer, this system can
be used advantageously as it is simple,
economical and quick (tripping with no
delay).

An example of the application is shown
(fig.1).

ISCA > Ir ≥ ISCB

ISCB image at the transformer primary of the
maximum short-circuit current on the
secondary.

I

I
r

min. ISCAmax. ISCB

ISCB

I
SCA

discrimination
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time discrimination Time discrimination consists of setting
different time delays for the current-based
protection devices distributed throughout the
system. The closer the relay is to the
source, the longer the time delay.
The fault shown in the diagram opposite is
detected by all the protections (at A, B, C,
and D). The time-delayed protection at D
closes its contacts more quickly than the one
installed at C, which is in turn faster to react
than the one at B, etc.
Once circuit breaker D has been tripped and
the fault current has been cleared,
protections A, B and C, which are no longer
required, return to the stand-by position.

The difference in operation times ∆t between
two successive protections is the
discrimination interval. It takes into account:
c circuit breaker breaking time Tc,
c time delay tolerances dt,
c time for the protection to return to
stand-by: tr

∆t should therefore correspond to the
relation:
∆t ≥ Tc + tr + 2dt.
Considering present switchgear and relay
performances, ∆t is assigned a value of
0.3 sec.
This discrimination system has two
advantages:
c it provides its own back-up (granted, by
eliminating a fault-free part of the
installation),
c it is simple.
However, when there are a large number of
cascading relays, since the protection
located the furthest upstream has the
longest time delay, the fault clearing time is
prohibitive and incompatible with equipment
short-circuit current withstand and external
operating necessities (connection of a
distributor to electrical system, for example).
This principle is used in radial networks.

(*)
IRA ≥ IRB ≥ IRC ≥ IRD

IR: setting of overcurrent protection

time setting *

phase to phase fault

0,2s

D

I >

0,5s

C

I >

0,8s

B

I >

1,1s

A
I >

discrimination (cont.)
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t

I

C B A

∆t

∆t

I
rC

I
rB

I
rA

t
A

t
B

t
C

I
ccC

I
ccB

I
ccA

t

I

t

I

C B A

∆t

∆t

I
rC

I
rB

I
rA

I
ccC

I
ccB

I
ccA

t

I

B

I
rC

I
rB

I
rA

A

C

application of time
discrimination

The time delays set for time discrimination
are activated when the current exceeds
the relay settings.
The settings must be coherent.

There are 2 types of time-delayed current-
based relays:
cdefinite time relays,
the time delay is constant regardless of the
current, provided it is higher than the setting.
IrA > IrB > IrC. , tA > tB > tC.

cIDMT relays (fig. 2),
the stronger the current, the shorter the time
delay. If the settings are set to In, overload
protection is ensured at the same time as
short-circuit protection and setting
coherency is guaranteed.
InA > InB > InC

IrA = InA     IrB = InB     IrC = InC

The time delays are set for the
discrimination interval ∆t of the maximum
current detected by the upstream protection
relay.

(fig.1)
definite time tripping curve

current setting

time delayed
operating

time delay

current setting

not operating time delayed
operating

(fig.2)
IDMT tripping curve

not operating
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discrimination (cont.)

logic selectivity

blocking input

phase-to-phase fault

logic selectivity system

R

I >

I >

R

I >

R

I >

This principle is used when short fault
clearing time is required.

Theexchange of logic data between
successive protection devices eliminates
the need for discrimination intervals.

In a radial system, the protections located
upstream from the fault point are activated;
those downstream are not. The fault point
and the circuit breaker to be controlled can
therefore be located without any ambiguity.
Each protection activated by a fault sends:

a blocking input to the upstream stage
(order to increase the upstream relay time
delay),

a tripping order to the related circuit
breaker unless it has already received a
blocking input from the downstream stage.
Time-delayed tripping is provided for as
back-up.

Advantage
Tripping time is no longer related to the
location of the fault within the discrimination
chain.
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In a looped system, in which faults are fed
from both ends, it is necessary to use a
protection system that is sensitive to the
direction of the flow of fault current in order
to locate and clear it.

Example of the use of directional
protections:

D1 and D2 are equipped with instantaneous
directional protections; H1 and H2 are
equipped with time-delayed overcurrent
protections.

In the event of a fault at point 1 , only the
protections on D1 (directional), H1 and H2
detect the fault. The protection on D2 does
not detect it (because of the direction of its
detection system). D1 breaks. The H2
protection de-energizes and H1 breaks.

tH1 = tH2

tD1 = tD2

tH = tD + ∆t

directional discrimination

I > I >

1

IA

H2H1

D2D1

I

example of use of directional protections
way of detection

I

∆I

R
s

I'

sélectivité par protection
différentielle

These protections compare the current at
the ends of the monitored section of the
system. Any difference in amplitude and
phase between the currents indicates the
presence of a fault. This is a self-
disciminating protection system as it only
reacts to faults within the area it covers and
is insensitive to any faults outside this area.

The protected equipment can be: a motor,
an AC generator, a transformer, or a
connection (cable or line).
This protection is used to :
c detect fault currents lower than rated
current
c trip instantaneously since discimination is
based on detection and not on time delays.

There are two main principles:
The high impedance protective device is
series-connected with a stabilization
resistor (1) in the differential circuit.

The percentage-based differential protective
device is connected separately to the I and I'
current circuits.
The difference between these currents I - I'
is determined in the protective device and
the protection stability (1) is obtained by a
restraint related to the measurement of
let-through current

(1) The stability of the differential protective
device is its capacity to remain dropped out
when there are no faults within the zone
being protected, even if a differential current
is detected:
v transformer magnetizing current,
v line capacitive current,
v error current due to saturation of the
current sensors.

protected
equipment

high impedance differential protection
diagram

I I'

∆I

percentage-based differential protection
diagram

protected
equipment

.I + I'
2
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electrical system protection

introduction Electrical system protection should:
 detect faults,
 cut off of the faulty parts of the electrical

system, keeping the fault-free parts in
operation.

Protection systems are chosen according to
the electrical system configuration (parallel
operation of AC generators or transformers,
loop or radial system,grounding system…).

Protection against each of the following
types of faults is to be considered:

 phase-to-phase faults,
 earth faults (protections related to

electrical system grounding).
This will be done by successively examining
the following cases:

 a single incoming line,
 two incoming lines,
 a busbar,
 a loop.
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electrical system protection (cont.)

electrical system with
a single incoming line

phase-to-phase faults (fig. 1)

The protection device at D detects
faults   1   on the outgoing lines and is
tripped following a time delay tD.
The protection device at A detects the
faults   2   on the busbars and is tripped
following a time delay tA. It also acts as
back-up in the event of a malfunction of
protection D.
Choose : IrA ≥ IrD and tA ≥ tD +∆t
∆t : discriminator interval
(generally 0,3 s).

D

I >

A

1

2

I > t
A

t
D

(fig. 1)

phase-to-earth faults
Grounding by resistance on transformer
(fig.2)

Outgoing lines, the incoming line and the
grounding connection are equipped with
earth fault protection devices.

These devices are necessarily different from
multiphase fault protections as the fault
currents are in a different range.

Outgoing line protections are set selectively
in relation to the incoming line protection,
which is itself set selectively in relation to the
protection equipping the grounding
connection (respecting discrimination
intervals).

The fault current is fed back by the
capacitances of the fault-free outgoing lines
and the grounding resistance. All the fault-
free outgoing line sensors detect capacitive
current.

So as to prevent inadvertent tripping, the
protection device on each outgoing line is
set at a setting higher than the outgoing
line's own capacitive current.
c fault at   1   : the D1 circuit breaker trips,
actuated by the protection device linked to it,
c fault at   2   : the A circuit breaker trips,
actuated by the incoming line protection
device,
c fault at   3   : the protection device located
on the neutral grounding connection causes
circuit breaker H to trip at the transformer
primary.(fig. 2)

2

A

D2

H

D3 D1

I   >N

I   >N

I   >NI   >NI   >N

1

3

resistive current capacitive current
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A

D1

H

3

D2

1

I
rD

t
D

I
rA

t
A

I   >N

I   >NI   >N

2

I
rN

t
N

I   >N

(fig. 3)

(fig. 4)

Grounding by resistance on the busbar
(fig.3)
The outgoing and ingoing line protections
are selectively set in relation to the
protection equipping the grounding
impedance. As in the previous case, the
protection on each outgoing line is set at a
setting higher than the outgoing line's own
capacitive current.

In the event of a fault on outgoing line   1
only the D1 outgoing line circuit breaker
trips.
In the event of fault on the busbar   2   , only
the protection equipping the grounding
connection detects the fault. It causes
tripping by circuit breaker A.

In the event of fault on the transformer
secondary   3   , the incoming line protection
detects the fault. It causes tripping by circuit
breaker H.

Note: when circuit breaker A is open, the
transformer secondary is ungrounded.

Ungrounded neutral (fig.4).

A fault, regardless of its location, produces
current which is fed back by the capacitance
of the fault-free outgoing lines.

in industrial system, this current is generally
weak (a few amperes), allowing operations
to carry on while the fault is being tracked.
The fault is detected by a permanent
insulation monitor (Vigilhom) or a neutral
voltage displacement protection device. In
the case of a system with high total
capacitve current (tens of amperes), added
measures are required to quickly clear the
fault.

Directional earth protection can be used to
selectively trip the faulty outgoing line.

U   >N
permanent
insulation
monitoring
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electrical system protection (cont.)

system with two incoming
lines

A1

H1

3

1

D1 D2

A2

H2

D3

I   >N

I   >N

IN

I   >N

I   >NI   >N

2

t
N

t
N

IN
t
R

t
R

t
D

t
D

t
D

(fig. 2)

detection way

3

2

I

A1 A2

T1 T2

I >

H1 H2

I > t
H

t
H

t
R

t
A

t
D

D2

t
D

I >

I

I >

t
R

t
A

D1

1

I > I >

(fig. 1)

detection way

phase-to-phase faults (fig.1)

System with two transformer incomers
or with two incoming lines
The outgoing lines are equipped with phase
overcurrent protections with a time delay of
tD. The two incoming lines A1 and A2 are
equipped with phase overcurrent
protections selectively set with the outgoing
lines, i.e. at a value of
tA  ≥ tD + ∆t.

They are also equipped with directional
protection devices with time delays set at
tR  < tA - ∆t.

Therefore, a fault at   1   is cleared by the
opening of D2 with a time delay of tD.

A fault at   2    is cleared by the opening of
A1 and A2 with a time delay of tA
(the directional protections do not detect the
fault).

A fault at   3   is detected by the A1
directional protection which opens at time tR,
allowing continued operation of the fault-
free part of the system. The fault at   3
however is still fed by T1. At time
tH  ≥ tA  + ∆t, H1 is actuated by the phase
overcurrent protection with which it is
equipped.

phase-to-earth faults (fig. 2)

System with two transformer incomers

Grounding by resistance on the
transformers. The outgoing lines are
equipped with earth fault protection devices
set at a setting higher than the
corresponding capacitive current with a time
delay of tD.

The incomers (A1 and A2) are equipped with
directional protections with a time delay of tR.

The grounding connections are equipped
with earth fault protections, the setting of
which is higher than the settings of the
incomer and outgoing line protections with a
time delay of tN ≥ tD + ∆t.

Therefore, a fault at   1   is cleared by the
opening of D1.
A fault at   2   is cleared by the opening of
A1, A2, H1 and H2, triggered by the
protections located on the grounding
connections of the 2 transformers.
A fault at   3   is detected by the A1
directional earth fault protection which opens
at time tR, allowing continued operation of
the fault-free part of the system.

However, fault   3   is still fed up to time tN,
the moment at which the protection located
on the corresponding transformer's
grounding connection triggers the opening of
the H1 circuit breaker.
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busbars

∆I

A

D1

D2

1

2

t = 0,1 s

t = 0,6 s

t = 0,3 s

I >

I >

I >

(fig. 4)

(fig. 3)

In addition to the protections described
earlier, a busbar can be equipped with a
specific protection device, referred to as
high impedance differential protection, the
aim of which is to be sensitive, quick and
selective.

The differential protection (fig.1) takes the
vectorial sum per phase of currents entering
and leaving the busbar; whenever this sum
is not equal to zero, it trips the busbar
power supply circuit breakers.

Logic discrimination (fig.2) applied to
overcurrent protections provides a simple,
simple solution for busbar protection .
A fault at   1   is detected by the D1
protection which transmits a blocking input
to the A protection.
The D1 protection is tripped 0.6 sec. later

A fault at   2   is detected only by the A
protection which is tripped 0.1 sec. later.
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electrical system protection (cont.)

open loop
closed loop

I > I >

(fig. 1)

∆I ∆I

∆I ∆I

(fig. 2)

In a distribution system comprising
substations fed in a loop, protection can be
at the head of the loop or by sections:

Protection at the head
of the loop (fig. 1)

The loop is always open.

The circuit breaker at the head of each loop
is equipped with an overcurrent protection
device.
A fault in a cable joining up 2 substations
causes the opening of one of the two circuit
breakers at the head, depending on the
position of the loop opening.
Protection is often completed by an
automation system which:
c clears the fault with the power off by
opening the devices located at the ends of
the cable involved, after localisation of the
faulty cable (by cable fault detector),
c close the incomer circuit breaker that
tripped,
c closes the device which ensured the
normal opening of the loop.

Loop section protection

Each end of the cable is equipped with a
circuit breaker, with severall protection
solutions.

c differential protection solution (fig. 2):
each cable is equipped with a differential line
protection device and each substation is
equipped with a busbar differential
protection device. This type of protection is
very quick but expensive. Also, if the neutral
is resistance grounded, the sensitivity of the
differential protections must cover phase-to-
earth faults.
This solution may be used in bolh open and
closed loops.
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(fig. 3)

(fig. 4)

time gap between t1, t2,… t3 is ∆t discrimination interval detection way

Loop section protection (cont.)

Overcurrent protection and directional
logic discrimination (fig. 3)
The circuit breakers in the loop are fitted
with overcurrent protection and directional
protection devices. The principle of logic
discrimination is also used to clear faults as
quickly as possible.
A fault in the loop activates:
c all the protection devices when the loop is
closed,
c all the protection devices upstream from
the fault when the loop is open. Each
protection device sends a blocking input to
one of the devices adjacent to it within the
loop, according to the data transmitted by
the directional protection device.
Protection devices that do not receive a
blocking input trip within a minimum amount
of time regardless of the fault's position in
the loop:
c the fault is cleared by two circuit breakers,
one on either side of the fault if the loop is
closed, and all the switchboards remain
energized,
c the fault is cleared by the upstream circuit
breaker if the loop is open. This solution is a
full one since it protects the cables and
switchboards. It is quick, discriminating and
includes back-up protection.

Overcurrent and directional overcurrent
protection (fig. 4)
In the case of a loop limited to two
substations, time discrimination can be used
with overcurrent and directional overcurrent
protection devices as shown in the diagram.
A higher number of substations results in
prohibitive time delays.
The time gap between delays t1, t2… t5 is
the discrimination interval ∆t.

Long distance protection
This solution is only useful for very long
connections (several kilometers long). It is
costly and very seldom used, in medium
voltage.

I >

I 

I 

I 

I 

I >

I 

I 

I 

I 
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introduction

transformer protection

types of faults The main faults affecting transformers are:
c overloads,
c short-circuits,
c frame faults

An overload can result from an increase in
the number of loads being fed
simultaneously or from an increase in the
power absorbed by one or more loads.
It results in an overcurrrent of long duration
causing a rise in temperature that is
detrimental to the preservation of insulation
and to the service life of the transformer.

Short circuits can be inside or outside the
transformer:
c internal: faults occurring between winding
conductors with different phases or faults in
the same winding. The fault arc damages
the transformer winding and can cause fire.
In oil transformers, the arc causes the
emission of decomposition gas. If the fault is
a weak one, there is a slight gas emission
and the accumulation of gas can become
dangerous. A violent short circuit can cause
major damage that can destroy the winding
and also the tank frame by the spread of
burning oil.

c external: phase-to-phase faults in the
downstream connections. The downstream
short circuit current produces
electrodynamic forces In the transformer that
are liable to affect the windings mechanically
and then develop in the form of internal
faults.

A frame fault is an internal fault. It can
occur between the winding and the tank
frame or between the winding and the
magnetic core. It causes gas emission in oil
transformers. Like internal short circuits, it
can cause transformer damage and fire.

The amplitude of the fault current depends
on the upstream and downstream grounding
systems, and also on the position of the fault
within the winding.

c in star connections (fig.1), the frame
current varies between 0 and the maximum
value depending on whether the fault is at
the neutral or phase end of the winding.

c in delta connections (fig.2), the frame
current varies between 50 and 100% of the
maximum value depending on whether the
fault is in the middle or at the end of the
winding.

I

100%0

I

100%50%0

I max I max

I max
   2

(fig.1) (fig.2)

fault current according to the winding fault position

The transformer is a particularly important
system component.
It requires effective protection against all
faults liable to damage it, whether of internal
or external origin.
The choice of a protection system is often
based on technical and cost considerations
related to the power rating.
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protection devices

transformer protection (cont.)

I >

I >>
∆I

(fig.1)

(fig.3)

I >

I
N 

>

(fig.5)

∆I

Overloads
Overcurrent of long duration is generally
detected by a direct time or IDMT delayed
overcurrent protection which is
discriminating with respect to secondary
protection.

Thermal overload protection is used to
monitor the temperature rise: overheating is
determined by simulation of heat release as
a function of the current and temperature lag
of the transformer.

Short-circuits
For oil transformers:
c a Buchholz relay or DGPT gas pressure
temperature detector that is sensitive to gas
release or oil movement is used, causing
respectively a short-circuit between turns of
the same phase and a violent phase-to-
phase short-circuit.
c differential transformer protection (fig.1)
ensures rapid protection against phase-to-
phase faults. It is sensitive to fault currents
in the range of 0.5 In and is used for
important transformers.
c an instantaneous overcurrent protection
(fig.2) device linked to the circuit breaker
located at the transformer primary ensures
protection against violent short circuits. The
current setting is set at a value higher than
the current due to a short circuit on the
secondary, thus ensuring current
discrimination.
c for low power transformers, a fuse is used
for overcurrent protection.

Tank frame faults
c tank frame protection (fig.3):
This instantaneous overcurrent protection
device installed on the transformer frame
earthing connection constitutes a simple,
efficient solution for internal winding-to-
frame faults (provided its setting is suitable
with grounding system used) the transformer
tank has to be insulated from the ground.

This form of protection is discriminating,
being sensitive only to transformer frame
faults.

Another solution consists of using earth fault
protection:
c earth protection located on the upstream
system for frame faults affecting the
transformer primary.
c earth fault protection located on the
incoming line of the board being fed, if the
neutral of the downstream system is earthed
on the busbars (fig.4).
These protections are disciminating: they
are only sensitive to phase-to-earth faults
located in the transformer or on the
upstream and downstream connections.
c restricted earth protection if the neutral of
the downstream system is earthed at the
transformer (fig.5). This is a high impedance
differential protection system which detects
the difference in residual currents measured
at the grounding point and at the three-
phase transformer outlet.
c neutral earth protection if the downstream
system is earthed at the transformer (fig.6).

(fig.2)

(fig.4)

I
N 

>

(fig.6)
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examples of transformer
protection

MV/LVMV/LV

(1) Thermal overload
(2) Fuse or 2-setting overcurrent
(3) Earth fault
(4) Buchholz or DGPT
(5) Tank earth leakage
(6) Neutral earth protection
(7) Transformer differential
(8) Restricted earth fault protection

(1) Thermal overload
(2) Fuse or 2-setting overcurrent
(3) Earth fault
(4) Buchholz or DGPT
(5) Tank earth leakage
(6) LV circuit breaker

high powerlow power

low power high power

LV

MV MV

LV

MV/MVMV/MV
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transformer protection (cont.)

setting information type of fault settings
overload LV circuit breaker: In (for MV/LV transformer)

thermal overload: time constant in the 10' range

short circuit fuse: rating > 1.3 In,
direct time overcurrent

lower setting < 6 In; time delay  ≥ 0.3 s
(selective with downstream),
upper setting > downstream Isc instantaneous,

IDMT overcurrent
IDMT lower setting (selective with downstream),
high setting > downstream Isc, instantaneous,

differential transformer,
25% to 50% of In.

earth fault tank earth leakage
setting > 20 A 100 ms time delay,

earth fault current
setting ≤ 20 % of maximum earth fault and
≥ 10% of CT rating if fed by 3 CTs,
time delay 0.1 s if grounded within the system,
time delay according to discrimination if grounded
in the transformer,

restricted earth fault protection
setting approximately 10% of In when the
3 CT integrator assembly is used,

neutral earth protection
setting approximately 10% of maximum earth fault
current.
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The motor constitutes an interface between
the electrical and mechanical fields.
It is found in an environment linked to the
driven load, from which it is inseparable.

Furthermore, the motor can be subjected to
inner mechanical stress due to its moving
parts.

A single faulty motor may cause disturbance
in a complete production process.

motor protection

Modern motors have optimized
characteristics which make them
inappropriate for operation other than
according to their rated characteristics.

The motor is therefore a relatively fragile
electrical load that needs to be carefully
protected.

introduction

types of faults Motors are affected by:
faults related to the driven load
power supply faults
internal motor faults

Faults related to the driven load
 overloads. Since the power called upon is

greater than rated power, there is
overcurrent in the motor and an increase in
losses, causing a rise in temperature.

too long, too frequent start-ups. Motor
start-up creates substantial overcurrents
which are only admissible since they are of
short duration. If start-ups are too frequent
or too long due to an insufficient gap
between motor torque and load torque, the
overheating that is inevitably produced
becomes prohibitive.

jamming. This refers to a sudden stop in
rotation for any reason related to the driven
mechanism. The motor absorbs the start-up
current and stays jammed at zero speed.
There is no more ventilation and overheating
very quickly occurs.

pump de-energizing. This causes motor
idling which has no direct harmful effect.
However, the pump itself quickly becomes
damaged.

reverse power. This type of fault occurs
due to a voltage drop when a synchronous
motor driven by the inertia of the load sends
power back into the network. In particular,
should the normal network  power supply be
released, the synchronous motor can
maintain the voltage in an undesirable
fashion and feed the other loads which are
connected in parallel.

Power supply faults
drop in voltage. This reduces motor torque

and speed: the slow-down causes increased
current and losses. Abnormal overheating
therefore occurs.

unbalance. 3-phase power supply can be
unbalanced because:

the power source (transformer or AC
generator) does not provide symmetrical
3-phase voltage,

all the other consumers together do not
constitute a symmetrical load, unbalancing
the power supply network,

the motor is fed on two phases due to fuse
melting.
Power supply unbalance produces reverse
currrent causing very high losses and
therefore quick rotor overheating.

Internal motor faults
phase-to-phase short-circuits: these can

vary in strength depending on the position of
the fault within the coil; they cause serious
damage.

frame faults: fault current amplitude
depends on the power supply network
grounding system and on the fault's position
within the coil. Phase-to-phase short-circuits
and frame faults require motor rewinding,
and frame faults can produce irreparable
damage to the magnetic circuit.

loss of synchronism.This fault involves
synchronous motors losing their
synchronism  due to field loss: motor
operation is asynchronous but the rotor
undergoes considerable overheating since it
is not designed for this.
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motor protection (cont.)

Overloads
Overloads are monitored:
c either by IDMT overcurrent protection,
c or by thermal overload protection.
Thermal overload involves overheating due
to current.
c or by a temperature probe.

Excessive starting time and locked rotor
The same function ensures both protections.
This involves an instantaneous current relay
set at a value lower than the start-up current,
which is validated after a time delay
beginning when the motor is turned on; this
time delay is set at a value greater than or
equal to the normal duration of start-up.

Starts per hour
The corresponding protection is sensitive to
the number of starts taking place within a
given interval of time or to the time between
starts.

Pump de-energizing
Is detected by a direct time undercurrent
protection device which is reset when the
current is nil (when the motor stops).

Reverse power
Is detected by a directional real power
protection device.

Drops in voltage
Are monitored by a time-delayed
undervoltage protection device. The voltage
setting and time delay are set for
discrimination with the system's short-circuit
protection devices and to tolerate normal
voltage drops, for example during motor
starts. This type of protection is often shared
by several motors in the same switchboard.

motor protection devices

∆I

(fig.1)

∆I

(fig.2)

Unbalance
Protection is ensured by IDMT or direct time
negative sequence unbalance detection.

Phase-to-phase short circuits
Are detected by a time-delayed overcurrent
protection device. The current setting is set
higher than or equal to the start-up current
and the time delay is very short; its purpose
is to make the protection insensitive to the
first peaks of making current.

When the corresponding breaking device is
a contactor, it is associated with fuses which
ensure short-circuit protection.

For large motors, a high impedance or
percentage-based differential protection
system is used (fig. 1).

Through appropriate adaptation of the
connections on the neutral side and by the
use of summing current transformers, a
simple overcurrent protection device
ensures sensitive, stable detection of
internal faults (fig.2).

Frame faults
This type of protection depends on the
grounding system. Higher sensitivity is
sought so as to limit damage to the magnetic
circuit.

Field loss
(for synchronous motors). It is detected by
a time-delayed max. reactive power
protection device.
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examples of protection

Additional protection according to the type of
load:
c excessive starting time + locked rotor
c starts per hour
c undercurrent

Contactor-controlled or circuit breaker-
controlled asynchronous motor

thermal overload

unbalance

overcurrent

earth fault

undervoltage

High power asynchronous motor

thermal overload

unbalance

overcurrent

earth fault

differential

undervoltage

undervoltagethermal overload

unbalance

overcurrent

earth fault

differential

real reverse power

field loss

High power synchronous motor

Additional protection according to the type of
load:
c excessive starting time + locked rotor
c starts per hour
c undercurrent

Additional protections according to the type
of load:
c excessive starting time + locked rotor
c starts per hour
c undercurrent
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motor protection (cont.)

setting information type of fault settings
overloads thermal overload

parameters should be adapted to fit the
characteristics of the motor (time constant in
the 10' range),

IDMT overcurrent relay
setting should allow starting.

breaking unbalance and phase reversal negative sequence unbalance
setting between 0.3 and 0.4 In,
time delay: approximately 0.6 sec.
If the system can function with almost
continuous unbalance, an IDMT
characteristic is used: setting allowing
0.3 In during starting without tripping

short circuits fuse
rating > 1.3 In, allowing starting,

direct time overcurrent
setting ≥ 1.2 start-up current,
time delay approximately 0.1 sec.
differential: setting 10% to 20% of In

stator frame resistance grounding
The lowest setting compatible with the
protected outgoing line's capacitive current
is selected,
setting between 10 and 20% of maximum
earth fault current,
time delay: 0.1 sec. approximately.

excessive starting time setting approximately 2.5 In,
locked rotor time delay 1.1 x starting time.

drop in voltage setting between 0.75 and 0.8 Un,
time delay: approximately 1 sec.

real reverse power approximate settings
setting 5% of Pn
time delay 1 sec.

field loss approximate settings
setting 30% of Sn
time delay 1 sec.
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t

AC generator operation can be altered by
both faults within the machine and by
disturbances occurring in the electrical
system to which it is connected.
An AC generator protection system
therefore has a dual objective: protecting
the machine and protecting the system.

introduction

AC generator protection

Faults such as overloads, unbalance and
internal phase-to-phase faults are the same
type for AC generators as for motors.

However, there are other types of faults that
are characteristic of AC generators.
When a short circuit occurs in a an
electrical system close to an AC generator,
the fault current looks like that shown in
figure 1.

The maximum short-circuit current value
should be calculated taking into account the
machine's substransient impedance X"d .
The value of the current detected by a
protection device, which is very slightly time-
delayed (by about 100 milliseconds), should
be calculated taking into account the
machine's transient impedance X’d.
The value of steady state short-circuit
current should be calculated taking into
account the synchronous impedance X.
This current is weak, generally less than the
AC generator's rated current.

Internal phase-to-frame fault
This is the same type of fault as for motors
and its effects depend on the grounding
systems adopted. A particularity in relation
to motors, however, lies in the fact that AC
generators can operate decoupled from the
electrical system during the start-up and
shutdown periods, and also when operating
for testing or on stand-by. The grounding
system may differ depending on whether the
AC generator is coupled or decoupled and
the protection devices should be suitable for
both cases.

types of faults Field loss
When an AC generator previously coupled
with a system loses its field, it becomes
desynchronized from the system. It then
operates asynchronously, overspeeding
slightly, and it absorbs reactive power.

Motor-like operation
When an AC generator is driven like a motor
by the electrical power system to which it is
connected and it applies mechanical energy
to the shaft, this can cause wear and
damage to the driving machine.

Voltage and frequency variations
Voltage and frequency variations during
steady state operating are due to the
malfunction of the related regulators. These
variations create the following problems:

too high a frequency causes abnormal
motor overheating,

too low a frequency causes motor power
loss,

variations in frequency cause variations in
motor speed which can bring about
mechanical damage,

too high a voltage puts stress on all parts
of the network,

too low a voltage causes torque loss and
an increase in current and motor
overheating.

fig.1

current subtransient phenomena continuoustransient
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protection devices
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tripping current

AC generator connected to other power sources

AC generator protection (cont.)

generator short-circuit current.

Stator frame fault
c if the neutral is grounded at the AC
generator neutral point, earth fault or
restricted earth fault protection is used.

c if the neutral is grounded within the system
rather than at the AC generator neutral
point, stator frame faults are detected by:

v earth fault protection on the AC generator
circuit breaker when the AC generator is
coupled to the electrical system,
v by an insulation monitoring device for
ungrounded systems when the AC generator
is uncoupled from the system.

c If the neutral is ungrounded, protection
against frame faults is ensured by an
insulation monitoring device. This device
operates either by detecting residual voltage
or by injecting DC current between the
neutral and earth.

If this device exists in the system, it monitors
the AC generator when it is coupled, but a
special AC generator device, validated by
the circuit breaker being in the open
position, is needed to monitor insulation
when the AC generator is uncoupled.

Rotor frame faults
When the exciting current circuit is
accessible, frame faults are monitored by a
permanent insulation monitor (Vigilohm).

Field loss
This type of fault is detected either by
measuring the reactive power absorbed or
by monitoring the excitation circuit if
accessible, or else by measuring the
impedance at the AC generator terminals.

Motor-like operation
This is detected by a relay that senses the
real power absorbed by the AC generator.

Voltage and frequency variations
These are monitored respectively by an
overvoltage-undervoltage protection device
and an underfrequency device.
These protection devices are time-delayed
since the phenomena do not require
instantaneous action and because the
electrical system protections and voltage
and speed controller must be allowed time to
react.

Overloads
The overload protection devices for AC
generators are the same as for motors:
c IDMT overcurrent,
c thermal overload,
c temperature probe.

Unbalance
Protection, like for motors, is ensured by
IDMT or direct time negative sequence
detection.

External phase-to-phase short-circuits
As the value of short-circuit current
decreases over time to within the range of
rated current, if not weaker, in steady state
operation, a simple current detection device
can be insufficient.
This type of fault is effectively detected by a
voltage restrained overcurrent detection
device, the setting of which increases with
the voltage (fig.2). Operation is delayed.

Internal phase-to-phase short circuits
c high impedance or percentage-based
differential protection provides a sensitive,
quick solution.

c In certain cases, especially for an AC
generator with a low power rating compared
to the system to which it is connected ,
the following combination can be used for
internal phase-to-phase short-circuit
protection (fig.3):

v instantaneous overcurrent protection (A),
validated when the AC generator circuit
breaker is opened, with current sensors
located on the neutral side, with a setting
lower than rated current,

v instantaneous overcurrent protection (B),
with current sensors located on the circuit
breaker side, with a setting higher than AC
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examples of applications Low power AC generator, uncoupled

earth fault

Medium power AC generators

differential

over and underfrequency

over and undervoltage

reactive reverse power

real reverse power

voltage restrained overcurrent

negative sequence unbalance

thermal overload

earth fault

negative sequence unbalance

thermal overload

voltage restrained overcurrent
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AC generator protection (cont.)

examples of applications Medium power AC generator
(grounded in electrical system)

thermal overload

negative sequence unbalance

voltage restrained overcurrent

real reverse power

field loss

residual overvoltage

over and undervoltage

over and underfrequency

earth fault

differential

I
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negative sequence unbalance

voltage restrained overcurrent

real reverse power

field loss

over and underfrequency

residual overvoltage

over and undervoltage

directional current

earth fault

Medium power block generator

thermal overload
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setting information type of fault settings
overloads thermal overload

to be adapted to rated characteristics (time
constants in the 10' range)).

unbalance max. neg. phase sequence component
to be adapted to characteristics (if lack of data,
setting 15% of In, IDMT).

external short-circuit voltage restrained overcurrent
setting 1.2 to 2 times In,
time delay according to discrimination.

internal short-circuit high impedance differential
threshold approximately 10% of In.

frame faults neutral grounded in electrical system
earth fault,
setting 10% to 20% of maximum earth fault
current,
time delay: instantaneous or 0.1 sec.

neutral grounded at AC generator neutral point
earth fault
setting approximately 10% In
time delay according to discrimination

ungrounded
residual overvoltage
setting approximately 30% of Vn

field loss reactive reverse power
setting 30% of Sn,
time delay of a few seconds.

motor operation directional real power
setting 1 to 20% of Pn,
time delay ≥ 1 sec.

voltage variation over and undervoltage
0.8 Un < U < 1.1 Un,
time delay: approximately a second.

speed variation over and underfrequency
0.95 fn < f < 1.05 fn,
time delay: a few seconds.
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introduction Capacitor banks are used to compensate for
reactive energy absorbed by electrical
system loads, and sometimes to make up
filters to reduce harmonic voltage.
Their role is to improve the quality of the
electrical system.
They may be connected in star, delta and
double star arrangements, depending on the
level of voltage and the system load.

A capacitor comes in the form of a case with
insulating terminals on top. It comprises
individual capacitances which have limited
maximum permissible voltages
(e.g. 2250 V) and are series-mounted in
groups to obtain the required voltage
withstand and parallel-mounted to obtained
the desired power rating.

There are two types of capacitors:
 those with no internal protection,
 those with internal protection:

a fuse is combined with each individual
capacitance.

capacitor protection

types of faults The main faults which are liable to affect
capacitor banks are:

 overload,
 short-circuit,
 frame fault,
 capacitor component short-circuit.

An overload is due to temporary or
continuous overcurrent:

 continuous overcurrent linked to:
 raising of the power supply voltage,
 the flow of harmonic current due to the

presence of non-linear loads such as static
converters (rectifiers, variable speed drives),
arc furnaces, etc.,

 temporary overcurrent linked to the
energizing of a capacitor bank step.
Overloads result in overheating which has
an adverse effect on dielectric withstand
and leads to premature capacitor aging.

A short-circuit is an internal or external
fault between live conductors, phase-to-
phase or phase-to-neutral depending on
whether the capacitors are delta or star-
connected. The appearance of gas in the
gas-tight chamber of the capacitor creates
overpressure which may lead to the opening
of the case and leakage of the dielectric.

A frame fault is an internal fault between a
live capacitor component and the frame
created by the metal chamber.
Similar to internal short-circuits, the
appearance of gas in the gas-tight chamber
of the capacitor creates overpressure which
may lead to the opening of the case and
leakage of the dielectric.

V
n-1

V
n-1

V

groupe n

groupe 3

groupe 2

groupe 1

(fig.1)

A capacitor component short-circuit is
due to the flashover of an individual
capacitance.

 with no internal protection: the parallel-
wired individual capacitances are shunted
by the faulty unit:

 the capacitor impedance is modified
 the applied voltage is distributed to one

less group in the series
 each group is submitted to greater stress,

which may result in further, cascading
flashovers, up to a full short-circuit.

 with internal protection: the melting of the
related internal fuse eliminates the faulty
individual capacitance:

 the capacitor remains fault-free,
 its impedance is modified accordingly.
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protection devices Capacitors should not be energized unless
they have been discharged. Re-energizing
must be time-delayed in order to avoid
transient overvoltage. A 10-minute time
delay allows sufficient natural discharging.
Fast discharging reactors may be used to
reduce discharging time.

Overloads
 Overcurrent of long duration due to the

raising of the power supply voltage may be
avoided by overvoltage protection that
monitors the electrical system voltage. This
type of protection may be assigned to the
capacitor itself, but it is generally a type of
overall electrical system protection. Given
that the capacitor can generally
accommodate a voltage of 110% of its rated
voltage for 12 hours a day, this type of
protection is not always necessary.

 Overcurrent of long duration due to the
flow of harmonic current is detected by an
overload protection of one the following
types:

 thermal overload
 time-delayed overcurrent,

provided it takes harmonic frequencies into
account.

 The amplitude of overcurrent of short
duration due to the energizing of capacitor
bank steps is limited by series-mounting
impulse reactors with each step.

capacitor protection (cont.)

Short circuits
Short-circuits are detected by a time-delayed
overcurrent protection device. Current and
time delay settings make it possible to
operate with the maximum permissible load
current and to close and switch steps.

Frame faults
Protection depends on the grounding
system. If the neutral is grounded, a time-
delayed earth fault protection device is used.

Capacitor component short-circuits
Detection is based on the change in
impedance created

 by the short-circuiting of the component for
capacitors with no internal protection

 by the elimination of the faulty individual
capacitance for capacitors with internal
fuses.
When the capacitor bank is double star-
connected, the unbalance  created by the
change in impedance in one of the stars
causes current to flow in the connection
between the netural points. This unbalance
is detected by a sensitive overcurrent
protection device.
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examples of capacitor
bank protection

Double star connected capacitor bank for reactive power compensation

Filter

IN

I >

U >

I >

I >

IN >

I

earth fault

overcurrent

overvoltage

overcurrent

earth fault

overcurrent

thermal overload
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setting information

capacitor protection (cont.)

type of fault setting
overload overvoltage

setting ≤ 110 % Vn
thermal overload

setting ≤ 1.3 In or overcurrent
setting ≤ 1.3 In direct time
or IDMT time delay 10 sec

short-circuit overcurrent direct time
setting approximately 10 In
time delay approximately 0.1 sec

frame fault earth fault direct time
setting ≤ 20 % maximum earth fault current
and ≥ 10 % CT rating if suppied by 3 CTs
time delay approximately 0.1 sec

capacitor component overcurrent
short circuit direct time setting < 1 ampere

time delay approximately 1 sec
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introduction Protection or measuring devices require
data on the electrical rating of the equipment
to be protected.

For technical, economic and safety reasons,
this data cannot be obtained directly from
the high voltage equipment power supply;
the following intermediary devices are
needed:

voltage transformers (VT),
current transformer (CT),
core balance CTs to measure earth fault

current.

sensors

These devices fulfill the following functions:
reduction of the value to be measured

(e.g.1500/5 A),
galvanic isolation,
providing the power required for data

processing and for protection operation
itself.

current transformers (CTs)

P1

P2

S1

S2

I2

I1

The CTs are characterized by the following
values (according to IEC 185 standards)*.

CT voltage
This is the operating voltage applied to the
CT primary. Note that the primary is at the
HV potential level and that one of the
secondary terminals is generally earthed.

As for other equipment, the following is also
defined :

maximum1 min. withstand voltage at
standard frequency

maximum impulse withstand voltage.

e.g. for 24 kV rated voltage, the CT must
withstand 50 kV voltage for 1 min at 50 Hz
and 125 kV impulse voltage .

Rated transformation ratio
It is usually given as the transformation ratio
between primary and secondary current
I1/I2. Secondary current is generally 5 A
or 1 A.

Accuracy level
It is defined by the composite error for the
accuracy limit current.
e.g. 5P10 means 5% error for 10 In
10P15 means 10% error for 15 In

5P and 10P are the standard accuracy
classes.
5 In, 10 In, 15 In, 20 In are the standard
accuracy limit currents.

The accuracy limit factor is the ratio
between the accuracy limit current and the
rated current .
Class X is another way of specifying CT
characteristics based on "knee-point
voltage" (fig.1, CT response in saturated
state).

Accuracy level power
Secondary power at rated current for which
the accuracy level is guaranteed. Expressed
in VA, it indicates the power that the
secondary can deliver for its rated current,
while respecting the rated accuracy class.
It represents the total consumption of the
secondary circuit, i.e. the power consumed
by all the connected devices as well as the
connecting wires.

If a CT is loaded at a power rating lower
than its accuracy level power, its actual
accuracy level is higher than the rated
accuracy level. Likewise, a CT that is loaded
too much loses accuracy.

Admissible short time current
Expressed in rms kA, the maximum current
admissible for 1 second (I

th
) (the secondary

being short-circuited) represents CT thermal
overcurrent withstand. The CT must have
the capacity to withstand short-circuit current
for the time required to clear it. If the clearing
time t is other than 1 sec., the current the CT
can withstand is I

th 
/ Vt.

Electrodynamic withstand expressed in peak
kA is at least equal to 2.5 x I

th

Normal values of rated currents:
at the primary (in A)

10 - 12.5 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 40 -
50 - 60 - 75 and multiples or decimal
submultiples.

* Also to be taken into account are elements related to the
type of assembly, characteristics of the site (e.g.
temperature), system frequency, etc...
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CT response
in saturated state

+10%

+50%

I
m

V

(fig.1)

P1

P2

S1

V

S2

I
m

When subjected to very strong current, the
CT becomes saturated, i.e. the secondary
current is no longer proportional to the
primary current.
The current error which corresponds to the
magnetization current becomes very high.

Knee-point voltage (fig.1)
This is the point on the current transformer
magnetization curve at which a 10%
increase in voltage V requires a 50%
increase in magnetization current Im.

conclusion on CTs sending
current into an overcurrent
type protection device

For direct time overcurrent protections, if
twice the setting current does does cause
saturation, operation is ensured no matter
how strong the fault.
For IDMT overcurrent protections, saturation
must not be reached for current values in
the working part of the operation curve (a
maximum of 20 times the setting current).

knee point
voltage

specific "wide band"
current sensors

These sensors, most often without magnetic
circuits and therefore not subject to
saturation. Linked to an electronic device,
their response is linear.
These CTs  are used and supplied with the
digital technology protection units. They only
require knowledge of the primary rated
current.

sensors (cont.)
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earth fault protection
sensors

Earth fault current can be detected in
several ways.

CT mounted on neutral point

3 CT summing integrator assembly (fig.3)
This assembly is only used if it is impossible
to use core balance CTs.
Because of the CT summing error, the
minimum setting for residual current is
approximately 10% of In.

(fig.1)

(fig.2)

differential protection
sensors

The CTs should be specified according to
the operating principle of the protection
system; refer to the instruction manual of the
system being used.

P1 P2 P2 P1

differential protection

protected zone

Differential measurement
by core balance CT

N

I
N 

>

(fig.3)

earth fault

N

I1

I2

I3

I
N 

>
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Voltage transformers have the following
characteristics (IEC186) (1)

electrical system frequency generally
50 or 60Hz,

system's highest primary voltage
(secondary voltage is standardized
100, 100/ , 110, 110/  Volts),

 rated voltage factor
 VA power rating and accuracy class

3-transformer assembly
(requires 1 insulated high voltage
terminal per transformer)

voltage transformers 2 transformer assembly ("V" assembly)
(requires 2 insulated high voltage
terminals per transformer)

voltage ratio:

In ungrounded systems, all neutral phase
VTs must be loaded enough to prevent the
risk of ferromagnetic resonance.

(1) also to be taken into account are elements related to the
type of assembly, characteristics of the site
(e.g. temperature...) etc...

Un

100

Un/

100/

voltage ratio:

sensors (cont.)
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RS 485 network

General architecture of an RS 485 network

2-wire bus topology
Two-wire cabling of the communication network makes
it possible to use a single shielded pair, which means
simple cabling.

Each item of equipment connected to the network
includes a transmitter and a receiver that are
connected to the same cable.

Since communication is half duplex, alternating and
two-way, messages are conveyed in both directions on
the same line from the master to the slaves and vice
versa.

Communication takes place alternately, with the
transmitters taking turns on the line.

The master can be any station.

Connection of the stations (2-wire)
The network comprises a single cable (a shielded,
twisted pair). The various stations in the network are
connected by linking both of the following:
c all the outputs marked + (TD+, RD+) to the network +
wire (marked L+),
c all the outputs marked - (TD-, RD-) to the network -
wire (marked L-).

Presentation
The Modbus communication network may be used to
connect equipment to a central monitoring and control
system on a local network in half duplex, master-slave
mode.

The communication network is a LAN (Local Area
Network). Transmission is of the serial type and all the
stations are connected in parallel to a 2-wire / (4-wire)
bus. The physical layer is of the RS 485 type in
compliance with the EIA RS 485 standard.

The RS 485 communication bus operates according to
the principle of differential line voltage.

There are 2 main wiring principles for this type of
network:
c 2-wire topology,
c 4-wire topology.

General characteristics
type of transmission asynchronous serial

rate 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600,
19200, 38400 bauds (1)

data formats 1 start, 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop
1 start, 8 bits, even parity, 1 stop
1 start, 8 bits, odd parity, 1 stop

RS 485 electrical interface complies with EIA RS 485 standard

maximum distance 1300 m

branch distance less than 3 m

maximum number of stations on a line 32

(1) 300, 600 bauds not available with ACE 909-2.
300, 600, 1200, 2400 not available with Sepam 1000+.

station 01 station 02 station n (n ≤ 32)

station 03

Rc Rc

5 V

Rp

RD - TD +

0 V

Rp

L -  (B/B')

L + (A/A')

station n-1

TD +
TD –

(A)
(B)

transmitters

RD +
RD –

(A')
(B')

receivers

Polarization
Polarization creates a continuous flow of current through the network, putting all the
receivers in deactivated status until a transmitter is validated.
The network is polarized by connecting the (L+) line to the 0 V and the (L-) line to the
5 V via two 470 Ω polarization resistors (RP).
The network should only be polarized in one location on the line to avoid random
transmission.
It is recommended that the master’s power supplies and resistors be used.
The ACE 909-2 and ACE 919 converters provide this polarization.
Some Schneider equipment offers also this possibility.

Please note
Some equipment items do not comply with the RS 485 standard with respect to
polarities as well as polarization and line impedance matching.
When a mixture of equipment is being connected, make sure to check these points.

Impedance matching
Two 150 Ω resistors (Rc) are required at each end to
match line impedance. Each item of equipment, as well
as each connector, connection box and interface,
contains a 150 Ω resistor which can be used for this
purpose.
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RC = load resistor (150 ohms),
Rp = polarization resistor (470 ohms)

4-wire bus topology
For 4-wire connection of the communication network,
2 shielded pairs are used.

With 4-wire connection, the “master station” is defined
and then the two communication lines, a master
to slaves “transmission” line and a slaves to master
“receiving” line. Communication is alternating half
duplex. Requests are sent from the master to
the salves on the transmission line. Replies are sent
from the slaves to the master on the receiving line.

Connection of stations (4-wire)
The different network are stations are connection
by linking:
c master station
v RD+ inputs to the L+ “transmission” line,
RD- inputs to the L- “transmission” line,
v TD+ outputs to the L+ “receiving” line,
TD- outputs to the L- “receiving” line.

The connection of the master station is the opposite to that of the other stations:
c master station
v RD+ input to the L+ “receiving” line,
RD- input to the L- “receiving” line,
v TD+ output to the L+ “transmission” line,
TD- output to the L- “transmission” line.

Rc Rc

Rc Rc

5 V

Rp

0 V

Rp

5 V

Rp

0 V

Rp

receiving line
(transmission from
slaves to master)

transmission line
(transmission from
master to slaves)

L – (B/B’)

L + (A/A’)

L – (B/B’)

L + (A/A’)

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

slave station n°

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

master station (supervisor)

TD – TD +

RD – RD +

Polarization
(see 2-wire topology)
It is necessary to polarize both the transmission and receiving lines.
ACE 909-2 and ACE 919 converters are only used with the 2-wire topology.

Impedance matching
Four 150 Ohm resistors (Rc) are mandatory, one at
each end, for impedance matching of both the
transmission and receiving lines.
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Example of equipment concerned:

RD + (A')

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Rc

Rp +

5 V

RD – (B')
TD + (A)
TD – (B)

Rp –
0 V

CE40

B

A

communication
connector
(item 1B)

red
green
indicators

Communication interfaces

Sepam 2000

Schneider’s experience in the industrial world has
shown that more than 50% of communication problems
are linked to the commissioning of the network.

This manual describes the accessories available and
the different connection schemes that may be used for
equipment fitted with a Modbus RS 485 physical link.

These accessories may be used to:
c facilitate commissioning,
c reduce risks linked to the environment (EMC),
c reduce incorrect wiring (faulty welding...).

Merlin Gerin equipment items which use the same type
of RS 485 interface, connected to 9-pin Sub-D
connectors, are identified in the connection schemes
by the symbol                    .MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

recommended module

function type example 2-wire network powered 2-wire network 4-wire network

Sepam 1000 + ACE 949 and
CCA 612 cable

powered 2-wire CCA 609 and CCA 629 and
RS 485 CCA 602 cable CCA 602 cable

not-powered 2-wire CCA 609 and CCA 629 and
RS 485 CCA 602 cable CCA 602 cable

4-wire RS 485 Sepam 2000 CCA 609 and
DC 150 CCA 602 cable
Vigilohm system

RS 232 ACE 909-2 ACE 909-2

2-wire RS 485 CCA 609 and
master cable

2-wire RS 485 ACE 919 ACE 919

4-wire RS 485 CCA 609 and CCA 609 and
master cable master cable

repeater 2-wire RS 485 / ACE 919 ACE 919
2-wire RS 485

Modbus slave
equipment

Modbus master
equipment

You wish to connect an equipment item to a network:
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Sepam 1000+ communication
interface module ACE 949
The network cable connections are made to terminals
A  and  B  situated on the module.

The power supply for the RS 485 communication
interfaces (ACE 949 opposite, items V- and V+) is
provided via the network cable by a single accessory,
ACE 909-2 (or ACE 919) which may be used to
connect up to 20 units.

The distributed power supply network is wired using
a shielded cable that comprises 2 twisted pairs.

Each module is equipped with a 3 meter long CCA 612
prefabricated cable connected to the  C  output of
Sepam 1000+.

88

7230

C

V+V-L+L-

V+V-L+L-

RC
RC

A

B

green indicator
line activity

C

ACE 949ARS485
network

1
2
3
4

B

4
3
2
1 C

L- L+ V+V-

L- L+ V+V-
RS485
network

CCA 612
Sepam 1000 +
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Accessories

CCA 609 connection box
Each equipment item may be connected to the network
cable via a CCA 609 connection box mounted on a
DIN rail (symmetrical or asymmetrical). The connection
box can be used to tap onto the communication cable.

The CCA 609 box is used for 4-wire topologies and/or
in the case of polarization by a Sepam. It is replaced
in other cases by the CCA 629 box.

With this type of connection, it is possible to remove
a station from the network without leaving any
connectors “loose” It also facilitates the connection
of new stations at a later date.

c Mounting on symmetrical or asymmetrical DIN rail,
c Dimensions: 83 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) “ 110 m (D)
with CCA 602 connected,
c Weight: 120 g.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

83

85

55

validation of impedance matching
on the end station only (strap 9-10)

possibility of network polarization
(in one location only) (straps 13-14 and 15-16)
via a station

earthing
terminal

connection
via CCA 602
connection cable

2-wire configuration (straps 5-6 and 7-8)

2-wire RS 485 network
connection terminal block:
incoming:
L + to 1
L – to 2
outgoing:
L + to 3
L – to

normal

normal

clamps for attachment and recovery
of bus cable shielding (incoming/outgoing)

CCA 629 connection box
2 wire
Each equipment item may be connected to the network
cable via a CCA 629 connection box mounted on a
DIN rail (symmetrical or asymmetrical). The connection
box can be used to tap onto the communication cable
and provides continuity of the distributed power supply.

This box is connected to 2-wire RS 485 networks only.

With this type of connection, it is possible to remove
a station from the network without leaving any
connectors “loose” It also facilitates the connection
of new stations at a later date.

c Mounting on symmetrical or asymmetrical DIN rail,
c Dimensions: 83 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) x 110 m (D)
with CCA 602 connected,
c Weight: 120 g.

1 2

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

83

85

55

validation of impedance matching
on the end station only (strap 1-2)

earthing
terminal

connection
via CCA 602
connection cable

clamps for attachment and recovery
of bus cable shielding (incoming/outgoing)

A B

C

2-wire RS 485 network
connection terminal block:
incoming:
V + to 1
V – to 2
L + to 3
L – to 4

normal

normal

CCA 609
or CCA 629

RS 485 bus

CCA 602

Sepam 2000
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CCA 600-2
9-pin connectors
The CCA 600-2 accessory may be used to produce
cables long enough for customized cabling systems:
c connection of station to CCA 609,
c connection of CCA 609 to ACE 909,
c supplied with the ACE 909-2 / ACE 919.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

36

44,5

56,4 16

CCA 619 connector 2 wire
(CCA 629 alternative solution)

Presentation
Each equipment item may be connected directly to the
2-wire RS 485 communication network only, using the
CCA 619 connector.
c dimensions: see diagram,
c weight: 120 g.

Setting of the configuration microswitches

Normal Each line end

Connection of the CCA 619 connector

23 46

70

50

2-wire cable
(standard)

termination resistor connected

not connected

line
polarization

no
polarization

2 W

POL

POL 2 W

POL

POL

L + to +
L – to –

+
-

+
-

cable (2-wire)
for chaining with
another CCA 619
connector

ground
wire

bus RS 485

CCA 619

Sepam 2000

CCA 602 cable
The CCA 602 “cable” accessory is used to create
branches of the RS 485 network from the CCA 609
connection box to each equipment item.

It may also be used to connect the ACE 909 converter
(master / central computer link).

This accessory comprises a 3-meter cable with a 9-pin
sub-D connector with metallic cover at either end.
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Converters

ACE 909-2 RS 485 / RS 232
converter
Presentation
The ACE 909 converter may only be used for 2-wire
mode operation.

Without requiring any flow control signals, after
the parameters are set, the ACE 909-2 performs
conversion, polarization and automatic dispatching
of Modbus frames between the master and the stations
by two-way alternating transmission (half-duplex
with single pair).

The ACE 909-2 converter also provides a 12 V supply
for the distributed power supply of the Sepam 1000+

ACE 949 interfaces.

At the time of cabling, it is necessary to ensure that
the L+ and L- lines are independent or insulated.
The setting of the communication parameters should
be the same as the setting of the Sepam 1000+s
and the master communication.

Data displayed on the front of the device
c On/Off: On (lit) / Off (extinguished),
c Tx, Rx display of RS 232 transmission and receiving
line activity.

Connection

Rate SW2/1 SW2/2 SW2/3 SW2/4 SW2/5
1200 1 1 1
2400 0 1 1
4800 1 0 1
9600 0 0 1
19200 1 1 0
38400 0 1 0
parity 0
no parity 1 1
2 stop 0
1 stop    

85

105

105

47
65

Rx Tx 0V

RS 232

Vac ~
0,1A

9 5
RS 485

Tx

1

1
2
3
4
5

0

SW2

on/off

off  on
Rp-
Rp+
Rc

No polarization

No impédance
matching

1
2

-3
SW1

+V

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

-V L+ L-

3 7

Ph N

220Vac  110Vac

Rx

connection to the RS 485
network with CCA 602
accessory or screw-on
connector CCA 600-2
(supplied with the converter)

master link limited to 10 m, connection
by 2.5 mm screw terminal
Rx = box receiving
Tx = box transmission
0V = Rx/Tx common (do not earth)

selective switch for AC voltage
110 - 220 Vac

for access to fuse,
unlock by making a 1/4 turn

connection  of mains power supply
by 2.5 mm screw terminal (reversible Ph/N)
earthed via terminal (green-yellow wire)
and metal case (connection on back of case).

Weight: 460 g

DIN rail mounting
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speed SW2 / 1 SW2 / 2 SW2 / 3

1200 1 1 1

2400 0 1 1

4800 1 0 1

9600 0 0 1

19200 1 1 0

38400 0 1 0

strap position function

SW2 / 4 0 with parity

1 without parity

SW2 / 5 0 2 stop

1 1 stop

strap position function

SW1 / 1 ON polarization at 0 V via Rp - 470 Ω
SW1 / 2 ON polarization at 5 V via Rp + 470 Ω
SW1 / 3 ON 150 Ω impedance matching

resistor at end of RS 485 bus

Electrical characteristics
c mains power supply:
110 Vac / 220 Vac, ±10%, 47 to 63 Hz,
c protection by 0.1 A time-delayed fuse
(5 mm x 20 mm),
c galvanic isolation 2000+ V rms, 50 Hz, 1 mn
between:
v mains input and interface internal power supply
outputs,
v mains input and mechanical frame,
c galvanic isolation 1000 V rms, 50 Hz,
1 mn between RS 232 and RS 485 interfaces,
c transmission delay < 100 ns.

Mechanical characteristics
c mounting on symmetrical/asymmetrical DIN rail,
c dimensions: 105 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) x 47 mm (D),
c weight: 460 g,
c ambient operating temperature: -5 °C to +55 °C.

electromagnetic compatibility

CEI 60255-5,
1.2 impulse wave / 50 microseconds 1 kV differential mode

 3 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-1, 1 MHz damped oscill. wave 0.5 kV differential mode
1 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-4, 5 ns fast transients 4 kV with capacitive coupling
 in common mode
2 kV with direct coupling
 in common mode
1 kV with direct coupling
 in differential mode

Commissioning
Parameter setting of supply voltage
The 110 Vac/220 Vac supply voltage is changed using
a switch which may be accessed on the bottom of the
box (fuse end).

Please note:
This operation must be performed before energizing
the converter.

Parameter setting of transmission via SW2
Used to set the rate and format of asynchronous
transmission.

To change the parameter setting, the box must be
de-energized (reset) in order for the new values to be
processed.

Parameter setting of line resistors via SW1
The SW1 microswitches are used to activate
(or deactivate) the RS 485 network polarization
and line impedance matching resistors.

Box configuration when delivered
c mains power supply 220 Vac.
c 9600 baud rate, 8-bit format, with parity, 1 stop bit,
c polarization and line impedance matching resistors
activated,
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Converters (cont’d)

ACE 919 RS 485 / RS 485
converter

Presentation
The ACE 919 converter is used to connect a master /
central computer equipped with an RS 485 type serial
port as a standard feature to the stations cabled
in an RS 485 bus type network, and to adapt
the system for operation in 2-wire mode.

Without requiring any flow control signals, the ACE 919
converter performs network polarization. The ACE 919
converter also provides a 12 V supply for the
distributed power supply of the Sepam 1000+ ACE 949
interfaces.

Data displayed on the front of the device
c On/Off: On (lit) / Off (extinguished).

Weight: 460 g

DIN rail mounting

Connection

85

105

105

47
65

L+ L-

RS 485

Vdc =
0,2A

9 5
RS 485

on/off

off  on
Rp-
Rp+
Rc

No polarization

No impédance
matching

1
2

-3
SW1

+V

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 919 CC

-V L+ L-

3 7

+Vc 0V

RS 485 link
L+   + line
L-    - line
       shielding

for access to fuse,
unlock by making a1/4 turn

connection of DC power supply by 2.5 mm
screw terminal earthed via terminal
(green-yellow wire) and metal case
(connection on back of case).

connection to the RS 485
network with CCA 602 accessory
(see example of application)
or screw-on connector CCA 600-2
(supplied with the converter)

Weight: 460 g

DIN rail mounting

85

105

105

47
65

L+ L-

RS 485

0,1AT

9 5
RS 485

on/off

off  on
Rp-
Rp+
Rc

No polarization

No impédance
matching

1
2

-3
SW1

+V

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 919 CA

-V L+ L-

3 7

Ph N

Vac ~ 220Vac  110Vac

RS 485 link
L+   + line
L-    - line
       shielding

for access to fuse,
unlock by making a1/4 turn

connection of mains power supply by 2.5 mm
screw terminal (reversible Ph/N)
earthed via terminal (green-yellow wire)
and metal case (connection on back of case).

connection to the RS 485 network
with CCA 602 accessory
(see example of application)
or screw-on connector CCA 600-2
(supplied with the converter)
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Commissioning

AC or DC power supply
ACE 919 DC 24-48 Vdc,
ACE 919 AC 110-220 Vac.

Parameter setting of supply voltage
For ACE 919 CA the 110 Vac/220 Vac supply voltage
is changed using a switch which may be accessed
on the bottom of the box (fuse end).

Please note:
This operation must be performed before energizing
the converter.

Parameter setting of line resistors via SW1
The SW1 microswitches are used to activate
(or deactivate) the RS 485 network polarization
and line impedance matching resistors.

Box configuration when delivered
c mains power supply 220 Vac or 48 Vdc.
c 9600 baud rate, 8-bit format, with parity, 1 stop bit,

strap position function

SW1 / 1 ON polarization at 0V via Rp - 470 Ω
SW1 / 2 ON polarization at 5V via Rp + 470 Ω
SW1 / 3 ON 150 Ω impedance matching

resistor at end of RS 485 bus

electromagnetic compatibility

IEC 60255-5,
1.2 impulse wave / 50 microseconds 1 kV differential mode

3 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-1, 1 MHz damped oscill. wave 0.5 kV differential mode
1 kV common mode

IEC 60255-22-4, 5 ns fast transients 4 kV with capacitive coupling
in common mode
2 kV with direct coupling
in common mode
1 kV with direct coupling
in differential mode

Electrical characteristics
c mains power supply:
110 Vac / 220 Vac + 10%, 47 to 63 Hz,
c protection by 0.1 A time-delayed fuse
(5 mm x 20 mm),
c galvanic isolation 2000+ V rms, 50 Hz,
1 mn between:
v mains input and interface internal power supply
outputs,
v mains input and mechanical frame,

DC power supply
c 24 / 48 Vdc + 20%

Mechanical characteristics
c mounting on symmetrical/asymmetrical DIN rail,
c dimensions: 105 mm (L) x 85 mm (H) x 47 mm (D),
c weight: about 400 g,
c ambient operating temperature: -5 °C to +55 °C.
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Wiring and commissioning

RS 485 network cable
The characteristics of the cable recommended
for connecting the CCA… type connection boxes
or ACE type RS 485 interfaces are as follows:
c twisted pair with tinned copper braid shielding,
coverage: > 65%,
c characteristic impedance: 120 Ω,
c gauge: AWG 24,
c resistance per unit length: < 100 Ω / km,
c capacitance between conductors: < 60 pF / m,
c conductor and shielding: < 100 pF / m.

The total network cable length should not be greater
than 1300 meters except limitation due to distributed
power supply.

Examples of compatible cables:
c supplier: BELDEN, reference: 9841 (1 pair)
or 9842 (2 pairs),
c supplier: FILOTEX, reference: FMA-2PS.

Wiring precautions
For the sake of both the safety of people and efficient combating against the effects
of interference, the cabling of systems which comprise digital links must comply with
a set of basic rules aimed at establishing an equipotential-bonded, meshed and
earthed network.

Special care must be taken when making connections between buildings
with earthing that is not interconnected.
For details and useful recommendations, please refer to the Telemecanique
document TSX DG GND F entitled “Grounding cabling guide”.

All the accessories make it possible to ensure the continuity of the cable shielding
and regular grounding.

It is therefore necessary to ensure that:
c the 2 connectors at the ends of the CCA 602 branching cable are plugged in
correctly and locked by the 2 screws specially provided,
c the clamps are tightened onto the metallic shielding braid on each CCA 609,
CCA 619, CCA 629 and ACE 949 connection box,
c each CCA connection box is grounded (earthed) by a 2.5 mm2 diameter green-
yellow wire or a short braid (< 10 cm) via the terminal specially provided,
c the metal case of the ACE 909 or ACE 919 converter is grounded (earthed)
by a green-yellow mains power supply connector wire and an eye lug on the back
of the case.
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ACE 909-2 or ACE 919
converters
In the wiring examples shown, the master is situated
at the end of the network, which is generally the case.

With a master situated in the middle of the network,
it is necessary to remove the impedance matching
resistors from the master stations and install them
at the end of the line.

Modicon BM 85 in RS 485
BM85 R/D A 3 to L+

R/T B 2 to L-

Gnd 1

Modicon BM 85 in RS 2432
BM85 RxD 2 to Tx 4-6 strap

TxD 3 to Rx 7-8

GND 5 to 0V

APPLICOM board in RS 485
BX4010 RC 4 to L+

T- 3 to L+

T+ 2 to L-

ACE 919

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC supply

RC RP

V +
V –

L –
L +

(1)

ACE 909-2

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov
3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

(1)

ACE 919

RS 485
serial port

L- L+

L- L+

AC/DC supply

RC RP

RC impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

RP polarization of deactivated line

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

(1)

(1) distributed power supply output to be used for the connection of Sepam 1000+.

Connection of “master” station
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Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909-2

CCA 629 and CCA 629

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3 421 34 2 81

CCA 602

21

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

CCA 629 CCA 629CCA 629

(1)

(1) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516
CCA 609CCA 609CCA 609

(2)

(1) 2-wire configuration strap 5-6 and 7-8

(1)(1)(1)

(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

L +
L –

+ ––++ ––++ ––++ ––+

L +
L –

L +
L –

L +
L –

2 W

POL

POL2 W

POL

POL

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619

CCA 609 and CCA 602

CCA 619

Connection of “slave” stations 2 wire RS 485
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MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

L –
L +

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3 421 34 2 81

CCA 602

21

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909 3 421 34 2 1

21CCA 602 CCA 629
(or CCA 609) CCA 629CCA 629CCA 629

assembly to be installed for EMC
protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

(1)

(1) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

L –
L +

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909 3 421 34 2 1

21CCA 602
CCA 609CCA 609CCA 609

CCA 629
(or CCA 609)

assembly to be installed
for EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629)
interface

(2)

(1)(1)(1)

(1) 2-wire configuration strap 5-6 and 7-8
(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

+ ––++ ––++ ––++ ––+

L +
L –

L +
L –

L +
L –L –

L +

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909 3 421 34 2 1

21CCA 602

2 W

POL

POL2 W

POL

POL

CCA 629
(or CCA 609) CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619 CCA 619

assembly to be installed for EMC
protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909

CCA 602 and CCA 629

CCA 602 and CCA 609

CCA 619
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MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

L –
L +

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3 421 34 2 81

CCA 602

21

3

L +
L –

421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

RS 485
serial port

L – L +

3 421 34 2 1

21

L –
L +

CCA 629CCA 629CCA 629
CCA 629

(or CCA 609)

assembly to be installed
for EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

(1)

(1) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L –
L +

RS 485
serial port

L – L +

3 421 34 2 1

21

L –
L +

L –
L +

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3

L +
L –

421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 15 16CCA 629
(or CCA 609) CCA 609CCA 609CCA 609

assembly to be installed for
EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629)
interface

(2)

(1)(1)(1)

(1) 2-wire configuration strap 5-6 and 7-8
(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

L –
L +

RS 485
serial port

L – L +

3 421 34 2 1

21

L +
L –

+ ––++ ––++ ––++ ––+

L +
L –

L +
L –

L +
L –

2 W

POL

POL2 W

POL

POL

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619CCA 619
CCA 629

(or CCA 609)

assembly to be installed
for EMC protection of master
(CCA 609 or CCA 629) interface

Master station in RS 485
without converter

CCA 602 and CCA 629

CCA 602 and CCA 609

CCA 619

Connection of “slave” stations 2 wire RS 485 (cont’d)
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Connection of “slave” stations Sepam 1000+

2 wire RS 485

Sepam 1000+ needs distributed power supply
for ACE 949 interface

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909-2

Master station in RS 485
with ACE 919

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

max 250 m

3
ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

RC

V +
V –

L –
L +

RC

RP

max 250 m

3
ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

CCA 612

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

3
ACE 949

421 34 2 1

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

RC

RC

RP

3
7
9
5

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC
24 - 48 DC
110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line
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Sepam 1000+ needs distributed power supply
for ACE 949 interface

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 909-2

Extension of an existing network with CCA 629

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

RC

RP

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3 421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

L +
L –

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

without distributed
power supply

CCA 629CCA 629

(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity
of distributed power supply

(1) (2)

(2) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

L +
L –

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov

ACE 909-2

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

RC

RP

CCA 609

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

without distributed
power supply

(1) (2)

(3)

(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end of line
(3) strap 5-6 and 7-8
for 2-wire RS 485

(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity
of distributed power supply

Extension of an existing network with CCA 609

Connection of “slave” stations 2 wire RS 485
with Sepam 1000+
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MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

RC

RP

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

L +
L –

3 421 34 2 1

CCA 602

21

3
7
9
5

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC
24 - 48 DC
110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

without distributed
power supply

CCA 629

impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end of line

polarization of deactivated line

(2) strap 1-2 impedance
matching resistor at end
of line(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity

of distributed power supply

(1) (2)

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

ACE 949
3

ACE 949

V +
V –

L –
L +

421 34 2 1 3 421 34 2 1

CCA 612

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

CCA 602

V +
V –

L –
L +

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+

CCA 612

Sepam 1000+

L +
L –

3 421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
7
9
5

RS 485
serial port

L –L+

L –L+

AC/DC
24 - 48 DC
110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

résistance d’adaptation en extrémité de ligne

polarisation de la ligne au repos

RC

RP

CCA 609

without distributed
power supply

(1) use of CCA 629 for continuity
of distributed power supply

(1) (2)

(3)

(2) strap 9-10 impedance
matching resistor at end
of line
(3) strap 5-6 and 7-8
for 2-wire RS 485

Master station in RS 232
with ACE 919

Extension of an existing network with CCA 629

Extension of an existing network with CCA 609
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Connection of “slave” stations
4 wire RS 485

Master station at one end of line

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

RD –RD +

TD –TD +

master station (supervisor)

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

polarization of lines,
load resistors at end of lines,
transmission (optional), receiving

(1) strap 9-10 and 11-12 impedance matching resistor at end of both lines
(2) removal of strap 5-6 and 7-8 in 2-wire mode

(1)

(2)(2)(2)

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

master
strand *

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

TD +
TD –
RD +
RD –

RD –RD +TD –TD +

master station (supervisor)

3
CCA 609
421 65 7 8

CCA 602

11 12109 1413 1516

8
4
9
5RD –

RD +
TD –
TD +

polarization of lines,
transmission (optional),
receiving

(1) strap 9-10 and 11-12 impedance matching resistor at end of both lines

(1)(1)

(*) pins on CCA 609 9-pin
Sub-D connector

Master station at the middle of line
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Extension of the RS 485 network with ACE 919
in case of distributed power supply

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

MERLIN GERIN

ACE 909-2

L- L+

L- L+

AC/DC supply

3
7
9
5

RS 232
serial port

RxTx

2 3

110 / 220 Vac supply

RC RP

5

Ov
ACE 909-2

ACE 919

V +
V –

L –
L +

max 250 m

L- L+

L-

AC/DC supply

ACE 919

max 250 m

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

21

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

Sepam 1000+

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

Sepam 1000+

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
CCA 629
421 34 2 1

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

V +
V –

L –
L +

3
ACE 949
421 34 2 1

V +
V –

L –
L +

RC

RP

max 250 m

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

21

3
7
9
5

V +
V –

L –
L +

Sepam 1000+ Sepam 1000+

RC

L+

RC load impedance matching resistor to be installed if at end or beginning of line

RP polarization of deactivated line
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Setting and testing
Commissioning

Setting of communication
parameters
Before Modbus communication equipment is put into
service, parameters need to be set.

selection

transmission rate on converters
adjustable from 300 to 38,400 bauds on equipment

slave n° assigned to equipment
adjustable from 1 to 255

parity: no parity, even parity, odd parity on converters
on equipment

line polarization 1 location only (master)

line impedance matching at end of line
on converters
on equipment
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Operating problems
In case of problems, it is advisable to connect the devices to the RS 485 network
one by one.

The green lamp indicates that there is traffic on the line.

Make sure that the master sends frames to the equipment concerned
and to the RS 232 – RS 485 / RS 485 – RS 485 converter, if there is one.

Points to be checked
Check:
c the wiring to the CCA 612 connectors, the CCA 602 branching cables
and the RS 485 network cable,
c the wiring of the ACE convecters,
c the wiring to each ECA 609 / CCA 629 / CCA 619 connection box,
c the wiring of the ACE 949 interface,
c the distributed voltage V+, V- (12 V),
c the polarization is in one location only,
c the impedance matching is set up at the ends and only at the ends
of the RS 485 network,
c the cable used is the one advised,
c the ACE converters used are correctly connected and parameterized,
c the L+ or L- lines are not earthed,
c the earthing of all the cable shielding,
c the earthing of all the converters, interfaces and connection boxes.

Use an oscilloscope to check the forum of the signals:
c transmit voltage
v level 0 +1.5 V to +5 V
v level 1 -1.5 V to -5 V
c reception voltage threshold
v level 0 > +0.2 V
v level 1 < -0.2 V

Troubleshooting
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2 Guide de diagnostic

Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide

page

Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide 2

Sepam 2000 appendix 13

Sepam 1000 diagnosis guide 14

Sepam 1000 appendix 19

Contents

c the symptoms column describes the fault
observed, together with the possible
consequences.
c the possible causes  column describes
what could have caused the fault.
c the remedies  column describes the tests
to be performed or operations to be carried
out to correct the situation (they are not
necessarily given opposite the causes
discussed).

Symptoms

c all the indicators and the display unit
are off,
c the TSM 2001 terminal is not
communicating, the screen is blank.

Possibles causes

c the Sepam 2000 is not being supplied
with power,
c the device has been switched on rapidly
several times in a row, causing internal
tripping of the CE40 power supply.

All indicators off
Remedies

c check the voltage on the power supply
connector,
c disconnect the power supply for a few
minutes,
c if the fault persists, change the Sepam
2000 power supply board. The CE40 board
is fitted with an internal fuse; never replace
it (since other power supply components are
damaged when the fuse blows).
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Symptoms

c Sepam displays the maintenance
message,
c the red     indicator is on,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is not
operational,
c the Sepam 2000  is not working;
the watchdog has dropped out.

Possible causes

The parameters have been altered.
There may be several causes for the
alteration:
c the memory cartridge has been
inadvertently plugged in or pulled with
the power on.
c Sepam 2000 self-testing has detected an
internal fault which prevents it fromcarrying
out its functions.

“maintenance” message and red indicator on
Remedies

c replace the customer cartridge by the
TSM 2005 final testing cartridge and read
the internal fault using the TSM 2001 (see
TSM 2005 manual, chapter on reading
internal faults).

without the TSM 2005
c to locate the fault, replace the cartrige by
another one (made for use in the same
model). If the fault disappears, it came from
the cartridge: reprogram it with LOGIPAM
using the reprogram settings  option,
c if necessary, replace the faulty cartridge,
c if the fault persists, replace the power
supply card,
c if the fault persists, replace Sepam 2000.

Before re-energizing the Sepam,
check the complete parameter setting
of the Sepam:
c status,
c protection settings,
c control logic parameters:
bistables, time delays...

Symptoms

c Sepam displays the maintenance
message,
c the red indicator is off,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is
operational,
c Sepam 2000 is working,
c the maintenance  message disappears
when a key on the front of the device is
pressed, but comes back again after a few
seconds.

Possible causes

c the microswitches are in a prohibited
setting,
c Sepam 2000 internal self-testing has
detected an internal fault which does not
prevent Sepam 2000 from momentarily
performing its functions.

“maintenance” message and red indicator off
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the ECM (or ECA) and 3U+Vo boards
(installation manual),
c for S25 and S35 Sepam, an error code
can be read with the pocket terminal in the
About Sepam  menu, SFT 2800 heading; it
appears in line 4 of the screen, on the right :
v code 0400: change the ECM (ECA) board
(slot 2),
v code 1000: change the 3U+Vo board,
v code 0800: change the additional ECM
(ECA) board (slot 3),
v codes 2000, 8000: change the RTD
boards,
v other codes  or if the fault persists:
replace Sepam 2000.

With TSM 2005
c replace the customer cartridge by the
TSM 2005 final testing cartridge and read
the internal fault using the TSM 2001 (see
TSM 2005 manual, chapter on reading
internal faults).
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Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)

Symptoms

c Sepam displays the cartridge  message,
c the red      indicator is on.
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is not
working,
c Sepam 2000 is not working; the watchdog
relay has dropped out.

Possible causes

c the cartridge does not match the Sepam
model,
c boards needed for Sepam 2000
operation are missing,
c the boards have been switched around,
c 2 different ECM boards are pluged
in Sepam.

“CARTRIDGE” message
Remedies

c ensure that the cartridge has not been
mixed up with another Sepam 2000
cartridge,
c check the number of ESTOR I/O boards.
It should be greater than or equal to the
number of boards needed for the control
logic program,
c check that the cartridge is installed in the
correct model of Sepam: the Sepam model
in which the cartridge should be inserted
appears in line 1 of the label on the front
of the cartridge.
Example  :
a cartridge labeled S25 LX M01 should be
inserted in a model 2025 LX Sepam,
c the Sepam model appears in the label
stuck to its side. Check that the boards
present in the rear compartment of that
model comply with the board position
table  in the appendix,
c check that ECM boards have the same
sérial number (03143179 or 3122288).

With TSM 2005
c replace the customer cartridge by the
TSM 2005 final testing cartridge and read
the internal fault using the TSM 2001
(see TSM 2005 manual, chapter on reading
internal faults).

Symptoms

c Sepam displays the M.CARTRIDGE
message,
c the red          indicator is off,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is not
working,
c the Sepam 2000  is not working; the
watchdog has dropped out.

Possible causes

c cartridge memory fault, with possible
altered parameters.

“M.CARTRIDGE” message and red indicator on
Remedies

c replace the cartridge.

Before re-energizing the Sepam, check
the complete parameter setting of the
Sepam:
c status,
c protection settings,
c control logic parameters:
bistables, time delays...

Symptoms

c Sepam displays the M.CARTRIDGE
message,
c the red         indicator is off,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working,
c the Sepam 2000 is working,
c the M.CARTRIDGE message disappears
when a key on the front of the device is
pressed, but comes backagain after a few
seconds.

Possible causes

c incorrect status setting,
c the maximum number of cartridge
memory entries has been reached

“M.CARTRIDGE” message and red indicator off
Remedies

c check whether the STATUS menu
parameters are blinking. Blinking
parameters should be reprogrammed,
c for S25 and S35 Sepam, an error code is
read using the pocket terminal in the About
Sepam menu, item SFT 2800; it appears in
line 4 of the screen, on the right:
v code 0040 : replace the cartridge.
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Symptoms

c the green on indicator is on,
c the red         inidicator is off,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is not
communicating, its screen is blank,
c the 3 indicators I on, O off, trip  and the
display unit are off,
c the blinking cursor is displayed on the
TSM 2001 pocket terminal but the terminal
is not working.

Possibles causes

c the cartridge is missing,
c there may be a programming fault in the
cartridge,
c the control logic part is not programmed,
c power supply board fault.

Everything off except for green and red indicators
Remedies

c check for the cartridge behind the shutter,
c replace the cartridge by a cartridge that is
presumed to be a good one (intended for
the same model of Sepam 2000). If the fault
disappears, the fault came from the
cartridge: replace or reprogram it,
c if the fault persists, change the Sepam
2000 power supply board,
c if the fault persists, change Sepam 2000.

Symptoms

c a line of dashs is displayed:
--------------,
c this message may appear in normal
operating conditions.

Possible causes

c pressing a key on the front which is not
used (e.g. V/Hz key on a Sepam which does
not contain voltage measurement
functions),
c pressing the alarm  key (to display the
stored messages) when no messages have
been stored,
c when stored messages are being read
(after the user has pressed the alarm  key),
the dashs appear to indicate the end of the
list of messages (they appear after the
oldest message).

Display of dashs
Remedies

c none. This is not a fault.

Symptoms

c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal screen is
dark, or blank except for the blinking cursor,
c the green on  indicator is on,
c lthe red       indicator is off,
c the Sepam 2000 display unit is working
and the keys on the front are operational.

Possible causes

c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal display unit
contrast adjustment has been modified,
c the pocket terminal is out of order.

The TSM 2001 display is blank
Remedies

c turn the dial on the right-hand side of the
TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
c test the pocket terminal on another
Sepam 2000 to determine whether the fault
comes from the terminal or Sepam 2000.
If the fault is located in Sepam 2000,
replace it.
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Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)

Symptoms

c the difference between the expected
measurement and the measurement
indicated by Sepam 2000 may be between
10% and 500%,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red      indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c the microswitches on the back of the ECM
(or ECA) board are not set correctly,
c one of the parameters in the status menu
is not set correctly.

The current measurements are false
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the ECM (or ECA) board;
refer to installation manual,
c check that the In setting (status menu,
phase CT  heading) matches the rating of
the CTs or CSP sensors being used;
refer to use/commissioning  manual,
c check that the network frequency has
been selected correctly (50 or 60 Hz,
status menu).

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 to test the ECM or ECA
current boards (see TSM 2005 manual,
chapter on testing ECM or ECA boards).

Symptoms

c reading < 50% of injected current.

Possible causes

cthe core balance CT is not compatible.

The residual current measurement is false
Remedies

c replace the core balance CT by a CSH,
c check that the core balance CT is wired to
the core balance CT input and not to the CT
input.

Symptoms

c the I2 measurement is missing. It does not
appear on the display or on the TSM 2001
pocket terminal,
c the phase 1 and 3 currents are correct.

Possible causes

c the number of phase CTs selected in the
status menu is 2 instead of 3.
If this is the case, Sepam is unaware of the
presence of the phase 2 CT.

I2 current measurement does not appear
Remedies

c check the number of CTs indicated in the
status  menu, phase CT heading. Set it to 3.

Symptoms

c one of the measurements indicates a
value of zero or close to zero,
c the other 2 phase current measurements
are working normally. The indications are
the same on the display and on the TSM
2001 pocket terminal,
c the green on indicator is on
c the red       indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c there are only 2 CTs in the cubicle,
c one CT is not wired,
c the ECM (or ECA) current input board is
faulty,
c the current measured is less than 1.5% of
In.

One of the 3 phase current measurements is zero
Remedies

c Sepam connected to a 1A/5A CT: ensure
that there is current in the CT secondary
circuit which reaches  the CCA 660 or
CCA 650 connector,
c replace the ECM board,
c Sepam connected to a CSP sensor:
momentarily reverse the connections (BNC
connector) on the ECA board: if the fault
disappears, the problem is an external one;
if the fault persists, replace the ECA board.

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 to test the ECM or ECA
current boards (see TSM 2005 manual,
chapter on testing ECM or ECA boards).
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Symptoms

c the difference between the expected
measurement and the measurement
indicated by Sepam 2000 may be between
10% and 500%,
c the protections do not trip at the expected
setting,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red       indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c the microswitches on the back of the
3U+Vo board are not set correctly,
c one of the parameters in the status menu
is not set correctly.

The voltage measurements are false
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the 3U+Vo board; refer to installation
manual,
c check that the Unp and Uns settings
(status menu, phase VT  heading) match
the VTs being used; refer to use/
commissioning  manual,
c check that the network frequency has
been selected correctly (50 or 60 Hz,
status menu).

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 to test the 3U+Vo
boards (see TSM 2005 manual, chapter on
testing 3U+Vo boards).

Symptoms

c the U13 (and U32) measurement is
missing. It does not appear on the display
or on the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
c the other voltages are correct.

Possible causes

c the phase VTs selected in the status
menu are U21(and U32). If this is the case,
Sepam is unaware of the presence of the
other VTs.

One or two phase voltage  measurements do not appear
Remedies

c check the number of VTs indicated in the
status  menu, phase VT heading. Set it to 3.

Symptoms

c one of the phase-to-phase voltage
measurements indicates a value of zero or
close to zero. The indications are the same
on the display and on the TSM 2001 pocket
terminal,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red       indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c there are only one or two VTs in the
cubicle,
c the 3U+Vo voltage input board is faulty,
c the voltage measured is less than 1.5%
of Un.

A voltage measurement is zero
Remedies

c ensure that the wiring to Sepam 2000
is correct,
c replace the 3u+Vo board.

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 to test the 3U+Vo
voltage boards (see TSM 2005 manual,
chapter on testing 3U+Vo voltage boards).
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Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)

Symptoms

c no display of frequency measurement,
c otherwise, the current and voltage
measurements are correct,
c the power indicated and the power factor
are correct.

Possible causes

c inversion of VT wiring to Sepam 2000
voltage inputs,
c direction of phase rotation is incorrect,
c the frequency is not measured if voltage
U21 < 40%,
c the frequency is outside the tolerance
range
45 < F < 55 for 50 Hz
55 < F < 65 for 60 Hz.

The frequency measurement is not displayed or is given as dashs
Remedies

c check the wiring.
Comply with the given order of phases.

Symptoms

c the accumulated energy increments for a
displayed current of zero.

Possible causes

c the load is low and the current is less than
1.5% of In (e.g. no-load transformer).

The current measurement is zero and the accumulated energy increments
Remedies

c normal operation.

Symptoms

c the power indicated may be totally false
or almost zero,
c the power factor indicated may be a
deviant value,
c otherwise, the current and voltage
measurements are correct.

Possible causes

c inversion of CT wiring to Sepam 2000
current inputs if the frequency is correct,
c inversion of VT cabling to Sepam voltage
inputs if the frequency is displayed by
dashs.

The power measurements and accumulated energy readings are false
Remedies

c check the wiring. Comply with the given
order of phases.
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Symptoms

c the display unit indicates connector,
c pressing key A (for example) makes the
message disappear momentarily,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red        indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c detection of unplugged connector.

“connector” message
Remedies

c check that all connectors are plugged into
rear of device,
c check that the detection of plugged
connectors bridge (marked DPC) is present
on terminals 5 and 6 of the 6-pin
connectors; terminals 7 and 8 on the 8-pin
connectors and terminals 20 and 21 on the
21-pin connectors.
N.B. The BNC, power supply and
communication connectors are not equipped
with the plugged connector detection
system.

Symptoms

c the logic input is working normally but it
creates interference in the outside circuit
(e.g. monitoring of tripping circuit
continuity),
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red       indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c wiring error on the connector of the
related board,
c the ESB or ESTOR board is faulty.

A logic input generates a fault in cabling outside  Sepam
Remedies

c check wiring,
c replace the faulty ESB or ESTOR board.

Symptoms

c one or more protections do not trip at the
expected set points.

Possible causes

c the causes may be same as when the
current or voltage measurements are false;
microswitches or status  parameter set
incorrectly,
c a protection set point is outside the range
accepted by Sepam 2000 after a
modification of In, Ib, Unp or Uns,
c the control logic omits the protection
(see control logic operation further on),
c the protection is set to 999.

A protection does not trip at the expected set point
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the 3U+Vo and the ECM (or ECA) boards;
refer to installation manual,
c check that the frequency, Unp and Uns
settings (status menu, phase VT  heading)
match the VTs being used;
refer to use/commissioning  manual,
c check that the In setting (status menu,
CT ratio ) matches the rating of the CTs
or CSP sensors used.
See user commissioning manual ;
c using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal,
review the list of protections (protections
menu) and check that none of them is
blinking. If that is the case, reset it.
Generally speaking, it is recommended to
set all the parameters in the status menu
before setting the protections,
c check the control logic.
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Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)

Symptoms

c the standard control logic does not
operate as expected,
c case in which Sepam 2000 is equipped
with standard control logic. The standard
control logic is recognized by the presence
of the CAT label which is read on the TSM
2001 pocket terminal, in the About Sepam
menu, program logic  heading,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red       indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c the TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c the control logic time delays are not set
correctly,
c the Kp parameters, set via the pocket
terminal, are not set correctly. They mainly
define the control logic operating modes
according to the type of switchgear,
c fault in wiring outside Sepam 2000,
c ESB or ESTOR board faulty.

The standard control logic does not operate as expected
Remedies

c if Sepam 2000 is equipped with the
standard control logic, refer to the
use/commissioning  manual. Check:
v control logic time delay settings,
v Kp parameters (control logic contacts set
with the TSM 2001 pocket terminal).
c control logic with undervoltage release:
check the open order input I13 wiring
(normally set to 1),
c generator control logic: check the
emergency shutdown input I22 wiring
(normally set to 1).

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 to test the ESB
or ESTOR logic input/output boards
(see TSM 2005 manual, chapter on testing
ESB and ESTOR boards).

Without TSM 2005
c in case of doubt regarding the operation
of a logic input, check that there is voltage
on the input, and set it to 1; to do so check
the input status (1 or 0) using the TSM 2001
pocket terminal (program logic  menu,
logic input  heading). In the event of a
discrepancy, change the faulty board,
c when in doubt regarding the operation of
a relay output, check that the relay is
activated when Sepam sets the output to 1;
to do so check the input status (1 or 0)
using the TSM 2001 pocket terminal
(program logic  menu, logic input
heading). In the event of a discrepancy,
change the faulty board.

Symptoms

c the control logic does not operate as
expected,
c case in which Sepam 2000 is equipped
with customized control logic,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red         indicator is off,
c the display unit is lit up,
c lthe TSM 2001 pocket terminal is working
normally.

Possible causes

c error in the control logic program,
c time delays or Kp internal bits
incorrectly set,
c defect in cabling outside Sepam 2000,
c faulty ESB or ESTOR board.

Control logic does not operate as expected
Remedies

c if there is no CAT label, it is essential to
obtain the customized control logic program
in order analyze it and detect the source of
the fault,
c when in doubt regarding the operation of
logic outputs, refer to the paragraph above.
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Symptoms

c the green communication indicator does
not blink,
c the green indicator is located on the back
of Sepam 2000, near the communication
inlet, on the CE40 power supply board.
If the remote monitoring and control system
is connected, the indicator should blink to
indicate that there is electrical activity in the
line. If it does not blink, it means that the
Sepam communication input is electrically
deactivated ,
c the red coupler indicator is off,
c the rest of Sepam 2000 is working
normally.

Possible causes

c the remote monitoring and control system
is not in service or is not sending messages
throught the line,
c the line is cut,
c the L+ and L- network wires are reversed,
c polarization or impedance matching of the
RS 485 line are incorrect.

The green Jbus indicator does not blink
Remedies

c refer to Jbus communication documents
and check the following:
v check the direction of line cabling to
terminals 1 to 4 of all the CCA609 units in
the network,
v check that the line has been polarized.
This should be at one point only.
v check that line impedance has been
matched at both ends.

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 and a PC to test
the communication system (refer to
communication kit manual.

Symptoms

c the red communication indicator is on,
c this indicator (communication watchdog)
is located on the back of Sepam 2000, near
the communication inlet, on the CE40 power
supply board. It is normal for it to light up for
a few seconds when the power is switched
on. When the device is operating normally, it
should be off,
c this indicator may light up even if the
remote monitoring and control system is not
operating or is not connected.

Possible causes

c Sepam 2000 communication coupler
blockage,
c communication coupler failure.

The red communication indicator stays on
Remedies

c change the communication kit (2 boards).
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Symptoms

c the CPT9 counter does not increment,
c the counter is accessed via the TSM 2001
pocket terminal, status  menu,
communication heading. It counts the
errors in the communication frames. When
the device is operating normally, it should
not increment,
c the green coupler indicator is blinking
(so the line is not cut).
The red coupler indicator is off,
c the rest of Sepam 2000 is working
normally.

Possible causes

c the remote monitoring and control system
never addresses this Sepam,
c one of the communication parameters is
not set correctly:
rate, slave number or parity,
c communication network impedance
matching or polarization is incorrect.

The JBUS communication CPT9 diagnosis counter does not increment
Remedies

c use the TSM 2001 pocket terminal to set
the communication speed, salve number
and parity in accordance with the remote
monitoring and control system
(status menu, communication heading),
c if this is not suficient, check polarization
and impedance matching
(see Jbus communication  manual).

Symptoms

c the CPT2 counter increments,
c the counter is accessed via the TSM 2001
pocket terminal, status menu,
communication heading. It counts the
errors in the communication frames. When
the device is operating normally, it should
not increment,
c the green coupler indicator is blinking (so
the line is not cut). The red coupler indicator
is off,
c the rest of Sepam 2000 is working
normally.

Possible causes

c one of the communication parameters has
not been set correctly: rate or parity,
c impedance matching and/or
communication network polarization are
incorrect,
c there is noise on the line

N.B. The frames which contain errors are
detected by Sepam 2000 which does not
process them. Overall Sepam/remote
monitoring and control system operation is
not generally affected and the number of
frames with errors remains limited (a few).

The Jbus communication CPT2 diagnosis counter increments
Remedies

c use the TSM 2001 pocket terminal to set
the communication rate and parity in
accordance with the remote monitoring
and control system (status menu,
communication heading),
c if this is not sufficient, check polarization
and line impedance matching
(see Jbus communication  manual),
c check that the CCA 609 clamps are
tightened onto the cable shielding and not
onto the insulating material. The clamps
earth the cable shielding,
c check the earthing of the CCA 609 (green-
yellow wire),
c check that the CCA 602 cable connecting
Sepam and the CCA 609 unit is plugged in
and locked at both ends. It contributes to
shielding continuity,
c check that the communication network
does not cross through zones with high
levels of electrical pollution.

With TSM 2005
c use the TSM 2005 and a PC to test
the communication system
(refer to communication KIT manual).

Sepam 2000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)
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Sepam 2000 appendix

Table of rear compartment
board positions
c The table below indicates the position of the boards
in the rear compartment according to the different
Sepam 2000  models.
c If the board poisitions are not complied with, Sepam
2000 will not start up and will display maintenance
or cartridge .

slot 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

S26 or S25 models

LS ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB SONDE ECM(1) CE40

LT ESTOR(2)(4) ESTOR(4) ESB 3U+Vo ECM(1) CE40

LX ESTOR(2)(4) ESTOR(4) ESB nothing ECM(1) CE40

XT ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo nothing CE40

S36 or S35 models

KR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB nothing ECM ECM(1) CE40

KZ SONDE ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB nothing ECM ECM(1) CE40

YR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB nothing nothing ECM(1) CE40

ZR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB nothing SONDE ECM(1) CE40

LR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo ECM ECM(1) CE40

LS SONDE ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo ECM ECM(1) CE40

SR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo SONDE ECM(1) CE40

SS SONDE ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo SONDE ECM(1) CE40

XR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo nothing ECM(1) CE40

TR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo 3U+Vo ECM(1) CE40

CR ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB nothing ECMD ECMD CE40

CC(5) ESTOR(3) ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB ECMD ECMD ECMD CE40

TS(5) SONDE ESTOR(2) ESTOR ESB 3U+Vo 3U+Vo ECM(1) CE40

Functions of rear
compartment boards
c CE40
Power supply: 3 versions available: 24/30 VDC,
48/127 VDC and 220/250 VDC.
c INT RS 485 :
Communication interface. It is located behind the
metal plate on the power supply board.
c ECM
Current inputs for 1 A or 5 A seonsor and CSH core
balance CT input for residual current measurement.
Sepam TC type.
c ECA
current inputs for CSP sensor or CSH core balance
CT input for residual current measurement. This
board in installed in place of the ECM board for
Sepam 2000 CS type.

c 3U+Vo: voltage inputs and residual voltage input,
c SONDE: 6 PT100 RTD inputs,
c ESB: 2 logic inputs, 2 output relays and watchdog relay
3 versions available: 24/30 VDC, 48/127 VDC and 220/250 VDC,
c ESTOR: 8 logic inputs and 4 output relays 3 versions available: 24/30 VDC,
48/127 VDC and 220/250 VDC.

Notes
(1) or ECA for CSP sensor,
(2) the ESTOR 2 board may be installed, depending on the application,
(3) option for the ESTOR board,
(4) For SX1 and SX2 applications the ESTOR boards are not installed in Sepam,
(5) available with S36 only.

9644
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Sepam 1000 diagnosis guide

Symptoms

c all the indicators and the display unit
are off.

Possible causes

c the Sepam 1000 is not being supplied with
power.

All indicators off
Remedies

c check the voltage on the power supply
connector,
c if the fault persists, change the Sepam
1000 AS' power supply board. The AS'
board is fitted with an internal fuse; never
replace it (since other power supply
components are damaged when the fuse
blows).

Symptoms

c the green on indicator is on,
c the red         indicator is on,
c the trip indicator and display unit are off,
c the watchdog has dropped out.

Possible causes

c the self-tests have detected an internal
fault,
c power supply board fault.

Everything off except for green and red indicators
Remedies

c change the Sepam AS' power supply
board,
c if the fault persists, replace the
Sepam 1000.

Symptoms

c the display unit shows the message:
check settings,
c the values of some parameters are
blinking,
c the protections are working normally.

Possible causes

c Sepam 1000 has detected a parameter
setting faults (outside range, incompatible
settings, set point modified after a change
of In, etc.).

display of the “check settings” message
Remedies

c switch to parameter setting mode and
change the settings of all the parameters
which are blinking on the display unit.

Symptoms

c the -, + and enter  keys are disabled.

Possible causes

c Sepam is not in parameter setting mode.

The -, + and enter keys are disabled
Remedies

c switch to parameter setting mode by
pressing for a second on the P key on the
back of Sepam.

Symptoms

c internal fault.

Possible causes

c internal fault.

Display of the “fault” message
Remedies

c replace Sepam.
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Symptoms

c a measurement indicates a value of zero
or close to zero,
c the 2 other phase current measurements
are working normally,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red        indicator is off,
c the display unit is working.

Possible causes

c there are only 2 CTs in the cubicle,
c one CT is not wired,
c the EM (or EA) current input board is
faulty.

One of the phase current measurements is zero
Remedies

c Sepam connected to a 1A/5A CT: ensure
that there is current in the CT secondary
circuit which reaches  the CCA 660 or
CCA 650 connector,
c replace the EM board,
c Sepam connected to a CSP sensor:
momentarily reverse the connections (BNC
connector) on the EA board: if the fault
disappears, the problem is an external one;
if the fault persists, replace the EA board.

Symptoms

c the difference between the expected
measurement and the measurement
indicated by Sepam 1000 may be between
10% and 500%,
c the protections do not trip at the expected
setting,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red        indicator is off,
c the display unit is working.

Possible causes

c the microswitches on the back of the ET
board are not set correctly,
c one of the parameters in the status loop
is not set correctly.

The voltage measurements are false
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the ET board; refer to installation manual,
c check that the Unp and Uns settings
(status loop) match the VTs being used;
refer to use/commissioning  manual,
c check that the network frequency has
been selected correctly (50 or 60 Hz, status
loop).

Symptoms

c the difference between the expected
measurement and the measurement
indicated by Sepam 1000 may be between
10% and 500%,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red         indicator is off,
c the display unit is working.

Possible causes

c the microswitches on the back of the EM
(or EA) board are not set correctly,
c one of the parameters in the status loop
is not set correctly.

The current measurements are false
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the EM (or EA) board;
refer to installation manual,
c check that the In setting (status loop)
matches the rating of the CTs or CSP
sensors being used; refer to use/
commissioning  manual,
c check that the network frequency has
been selected correctly
(50 or 60 Hz, status loop).
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Sepam 1000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)

Symptoms

c the U32 and U13 measurements are
missing,
c  the U21 voltage measurement is correct.

Possible causes

c the VT's  parameter in the status loop is
set to U21, in which case Sepam is unaware
of the value of the other voltage
measurements.

The U32 and U13 phase voltage measurements do not appear
Remedies

c check the VT's  parameter (status loop).
Set it to U21U32.

Symptoms

c one of the phase-to-phase voltage
measurements indicates a value of zero or
close to zero,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red        indicator is off,
c the display unit is working.

Possible causes

c there are only one or two VTs in the
cubicle or not all the VTs are cabled,
c the ET voltage input board is faulty.

A voltage measurement channel indicates zero
Remedies

c ensure that the VT secondaries are wired
to Sepam 1000,
c replace the ET board.
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Symptoms

c one or more protections do not trip at the
expected set points.

Possible causes

c the causes may be same as when the
current or voltage measurements are false;
microswitches or status  parameter set
incorrectly,
c a protection set point is outside the range
accepted by Sepam 1000 after a
modification of In, Ib, Unp or Uns,
c case of residual current protection:
core balance CT connection error
(2 A , 30 A rating or CT).

A protection does not trip at the expected set point
Remedies

c check the setting of the microswitches on
the ET and the EM (or EA) boards; refer to
installation manual,
c check that the Unp and Uns settings
(status loop) match the VTs being used,
c check that the In setting (status loop)
matches the rating of the CTs or CSP
sensors being used;
refer to use/commissioning  manual,
c check that the network frequency  setting
has been selected correctly (50 or 60 Hz,
status loop),
c review the list of parameters and check
that none of them are blinking. If that is the
case, set the parameters again. Generally
speaking, it is recommended to set all the
parameters in the status menu before
setting the protections,
c residual current: check the core balance
CT connection.
Check that the core balance CT is a CSH.

Symptoms

c a protection does not trip.

Possible causes

c inhibition of the protection by a 999 type
setting,
c incorrect addressing of the protection
output,
c residual current protection:
microswitches not set correctly.

A protection does not trip
Remedies

c check the set points,
c check the output addressing. Make sure in
particular that the ES1 board is included if
relays AUX1, AUX3 and AUX4 are
supposed to be used,
c residual current protection: if the sum of
the phase currents i used, check that the
setting of the SW1 microswitches on the EM
or EA board is as follows:
  SW1.
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Symptoms

c the reset key is disabled,
acknowledgement is impossible.

Possible causes

c the fault at the origin of tripping is still
present.

Acknowledgement is impossible
Remedies

c check for the presence of the fault
(current, voltage, frequency):
v think of undervoltage protections which
trip when there is zero voltage,
v also remember the thermal overload and
starts per hour protections which remain in
tripped status even when there is no
current. In such cases, wait for the
conditions which caused tripping to
disappear.

Symptoms

c the frequency measurement is displaying
hyphens,
c the frequency protections do not trip.

Possible causes

c incorrect wiring,
c U21 or forward voltage too low.

Frequency measurement and functions do not work
Remedies

c check the wiring
(direction of phase rotation),
c check voltage amplitude: U21 voltage
should be greater than 30% of Unp and
forward voltage should be greater than 20%
of Vnp.

Symptoms

c the logic input remains at zero, whether it
is supplied with power or not,
c the green on indicator is on,
c the red        indicator is off,
c the display unit is working.

Possible causes

c wiring error on the ES1 board connector,
c ES1 board microswitch setting error, in
the case of use with 24/30 VDC.

The logic input does not work
Remedies

c check the wiring and voltage on the input
terminals,
c if the input is used with 24/30 VDC, the
microswitches on the ES1 board must be
set as follows: SW1,
c if the fault persists,
replace the ES1 board.

Sepam 1000 diagnosis guide (cont’d)
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Sepam 1000 appendix

Table of rear compartment
board positions
c the table below indicates the position of the boards
in the rear compartment according to the different
Sepam 1000  models.
c failure to use the correct board positions is liable to
damage Sepam 1000.

slot 3 2 1 0

S05 model

LX EM AS’ ES1
1 A / 5 A CT sensor (option)

LX EA AS’ ES1
CSP sensor (option)

TX ET AS’ ES1
(option)

Functions of rear compartment boards
c EM: current inputs for 1 A or 5 A sensor and CSH core balance CT input for
residual current measurement,
c EA: current inputs for CSP sensor and CSH core balance CT input for residual
current measurement,
c ET: voltage inputs and residual voltage input,
c AS’ : power supply and 2 outputs 4 versions available:
v 24/30 VDC,
v 48/125 VDC,
v 220/250 VDC and 100/127 VAC,
v 220/240 VAC,
c ES1: 1 logic input and 3 output relays and  watchdog relays
single multi-voltage version available.
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Protection functions :
• 49 : thermal overload
• 50/51 : phase overcurrent
• 50N/51N : earth fault protection
• 59N : neutral voltage displacement
• 67 : directional overcurrent
• 67N : directional earth fault
• 27 : undervoltage
• 27R : remanent undervoltage
• 59 : overvoltage
• 50/51 : tank earth leakage
• 64REF : restricted earth fault
• 87T : differential protection

! Protection functions :
• Main characteristics
• Protection by circuit breaker
• Logic discrimination
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Main characteristics :
• Transformer energizing inrush current :

• Inrush current at high voltage end of TRIHALtransformers:

i   (t) = I   ee e
e
tIe

t

îe(t): current peak value as a function of
time

Îe: value of maximum peak, i.e. the first
peak

τe: damping time constant

Power in kVA 160 250 400 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000

 ne = Ie
In

$
10.5 10.5 10 10 10 10 10 10 9.5

te (s) 0.13 0.18 0.25 0.26 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.40
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Main characteristics (cont'd) :
• Vector group :

A

B

C

a

b

c

Va

VA-VB VA

VB

VC

VA-VB

Va

Dy11

11
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Main characteristics (cont'd) :
• For earth fault :

A

B

C

a

b

c
N n

IaJAIA During the fault :

n.Ia = N.JA and IA = JA

Ia = Icc three - phase

 IA = -IB = 0.58 . Icc three - phase / k

k : transformer ratio = 0.58 . N / n

IB
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Main characteristics (cont'd) :
• For phase to phase fault :

A

B

C

a

b

c
N n

Ia
JA

IA

During the fault :

n.Ia = N.JA = -n.Ib = -N.JB

Ia = 0.866 Icc three - phase

IA = JA - JC

IA = Ia.n/N = 0.5.Icc three - phase / k

IB = JB - JA

IB = -Ia.n/N -Ia.n/N

IB = -2.Ia.n/N = - Icc three - phase / k

IC = JC - JB

IC = Ia.n/N = 0.5.Icc three - phase / k

k : transformer ratio = 0.58 . N / n

IB JB Ib

IC
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! With DT curves ! With IDMT curves
t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

Isc
max
MV

Isc
min
HV

Isc
max
HV

t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

Isc
max
MV

Isc
min
HV

Isc
max
HV

Isc
min
MV

Isc
min
MV

cable
switching device, busbar
CT, relay

HV
MV

I inrush

MV

I inrush

HV

cable
switching device, busbar
CT, relay

transformer transformer
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! I < switch breaking capacity ! I > switch breaking capacity:
BEWARE!

t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

Isc
max
LV

Isc
min
MV

Isc
max
MV

t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

Isc
max
LV

Isc
min
MV

Isc
max
MV

LV

I inrush

cable
switching device, busbar
CT, relay

BC switch

MV fuses

MV low threshold

MV fuses

MV low threshold

LV

I inrush

cable
switching device, busbar
CT, relay

BC switch

transformer transformer
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

0.1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Transformer

1 s

Fault on busbar eliminated after
0.1 s without adding any other
protection
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
! Logic discrimination :

≥1
Overcurrent (inst)

Earth fault (inst)

≥1
Overcurrent (time)

Earth fault (time)

≥1
Overcurrent (logic)

Earth fault (logic)

≥1

&

Input I12 : BI receipt

tripping

&

T3 = 0.2s

t 0

Inhibition of
BI transmision
if fault not cleared

Output O14 : BI transmision
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• 1st setting : 1.25 Iscmaxdown <=Is1<=0.8 Iscminup

      Time setting ≈ 0.1 s
• 2nd setting :    1.25 Isdown <=Is1<=0.8 Iscmindown

      Time setting ≈ Tdown + 0.3 s

• Transient overreach = (Iso - Is1) / Is1

Iso = setting current, that is, r.m.s. value of steady state current
required to operate the relay

Is1 = steady state r.m.s. value of the fault current which when
fully offset will just operate the relay
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of saturation of CT:

t

I ct

Low value of fundamental current ⇒ risk of no detection of
the fault ⇒ measurement of peak value

Fundamental
value

Right value

Peak value
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of no saturation of CT :

t

I ct

Transient overreach can be very high if only the peak value is
considered ⇒  peak value is filtered (no DC component)

Peak value

Filtered peak value
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Conclusion :

• Filtered peak detection is used to ensure tripping in case of CT
saturation

• Efficace value avoids the risk of unexpected tripping

SEPAM MIX THE TWO MEASUREMENTS TO GUARANTEE A
GOOD TRANSIENT OVERREACH (LESS THAN 10% FOR ANY
TIME CONSTANT)
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Earth fault (50N/51N) :

Harmonic 2 restrain

An earth fault current (including harmonic 2) could appear
in case of CT saturation if earth fault is measured by means
of the sum of 3 TC.
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) :
• Heat rise calculation :

• I is the greatest value of I1, I2, I3 (at 50 Hz) and I1rms
• Ii is the negative sequence current

• Eo : initial heat rise

222

2

IiKIIeq
Ib
IeqE

dT
dET

×+=






=+×

22






+×

















−=

−

Ib
Ieqe

Ib
IeqEoE T

t
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
• Operation

Eo
T

(Ieq/Ib)²

(Ieq/Ib)²

T

Eo

T

(Ieq/Ib)²

Eo

E

t

22






+×

















−=

−

Ib
Ieqe

Ib
IeqEoE T

t
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) :

0.1

1

10

100

Ieq/Ib

t

Hot curve

Cold curve
2

2

2

Es
Ib
I

Ib
I

LogTt
−














×=

2

1

2

2

Es
Ib
I
Ib
I

LogTt
−







−






×=

Es2 = thermal setting point in %

T = heat rise time constant
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
• A transformer often has two operating modes (ONAN - ONAF)
• Two groups of parameters are available
• Switching from one mode to the other is controlled by a Sepam

input
• Accounting for ambient temperature when the temperature

measured exceeds 40°
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Residual overvoltage (59N) :
• For isolated neutral 59N protection is required to detect earth fault

before closing the circuit breaker
• This function can be located elsewhere in the network (on busbar

for example)
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (67) :

BA

IccA IccB

U I
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Fault in A :

Ic
cA

Relais
IsA

IccA

U32

U21U13

I1

I3

I2
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Fault in B :

Ic
cB

Relais
IsB

IccB

U32

U21U13

I1

I3

I 2
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Measurement of the phase shift angle between a reference voltage,

called the polarization voltage, and a current makes it possible to
determine the current direction

! In practice:
• polarization by phase-to-phase voltage
• measurement of ϕ1= phase shift (U32,I1), ϕ2= phase shift (U13,I2)

and ϕ3 = phase shift (U21,I3)

polarising
voltage

V1

V2V3 90°

V3

90°

V1

V2

I1 ( for  ϕ = 0 )

I3 ( for  = 0 )

polarising
voltage

U21

U32 ϕ
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Conventions :

! ϕ1 = phase shift (U32,I1)
varies according to the impedance of
the circuit under consideration

! Conventional current direction:
• Normal direction = from busbar to

cable
• Inverse direction = from cable to

busbar
! Conventional CT wiring:

normal direction    inverse direction

I I

��������
��������
��������
��������
��������
��������
��������

�������
�������
�������
�������
�������
�������
������� U32

I1

I1

I1 in normal
direction

I1 in inverse
direction

ϕ1ϕ1
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Characteristic angle θ :θ :θ :θ :

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ =
angle between the perpendicular at
the zone limit - characteristic line -
and the polarization voltage

! Setting values of θ :
• 30° if high reactance circuit

( ϕ1minimum)
• 45° average case
• 60° if high resistance circuit

( ϕ1 maximum)

θ
U32

Inverse zone

Normal zone
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Principle :

! Association of 2 functions:
• phase overcurrent protection

function
    adjustable setting Is
     Definite or IDMT time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ

! Two-phase protection
• I1 and ϕ1 (phase shift U32,I1)
• I2 and ϕ2 (phase shift U13,I2)
• I3 and ϕ3 (phase shift U21,I3)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage > 1.5%Un

������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������

������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������

����
����
����
����

��
��

��
��

��
��

θ=45°

U32

I1

Is

Phase overcurrent
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

ϕ1
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) :

IscA IscB

Vrsd Irsd

A BA
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

N

Fault at A

V1

V2

V3

Vrsd

IrsdA

ϕ0A

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Normal direction
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Fault at B

N
V1

V2

Vrsd

IrsdB

ϕ0B

V3
Reverse direction
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Measurement of the phase shift angle between the residual voltage -
called the polarization voltage -  and the earth fault current makes it
possible to determine the direction

N

V2

V3

V1
Vrsd

IrsdB

IrsdA

ϕ0A

ϕ0B
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ0 =
angle between the perpendicular at the
zone limit - characteristic line - and the
polarization voltage

! Typical values of θ0:
• 0° if N earthed by resistance
• 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°:

intermediate values
• 90° if isolated neutral (Irsd=Icapa)
• -45° if N earthed by reactance

Vrsd

Inverse zone

Normal zone

θ0
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Association of 2 functions:
• earth fault protection function

     adjustable setting Is0
     Definite time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ0

! Plane single-pole protection
• Ip  : projection of Irsd on the

characteristic line
•  ϕ0: phase shift (Vrsd,Irsd)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage >= 2.6% Un

θ0=45°
ϕ0

Vrsd

Irsd

Is0

Earth fault
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

normal zone

inverse zone

�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������

����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������

Ip
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

COMPENSATED NEUTRAL SYSTEM :
! Petersen coil + resistor:

• designed to compensate capacitive currents
=> Irsd is highly resistive

=> characteristic angle not adjustable: θ0 = 0°

• self-extinguishing earth fault
=> short, recurring faults

=> protection memory time adjustable
Tmem ~ 250 ms

• in practice, the system is slightly dissymmetrical and the residual
voltage is not zero when there is no fault

=> Vs0 setting adjustable
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Tank earth leakage :
• If the transformer is not protected by a restricted earth fault

differential protection (64REF), and if the transformer tank is
isolated from the earth, a tank earth leakage protection is required

Busbar

Transformer
incomer

51 ?
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Restricted earth fault (64REF) :
• If the protection 64 REF is required
• or if the transformer has a power rating of more or equal than 5

MVA the protection 64 REF is required on transformer incomer.
• It offers the advantage of having greater sensitivity than

differential protection (5% of In)

Busbar

Transformer
incomer

64 REF ?
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Undervoltage (27) :

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Undervoltage protection

t

U

! Overcurrent protection

UnUs

27

T

t

IIscIn

51

T

Is

Undervoltage (27) : coordination with overcurrent protection
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Overvoltage (59) :

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Remanent undervoltage (27R) :
• If the transformer supplies power to machines that should not be

energized until the voltage, maintained by the machines after the
opening of the circuit by an automatic changeover device, drops
below a given value.
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Differential protection (87T) :
• Protection of HV/MV, MV/MV and MV/LV transformers

• Protection of 2-winding transformers

• Protection of 3-winding transformers

• Protection of auto-transformers

• Protection of generator-transformer units
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Biased characteristic
• Id/It adjustable between 15 and 50%

! 2nd harmonic restraint for :
• a high stability on transformer inrush
• a high stability on external fault
• a secure tripping action on internal faults

! 5th harmonic restraint for :
• a high stability during over-excitation of

the transformer

It
Id

Ih2
Ih5

Restraint

&

Id

It
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

Restraint function is performed by neural network :
! 4 inputs
! A multitude of thresholds, factory set

I d H 2

I d H 1

I d H 5

I d H 1

I d H 1

I t H 1

For the best compromise between sensitivity and stability
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Neural network adapt the harmonic restraint to the level of differential and
through current

idh2

idh5

Enable trip

Disable trip

Classical harmonic restraint
regardless id and it

idh2

idh5

Enable trip

Disable trip

Neural network harmonic restraint
for one couple of  id and it

Artificial neural network: What’s the benefit ?
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Comparison of the tripping
characteristics of  :

Sepam 2000 D, with neural
network differential protection

Conventional differential protection

! For the same Id/It setting

! In rated conditions :
low 2nd and 5th harmonic
ratios12 240

12

24

It : through current

Id : differential current

S2000D is sensitive and stable  in rated conditions ...
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! Comparison of the tripping
characteristics of  :

Sepam 2000 D, with neural
network differential protection

Conventional differential protection

! For the same Id/It setting

! On transformer inrush, with
a 2nd harmonic ratio of
100%12 240

12

24

It : through current

Id : differential current
S2000D is sensitive and stable  … during transformer inrush
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

! For a conventional differential protection :

! For Sepam 2000 D21/D22/D31 :
- Slope of the percentage characteristic

Settings :
I-DIFF> (0.15 - 2.00) 2nd HARMON (on - off)

2nd HARMON (10 -80%)
CROSSB 2HM (0 - 1000 periods)

SLOPE 1 (0.10 - 0.50) n. HARMON (5th 4th 3rd)
n. HARMON (10 - 80%)
CROSSB nHM (0 - 1000 periods)
IDIFFmax n (0.5 - 20.0)

BASE PT 2 (0.0 - 10.0) T-SAT-BLO (2 - 250 periods)
SLOPE 2 (0.25 - 0.95) SAT-RESTR (5.00 - 15.00)
I-DIFF>> (0.15 - 2.00) T-DELAY> (0.00 - 60.00s)

T-DELAY>> (0.00 - 60.00s)
T-RESET (0.00 - 60.00s)

???

Innovation to make easier customer’s life: Only one setting
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
 Simplified choice of sensors
! For a conventional differential protection

current sensors specified according to BS142, with :

Vk = (Rtc + Rf). Isat,

et

! For Sepam 2000 D21/D22/D31 :

5P20
No interposing CT’s

( )


















−+

+
>>≥

−

−
τ

τ

τω
T

T e
e

IdIsat
.7,1

.5,0 1    
2
3

1

1  .           



BUSBAR PROTECTION
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination
! 87 : High impedance differential relay
! 87 : Percentage differential relay
! 81R : Rate Of Change Of Frequency
! 25 : Synchro-check
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

0.1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Source

1 s

Fault on busbar eliminated after
0.1 s without adding any other
protection
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BUSBAR PROTECTION
! Logic discrimination :

≥1
Overcurrent (inst)

Earth fault (inst)

≥1
Overcurrent (time)

Earth fault (time)

≥1
Overcurrent (logic)

Earth fault (logic)

≥1

&

Input I12 : BI receipt

tripping

&

T3 = 0.2s

t 0

Inhibition of
BI transmision
if fault not cleared

Output O14 : BI transmision
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! High impedance differential protection (87) :

Differential relay

1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Source
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! High impedance differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
DATA
! Max. 3-phase Isc = 30 kA
! Sensors:

• 10 CTs in parallel per phase
• In/in: 2000 A / 5 A
• RCT = 1.76 Ω
• iµ = 20 mA for V=160 V
• Iscs = 30000x5/2000 = 75A

! Wiring:
• L = 2x15 m max.
• S = 2.5 mm² Cu

! Setting: Is = 0.5In

! Surge limiter:  iRN = 4 mA

3 incomers

            7 feeders
No busbar coupling

∆I
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! High impedance differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
! Wiring resistance:

! CT knee-point voltage:

Ω=× 27.0
2.5
300.0225=R W

V 320=V          

304
2000

5300000.27)+(1.762V 

)iR+2(RV 

K

K

scsWCTK

⇒

=×××≥

≥

V

! Stabilizing resistance:

! Surge limiter:

Ω=⇒≤<
××

≤<
×

×

≤<

64       6461 
55.02

320
50.5

750.27)+(1.76 

2i
i)R+(R 

s

scs
WCT

ss

s

s

K
s

RR

R

i
VR

   requiredlimiter  surge      3kV>V 

3500756432022=V 

iR2V2=V 

pk

pk

scssKpk

⇒

=××× V
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! High impedance differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
! Number of limiter units:

! Total limiter unit leakage current:

! Magnetizing current of a CT at Rs.Is:

! Minimum primary current detected:

  2=N      9.1
40
75

40
iN scs ⇒==≥

mAN  84i RN ==

mA 20=i       
V 1605.264.iR sets

µ⇒
=×=

A

iii

d

RNset

 1083I       

)008.002.0105.2(
5

2000=I 

)10(
5

2000=I 

d

d

=⇒

+×+

++ µ
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Percentage differential protection (87) :
• Avantages :

– Low impedance differential protection
– CT ratios can be different
– Low cost solution

Sepam D31 can be use to protect a busbar
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Percentage differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
• 1 incomer, 1 bus tie, several feeders

sepam
D31

Incomer

Feeders without generator

Bus tie

Same ratio for the three feeder CTs

Un
SInCTs

Un
S

.3
1,0

.3
5,2 ≥≥

Un : Busbar rated voltage

Sizing of CTs :
IsatCTs ≥ 2.Isc
and IsatCTs ≥ 20 InCTs

Isc : Maximum external short circuit current

InCTs : Rated current of CTs

Ids = 1.3 x maximum incomer (or feeder) rated current

3.0/3 IdsUnS ××=
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Percentage differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
• 1 incomer, 2 feeders

sepam
D31

Incomer

Feeders with or without generator
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Percentage differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
• 2 incomers, several feeders

sepam
D31

Incomer

Feeders without generator

Incomer
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Percentage differential protection (87) (cont'd) :
• example :

sepam
D31

Bus tie

M M

2500/5

2500/5 2500/5 2500/5

2500/5

S = 31.5 MVA

In = 1730 A

P = 12.5 MW cos Phi = 0.9 S = 14.2 MVA

Icc = 14 kA

Icc = 4.8 kA
(motor supply)

Setting of the relay :

In = In' = In" = 2500 A

Un = Un' = Un" = 10.5 kV

phase shift = 0

Sensitivity : Ids = 1.3 x 1730 =
2249 A

Slope : Id/It = 15%

MVAIdsUnS 136
3.0

3 =××=

99.2
3

10
3

4.0

=
××

≤
××

≤

InUn
S

InUn
S
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Rate Of Change Of Frequency protection (81R) :
• Loss of main application
• Load shedding application
• Complement to underfrequency (81L) and overfrequency (81H)

protections
• ROCOF measurement based on positive sequence voltage

f

fmin

t1 t2

Time setting

t

gtimesettin
dtdf
fft +−=
/
min2

Underfrequency protection (81L)
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Rate Of Change Of Frequency protection (81R) (cont'd) :

0 1 2 3 4 5
df/dt (Hz/s)

Tr
ip

pi
ng

 ti
m

e 
(s

)

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
Underrfrequency protection :

Fs ≤≤≤≤ 49.5 Hz T = 0.1 s

ROCOF protection

High set point

Low set point

HSn
FnPdtdf
××

×∆=
2

/

Low set point :
Sn : Rated power

Fn : Rated
frequency

H : Inertia constant

Sn
JH

×
×=

2

2ω J : Inertia moment

ω : machine speed
(rd/s)
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Rate Of Change Of Frequency protection (81R) (cont'd)  :

• Typical inertia constant value :

0.5 ≤ H ≤ 1.5 for diesel and low rated generators (≤ 2 MVA)

2 ≤ H ≤ 5 for gas turbine and medium rated generators (≤ 40 MVA)

• Low set point :

– df/dt ≈ 0.2 Hz T ≈ 0.3 - 0.5 s

– Disturbances such as fault, load variation... causes frequency
swing

• High set point :

– df/dt ≈ 1 Hz T ≈ 0.15 s

– To provide faster tripping than the frequency protection
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Synchro-check (25) :
• dUs set point : can depend on power transit
• dFs set point :depends only on accuracy
• dPhi set point :can depend on power transit
• Us high : to detect presence of voltage
• Us low : to detect absence of voltage
• Time Ta : to take into account of the circuit breaker closing time
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Synchro-check (25) (cont'd) :

U>Us high

U>Us high

U>Us high

U>Us high

Usynch 1

Usynch 2 dFsF <∆

dUsU <∆

dPhisTaF <×∆×+∆ 360ϕ

&

Synchro check
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BUSBAR PROTECTION

! Synchro-check (25) (cont'd) :
• 4 operating modes :

OR AND

Mode 1 Mode 2

Mode 3 Mode 4

Usynch 1 Usynch 2

Usynch 1 Usynch 2 Usynch 2

Usynch 2Usynch 1

Usynch 1



SUBSTATION PROTECTION
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination
! 50:51 : Phase overcurrent
! 50N/51N : earth fault
! 46 : Negative sequence / unbalance
! 27 : Undervoltage
! 27R : Remanent undervoltage
! 59 : Overvoltage
! 59N : Residual overvoltage
! 67 : Phase directional overcurrent
! 67N : Directional earth fault
! 32P : Reverse real power
! 81R : Rate Of Change Of Frequency
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

0.1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Source

1 s

Fault on busbar eliminated after
0.1 s without adding any other
protection
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
! Logic discrimination :

≥1
Overcurrent (inst)

Earth fault (inst)

≥1
Overcurrent (time)

Earth fault (time)

≥1
Overcurrent (logic)

Earth fault (logic)

≥1

&

Input I12 : BI receipt

tripping

&

T3 = 0.2s

t 0

Inhibition of
BI transmision
if fault not cleared

Output O14 : BI transmision
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :

• DT and IDMT curves

Transient overreach = (Iso - Is1) / Is1

Iso = setting current, that is, r.m.s. value of steady state current
required to operate the relay

Is1 = steady state r.m.s. value of the fault current which when
fully offset will just operate the relay
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of saturation of CT:

t

I ct

Low value of fundamental current ⇒ risk of no detection of
the fault ⇒ measurement of peak value

Fundamental
value

Right value

Peak value
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of no saturation of CT :

t

I ct

Transient overreach can be very high if only the peak value is
considered ⇒  peak value is filtered (no DC component)

Peak value

Filtered peak value
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Conclusion :

• Filtered peak detection is used to ensure tripping in case of CT
saturation

• Efficace value avoids the risk of unexpected tripping

SEPAM MIX THE TWO MEASUREMENTS TO GUARANTEE A
GOOD TRANSIENT OVERREACH (LESS THAN 10% FOR ANY
TIME CONSTANT)
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Earth fault (50N/51N) :

Harmonic 2 restrain

An earth fault current (including harmonic 2) could appear
in case of CT saturation if earth fault is measured by means
of the sum of 3 TC.
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Undervoltage (27) :

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Undervoltage protection

t

U

! Overcurrent protection

UnUs

27

T

t

IIscIn

51

T

Is

Undervoltage (27) : coordination with overcurrent protection
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Remanent undervoltage (27R) :
• If the feeder supplies power to machines that should not be

energized until the voltage, maintained by the machines after the
opening of the circuit by an automatic changeover device, drops
below a given value.
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Overvoltage (59) :

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Residual overvoltage (59N) :
• For isolated neutral 59N protection is required to detect earth fault

before closing the circuit breaker
• This function can be located elsewhere in the network (on busbar

for example)
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Phase directional overcurrent (67) :
• Necessary to have horizontal discrimination in case of several

power supplies operating  in parallel

Busbar

ddd
d

1st
power
supply

2nd
power
supply

67

51

67

51trip No trip
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (67) :

BA

IccA IccB

U I
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Fault in A :

Ic
cA

Relais
IsA

IccA

U32

U21U13

I1

I3

I2
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Fault in B :

Ic
cB

Relais
IsB

IccB

U32

U21U13

I1

I3

I 2
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Measurement of the phase shift angle between a reference voltage,

called the polarization voltage, and a current makes it possible to
determine the current direction

! In practice:
• polarization by phase-to-phase voltage
• measurement of ϕ1= phase shift (U32,I1), ϕ2= phase shift (U13,I2)

and ϕ3 = phase shift (U21,I3)

polarising
voltage

V1

V2V3 90°

V3

90°

V1

V2

I1 ( for  ϕ = 0 )

I3 ( for  = 0 )

polarising
voltage

U21

U32 ϕ
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Conventions :

! ϕ1 = phase shift (U32,I1)
varies according to the impedance of
the circuit under consideration

! Conventional current direction:
• Normal direction = from busbar to

cable
• Inverse direction = from cable to

busbar
! Conventional CT wiring:

normal direction    inverse direction

I I

��������
��������
��������
��������
��������
��������
��������

�������
�������
�������
�������
�������
�������
������� U32

I1

I1

I1 in normal
direction

I1 in inverse
direction

ϕ1ϕ1
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Characteristic angle θ :θ :θ :θ :

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ =
angle between the perpendicular at
the zone limit - characteristic line -
and the polarization voltage

! Setting values of θ :
• 30° if high reactance circuit

( ϕ1minimum)
• 45° average case
• 60° if high resistance circuit

( ϕ1 maximum)

θ
U32

Inverse zone

Normal zone
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Principle :

! Association of 2 functions:
• phase overcurrent protection

function
    adjustable setting Is
     Definite or IDMT time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ

! Three-phase protection
• I1 and ϕ1 (phase shift U32,I1)
• I2 and ϕ2 (phase shift U13,I2)
• I3 and ϕ3 (phase shift U21,I3)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage > 1.5%Un

������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������

������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������

����
����
����
����

��
��

��
��

��
��

θ=45°

U32

I1

Is

Phase overcurrent
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

ϕ1
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Directional earth fault (67N) :
• Necessary to have horizontal discrimination in case of several

earthing systems operating  in parallel

Busbar

1st
earthing
system

2nd
earthing
system

67N

51

67N

51trip No trip
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Directional earth fault (67N) :
• Necessary to have horizontal discrimination in case of several

feeders with high capacitive current comparing with maximum
earthing fault current

Busbar
67N 67N

trip No trip
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) :

IscA IscB

Vrsd Irsd

A BA
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

N

Fault at A

V1

V2

V3

Vrsd

IrsdA

ϕ0A

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Normal direction
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Fault at B

N
V1

V2

Vrsd

IrsdB

ϕ0B

V3
Reverse direction
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Measurement of the phase shift angle between the residual voltage -
called the polarization voltage -  and the earth fault current makes it
possible to determine the direction

N

V2

V3

V1
Vrsd

IrsdB

IrsdA

ϕ0A

ϕ0B
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ0 =
angle between the perpendicular at the
zone limit - characteristic line - and the
polarization voltage

! Typical values of θ0:
• 0° if N earthed by resistance
• 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°:

intermediate values
• 90° if isolated neutral (Irsd=Icapa)
• -45° if N earthed by reactance

Vrsd

Inverse zone

Normal zone

θ0
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Association of 2 functions:
• earth fault protection function

     adjustable setting Is0
     Definite time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ0

! Plane single-pole protection
• Ip  : projection of Irsd on the

characteristic line
•  ϕ0: phase shift (Vrsd,Irsd)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage >= 2.6% Un

θ0=45°
ϕ0

Vrsd

Irsd

Is0

Earth fault
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

normal zone

inverse zone

�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������

����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������

Ip
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

COMPENSATED NEUTRAL SYSTEM :
! Petersen coil + resistor:

• designed to compensate capacitive currents
=> Irsd is highly resistive

=> characteristic angle not adjustable: θ0 = 0°

• self-extinguishing earth fault
=> short, recurring faults

=> protection memory time adjustable
Tmem ~ 250 ms

• in practice, the system is slightly dissymmetrical and the residual
voltage is not zero when there is no fault

=> Vs0 setting adjustable
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Rate Of Change Of Frequency protection (81R) :
• Loss of main application
• Load shedding application
• Complement to underfrequency (81L) and overfrequency (81H)

protections
• ROCOF measurement based on positive sequence voltage

f

fmin

t1 t2

Time setting

t

gtimesettin
dtdf

fft +−=
/
min2

Underfrequency protection (81L)
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Rate Of Change Of Frequency protection (81R) (cont'd) :

HSn
FnPdtdf
××

×∆=
2

/

Low set point :
Sn : Rated power

Fn : Rated
frequency

H : Inertia constant

Sn
JH

×
×=

2

2ω J : Inertia moment

ω : machine speed
(rd/s)

0 1 2 3 4 5
df/dt (Hz/s)

Tr
ip

pi
ng

 ti
m

e 
(s

)

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
Underrfrequency protection :

Fs ≤≤≤≤ 49.5 Hz T = 0.1 s

ROCOF protection

High set point

Low set point
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SUBSTATION PROTECTION

! Rate Of Change Of Frequency protection (81R) (cont'd)  :

• Typical inertia constant value :

0.5 ≤ H ≤ 1.5 for diesel and low rated generators (≤ 2 MVA)

2 ≤ H ≤ 5 for gas turbine and medium rated generators (≤ 40 MVA)

• Low set point :

– df/dt ≈ 0.2 Hz T ≈ 0.3 - 0.5 s

– Disturbances such as fault, load variation... causes frequency
swing

• High set point :

– df/dt ≈ 1 Hz T ≈ 0.15 s

– To provide faster tripping than the frequency protection



RING NETWORK PROTECTION
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OPEN RING NETWORK PROTECTION

51 51

open
fault

source

substationsubstation

substation

Fault detector
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CLOSED RING NETWORK PROTECTION

51 51

fault

source
su

bs
ta

tio
n

substation

↓67 ↑67

↓67 ↑67

↓6
7

↑6
7

↓6
7

↑6
7 ↓67 ↑67

↓67 ↑67

su
bs

ta
tio

n



CAPACITOR PROTECTION
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CAPACITOR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination
! 49 : Thermal overload
! 51 : Unbalance overcurrent protection
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CAPACITOR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

0.1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Source

1 s

Fault on busbar eliminated after
0.1 s without adding any other
protection

Capacitor bank
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CAPACITOR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

≥1
Overcurrent (inst)

Earth fault (inst)

≥1
Overcurrent (time)

Earth fault (time)
tripping

&

T3 = 0.2s

t 0

Inhibition of
BI transmision
if fault not cleared

Output O14 : BI transmision
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CAPACITOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) :
• Heat rise calculation :

• I is the greatest value of I1, I2, I3 (at 50 Hz) and I1rms
• Ii is the negative sequence current

• Eo : initial heat rise

222

2

IiKIIeq
Ib
IeqE

dT
dET

×+=






=+×

22






+×

















−=

−

Ib
Ieqe

Ib
IeqEoE T

t
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CAPACITOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :

Eo
T

(Ieq/Ib)²

(Ieq/Ib)²

T

Eo

T

(Ieq/Ib)²

Eo

E

t

22






+×

















−=

−

Ib
Ieqe

Ib
IeqEoE T

t
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CAPACITOR PROTECTION

! Unbalance overcurrent protection (51N) :
• To detect if some elements of the capacitor are damaged

51N



MOTOR PROTECTION
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Protection functions :
• 49 : thermal overload
• 50/51 : phase overcurrent
• 50N/51N : earth fault protection
• 46 : negative phase unbalanced protection
• 48/51LR : excessive starting time and locked rotor
• 37 : phase undercurrent
• 66 : starts per hour
• 27D : positive sequence undervoltage
• 47 : phase rotation direction check
• 67N : directional earth fault
• 32P : real overpower
• 32Q/40 : reactive overpower/field loss
• 38/49T : temperature monitoring
• 87M : motor differential

! Generalities :
• Main characteristics
• Protection by circuit

breaker
• Protection by fuse
• Logic discrimination
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! MAIN CHARACTERISTICS :

Resistive torque

Motor torque = k2.U²n

Starting current = k1/Un

Slip10
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Circuit breaker and definite time
t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

Isc
min

Isc
max

Id

49

48

51LR

51

starting

reacceleration

cable
switching device,
busbar
CT, relay

Stator

Rotor
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Contactor and fuses
t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

Isc
min

Isc
max

Id

49

48

51LR
starting

reacceleration

Stator
cable
switching device,
busbar
CT, relay

BC Switch

Rotor
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

0.1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Source

1 s

Fault on busbar eliminated after
0.1 s without adding any other
protection

Motor
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

≥1
Overcurrent (inst)

Earth fault (inst)

≥1
Overcurrent (time)

Earth fault (time)
tripping

&

T3 = 0.2s

t 0

Inhibition of
BI transmision
if fault not cleared

Output O14 : BI transmision
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :

• I setting ≈ 1.2 x I starting
• Time setting ≈ 0.1 s
• DT and IDMT curves

Transient overreach = (Iso - Is1) / Is1

Iso = setting current, that is, r.m.s. value of steady state current
required to operate the relay

Is1 = steady state r.m.s. value of the fault current which when
fully offset will just operate the relay
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of saturation of CT:

t

I ct

Low value of fundamental current ⇒ risk of no detection of
the fault ⇒ measurement of peak value

Fundamental
value

Right value

Peak value
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of no saturation of CT :

t

I ct

Transient overreach can be very high if only the peak value is
considered ⇒  peak value is filtered (no DC component)

Peak value

Filtered peak value
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Conclusion :

• Filtered peak detection is used to ensure tripping in case of CT
saturation

• Efficace value avoids the risk of unexpected tripping

SEPAM MIX THE TWO MEASUREMENTS TO GUARANTEE A
GOOD TRANSIENT OVERREACH (LESS THAN 10% FOR ANY
TIME CONSTANT)
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Earth fault (50N/51N) :

Harmonic 2 restrain

An earth fault current (including harmonic 2) could appear
in case of CT saturation if earth fault is measured by means
of the sum of 3 TC.
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) :
• Heat rise calculation :

• I is the greatest value of I1, I2, I3 (at 50 Hz) and I1rms
• Ii is the negative sequence current

• Eo : initial heat rise
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
• Operation

Eo
T

(Ieq/Ib)²

(Ieq/Ib)²

T

Eo
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
Thermal overload function is used to protect the motor against too
high requested active power that is to say if the power of the load
increases.
Cold curve : Eo = 0
Hot curve : Eo = 100%

0.1

1

10

100

Ieq/Ib

t

Hot curve

Cold curve
2

2

2

Es
Ib
Ieq
Ib
Ieq

LogTt
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2

Es
Ib
Ieq
Ib
Ieq

LogTt
−







−






×=

²²² IiKIIeq ×+=

Ii = current negative sequence

Es2 = thermal setting point in %

T = heat rise (T1) or cooling (T2)
time constant
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
A K factor is used to take into account of the negative sequence
current which induce high power losses in the rotor (because of the
double frequency rotating current)

The T1 and T2 time constants are global constants for the machine
and are higher than the rotor time constant.

112 2 −






×

××=

Ib
Idg

Cn
CdK

Cd, Cn = rated and starting torque

Ib, Id = rated and starting current

g = pole slipping
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
• Two groups of parameters are available to take into account of

thermal withstand with locked rotor
• Switching from one mode to the other when the current is greater

than an adjustable set point Is
• Accounting for ambient temperature when the temperature

measured exceeds 40°
• Initial heat rise Eso can be use to reduce the cold tripping time

2
2

2

Es
Ib
Ieq

Eso
Ib
Ieq

LogTt
−







−






×=
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Number of starts (66):
This function is used to protect the rotor of the motor during starting
operation. Note that the starting current remains constant and equal
to the standstill current for the whole of the starting period.
We can consider there is no/a little thermal exchange between rotor
and stator during this period. So, there is no relation with the heating
time constant of the machine and the limitation of the number of starts
(cold, warm and per hour)

Is
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Number of starts (66) (cont'd) :
• How to set the hot point Es1?

We can consider the hot state point Es1 corresponds at nominal
operation of the motor during a sufficient time. That's to say we advise
to set Es1 from 60% to 75%. This setting is only used to define cold
state and hot state for the repeated starts function.
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Number of starts (66) (cont'd) :

starts

Time (minutes)

60 (shifting window)

1 2 3 4 5

12=60/5 (time interval for consecutive starts)
12=60/5 (time interval for consecutive starts)

Detection of 3 consecutive starts

Detection of 5 starts per hour

Consecutive starts are counted over an interval of 60/Nstarts, i.e. 12 minutes
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Excessive starting time (48) and locked rotor (51LR) :
Analog explanation as for number of starts i.e thermal overload is a
global protection for steady state operation. Rotor losses increase a
lot during locked rotor period and if there is a too long starting time.

Current setting ≈ Starting current/2
Starting time setting ≈ starting time + several seconds
Locked rotor tripping time ≈ 0;5 to 1 second
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Excessive starting time (48) and locked rotor (51LR) (cont'd) :

I/Ib

t

Rotor thermal withstand

Stator thermal withstand

48
Starting current

1 st 49

5151LR

hot
cold

cold
hot 2 nd 49

No discrimination between rotor thermal withstand and 48 function. Only 2nd
49 function can be used
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Excessive starting time (48) and locked rotor (51LR) (cont'd) :
• Reacceleration :
During reacceleration, the motor absorbs current that is similar to

starting current without the current having previously dropped to a
value less than 5% of Ib*.

A logic data input may be used to
• reset the excesive starting time protection
• set the locked rotor protection time delay to a low value

* starting is detected when the absorbed current is 5% of Ib
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Negative sequence / unbalance (46) :

• You want to detect the loss of one phase in motor circuit
⇒ DT curve with setting Is < 30% of Ib and time setting = starting time

• You want to protect the rotor against negative sequence current
High frequency currents in the rotor induce high power losses

 ⇒ use IDMT curve or similar
Setting indication : 30% of Ib and time setting = starting time
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Undercurrent (37) :
To protect pump against running down

Case of current sag

Output

0.015 In

I setting
1.06 I setting

Case of circuit breaker opening

Time setting < 15 ms
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Positive sequence undervoltage (27D) :

Motor torque is proportional to the square of the rated positive
sequence voltage

Setting indication :
Voltage setting = 0.8 rated voltage
Time setting = 1 second
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Undervoltage protection

t

U

! Overcurrent protection

UnUs

27

T

t

IIscIn

51

T

Is

Positive sequence undervoltage (27D) : coordination with overcurrent protection
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) :

IscA IscB

Vrsd Irsd

A BA
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

N

Fault at A

V1

V2

V3

Vrsd

IrsdA

ϕ0A

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Normal direction
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Fault at B

N
V1

V2

Vrsd

IrsdB

ϕ0B

V3
Reverse direction
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Measurement of the phase shift angle between the residual voltage -
called the polarization voltage -  and the earth fault current makes it
possible to determine the direction

N

V2

V3

V1
Vrsd

IrsdB

IrsdA

ϕ0A

ϕ0B
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ0 =
angle between the perpendicular at the
zone limit - characteristic line - and the
polarization voltage

! Typical values of θ0:
• 0° if N earthed by resistance
• 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°:

intermediate values
• 90° if isolated neutral (Irsd=Icapa)
• -45° if N earthed by reactance

Vrsd

Inverse zone

Normal zone

θ0
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Association of 2 functions:
• earth fault protection function

     adjustable setting Is0
     Definite time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ0

! Plane single-pole protection
• Ip  : projection of Irsd on the

characteristic line
•  ϕ0: phase shift (Vrsd,Irsd)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage >= 2.6% Un

θ0=45°
ϕ0

Vrsd

Irsd

Is0

Earth fault
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

normal zone

inverse zone

�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������
�����������

����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������
����������

Ip
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

COMPENSATED NEUTRAL SYSTEM :
! Petersen coil + resistor:

• designed to compensate capacitive currents
=> Irsd is highly resistive

=> characteristic angle not adjustable: θ0 = 0°

• self-extinguishing earth fault
=> short, recurring faults

=> protection memory time adjustable
Tmem ~ 250 ms

• in practice, the system is slightly dissymmetrical and the residual
voltage is not zero when there is no fault

=> Vs0 setting adjustable
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Motor differential (87M) :
Id = I - I'

It = (I + I')/2
X In

X In

Only one setting :

0.05 In < Is < 0.5 In

Id1²/8 - It1²/32 = (0.05In)²

M
I I'

 √2

External fault induces saturation of the CTs
and false differential current

100%

Harmonic 2 restrain

Without harmonic 2
restrain

Id² - It²/32 = Is²

Current
transformers
5P20
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ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Temperature monitoring (49T/38) :
• The protection detects if an RTD is shorted or disconnected.

– RTD shorting is detected when the measured temperature is
less than -70 ± 10°C

– RTD disconnection is detected when the measured
temperature is greater than 302 ± 27°C

• For Sepam 1000+, RTD can be Pt100, NI100, NI120 type
• For Sepam 2000, RTD can be Pt100 only
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR PROTECTION

! Real overpower (32P) :

Against generator operation :
Reverse real power (ANSI 32P)

• Ps = 0.05 Pn
• Time delay ~ 1 sec

! Reactive overpower (32Q) :

Against field loss  :
Reactive overpower (ANSI 32Q) Equivalent to 40 function by adding
27 function

• Qs ~ 0.3 Sn
• Time delay : several seconds



GENERATOR PROTECTION
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Protection functions :
• 50/51 : phase overcurrent
• 49 : thermal overload
• 50V/51V : voltage restrained overcurrent
• 46 : negative sequence / unbalance
• 50N/51N : earth fault
• 27 : undervoltage
• 59 : overvoltage
• 59N/64 : neutral voltage displacement
• 67 : directional overcurrent
• 67N : directional earth fault
• 32P: reverse real power
• 32Q/40 : reverse reactive power/field loss
• 81L : underfrequency
• 81H : overfrequency

! Generalities :
• Main applications
• Logic discrimination

! Protection functions :
• 38/49T : temperature set points
• 64REF : restricted earth fault
• 87G : bias differential
• 25 : synchronism check
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GENERATOR PROTECTION : Single generator
not coupled with the network

G

ECM

3U/Vo 59N

27

59

81L

81H

49

51

46

51G

64REF

51V

38

49T

87T

(optional)
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GENERATOR PROTECTION : Single generator
coupled with the network

ECM

3U/V
o

59N

27

59

81L

81H

49

51

46

51G

51
V

32P

32
Q

G

3U/V
o 25

38

49T

87T

(optional)

67 67N
possible in
a second
relay
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GENERATOR PROTECTION : Generators in
parallel

G

ECM1

3U/V
o

59N

27

59

81L

81H

49

51

46

51G

64REF

51
V

32P

32
Q

67

67
N

G

Synchro check function 25 is outside the Sepam

ECM1

3U/V
o

59N

27

59

81L

81H

49

51

46

51
V

32P

32
Q

87
G

ECM251
G

2 solutions

38

49T38

49T
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GENERATOR PROTECTION : Single block set

G
ECM1

3U/V
o

59N

27

59

81L

81H

49

51

46

51G

51
V

32P

32
Q

ECM2 51

51N/G

38

49T

87T

with 64 REF

(optional)
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GENERATOR PROTECTION : Block sets in
parallel

G

ECM

3U/V
o

59N

27

59

81L

81H

51

51G

64REF

67

67
N

32P

32
Q

ECM
46

49

51

51G

G 51
V

32P

32
Q

59N3U/V
o

Synchro check function 25 is outside the Sepam

87T

with 64 REF

(optional)

38

49T
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t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase faults
! Constant excitation current

Ik = 0.5 Ib
! Overexcitation

Ik = 2 to 3 Ib

I"kIb

49

Ik

Isc

t (s)

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

I (A)

1 10 100

I"kIb

49

Ik

Isc

51
51V at U=Un

51V at U=0

51V
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Logic discrimination :

0.1 s

0.7 s 0.7 s

Source

1 s

Fault on busbar eliminated after
0.1 s without adding any other
protection

Generator Generator
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
! Logic discrimination :

≥1
67 (inst)

67N (inst)

≥1
67 (time)

67N (time)

≥1
51 (logic)

51N (logic)

≥1

&

Input I12 : BI receipt

tripping

&

T3 = 0.2s

t 0

Inhibition of
BI transmision
if fault not cleared

Output O14 : BI transmision

≥1
51 (time)

51N (time)
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :

• I setting ≈ 1.2 x I inrush (transformer, motor reacceleration)
• Time setting ≈ 0.1 s
• DT and IDMT curves

Transient overreach = (Iso - Is1) / Is1

Iso = setting current, that is, r.m.s. value of steady state current
required to operate the relay

Is1 = steady state r.m.s. value of the fault current which when
fully offset will just operate the relay

Is1 > Is0
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of saturation of CT:

t

I ct

Low value of fundamental current ⇒ risk of no detection of
the fault ⇒ measurement of peak value

Fundamental
value

Right value

Peak value
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Current shape in case of no saturation of CT :

t

I ct

Transient overreach can be very high if only the peak value is
considered ⇒  peak value is filtered (no DC component)

Peak value

Filtered peak value
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Overcurrent (50/51) :
• Conclusion :

• Filtered peak detection is used to ensure tripping in case of CT
saturation

• Efficace value avoids the risk of unexpected tripping

SEPAM MIX THE TWO MEASUREMENTS TO GUARANTEE A
GOOD TRANSIENT OVERREACH (LESS THAN 10% FOR ANY
TIME CONSTANT)
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
! Voltage restrained overcurrent (50V/51V) :

Outputs

time-delayed

instantaneous

PrincipleSensors

Measurement of phase
currents:
3 CTs or 3 CSPs

Measurement of phase-
to-phase voltages:
3 VTs

I1
I2
I3

U21

U32

U13

Settings:
- Is: current setting
- T: time-delayed tripping time, definite time only

I > k Is

k

0.2

1

0.2Un  0.8Un
U

k

Fixed parameter:
- Un: rated primary voltage
          (status)

t 0
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Earth fault (50N/51N) :

Harmonic 2 restrain

An earth fault current (including harmonic 2) could appear
in case of CT saturation if earth fault is measured by means
of the sum of 3 TC.
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Real overpower (32P) :
Against motor operation :
Reverse real power (ANSI 32P)

• Turbine : Ps = 1 to 5% of Pn
• Diesel : Ps = 5 to 20% of Pn
• Time delay  ≥ 1 sec

! Reactive overpower (32Q) :
Against field loss  :
 Reactive overpower (ANSI 32Q)

• Qs ~ 0.3 Sn
• Time delay : several seconds
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GENERATOR PROTECTION : Reverse reactive
power relay / impedance relay (32Q/40)

Q

PQo

A B C

X

R

A B

C
Motor Generator

GeneratorMotor
G V

I

R = Real part ( V/I)

X = Imaginary part ( V/I)

Q = 3.X.V²/X²+R²

P = 3.R.V²/X²+R² R.Q = X.P⇒

Point A : P # 0 , Q = Qo , ⇒  X = (Qo/P).R

Point B : P = P1 , Q = Qo , ⇒  X = (Qo/P1).R

Point C : P = P2 , Q = Qo , ⇒  X = (Qo/P2).R

Generator connected to a source able to
supply reactive power ⇒  correct voltage

with reverse reactive power relay : correct
operation

with impedance relay : correct operation

Generator connected to a source unable to
supply reactive power ⇒  drop in voltage

with reverse reactive power relay : correct
operation by adding 27 function

with impedance relay : correct operation

3.V²/2.Qo

3.V²/2.Qo

X/R²+X²=Qo/3.V²
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) :
• Heat rise calculation :

• I is the greatest value of I1, I2, I3 (at 50 Hz) and I1rms
• Ii is the negative sequence current

• Eo : initial heat rise

222
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) (cont'd) :
• Operation

Eo
T

(Ieq/Ib)²

(Ieq/Ib)²

T

Eo

T

(Ieq/Ib)²

Eo

E

t

22






+×

















−=

−

Ib
Ieqe

Ib
IeqEoE T

t
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Thermal overload (49) :

Thermal overload function is used to protect the generator against too
high requested active power that is to say if the power of the load
increases.

0.1

1

10

100

Ieq/Ib

t

Hot curve

Cold curve
2

2

2

Es
Ib
I

Ib
I

LogTt
−














×=

2

1

2

2

Es
Ib
I
Ib
I

LogTt
−







−






×=

Es2 = thermal setting point in %

T = heat rise (T1) or cooling (T2)
time constant

NB : For generator, K factor = 0
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Negative sequence / unbalance (46) :

• You want to detect the loss of one phase
⇒ DT curve with setting Is < 15% of Ib and time setting = several
seconds

• You want to protect the machine against negative sequence
current
High frequency currents in the dampers induce high power losses

 ⇒ use IDMT curve or similar
Setting indication : 15% of Ib and time setting = several seconds
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (67) :

BA

IccA IccB

U I
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Fault in A :

Ic
cA

Relais
IsA

IccA

U32

U21U13

I1

I3

I2
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Fault in B :

Ic
cB

Relais
IsB

IccB

U32

U21U13

I1

I3

I 2
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Measurement of the phase shift angle between a reference voltage,

called the polarization voltage, and a current makes it possible to
determine the current direction

! In practice:
• polarization by phase-to-phase voltage
• measurement of ϕ1= phase shift (U32,I1), ϕ2= phase shift (U13,I2)

and ϕ3 = phase shift (U21,I3)

polarising
voltage

V1

V2V3 90°

V3

90°

V1

V2

I1 ( for  ϕ = 0 )

I3 ( for  = 0 )

polarising
voltage

U21

U32 ϕ
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Conventions :

! ϕ1 = phase shift (U32,I1)
varies according to the impedance of
the circuit under consideration

! Conventional current direction:
• Normal direction = from busbar to

cable
• Inverse direction = from cable to

busbar
! Conventional CT wiring:

normal direction    inverse direction

I I

��������
��������
��������
��������
��������
��������
��������

�������
�������
�������
�������
�������
�������
������� U32

I1

I1

I1 in normal
direction

I1 in inverse
direction

ϕ1ϕ1
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Characteristic angle θ :θ :θ :θ :

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ =
angle between the perpendicular at
the zone limit - characteristic line -
and the polarization voltage

! Setting values of θ :
• 30° if high reactance circuit

( ϕ1minimum)
• 45° average case
• 60° if high resistance circuit

( ϕ1 maximum)

θ
U32

Inverse zone

Normal zone
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Phase directional overcurrent (cont'd) (67) :
! Principle :

! Association of 2 functions:
• phase overcurrent protection

function
    adjustable setting Is
     Definite or IDMT time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ

! Three-phase protection
• I1 and ϕ1 (phase shift U32,I1)
• I2 and ϕ2 (phase shift U11,I2)
• I3 and ϕ3 (phase shift U21,I3)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage > 1.5%Un

������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������

������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������
������������

����
����
����
����

��
��

��
��

��
��

θ=45°

U32

I1

Is

Phase overcurrent
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

ϕ1
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) :

IscA IscB

Vrsd Irsd

A BA
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

N

Fault at A

V1

V2

V3

Vrsd

IrsdA

ϕ0A

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Normal direction
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

rsd

rsdN1 

 1

I3     

IZ=V where

3 

rrr

rrr

rr

×−=⇒

×

×−=

Nrsd

rsd

ZV

VV

Fault at B

N
V1

V2

Vrsd

IrsdB

ϕ0B

V3
Reverse direction
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Measurement of the phase shift angle between the residual voltage -
called the polarization voltage -  and the earth fault current makes it
possible to determine the direction

N

V2

V3

V1
Vrsd

IrsdB

IrsdA

ϕ0A

ϕ0B
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Division of a current vectorial plane into 2
half-planes:

• normal zone
• inverse zone

! Characteristic angle θ0 =
angle between the perpendicular at the
zone limit - characteristic line - and the
polarization voltage

! Typical values of θ0:
• 0° if N earthed by resistance
• 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°:

intermediate values
• 90° if isolated neutral (Irsd=Icapa)
• -45° if N earthed by reactance

Vrsd

Inverse zone

Normal zone

θ0
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

! Association of 2 functions:
• earth fault protection function

     adjustable setting Is0
     Definite time

• detection of the current direction
     characteristic angle θ0

! Plane single-pole protection
• Ip  : projection of Irsd on the

characteristic line
•  ϕ0: phase shift (Vrsd,Irsd)

! Protection operational if:
polarization voltage >= 2.6% Un

θ0=45°
ϕ0

Vrsd

Irsd

Is0

Earth fault
Direction detection in normal direction
Directional protection function 
tripping zone

normal zone

inverse zone

�����������
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GENERATOR PROTECTION
Directional earth fault (67N) (cont'd):

COMPENSATED NEUTRAL SYSTEM :
! Petersen coil + resistor:

• designed to compensate capacitive currents
=> Irsd is highly resistive

=> characteristic angle not adjustable: θ0 = 0°

• self-extinguishing earth fault
=> short, recurring faults

=> protection memory time adjustable
Tmem ~ 250 ms

• in practice, the system is slightly dissymmetrical and the residual
voltage is not zero when there is no fault

=> Vs0 setting adjustable
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Generator differential (87G) :
Id = I - I'

It = (I + I')/2
X In

X In

Only one setting :

0.05 In < Is < 0.5 In

Id1²/8 - It1²/32 = (0.05In)²

M
I I'

 √2

External fault induces saturation of the CTs
and false differential current

100%

Harmonic 2 restrain

Without harmonic 2
restrain

Id² - It²/32 = Is²
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Undervoltage (27) :

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Undervoltage protection

t

U

! Overcurrent protection

UnUs

27

T

t

IIscIn

51

T

Is

Undervoltage (27) : coordination with overcurrent protection
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Overvoltage (59) :

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam

Sepam
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Residual overvoltage (59N) :
• For isolated neutral 59N protection is required to detect earth fault

before closing the circuit breaker
• This function can be located elsewhere in the network (on busbar

for example)
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Restricted earth fault (64REF) :
• If the protection 64 REF is required
• or if the generator has a power rating of more or equal than 5

MVA the protection 64 REF is required.
• It offers the advantage of having greater sensitivity than

differential protection (5% of In)

G 64REF
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Temperature monitoring (49T/38) :
• The protection detects if an RTD is shorted or disconnected.

– RTD shorting is detected when the measured temperature is
less than -70 ± 10°C

– RTD disconnection is detected when the measured
temperature is greater than 302 ± 27°C

• For Sepam 1000+, RTD can be Pt100, NI100, NI120 type
• For Sepam 2000, RTD can be Pt100 only
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Synchro-check (25) :
• dUs set point : can depend on power transit
• dFs set point :depends only on accuracy
• dPhi set point :can depend on power transit
• Us high : to detect presence of voltage
• Us low : to detect absence of voltage
• Time Ta : to take into account of the circuit breaker closing time
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Synchro-check (25) (cont'd) :

U>Us high

U>Us high

U>Us high

U>Us high

Usynch 1

Usynch 2 dFsF <∆

dUsU <∆

dPhisTaF <×∆×+∆ 360ϕ

&

Synchro check
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GENERATOR PROTECTION

! Synchro-check (25) (cont'd) :
• 4 operating modes :

OR AND

Mode 1 Mode 2

Mode 3 Mode 4

Usynch 1 Usynch 2

Usynch 1 Usynch 2 Usynch 2

Usynch 2Usynch 1

Usynch 1
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